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34th ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TELEMETRY STANDARDS COORDINATION COMMITTEE

To: Directors of the International Foundation for
Telemetering (IFT)

From: Ed Snyder, Chair, TSCC

Subject: 1994 Annual Report

The TSCC, as its standard practice, held two formal
meetings this past reporting period. One was held
concurrent with the International Telemetering
Conference and the other, held at the Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, AL May 3, 1994.

The TSCC, with its broad representation of members
from government, aerospace industry users and
manufactures of telemetering equipment, continues to
serve as an area for discussion, review of telemetry
standards and dissemination of information focused
towards the telemetering community.

During this past year the TSCC has reviewed several
documents and in-depth comments have been provided to
the originators.

Our Charter and By-Laws were reviewed and updated so
as to keep our purpose in pace with the ever changing
conditions of society and technology.

At the Spring meeting, election of officers for the
next two years was held. Gerry Clubb was elected to
the TSCC chair and Lee Eccles was elected to the
position of Secretary-Treasurer.



A MESSAGE FROM THE
TECHNICAL CHAIRMAN

GERALD E. CALLAHAN
Technical Program Chair, ITC/USA/94

The ITC/USA/94 Commitee is composed of an outstanding group of dedicated
volunteers whose invaluable and indispensible knowledge and support have combined
to make this one of the most rewarding and enjoyable experiences of my career. The
International Foundation for Telemetering has done me a great honor in allowing me
to serve as Technical Program Chairman for this year's conference. It has indeed been
a privilege to be associated with this group of renowned professionals in this way.

Once again this year, we have an excellent representation of presentations
spanning the broad spectrum of telemetry-related technical and program topics, based
on the superior breadth and depth of their authors' knowledge and experience, truly
representing the last thirty years in telemetry, with a look into expectations for the
next thirty years. I congratulate the authors for their hard work and enthusiasm in
providing the essential ingredients for an excellent conference. Augmenting these, as
is an ITC tradition, we have another outstanding Blue Ribbon Panel, this year's
representing the major ranges and test facilities with Mr. James A. Papa of the Air
Force Right Test Center as moderator. And we have what promises to be another great
Range Commanders Council discussion panel session.

I wish to thank all of you who contributed to putting the program together, and
in particular the dedicated people who have volunteered to chair the technical
sessions. Much credit for the success of these sessions is due to your selfless



contribution of time and effort, and I am sure that the rewards you will experience will
be commensurate with this contribution to the telemetry community of which you are
so important a part. I want to thank Mr. Terry Straehley for his support in bringing the
program together. And a special note of thanks is due to my sponsors in this endeavor,
the Senior Leaders of the Air Force Flight Test Center.



FORWARD TO THE 1994 PROCEEDINGS

ERWIN H. "TERRY" STRAEHLEY
ITC/USA '94 General Chair

Straehley Associates, Santa Barbara, CA

The ITC/USA '94 Conference Committee and the International Foundation for
Telemetering are pleased to present these Proceedings of the thirtieth annual
International Telemetering Conference. The over 90 papers in this volume define the
state of the art in telemetry. The Proceedings of the ITC is a valuable reference tool
for the solution of operational problems for years after its publication.

In keeping with the theme of our conference, "Telemetry for the Next Thirty Years,"
Jerry Callahan has assembled a diverse group of papers on topics ranging from
classical applications to future architectures and inter-range data links. A session on
Program Management reminds us that a good engineering solution takes account of
cost and schedule as well as technical factors. We are living up to the "International"
in the conference title with authors from four other countries. An especially strong
contingent from the People's Republic of China is due to Art Sullivan's long term
efforts to increase international participation in the conference.

Our opening speaker, Hon. Clark G. Fiester Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Acquisition emphasizes our focus on Air Force activities in telemetering. Mr. Fiester
is responsible for all Air Force research, development, and acquisition activities, the
main activities that drive our industry. As one of our primary customers, he is well
situated to indicate our industry's future direction. Mr. Sherman Mullin, our Keynote
Luncheon speaker, has played an important role in many technological advances at
Lockheed Advanced Systems. Mrs. Nadia Roberts of Flight Research, Inc is another



trail blazer who brings an international flavor to our Awards Luncheon. I am sure that
we will all profit from these outstanding speakers.

Our papers and speakers are just two of the ways that the ITC brings value to its
attendees and the telemetry industry as a whole. Our short courses have brought in
depth knowledge of telemetry theory and practice to over 1000 students. Our
exhibitors, who make the show possible financially, educate while they expose their
products to a large but focussed audience. Finally, the surplus from our operations
makes possible scholarships and courses of study in telemetry, planting seeds to
assure the future of our industry.

Finally, I want to thank the ITC/USA '94 committee without whom this conference
would not be possible and the IFT Board of Directors for their help and support. I
hope that everyone attending will enjoy the conference and the other attractions of San
Diego.



OPENING SESSION SPEAKER

MR. CLARK G. FIESTER
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition)

ITC/USA '94 is proud to have the Honorable Clark G. Fiester, Assistant Secretary of
the Air Force for Acquisition open our conference. Mr. Fiester was appointed to this
position by President Clinton in April of this year and assumed his duties after
confirmation in May. He is responsible for Air Force research, development, and
acquisition activities, and serves as the Air Force acquisition executive.

Prior to his present position, Mr Fiester had a distinguished 40 year career in private
industry and Government Service. Most recently he was Group Vice President and
General Manager of the Electronic Defense Sector, GTE Government Systems
Corporation, responsible for the design and development of advanced systems for
intelligence, imagery, electronic countermeasures, information security, and electro-
optics. This position culminated a 35 year career with GTE during which he was Vice
President & General Manager of the Western Division, Manager of the EDL
Reconnaissance Organization and Manager of the EDL Systems Laboratories.

Mr. Fiester previously was in the Air Force with responsibility for contracts for
precision positioning systems for aircraft. At Bell Telephone Laboratories, Mr. Fiester
was responsible for the evaluation of voice compression and expansion systems to
improve performance of the AT&T Trans Atlantic Cable.



Mr. Fiester received a B.S. in Electronic Engineering from Penn State University, an
M.S. in Electronic Engineering from Stanford University, and graduated from the
Harvard Advanced Management Program. He has been a member of the National
Security Agency Advisory Board, Director of the Security Affairs support Symposium
and Chair of the National EW Technical Symposium. He was awarded the Medallion
for Outstanding Service to U.S. Intelligence Missions, the Santa Clara county
Corporate Leadership Award, the AOC Executive Management Medal, and the
National Security Agency Exceptional Service Award.



BLUE RIBBON PANEL

The 1994 Blue Ribbon Panel consisting of tri-service
range technical directors will discuss new directions in
range technology. Our panel chairman and moderator is
Mr. James A. Papa, Director, Technical Directorate,
412 Test Wing, Edwards AFB, CA. Prior to assuming
this position, he was Deputy Director, B2 Combined
Test Force for a period of four years.

During his career, Mr. Papa has served as Chief of the
Acquisition and Development Division, Chief of the
Technical Development Branch, and Deputy Chief of
the Flight Dynamics Division. From 1966 to 1976 he
held various project engineer positions on the F16,
A10, F111 aircraft test programs.

Mr. Papa holds a BS in engineering from Princeton University, an MS in Engineering
from USC and an MBA from MIT Sloan School of Management. He is a charter
member of the Society of Flight Test Engineers.

KEYNOTE LUNCHEON SPEAKER

ITC/USA '94 is pleased to have Mr. Sherman N.
Mullin, retired President of the Lockheed Advanced
Development Company (Skunkworks) speak at our
Keynote Luncheon. Mr. Mullin joined Lockheed in
1959 and retired in 1994. Throughout his career, he
focused on the future, repeatedly achieving aggressive,
successful application of advanced technology to very
advanced military aircraft and electronics systems. He
was an electronics engineer and manager involved in
advanced avionics and real time digital systems. This
included avionics for the P3C Orion aircraft. In
February 1982 he was appointed Vice President and
Program Manager for the F117A "Stealth" Fighter
Program at the famed Lockheed Skunkworks. In 1985,
Mr. Mullin was appointed Vice President and General

Manager for the Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) Program. In this position, he led
the Lockheed-Boeing-General Dynamics team which won the ATF/F22 program
competition in April 1991.



He was presented with the AIAA Wright Brothers Lecturer in Aeronautics Award in
1992 and was a member of the Lockheed/US Air Force team which received the 1989
Collier Trophy for their work on the F117 program.



AWARDS LUNCHEON SPEAKER

MRS NADIA ROBERTS
President, Flight Research Inc.

Our Awards Luncheon speaker will be Nadia Roberts, President of Flight Research,
Inc., Mojave, CA. Mrs. Roberts graduated from Laval University- in 1969 with a BsSc
and from the Aeronautical Institute of Technology in Montreal, Canada, in 1971. She
then joined the Canadian Armed Forces as the first female maintenance Officer,
initially responsible for maintenance of a fleet of T-33 aircraft, DC-3s and helicopters.
Later responsibilities included first and second line maintenance, including all engine
test cell operations, for three F-5 squadrons.

Since moving to Mojave California from CFB, Cold Lake in 1977, Mrs. Roberts has
been responsible for supporting the weapons certification programs on the S-76A,
S-76B, the Bell 206, Bell 412 and Hughes helicopters. She was the flight test engineer
in charge of the American Jet Hustler 400 FAA certification prograrn as well as
several other aircraft modification programs. In 1992, she was the Test Director,
Flight Test Engineer and Data Analyst for the USAF Rivet Rider prograrn, testing a
highly modified C-130 aircraft.

Mrs. Roberts was a co-founder of the National Test Pilot School where she is a
Director and Senior Flight Test Engineer Instructor. She is President of Flight
Research, Inc.



ITC/USA '94 SHORT COURSE PROGRAM

Education is a very important goal of both the IFT and the ITC. Accordingly, the ITC
is happy to offer three short courses at this year's conference. The courses range from
basic to advanced and cover all aspects of telemetry. These courses are:

Course l.

BASIC TELEMETRY CONCEPTS
Instructor: Mr. Ronald Stretch, Computer Sciences Corp.

Recommended for the not so experienced engineer, technician, programmer, or
manager. Concepts are described by signal flow from sensor to user display. Each
concept is related to physical processes or technology. A review of the highlights of
the standards precedes an overview of the major calibration procedures used in
telemetry operations. The concepts presented are then practiced by the students
planning a number of typical situations

Course 2.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS
Instructor: Mr. Jud Strock, Consultant

This course is for the more experienced user. It provides an update on new technology
for complete ground stations and instrumentation systems including: signal
conditioners, encoder, radio links recorders, preprocessors, and computer workstations
and software. Topics covered include: 1533 Bus, CCSDS, packets, rotary head
recorder techniques, open system architectures, and range communications.

Course 3.

ADVANCED TELEMETERING SYSTEMS DESIGN
Instructor: Dr. Frank Carden, New Mexico State University

This course is for the experienced user. The course material pertains to the design of
PCM/FM and PCM/PM telemetry systems

Ms. Vickie Reynolds of White Sands Missile Range, NM chairs the short course
program.
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INTRODUCTION

The International Foundation for Telemetering is a nonprofit
organization dedicated to serving the professional and technical interests of
the "Telemetering Community". On 11 May 1964, the IFT was confirmed as
a non profit corporation in accordance with the applicable laws of the State
of California. A copy of the IFT's "Articles of Incorporation" are included in
this Special Section.

All activities of the IFT are governed by a Board of Directors selected
from industry, science, and government. Board members are invited to serve
on the basis of their interest and recognition in the technical or management
aspects of the use or supply of telemetering equipment and services. All
serve at their own expense or under sponsorship of their parent companies or
agencies. Directors receive no financial reward of any nature from the IFT.

The IFT sponsors each annual International Telemetering Conference.
Working funds are provided each year by the IFT. The ITC management,
however, plans and budgets to make each annual conference a self sustaining
financial success. This includes returning the initial IFT subsidy as well as a
modest profit--the source of funds for IFT activities such as its educational
support program. The IFT Board of Directors also sponsors the Telemetering
Standards Coordinating Committee.

A notable educational support program, is carried out by the IFT. This
is summarized later in this Special Section.

The Foundation maintains a master mailing list of personnel active in
the field of telemetry. This listing includes addresses throughout the United
States, as well as from many other countries since international participation
in IFT activities is invited and encouraged. New names and addresses are
readily included (or corrected) on the IFT mailing list by writing to:

International Foundation for Telemetering
21031 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 1001

Woodland Hills, California 91364



MANAGEMENTOF THE IFT

The management of the International Foundation for Telemetering is
fundamentally based upon its Articles of Incorporation, which are published
herewith. The Articles provide for a governing Board of Directors and for
By-Laws to be drawn and adopted by that Board. By-Laws were initiated by
the Board and have since been supplemented and revised to adjust to
changing conditions and needs.

A brief mention of the origins of the IFT and its Articles of
Incorporation is of value. Following a Telemetering Conference in London,
23-27 September 1963, which included US and International participation
and sponsorship, the value of such a forum to the flowing technology and
use of telemetering was recognized. Accordingly, four individuals, having
already served the telemetering community in various capacities as members
of telemetering conferences and their committees, filed with the Secretary of
State of California, Articles of Incorporation for a new organization to be
called "The International Foundation for Telemetering". The four members
involved are listed below:"

Arnold E. Bentz - The Sandia Corporation

Robert C. Barto - White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)

Robert G. Brown - A.C. Spark Plug Division of General Motors

Hugh Pruss - Consultant

The Articles were approved 11 May 1964 and, as noted, describe the
basic management principles and Foundation objectives, still in place 30
years later. These early steps led to the first ITC/USA, held 18-20 May 1965
in Washington D.C.

The current IFT Board of Directors numbering 17, including 2
Emeritus, is pictured on page five.



The Board currently includes members who have served for its entire
30 year life as well as those who have been invited to serve in recent years.
About 35 men have served during the life of the Board.

The Board elects its officers (President, Vice Presidents, Treasurer and
Secretary) from its ranks. Each Director also serves on one or more of the
IFT standing committees as follows: Industrial Relations, Science and
Technology, Education, Foreign Relations, Historical, Standards and
Technical Conferences.

The IFT Board meets twice annually--once in conjunction with the
annual ITC and again, approximately six months from the ITC. The Board
functions as a senior executive body, that hears committee and special
assignment reports and reviews, adjusts, and derives new policy as
conditions dictate. A major Board function is that of fiscal management,
including the allocation of funds within the scope of the Foundation's legal
purposes.

The Board maintains the continuity of each annual ITC and selects and
invites the service of each succeeding ITC General and Program Chairman.

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF THE IFT

FIRST: The name of the corporation is:

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR TELEMETERING

SECOND: (a) The specific and primary purpose for which this
corporation is formed is to advance the theory and practice of telemetering
and allied arts and sciences, and to promote unity, effectiveness of effort and
ethical professional conduct among those professionally concerned with
telemetering and the allied arts and sciences.

(b) The general purposes for which this corporation is formed are
to operate exclusively for charitable and educational purposes.



(c) This corporation is formed to promote, create and stimulate
interest in telemetering and in the advancement and dissemination of the
knowledge of the science of telemetering and its application.

(d) This corporation shall have and exercise all rights and powers
conferred on corporations under the laws of the State of California,
provided, however, that this corporation is not empowered to engage in any
activity which in itself is not in furtherance of its purposes as set forth in
subparagraphs (a) and (b) of this Article Second.

(e) No part of the net earnings, properties shall inure to the
benefit of any private person or individual or any member or director of this
corporation, and on liquidation or dissolution all properties and assets of this
corporation remaining after paying or providing for all debts and obligations
shall be distributed and paid over to such fund, foundation or corporation
organized and operated for charitable or charitable educational purposes as
the Board of Directors shall determine.

(f) This corporation shall not, as a substantial part of its activities,
carry on propaganda, or otherwise attempt, to influence legislation. This
corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing
or distributing of statements), any political campaign on behalf of any
candidate for public office.

THIRD: This corporation is organized pursuant to the General
Nonprofit Corporation Law of the State of California.

FOURTH: The County in the State of California where the principal
office for the transaction of the business of this corporation is to be located is
the County of Los Angeles.

FIFTH: (a) The powers of this corporation shall be exercised, its
properties controlled, and its affairs conducted by a board to be known as the
Board of Directors. The number of Directors of this corporation shall be
four.



The number of directors herein provided for may be changed by a
Bylaw duly adopted by the members.

(b) The names and addresses of the persons who are appointed to
act as the first directors are:

ROBERT G . BROWN
13450 Brook Avenue

Elm Grove, Wisconsin

ROBERT C. BARTO
3312 Moonlight Drive

El Paso, Texas

HUGH PRUSS
6461 Penfield Avenue

Woodland Hills, California

ARNOLD E. BENTZ
10124 Pitt, N. E.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, for the purpose of forming this nonprofit
corporation under the laws of the State of California, we, the undersigned,
constituting the incorporators of this corporation, and including all of the
persons named herein as the first Directors, have executed these Articles of
Incorporation this 30th day of April, 1964.

ROBERT G. BROWN /s/ ROBERT C. BARTO /s/
HUGH PRUSS /s/ ARNOLD E. BENTZ /s/

THE INTERNATIONAL TELEMETERINGCONFERENCE

The annual International Telemetering Conference is the primary
forum through which the purposes of the International Foundation for
Telemetering are accomplished. This Conference generally follows an



established format including the presentation of technical papers, workshop,
tutorials and the exhibition of equipment, techniques, services and advanced
concepts provided for the most part by the manufacturer or the supplying
company. To complete a user-supplier relationship, each ITC often includes
displays from major test and training ranges and other government and
industrial elements whose mission needs serve to guide manufacturers to
tomorrow's products.

Each ITC is normally three days in duration. A joint session of all
conferees is generally the initial event. A speaker prominent in government,
industry, education or science sets the keynote for the conference. The three
Military Departments and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, alternating on an annual basis, provide a panel discussion to
a joint session that summarizes their out-year plans. This discussion
highlights and further communicates future concepts and equipment needs to
developers and suppliers. From that point, papers are presented in a series of
individual, concurrent technical sessions, organized to allow the attendee to
choose the topic of primary interest.

Each annual ITC is organized and conducted by a General Chairman
and a Technical Program Chairman selected and invited to serve by the IFT
Board of Directors. Both chairmen are prominent in the organizations they
represent (government or industry); they are generally well known and
command technical and managerial respect. Both have most likely served the
previous year's conference as Vice or Deputy Chairman. In this way,
continuity between conferences is achieved and the responsible individual
can proceed with his chairman duties with increased confidence. Both
chairmen, and for that matter, all who serve in the organization and
management of each annual ITC, do so without any form of salary or
financial reward. The organizational affiliate of each individual who serves
not only agrees to the commitment of his/her time to the ITC but also
assumes the obligation of that individual's ITC-related expenses. This, of
course, is in recognition of the technical service rendered by the
Conferences.



Those companies and agencies that exhibit at the ITC do so at the cost
of the floorspace rental fee. These exhibitors thus provide the major financial
support for each conference. Although the annual chairmen are credited for
successful ITC's, the exhibitors also deserve high praise for their faithful and
generous support over the years.

A major feature of each annual ITC is the hard-bound book containing
the Proceedings (including all technical papers) of the conference. A copy of
the Proceedings is given to each conference registrant at the registration
desk, thus making it available for notes and clarification during the technical
sessions.

THE TELEMETERINGSTANDARDSCOORDINATION
COMMITTEE

The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee is chartered by
the IFT to serve as a focal point within the Telemetering Community for the
review of standards documents affecting telemetry proposed for adoption by
any of the various standards bodies throughout the world. It is chartered to
receive, coordinate, and disseminate information; and to review and
coordinate standards, methods, and procedures to users, manufacturers, and
supporting agencies.

The tasks of the TSCC include the determination of which standards
are in existence and published, the review of the technical adequacy of
planned and existing standards, the consideration of the need for new
standards and revisions, and the coordination of the derivation of new
standards. In all of these tasks, the TSCC's role is to assist the agencies
whose function it is to create, issue, and maintain the standards, and to assure
that a representative viewpoint of the telemetering community is involved in
the standards process. The TSCC does not initiate or approve standards.

The TSCC was organized in 1960, under the sponsorship of the
National Telemetering Conference. For 20 years, from 1967 to 1987, it was
sponsored jointly by the Instrument Society of America and the International
Telemetering Conference. It is currently under the sole sponsorship of the



International Foundation for Telemetering, sponsor of the ITC. Two
meetings are held each year, one of which is concurrent with the ITC. The
Annual Reports of the TSCC are published in the ITC Proceedings each
year.

Since its beginning, a prime activity of the TSCC has been the review
of standards promulgated by the Range Commanders' Council-- primarily
those of the RCC's Telemetry Group. These standards, used within the
Department of Defense, have been the major force influencing the
development of telemetry hardware and technology during the past 35 years.

The initial work of standards review is performed by the technical
subcommittees of the TSCC. The recommendations of the subcommittees
are reviewed by the full membership prior to transmittal of the TSCC
position to the originating organization.

THE IFT EDUCATION SUPPORT PROGRAM

All financial proceeds from the annual ITC are used to further the science
and practice of telemetering through education. The funds are used for
annual graduate and undergraduate scholarships and for financing graduate
programs in telemetry. The IFT currently has endowed graduate programs in
telemetry at New Mexico State University, Brigham Young University in
Utah and the University of Arizona. To further encourage the engineering
student to a higher degree of professionalism, the IFT sponsors a student
paper contest each year. The winners receive a cash award and an all
expense paid trip to the annual ITC where they present their paper at a
technical session suitable to their topic. The papers also are published in the
annual ITC Proceedings.

A MESSAGEFOR THE FUTURE

This Special Section commemorates the 30th anniversary of the
International Foundation for Telemetering. For three decades professionals
have supported the annual International Telemetry Conferences. These are
the attendees, session chairmen, authors, and the exhibitors. A large number



of dedicated individuals volunteer and contribute their time, skills and effort
to the ITC and IFT and do so year after year. The contributions to the
development of telemetering and to its many operational applications have,
to a very large extent, resulted from the men and women of this major
technical discipline. The IFT is pleased to have provided a forum for growth
for the past 30 years.

The history of telemetry is an exciting story that took us from some
very rudimentary capabilities to provide remote measurements to the very
sophisticated telemetry systems in use today. That history includes
contributions made by a large number of outstanding professionals, only a
few of which have received any official recognition by the IFT for their
work. We have recognized some, and we will continue to recognize more
whenever and wherever we can. We have used a Pioneer Award to serve as
our highest award for contributions made to telemetry. A look at the IFT
Pioneer Award recipients is a look at some of the giants of this profession.

The future of telemetry as we have known it is rapidly changing. It is
increasingly difficult today to recognize where communications, computers
and telemetry draw the lines around their domains. They are merging and all
are contributing to a new technology for tomorrow. For example the Global
Positioning System is having a major impact on telemetry. This is because
GPS allows any test article to determine its own position very effectively
anywhere in the world. The positional information of the test article must
then be passed to a range control center or other collection point usually via
telemetry. A bi-directional, broad band data link will be required in the
future between the test article and the ground station where test control is
exercised. This data link must handle the information as follows:

Downlink Uplink
•GPS Information •Test Article Control
•Telemetry •Vehicle Commands
•Avionics Buss Data •Simulated Targets
•Digital Audio •Simulated Backgrounds
•Digital Video



Telemetry thus becomes a subset of the datalink complex in the future.
The telemetering profession must concentrate on the "open-air" portion of
the communications problem. All the downlink information that is generated
On the test article must be packaged and sent to the ground, and similarly all
uplink information must be packaged and sent to the appropriate vehicle.
Packing and unpacking of data and robust, reliable RF connections are the
things the telemetry community knows best. This expertise must be applied
to the broader problems of the future. The telemetry profession can make
significant contributions to the solution of the overall communications
problems in the future. While many are at work on the "Digital Highway",
our profession must focus on the "Digital Airway".

To these ends, the IFT declares its dedication. Our task in the coming
decades will be to continue to bring together the many parts that contribute
professionally sound and economical solutions to tomorrows world of
Telemetry.
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ABSTRACT

The rapid technology growth in the aerospace industry continues to manifest itself in
increasingly complex computer systems and weapons systems platforms. To meet the
data processing challenges associated with these new weapons systems, the Air Force
Flight Test Center (AFFTC) is developing the next generation of data acquisition and
processing systems under the Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing Systems
(ADAPS) Program. The ADAPS program has evolved into an approach that utilizes
Commercial-Off-The- Shelf (COTS) components as the foundation for Air Force
enhancements to meet specific customer requirements. The ADAPS program has
transitioned from concept exploration to engineering and manufacturing development
(EMD). This includes the completion of a detailed requirements analysis and a overall
system design. This paper will discuss the current status of the ADAPS program
including the requirements analysis process, details of the system design, and the
result of current COTS acquisitions.
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INTRODUCTION

The capability being developed by ADAPS Program is critical to the successful
conduct of test and evaluation at the AFFTC. The ADAPS Program was conceived to
reduce development, operations, and maintenance costs, reduce data turnaround time,
and improve capabilities to quickly support future programs. By eliminating vendor
specific dependencies, the ADAPS Program has increased the number of options and
approaches available for meeting the customer requirements. Proportional with the
increased number of options and approaches is the increase in the number of COTS
vendor products that can be utilized. Competition within the vendor community is



fierce, which results in the acquisition of products and solutions that represent the best
value for the Government. The result is an overall reduction in the development,
operations, and maintenance costs for the ADAPS Program when compared to the
approach used to develop current systems. As the ADAPS Program moves towards
common equipment and incrementally upgradable systems, data turnaround time is
reduced. This is accomplished by archiving of test data in real-time, providing the data
on-line, and by implementing uncomplicated user interfaces. Finally, by implementing
a scaleable, distributed architecture using state-of-the-art COTS technologies, the
ADAPS program has provided the AFFTC with improved capabilities to quickly
support future programs.

BACKGROUND

The ADAPS Program is based upon a concept consisting of a design and development
methodology which mandates the use of open, distributed system architectures. The
ADAPS architecture consists of functional components integrated together into a
system configuration. The interfaces between functional components are
accomplished by implementing widely accepted Government and industry standard
interfaces. Each functional component can be separately acquired and scaled to meet
specific user requirements. Further system upgrades are accomplished by acquiring
and/or developing only those components requiring increased capability.

The ADAPS Program is divided into three system segments, Automated Setup,
Real-Time Display and Control, and Post-Test Data Analysis as represented in Figure
1. The Automated Setup Segment provides the mechanism that assures accurate
information flow necessary to achieve an efficient and effective test process. This
includes the tools to aid the planning, collection, and distribution of flight test
information and data. The Real-Time Display and Control Segment provides enhanced
real-time and post-flight processing, display, and archival of test vehicle
instrumentation and avionics test data as well as Time Space Position Information
(TSPI) and Global Positioning System (GPS) data. The Post Test Data Analysis
Segment provides the Flight Test Engineer (FTE) with a post-test analysis system that
automates the post-test data analysis process. This allows the FTE to access, select,
process, analyze, and visualize, the test data using a workstation or Personal Computer
(PC). The integration of these systems provides an end to end capability from
acquisition of measurement data to generation of the final test report. The remainder
of this paper will focus on the Real-Time Display and Control Segment of ADAPS
which will be refered to as the ADAPS Real-Time/Post Flight Processing (RT/PFP)
sytstem.



To implement the ADAPS RT/PFP system, an iterative, cyclical approach was used.
The ADAPS RT/PFP system will be delivered in various phases beginning with
conceptual prototypes and ranging all the way to final system implementation.
Conceptual prototypes were used to determine the usability of COTS products, prove
out concepts, and for the preparation of equipment specifications. The next step past
the conceptual stage was to implement an operational prototype called the Mission
Display System (MDS) in the Ridley Mission Control Center (RMCC). Further
discussion on the MDS will be presented later in the paper. The next stage in the
ADAPS RT/PFP phased development is the implementation of a training system. This
system will be used to train operations and maintenance personnel on system
functions and capabilities, and obtain user feedback early in the life cycle of the
system. A series of system builds will incrementally bring new capabilities on line
until all user requirements are satisfied. Using this iterative approach, the ADAPS
Program will provide the platform, consisting of products that enhance the system
capability, and can evolve with the user requirements. This approach will reduce
overall program risk, reduce the impact of engineering changes during the



development cycle, and increase the probability that the customer will end up with a
system that meets their requirements.

REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS PROCESS

The need for the AFFTC to upgrade to an ADAPS architecture has been driven by the
exponential growth of data processing requirements. Since the early 1980s, data
processing and display requirements have increased due to the rapid emergence of
software intensive integrated avionics systems. Figures 2 and 3 show the typical
growth in processing and input measurement requirements. In the 1970s, telemetry
processing requirements depicted in Figure 2, were 50,000 samples per second
compared to a projected 1,100,000 samples per second in the year 2000. Figure 3
shows the input measurement requirements. By the year 2000, ADAPS will have to
process a projected 32,000 measurement parameters. This phenomenal increase in the

Figure 2

number of measurands requires state-of-the-art telemetry equipment to acquire and
process the data, as well as new and innovative techniques to display, store and
analyze the data. The telemetry and data systems that were adequate for the 1980s, are
inadequate for the 1990s. In addition, these requirements will continue to grow beyond
the year 2000. Therefore the ADAPS RT/PFP system must be designed and
engineered with sufficient growth capacity to meet the next century's data
requirements without requiring major upgrades to the system. The requirements



presented in the figures are just two of the hundreds of requirements gathered during
the ADAPS requirements phase.

Figure 3

The requirements process was a "customer driven" process. It relied heavily on Total
Quality Management (TQM) techniques. A TQM methodology called Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) was used for requirements gathering and analysis. The
results of the ADAPS requirements process was documented in the System Segment
Specification (SSS). As with all TQM techniques, the first challenge was to identify
the customer. The ADAPS Program had many different customers, each having their
special needs and problems. The difficulty lay in balancing the various, and
sometimes contradictory, requirements between the users. To effectively accomplish
this, ADAPS used QFD as a way of structuring and balancing the system
requirements.

The first step in the QFD process was to identify the key wants from the customers.
To obtain the key wants, a series of multiple choice surveys were distributed to known
and potential customers. In addition, information was collected from existing
documents, industry surveys, and customer interviews. All of the information gathered
was collected and stored in a relational database. The customers also prioritized the
requirements and decided on target values for each of the requirements.



From this point on, the process became a series of iterations between all of the
customers. The customer requirements were balanced off against the program cost and
schedule baseline. During the whole process, no requirements were eliminated. Each
input received from the customer was tracked in the database, and was traceable into
the system design. By having such detailed tracking, future engineering changes may
be minimized, since all known requirements will have been considered. To keep the
requirements current and manage new requirements, a Configuration Control Board
(CCB) has been formed. The CCB is comprised of members of the development team
as well as representatives from all of the customers who provided system
requirements. In the end, over 7000 requirement inputs were received from the
customers. These were distilled into 900 individual system requirements documented
in the SSS. Each of the 900 requirements was addressed and documented in the design
phase. Also, test plans have been written to test the individual requirements after they
have been implemented. During the whole ADAPS development, the customer has
been a key player in every decision. ADAPS has been committed to making this
system a "customer driven" development.

SYSTEM DESIGN STATUS

The ADAPS RT/PFP system development has progressed from an initial concept with
representative prototype configurations through a System Design Review (SDR). The
SDR was presented on 23 March 1994 and focused on the operational systems to be
installed in the Ridley Mission Control Center by 30 September 1995. The SDR was
the culmination of an intense effort that demonstrated that the ADAPS concept was a
reality. The SDR finalized the ADAPS RT/PFP functional capabilities to be delivered,
placed the system-level allocated baseline under configuration management, and
obtained approval to continue with lower-level design. At this review, the ADAPS
RT/PFP system design team presented a status on the system engineering
management activities, reviewed the ADAPS RT/PFP mission requirements,
presented the ADAPS RT/PFP system architecture, operational scenarios, and
ADAPS RT/PFP system design, and discussed feasibility and risk, testing, logistics,
and training. The design philosophy was:

! Maximize the use of unmodified COTS products
! Tradeoff COTS capabilities versus user requirements
! Implementation accomplished employing Government and industry standards
! Design must be modular to incorporate new vendor technology enhancements
! Design must support growth for new customer requirements

Finally, documentation presented at the SDR consisted of preliminary versions of the
ADAPS RT/PFP System/Segment Design Document, External Interface Document,



and Master Test Plan. Additionally, final versions of the ADAPS RT/PFP
System/Segment Specification and Configuration Management Plan were released.
This set of documentation represented the design status at this point in the program.

The ADAPS RT/PFP system design meets the requirements for enhanced real-time
and post-test acquisition, processing, display, and archival of test vehicle
instrumentation merged with the vehicles time/space positioning information. This
system as designed consists of five subsystems as shown in Figure 4 and defined as
the:

! Pre-Processing Subsystem
! Data Distribution Subsystem
! Mission Support Subsystem
! Archive Translation Subsystem
! Auxiliary Processing Subsystem

Figure 4

The Pre-Processing Subsystem performs data acquisition and merging, engineering
unit conversion, derived parameter calculation, data manipulation and concatenation,



and local data recording. The Pre-Processing Subsystem incorporates an integrated
setup and control capability designed to minimize the burden on the system operators
and simplify system configuration changes. The Data Distribution Subsystem
provides for the distribution of data and commands via low and high speed networks
to and from various system processing elements. The Mission Support Subsystem
makes use of engineering workstations to gather the required data transmitted to it via
the high speed network and to generate the desired displays. The Archive Translation
Subsystem ensures that all data acquired by the ADAPS RT/PFP system can be
archived and would be available at the conclusion of the test for analysis. The
Auxiliary Processing Subsystem is an integral part of the system as an additional
compute resource for applications not well suited to the standard system components
such as those required for support of structures and flutter testing. The ADAPS
RT/PFP system provides a foundation that allows for incremental upgrade and
reconfiguration as real-time and post-flight mission support requirements evolve.

As discussed earlier, incremental releases of the ADAPS RT/PFP system are planned.
The first of these releases is the MDS operational prototype which is in use today. The
MDS was a result of applying ADAPS concepts to an existing operational
ground-based real-time telemetry system. The Integrated Flight Data Processing
System (IFDAPS) had a very tightly coupled display environment. Dumb graphic
terminals were driven by one host computer. The ADAPS goal was to provide a
display environment that was independent of its data source, that maximized COTS
components, and was inexpensive and easy to upgrade.

The solution distributed the display processing from the host computer on IFDAPS to
standard VME-based graphics workstations fed by TCP/IP and shared-memory
networks for control and data. This became MDS. Standards such as VME and
TCP/IP allowed MDS to maximize use of COTS products by incorporating them in
display generation, display modification, network communications and local storage.
By the same means upgrades to these system components was easier due to less
integration which saved costs.

The MDS, which resides in a Mission Control Room in the RMCC, is the "user
interface" to the system. The MDS allows the look and feel of the final ADAPS
RT/PFP system to be evaluated years ahead of its Initial Operational Capability (IOC).
The "infancy" period of the ADAPS IOC system could now be dramatically reduced
by using the customer feedback, early on, to help mold the system.

The final ADAPS RT/PFP system integrates the acquired COTS products, the
Telemetry Preprocessor (TPP) and upgraded engineering workstations with the
existing MDS to provide a fully functional end to end system capability. This



configuration will be complete by January 1995 and provide a platform for conducting
initial system performance measurements and training operations and maintenance
personnel

COMMERCIAL-OFF -THE-SHELF ACQUISITIONS

The development approach adopted by the ADAPS Program Office was to purchase
as much system capability as commercially available, and to develop only those
capabilities that could not be acquired. The success of this approach is directly
proportional to the interaction with industry and the integrators ability to understand
and predict the commercial market. This interaction is necessary for the ADAPS
Program to take full advantage of COTS product developments and industry
investment in new technology. The ADAPS program is attempting to drive industry
through the use of strategic competitive acquisitions.

As discussed previously, the RT/PFP System architecture is divided into major
functional components. Each of these components can be acquired, upgraded, and
modified separately. Therefore, each functional component can be acquired from the
vendor that best meets the requirements for that element of the system at the lowest
cost. Two requirements contracts have been put in place as the primary vehicles for
acquisition of system components. The first of these is for a TPP. The TPP contains
all hardware and software to acquire and process PCM data, operate, setup and control
the TPP, and prepare the data for distribution and display. The second of these
contracts is for engineering workstations. This contract contains many vendor brands
of equipment which allows the developers to acquire the component that best suits the
requirement. With these contracts in place, the basic building blocks are available and
can be easily acquired.

CONCLUSIONS

Since its inception, the ADAPS program has come a long way. Conceptual prototypes
were developed to prove out the concepts and to define specifications for procurement
of equipment. An operational prototype system was successfully built and transitioned
into full operational use, supporting flight test customers, as the rest of the system is
being constructed. A detailed requirements process was used to insure that all known
and potential customer requirements were considered during the system development.
This attention to detail in the beginning has made the design phase proceed smoother.
Incremental builds and deliveries have been successfully used to bring on-line a
continuous series of new capabilities that can be evaluated by the users.



Thus far, ADAPS has proven that COTS hardware and software can be purchased and
integrated into an extensible system that will meet very demanding and stringent user
requirements for relatively low cost. The key to success was an open systems design
and heavy reliance on DoD and industry standard interfaces. Even though the final
ADAPS configuration has not been delivered, ADAPS has proven that the concepts
and technologies employed result in a system that meets the users need and provides a
cost effective solution to meeting the data processing requirements for the future.
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ABSTRACT

During the recent years of small satellite space access missions, the trend has
been towards designing low-cost ground control centers to maintain the space/ground
cost ratio. The use of personal computers (PC) in combination with high speed
transputer modules as embedded parallel processors, provides a relatively affordable,
highly versatile, and reliable desktop workstation upon which satellite telemetry
systems can be built to meet the ever-growing challenge of the space missions today
and of the future.

This paper presents the feasibility of cost effective, high performance ground
systems and a quantitative analysis and study in terms of performance, speedup,
efficiency, and the compatibility of the architecture to commercial off the shelf
(COTS) tools, and finally, introduces an operational high performance, low cost
ground system to strengthen the insight of the concept.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the trend has been towards designing low-cost control centers. Interest
has focused particularly on reducing total mission costs to fit within the budgets of
most national space agencies. For most space missions, a large level of redundancy is
built into all aspects of ground systems to ensure a high system availability. The use



of personal computers in combination with high speed transputer modules as
embedded processors, provides a relatively affordable, highly versatile, desktop
workstation upon which satellite ground control systems can be built to meet the
ever-growing challenge. Furthermore, the latest developments in modern computer
architecture can facilitate the upgrading and performance of these ground systems
with minimal redesign or change in configuration.

This article reviews the feasibility of cost effective, high performance ground
systems with respect to the present trend in space missions. A quantitative analysis in
terms of performance, speedup, efficiency, and compatibility to commercial off the
shelf (COTS) tools supports the viability of desktop cost effective systems. Finally,
we present an example of currently operational high performance, low cost ground
system, to strengthen the insight of the concept.

PRESENT TRENDS

The Contrast Between the Current, Distributed, Multi System versus
Adoption of a Comprehensive "One System" Approach to Ground Systems :

The trends are towards "cheaper, smaller, faster, and smarter". As the chart in
figure 1 shows, multiple computer facilities - each with their own computer complex,
maintenance, and administration are being replaced with small workstations
frequently with embedded, parallel processing capabilities. These systems require far
fewer operators, less space and utility requirements, almost no maintenance, and at a
small fraction of the cost of the old systems.

The current embedded processing systems, such as those used on TOTAL
OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER EARTH PROBE (TOMS-EP), NIMBUS-7,
and the TOMS METEOR-3 missions are modular. This means, these systems can be
upgraded with additional modules to meet any new requirement, including the 160
megabit data rates of the E0S mission, without buying all new systems, as has been
the case with the old systems.

Today's REALITY is - "one to four giga instructions per second (GIPS) in a
PC-based system". This speed and power, if applied to meeting mission requirements
using a "total systems" approach, entails a single system in an office-like environment
providing the following functions: spacecraft operations, command management,
science processing, and data capture (which, today, is duplicated in the operations
facility in some cases). In addition, this one system provides all communications (i.e.
NASCOM) and could control the tracking stations.





The implication is that one system can do the total mission requirements with
appropriate backup systems using only one administration, one office-like facility, no
special air, power, or physical facility requirement. This results in very little
maintenance and operations expenses.

"Turnkey Systems" can be built! Because they are modular, and various
capabilities can be added to meet any foreseeable missions, including EOS. They can
be portable and carried anywhere in the world. One system was taken to Russia on
two occasions for pre-launch testing of the Meteor-3 TOMS spacecraft, and was later
taken to California for instrument testing. Another portable system was used to
provide blocking, evaluation of data and transmission to the Goddard control center.
Progressing to the next logical step would envision the same system approach in the
spacecraft integration and test environment. This could reduce cost by the equivalent
of one entire ground station, in addition to providing many savings by providing
compatibility in databases, displays, training, etc..

Despite the potential savings of this one system approach, very little progress
has been made as most companies and Government agencies are set up with separate
budgets. They are each chartered, presently, to do only a small piece of the project,
which precludes "an overall systems approach". In an innovative and daring move, the
traditional approach - which is no longer the most effective, efficient, nor the best
value for shrinking budgets - the "one system" ground system approach could be
adopted.

DIMINISHING RETURNS

The cost of a major computer facility, power, raised floors, air handling
equipment, and square footage is very substantial. Adding main frame costs,
(frequently in the million dollar range), coupled with resident maintenance people,
operators, and the high cost of operating the facility, make it a very expensive
proposition. On the other hand, a high-end PC or workstation requires no special
facilities, power, air handling, structural reinforcement, or maintenance. The basic
computer cost is under $10K. Hardware costs have become insignificant, therefore
there is little need to reduce that further. However, there is a need for cost reduction in
the software area.

NEW DIRECTION

Most of the existing software are written for sequential processing machines.
However, the power of new machines is in the combination of sequential and parallel
processing. It can be scaled up to 16384 nodes at 200 MIPS per node, and using the



same software. There are software packages such as, BERT, that are used to convert
today's Fortran-77 source code to Parallel Fortran, with varying degrees of success in
their efforts to optimize it for the Parallel Architecture. It is very dependent on the
design of the source code. BERT and other such tools are in their infancy, but this is
where "the biggest bang for the investment dollar" will be in the future.

Both the Government and companies in the space business must reevaluate the
way they organize and the manner in which they control their budgets. They must take
a systems approach, with one budget - rather than independent subsystems groups
with their own budgets. This may be at the program level, but more savings could be
reaped if budgets and decisions were being handled across several compatible
programs. This architecture can produce savings of at least one order of magnitude
less than present day systems, based on the current organizational and budgetary
structures using the old, familiar technologies. "Big Iron" mainframes are becoming
obsolete!

EVALUATION O F THE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

Very large scale integration (VLSI) based reduced instruction set
computers (RISC) are meeting the power of so called conventional computers - a
quantitative analysis :

Since the early eighties, progress in VLSI design and RISC technology has
occurred in such an extent that it is possible to design a powerful system that can
match the processing performance of the presently available conventional systems.
There is no doubt about the fact that most of these high-end, traditionally sequential
systems are quite capable and efficient in solving the demand of intensive computing
and a substantial amount of effort is exerted towards further enhancements of their
performance. However, many parallel systems (especially massively parallel systems)
can achieve a similar performance rate, and can handle intensive computation with
equal efficiency at less cost. The C90 Supercomputer of Cray, introduced in 1993, has
16 processors; can achieve 16 billion flops (floating point operations) performance;
and cost 30 million dollars, providing a 500 flops/ dollar value. On the other hand,
massively parallel computers introduced in early 1990, can perform at a rate of 100
Mflops at a cost of 20 thousand dollars, or about 5000 flops/ dollar value. The systems
within a cost range of $5000 - $ 10000 are considered as low end systems; and the
systems at a cost range above $ 100000 are usually considered as high end systems.

In small scale space missions, parallel systems consisting of a smaller number
of processors can provide the required efficiency and performance. From a recent
study on a few parallel and sequential systems and available processors, we have
noticed that the low end systems can achieve comparable relative MIPS as that of high



end mainframes; and can exhibit better speedup with a larger number of processors.
The tables 1, 2, and 3 summarize the efficiency, speedup and MIPS performance of' a
few well known systems and processors used today. The efficiency measures the
degradation of peak performance due to sequential operations involved in the
processing. The speedup is a ratio of time spent in sequential execution in one
processor to the time spent for parallel execution using more than one parallel
processor.

Embedded parallel programming adds a new edge to the speedup and capability
of these low end systems. For example, transputers, a type of RISC processors can add
twice as much as an i80486 based PC, in MIPS performance at a cost of $1000.
T9000, a new series of transputer can offer up to 200 MIPS (about 10 times of T800)
of performance. As the number of RISC processors such as transputers is increasing it
is quite justifiable to consider these processors in small scale space missions. These



processors will not only add to the performance of the ground systems, they will
increase the reliability and fault tolerance as well as flexibility and scalability of the
presently developed systems towards future progress in the computer architecture.

Another major advantage of using embedded parallel systems is due the features
such as modularity, flexibility, scalability and the adaptability of these systems
towards the future progress in the computer industry. The advantage also includes the
compatibility of these systems with the COTS. This reduces the time required in the
system development process and facilitates the training of the designers and operators.

CURRENTLY FUNCTIONAL GROUND SYSTEM

A Desktop system featuring embedded parallel programming can meet the
challenge of satellite data acquisition today and tomorrow :

Based on the developments relating VLSI technology and increased availability
of high performance processors, the flight operations team for the Nimbus 7 satellite,
located at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, initiated design of a ground system to
achieve the following goals: low cost, highly enhanced performance, small size, short
development cycle, ease of maintenance and use, reusability of hardware and
software, and maximal use of commercially available tools. Since their very inception,
these systems have evolved into Intel-based 80486 type PCS with modular embedded
processors, SCO UNIX operating system and full graphical user interface. A present
model of the system can be exhibited as in the figure 2 below.

An individual unit, in its latest stage of development, exhibits the following
functionality : it acquires data transmitted from the satellite at a sustained rates in
excess of 2 megabits per second; decommutates spacecraft data frame on a bit-by-bit
or a byte-by-byte synchronization pattern search; carries out health and safety
monitoring of the satellite; executes real-time command operations; post-pass analysis
of playback data; and archive and distribution or raw and processed data.

Parallel programming methodology implemented has added features such as
modularity, scalability, and adaptability for present and future technology to the
capability of this system. Modularity accelerates the system development process,
reduces debugging efforts and time; makes the system easy to test; and enhances other
features. Flexibility of the system helps to achieve processor redundancy; and to
exhibit reliability and fault tolerance. Transputer and PC combination makes it
affordable to implement more than one system on-line. Scalability of the system plays
an important role in adding extra modules to meet the demand of extra processing
power with minimal redesign and changes in configuration.



FIGURE 2: PRESENT MODEL OF THE GROUND SYSTEM

COMMENTS

The presently operational system would provide a performance of 200 MIPS with a
addition of T9000 transputer as embedded processor. It can be upgraded with
upcoming faster processors, with a minimal redesign and maximal use of' COTS. The
progressive advances in the present system design will allow the multimission activity
handling and mobile data acquisition. In short, based on these systems, ground control
centers for present and future space missions can be built.
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ABSTRACT

The Advanced Telemetry Processing System (ATPS) is the result of a joint
development project between Harris Corporation and Veda Systems, Incorporated.
The mission of the development team was to produce a high-performance,
cost-effective, supportable telemetry system; one that would utilize
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software, thereby eliminating costly
customization typically required for range and telemetry applications. A critical
element in the 'cost-effective, supportable' equation was the ability to easily
incorporate system performance upgrades as well as future hardware and software
technology advancements.

The ATPS combines advanced hardware and software technology that includes a
high-speed, top-down data management environment; a mature man-machine
interface; a B1-level Trusted operating system and network; and stringent real-time
multiprocessing capabilities into a single, fully integrated, 'open' platform. In addition,
the system incorporates a unique direct memory transfer feature that allows incoming
data to pass directly into local memory space where it can be displayed and analyzed,
thereby reducing I/O bottleneck and freeing processors for other specialized tasks.

KEY WORDS

B1-level Trusted operating system, commercia-off-the-shelf, real-time
multiprocessing



INTRODUCTION

Telemetry processing systems must acquire and synchronize incoming data streams
and provide real-time processing of critical parameters (measurands) for display and
analysis, as well as support data archival of raw processed data. Today, more than
ever before, telemetry processing systems must provide increased process and display
capabilities to handle the increase in data rates, measurements, and quantities, while
they face the added burden of meeting requirements for a secure computing
environment. The ATPS meets today's telemetry processing challenges by integrating
a high-performance real-time multiprocessing system, a graphical user interface-based
telemetry processing software system, and a multi-level secure operating system and
network product into a single box.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The ATPS design facilitates real-time data transfers that support up to 20 data
streams; aggregate bandwidth of up to 20 Mbps; one or more encryption/decryption
device(s); GUI and high-level software interaction displays; and a unique direct
memory data transfer card. Furthermore, the ATPS hardware is equipped with fault
isolation circuitry, on-line and off-line diagnostics, and data archival/playback and
satellite commanding capabilities.

A basic ATPS is configured with one high-speed telemetry data bus (GME-bus),
although many hardware and software configurations are possible based on user
requirements. Each GME-bus is capable of accommodating 21 GME-bus devices,
such as decommutators, discrete input cards, and analog to digital converters. A dual
GME bus system is shown in figure 1.0.

The foundation of the ATPS consists of a modular, open hardware platform and a
multiprocessor. UNIX operating system which supports stringent real-time and®

multi-level secure (MLS) kernel extensions, both developed by Harris Computer
Systems. Security features are actually built into the hardware, and a single chassis
will implement up to four separate security levels. Therefore, ir cases where multiple
telemetry streams require various levels of security, the amount of hardware required
to secure the entire data stream is drastically reduced.

CX/UX operating system provides an I/O-intensive, deterministic computingTM

environment ideally suited to telemetry processing applications. This
industry-standard, SVID-compliant UNIX, System V Release 4, operating system is
enhanced with a collection of utilities, software development tools, and real-time
extensions to provide high bandwidth and true real-time processing performance in



Figure 1.0

demanding development and production environments. CX/UX incorporates
POSIX -compliant features such as priority scheduling, process memory locking,TM

memory mapping and sharing, real-time signal extensions, clocks and timers, both
synchronous and asynchronous I/O.

Based on a tightly-coupled multiprocessor model, the operating system effectively
eliminates the typical bottlenecks encountered with the traditional 'master-slave'
model, and makes optimum use of I/O, processors, and memory resources. The
operating system kernel is both multi-threaded and fully preemptive, allowing
multiple processes to reside in the kernel simultaneously, while allowing higher
priority processes to take precedence over lower priority processes.

An RT kernel extension is available for hard real-time processing environments where
concurrent development is not required. Through the use of compile-time options,
functions not critical to a stringent real-time environment have been removed or
streamlined to increase the responsiveness of the operating system.

The emergence of distributed networks has led to a critical requirement for system
security in today's range and telemetry programs. Typically, telemetry system users
are forced to sacrifice real-time functionality, adding the burden of significantly
increased overhead and multiple systems, to attain a multi-level secure computing
environment. Neither tradeoff is necessary with the ATPS configured with CX/SX ,TM

multi-level secure (MLS) operating system. Full system security is achieved at the



operating system and network level with minimal real-time performance degradation,
even with full system auditing activated.

CX/SX retains all of the real-time functionality of CX/UX, and provides both system
and device security features such as data device labeling, mandatory and discretionary
access control, multi-level directories, user and device-clearance management tools,
object reuse, system audit trail, trusted path, and system assurance tools. The
operating system is evaluated at the B1-level of trust by the National Computer
Security Center (NCSC). To meet security requirements in secure or nor-secure
distributed network and multi-vendor environments, CX/SX may be coupled with
Harris' LAN/SX, providing an evaluated B1-level integrated MLS operating system
and network solution.

ATPS Hardware Principles

The hardware foundation for the ATPS is the Harris Night Hawk , a family of®

scalable, open architecture, industry-standard systems. The RISC-based (Reduced
Instruction Set Computer) system is the ideal platform for real-time telemetry
applications since it supports standard operating systems and languages as well as
COTS hardware, software and peripherals; provides portability to fail-over platforms
and multi-channel interconnect allowing separate processors performing different
tasks to talk to each other; and requires a smaller footprint, thereby reducing overall
operations and maintenance costs.

Current Night Hawk systems incorporate MC88100 and MC88110 chipTM TM

technology and are 88open -compliant, while future generations will incorporateTM

PowerPC and support the PowerOpen software environment. The Night Hawk's® TM

unique Pre-Planned Product Improvement design enables easy upgrade from one
generation of system to another.

Night Hawk supports standard interfaces and protocols including Ethernet , TCP/IP,®

FDDI, POSIX, SVID, X Window System , OSF/Motif , as well as ANSI-standardTM TM

compilers and SCSI peripherals. The goal of this standards-based system approach is
to ensure that all application and runtime code developed on any Night Hawk platform
will be portable to other standards-based systems.

To achieve true linearity and boost performance, the Night Hawk employs up to eight
CPUs in a dual-bus architecture. This architectural scheme provides a deterministic,
multitasking environment and increased throughput that support concurrent multiple
task executions and data paths, preemptive task scheduling, distributed interrupts,
rapid context switches, and yields low interrupt latencies. Shielded CPUs, another



plus for the multiprocessor environment, lets users direct all interrupts to a single
CPU, allowing other processors to handle tasks requiring maximum determinism.

Since local memory accesses are faster and consume significantly less bandwidth than
global memory, the Night Hawk installs local memory directly on the processor
boards; each processor pair shares local memory. This unique memory hierarchy
contributes to achieving linearity when adding processors, and allows CPU-to-CPU or
CPU-to-global memory accesses without bandwidth consumption. In addition, this
scheme contributes to the Pre-Planned Product improvement, which enables easy
system upgrades and technology insertions through a simple CPU and memory board
replacement method. A typical Night Hawk system configuration is shown in figure
2.0

Figure 2.0

The ATPS utilizes the Night Hawk's unique memory architecture to support the
Telemetry Local Memory (TLM) card, developed by Harris specifically for the ATPS.
The TLM card is mounted on the CPU board, and allows data to pass directly to the
processor, thereby eliminating the performance delays and processor waste typically
encountered when transferring data over the VME-bus.

Since many range and telemetry applications include an Ada language requirement,
the ATPS uses the Harris Ada Programming Support Environment (HAPSE ), anTM

integrated set of software tools for the development of large-scale, real-time Ada
software. One such tool is the Ada Real-time Multiprocessor System (ARMS ), anTM



Ada executive designed for critical real-time tasking applications. ARMS provides a
real-time multiprocessor/parallel execution environment, whereby all tasks are
implemented as individual threads of execution (executing on different processors)
sharing a common physical memory image. The result is true concurrence among
tasks. Powerful graphics capabilities are available to Ada designers through AXI , anTM

interface to the X Window System and Motif graphical user interface (GUI).TM

ATPS Software Principles

Today's telemetry systems must accommodate frequently changing telemetry formats
and processing requirements. To meet this challenge, the APTS system uses a mature
GUI software package developed by Veda Systems, Incorporated.

Veda's ITAS OMEGA setup and control software is a third generation,TM

telemetry-specific environment that provides complete setup, control, data processing,
display, and command processing. A central dispatcher module controls the activation
of specific task modules based upon the user's request. The task modules are small,
easily maintained, and provide specific functions to meet various telemetry processing
requirements.

The OMEGA system software features a top-down environment for describing the
characteristics of data streams and for parameter processing. Features such as project,
stream, parameter, and list editors simplify these processes. In this multi-stream
system, multiple bit synchronizer and decommutator pairs are supported, while the
processing and associated measurements reside in a single format-parameter-list
database. Here, the entire project is treated as a whole rather than creating
mini-databases for each processing unit, as is typical with traditional telemetry
systems. Many projects can be active in the network simultaneously. For example, one
engineer may be analyzing and testing archived data; another may be acquiring and
analyzing incoming real-time data; while yet another engineer is planning and
designing a new mission.

The parameter database is the heart of the OMEGA system, as shown in figure 3.0
Since all parameters from all input streams are defined in this single database,
configuration management of the project is significantly enhanced. In addition, the
system offers a GUI-based parameter database editor, specifically designed for real-
time telemetry applications OMEGA also offers integrated ANSI Structured Query
Language (SQL) database tools to maximize the open systems benefit. Two levels of
data display capability are available. A wide selection of optimized, standard X
Window System-based display types for real-time environments and DataViews for®



Figure 3.0

custom 2-D drawing environments. Unlike other systems that force the user to enter a
display builder editor each time a new display is desired, the OMEGA system
provides a unique parameter list approach which lets the user direct a parameter list to
display type in real-time. This approach enhances the user's ability to respond rapidly
to changing data display requirements during test operation.

A key design feature is the list-based architecture, as shown in figure 4.0, where lists
are layered to allow simple access to specified data elements or groups. A complete,

Figure 4.0

graphically-oriented list editor adds increased system flexibility by enabling editing
during runtime, retrieval during runtime, and easy test preparation. For example, a
structural engineer, test director, and safety officer, each focused on different test
scenarios, can develop separate data lists containing only the parameters that correlate
to their individual areas of interest. This capability is extremely effective since global



lists typically become quite large, often containing 20,000 or more entries in a single
flat file, making it difficult to locate a particular parameter. The list-based technique
can also be used to limit bandwidth to selected devices by creating sublists for specific
archive, processing and display duties, and by enabling manipulation of the list as a
single unit.

Derived parameter processing is a critical element in telemetry applications since
standard computed measurement units are often inadequate. The OMEGA system
provides multiple levels of derived parameter processing capability. Here, the
processing of real-time derived parameter data and external system commanding is
accomplished in three distinct levels: operation, system, and application. Each
provides an increased level of sophistication, flexibility, and direct data-driven
CX/UX operating system connectivity.

Other traditional telemetry processing software features include task dispatcher,
process control and data processing mechanisms, optimized LAN management
implementations, and archiving options.

SUMMARY

The unique ATPS architecture is designed to accommodate system upgrades and
technology insertions though the replacement of existing processor boards with new
boards, while retaining the rest of the system. All investment in software, system
packaging, and peripherals is preserved. With the ATPS system, engineers need only
redesign the interface card when incorporating advanced technology rather than
reinvent the entire system from the CPU on up. The standards-based system supports
COTS software and enables easy porting of existing code instead of necessitating the
costly design, and subsequent redesign, of software.

The integrated ATPS provides the best-value solution for today's range and telemetry
processing applications. The benefits of the ATPS architecture are significant in terms
of ease of growth, life-cycle savings, reliability, and maintainability. Telemetry
processing environments can now utilize a single box where, previously, multiple
cumbersome platforms were required Open, standards-based architecture assures
COTS supportability and system interoperability in multi-vendor environments, and
generally attracts a large pool of users already familiar with system features, thereby
reducing training efforts.



The ATPS represents a new approach to telemetry data acquisition, processing, and
analysis. By incorporating a core telemetry processing software system that easily
moves across scalable hardware processor platforms, the ATPS effectively protects
the customer's investment. As the bandwidth and practicality of fiber-based
information networks increases, along with workstation processing performance, the
ATPS will continue to provide an effective bridge between front-end,
processor-intensive systems and distributed workstations.
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ABSTRACT

The Aircraft Research and Development Unit (ARDU) of the Royal Australian Air
Force (RAAF) is the only agency in Australia that performs the full spectrum of
military flight testing and is the new custodian of the instrumented weapons range at
Woomera. Receiving early attention will be the upgrade and integration of ARDU's
telemetry systems with the meteorological and tracking data acquisition capabilities at
Woomera to minimize overhead and data turnaround time.

To achieve these goals, maximum modularity, extensibility, and product
interoperability is being sought in the proposed architecture of all the systems that will
need to cooperate on the forecast test programmes. These goals are also driven by the
need to be responsive to a wide variety of tasks which presently include structural
flight testing of fighter and training aircraft, weapons systems performance evaluation
on a variety of combatant aircraft, and a host of other tasks associated with all fixed
and rotary wing aircraft in the Army and Air Force inventory.



Of all these tasks however, ARDU sees that responsiveness to future testing of
F-111Cs fitted with unique Digital Flight Control Systems along with USAF standard
F-111Gs may place the most significant demands on data handling — particularly in
regard to providing an avionics bus diagnostic capability when performing
Operational Flight Programme (OFP) changes to the mission computers.

With the timely assistance and advice of Loral Test & Information Systems, who has
long-term experience in supporting USAF F-111 test programmes, ARDU is confident
of making wise design decisions that will provide the desired flexibility and, at the
same time, minimize life-cycle costs by ensuring compliance with the appropriate
telemetry and open systems standards. As well, via cooperative agreements with the
USAF, the potential exists to acquire proven software products without needing to
fund the development costs already absorbed by the USAF.

This paper presents ARDU's perception of future needs, a view by LTIS of how best
to meet those needs, and, based on ARDU data, a view of how LTIS' proposal will
satisfy the requirement to provide maximum extensibility with minimum life-cycle
costs.

INTRODUCTION

The Aircraft Research and Development Unit (ARDU) of the Royal Australian Air
Force (RAAF) is the only agency in Australia that performs the full spectrum of
military flight testing. Recent consolidation with other organizational elements of both
the RAAF and the Defense Science and Technology Organization (DSTO) has also
added responsibilities for Electronic Warfare, Aircraft Stores Compatibility
Engineering, and management of the Woomera weapons range to ARDU's duties.
Critical to achieving self-reliance in monitoring the effectiveness, suitability, and
performance of foreign and locally-acquired or adapted products will be the successful
integration of these and future flight test systems to meet the forecast need.

FLIGHT TEST SYSTEMS — NOW

Essential to the conduct of any test programme is accurate and timely meteorological
data (test conditions), Time-Space-Position-Information or TSPI data (where is the
System-Under-Test and at what time?) and telemetry/recorded data (what's the
behaviour of the System-Under-Test?). Prior to the recent consolidation, these data
sources were provided by different agencies and upgrades could only be considered in
a piece-meal fashion owing to the different budgeting arrangements and the
constraints they imposed. Creating a single time-stamped data file that contained all
three sources of information could therefore only be achieved by tedious, error-prone,



and time-consuming means. This problem is not unique to ARDU. As reported by
staff at the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC — China Lake), handling the
telemetry/TSPI data assimilation and post-processing effort has required a software
effort that boasts 700,000 lines of executable code [1]. And I'm willing to guess that
like us, this effort was never planned, estimated, budgeted, and staffed "up front."
Where has the philosophy gone that used to demand that the tools used for testing be
already evaluated prior to commitment for use? NAWC, you have our sympathy and
respect for the low suicide rate among your staff. In my own opinion, the last thing
you need in any Test & Evaluation programme is unproven tools — otherwise you are
measuring things with a yardstick of unknown precision. Unfortunately however,
realistic up-front estimates frighten the generals and the accountants and we all end up
captive to ongoing tasks. This is a bit like trying to build an automobile while you're
driving it.

THE FUTURE

In view of the isolation of the present data sources in Australia, it's useful to look into
the future and forecast the likely demand, mostly driven these days by software
maintenance activities rather than developmental activities for inventory aircraft. In
Australia, the future brings modifications to F/A-18s along with USAF-supplied
F-111Gs and RAAF F-111Cs with modernized avionics.

As a result, the data complexity and volume demands on future test programmes is
expected to increase tenfold over anything within ARDU's previous experience and
capacity.

As a first guess, using the existing methods of preparing the flight test systems and
assimilating (post-test) the meteorological, TSPI, and behavioural data will cause
unacceptable data turnaround times, inadequate data quality monitoring, and high
costs. Real-time (or near-real-time) assimilation, compression, formatting, and quality
monitoring of the data from the three sources concurrently is therefore needed to
improve the data turnaround time and to detect problems as early as possible in the
data processing and analysis path. Cognizance of the appropriate telemetry and open
standards is also essential to ensure interoperability, improve extensibility, and reduce
the life-cycle costs associated with maintenance and enhancement.

SOME FACTS AND FIGURES

Preceded by the days of ultraviolet trace recorders and the armies of itinerant workers
needed to manually translate the traces into "real numbers," ARDU's first venture into
the digital data acquisition era began in 1977. Data demands then were quite modest



(120 parameters with user-selectable sample rates from 1 to 120 samples/second).
Constructing a suitable telemetry data format (known as a Data Cycle Map at ARDU)
was also readily achievable. Why? The"information content" of a data word was the
same bit length as the telemetry data word, and they were all the same length anyway
(12 bits). Things have changed since then. We're now talking IRIG-106 PCM Class I
streams (with many Class II attributes) telemetered at up to 1.6 Mbps where there is
NO LONGER a direct match between the telemetry word length and the "information
content." For example, a single measurand or flight parameter (such as roll angle)
might occupy portions of multiple words in a telemetry frame, or conversely, a single
telemetry word might be comprised of multiple parameters. A way of viewing this is
shown in Figure 1, where a serial stream of telemetry has been shown as a stacked pile
of digital words (of length n) having different characteristics within each subframe.
You simply can't construct these things "in your head" any more.

Hence, the synthesis of a suitable Data Cycle Map for each phase of a test programme
becomes a real "cranium-cracker." This problem is not unique to ARDU. As reported
by BBN, who pioneers much of the post-telemetry assimilation analysis software, "put
two telemetry engineers in a room to decide on a format and they will come out with
three specifications — or they won't come out at all" [2]. Alongside this problem, we
are now talking about the concurrent assimilation of the meteorological and TSPI data
with in-built quality monitoring and near-real-time correction and smoothing destined
for storage to disk in a format that is:

a. directly digestible by the analyst's favorite number-crunching and display
software (such as BBN Probe), or

b. able to be easily formatted onto a medium suitable for immediate delivery and
playback by the agencies responsible for enhancing or bug-fixing the mission
computer and avionics software.

SOME CONCERNS

Traditionally, life-cycle costing has never played the role it deserves in the product
procurement process, since if we play according to the antiquated business rules, an
upgrade cannot be justified in the absence of a task that needs it. Once the task is
active of course, the focus is on instantly satisfying the task authority — at the
expense of the future.

My comments here are not an isolated observation. "While life-cycle cost is not a
totally new concept to the Australian Defense Forces (ADF), it has been rarely
practiced" [3].



Figure 1



LESSONS LEARNED

Lessons learned from recent ARDU sorties at the Woomera weapons range
significantly highlight the application of telemetry as a productivity improvement tool.
Problems that could easily have caused total failure of the test programme were
detected early enough to enable the programme to proceed with minimum waste of
flight hours and data processing time.

In the case of the last test programme at Woomera, the Real-Time Monitoring Facility
(RTMF) detected three major problems with the airborne system on the first flight. It
took approximately three days to fix two of these problems and four days to fix the
other one. In the absence of this early feedback from the RTMF, these problems
would not have been detected until the detailed analysis phase of the programme —
approximately two months after the campaign had finished. Only at that time would it
have been discovered that the test programme had failed to yield the critical
operational data it was supposed to provide.

Other problems were detected which, although not critical to the specific test missions
being flown, spurred the planning needed to rectify those problems in preparation for
future missions. Consider some simple sums based on:

Test Programme Cost
Aircraft flight time costs = $55,000 per hour x 40 flights = $2.2M
Airborne/ground instrumentation preparation & activation = $150,000 per Sortie x
40 flights = $6M
Post-processing effort = 4 staff x 8 weeks x $200/day = $32,000
Woomera deployment cost = $60,000

Partial Cost = $9.12M (Additional costs such as chase aircraft and consumables
such as weapons/stores have not been estimated).

The up-front cost of about $5M for the telemetry system has therefore already been
justified from the perspective of "detecting problems early while they're cheap to fix."
Apart from any safety-of-flight conditions that might be monitored during a test
programme, the application of telemetry to future test efforts offers potential for
further dramatic cost savings. Telemetry is a low-cost investment and an "early
warning system" to remedy problems before they become expensive to fix or simply
not affordable to fix.

Given that productivity may be defined as "the ratio of valuable output to input" [4],
these assertions are of particular value since a key measure of productivity is given by



"the cost of recovering deficiencies if they had remained undetected" divided by "the
cost of the test programme." The sums given sound nice. In reality however, the
customer would probably find that "repeating" the test programme was not affordable
and months would be spent by the analysts trying to salvage anything useful out of the
data provided — at their own expense. These efforts never seem to be costed.

With a view to the future, and the application of telemetry to Software V&V flight
testing, the potential to do it once and do it right is within our grasp. In this instance,
the transmittal of undetected data faults to a "fleet" of aircraft and the costs of
recovering them would be embarrassing and quite likely unaffordable to remedy in a
hurry. The introduction of operational deficiencies could also adversely affect
operational readiness.

THE LORAL TEST & INFORMATION SYSTEMS SOLUTION

Loral Test & Information Systems (LTIS) has, through its prior involvement with a
number of Telemetry Systems supplied to ARDU, developed a unique understanding
of the RAAF methodology, task management, and the attendant problems surrounding
upgrade programmes applied to in-service equipment.

In view of the uncertainty associated with concurrent processing of meteorological
data, TSPI data, and telemetry data, LTIS is able to offer a nucleus system to meet
future F-111 needs that complies with open system standards and can be readily
adapted to meet the needs once defined.

In the evolution of the proposed system, available alternatives were carefully
evaluated to determine cost of procurement, cost/performance relationships, and
life-cycle costs. The proposed system is based on the Loral O/S90 (Open System for
the 90's). This system will provide a POSIX-compliant Open System that will support
both the F/A-18 and F-111C programmes. The O/S90 is readily adaptable to support
the F-111G and is capable of meeting the RAAF's needs well into the twenty-first
century. The proposed system is fully complaint with telemetry standards and is
extensible to handle IRIG as well as packet-switched data formats. The open system
environment protects the investment because the software is completely portable.

With the O/S90, a separate dedicated host computer is no longer required. System
setup, real-time data distribution, and data archiving functions are now performed by
dedicated modules within Loral's 8715 chassis. The DEC workstations will be
replaced with Sun IPX workstations with 19-inch color monitors. This ensures
maximum supportability hardware selected for hosts, and workstations that are
compatible to new, current-generation items that are commonly used in Australia. The



workstations will be responsible for receiving real-time data from an Ethernet Output
Module (EOM) and creating real-time or post-flight displays in an X Windows
environment. One of the workstations will be configured with additional memory and
disk space to act as a server on the system. X Windows provides the power and
freedom to access other software applications without leaving the O/S90 environment.
X Windows provides a tremendously powerful desktop. Multiple windows can be
opened simultaneously, where users can "do it all" from one workstation.

An OSF Motif graphical user interface ensures that all menus operate consistently.
Motif-based menus are easy to read, making system tasks intuitive.

The proposed O/S90 system consists of SQL Database Interface software which is
designed to provide database configuration options for processing multiple data
streams of different formats. The ARDU keeps Flight Test Mission tapes for several
years and requires compatibility between mission setups. The SQL databases are not
compatible with ARDU's currently existing database mission setups. To save time in
reentering old mission parameters into the SQL database, Loral developed the
Database File Import and Export Utility. The export portion of this utility generates an
ASCII text file from the database that can be ported to another platform. The import
utility reads an ASCII file and loads the database. SQL interfaces will also enable ease
of interfacing with Telemetry Attributes Transfer System (TMATS) when
implemented.

Rather than outputting the data through Parallel Output Modules (POMs) to a separate
and dedicated host computer responsible for archiving the data to a mass storage
device and distributing the data to the workstations via Ethernet, the O/S90 version of
the 8715 chassis includes two dedicated modules for achieving these functions. The
Disk Output Module (DOM) includes a Sun SPARC processor running the Sun O/S
operating system and is responsible for recording data to mass storage via its SCSI
port. This data is then available for post-flight analysis via any of the nodes on the
network. The data distribution functions will be performed by the EOM. This EOM,
based on the Sun SPARC processor with Sun O/S, outputs data to Ethernet which is
then available at the workstations for additional processing and display.

BBN Probe software can read O/S90 files using the Probe Flexible File Server.
However, the Flexible File Server takes a very long time to reformat data from the
recorded data file to that required by BBN Probe. To eliminate this lengthy
reformatting process, Loral proposed the Flexible Data Formatter (FDF) within the
8715 chassis which is interfaced to the server workstation via FDDI. This FDF is a
two-card set that is capable of outputting data in various data formats which can then
be input directly to real-time processing applications, or recorded onto mass storage



devices for post-flight analysis. ARDU's requirement is to use RS 1 and BBN Probe
on the recovered data. In addition to supporting BBN Probe's format, the FDF can
simultaneously produce files in the RS1 and Ball Fast (BFAST) formats. The FDF can
even build multiple files in different formats on several workstations simultaneously,
thus saving time and resources in replaying the same analog tape multiple times. By
using the FDF, ARDU can use BBN Probe on real-time data and reduce data
turnaround time. FDF is fast, BFAST-compatible, and additional formats can be easily
added. To support future data rates, up to 8 FDFs can be supported.

In order to handle the increase in data and processing requirements imposed by
F-111C data formats, the existing data processing unit (DPU) modules will be
replaced with recently-developed DPU-2 modules. All of the special F111-C
processing algorithms will execute within the new DPUs. Each DPU-2 will provide
approximately three times the processing power as contained in the existing Primary
Analysis Processor 3 Upgrade (PAP3-U). These DPU-2s will contain all of the same
algorithms currently available under the PAP3-U. In addition to providing more
processing power, the algorithm development environment for the DPU-2 allows the
user to develop algorithms using the "C" high-level language in addition to the
100-plus already available algorithms. A menu-driven, easy-to-use editor, assists in
the creation of new algorithms.

One of the most important aspects of the proposed system is data quality. With the
software for alarms and events, limits and exceedances can be flagged early, saving
both time and money. The Alarm/Event Logger software organizes and categorizes
event messages and distributes them to user-selected output and storage media. Events
include data in- or out-of-limits, data match or mismatch, data in- or out-of-alarm
conditions, and special user-defined conditions.

With a single pass system, all data merging will be performed in real time. A utility is
provided that will merge data files in time sequence. Using a single pass system
configuration and based on a two-hour test flight, the system will process the data and
clear the system in less than 8 hours.

AN ARDU PERSPECTIVE ON THE LTIS PROPOSAL

Scheming for the future, ARDU views are consistent with those expressed by the
NUWC Division Newport [5] that an open standards-based system will provide:

o Economic benefits by allowing different vendors to compete with open
standard hardware/software offerings.



o Productivity benefits by having established consistency and predictability in
the supply of services regardless of the host platform.

o Reduced life-cycle costs by minimizing the duplication of skills and
configuration overhead on dissimilar host platforms.

o Improved extensibility by enabling modular insertion and stable vendor target
paths.

Looking at a simple life-cycle costing chart, the expectation is that a system offered
within the open system framework and compliant with the appropriate telemetry
standards will have half the life-cycle cost of a proprietary solution. Without even
extrapolating to future upgrades, this equates to a cost savings of $500,000 per annum
to the RAAF in field service and maintenance. And with respect to lessons learned,
life without telemetry would make the remedial actions associated with deficiencies
discovered on future test programmes unaffordable. This directly affects war-time
readiness and is unacceptable.
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ABSTRACT

In recent years the extension of interactive simulation technology to involve
simulators and live vehicles from geographically dispersed sites has produced a
demand for high-bandwidth communication networks that can provide guaranteed
quality of service (e.g., insured availability of bandwidth and upper bounds on
end-to-end delay). This paper reviews the requirements distributed interactive
simulation places on the communications infrastructure and describes the Defense
Simulation Internet (DSI), a network developed by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency to support distributed interactive simulations. Key features of the DSI are:
more than 120 participating sites spanning Europe, the United States and Asia; use of
a resource reservation mechanism to provide guaranteed quality of service; and
support for communication between classified sites. Furthermore, the paper describes
the internetworking protocols used in the DSI to provide guaranteed quality of service
and to support transmission of classified communications. Other topics discussed in
the paper are research efforts that anticipate increased load on the DSI and the
relevance of the technology to the integration of the telemetry range and distributed
interactive simulations.
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INTRODUCTION

The telemetry range of the future will have many new capabilities to make range
operations more cost effective and to expand the scope of exercises that can be
supported. As one example, cost savings will be gained by range interconnection via
packet-switched networking technology. These cost savings will occur because range
internetting will permit sharing of fixed resources, such as data acquisition and



monitoring equipment. Range internetting will also support instantaneous distribution
of real-time data, facilitating active participation of government or contractor
personnel from other sites in the planning, execution and analysis of tests. Integration
of tests at different ranges and integration of data from live vehicles with interactive
simulations are other areas under active investigation. Introduction of advanced
internetworking technology will improve capabilities in all of these areas.

In order to support these new capabilities, internetworking technology must be able to
meet certain basic requirements. These include:

Wide Area Internetworking: This technology enables packet-switched
internetworking over long distances, typically across continents or around the globe.

Secure Communications: Range internetting will not be useful unless it is possible to
utilize encryption technology to enable exchange of protected, classified information
over unclassified Wide Area Network (WAN) communication links.

Guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS): Many of the applications that will be of
interest to telemetry range operators and users will require reliable delivery of
real-time data over the packet switched network. A mechanism must be provided for
telemetry range applications to reserve network resources in advance in order to insure
that packets are always delivered to their destinations and that relevant real-time
constraints are satisfied.

STATE-OF-THE-ART INTERNETWORKING TECHNOLOGY

The requirements for supporting the telemetry range of the future can be met with
internetting technology available, and in use, today.

Wide area internetworking technology has been available for several years. Today,
conventional WANs are capable of operating at speeds of 45MBits/second. The
introduction of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology will push this to
600MBits/second and beyond. These rates are more than adequate to support several
range internetting applications.

The existence of many forms of encryption devices operating at internetworking
speeds, or several devices operating in parallel, ensures that encrypted classified data
can be transmitted at reasonably high rates over unclassified transmission lines.
Unencumbered exchange of classified data removes a major impediment to
cooperation and resource sharing among ranges and contractors.



Resource reservation internetworking protocols are now available for supporting QoS
guarantees in a packet switching environment. Resource reservation protocols provide
applications with mechanisms to reserve network resources required to handle their
data flows all along the path from source to destination. The simplest reservation that
could be made might be for throughput, such as a guarantee that a particular packet
rate or bit rate will be supported. QoS guarantees could also apply to constraints on
end to-end delay or variation in interpacket arrival times. Given a prior notification of
a need for transmission bandwidth contained in a reservation request, intermediate
network nodes (i.e., gateways) can anticipate future load and, by avoiding
oversubscription, support the resource reservation.

The support for resource reservation can be contrasted with the more familiar best
effort service provided by the Internetwork Protocol (IP) and other conventional
protocols. There are no service guarantees when using IP. The network is said to make
its "best effort" to deliver all packets. Because IP does not provide service guarantees,
IP packets may not reach their destinations if congestion develops within the network.
In the presence of congestion, transmission and receive queues overflow and packets
get dropped. Any application that requires reliable data transmission must be written
to achieve that goal itself, typically by marking packets with sequence numbers,
tracking sequence numbers of packets as they arrive at the destination and requesting
retransmission of packets when gaps are detected.

While the technological building blocks exist today to build a range internetting
infrastructure, not all of the necessary system components are capable of operating at
required levels of performance. For example, systems which implement resource
reservation protocols do not yet operate at WAN speeds quoted above. Also, because
of processing overhead associated with encryption, security equipment represents a
significant bottleneck. Nonetheless, the performance of internetworking components
is constantly improving and systems that meet operational requirements have been
developed as the next section describes.

THE DEFENSE SIMULATION INTERNET: A WORKING EXAMPLE

In recent years the military has increased its reliance on Distributed Interactive
Simulation (DIS) [1,2] as a means of providing troops with adequate opportunities for
training and as a tool for weapon system development and research (Figure 1).
Initially simulators used in DIS were co-located and connected by Ethernet. It was
soon realized, however, that significant savings could be achieved, simultaneously
with expanding the scope of training exercises and new weapons research, by
installing simulators at many sites around the world and connecting them using
wide-area, packet-switched networks (Figure 2). In order to support this expansion to



wide-area communications, however, the packet-switched network had to meet the
requirements of real-time data communication between geographically-dispersed
sites.

Figure 1. Photograph of a manned, interactive simulator used in DIS

The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) has developed a network that meets
the communication requirements of DIS. (See Figure 3.) This network, called the
Defense Simulation Internet, or DSI, has been in operation for several years. It
currently spans three continents and, in addition to supporting DIS, is used for
supporting Video Teleconferencing (VTC) and phone and fax communications.

The key operational requirement for the DSI is support for guaranteed QoS for data
transmission over a packet-switched network. In simpler terms, distributed
simulations or video teleconferences had to be guaranteed that all data would be
delivered to participating sites.

The DSI achieves the goal of providing guaranteed QoS through the use of a
two-tiered internetworking infrastructure. In the first tier, video teleconferencing
equipment or local area simulation networks are connected to ports on BBN's T/20
Internet Packet Router (T/20 IPR). The T/20 supports the Stream Protocol Version 2



Figure 2. Schematic representation of the Distributed Interactive Simulation concept
in which interactive simulators at several different sites are interconnected via a
wide-area network.

[3] or ST-II (Figure 4), a resource reservation protocol developed by the
Internetworking Engineering Task Force (IETF). ST-II supports the establishment of
one-to-one (unicast) and one-to-many (multicast) virtual connections (or streams)
between an origin and one or several targets. The protocol contains the elements
required for applications to initiate reservation requests, specify the characteristics of
the reservation and receive notification of success or failure by the network in
establishing the connection. The T/20 IPR routes both ST-II and IP traffic through the
DSI.

In the second tier, the T/20's connect to a terrestrial wide-band packet-switched
network. The wide-band network is comprised of BBN Wide-band Packet Switches
(WPS). The WPS's form a backbone that interconnects all T/20's on the DSI. They
implement the lower layer, proprietary Host Access Protocol (HAP) which also
supports QoS guarantees. Total throughput supported by the WPS backbone is 2xT1
or 3MBits/second.



Figure 3. Map of the Defense Simulation Internet.

While the DSI uses proprietary protocols and hardware to implement the network's
backbone, this function can also be supplied using non-proprietary solutions. Work in
this area involving emerging Frame Relay and Asynchronous Transfer Mode
protocols is already taking place. In addition, some applications will not require a
backbone-based architecture, but will instead be capable of being implemented as an
interconnected series or mesh of T/20's.

Application software running on the T/20 IPR establishes the ST-II streams required
to support VTC's or simulations. The T/20's in turn use the HAP protocol to reserve
backbone resources for the streams. The remainder of this discussion will focus on the
ST-II protocol as this is the primary interface to the user and applications. Network
layering in general will make the details of the backbone or other interconnection
scheme transparent to higher level applications.

Once an ST-II stream is established the traffic submitted to the stream is guaranteed to
be delivered as long as the application does not attempt to transmit data that is
different in character (e.g., higher packet rate or aggregate bit rate) from that described



Figure 4. The ST-II protocol is an Internet layer protocol. Implementations exist
running over several Network Interface layer protocols including Ethernet, Token
Ring, Frame Relay/ATM and several proprietary interfaces.

in the initial reservation request (Figure 5). All of the packets transmitted in a given
stream follow the same route to the destination(s) as established at stream setup time.

The packets arrive at the destination(s) in sequence and with fairly uniform delay.
(Strict management of the per packet end-to-end delay is supported by the protocol,
but not by the existing implementation of the protocol in the T/20 IPR.) In multicast
streams, packet replication required to transmit duplicate packets on disjoint network
links to reach independent destinations does not occur until the point at which the

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of an IP/ST internet (circles indicate internet packet
routers). ST-II is connection oriented, providing service guarantees, point-to-point and
multicast service as well as fast packet forwarding ST-II reserves network resources
ahead of time, thereby guaranteeing reliable data transmission.



stream diverges Thus, multicast connections make efficient use of available network
resources. The ST-II traffic guarantee continues to be good even in the presence of
network congestion which may cause IP traffic flowing through the same routers at
the same time to be dropped.

In addition to the requirement for guaranteed QoS, many sites on the DSI have a
requirement for sending and receiving classified information over the internet.
Communication of classified information over unclassified networks like the DSI can
occur if encryption services are provided at the interface between classified and
unclassified network components. On the DSI, NSA-approved encryption mechanisms
are supported by Motorola Network Encryption Systems (NES).

While the NESes provide an elegant solution to the problem of communicating
classified information between classified sites over an unclassified internet, they
presented DSI designers with two problems. Firstly, throughput characteristics of the
NES limit traffic to less than 200packets/second and 700KBits/second. Secondly, the
NES does not support the ST-II resource reservation protocol. Consequently, QoS
guarantees could break down whenever there are NESes in the path from source to
destination. Both of these problems were overcome by implementation of application
software on BBN's T/20 IPRs.

Two application packages were developed to address the problems introduced by the
NESes in the DSI. To overcome performance bottlenecks, an End-to-End encryption
Interface, running on the T/20s in the classified environment, distributes traffic load
over several NESes running in parallel. Thus, additional throughput can be supported
by adding NESes to the system. To provide QoS guarantees over paths containing
NESes an ST Encapsulation Program (STEP) was developed to run on T/20s in the
unclassified environment. The STEP monitors traffic flows between classified sites
and automatically establishes ST connections when throughput exceeds a preset
threshold.

There are currently 120 participating sites connected to the DSI. These sites span
Europe, the United States and Asia. The wide-band backbone supports aggregate
traffic rates (summed over simultaneous conferences, simulation exercises, etc.) of up
to 3Mbits/second. There are typically two or three multi-site video teleconferences
occurring at any given time and, on average, about ten conferences a day. Typical
video conferences run at 128KBits/second.

The DSI supports several DIS exercises per year. Exercises involving hundreds of
simulators have occurred. Table 1 presents characteristics and measured rates for
several of these. As the figures in Table 1 indicate, DIS exercises today are already



Exercise A. B. C.
Sites 31 13 4
Simulators 210 16 300
Total PDUs 131,000 16,000 850,000
Average Throughput (Bytes/sec) 14,000 6,000 100,000
Peak Throughput (Bytes/sec) 40,000 10,000 290,000
Average Packets Rate (Packets/sec) 70 15 40

within an order of magnitude of saturating the 2xT1 (3MBits/second) throughput
capabilities of the DSI backbone. With the introduction of even a modest number of
new simulators or simultaneous use of the network for multiple VTCs and simulation
exercises, the network will become overloaded. For this reason, ARPA is sponsoring
research into ways of scaling up simulation exercises without a commensurate scaling
up of the cost of maintaining the network. This research effort includes changes to the
DIS protocol to reduce traffic requirements in exercises with large numbers of
simulators (10,000-100,000), development of filtering algorithms and exploration of
emerging network technology. For example, ARPA is supporting research into the use
of ATM as a scalable network architecture for DIS. Research into alternative forms of
resource reservation and emerging multicast routing mechanisms is also being
conducted.

Table 1. Characteristics and observed traffic rates for several DIS exercises supported
by the Defense Simulation Internet [4]

DSI TECHNOLOGY FOR THE TELEMETRY RANGE

The DSI and the technologies underlying it are relevant to range operations at two
levels. At the first level the DSI can provide the link needed for telemetry ranges and
hardware-in-the-loop simulations to communicate and interoperate with interactive
simulations at other sites. The DSI provides both the technology and the
interconnection to the existing DIS community for this type of integration to occur.

As a second possibility, the DSI could be used by a telemetry range as a reliable
mechanism for distributing real-time test data to implement remote monitoring at one
or more other ranges or lab or contractor sites. Users need not be limited to using the
DSI to supply this capability. The same technology can be deployed in smaller scale,
dedicated networks. These networks would be dual use: Real-time data would be
transmitted reliably during tests; IP would be transmitted on a not-to-interfere basis.
When tests are not in progress, users would see normal response times for file
transfers, telnet sessions, etc. During tests, IP packets might be dropped with some



frequency, but the reliability mechanisms built into most IP applications would ensure
robust operation at slightly reduced levels of response and performance

In addition, the unique technology that has been developed for the DSI to handle
classified communications over an unclassified network will also be of value to the
range community. This same technology could be used to support distribution of
classified range data in real time to support the implementation of a "virtual range".
The functions of test monitoring, generation of quick-look reports and data analysis
and archival could be distributed to sites where hardware or personnel were available
to perform required functions, thus reducing costs by making more efficient use of
existing assets.

Figure 6. End-to-end encryption devices permit transmission of encrypted classified
data packets over an unclassified WAN.

CONCLUSIONS

Telemetry Range operations already involve integration with Distributed Interactive
Simulations as well as limited range-to-range interconnection. Introduction of
advanced internetworking technology will result in greater range-to-range
interconnection to support data sharing, shared use of fixed assets and integration and
coordination of tests occurring simultaneously at multiple ranges. These range
activities will require: wide-area internetworking; transparent mechanisms for
exchanging classified data; and packet-switched network support with
Quality-of-Service guarantees. These requirements can all be met using existing
technology. The Defense Simulation Internet provides a working example of a
communications infrastructure which supports these requirements.
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DISTRIBUTEDINTERACTIVESIMULATION
PROVEN IN FLIGHT TEST AIRCRAFT TRACKING
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INTRODUCTION

With the decline in military budgets worldwide, the need for ever more effective
training is becoming apparent. The size of the armed forces is being reduced, so the
remaining members have to be trained to be more effective and efficient in doing their
jobs. To improve effectiveness and efficiency of performance, military training needs
will be increased. Our largest training costs will be in pilot training because of the
high cost of keeping aircraft in the air. When we look at the cost of training a pilot to
operate in a multiplayer scenario against a large number of unfriendly aircraft and a
large number of ground threats, the cost of training is tremendous. It requires a large
number of personnel, aircraft and ground equipment to train a limited number of
pilots. Our current Red Flag exercises can require as many as 75 aircraft in the air
simultaneously plus a large number of ground threats and a large number of support
personnel. This can amount to a prohibitive cost to train a limited number of pilots.

DISCUSSION

To reduce this cost the techniques of Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) must be
applied. DIS technology has existed for about five years and has been successfully
applied to army training requirements. Simulation as applied to air combat training is
proving its worth in exercises currently being performed. The Advanced Research
Project Agency (ARPA)/Army Simulation Network (SIMNET) program demonstrated
that allowing combatants in simulators to interact with one another within a common
gaming area greatly increases the value of simulator training. In addition the1

exercises conducted by Armstrong Laboratory's Aircrew Training Division further
strengthens the argument for simulator training. Pilots in these exercises reported that
the training received from networked simulators was superior to their current unit
training for tasks that cannot be practiced in the actual aircraft because of cost, safety,



and security restrictions. The real value of DIS technology will be appreciated when it
is successfully applied to air combat training.

Currently in an air combat training scenario real aircraft are flown against real
aggressor aircraft and real targets on the ground. Because of the cost of the real
aggressor aircraft and the real emitting threats, the full number of aggressors and
threats which might be experienced in a real operation cannot be provided, therefore,
training compromises must be made. As we continue to make training more realistic,
the costs will skyrocket if we do not find a substitute for using real threat aircraft, real
ground threats, and groups of training aircraft all operating at the same time. The cost
of this ever-increasing training problem can be reduced by the effective application of
DIS technology.

It has already been demonstrated that data from real flying aircraft can be combined
with simulated aircraft and displayed in a simulator where two aircraft are simulated
and two aircraft are real all flying in formation. This was demonstrated in May of
1993 when two F-18 aircraft were equipped with IEC RAJPO GPS instrumentation
pods. These aircraft were then flown on the Echo Range at China Lake, California.
The GPS position data was data linked from the pods to a ground station and
subsequently sent over land line to the Northrop Flight Simulation Laboratory in
Hawthorn, California. At the Flight Simulation Laboratory simulated aircraft were
then flown in formation with the real aircraft, thus combining the real and virtual
worlds. There is no reason why this situation cannot be reversed where the pilot flying
the real aircraft can view simulated aggressor aircraft on his heads-up display where
the simulated information is uplinked to the real aircraft. In the same manner
simulated ground threat data could also be uplinked to the real aircraft. Using these
techniques, the number of simulated aggressor aircraft and ground threats could be
increased without materially increasing the cost of the training exercise. Carrying this
to the extreme, eventually it will be theoretically possible to “fly” a complete training
operation in a simulator without having to fly any real aircraft at all except for the
pilot to feel the environmental effects of his maneuvers. This of course defeats the
objective of training the pilot and his support crew in the physical aspects of the
training mission. The pilot must retain his basic ability in flying the aircraft while the
support personnel must retain their efficiency in aircraft maintenance techniques.
Therefore, training can never be relegated to the simulator alone, but rather simulator
techniques are used to augment the training mission and provide inputs that are
prohibitively expensive to provide physically.

One of the more significant advantages of applying DIS technology is that of data
transmission bandwidth limitation. For example, it has been shown that through the
application of dead reckoning techniques sample rates of position data required to



track a high dynamic aircraft through extreme maneuvers can be significantly
reduced. This technique is commonly used in DARPA SIMNET applications. A dead2

reckoning model of player position is carried both in the player and at the ground
control site. By using a precise positioning source, such as GPS, the player can
determine its exact state vector and transmit it to the ground. If the player maintains
course and speed, he easily updates his position by the dead reckoning models both on
the vehicle and on the ground, making continuous transmission of position data
unnecessary. Limits are established on the vehicle dead reckoning model so that
whenever the actual position of the vehicle, as determined by GPS, differs from the
computed model by more than 1 meter, for example, the model is corrected, and the
new position data is also transmitted to the ground. Position data is, therefore,
transmitted from the vehicle only when required, not continuously at an artificially
high rate. For example, during low activity such as level flight, position data might be
transmitted at a low rate such as one sample per second, but when the aircraft begins
violent maneuvers the sample rate would increase to perhaps 30 times per second or
more. Then when the aircraft returns to level flight, the data sample rate would be
reduced. This concept has been studied using actual data taken from violently
maneuvering aircraft. Updating the position and orientation of remote vehicles at
extremely high sample rates to achieve remote vehicle position and orientation
accuracies has been proven unnecessary to achieve fully effective training and
engineering accuracies. Other data reduction techniques aimed at extracting the
significant information from a data set rather than transmitting all the raw data can
significantly reduce the data transmission bandwidth required.

CONCLUSION

The training instrumentation systems being planned today are beginning to recognize
the advantages of applying DIS technology to their programs. The ability to combine
real and simulated data in a training exercise greatly reduces training costs. For
example, the U.S. Navy's TCTS Program specifically calls for the application of DIS
technology. This is of particular importance in the TCTS Program where a complete
battle group must be trained simultaneously. The number of air and ground threats to
be experienced far exceeds the capability to provide real threats at a remote location in
real time. Therefore, simulated threats are mandatory to conduct a meaningful training
exercise.
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TELEMETRY SIMULATOR PROVIDES
PRE-MISSION VERIFICATION

OF
TELEMETRY RECEIVE SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

With the increased concerns for reducing cost and improving
reliability in today's telemetry systems, many users are
employing simulation and automation to guarantee reliable
telemetry systems operation. Pre-Mission simulation of the
telemetry system will reduce the cost associated with a loss
of mission data. In order to guarantee the integrity of the
receive system, the user must be able to simulate several
conditions of the transmitted signal. These include Doppler
shift and dynamic fade simulation. Additionally, the
simulator should be capable of transmitting industry
standard PCM data streams to allow pre-mission bit error
rate testing of the receive system. Furthermore, the
simulator should provide sufficient output power to allow
use as a boresite transmitter to check all aspects of the
receive link. Finally, the simulator must be able to operate
at several frequency bands and modulation modes to keep cost
to a minimum.

KEY WORDS

Telemetry Simulation, Direct Digital Synthesis, Doppler
Simulation, Fade Simulation, PCM Simulation

INTRODUCTION

In the past, providing a simulation device with these
capabilities would have required several pieces of test
equipment and significant man hours to configure the system
for testing. This paper will describe the design and
applications of a simulation system that includes



capabilities that allow the user to simulate Doppler shift,
dynamic fades and PCM data streams. The simulator provides
high output power to allow use as a boresite transmitter to
test the entire receive system. Also, it provides complete
remote control to allow the user to automate pre-mission
testing. The simulator provides multiple modulation modes
and a large tuning range which meets or exceeds all
requirements of today's telemetry systems. Finally, the
paper will provide application examples for simulation
configurations that ensure proper operation of the receive
telemetry system.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The Microdyne TSS-2000 was designed to meet the requirements
for complete telemetry simulation. The simulator employs a
combination of digital and RF design techniques to provide
the simulation capabilities needed for telemetry receive
systems. A review of the block diagram, Appendix 1, will
highlight the various features required for system
simulation.

The Digital Waveform Generator serves as the digital
modulation source. It is a high speed discrete digital
system clocked at 150 MHz. By using a digital source, the
simulator can easily support multiple modulation formats
such as AM, FM and PM. By adding a limited amount of RAM, it
can also provide PCM simulation and support PCM/FM & BPSK
applications. In addition, a pseudo-random number generator
has been included which provides compatibility with industry
standard Bit Error Rate Test Sets. The Digital Waveform
Generator also includes a Modulated Numerically Controlled
Oscillator (MNCO). This allows the simulator to provide
small tuning increments, less than 1 Hz, and further serves
as a device to provide Doppler shift simulation. A block
diagram of the Digital Waveform Generator is included as
Figure 1.



Figure 1 - Block Diagram For Digital Waveform Generator

The modulator is a vector modulator. This approach was used
because it is easily configured for multiple modulation
formats. This design also allows the simulator to perform
wideband data simulation with data rates up to 20 Mbits. The
simulator also provides external inputs to support user
custom modulation formats; including PAM/FM, FM/FM
subcarriers, SGLS subcarriers and IRIG tones for command
destruct.

The simulator RF path is based on a three synthesizer
conversion process. This allows the simulator to provide a
wide range of output frequencies. Currently the design
provides RF tuning from 10 MHz to 600 MHz and from 1400 MHz
to 2500 MHz. This allows the simulator to cover the standard
telemetry bands, such as P, L & S bands. It also allows it
to cover the command destruct bands. Furthermore, because it
provides RF outputs as low as 10 MHz, it can be used as an
IF source. Finally because all of the local oscillators are
synthesized, the simulator can provide sweep capabilities.

Fade simulation is accomplished by the Automatic Level
Control (ALC) circuitry. It contains dynamic attenuators
that are controlled by digitally generated analog fading
signals. By generating the fading control signals digitally,
the fade depth, rate and phase can be accurately controlled
reducing the need for additional external equipment. The
simulator includes a power splitter and ALC circuitry to



Figure 2 - Receiver/Combiner Test Configuration

produce two RF outputs. This allows the simulator to test
receiver/combiner systems.

The two RF output channels are then routed through high
power RF amplifiers and digitally controlled attenuators.
This allows the RF output power to be varied from -130 dBm
to +20 dBm. This will allow the simulator to be used for
boresite applications.
 
All of the features of the simulator are remote controllable
by IEEE-488, RS-232 and RS-422 interfaces. Because the
simulator allows complete remote control of all
configuration parameters, the user has the capability to
create highly sophisticated simulation scenarios that will
verify complete system performance.

RECEIVER/COMBINER TESTING APPLICATION

Perhaps the most common uses for the simulator can be found
by looking at the Range Commanders Council's Test Methods
for Telemetry Systems and Subsystems. This simulator can
provide most of the RF generation requirements for tests
outlined in this document. In addition, this simulator will
eliminate the need for some additional test equipment
required by this document. Figure 2 shows the simulator
configured to perform receiver/combiner testing.

In this
case the simulator provides all of the signal requirements
to dynamically test the combiner system. Without the
simulator, the user would have to provide an external power
splitter and fade simulator, along with associated
equipment, to calibrate them. By including them



in the simulator, testing errors due to improper test setup
will be reduced.

BORESITE TESTING APPLICATION

The system simulation equipment can be greatly reduced when
using the simulator as a boresite transmitter. Because the
simulator has an internal pseudo-random number generator and
a PCM data simulator, the user can now perform bit error
rate (BER) testing through the complete downlink without the
expense of an additional BER test set at the boresite
location. Additionally, the +20 dBm output power allows the
simulator to be used as a boresite transmitter without the
need for an additional RF amplifier. The capability to
perform these tests throughout the complete receive system
allows the user to verify operation of the complete receive
system while keeping simulation cost to a minimum. A
boresite system also allows tracking antenna calibration,
the ability to perform boresite "snap on" tests and perform
optical camera alignment.

DYNAMIC VEHICLE SIMULATION APPLICATION

The simulator's fade and Doppler shift simulation
capabilities provide the user with the devices to fully
simulate dynamic vehicles. The Doppler shift parameters are
programmable, allowing the user to specify the Doppler shift
range and the rate of change. This will simulate the
frequency shift experienced by a moving vehicle. The
simulator can also be made to dynamically fade the RF output
levels. By specifying the fade depth, rate and phase, the
user can simulate any degradation of signal experienced from
multipath fading, vehicle maneuvering and dropouts caused by
flame attenuation. These functions allow the system to be
tested from the best conditions to the worst conditions.

COMPLETE RECEIVE SYSTEM SIMULATION APPLICATION

By using a simulator combined with current computer
technology, a complete system test configuration can be
created. Figure 3 shows a complete receive system
configuration that will provide all the simulation functions
required to verify operation of the receive system.



Figure 3 - Block Diagram Of Simulation System

In
this scenario, a computer could control the equipment and
perform various simulation exercises. It could configure the
simulator to output a pseudo-random bit pattern and then
obtain the BER results from the BER test set at the receive
site. The computer could download data into the simulator
via remote control and then monitor the receive data.
Comparisons of the downloaded data verus the received data
would indicate system performance. Finally, for overall
testing of mission data a playback of previous mission data
could be externally routed to the simulator and this could
be transmitted from the boresite location.

CONCLUSION

The Microdyne TSS-2000 provides all the simulation
capabilities necessary to provide pre-mission verification
of the receive system. The multi-modulation and multi-
frequency capabilities, combined with the Doppler shift,
fade simulation and PCM simulation, allow the user to test
the receive system under the best conditions and the worst
conditions. These features combined with the high output,
power allows the simulator to be used for complete
simulation, including boresite testing of the entire RF
downlink.
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ABSTRACT

Fairchild is presently developing a high-rate telemetry collection and formatting
component for one of NASA’s Mission to Planet Earth’s key missions. Because of the
complexity and new technology involved, discrete event simulation tools have played a
key role in the development process. This paper serves as a brief introduction to this
component and to the model developed with the simulation tools.
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INTRODUCTION

In late 1992, Fairchild was awarded a contract to develop and manufacture the high-
rate Science Formatting Equipment (SFE) to be included on NASA’s EOS-AM1
spacecraft scheduled for launch in 1998. The SFE is responsible for collecting all of
the spacecraft’s science instrument data, formatting the data into frames compatible
with the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
recommendations, and routing the formatted data to selected RF transmitters or solid
state recorders.

Traditional telemetry formatting equipment, like that presently flying on the Fairchild
built TOPEX spacecraft, has used synchronous, fixed size data structures to frame
downlinked telemetry that is collected at fairly modest data rates. The timing within
this equipment is fixed and easily analyzed. The EOS-AM1 spacecraft instruments
can generate data packets at aggregate rates exceeding 100 Mbps and the downlinked
telemetry is required to adhere to the CCSDS recommendations. CCSDS dictates the
use of asynchronous variable length data structures making the analysis much more
difficult.



Because of these complexities, Fairchild has chosen to implement and maintain a
detailed discrete event simulation (model) as an integral part of the SFE design
process. The results obtained from this model have been crucial in mitigating the risks
associated with the hardware and software development.

OVERVIEW OF THE SFE

To understand how the model generates useful results one must first know a little
about how the SFE operates. A block diagram of the SFE is shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Block Diagram of the SFE

This block diagram functionally shows half of a redundant configuration. On the input
(left-hand) side of the figure, it can be seen that the SFE interfaces to 2 types of
instruments - high-rate instruments and low-rate instruments. High-rate instruments
utilize dedicated, point-to-point electrical links to output their packetized data to a
High-rate Packet Multiplexer (HPM) card at rates up to 50 Mbps. Each HPM card can
service up to 3 such interfaces. Low-rate instruments utilize a 1553B serial data bus to
transport their packets to the SFE’s Low-rate Packet Multiplexer (LPM) card. The
LPM card also provides the Command & Telemetry interface to the spacecraft
computer. As implied by the name, the Packet Multiplexer cards multiplex the
received instrument data packets into fixed-length, CCSDS data structures called
Virtual Channel Data Units (VCDUs) that are routed to the High-rate Downlink
Interface (HDI) card via a backplane. The HDI prepends header information and
appends Reed-Solomon check bits to the frame to form Channel Access Data Units



(CADUs) which are then routed to 1 or more RF transmitter or Solid State Recorder
outputs via the Frame Router (FR) card.

As mentioned above, the HPM, LPM, and HDI cards utilize a backplane interface to
communicate with one another and to transport data. The industry standard Multibus
II Parallel System Bus (PSB) was chosen to serve this function. The 32-bit wide PSB
has a gross data transfer capability of 320 Mbps. One of the key reasons for choosing
the PSB was the availability of a very efficient, low overhead transport mode called
solicited messaging. It is this mode that is used to transport the frames between the
SFE’s Packet Multiplexers and the HDI cards.

As might be gathered from the discussion above, one of the more challenging design
efforts was the HPM card. A block diagram of this card is shown below in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the HPM

The HPM consists of 3 sections: a high-rate instrument interface section that services
3 instruments, a Direct Memory Access (DMA) based data transfer section, and the



microprocessor based control section. As can be seen in this figure, the design is
based around the Intel 80386 microprocessor and related family parts.

OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL

Early in the design process it was determined that 2 areas needing significant attention
were the utilization of the PSB and the utilization of the DATA XFER BUS (DXB) on
the HPM card (see Figure 2). To minimize hardware costs it was desirable to limit the
speed of the hardware to 14 MHz. For similar reasons, it was decided to utilize the
PSB in a relatively simplistic (i.e., bandwidth inefficient) fashion by only allowing a
single solicited message transfer at a time. To verify that the SFE would work
properly with these constraints it was necessary to construct a detailed model with
focus on these 2 areas.

To assist with this effort, the NETWORK II.5 discrete event simulation tool from
CACI Products Company was utilized. This tool allows one to build models based
around hardware elements (Processing Elements, Transfer Devices, and Storage
Devices) and software elements (Instructions, Modules, Files, Messages, and
Semaphores) that are event driven. A block diagram of the hardware configuration of
the constructed model is shown below in Figure 3. The hardware model consists of 20
Processing Elements, 2 Storage Devices, and 5 Transfer Devices. A total of 55
software Modules are distributed amongst the 20 Processing Elements to define the
functionality of the system.

Since an area of focus in the model is the HPM card, the model is more detailed for
this card. For example, in Figure 3 the functions of each of the HPM’s are actually
represented by 6 Processing Elements (HPM #1, PE 1, PE 3, I1, I2, and I3), one
explicit Transfer Device (BUS1), and a Storage Device (RAM1). In this model IN1 -
IN6 represent inputs from the 6 high-rate instruments. The condition modeled is where
the instruments always generated maximum length packets which is anticipated to be
the worst case.

One of the key purposes of the simulation was to measure the loading on the PSB and
DXB busses of the HPM cards (BUS1 and BUS2 in Figure 3) as a function of
instrument data rate. NETWORK II.5 provides a number of tools, both graphical and
tabular, to present simulation results.

In Figure 4 below the PSB loading is shown for a 20 msec run with all the instruments
setup to generate data at their maximum allocated rates (an aggregate of about 109.4
Mbps). At these rates the loading on the PSB averages 67%.



Figure 3: Simulation Hardware Block Diagram (NETWORK II.5 generated)

Figure 4: Loading on the PSB at the Maximum Allocated Instrument Data Rates
(NETWORK II.5 generated)



In Figure 5 below a similar diagram is presented that shows the HPM1 DXB loading
(the worst case of the 2 HPMs) for a 20 msec run with the 3 attached instruments
setup to generate data at their maximum allocated rates (an aggregate of about 58.2
Mbps). At these rates the loading on this bus averages 83%.

Figure 5: Loading on the HPM1 Local Bus at the Maximum Allocated
Instrument Data Rates (NETWORK II.5 generated)

SIMULATION RESULTS

To determine the PSB loading curve (Figure 6 below), several simulation runs were
made with the instrument data rates set to various values. Bus loading data was not
collected for the first 10 msec of the run to allow the startup transient to settle out. The
fourth run in the graph (labeled MAX) represents the loading at the allocated
maximum aggregate instrument data rate of 109.4 Mbps. The other runs in this series
scaled MAX upward or downward accordingly. The first value in the graph is 20% of
MAX which is the approximate average aggregate instrument rate for EOS-AM1. At
the average aggregate rate the PSB loading is about 16%.

As is shown in Figure 6, within the normal operating region, the PSB loading will be
linearly related to the offered aggregate instrument data rate. This linear relationship
breaks down at an offered instrument data rate greater than about 138 Mbps. At this
point the PSB (as it is being simplistically utilized) can no longer transfer the data fast



enough to keep up with the inputs into the HPM cards. The symptom of this
breakdown is that the RAM1 and RAM2 Storage Devices on the HPM cards begin to
overflow. At the operating point immediately preceding overflow, the maximum
utilization of the RAM storage that was observed was 79,616 bits - well less than the
provided 266,144 bits. Likewise, this run exhibited a maximum FIFO utilization of
194 32-bit words - again well less than the provided 4,096 words. This confirms that
the limiting element is the backplane and that all data queues are properly sized.

Figure 6: Loading on the PSB as a Function of Aggregate Instrument Data Rate

Similarly, to determine the HPM’s DXB loading curve, several simulation runs were
made with the attached instrument data rates set to various values. HPM1 was
analyzed since it is expected to handle the most data. To decouple possible PSB
interactions the HPM2 instruments were turned off (i.e., their data rates set to 0).

The HPM1 DXB loading results are shown in Figure 7 below. The fourth run in this
graph (labeled MAXH) represents the loading at the HPM1 allocated maximum data
rate of 58.2 Mbps (for the attached 3 instruments). The other runs in this series scaled
MAXH upward or downward accordingly. The first value in the graph is 20% of
MAXH which is the approximate average aggregate instrument rate expected for
HPM1. At the average aggregate rate the DXB loading is about 21%.

The HPM DXB circuitry is designed to operate more efficiently at higher data rates.
Therefore, unlike the PSB, a linear relation between data rate and utilization is not
expected. This behavior is verified in the graph below. It was found that the DXB
could support an offered instrument load up to about 84 Mbps. At this point the DXB
can no longer transfer the data fast enough to keep up with the inputs into the HPM



card. Within the model, the symptom of this breakdown is that the FIFO semaphores
on the HPM card begin to overflow. At the run immediately preceding overflow, the
maximum utilization of the RAM storage that was observed was 50,718 bits - well
less than the provided 266,144 bits. Likewise, this run exhibited a maximum FIFO
utilization of 447 32-bit words - again well less than the provided 4,096 words.

Figure 7: Loading on the HPM Local Bus as a Function of Instrument Data Rate

CONCLUSIONS

Using the simulation results discussed above (some of which were validated with a
partial commercial prototype implementation), Fairchild was able to simplify the SFE
design by operating at a lower frequency and by utilizing the interconnect bus in a
simplified fashion. The results of the simulation predictions as compared to the design
requirements are specified in the table below.

REQUIREMENT AVERAGE (Mbps) PEAK (Mbps) PERFORMANCE (Mbps)

PSB Throughput 25.9 109.4 138.4

DXB Throughput 12.9  58.2  84.0

As can be seen by this table, plenty of margin exists in the design.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, by using computer simulations, the interference of channel data in the
SDM telemetry system is investigated, the performance of the copy demultiplexing is
examined, and finally the selection rule of Walsh functions is recommended.
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INTRODUCTION

To transmit multi-channel data in the telemetry systems, there are three kind of
methods, i.e Frequency-Division Multiplex, Time-division Multiplex and
Sequency-Division Multiplex( SDM). The last method was first proposed by labratory
in BUAA[1], based on Wa1sh functions. In the SDM telemetry system, the
demultiplexing scheme is based on the orthogonality of the Wa1sh functions. While
Walsh functions has its particular property—copy feature, and based on this property a
new demultiplexing scheme, named as copy demultiplexing, is proposed by JIN and
ZHANG [2]. In the following sections, we shall discuss this new method of
demultiplexing.



SDM TELEMETRY SYSTEM

For the comparison purpose, we first review the SDM Telemetry system. The SDM
Telemetry System is illustrated in the Figure.1

Figure.l SDM Telemetry System

In this system design and analysis, the calculation of the cross-correlation Walsh
functions is very important,and by using copy theory of Walsh functions,this can be
done vary easly[3].To calculate this cross-correlation functions, two paremeters must
be considered, i.e., waveform distortion and frame asynchronization. By theoretical
and computer computation, ZHANG etc. have recommended the selection of the
Walsh functions in the SDM Telemetry Systems, as Table.1 shows.

Table.2 Walsh functions used in SDM



COPY DEMULTIPLEXING

In terms of the copy feature of Walsh functions and copy analysis [4] [5], we proposed
Copy demultiplexing scheme as Figure.2 shows.

Figure.2 Copy Demultiplexing

In this copy demultiplexing system, the copy analysis plays very important role, and
its performance affect th whole performance of the system directly. The copy analysis
is a kinds of orthogonality analysis, and thus it can decompose diffenrent Walsh
functions, while Walsh functions can be generated by the copy method as Figure.3
indicates.

Figure. 3 Copy Generation of Walsh functions

Also the Walsh functions in the Figure.3 can be copy analyzed as Figure.4 shows.

Figure.4 Copy analysis of Walsh function



For the simple explanation bellow, we put all of the copy analyzed components in the
Fig.4 to one figure as Figure.5, and named it as Copy Analyzed Spectrum.

Figure.5 Copy analyzed spectrum

In the real applications, the Walsh function waveforms are not an ideal waveform,
because of the band limitation of the real systems. The waveform can be distorted as
shown Figure.6.

Figure.6 distorted Walsh function waveform

Thus the copy analyzed spectrum is not the case as Figure.4, while it is the case as
Figure.7

Fig.7 Copy analyzed spectrum of distorted Walsh function

In the Figure.7 the nth component is called as main lobe, and the others are called as
sub lobe, and the appearance of sub lobe is caused by the waveform distortion, and
more larger the waveform distortion is, the more lager is the sub lobe. Thus it can be



used to indicate the interference of the mth channel to other channels.
In the computer simulation, we supposed as bellow:

(1) The distortion is a kind of e waveform-$t

(2) The distortion change is very quick, i.e. its transition completed in one bit
period.

The results of simulation are given in the Table.2.

 Table.2 Normalized copy analyzed spectrum when there is only distortion

In addition to the waveform distortion, there is another factor to affect the
performance , i.e. , the synchronization error .
In the simulation, we modeled this error as time shift of waveform, as Fig.9 shows.

Fig.9 time shift error

The simulation condition is :

(1) 0<t <To

(2) t is independent from functions order mo

Table.3 shows the simulation computation results.



Table.3 Normalized copy analyzed spectrum when there is only
asynchronization

In the real applications, there are both waveform distortion and time shift, while the
two factors is independent from each others. Table.4 shows this case.

CONCLUSION

From above simulation results, there are several conclusions as bellow:

(1) The effect of waveform distortion to copy demultiplexing is small.
(2) The effect of asynchronization to copy demultiplexing is critical.
(3) When there are both distortion and asychronization, the effect of
asychronization is dorminant.
(4) The selection rule of Walsh functions is that to minimize the sub lobe in
copy analyzed spectrum.
(5) The Walsh functions in the Table.l are also suitable in the copy
demultiplexing.
(6) For the copy multiplexing, there are other combimation of Walsh functions
which are not in the Table.l result in the same performance.



The idea and material presented in this paper will find more applications in the
telemetry areas.

Table. 4 Normalized copy analyzed spectrum when
there are both distortion and asynchronization
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ABSTRACT

The Data Acquisition, Analysis, and Simulation System (DAAS) is a computer
system designed to allow data sources on spacecraft in the Flight System Testbed
(FST) to be monitored, analyzed, and simulated. This system will be used primarily by
personnel in the Flight System Testbed, flight project designers, and test engineers to
investigate new technology that may prove useful across many flight projects.
Furthermore, it will be used to test various spacecraft design possibilities during
prototyping.

The basic capabilities of the DAAS involve unobtrusively monitoring various
information sources on a developing spacecraft. This system also provides the
capability to generate simulated data in appropriate formats at a given data rate, and to
inject this data onto the communication line or bus, using the necessary
communication protocol. The DAAS involves Serial RS232/RS422, Ethernet, and
MIL-STD-1553 communication protocols, as well as LabVIEW software, VME
hardware, and SunOS/UNIX operating systems.

KEYWORDS

Ethernet, Serial RS232/RS422, MIL-STD-1553B Communication Protocols,
LabVIEW Programming

INTRODUCTION

The Flight System Testbed (FST) is a new area within Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) designed to create a virtual spacecraft through simulated instruments, sensors,
and subsystems. This will, in return, reduce costs, shorten schedules, and identify and
resolve problems in the early stages of spacecraft development long before the
spacecraft is built. The Data Acquisition, Analysis, and Simulation System (DAAS) is
one component of the Flight System Testbed that will contribute to the attainment of
future goals in the spacecraft industry at JPL.



FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES

Within the Flight System Testbed, the DAAS externally monitors spacecraft
subsystems to detect possible problems during data transmission. The DAAS also
provides the capability to simulate data, perform tests, and observe a particular
instrument's behavior during prototyping. This system can most accurately be
described as a "meta-tool" (i.e. a tool to build tools) since it will provide generic
capabilities that can be customized for the needs of various flight projects. Much of
the DAAS will be specific to each flight project. The Flight System Testbed will
provide an environment (i.e. appropriate hardware and associated software) and
assistance in constructing specific analysis routines from algorithms specified by the
flight project design engineers. The system monitors data using various
communication protocols, such as Ethernet, RS232, RS422, and MIL-STD-1553B
across a communication medium from one spacecraft subsystem to another. This
monitoring process is unobtrusive except for the possible necessity of a physical tap
into the communication line or bus. The software is available to display data collected
in digital and/or graphical forms in near real-time. The data acquired by the DAAS
can then be time stamped and stored to data files for later off-line analysis.

ASSOCIATED HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

As shown in Figure 1, the DAAS configuration diagram, a SPARC CPU-2CE running
SunOS is installed within a VME chassis, acting as any other SPARCstation 2 within
the Flight System Testbed and containing the same I/O interfaces. Physical
connections to the spacecraft subsystems are necessary along the serial
communication lines, while the MIL-STD-1553B and Ethernet communications occur
along each bus through the VME backplane. This "embedded-sparc" may be accessed
from any outside SPARCstation. VME FORCE drivers are installed on the
embedded-sparc to access other boards within the chassis, such as the
MIL-STD-1553B bus monitoring board currently within the chassis.

The data display package being used is LabVIEW, a visual programming language
developed by National Instruments. LabVIEW is an excellent data display and
analysis tool valued for its quick and easy program modification capabilities.
LabVIEW uses graphical programming language, G, to create programs in block
diagram form and relies on graphical symbols or icons rather than textual language
and code. LabVIEW also allows existing C code to be integrated into the visual
programs for additional programming flexibility.



ETHERNET

Various methods are available to capture data across ethernet within UNIX. The
DAAS incorporates these methods and, combined with LabVIEW, displays the data
on a customized Virtual Instrument (VI) that is made up of a variety of graphs and
charts offered by LabVIEW. Various C programs were written, reviewed, altered, and
incorporated into LabVIEW through the use of Code Interface Nodes (CINs). CINs
allow these programs to communicate directly with and output the necessary data on
the appropriate VIs.

To test the capability of obtaining data across ethernet, data was sent from one host to
another via ethernet, captured by the Data Acquisition System, and then displayed
using LabVIEW. During an open house demonstration for the Flight System Testbed,
the DAAS was used to obtain data through ethernet socket connections. From a
simulated command and data handling system using LabVIEW to display the
communicated data, the simulation of the capabilities of capturing spacecraft data was
complete.

SERIAL (RS232/RS422)

The DAAS is designed to capture the data transmitted through serial communication
lines from one spacecraft subsystem to another and interface it using the manipulation
and display capabilities within LabVIEW as discussed earlier. The DAAS RS232
serial communication lines act as "snoopers" between two point to point terminals
(spacecraft instruments). The DAAS is connected externally from the inputs/outputs
of the spacecraft instrument through specially designed cables. These cables allow a
physical tap into the line without affecting data transmission; hence, they are
unobtrusive. Because LabVIEW VIs have the capability to initialize, read, write, and
display information to and from serial ports, LabVIEW is the preferred and
well-valued tool for use with the DAAS. Various programs have been designed to
allow the user to set-up desired serial port initializations, retrieve data from one or
many serial ports simultaneously, and manipulate and display the data through
LabVIEW. A daughter board is connected to the embedded-sparc for additional serial
ports to monitor several ports simultaneously. Another valuable feature of the DAAS
is the capability to simulate the data across serial communication lines. The DAAS
acts as an input to a particular subsystem, allowing the spacecraft subsystem to
retrieve data in a given format and at a specified data rate.

Monitoring RS422 is a similar concept with the exception of differences in added
voltage, additional wires, and length capabilities. Adapters are available for the DAAS
to convert the RS422 signal to a RS232 signal, in order for LabVIEW to recognize it.



Power supplies are also available to handle the increased voltage involved in RS232 to
RS422 conversion. Additional serial communication protocols may be incorporated
into the DAAS as flight projects evolve, with minor additions and modifications.

MIL-STD-1553B

A MIL-STD-1553B Board is installed in the VME chassis for MIL-STD-1553B bus
traffic monitoring. Programs were written in C code and incorporated into LabVIEW
through the use of Code Interface Nodes. These programs output the data in a standard
output form, since MIL-STD-1553B data streams involve a variety of information
within command, status, and data words. Generic control and information output
panels have been designed to allow the user to retrieve the data and display the
necessary information within LabVIEW programs specific to each project. Each input
and output value may be displayed as decimal, binary, octal, or hex through the use of
the pull down menus on the numerical displays within LabVIEW.

The LabVIEW interface is designed to retrieve data from the MIL-STD-1553B bus
monitor, which captures data between the controller and various remote terminals, as
well as between remote terminals. The monitoring of MIL-STD-1553B traffic
involves the output of command words, data words, and status words, each word a
length of twenty bits. The first three bits are used for synchronization and the last bit
is the parity bit. Therefore, the sixteen bit information field will be acquired and
displayed through LabVIEW. Command words specify the function the remote
terminal is to perform. This word is transmitted by the active bus controller. The data
words contain the actual information that will be specific to each user. The status
word is only transmitted by a remote terminal in response to a valid message. This is
used to tell the bus controller whether or not a message was properly received and the
status. The information fields specific to each flight project can be output through
various graphs and charts within LabVIEW . Simulated data was captured through the
DAAS to represent the possible MIL-STD-1553B capabilities available for future
missions.

Sending simulated MIL-STD-1553B spacecraft data to a particular spacecraft
subsystem will be an available option as well, when specified by a particular flight
project. This will allow simulated MIL-STD-1553B data to be delivered to a particular
remote terminal according to MIL-STD-1553B standards, along with accessible data
monitoring capabilities.



LabVIEW - OTHER AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Other LabVIEW options are available through programs and VIs (Virtual Instruments)
specifically designed for the Data Acquisition System. Time stamping is available in
LabVIEW through the use of various icons which display the current time and date in
several forms. This time stamp is dependent upon LabVIEW, not actual real-time, so
there may be a slight difference depending on the speed of the data being monitored.
Time may be captured and displayed if already time stamped within data packets.
Icons are available for storing, reading, and writing data to and from files. These may
be used to store data for later off-line analysis. Another memory board can be installed
to handle data storage to other disks and prevent loss of performance through
LabVIEW.

Many other icons are available to display data graphically and digitally. With
knowledge of LabVIEW programming, one may alter and combine any of the VIs
explained previously along with ones already available from National Instruments to
continue progress on this system for a specific user. Extensive data manipulation and
display is available and relatively easy to alter with the use of LabVIEW visual
programming and its applications.

CONCLUSION

The basics of unobtrusively monitoring data from Serial RS232/RS422, Ethernet, and
MIL-STD-1553B communication protocols have been tested through the simulation
and acquisition of real-time data. LabVIEW's limitations involving high data rates and
complexity are currently unknown. It has not been discovered when the system will
begin to slow down considerably and impact the data monitoring. Various data rates
have been tested and LabVIEW seems to handle these quickly, but this is without the
manipulation of data and all possible data sources being monitored simultaneously.
The DAAS has been tested with multiple data sources and seems to retrieve data just
as well. Other issues may arise depending on the complexity of the program designs
and extensions.

In the near future, spacecraft may be moving towards MIL-STD-1773 as an on-board
spacecraft communication protocol. The Data Acquisition System will adapt to this
when necessary. It will evolve as various equipment, such as MIL-STD-1773
monitoring boards, become available within the Flight System Testbed at JPL. As
flight projects evolve and become a part of the Flight System Tested, various private
protocols will be specified by flight design engineers. Since these cannot be
anticipated at the moment, they will be developed in the future as needed.



As previously mentioned, this system is designed as a "tool to build tools", so it will
require further modifications specific for each flight project. It will now be quicker to
obtain a user's particular configuration, since the basics of unobtrusively monitoring
spacecraft data from various communication protocols have been explored. The
hardware, software, and knowledge are available to meet the needs and requirements
for specific flight projects within the JPL Flight System Tests.
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DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE FOR A GLOBAL TT&C NETWORK

Fredric W. Martin

ABSTRACT

Use of top-down design principles and standard interface
techniques provides the basis for a global telemetry data
collection, analysis, and satellite control network with a
high degree of survivability via use of distributed
architecture. Use of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
hardware and software minimizes costs and provides for easy
expansion and adaption to new satellite constellations.
Adaptive techniques and low cost multiplexers provide for
graceful system wide degradation and flexible data
distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

Platform management of satellites involves supplying power
and proper orientation to satellite payloads; many
commercial and government organizations are responsible for
managing multiple satellite constellations. This involves
periodic satellite health checks, anomaly resolution,
battery reconditioning for eclipse periods, and maneuvers
(delta velocity) for geosynchronous satellites. In this time
of fiscal reductions and increasing requirements, satellite
management orgainizations have had to automate and build a
global network of earth stations that: operate in a "lights
out" environment, have graceful system degradation, and
operate in a network environment as well as being capable of
autonomous operation. The goals of these networks are:



1. Maintain current status of satellite constellations.
2. Perform routine contacts automatically.
3. Operate at minimum cost consistent with requirements.
4. Graphical/simplified human computer interfaces.
5. Graceful network/system wide degradation.
6. Use of open architecture for future expansion.

Following is a description a network based system developed
to fulfill all of the preceding requirements.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

All stations should be configured exactly alike, the lone
exception is the antenna sub-systems because some sites may
already have an existent antenna sub-system or the
management of a new constellation has required that a new
antenna be purchased.

In order to meet the mission goals, any site must be capable
of coordinating the entire network of earth stations,
controlling the collection and distribution of a site that
does not have its processing capability available, and
providing a full suite of processing capability (both
archival based and realtime). The station architecture
requirements are met as illustrated in Figure 1.

As can be seen in Figure 1, all interfacing to the telemetry
collection equipment is via a Station Interfacing Unit
(SIU). The software drivers/handlers unique to each piece of
equipment are contained in the, SIU; this provides for a
standard interface to the station for purposes of command,
control, and antenna steering. When station equipment is
added or modified, the only change in software in the SIU.
Via use of data base and table driven software, the site
processor (SP) has its configuration tables edited with
operational parameters; only the SIU software has to be
expanded or modified when new equipment is added or existent
equipment is modified. All interfacing between the SIU and
the station equipment (including the SP and statistical
multiplexer) is standard RS-232. The protocol between the SP
and the SIU is an ASCII protocol. For example, it is
required to setup the receiver for a contact; the SP outputs
a table with a header indicating this is a receiver
configuration table, it contains the information necessary
to setup the receiver. The SP contains a configuration table
for each satellite that specifies the settings for all of
the telemetry collection equipment along with the antenna



pointing angles or the command to implement autotrack along
with the initial and intermediate pointing angles and the
autotrack initiation and maintenance criteria.

In the event that the SP is not available, the telemetry
collection equipment and the antenna can be controlled from
the statistical multiplexer by another station with dial-up
capability; the collected baseband telemetry data is sent to
the controlling site via the statistical multiplexer. In the
nominal configuration, SP and global network available, the
controlling station or Satellite Operations Center (SOC)
will send scheduling information, configuration tables for
each satellite, validation tables, Keplers, and other
information necessary for the site to operate; the site
sends data to the SOC using data compression in a packetized
manner, alarms due to received telemetry indicating an
anomalous condition, alarms due to failure to obtain signal
acquisition or telemetry lockup, and other information
requested or routinely sent.

As depicted in Figure 2, the global network allows all
stations to communicate with one another using a packetized
protocol. In the event the link is broken, dial-up
communications can be utilized. A leased line is capable of
higher data rates than the dial-up links. However the
dial-up links are only passing information applicable to a
single data collection point. The use of the network to send
compressed data is not always satisfactory because some
users require baseband data. The SOC can reconstruct
baseband data from the compressed data (at the cost of
processing bandwidth for other SOC tasks) or the users
requiring baseband data can dial-up the site performing the
contact and receive the data directly from a baseband
distribution unit (BDU) or from the statistical multiplexer.

The site processing unit utilizes a distributed architecture
as shown in Figure 3. The SP is responsible for: realtime
anomaly detection, communicating with the global network,
archiving data, real and post time analysis, trending,
contact scheduling, and editing of tables. In the event that
the global network is not operational, the site processing
system continues to schedule the contacts via an algorithmic
scheduler. The station can also edit the schedule files to
perform discrete contacts as well. The software for
performing a contact, scheduling, realtime validation, and
other high priority tasks is available in all of the
processors/workstations comprising the SP; when an element



of the SP is not available, the high priority tasks can be
activated in anyone of the SP elements, thereby preserving
the autonomous operational capability of the site.

CONCLUSION

It is possible to establish a robust global satellite
communications network to meet mission goals at minimal
cost. Use of stepwise refinement, top down structuring, "is
does, as does" documentation, and formal requirement, design
and interfacing specifications have contributed to minimize
technical and developmental risk. Rapid prototyping provides
the means for insuring that the user understands what the
system is and will be capable of, allows the users to define
the display requirements, and eliminates or greatly races
the "fine tuning".

Distributed and open system architecture provides for local
and system wide robustness. Inhouse development and
maintenance races life-cycle costs and insures rapid
response to minimize meantime to repair failures. By using
standard interfacing techniques, new components can be
placed on-line with minimum impact. Unique interfacing
requirements are met by using an inhouse designed and
implemented processing unit, the SIU based upon a standard
PC. As new equipment and processing systems become
available, integrating them into the network environment
will be facilated with minimum impact due to standard
hardware and well defined software interfaces.
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ABSTRACT

Small satellites have been perceived as having limited access to NASA's Space
Network consisting of the TDR satellites and associated ground terminals. This paper
presents the potential for access of the space network using basic small satellite design
constraints and a simple helical antenna for the communications links. From the
analysis derived through simulation of the orbit of both satellites, small satellites can
be shown to have up to 30 minutes per orbit of single-TDRS access. Data rates on the
order of 100 kbps are possible in this configuration with total daily data volumes in
excess of 100 Mbits being achievable. Design parameters are given for a variety of
orbital inclination angles and spacecraft transmission powers to illustrate the expected
available contact time for such small satellites to the Space Network. This is
compared with typical access time through a fixed ground station.
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INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest at this time in developing small satellites for quick
turnaround missions to investigate near-earth phenomena from space; see, for example
[1]. One drawback in the mission planning is the ease of communications between the
earth control infrastructure and the small satellite. The nominal mission design
includes a dedicated ground station for telemetry, tracking, and command support. For
larger missions, the Space Network (SN) has been used to transmit data to and from
orbit using the Tracking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) in space and interfacing to
the White Sands Complex in New Mexico as the ground entry point. The advantage to
the SN is that most orbits will have at least one opportunity for contact with a TDRS
in the overall system constellation. Small satellite users have not often considered
using the SN because of perceived problems in scheduling communications and the



cost in weight and power to use gimballed, directional antennas for the communica-
tions support. Mission design tradeoffs include the required power to transmit to a
relay satellite at geostationary orbit versus a ground station at the earth's surface. An
additional tradeoff is the amount of on-board storage required for once-per-orbit data
dumps versus storage for data dumps once or twice per day. This paper addresses the
potential for SN access using non-gimballed antennas and modest transmission power.

For the small satellite system, we make the following assumptions:

a) the communications subsystem is able to supply a minimum of 10 W of
output power,

b) the antenna system can provide a minimum gain of 5 dB
c) the antenna system is surface mounted along a radial vector connecting the

satellite with the center of the earth and pointing away from the center of
the earth

d) the small satellite is spin stabilized with a nadir orientation, that is, the long
axis of the spacecraft is along the above radial vector

e) satellite contact between the small satellite and the SN can be initiated as the
small satellite sweeps past the TDRS position in its orbit

f) a SN S-Band single-access service can be used for the communications link;
this implies that the TDRS antenna is capable of open-loop tracking at a
minimum, and

g) only the two-TDRS minimal constellation (41E W and 171E W longitude) is
assumed in the SN and both TDRS are potentially available to the small
satellite user.

The choice of which TDRS the small satellite uses depends upon its relative orbital
position with respect to the earth and each TDRS. The SN is unable to support
satellites in the zone of exclusion over the Indian ocean; however, at other times, the
contact can be scheduled for when the TDRS is within the small satellite's field of
view. This investigation looks at two possible SN access modes: a single TDRS is
available to support access and the possibility of using the full constellation of two
operational spacecraft.

In this study, we used the necessary equations of motion to solve for the small satellite
and TDRS orbital motion and then determine the pointing potential. Associated with
the pointing information is the determination of the slant path between the satellite
and the TDRS. This information will be used to determine the data rate that can be
supported given the transmitted power assumptions presented above.



FIXED GROUND STATION ACCESS

In providing low-earth orbiting satellites with telemetry, tracking, and command
support, the designed often plans for support through a dedicated ground station
network at a fixed location. Typically, there are two or three access times per day
separated by several orbits when the contact can be initiated and meaningful data
transmission can occur. The duration and timing of the contacts depend upon the
orbital period, orbital inclination, minimum elevation above the horizon allowed, and
ground station location. A single fixed ground station can be expected to give two to
four meaningful contacts per day with up to 5 minutes per contact for 90-minute orbits
with minimum elevation angles of 10E.

PROPOSED ANTENNA SYSTEM

In order for this concept to work, we are assuming that sufficient power can be
obtained from an antenna without steering. The only way that this can be done is to
have a fairly non-directional antenna system, i.e., one with a large Half-Power Beam
Width (HPBW). The tradeoff with a large HPBW is a low gain for the system thereby
giving a low Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP). In this study, we are
assuming that a helix antenna is available to supply all of the transmission and
reception gain. For typical helical antennas, the HPBW and directivity, D, may be
computed from [2]. Table 1 lists available HPBW and gains for helix antennas
expected to be appropriate for small satellites at the available Space Network S-Band
return frequencies. Based on the results listed in Table 1, our assumed minimum EIRP
for the study should be achievable with this technology.

Table 1. Helix Antenna Performance

Number of Turns Gain (dB) HPBW (degrees)

5 11.3 54.8

10 14.3 38.8

21 17.5 26.8

 
DETERMINING ORBITAL ACCESS

To determine if using the Space Network can be an effective alternative to the fixed-
ground-station model, we first need to determine the access potential for a simple
satellite communications system. For the purposes of this study, access to the SN is
determined based on visibility by the user satellite of at least one of the two TDRS



composing the minimum SN constellation. In this study, pure Keplerian mechanics [3]
are used to predict the three-dimensional positions for both the TDRS spacecraft
within the SN and a test satellite using the SN. The orbital elements for the TDRS
positions were taken from [4] while the small satellite was started at a random
position. The satellite and TDRS equations of motion and relative pointing angle
computations were entered into the MATHCAD analysis package to form a document
containing the analysis, the expected contact minutes per orbit, and the associated
worst-case slant path. The orbital computations for the small satellite was varied from
14 through 16 orbits over one full day at a resolution of 100 points per orbit. The
orbital inclination angle for the small satellite was varied from 0E through 110E. Three
threshold angles for the pointing angle were considered: 20E, 40E, and 60E to account
for narrow, medium, and wide beam antennas and to include the pointing that the TDR
satellites are capable of in single access mode. The threshold angle corresponds to
one-half of the antenna's HPBW. If the pointing angle was within the threshold, then
the TDR satellite was considered to be visible from the small satellite. The
MATHCAD simulation recorded the following data:

a) access time per day (minimum, maximum, and average) to both SN satellites
individually,

b) access time per day when both satellites were simultaneously visible to the
small satellite,

c) access time per day of the whole SN satellites (time when either or both
TDRSS satellites was visible to the small satellite), and

d) access time to each TDRS satellite and the constellation on a per-orbit basis.

The following sections discuss the results obtained by this analysis.

ORBITAL ANGULAR COVERAGE

Using the position vectors for the satellites, we can investigate when there is a
possibility for SN coverage under the constraint that the small satellite has no active
positioning mechanism for antenna pointing and relays on the communications
antenna sweeping past the TDR satellites. Given that standard microstrip patch
antennas can have half-power beamwidths of 90E while helical antennas can have
HPBW up 50E, we investigate three cases of the pointing angle between the SN
satellites and the small satellite expected to be typical: the cases of the pointing being
within 20E, 40E, and 60E. We then find the minimum, maximum, and average number
of minutes per orbit that the satellite is within this angle. This was done for small
satellites having mean motions of 14, 15, and 16 orbits per day which corresponds to
orbital periods of 102.9, 96, and 90 minutes, respectively and at orbital inclination
angles of 0E through 110E. The computations were made between both the east and



the west TDR satellite locations and the test satellite. It was found that with this set of
parameters, there was no time when both TDR satellite locations were simultaneously
visible from the test satellite location. It was also found that both TDRS locations had
similar results when averaged over one day. Figure 1 presents this information in the
form of a plot of the number of orbits per day whose contact time through a single
TDR satellite exceeds the given ordinate value in minutes. This is shown for a satellite
with a mean motion of 15 revolutions per day (similar results hold for 14 and 16
revolutions per day) and the pointing constraint was to be within 20E of the TDRS.
Figure 2 illustrates this same information through the constellation of both TDR
satellites. As can be seen in both graphs, the number of contact minutes is highly
dependent upon orbital inclination angle. Generally, small inclination angles are
needed to have large numbers of contact minutes per orbit. Also, the penalty for not
having a steerable antenna is seen here as well because some orbits have no contact
time, even if the small satellite is not within the SN zone of exclusion.

Taking a five-minute contact time as being the minimum useful contact time, we can
see how many orbits give useful contacts per day as well as the total contact duration
conditioned on a minimum contact time of five minutes. This also gives a basis for
comparison against fixed ground stations. Figure 3 shows the contact minutes per day
on all orbits having contact times longer than five minutes through a single TDRS and
through the TDRS constellation. As before, this is shown for a satellite with a mean
motion of 15 revolutions per day (similar results hold for 14 and 16 revolutions per
day) and the pointing constraint was to be within 20E of the TDRS. The orbits can
have times where no TDRS access are possible due to large angle between the test
satellite position and the TDRS. The effect is least at lower inclination angels and is
worst at 90E-inclination angles. At high orbital inclination angles, this modulation of
the coverage pattern reaches its maximum. As expected with these narrow pointing
restrictions, there are no orbits where both TDR satellites are visible simultaneously.
For the 40-degree and 60-degree pointing cases, there are many instances where on a
given orbit only one of the two TDR satellites is visible on a given orbit while on the
next orbit, the other is visible. Therefore, there are relatively few orbits when at least
one of the two TDRS cannot be scheduled from a visibility restriction.
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Figure 1 - Single TDRS Contact Minutes within 20E Pointing for 15
Orbits per Day.

Figure 2 - Constellation Contact Minutes within 20E Pointing at 15
Orbits per Day.
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EXPECTED DATA RATE SUPPORT

Once the slant path is computed, the expected maximum data rate that can be sup-
ported can be determined. To determine the expected maximum data rate through the
SN, a standard link budget design table [5] is used with the worst-case slant paths
derived for the orbital viewing angles. This design table is configured for the various
SN service modes at both K-Band and S-Band with only the latter being considered
here. From the link budget design table, the data rates listed in Table 2 are expected to
be supported using a SN data group 2 (DG2) transmission mode, QPSK modulation,
and a minimum channel error rate of 10 . The data rate listed is the minimum that can-5

be supported, namely, the data rate at the start or stop of the contact time when the
slant path is the longest. In principle, the data rate can be increased as the contact slant
path decreases through the contact time and with sufficient control, can be varied
through the contact time. As can be seen, wide pointing angles result in a longer slant
path and lowers the maximum data rate.

In order to estimate the usefulness of these contacts, we can estimate the total daily
data volume to be transmitted through the space-to-ground link from considering that
at the 50 percentile, mission models across a range of small payloads require that anth

average daily data transport volume corresponding to a continuous production rate of
10 kbps [6] be delivered to the ground. This corresponds to a total production of
864,000,000 bits per day. The required minimum data rate necessary is a function of
the contact duration per day and the supported data rate for the communications



system. Using the available data rates given in Table 2 and the total orbital time when
the orbital contact time exceeds five minutes per orbit, we can compute the daily data
volume that potentially be transmitted through the SN satellites. Table 3 illustrates the
contact statistics in the form of millions of bits per day for the case of a single-TDRS
access as well as a full-constellation (two TDRS) access. The cases of the 20E and 40E
pointing correspond to configurations like the helical antenna considered earlier. As
can be seen, the 50 percentile payload requirements can be supported most easilyth

with an EIRP of 15 dBW with dual-TDRS support. It can also be obtained with the
60E pointing despite the low data rate; however, it is problematic if the required

Table 2. Space Network Slant Path and Data Rate Support

EIRP (dbW) Pointing Angle Max. Slant Path Data Rate (kbps)
(km)

15 20 36000 169

40 37000 160

60 38500 148

10 20 36000 53.5

40 37000 50.5

60 38500 46.5

Table 3. Space Network Potential Daily Transmission Data Volume

EIRP Pointing Data TDRS TDRS TDRS Dual
(dBW) Angle Rate Contact Contact (Mb/day) TDRS

(deg) (kbps) (min) (min) (Mb/day)

Single Dual Single

15 20 169 17.28 32.64 175.2 331

40 160 87.36 169.92 838.7 1631.2

60 148 191.04 383.04 1696.4 3401.4

10 20 53.5 17.28 32.64 55.5 104.4

40 50.5 87.36 169.92 264.7 514.9

60 46.5 191.04 383.04 533.0 1068.7



number of contact minutes can be obtained with actual operational network support. In
the other cases, the 50 percentile cannot be achieved but a substantial data volumeth 

can be supported.

CONCLUSIONS

The orbital analysis shown here indicates that there is a reasonable expectation that
accessing the Space Network for space-to-ground communications from a small
satellite with a fixed antenna is not only possible but makes operations sense. The
advantage to the Space Network is that orbital access can occur several times per day
for durations that can greatly exceed that found with fixed ground stations. The link
margin penalty still exists but is overcome by allowing a greater volume per day
through the space link that possible through the fixed ground station link. There is also
the advantage of the space network not causing a major data backup is a fixed access
time is missed. The next orbit, or one shortly thereafter, an access time will occur.
Total access times through the Space Network can be considerably more than that
through a single ground station. With this configuration, sufficient data volume can be
transported through the space network to support the 50 percentile of required datath

support for small payloads given sufficient antenna gain and transmission power to
reach an EIRP of 15 dBW.
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ABSTRACT

A system to generate a contiguous high speed time division multiplexed (TDM)
spacecraft downlink data stream has been developed. The 25 MBPS downlink data
stream contains high rate real time imager data, intermediate rate subsystem processor
data, and low rate spacecraft housekeeping data. Imager data is transferred directly
into the appropriate TDM downlink data window using control signals and clocks
generated in the central data formatter and distributed to the data sources. Cable and
electronics delays inherent in this process can amount to several clock periods, while
the uncertainty and variations in those delays (e.g. temperature effects) can exceed the
clock period. Unique (patent pending) electronic circuitry has been included in the
data formatter to sense the total data gathering delay for each high speed data source
and use the results to control series programmable delay elements to equalize the
delays from all sources and permit the formation of a contiguous output data stream.

KEYWORDS

Space Qualified Data Formatter, Propagation Delay Compensation, High Speed Data
Formatter, Telemetry Processor.

INTRODUCTION

The Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) Program is being conducted by The Johns
Hopkins University/Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) for the Ballistic Missile
Defense Organization (BMDO). MSX will be a data collection experiment,
concentrating on the phenomenology of target detection and tracking and the gathering
of celestial and earth limb background data.



The MSX spacecraft instrumentation includes a Space Infrared Imaging Telescope
(SPIRIT III) provided by Space Dynamics Laboratory/Utah State University
(SDL/USU), an Ultraviolet and Visible Imagers and Spectrographic Imagers (UVISI)
instrument provided by JHU/APL, and a Space Based Visible (SBV) instrument and
several Reference Objects provided by MIT Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL). An
Onboard Signal and Data Processor (OSDP) experiment, developed by BMDO and
provided by Hughes Aircraft Company, will also be flown as a demonstration of real
time onboard processing and orbital radiation effects. The MSX spacecraft includes an
X-Band transmitter for downlinking SPIRIT III, UVISI, and SBV Imager data as well
as an S-Band (SGLS) transponder.

The MSX Data Handling System (DHS) gathers, formats, and outputs real time
science and housekeeping data to generate three output data streams:

(1) A 25 MBPS (or 5MBPS) prime science data stream containing imager,
processor, and housekeeping data which is transmitted in real time or stored on
the spacecraft tape recorder and downlinked over the X-Band link.
(2) A MBPS wideband downlink data stream containing snapshot imager data
and housekeeping data which is transmitted in real time over the S-Band link.
(3) A 16KBPS narrowband downlink data stream containing spacecraft
housekeeping data and/or processor memory dump data which is transmitted in
real time over the S-Band link.

The DHS provides four selectable prime science data formats (one 25 MBPS format
and three 5MBPS formats), three selectable wideband data formats, and ten selectable
narrowband data formats. The prime science, wideband, and narrowband data
formatters are independently controlled, and all three may be operated simultaneously.

The DHS also performs several critical spacecraft functions including maintaining and
distributing mission elapsed time (MET) and universal time (UT), recording and
downlinking selected critical spacecraft housekeeping data, and providing spacecraft
fault protection and autonomous control via a dedicated link to the MSX command
system. The DHS consists of the data formatters with associated interface electronics,
a housekeeping data gathering subsystem, clock generation/timing chain electronics,
and a microcomputer to process commands and keep mission time (see Figure 1).

The prime science formatter processes real time high rate data from the SPIRIT III
instrument, the UVISI instrument, and the SBV instrument. It also processes data
which was previously transferred to and stored in the DHS from the attitude and
tracking processors, contamination experiments, OSDP, and interferometer as well as
data (sync word, frame count, etc.) which originated within the data handling system.



Figure 1. MSX Data Handling System

The formatter multiplexes the data from the various data sources into a single data
stream at the output bit rate in the selected science output format (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. MSX X-Band Prime Science Minor Frame Data Format
(High Rate Mode)

Frame markers, read out gate signals, and clocks used to gather and format the high
speed data are generated in the data system and distributed to the data sources.
Variations in the cable, driver, receiver, and data source logic gate propagation delays
in the processing of these signals preclude formation of a contiguous output data
stream without compensating for these effects. The prime science formatter senses the
total data gathering delay for each high speed data source and uses the result to control
series programmable delay elements to equalize the delays from all sources and
permit formation of a contiguous data output.

PRIME SCIENCE FORMATTER



Prime science format selection is accomplished when a command message is received
via the MSX command processor and the DHS microcomputer electronics. In each
prime science format, a minor frame contains information from each of the imagers,
experiments, and onboard processors in addition to a partial housekeeping data set
(see Figure 2). Each major frame of data consists of 360 minor data frames and
contains one complete housekeeping record. Format and rate selection transitions
occur only at major frame boundaries upon generation of a major frame pulse. The
prime science formatter determines the output data rate (25 MBPS or 5MBPS) from
the format selection command.

Prime science formats are programmed in radiation hardened PROM memory, which
is read at intervals determined by the PROM code itself (see Figure 3). PROM address
information is derived from a counter which is the final stage of a bit rate counting
chain, which consists of a sixteen bit word boundary counter, a programmable word
counter, and the PROM address counter. PROM output data contains the identity of
the selected TDM downlink data source in addition to the programmable word count
which represents the data source bit allocation. Since radiation hardened PROM
access times (~120 nS) are long compared to the high rate bit period (40 nS), it was
necessary to configure the PROM code to identify data source transition word
boundaries one word prior to the actual data source transition and to specify the data
source to be selected at the following word boundary. Similarly, the hardware is
designed to process the PROM data during the sixteen bit word cycle prior to a data
source transition, and to change the data source at the next word boundary.

The prime science formatter contains a dedicated housekeeping FIFO memory which
is loaded with a new complete housekeeping data set every second by the DHS
housekeeping data gathering subsystem, and read out by the formatter electronics. The
housekeeping data memory consists of ping pong FIFOs, with the housekeeping data
gathering subsystem loading one FIFO while the formatter reads the previously loaded
alternate FIFO. Each major frame pulse switches the FIFO selection, with the result
that all MSX downlink data frames contain all housekeeping data gathered during the
second prior to the major frame pulse. A hardware frame counter keeps the minor
frame count and inserts it into the downlink data stream each minor.

In addition to real time imager data, the prime science formatter processes low rate
data from seven data sources including the onboard licking and attitude processors, the
contamination experiments, the OSDP electronics, and the interferometer instrument.
Since the bit allocation for each source is relatively small, data transfers between the
low rate sources and the prime science formatter are accomplished using a low speed



Figure 3. MSX Prime Science Data Formatter

RS 422 interface with an RC termination network. This interface permits the low rate
instruments to be designed without the high speed, high power, ECL interface
electronics required for imager data transfers. The prime science formatter distributes
major frame and half minor frame markers to each low rate data source, with data
transfers consisting of data source generated clock, data, and enable signals occurring
during the second half of each minor frame. The transferred data is loaded into
dedicated FIFO memory in the DHS prime science formatter using the data source
generated transfer clock of MBPS. It is then read out from the FIFO memory by the
prime science formatter at the output bit rate (25 MBPS or 5 BPS ) during the
appropriate data window in the first part of the next minor frame. Radiation hardened
high speed "serial in-serial out" FIFO memories and output level shifters are used for
this application. Unlike the interfaces with the low rate data sources, output data from
the three onboard imagers is not buffered, but is read out in real time and placed
directly into the appropriate downlink data stream window. Data transfers from the
imagers to the DHS prime science formatter are controlled by the formatter, which
generates frame pulses, read out gates, and read out clock signals to each of the
imagers. Output data is internally loaded by each imager data source on receipt of a
minor frame pulse, and read out serially by the prime science formatter. The imager
output electronics shifts output data bits on the falling edge of the clock from the
prime science formatter while data bits are latched in the formatter electronics on the



rising edge. Read out gate (ROG) transitions occur during the negative phase of the
data transfer clock.

Prime science data transfer electronics for all signals between the prime science
formatter and the imager electronics consists of an MC10501 emitter coupled logic
(10K ECL) driver element and an MC10515 (10K ECL) receiver element connected
by 77 ohm twinax cable. Resistors and diodes are included in the interface design to,
among other things, match the cable impedance and provide for a proper voltage at the
receiver when the driver is unpowered.

Distances between the MSX DHS formatter electronics and the imager output
electronics range from approximately three feet to approximately fifteen feet.
Expected cable propagation delays as well as electronics delays for data transfers
between the imagers and the prime science formatter are summarized in Table 1. The
total path delay represents the time between a selected imager clock edge and the
appearance of valid data at the input to the DHS prime science formatter. The
difference between minimum and maximum electronics delays is primarily due to
fabrication process effects (i.e. part to part variations) and temperature effects, while
the cable propagation uncertainty is primarily due to package location and cable
routing.

The maximum total path delay for data from each of the three imagers of 113.4 nS and
the uncertainty in the path delay of 80.1 nS preclude formation of a contiguous 25
MBPS output data stream. Shifting serial imager data on one clock edge and reading
the data into the prime science formatter on the following clock edge would require a



maximum data valid path delay of one-half bit period (20 nS) from each imager, while
the actual delay from any imager data source can be anywhere from 33.3 nS to 113.4
nS. A delay compensation mechanism to equalize the delays for all prime science
formatter data sources was introduced to overcome this problem and permit formation
of the 25 MBPS output.

PROPAGATION DELAY COMPENSATION

The prime science formatter implements imager data delay compensation by
transitioning imager data source ROG signals three clock cycles early and adding a
compensating delay to the returned imager data such that the first transition of the
compensated data occurs precisely where it would have occurred if no ROG
anticipation had been implemented and the ideal zero propagation delay data path
existed. The three imager data sources preface each minor frame data transfers with a
fixed pattern of 7F or 7FFF which is used by the formatter to identify the first data
transition. Delay compensation is only implemented in the 25 MBPS prime science
mode. The programmable delay element used in the compensation electronics is
bypassed in the 5 MBPS mode.

Operation of the delay compensation electronics is illustrated in Figure 4 where the
desired position of imager data in the composite formatted downlink data stream and
the relative phasing of an imager ROG signal are shown on lines 2 and 3, respectively.
Note that the imager data source outputs its first data bit (B ) on the minor frame pulse0

and shifts its data on negative clock edges once it receives an active ROG signal. The
data received by the prime science formatter for the ideal zero delay condition and for
a typical propagation delay condition are shown on lines 4 and 5, respectively. Since
the first eight bits are defined as a synchronization header (7F), the B B transition0 1

shown on line 5 is defined as a change from an extended low data condition to a long
($7 bits) string of high data. The prime science formatter implements closed loop
phase control to add a complementary delay to the delay contained in the waveform on
line 5 to locate the B -B data transition in the appropriate position, (line 6), for data0 1

system sampling (line 8). The total propagation delay (i.e. the time from the B -B0 1

data transition on line 4 to the B -B data transition on line 6) now consists of the0 1

inherent propagation path delay plus the imparted delay from the delay compensation
network. The three clock cycle, (120 nS), total delay was selected since it exceeded
the worst case maximum inherent propagation delay (113.4 nS) and thus insured a
positive value for the imparted delay.



Figure 4. Delay Compensation Timing for One Data Source

In Figure 5 the delay compensation network consists of a programmable delay unit, an
up-down control counter, phase detector electronics, and electronics to generate a
phase detector sample pulse at the desired B -B transition time (line 6, Figure 4). All0 1

delay compensation network electronics is implemented with 10K ECL components
operating at -5.2 VDC. The programmable delay unit imparts a delay between zero
and 120 nS (in 8 nS steps) to the imager data depending on the current state of the
control counter. The control counter is adjusted one count each minor frame based on
the results of the phase comparison performed during the previous minor frame.



Figure 5. High Rate Data Delay Compensation Network
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ABSTRACT

Satellite Telemetry can be characterized as having relatively low bandwidths,
complex wavetrains, and very large numbers of measurands. Ground systems
which monitor on-orbit vehicles must process, analyze, display, and archive the
telemetry data received during contacts with the satellites. Data from perhaps
thousands of individual measurands must be extracted from very complex
wavetrains and processed during a live contact. Most commercially available
telemetry systems are not well suited to handling satellite wavetrains because
they were built for range telemetry and flight test applications which typically
deal with limited numbers of measurands.

This paper describes the design of a software system which was built
specifically to process satellite telemetry. The database-driven system performs
full decommutation of very complex wavetrains entirely in software.

The system provides for defining the satellite vehicle's telemetry in multiple
databases which define the wavetrain formats, the measurands themselves,
how they are to be processed, and associated data conversion and calibration
information. The database accommodates the complexities typically found in
satellite telemetry such as multiple wavetrain formats, embedded streams,
measurand dependencies, segmented measurands, and supercommutated,
subcommutated, and sub-subcommutated data.

A Code Generator builds a set of control structures from the wavetrain and
measurand definitions in the database. It then generates highly optimized in-line
software libraries for processing the satellite vehicle's telemetry. These libraries



are linked to a Server process for run-time execution. During execution, raw
telemetry frames are passed to the Server which uses the libraries to
decommutate, limit check, convert, and calibrate the measurand data. A Client
process attaches to the Server process to allow user applications to access
both raw and processed telemetry for display, logging, and additional
processing.
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ABSTRACT

Spacecraft on-board time keeping, to an accuracy better than 1 millisecond, is a
requirement for many satellite missions. Scientific satellites must precisely "time tag"
their data to allow it to be correlated with data produced by a network of ground and
space based observatories. Multiple vehicle satellite missions, and satellite networks,
sometimes require several spacecraft to execute tasks in time phased fashion with
respect to absolute time. In all cases, mission systems designed to provide a high
accuracy on-board clock must necessarily include mechanisms for the determination
and correction of spacecraft clock error. In addition, an approach to on-orbit
verification of these mechanisms may be required. Achieving this accuracy however
need not introduce significant mission cost if the task of maintaining this accuracy is
appropriately distributed across both the space and ground mission segments.

This paper presents the mission systems approaches taken by two spacecraft programs
to provide high accuracy on-board spacecraft clocks at minimum cost. The first,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's (GSFC) Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE)
program demonstrated the ability to use the NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS) mission environment to maintain an on-board spacecraft clock to
within 100 microseconds of Naval Observatory Standard (NOS) Time. The second
approach utilizes an on-board spacecraft Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver as
a time reference for spacecraft clock tracking which is facilitated through the use of
Fairchild's Telemetry and Command Processor (TCP) spacecraft Command & Data
Handling Subsystem Unit. This approach was designed for a future Shuttle mission
requiring the precise coordination of events among multiple space-vehicles.

KEY WORDS

Spacecraft Clock, On-Board Processor, Exterme Ultraviolet Explorer, GPS, Telemetry
and Command Processor.

 



INTRODUCTION

The EUVE satellite, launched in June of 1992, contains an on-board spacecraft clock
which is maintained by ground operators using data produced by the NASA/TDRSS
mission system. This overall time keeping approach is not new and is also used by
GSFC's Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) launched in 1991. EUVE's
time accuracy requirements were however more stringent than UARS which required
a more in-depth clock analysis and verification process. As EUVE's prime spacecraft
contractor to GSFC, Fairchild was involved with the satellite's design, manufacture,
verification, and in-orbit check-out; including the task of providing a spacecraft clock
with verified on-orbit accuracy.

This paper describes the design and verification of the EUVE spacecraft clock and
mission time keeping system, including details on how the EUVE project:

a. Uses a simple software based on-board spacecraft clock, and

b. Performed end-to-end verification of the mission level time keeping
system as a part of spacecraft test and in-orbit check-out, and

c. Found that spacecraft clock error with respect to ground reference time can
be determined/set to within a few tens of microseconds using existing
NASA/TDRSS systems, and

d. Demonstrated that the spacecraft clock can be maintained to 100
microsecond accuracy with a reasonable maintenance interval, and

e. Developed an approach for on-orbit clock error measurement which
obtains the best possible accuracy using existing NASA/TDRSS mission
systems.

This paper will also describe a GPS based approach to spacecraft clock
implementation and time keeping. This conceptual system, developed by Fairchild for
a future mission, uses a software based clock similar to EUVE, implemented in the
spacecraft's computer where it will be periodically compared against accurate "time-
stamps" provided by an on-board GPS Receiver. Clock error data from this
comparison will be included in spacecraft telemetry and will provide all the
information that is required for spacecraft clock maintenance.

Although the GPS based design requires additional spacecraft complexity as
compared to the EUVE approach, it significantly reduces the complexity of the
mission level time-keeping system and offers the potential for an order of magnitude



improvement in clock accuracy. Therefore, this approach will no doubt become more
widely used as it is expected that GPS Receivers will be employed by many future
spacecraft in support of other functions (orbit determination, navigation, and
potentially attitude control).

Both systems rely on low complexity spacecraft hardware and software and simple
ground system software. Therefore, these approaches (or hybrid versions) represent
viable approaches to onboard time keeping for a variety of future satellites, both large
and small.

EUVE SPACECRAFT CLOCK MISSION SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In order to allow scientists to precisely understand when scientific data has been
captured by satellite sensors, the EUVE satellite employs an on-board spacecraft
clock. This clock is used to "time-stamp" satellite data with Universal Coordinated
Time (UTC) prior to it's downlink to the ground. EUVE's mission requirement on data
collection time knowledge was established as 1 millisecond. However, the process
used on this project to verify and maintain on-orbit spacecraft clock accuracy
demonstrated the ability to measure and maintain spacecraft clock time to within 100
microseconds of UTC by integrating various features of the existing TDRSS/NASA
mission system.

The EUVE satellite employs a "free-running" clock which is managed by ground
controllers to assure that it keeps accurate time with respect to UTC. Ground
controllers monitor spacecraft clock error and periodically issue "time adjustment"
commands to the spacecraft's clock in order to keep the clock within specified error
bounds. Clock error is determined using telemetry "time of arrival" data produced by
the TDRSS ground system along with spacecraft tracking (range) data produced by
the combined NASA/TDRSS system. Operationally, the only "tool" required to
maintain this clock is a ground software algorithm which computes spacecraft clock
error, following each spacecraft contact via TDRSS from the available information.
This algorithm determines clock error by computing the UTCs at which telemetered
spacecraft clock data values were generated on-board the spacecraft and comparing
them to the actual time of arrival of the telemetry.

A key feature of the EUVE satellite design with respect to time-keeping is that
onboard data acquisition, software processing, and telemetry downlink data are
synchronous. As a result, a well defined time relationship exists between any arbitrary
reference point in the spacecraft's downlink telemetry stream and onboard events such
as data acquisition, and software task execution. Therefore, by knowing what time an
arbitrary reference point in a downlink telemetry frame is received on the ground as



well as the range delay to the satellite, the on-board clock error can be determined
with respect to ground time reference (UTC). This facilitates accurate correlation of
onboard event time with ground reference time, both during ground test and in orbit.

During ground test, EUVE's clock error was easily "measured" against a local UTC
reference using hardware pulses produced by the spacecraft having a fixed
relationship with the spacecraft clock. Determining orbiting satellite clock error with
high precision is a bit more challenging. The NASA/TDRSS environment in which
EUVE operates is an extremely complex system effectively integrating many
organizations in order to provide for precision satellite mission operations. Within this
system, however exist all of the elements necessary to measure the difference between
on-board spacecraft time and ground reference time. The basic elements needed for
this task, although a part of a complex system in the EUVE case, are not themselves
complicated and could be provided for any spacecraft mission at reasonable cost.

Figure 1 presents a block diagram depicting the major elements involved in the EUVE
mission time keeping system. Satellite control and monitoring is performed from the
EUVE Project Operations Control Center (POCC) at the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC). The POCC is run by the EUVE Flight Operations Team which shares
ground system, computing, and support organization resources with several other
satellite POCCs. Radio communications with the satellite are done through the
TDRSS via the NASA Ground Terminal (NGT) located at the White Sands Ground
Terminal (WSGT). It is at this point where the raw data required for spacecraft clock
error determination is formed. After telemetry data has been recovered from the RF
downlink signal it is time-stamped with UTC before being sent to the EUVE POCC.
In addition, RF and telemetry data processing equipment delays up to this point are
also reported to the POCC to facilitate determining the time at which the telemetry
actually arrived at the ground station's antenna. TDRSS also provides spacecraft
tracking (range) data which allows for the determination of the RF path delay
between the spacecraft telemetry antenna and the WSGT antenna as a function of
time. This data is provided to the POCC via the GSFC Flight Dynamics Facility.

Satellite telemetry and ground generated data are passed from WSGT/NGT to the
EUVE POCC via the NASA Communications Network (NASCOM). Note that this
data transmission path has no effect on the ability to determine spacecraft clock error
since it is after the point where telemetry is time-stamped. Clock error is determined at
the POCC in the Telemetry And Command Processor (TAC) which runs an algorithm
after each spacecraft contact via TDRSS to calculate and report spacecraft clock time
error in terms of a delta error with respect to UTC. The TAC algorithm uses the time
tagged satellite telemetry, satellite range data, ground equipment delay data, and



spacecraft hardware delay constant data to compute spacecraft clock error and provide
a report to POCC personnel.

GPS / TCP CLOCK SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Mission "X" is a potential future Shuttle mission requiring the precise time
coordination of events among multiple space-vehicles over a period of several days.
One of these vehicles, the "spacecraft", will employ an on-board clock to provide for
the execution of spacecraft stored command sequences at precise times with respect to
mission reference time. Just prior to release of the spacecraft from the Shuttle, the
spacecraft's clock will be synchronized to mission reference time using the Shuttle's
Master Time Unit. After release, the spacecraft's clock will free-run on its own modest
reference oscillator. From this point, clock error will be tracked by ground controllers
using telemetry data produced from on-board comparison of the spacecraft clock and
precise absolute time provided by the spacecraft's GPS Receiver.

The mission does not require that the spacecraft clock keep accurate absolute time, but
it does require that ground controllers have precision knowledge about the error
between the spacecraft clock and mission reference time. Further, spacecraft clock
error accumulation due to reference oscillator frequency error will be slow enough,
with respect to required time keeping accuracy (about 5 milliseconds), to allow for
error correction by ground operators. Therefore it was decided that spacecraft clock
error could be compensated for via adjustment of the execution time "tags" associated
with each stored command prior to stored command uplink to the spacecraft.
Alternatively, the use of uplink spacecraft clock "delta time" adjustment commands
(like EUVE) could provide the ability to keep the spacecraft clock accurate with
respect to absolute time.

In this spacecraft the on-board clock is maintained by the Telemetry and Command
Processor Unit. The TCP can run the clock from it's internal oscillator or it can be
commanded to "slave" the clock to the Shuttle's Master Time Unit during Shuttle In-
Bay operations. The TCP also receives regular "time-hacks" from the on-board GPS
Receiver. Fairchild determined that it would not be best to directly "slave" the
spacecraft's clock to the GPS Receiver's time however. Such a configuration could
lead to uncontrolled spacecraft clock accuracy degradation or "glitches" during
conditions of "poor geometry" between the spacecraft and the GPS space vehicles or
due to GPS signal reception problems arising from spacecraft/ GPS receiver antenna
attitude. Further, the spacecraft clock will maintain good accuracy over a reasonable
time period in an "open loop" condition. Therefore, it was decided that spacecraft
clock error correction is best performed from the ground. Clock error will be tracked
from the ground using data provided by the TCP which will "time-stamp" each GPS



Receiver one-pulse-per-second reference output with both spacecraft clock time and
GPS Receiver time.

This approach reduces spacecraft clock complexity to a simple hardware oscillator
and "sub seconds counter" (provided by the TCP) along with a software "seconds
counter". (Note that the GPS Receiver was originally included in the spacecraft design
to facilitate precision orbit determination). In addition, use of the GPS Receiver only
as a clock measurement tool and not for automatic spacecraft clock update assures that
no "glitches" are introduced into the spacecraft clock. The spacecraft clock will
simply "free-run" through periods when reception of the required number of GPS
satellites is marginal or the geometry of the visible GPS satellites dilutes the precision
of the GPS solution (time) data. This mission's spacecraft clock design relies on but a
small portion of the TCP's built in time-keeping and system synchronization
capabilities, but it demonstrates the ideas behind on-board GPS based high accuracy
spacecraft clock time-keeping.

EUVE SPACECRAFT CLOCK DESCRIPTION

In order to minimize hardware, the EUVE spacecraft employs a software clock which
is kept by the spacecraft's on-board computer. A single hardware reference oscillator
provides regular "time tics" to the software clock function and also controls the
satellite's telemetry acquisition and downlink process. Hence, the clock is
synchronous with the spacecraft telemetry data acquisition and downlink function.

 EUVE's on-board clock algorithm provides two key features that facilitate clock time
adjustment and high stability performance. First, clock time can be adjusted via uplink
command on a "delta" basis. This allows precise clock time adjustment to be
accomplished without regard to uplink path delay and avoids clock time "glitching" or
perturbation beyond acceptable limits. Secondly, the algorithm includes a ground
commandable clock "drift" compensation parameter to compensate for reference
oscillator frequency error. This provides for a clock maintenance interval which is
measured in days even though the system is run from a modest on-board reference
oscillator.

 The clock has a resolution of 1 nanosecond and can be set to an absolute time or
adjusted by a delta time via ground command. Further, clock drift rate can be
compensated to be less than 4 microseconds per hour via a ground commandable drift
compensation parameter. Therefore a clock maintenance interval of 24 hours can
assure that on-board clock error is less than 100 microseconds. On-orbit maintenance
involves determining on-board clock error relative to ground reference time and
performing "delta" time adjustments as necessary.



Figure 2 provides a block diagram of the spacecraft data handling system, highlighting
the synchronous relationships between telemetry data collection and downlink process
and the spacecraft clock. The system's Central Unit provides a synchronous "heart
beat" for all of these activities and is responsible for collecting telemetry data and
formation of the downlink telemetry data stream. The CU provides accurate "frame
sync" time reference pulses to all spacecraft equipments via Remote Interface Units
which are used to acquire spacecraft telemetry data.

EUVE's Onboard Computer is a NASA Standard Spacecraft Computer (NSSC) which
runs software Processors (or tasks) on a periodic time slot schedule. Scheduling is
performed by the Flight Software Executive which is driven by hardware interrupts
from the telemetry system that establish 16 millisecond time slot boundaries. The
Flight Software (FSW) Executive executes a particular FSW Processor in each slot of
a 64 slot long repetitive sequence which is synchronized with each Downlink
Telemetry Major Frame (1.024 sec).

Figure 3 describes the time relationships between data handling system hardware and
software related events. This figure provides a time-line picture showing where time is
computed, where it is reported in telemetry, and when the first header bit of a
telemetry frame leaves the spacecraft antenna. The Spacecraft Clock is maintained
(updated) by the "UTC" Processor which is executed during NSSC Scheduler Table
Slots #0 and #32 (once every 0.512 seconds). Once every 4 telemetry major frames
(every 4.096 sec) full resolution clock time (for the slot #32 clock update) is provided
in telemetry to the ground. Note that although the clock is updated by a software
process which is only executed every 0.512 seconds, synchronous relationships
between the spacecraft computer and data system allow on-board event times to be
determined at the ground to microsecond accuracy.
 
This type of spacecraft clock can be set according to any convenient definition. All
that is necessary is to define when the time computed by the clock algorithm will be
valid. This definition should be in terms of a reference "point" having a known
relationship with spacecraft telemetry to allow correlation of on-board clock time with
UTC at the ground. For EUVE the beginning of NSSC slot #33 is referred to as the
Spacecraft Time Reference Point. The spacecraft clock is set such that the UTC
Processor computes a time that is valid at the beginning of slots #1 and #33. One can
think of this as if a "tone" occurs at the beginning of slots 1 & 33 and the UTC
Processor announces that "at the tone the time will be blah-blah". Using figure 3, the
exact time between these "tones" and the transmission of downlink telemetry bits
from the spacecraft antenna can be determined. Since the relevant onboard time
relationships are fixed, one can determine the error in the spacecraft clock by
comparing the ground arrival time of a given telemetry bit to a ground reference time



standard by accounting for all delays between the spacecraft and the point of time
stamping at the ground station.

SOFTWARE CLOCK ALGORITHM

Each execution of the EUVE computer UTC Processor causes a value = {0.512 secs
+/- a Drift Compensation value} to be added to the current clock time. Determination
of the exact time interval between UTC Processor executions is based on the
following information:

a. Ref Oscillator Period = T = 1/4.096 MHz (nominal).
b. NSSC Scheduler Table Slot duration = K1 Reference Oscillator cycles = 16 ms nom , K1 = 65536
c. UTC processor executed every K2 NSSC Scheduler Table Slots = 0.512 sec nom, K2 = 32

From this, an algorithm describing spacecraft clock time value versus actual reference
time (UTC) is:

START
N = 0 ;N counts # of times UTC Processor has executed
S/C Time(0) = t ;Initial Time on S/C Clko

Ref Time(0) = tr ;Initial Time on Reference Clk (UTC)o

LOOP
Wait time = T*K1*K2 ; UTC Processor Execution Rate - determined by H/W intrps

 
N = N + 1
S/C Time(N) = t + N (0.512 sec + Comp) ; New Time computed by spacecraft clocko

Ref Time (N) = tr + N(K1*K2*T) ; Actual Time per Ref Time sourceo

Goto LOOP ;Do above in endless loop

Notes:
"N" increments synchronously with respect to telemetry (2X per Major Frame)
"Comp" = Drift Compensation value = -M to + M nanosec, where M = integer

The above algorithm describes the discrete time computed by the spacecraft clock at
each clock update event and the "actual time" (as reported by a UTC reference) at the
time of update. This format allows:

a. Determination of spacecraft clock drift rate with respect to spacecraft
reference oscillator frequency,

b. Evaluation of effect of clock drift compensation parameter value changes,
and

c. Determination of spacecraft reference oscillator frequency from clock error
data.



CLOCK ANALYSIS AND EQUATIONS

Using the algorithm described above, and letting K = K1 * K2, the error in the
spacecraft clock time with respect to reference time can be written as:

S/C Clock Error = s/c time(N) - ref time(N)

=[t + N(0.512 + Comp)] - [tr + N(KT)]o o

Since t and tr are constants,o o

S/C Clock "Drift" Error = N [0.512 + Comp - (KT)]

Let D' = Drift Error over 1 UTC Processor Execution interval (N = 1),

D' = 0.512 + Comp - KT
 
Next let D = S/C Clock Drift Rate, in sec per sec. Given that 1 UTC Processor interval time = KT,

D = D' x (1/KT) = (1/KT)(0.512 + Comp) - 1

Or, converting D to units of microseconds per hour, then

---------------------------------------------------------
| CLOCK DRIFT RATE = |
| 3.6 x 10 { (1/KT)(0.512 + Comp) - 1 } |9

---------------------------------------------------------
Where: o Drift Rate is in microseconds per hour

 o T= 1/ Ref Osc Frequency is in Hz
 o Comp is in seconds

o K = 32 x 65535 = 2097152

Rearranging this equation yields:

------------------------------------------------------------
| REF OSC FREQUENCY = |
| { K((D/3.6 x 10 ) + 1 )} / (0.512 + Comp) |9

------------------------------------------------------------
Where: "D" = Drift Rate is in microseconds per hour.

To solve for the optimum Drift Comp value, set Drift Rate = 0. This yields:

-----------------------------
| COMP = |
| KT - 0.512 |
-----------------------------



EXAMPLES OF EQUATION USE

1) Determine resolution of Drift Compensation Parameter in terms of clock drift rate
in microsec / hour :

Using the Drift Rate equation above,
Set Comp = 1 bit = 1 nanosec, and Osc Freq to 4.096 MHz nominal freq.

R = 3.6 x 10 { (4.096 x 10 /2097152)(0.512 + 1 x 10 ) - 1 } = 7.2 uS/Hr9 6 -9

2) Given that data shows a spacecraft clock drift rate = -5.49 uS/Hr and the current
drift compensation value is + 7, find the optimum compensation value for Table.

First solve for the Osc Frequency,

Osc Freq = { 2097152((-5.49/3.6 x 10 ) + 1 )} / (0.512 + 7 x 10 ) = 4.095999938 x 10 Hz9 -9 6

Then calculate optimum comp value,

 Comp = (2097152/4.095999938 x 10 ) - 0.512 = 7.78 x 10 sec = 7.78 nanosec6 -9

Therefore optimum Table drift compensation value = 8

EUVE TIME KEEPING SYSTEM VERIFICATION

The NASA/TDRSS mission system used for EUVE time-keeping is highly complex
in terms of the number of organizations, equipment, and software involved. End to end
verification of this system was accomplished by a process that began during
spacecraft ground test and culminated in an on-orbit "hand-over" of the spacecraft
clock to the mission time-keeping system designed to verify the accuracy of clock
error reports produced by the system.

In order to allow measurement of spacecraft clock error using only an RF connection
to the spacecraft, the relationships between the clock and spacecraft telemetry signals
at points both on the spacecraft and in the ground station equipment were measured.
This provided the ability to track spacecraft clock time using ground equipment
signals up to the point of launch via the RF telemetry link between the spacecraft and
the launch site ground system. As a result, spacecraft clock error and drift rate were
known to a high degree of accuracy at the time of lift-off. The accuracy of the on-orbit
spacecraft clock error determination system was then able to be assessed through a
comparison of expected versus reported clock error following launch and hand-over to
the mission system.



In fact, initial on-orbit clock error reports produced by the mission time-keeping
system differed from what was expected based on the pre-launch data. Tracking down
the source of the difference: a) resulted in the correction of inaccurate ground software
algorithm parameters, and b) provided insight into how to get more accurate results
out of the system as a whole.

PRE-LAUNCH VERIFICATION AND TRACKING

The first step in the spacecraft clock tracking process involved determination of the
delays between the clock and the spacecraft's telemetry antenna and any other points
on the spacecraft where telemetry is monitored. In order to do this for EUVE, figure 3
was constructed as a means of determining on-board spacecraft timing relationships.
During spacecraft I&T, frame sync and "hard-line" telemetry signals, available at a
spacecraft test connector, were used as reference signals both to verify certain delays
indicated by the figure and as a means of determining telemetry signal processing
delays caused by spacecraft Ground Support Equipment (RF and Baseband). This
allowed spacecraft clock error to be tracked via the spacecraft's RF downlink link
while sitting on the launch vehicle just prior to lift-off.

Figure 4 shows the Pre-launch Equipment System used to measure and track
spacecraft clock error at the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) with respect
to the CCAFS cesium clock. This was accomplished by measuring the exact time of
receipt of spacecraft telemetry frame sync signals and then accounting for the
previously determined delays through the spacecraft, RF Link, and GSE. An IBM PC
and custom software was configured to perform this task using input signals available
from the spacecraft GSE. The PC was equipped with an event time stamping card
which was used to generate a "time stamp" for each spacecraft frame sync event with
1 microsecond resolution. An IRIG-B format time reference signal from the CCAFS
cesium clock reference was connected to the time stamp card to provide a high
accuracy time reference.

PC software was employed to decommutate the spacecraft clock from the telemetry
stream and compare its time to the frame sync event time. The software computed the
error between the spacecraft clock and IRIG-B reference time by backing out the
appropriate delay times given, a) the fixed relationship between the frame sync and s/c
time reference point, b) the knowledge that the GSE delayed telemetry by much less
than 1 telemetry minor frame time, and c) that the PC decomm buffered data for 1
major frame. Spacecraft clock error was printed on the PC's display.



ON-ORBIT CLOCK TRACKING & PERFORMANCE

The CCAFS cesium time reference source provided time traceable to Naval
Observatory Standard time to 1 usec accuracy. This provided an absolute time
reference link with the TDRSS/NGT time stamping reference allowing the EUVE on-
orbit time tracking system to be verified using the spacecraft clock as a known time
reference source. It was many hours after lift-off before the first clock error reports
derived from TDRSS were produced at the EUVE POCC. Initially it appeared that
spacecraft clock error was much larger that anticipated based on pre launch clock drift
rate. However, after several of days of tracking the clock and scrutinizing the POCC
spacecraft clock error software algorithm with the help of many NASA personnel, a
couple of conclusions were reached.

First, error was introduced because spacecraft range data is measured at discrete time
intervals which don't always coincide with the epoch time of the telemetry data used
to determine clock error. The EUVE POCC clock error reports provide a set of
spacecraft clock time vs. ground clock time data points, along with corresponding
range data points, taken approximately one minute apart. However, the range data
used is for exact minute boundaries (ground time) and the clock time samples do not
always fall exactly on even minute boundaries. Further, spacecraft range to TDRS
changes at rates greater than 4 kilometers per second and every 1 kilometer of
spacecraft range data error contributes 3.3 microseconds of error to time calculations.
Therefore the "Computed Clock Delta" (error) data points shown in the report can be
in error by as much as 30 sec x 4 km/sec x 3.3 uSec/ km = 396 uSec!

In order to combat this problem, and obtain best accuracy, clock error data should be
measured at a time when spacecraft range rate is near or equal to zero. This occurs at
the spacecraft's "Point of Closest Approach" (PCA) to a TDRS. Figure 5 provides a
typical EUVE spacecraft range versus time plot and indicates the PCA region. (Note
that EUVE's orbital altitude is about 515 km).

 Secondly, it was determined that a delay constant used by the clock error
determination software algorithm was in error. It was also found that a sign reversal
existed in the way the pre-launch and on-orbit systems reported clock error. Once
these were corrected/accounted for, less than 30 microseconds of unexplained error in
the spacecraft clock remained! Clearly, this mission system test was well worthwhile
as it produced a verified on-orbit spacecraft time-keeping system.

Figure 6 presents a long term EUVE clock error trend plot indicating points where
ground commands were issued to null out clock error and change the clock drift
compensation parameter. Over the long term a 24 hour periodic perturbation in the



error data equal to a few tens of microseconds was noticed. The source of this error
was not identified and may represent the accuracy limit for this system of time
keeping.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The EUVE satellite project has demonstrated the ability of a low complexity onboard
computer software based clock to keep highly accurate time in the NASA/TDRSS
mission environment from an on-board reference oscillator of modest complexity.
This paper has shown how this simple clock coupled with careful pre-launch through
on-orbit clock tracking procedures provided for verified on-orbit clock performance.
Since the cost of the spacecraft hardware and software required to implement this type
of spacecraft clock is low, it represents a good approach for any spacecraft mission
using the NASA/TDRSS mission environment.

It is expected that GPS based time-keeping approaches will become more widely used
as the GPS System becomes fully operational and more and more future spacecraft
include on-board GPS Receivers. The inherent advantages of this approach include
potentially higher time-keeping accuracy, and freedom from reliance on mission
support systems not under the direct control of an individual mission. However, on-
board clock systems based on GPS must be implemented with care in order to avoid
the introduction of spacecraft clock errors that could result from the potential range of
GPS signal conditions/configurations seen by a user receiver. This paper introduced a
GPS based spacecraft clock approach that accounts for such problems via ground
operations control. This approach was suitable for the brief nature of a Shuttle type
mission, however more autonomous on-board approaches will no doubt be devised
for future missions.
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CONCEPTUALDESIGN OF A MODIFIED XBT TELEMETRY
SYSTEM FOR USE IN THE OCEANS OF TITAN

B. J. Mitchell
The Johns Hopkins University/Applied Physics Laboratory

ABSTRACT:

Current theories concerning the surface of Titan postulate the existence of large,
possibly oceanic, bodies of liquid ethane/ammonia plus various other chemicals.
ESA's Huygens probe is designed to gather oceanographic data on Titan. If the
postulated oceans or lakes do exist, follow up missions of an oceanographic nature
will be planned. This paper provides a concept for a modified XBT (eXpendable
Bathymetric Thermograph) probe design that will provide more data than just
temperature as a function of depth. By judicious use of acoustic telemetering links,
data on the sound speed profile and constituents of the ocean can be obtained. The
exo-oceanographic data collected will have important ramifications for oceanographic
studies on Earth.
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BACKGROUND:

The Cassini/Huygens mission is due to be launched October 1996, with arrival at
Saturn during June 2004. The Cassini orbiter (built by NASA) will then study Saturn
and its moons. The Huygens probe (built by ESA) will enter the atmosphere of Titan
during November 2004 and land on the surface by use of a parachute. An instrument
package will then study the surface (Lebreton, 1992). Lunine (et. al., 1983) and others
have hypothesized the existence of liquid ethane oceans, possibly covering much of
Titan' s surface. (Note that all references to oceans are also applicable to lakes, which
have also been postulated (Lunine, 1993).) This has been given sufficient credence to
where the surface science package for Huygens has been designed for operations in
cryogenic liquids (Zarnecki, et. al., 1992). Among the oceanographic data to be
gathered (and the instruments) are: acoustic properties and depth of the ocean
(acoustic sounder), ocean wave properties (tilt sensor), ocean density (floatation level
of the lander and piezoelectric sensor), permittivity (permittivity meter), thermal



properties (temperature sensors), response to impact (accelerometer), and ocean
constituents (refractometer as well as some of the previously described instruments).
The expected lifetime of the probe after landing is on the order of minutes (Lebreton,
1992). (General physical properties of Titan are given below.)

Table 1: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TITAN

(Banaskiewicz, 1993; Lebreton, 1992; Lorenz, 1993: Lunine, 1983; Srokosz, M., et.
al., 1992; Zarnecki, et. al., 1992. * Lunine (1993) cites evidence that the rotational
period may be about one hour shorter than the orbital period.)

If everything works as planned, Huygens will send back the first ever data from an
extraterrestrial ocean. The implications of this are enormous. For the first time, the
same fluid dynamical/oceanographical equations can be applied to two radically
different environments. Since the physics must be the same for the two cases,
comparisons of Earth data vice Titan data will reveal much about the veracity of our
current quantification of Earth's oceanography. For example, it may be possible to
better understand various empirically derived quantities. The data derived from
Huygens will directly aid efforts to understand the role of Earth's oceans in climate,
weather, and oceanic engineering.



Inevitably, there will be many questions raised by the data from Huygens. The probe
will provide data from only one point on the surface of Titan. For a better
understanding, data from other places and depths must be collected. Follow up
missions will be planned and optimized based on the data first collected by Huygens.
One area of interest will be the temperature of the ocean as a function of depth. On
Earth, XBT (eXpendable Bathymetric Thermograph) probes are one type of
instrument used to gather this type of information. Because of the cost of getting
instruments to Titan, any hardware must be capable of multiple functions. Described
below is a concept for a Modified XBT (MXBT) that will be able to provide various
types of data in addition to temperature as a function of depth.

PARAMETERS OF INTEREST:

Baker (1981) lists some of the general small scale properties of Earth's oceans that are
of interest. They are temperature, salinity, pressure, and density. Temperature and
salinity tend to be measured directly by various instruments. Pressure can be derived
from the hydrostatic equation if the density is known. Conversely, density can be
found from the hydrostatic pressure equation if the pressure is known. For oceans on
Titan, these same properties will be of interest. However, the fact that at this point, it
is not conclusively known that there are oceans, much less their gross properties,
means that all four parameters need to be measured directly.

The temperature of Titan's ocean can be measured by the same methods as in the case
of Earth's oceans. Typically, the temperature is measured by use of a thermocouple or
thermistor (Huygens will carry such a device). For Titan, the appropriate components
must be chosen based on the cryogenic nature of the ocean. Thus, the thermocouple or
thermistor must be able to operate in temperatures below 100 K. Such components
already exist in abundance in cryogenic laboratories around the world and should be
readily adaptable for use in an MXBT.

On Earth, salinity is a key parameter to be measured. In reality, what is being
measured are contaminant levels in pure water. From chemical studies of seawater,
the types of contaminants are known and tend to be fairly uniform in both chemical
species and relative proportions of the species. (Note there are useful exceptions such
as various radioisotopes that are used as water mass tracers.) Thus, measuring the
salinity (typically through measurement of the conductivity of seawater) gives the
contaminant levels. For Titan, the situation is not nearly as simple. At this time, the
chemical make-up of the ocean and the relative proportions of the compounds are
unknown. Models have been devised based on evolutionary theories for Titan (Lunine,
1992 and 1993). The Huygens probe has been designed to determine the chemical
species present based on these models (Zarnecki, et. al., 1992). There are further



complications. It is possible that in the polar regions, there are two immiscible liquid
layers in the ocean (Lunine, 1993). Also, if there are large lakes as opposed to oceans,
it cannot be assumed that the chemical constituents and proportions are the same
globally. Thus, a "salinity" sensor for Titan must have some capability to measure
species and abundance; a complication relative to the familiar Earth case.

Due to the uncertainty in constituents for Titan's oceans, pressure must be measured
directly rather than determined from the hydrostatic equation since the density can
only be conjectured. Fortunately, cryogenic pressure transducers are plentiful and
accurate as a result of various space launch vehicle programs.

Density can be determined from the other parameters. It is also possible to measure
this directly by various means. The Huygens probe will measure the local surface
density of the ocean by noting how deeply the probe settles while floating and by use
of a piezoelectric device (Zarnecki, et. al., 1992). The probe's acoustic sounder may
also provide some data. Measuring the density of Titan's oceans may be complicated
by the presence of two or more fundamentally different layers in the ocean, as
discussed above.

A SECOND GENERATION TITAN OCEANOGRAPHIC PROBE:

The Huygens probe will provide small scale data on local conditions for one point on
the surface of Titan. The Cassini orbiter will provide further large scale data for Titan
such as the extent and boundaries of the oceans, possibly data on wave fields and
atmosphere-ocean interactions, and perhaps some data on chemical variability of the
ocean by region. Once this first data has been analyzed, follow up missions will be
proposed which will use instruments optimized to take into account the then better
known conditions. Global measurements of ocean temperature, "salinity", pressure,
and density will be desired for comparison to Earth's oceans.

Use of modified XBTs, along with an appropriately designed mothership, may provide
a means to make such widespread measurements of Titan. The basic idea behind an
XBT is fairly simple; a small temperature sensor is dropped at a known rate through
the water. Temperature data as a function of depth is electrically telemetered back to
the ship via spooled out copper wire. XBTs are perhaps the most widely used of all
oceanographic instruments with over four million having been used to date (Baker,
1981; Boyd and Linzell, 1993).

A proposed modification to any Titan-bound XBT is the addition of a pressure sensor.
Obtaining pressure as well as temperature profiles as a function of depth could



provide data on sudden constituent changes such as those postulated in the polar
regions by Lunine. Simply put, the hydrostatic equation is:

p = Dgz (1.1)

where:
p is the pressure.
D is the density (thought to be in the range of 400-700 kg/m (Zarnecki, et. al.,3

1992)).
g is the gravity (~ 1.345 m/s (Lebreton, 1992)).2

z is the depth.

Assuming a constant rate of descent for the MXBT, a sudden discontinuity in the
pressure profile would indicate a sudden change in density and therefore constituents.
This can be illustrated as:

(1.2)

where:
the various terms are as above.

(Note that this term should always be slightly larger than zero if the ocean is in
thermodynamic equilibrium. A sudden change in constituents should noticeably
increase this expression. In this equation, it is assumed that all partial derivatives with
respect to g are equal to zero.)

Another modification that will be necessary is the method of data transmission.
Normally, XBTs telemeter temperature data over a spooled out copper wire back to
the ship. Prolonged exposure to cryogenic conditions would likely make any
conductive wire brittle and useless on Titan. Thus, an acoustic telemetry link from the
MXBT to the mothership is proposed. Such a link would not be subject to mechanical
failure of the channel. An added benefit of using an acoustic link is that measurements
of the link itself will yield useful physical data.

A final modification is the chassis of the MXBT itself. The MXBT should either be
appropriately shaped or contain an acoustic corner reflector in order that the
mothership can use a sonar to determine the position of the probe. This will provide
accurate data on the rate of descent of the MXBT.

There are two possibilities for the MXBT: modification of a current, well studied
design such as the Sippican T-5 or the use of a totally different design such as a
simple sphere.



The use of a modified Sippican T-5 would allow direct comparison of the descent
profile to that of the T-5 in Earth' s oceans. Comparison of the Titan and Earth data
sets could yield interesting insights into the actual design of XBTs as well as
oceanography. In Earth's oceans, the Sippican T-5 has a descent profile that
approximately follows the equation (Boyd and Linzell, 1993):

z = 6.705t - 0.001619t (1.3)2

where:
z is the depth in meters
t is the elapsed time in seconds

(Note this is also a function of the drag coefficient for the T-5 and the density of
seawater, both of which are assumed to be known and constant for Earth.
Determination of the descent equation for Titan's oceans would give data on its
structure and constituents. It is also worth noting that the descent rate of all XBTs is
only an approximation and can vary by design, lot number, and local ocean conditions
(Ibid.).)

A simple sphere could be fitted with temperature and pressure sensors and a
piezoelectric acoustic datalink. Such a probe could be made relatively compact (on the
order of centimeters in diameter), therefore allowing many to be launched to Titan.
The descent rate can be derived both theoretically and empirically; Lorenz (1993 -
personal communication) estimates the descent rate of a metallic sphere a few
centimeters in diameter in Titan's oceans to be 1-3 meters per second. Once Huygens
measures the ocean's characteristics directly, this figure will be better known. Finally,
a sphere's acoustic properties have been modeled extensively (Clay and Medwin,
1977), making the detection and data reduction from the mothership's sonar easier
from a signal processing point of view.

As mentioned before, an acoustic telemetry link will be necessary due to the hostile
conditions. A properly designed link will provide "virtual" telemetry channels that
will give information on the properties of the ocean via dispersion and doppler shift of
the acoustic signal.

A suggested telemetry format is pulse position modulation (PPM). In this format,
regular framing pulses and data would be sent out simultaneously on two distinct
frequencies (to be determined based on the results of the Huygens probe) with the
pressure or temperature data carried by the time delay between the frame bit and the
data pulse. Another possibility is the use of pulse code modulation (PCM) where the
data is turned into a string of binary numbers that are sent with proper frame
synchronization. This PCM data could even follow the internationally recognized



IRIG-106 or CCSDS standards. Once again, the data would go out simultaneously on
two different frequencies.

In either case, the data could be formatted such that each channel carries the all the
data and the two channels provide redundancy. Both channels would be broadcast
simultaneously with the frames in synchrony. One "virtual" telemetry channel would
be formed by the delay in reception of one real channel (at one frequency) with
respect to the other channel (at another frequency). Another "virtual" telemetry
channel of information would be formed by noting the distortion of the square pulses
within a properly coded frame marker and data. A third "virtual" telemetry channel
could be formed by noting doppler shifts of the signal pulses. A fourth "virtual"
telemetry channel could be formed by noting the difference in attenuation between
channels (Figure 1). These various channel distortions would give data on the
dispersive qualities of the ocean, its constituents, bubbles, and suspended matter - all
essential to a full understanding of Titan's oceans. The addition of an active sonar
employed by the mothership using the MXBT as a calibrated target will provide
further oceanographic information. All this data could be relayed from the mothership
to an orbiter for final processing and relay to Earth (Figure 2).

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS:

The Huygens probe will be the first step toward an understanding of the oceanography
of Titan. Follow on missions will need to sample larger areas of the ocean in order to
build a better understanding of the oceanographic processes. The use of XBTs has
provided volumes of data on Earth's oceans; the widespread use of these probes is due
in part to their relative inexpensiveness and reliability. Modified XBTs (MXBTs)
could provide similar data for Titan's oceans. The use of properly designed MXBTs
could essentially provide six channels of telemetry at the cost of only two "real"
channels. Data would be obtained on temperature, pressure, density, and constituents;
key information such as fluid movement and sound speed profiles could be derived.
The proposed spherical design for an MXBT could be built, tested, and even used
extensively on Earth. The knowledge gained from the Titan-wide use of MXBTs
could be of real value on Earth in understanding our own oceanography and climate.
As esoteric as such studies may seem, they could have important economic
implications for Earth.
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TELEMETRY IN THEATER MISSILE DEFENSE
DEVELOPMENT

Colonel Michael T. Toole

ABSTRACT

Since the Gulf War, there has been significant interest in Theater Missile Defense
(TMD) resulting in funding growth from tens of millions of dollars at the time of the
Gulf War to $1.7 Billion in 1994. The Ballistic Missile Defense Organization
(BMDO) has developed a Theater Missile Defense test and evaluation program that
will assess technological feasibility and the degree to which system functionality and
performance meet technical and operational requirements. The complexity of the
TMD program necessitates a comprehensive test program which includes flight
testing, ground testing, and modeling and simulation. This article will provide and
overview the requirements and capabilities needed to satisfy these requirements. The
data processing, and telemetry communities will play a major role in providing the
expertise to support the development of the nation’s future Theater Missile Defense
capabilities.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the Gulf War there has been significant interest in Theater Missile Defense
(TMD). This interest has resulted in major budget increases. TMD funding has grown
from tens of millions of dollars at the time of the gulf war to $1.7 billion in 1994. The
TMD program consists of four core programs - TMD BMC3, Patriot PAC3, Theater
High Altitude Air Defense (THAAD) System, and Navy Area Defense System. Three



other programs - Corps Sam, Boost Phase intercept (BPI), and Navy Theater Defense -
are being considered to become acquisition programs at the end of the decade.

THEATER MISSILE DEFENSE TEST AND EVALUATION PROGRAM

The TMD test and evaluation program will assess technological feasibility and the
degree to which system functionality and performance meet technical and operational
requirements. The program is structured to assess technology, reduce acquisition risk,
verify attainment of technical performance, ensure that systems are operationally
effective and suitable, and provide timely information to support decision making. The
complexity of the TMD acquisition/ development program necessitates a
comprehensive test program, using all available test and evaluation techniques and
methodologies to ensure that system performance and capabilities are fully tested and
risk is minimized. Achieving system confidence through flight testing alone is
impractical for TMD, given the system complexity, broad operational performance
regimes, and high levels of effectiveness required. The Test and Evaluation program
therefore emphasizes the use of models, simulations and various degrees of ground
testing (as shown in Figure 1) prior to conduct of flight tests. This approach is
necessary to conduct the number of trials needed to build confidence in performance

FIGURE 1. TEST AND EVALUATION TEST PROCESS AND
METHODOLOGY

and explore a full range of operational scenarios and conditions while keeping the test
program manageable and affordable. The combination of modeling and simulation,
ground testing, and live flight testing provide a high-leverage, low risk approach to
test and evaluation for the TMD program. Developing and testing these systems will
require new or improved digital models and simulations, signature information on



theater ballistic missiles, ground test facilities, signal and data processing and data
fusion, accurate time, space and position information capabilities over extended
ranges, measurement capabilities for hit-to-kill lethality, and passive and active data
collection capabilities. This article will provide and overview the requirements and
capabilities needed to satisfy these requirements. The data processing, and telemetry
communities will play a major role in providing the expertise to support the
development of the nation’s future Theater Missile Defense capabilities.

TMD system performance will be verified through the process shown in Figure 2.
Improved digital models and simulations will be required for these systems. The
Extended Air Defense Simulation (EADSIM) and the Extended Air Defense Testbed
(EADTB) will be used to TMD system analysis. War games at the National Test
Facility will help to refine user TMD operational concepts. The Surveillance Testbed
provides a detailed engineering model to address sensor-to-sensor handover, sensor
fusion and discrimination algorithm testing. Digital models for the detect, track, and
engage functions will be used by each of the core programs to refine their program
design. Phenomenology data on threats and countermeasures must be collected by
static characterization in measurement facilities of optical and radar signatures. These
static measurements will be complemented with dynamic measurements during
flights. Once designs are converted into hardware and software, they will be tested on
contractor and government ground test facilities. Examples of these would include the

FIGURE 2. TMD SYSTEM PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION PROCESS



Software Integration Laboratory (SIL) at Lockheed Space and Missile Center in
Sunnyvale, California and the Kinetic Energy Hardware in the Loop Simulation
(KHILS) at Eglin AFB, Florida. The SIL provides a hardware-in-the-loop capability
to integrate the THAAD interceptor, radar, and BMC3. KHILS complements the SIL
with risk reduction testing such as the ShaRP. Technology programs are also looking
at future kill vehicles which would integrate multiband passive and active laser radar
systems to improve discrimination and end game performance. These will require
capabilities such as array signal processing, improved data processing, and data
fusion.

The Patriot Multimode Missile and the ERINT missile completed a series of flight
tests at White Sands Missile Range during 1993-1994 (Figure 3). In addition to the
metrics provided by the usual assortment of range sensors, these tests provided the
opportunity to collect data on the Storm target in the infrared portion of the spectrum
to support TMD system development. The Sealite Beam Director (SLBD) at the High
Energy Laser Test Facility (HELSTF) in the southern part of the range provided a 1.5
meter aperture sensor to collect resolved signature data for use in interceptor end
game algorithm development. The telescope at the Experimental Test Station at the
north end of the range was also used for data collection. In addition to providing
valuable data, these tests also identified a number of lessons learned. Reliably
acquiring and maintaining track with these sensors was a problem. The solution will
probably require improvements in the autotrack capability at the sensors as well as an
improvement in the update rate in the PAS handover of the use of optical sensor rather
than radar for handover. Other sensors were used for data collection on these tests.
These included the Airborne Surveillance Testbed (AST) and the HALO/IRIS aircraft
for optical measurements and the Cobra Judy ship for X-band radar measurements. A
transportable ground based sensor, the Rapid Optical Beam Sensing (ROBS) system
was used for the first time in a checkout mode on the last ERINT test against an
airbreathing target. To improve the quality and reliability of data, other sensors are
being considered at WSMR. These include a 3.5 meter telescope at Apache Point and
1.0 meter Air Force GEODS telescopes. Appropriate infrared cameras, video trackers,
optical modifications, and computer hardware and software would be made to provide
required phenomenology data to support TMD systems’ development. The GEODS
would be mounted on a trailer with environmental shelters so these sensors could be
positioned at various locations such as Apache Point, Salinas Peak or the Lincoln
National Forest to provide an east-west viewing line.

The sensors mentioned above will be used to support the extensive schedule to TMD
tests to be conducted at WSMR in the 1990s. In the fall of 1994, the Theater High
Altitude Air Defense (THAAD) system will begin a multiyear flight test series at
WSMR (Figure 3). In 1995, the Navy will conduct a series of Block IVa(-) tests at



FIGURE 3. TMD RISK REDUCTION THROUGH EARLY
COMPREHENSIVE TESTING

WSMR. These will be followed by a series of Block IVA and Patriot tests beginning
in 1997. The Navy Extended Tracking and Control Experiment at sea in 1995 will
involve a Sirypi 9 target launch from Barking Sands, Pacific Missile Range Facility
(PMRF) on Kaui with launch detection by DSP and cueing provided to an Aegis
System. The above sensors will complement existing range sensors to provide the
phenomenology data to support these TMD systems’ development. Accurate miss
distance information is required for both fragmentation and hit-to-kill warheads. This
miss distance information will be provided by existing optical and radar systems. For
hit-to-kill warheads a Photonics Hit Indicator is being developed to provide accurate
data where the interceptor hits the target. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is also
being considered to provide accurate time, space, and position information (TSPI).
The advantages of receivers versus transponders will be evaluated. For long range
flights GPS is also being considered for use in providing position information for
range safety.



The TMD requires a variety of ranges and range support capabilities to safely and
adequately test the kinds of weapons technologies, targets, and systems which are
being developed to provide missile defense. A number of mobile assets to include
AST, HALO/IRIS, Cobra Eye, Cobra Judy, Aria and P3 aircraft, and ROBS will be
used as required to support phenomenology data collection and testing at the various
test ranges. Launch trajectories, endo and exo-atmospheric performance envelopes,
footprints and debris considerations stress traditional test range capabilities. The
challenge of accommodating long-range, high-altitude testing with threat-
representative target engagements is being addressed. The performance envelopes of
the systems being developed for TMD may not be fully tested within the constraints of
White Sands Missile Range. Testing of the TMD systems will require target launches
from distances of 1100 kilometers in the rear term. The test may be conducted at a
number of locations. To meet these requirements, mobile or airborne systems, which
can provide GPS and other telemetry support for TSPI and range safety functions, are
desirable. As shown in Figure 4, alternative sites for TMD testing are being
considered to include Eglin AFB, the Western Range, and Kwajalein Army Missile
Range, and off-range corridors to WSMR. THAAD will conduct Limited User Testing
(LUT) in 1997 and Engineering Manufacturing and Development (EMD) testing
beginning in 1998. The Navy Area Defense will conduct DT/OT testing starting in
1999. The goal is to finalize the location and test resource requirements for all of these
tests by the end of 1994.

To reduce the risk of integration of these TMD programs the BMC3 system is
building on the existing Air Defense BMC3 structure. Near term demonstrations and
CINCs experiments are being conducted with the CINCs around the world using
existing systems such as the Defense Support Program (DSP) satellites, Patriot, and
Aegis with evolving systems such as JTAGS and Talon Shield (ALERT) to address
the interoperability of the systems. A TMD System Exerciser is being developed to
provide a test control and global environment which can project any threat scenario
anywhere in the world to distributed program exercisers. A distributed interactive
simulation, the TMDSE located at the National Test Facility in Colorado would be
able to project a common scenario of a tactical ballistic missile attack in Korea to an
Aegis Exerciser at CSED in New Jersey, and an Army enclave consisting of THAAD
and Patriot firing batteries at the Software and Engineering Directorate (SED) in
Alabama. The systems would function as if they were participating in a joint battle in
Korea with the exception the missiles would not be fired. The TMDSE will be used to
conduct Command, Control, and Communications Integration Tests (C3IT). The
System Integration Tests (SIT) would include the integration of flight test of TMD
programs with the BMC3. The TMDSE may also be used to stress the system during
these SITs by adding nuclear effects and increasing the number of targets in the threat.
A TMDSE proof of principle demonstration was conducted in June 1994 with the



TMDSE test control and global environment located at the Advanced Research Center
(ARC) in Huntsville, Alabama and a JTAGS located in California and a Patriot unit in
Bedford, Massachusetts. The TMDSE will be developed through a series of
incremental builds with Aegis and CRC nodes added along with other upgrades as part
of build 1 in 1995. THAAD and other components will be added in build 2 in 1996.

FIGURE 4. ALTERNATIVE SITES FOR TMD TESTING

An integrated test program concept has been defined which incorporates development
and operational testing. Risks are identified and reduced through early component
testing, supported by progressively larger scale simulations and hardware in the loop
capabilities. A sound flight test program validates the ground test facilities and
simulations.

CONCLUSION

The complexity of the BMDO Theater Missile Defense program necessitates a
comprehensive test program that will support acquisition and fielding decisions. The
Test and Evaluation program emphasizes the use of models, simulations and various
degrees of ground testing prior to conduct of flight tests. Developing and testing these
systems will require new or improved digital models and simulations, signature
information on theater ballistic missiles, ground test facilities, signal and data
processing and data fusion, accurate time, space and position information capabilities



over extended ranges, measurement capabilities for hit-to-kill lethality, and passive
and active data collection capabilities. The telemetry community will play a
significant role in this Test and Evaluation program, and ultimately, in the fielding of
the nation’s future Theater Missile Defense capability.
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ADVANCE PLANNING FOR THE TELEMETRY INDUSTRY

Tom Chavez
White Sands Missile Range

ABSTRACT

Testing into the 21st Century will entail significantly
different techniques than those presently used. Processing
of data sources such as telemetry, radar, optics, and others
will change from a merging of data for post flight
reduction, to a real time fusion of data for mission
support.

Change in the philosophy of what is telemetry data will
drive the entire processing and display systems used for
real time support. Telemetry will move further from being
used primarily for airframe performance reporting, to being
a source of precision TSPI, video, and endgame performance.

This paper will touch on these aspects and explore the
processes such as techniques, displays, and standards that
will evolve to meet these requirements.

Advance Planning For The Telemetry Industry

Program tests leading into the 21st Century will follow
the basic concepts of being smaller, faster in velocity, and
higher in operation. These concepts will strain the
resolution capabilities of traditional instrumentation
systems like radars, and optics. Methodology for display and
analysis of high altitude testing will need to be developed.
Traditional instrumentation will become sources to a
multitude of instrumentation including telemetry, GPS, and
on board video.
 Telemetry data will continue to evolve in the types of
data processed. Telemetry began primarily as a measure of
the internal performance of an individual test article.
Temperatures, vibration, and attitude rates were among the
standard parameters measured. With the arrival of on board
computers, telemetry began giving more of a system
measurement of the test article. Standard parameters that
previously had been reported individually, could now be
quantitized to show changes in relationship to each other.
Avionics performance could now be monitored in real time,
which lead to a new source of Time, Space, Position



Information (TSPI) for mission control, the Internal
Navigation package of the test article. This made possible
the comparison of where the test article thought it was,
compared to where standard range instrumentation said it
was. The process of data comparison laid the foundation to
move from data merging to data fusion.

With data fusion, display of real time missions will
move to more sophistication than is presently used. Rather
than data being merged, that is using one source at a time,
data sources will be fused to build composite displays of
mission performance.

A typical mission scenario would begin with a live High
Definition Television (HDTV) video of a missile on a
launcher. Overlaid on the video screen would be user
specified measurements and displays for monitoring critical
parameters. Use of the HDTV digital format would result in a
seamless presentation to the user.
 Upon launch, the user could select to continue watching
live video or specify a set image size. When the physical
image provided by optics decreased, a virtual reality image
(VRI) would appear. Controlled through the telemetry
information being received, the VRI would create a real
time presentation of the actual missile. As the VRI
continues to fly out, the user could select the viewpoint
most meaningful to him; a view from the tail, flying
formation from the side, or through the video seeker of the
missile itself.

The target vehicle display would be processed in
identical fashion. As the interceptor and target vehicles
came together, the VRI screen would be scaled to show the
flight path of the two approaching objects. Countermeasures
employed by the target, or other sources, would be
represented by color coded shaded areas of the display. As
the interceptor flew into these areas, the interceptor's
seekers field of view would be shown as different color
shaded areas. The effects of the countermeasures to the
interceptor's seekers will be readily apparent as the
various shaded areas merge.

Having switched from an actual view to a VRI during the
fly out, a switch back to live video would be done as the
vehicles approached the endgame. Utilizing the interceptor's
video seeker data, the user would have the actual view of
events leading to intercept.

After the viewing in real time of this type of display
system, the true power of this system would become apparent
in the post flight analysis. During the actual mission, all
data sources will have been recorded on a mass storage



system, insuring precise time correlation. Playback of data
then offers several options to the user. During the flyout,
the VRI of the vehicles could be generated using any data
source as a clock for display update rate. Thus, a vehicle's
attitude changes would be viewed as a stop action sequence
of the roll, pitch, or yaw update rate. Actual values would
be displayed as either analog gauges, or digital readouts,
giving the user a quantizied perspective of the flight. Key
sequences could be stopped, replayed, perspective changed,
and analyzed at the user's leisure.

Reduction of fixed camera HDTV data is simplified by
digital subtraction techniques. By subtracting out the
pixels corresponding to fixed parts of the frame such as
poles, landscape, and buildings, the remaining data would
correspond directly to the missile itself. Measurement of
the missile's trajectory, velocity, and attitude would be
then be read automatically. Similarly, through a fusion of
actual video, and a VRI clocked at a higher rate via
telemetry, the complete instrumented flight path of the
missile would be analyzed.

The challenge to industry becomes developing the tools
needed to realize this scenario. The basic building blocks
of computers, sensors, and video are available now. The
major challenge is to define the pathway to bring this data
together.

Now, more than any time, it will be necessary to define
and enforce standards. Industry and Government must work
together to ensure commonality exists to reduce test costs.
Government can learn from industry by making extensive use
of the work done by the ANSI and ISO communities in
standardization. Industry can work with Government by
committing to Government standards for areas not covered by
ANSI/ISO.

Examples include the use of the HDTV standard currently
being developed by the Grand Alliance. Government should use
this standard as they make the conversion from film to video
optical systems. Industry use of this standard to transmit
on board video or IR seeker data would allow processing of
the data by standard industry equipment adapted for range
use.

ANSI/ISO standards for computer network protocols are
being used now in the setup of intra-range networks. As
inter-range networks move from the special one-of-a-kind
hookups to fixed dedicated links, Government must use
existing ANSI/ISO standards. Adaptation of these standards
to Government peculiar formats is being done by the Range
Commanders Council various groups, with the Data Reduction



and Computing Group having the lead. This effort, known as
DR19, is currently in pink sheet status leading to
acceptance as an RCC Standard. This type of approach, where
RCC standards use ANSI/ISO standards as the foundation on
which to build, will need to become method of operation for
future government standards.

As packet telemetry begins to move from the satellite
field to the range testing field, the RCC Telemetry Group
will be faced with a similar challenge. Following the lead
of the DR&CG, the TG should look to incorporate the
international CCSDS standards for packet telemetry into the
IRIG 106 telemetry standard. Incorporation could be as
simple as an update to the Telemetry Measurements
Attribution Transfer Standard (TMATS) to refer to the CCSDS
documentation.

Technology will continue to push program performance
and capabilities, with a corresponding push on the type of
support the test ranges will be expected to provide. Through
a concerted effort of industry and government to work
together on techniques and standards, tests of the future
will be supported in a timely and cost effective manner.
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ABSTRACT

In the early 1990's, the United States Air Force (USAF)/Air Force Materiel Command
(AFMC) Test and Evaluation (T&E) Mission Element Board approved the
Single-Face-to-the-Customer (SFTC) concept to become more customer oriented and
to provide more up-front planning by establishing single points of contact organized
by mission areas rather than by test centers. The areas evolved to airframe-propulsion-
avionics (A-P-A), armament/munitions, command-control-communications-
computers-intelligence (C4I), electronic warfare (EW), and space.

Use of the SFTC concept is required in formal USAF directives and details of the
specific coverage for each mission area will be contained in mission area manuals.
The primary mission of the SFTC Offices is to provide consulting services during
initial T&E planning for new programs and major modification/product improvement
programs and during T&E investment planning. Also, support is provided for T&E
process advocacy, information repository services, and training on the SFTC concept.

This paper discusses the USAF SFTC concept of operations and its status.

INTRODUCTION

General

Background: In August 1991, an Electronic Combat (EC) Visions Conference
set a goal to establish a single Air Force test organization that would be responsive to
the EC Development Test and Evaluation (DT&E) community. To accomplish this
goal, a process action team was formed to determine customers' needs and
expectations, identify facilities and processes, and understand how business was
currently conducted. By August 1992, an EC SFTC office had been formed and began
helping customers with initial test planning and resource investments.



After realizing the benefit of the SFTC concept in the EC arena, HQ/ AFMC approved
SFTC offices for four additional mission areas: aircraft, command, control,
communications and intelligence (C3I), munitions, and space. The areas were
finalized as: (1) aircraft, propulsion, and avionics (A-P-A); (2) armament and
munitions; (3) C4I [computers were added to C3I] ; (4) EW [recently renamed from
EC]; and (5) space. There is a dedicated office for each mission area at the test center
that maintains the area expertise. The following sections describe the thrust for each
area.

A-P-A: This overall area encompasses a total weapon system approach in new
or modified airframes programs. The airframe portion includes aerodynamic modeling
and simulation, air worthiness tests, airframe systems integration, human factors, life
support, logistics test, mission systems integration, stores integration, and
survivability/ vulnerability. Propulsion includes altitude simulation, propulsion
integration, core engine development, preflight certification, and accelerated mission
testing. Both the airframe and propulsion areas are supported by propulsion wind
tunnel expertise at Arnold AFB, Tennessee. Avionics includes communication,
navigation, identification, C4I, EW, mission systems, EO/IR/laser, night vision, and
radar systems development integration. New/emerging technology thrusts include air
worthiness, avionics, crew stations, material, propulsion, stealth technology, and
further integration of all systems with the airframe.

Armament/Munitions: The armament/munitions area stresses the development
of beyond visual range air-to-air missiles, precision guided munitions and smart
bombs and related systems. The character of these weapons is explored and
established against various threat systems, targets, and scenarios. New/emerging
technology thrusts include off-board expendable countermeasures, threat warning
systems, and reliability and maintainability considerations,

C4I: The C4I mission is to provide commanders at all echelons with accurate,
timely, and credible information, provide a means to process, display and evaluate
data and to provide the commander with capabilities to transmit orders and decisions
to our forces and weapon systems. The Command and Control components of C4I
include capabilities that plan, direct, coordinate, and control miliatry forces and
operations. The Communications element of the C4I mission area conveys
information of any kind from one person or place to another. Computers represent the
automatic information systems (AIS) that receive, process, manipulate, and present
information from multiple data sources. The Intelligence element includes collection,
processing, integration, analysis, evaluation, and interpretation of available
intelligence information. New/emerging technology thrusts include numerous thrust to
improve combat capability, survivability, and responsiveness of the C4I systems.



Electronic Warfare (EW): EW systems are traditionally represented by radar
and infrared threat warning systems, and active/passive countermeasures. It has been
expanded to include the use of electromagnetic and directed energy. Based on this, the
EW mission has been realigned into electronic attack, protection, and warfare support
categories. The mission area encompasses a multispectral environment involving
electro-optic, infrared, radio frequency, and millimeter wave sensors and emitters.
New/emerging technology includes numerous thrusts to integrate EW systems, not
only within the EW systems architecture, but also within the overall framework of
aircraft avionics. The EC area was recently renamed EW.

Space: The space area stresses the use of space-based platforms to support
communications, navigation, surveillance, and research. Space mission systems
include both ground-based and space-borne systems from launch through
reentry/recovery. New/emerging technology thrusts range from new ways of doing
ground-based processing and command and control, to new missions that expand the
current arena of space-based support to terrestrial forces, to new missions of space
superiority to the projection of force from space to air, land, and sea.

The SFTC concept is depicted in this paper by an activity diagram which is part of a
technique developed by the DoD to describe business activities and their relationships.
It is called the Business Process Improvement Program and is well known to
government organizations and their contractors and to numerous other organizations in
both the public and private sectors. The approach is driven by the following
components.

C inputs - Information/material used to produce the output of an activity. The
input is acted upon or altered to produce the output.

C Controls - Information/material that constrains an activity. Controls regulate
transformation of inputs into outputs to ensure process consistency .

C Mechanisms - These are usually people, machines, or existing systems that
perform or provide energy to an activity. Sometimes they (or resources) may
appear to be inputs. A mechanism is never part of the output, while the input
always is in some way. A mechanism is always part of the process rather than
part of the product.

C Outputs - information or materials produced by or resulting from the activity.

The following sections describe the SFTC concept of operations using the activity/
component approach.



CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

The Activity

Mission and Goals: The mission of the SFTC offices is to facilitate initial T&E
planning for new programs and major modification and product improvement
programs and to support T&E infrastructure investment planning. In doing this, the
SFTC offices function as a catalyst to help bridge the gap between today and the
future.

The goal of the SFTCs is to improve the efficiency and cost effectiveness of T&E by
assisting customers in the disciplined application of the USAF T&E mission area
processes, providing test options and risks to the customer, and helping the customer
understand the capabilities and test applications of the resources available to them.
The primary thrust is to provide these services prior to designation of a responsible
test organization (RTO). Directives that cover the SFTC concept are shown in
Figure 1.

Activity Definition: For the purpose of this paper, the SFTC activity is defined
as providing T&E consulting services to customers. This is driven by the controls,
mechanisms, and inputs to provide consulting outputs and information as shown on
Figure 2 and discussed below. These components require significant cognizance of
new/emerging technologies, current and future T&E requirements, existing test
capabilities, and current events and interface with a myriad of customers.

Controls

T&E Policy and Direction: Official USAF directives that drive the USAF T&E
processes and SFTC concept are shown in Figure 1. The office of responsibility for
this documentation is AF/TE.

Air Force Instruction 99-101 DT&E provides guidance and procedures for the DT&E
of Air Force systems and directs the use of the process in DT&E. It describes how to
plan, conduct, and report cost-effective DT&E throughout the acquisition process and
system life cycle to ensure the AF gets an effective and supportable system. It
contains responsibilities of the SFTC offices and requires that AFMC Single
Managers (system program director, product group manager or materiel group
manager) make acquisition documentation available to DT&E testers, SFTC offices,
and users. Responsibilities include facilitating initial T&E and investment planning
and serving as consultants to testers or acquisition agents to identify available
resources and test options with associated risks.



Air Force Instruction 99-103 Air Force Test Process directs the use of and describes
the process and its relationship to the systems acquisition process within the policies
outlined in DoD Directive 5000.1, DoD Instruction 5000.2, and DoD Instruction
5000.2-M. It is intended for program managers, program test managers, test
organization personnel, major command headquarters staffs, and others involved in
the management of T&E for AF systems. The SFTCs are required to act as a catalyst
to fully incorporate the USAF Test Process into all acquisition programs and, thereby,
assisting in the disciplined application of the process.

SFTC Concept of Operations (CONOPS): There is an approved CONOPS that
documents the SFTC charter and specific operations. The SFTCs are to provide
primarily T&E acquisition support, but the concept is applicable to all T&E. The
offices are structured to provide all of the above services and support services
described below. In addition, they must interface with the science and technology
community to keep current with advanced technologies and their applications to
programmatics.

Each SFTC office is responsible for developing a manual that supports the T&E
process for each mission area. The audience for these manuals are new managers and
test executors. All of the manuals are scheduled to be completed by December 1994.

Mechanisms

Teaming: Typically, the SFTCs will provide services to T&E customers during
the early phases of the acquisition process, primarily prior to Milestone I of the
acquisition process and until an RTO is designated. Once an RTO is selected, a
transition must take place from the SFTC to the RTO and the RTO becomes the single
face, Then the SFTCs support the RTO as required. When a program approaches the
modification phase (IV), the SFTCs surface again as major consultants and engage the
customers that manage the modification programs. Figure 3 shows timing of the
SFTCs in the system acquisition process.

The SFTCs work together to provide customers with a single point of contact to the
maximum extent possible. When a request for T&E initial planning support is broader
than a single SFTC functional area, the SFTC that is contacted by the customer
coordinates with the other SFTCs affected to decide which SFTC should be the lead.
In all cases, this determination is made as early as possible after initial contact by the
customer to minimize any confusion on the part of the customer. In addition, the
concept of a test planning team process involving all SFTCs is explained to the
customer upon initial contact.



Teaming is also required with the test experts resident to the product, test, and
logistics centers and laboratories that provide capabilities beyond those in the SFTC
offices. This can also reach into the DoD reliance arena where triservice infrastructure
capabilities and expertise lie.

Processes and Tools: The SFTC Offices must be cognizant of T&E processes
and tools throughout government and nongovernment T&E agencies. They either use
them, pass them on, or refer the customer to the sources of expertise.

Inputs

T&E Needs and Requirements: These cover advanced technologies from the
Science and Technology community, operational requirements documented early in
the acquisition process, and developmental programs. Documentation related to the
DoD acquisition process is reviewed early in the program. These include operational
requirements documents and system threat assessment reports. Personnel involved
with premilestone zero activities of the acquisition process are required to work with
the appropriate SFTC offices for all test planning. Cognizance of T&E infrastructure
capabilities is also required. The number of sources for T&E data and information is
immense and requires cognizance, not only of official government documentation, but
also of nongovernment documentation and current events.

T&E Data/Information: This includes information that covers T&E resources,
capabilities, processes, and operations. Program management directives, statements of
work, request for proposals, and T&E master plans are reviewed. Cognizance must be
maintained on current T&E programs and processes. The number of sources is also
immense and requires tracking data in numerous data bases, cognizance of capabilities
changes, experience in T&E and teaming with developmental and T&E experts from
the test, logistics, and product communities.

Customers and Requirements: The spectrum of customers is large and includes
government test, product, and logistics centers, using commands, Air Force
Operational T&E Center (AFOTEC), and other military services and nongovernment
agencies, such as contractors, NASA, and academia. Services range from providing a
small amount of information to participating in detailed, up-front planning of major
programs. During the present evolvement of the SFTCs, the primary programmatic
customers for T&E advanced planning fall into two categories : (1) new programs,
before designation of the RTO; and (2) existing programs with an established RTO,
typically modification/product improvement programs occurring later in the
acquisition cycle.



For new programs, the primary SFTC customer is the System Program Office (SPO),
or other acquisition agent (if a SPO does not exist). For programs where an RTO
already exists, the RTO is the single face that interfaces with the SPO or the
acquisition agent so as to maintain a single face to the customer by the developmental
T&E community. The SFTC offices support the RTO as requested.

The primary SFTC customers for T&E resource investment planning are HQ AFMC
and AFMC test and logistic centers who own the T&E resources. SFTC customers
will also include operating commands, AFOTEC, and test centers for incorporation of
their T&E resource needs into the USAF Test Investment Planning and Programming
(TIPP) process which involves the infrastructure investment and improvement
program.

Outputs

Advanced T&E Consulting: The SFTCs are involved in early T&E activities.
They must keep current with advanced technologies in the specific mission areas to
apply in initial T&E planning and to include in USAF and DoD master infrastructure
investment plans.

The SFTCs participate in the development and update of a master program list.
Additionally, they contact the customers and provide consulting services to these
programs during the early phases of new programs or the early phases of
modifications/P3I programs as shown in Figure 4. They use the common list to work
together to provide customers with a single point of contact at the maximum extent
possible.

When a request for initial planning support is broader than a single SFTC mission
area, the SFTC that is contacted by the customer coordinates with the other SFTCs
affected to decide which SFTC should be the lead.

The SFTCs work with customers early in the system development cycle to develop a
complete understanding of mission and system test requirements and to assist in the
use of the disciplined test process and development of test documents. They use the
test processes to provide the customers with T&E options and identify associated
risks. The selection of test resources is made after considering all available DoD T&E
capabilities. Development of options is an iterative process ensuring that both the
SFTCs and the customers are in full understanding of the final options provided.
These programmatics are included in USAF and DoD master infrastructure
investment plans.



Once initial T&E planning is completed, the role of the SFTC diminishes to the role of
test cognizance and support of the RTO, as requested. The transition from SFTC to
RTO takes place when the RTO is selected. They work closely to ensure a smooth
transition occurs.

T&E Investment Consulting: The infrastructure investment planning process is
shown in Figure 5. In addition to identifying T&E resource requirements during initial
T&E planning, the SFTCs participate in the USAF TIPP process as well as the Office
of Secretary of Defense (OSD) reliance process to identify all T&E resource
requirements. Major products include a USAF Test Investment Strategic Plan (TISP)
and OSD Test Capability Master Plan.

Each SFTC is responsible for a mission need statement that is used as an umbrella for
related solutions and prioritizes all the solutions within the area. The SFTCs assess
needs against the statements, prioritize all the solutions, and provide a total, integrated
list through the Operations Panel to the T&E Mission Element Board (MEB) for its
approval, The SFTCs document the results in the USAF TISP.

Information from the TISP is integrated with similar information from the US Navy
and Army by the OSD Reliance Leads, and from this, develop Test Capability Master
Plans (TCMP) for the Reliance mission areas. Several USAF functional leads in
reliance mission areas reside in the SFTCs. Then the Reliance Advisors develop a
Test Resource Master Plan (TRMP) which is submitted to the OSD as an input to the
Program Objective Memorandum. The final step is congressional approval.

Support Services: There are several support services, as shown in Figure 6, that
are provided by the SFTCs they include advocating the USAF T&E processes,
providing information repository services, participating in training of the concept, and
ensuring documentation of lessons learned. Advocacy of the processes include the
overall T&E process and the mission area processes. These will be documented in
mission area manuals being developed and handbooks that will be developed in the
future. The SFTCs are not chartered to market test center capabilities.

Each SFTC is developing an information repository to support customer requests. This
will include technical T&E information, test capabilities, lessons learned, mission area
manuals and handbooks, programmatic documentation, etc. Focalizing T&E-related
information by each of the offices will be a major task because the number of sources
and the amount of information scattered throughout the industry are immense.



Participation and advocacy in training includes briefings on the SFTC concept and
T&E processes at courses, such as system acquisition courses. Papers and briefings
will also be given at symposiums and conferences. Displays will also be used.

SUMMARY

Although the SFTC concept is still evolving, there has been positive feedback on
results from programmatic customers and submittal of consolidated investment
solution., The basic charter includes: (1) documenting heretofore undocumented T&E
processes and advocating them, (2) grasping total programmatics throughout the
USAF and providing advanced test planning consultation, (3) grasping total T&E
infrastructure capabilities throughout the DoD and providing investment planning
consultation, (4) providing information brokerage/repository services, and (5)
participating in training. The following are statuses of each:

1. T&E Processes. Development of mission area manuals and associated processes
have begun with a completion goal of December 1994 which is on schedule.

2. Programs. Development of a USAF master program list containing all T&E
programs is well underway and will be maintained. The SFTCs are active in
providing test planning consultation and positive feedback has been provided by
programmatic customers.

3. Investment Planning Consultation. T&E Operations Panel/Mission Element
Board have been provided timely consolidated investment solutions and
advocacy.

4. Information Brokerage. Information for the repositories is being collected, but
will require time to compile and store and provide efficient services from it.

5. Training. Participation in training has begun with briefings provided at system
acquisition courses.



The SFTCs are here to provide customer services and help bridge the gap between
today and the future. Customers should contact the following SFTCs for support.

C Aircraft-Propulsion-Avionics SFTC
Office, AFFTC/CAS
195 East Popson Avenue
Edwards AFB CA 93524-682
Comm: (805) 275-9250, DSN: 525-9250
FAX: 525-7135

C Armament/Munitions SFTC Office
AFDTC/XRM
101 West D Avenue, Suite 117
Eglin AFB FL 32542-5495 Comm:
(904) 882-4190, DSN: 872-4190
FAX: 872-4739

C C4I SFTC Office
AFDTC/XRC
101 West D Avenue, Suite 117
Eglin AFB FL 32542-5495
Comm: (904) 882-2853, DSN: 872-28543
FAX: 872-4739

Electronic Warfare SFTC Office
AFDTC/XRE
101 West D Avenue, Suite 117
Eglin AFB FL 32542-5495
Comm: (904) 882-3316, DSN: 872-3316
FAX: 872-9361

Space SFTC Office
160 Skynet Street, Suite 1536A
Los Angeles AFB CA 90245-4683
Comm: (310) 363-6765, DSN: 833-6765
FAX: 833-3773

OPINIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS ARE THOSE OF THE AUTHOR AND ARE NOT
NECESSARILY ENDORSED BY THE U.S. AIR FORCE.









THE NAVAL AVIATION SYSTEMS TEAM
-A MODEL FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

L. L. Lundberg

Technical Director,
Naval Air Warfare Center

Change

Change is one of the most difficult experiences an individual or an organization can
endure. However, change also brings opportunity.

There is a natural human aversion to change. People and organizations become
comfortable with familiar processes, methods, and surroundings. They tend to deny or
defer the effects of change on their lives. Recognizing the need for change, accepting
change, and making change work for the better is key to successful corporate and
personal well-being.

The Naval Aviation Systems TEAM knows about change. Between now and fiscal
year 1999, we will realize a 30% budget reduction, a 44% reduction in Civilian
Personnel (military 25%), we will close 8 major facilities including three depots, and
we will relocate 10,000 people.

The Naval Air Systems TEAM is taking the lead in the Department of Defense (DoD)
to make meaningful value-added changes and adapt to the new environment. While
other organizations are playing the "wait and see" game, the Naval Aviation Systems
TEAM is reengineering itself and consolidating it's facilities in a right-sizing scheme
designed to provide world class, yet affordable, products and services for the fleet in
the 21st century. This forward thinking was recognized recently when the TEAM won
the 1994 Presidents Award for Quality. (The only government agency to receive such
an honor in 1994, and the only organization to win it twice). This award was granted
largely as a result of the pro-active role NAVAIR has taken to implement change
through consolidations, downsizing, and implementation of a plan to transition from a
geographically diverse Matrix organization(s) to a single competency aligned
organization with Integrated Product Teams (IPTs).



In order to meet the demands of the new environment, the Naval Air Systems
Command (NAVAIR) has developed a plan for organizational re-alignment and
facility consolidation commensurate with anticipated budget reductions, despite a
relatively stable workload. This new environment will require that the Naval Aviation
Systems TEAM work smarter and with fewer people. In order to cope with this
dynamic, NAVAIR has tapped into the modern thinking of today's management
"gurus". We have taken a re-engineering approach and developed a comprehensive
transition plan which will transform the organization from a predominantly functional
and site oriented structure with diverse values, to a structure aligned along
competency areas from which IPTs will be formed to meet customer needs.

Current Organization and Business

In order to appreciate the magnitude of this effort, it is necessary to describe the
current organization and the business we are in. The Naval Aviation Systems TEAM
consists of the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) Headquarters, the Aviation
Program Executive Officers (PEOs), the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC), the
Aviation Supply Office (ASO), and the Naval Aviation Depots. The TEAM is a
partnership that is charged with providing high quality, technologically superior
aircraft and related systems which can be operated, based, and sustained at sea. The
TEAM develops, tests, delivers, and supports the products throughout the lifecycle
including:

C Carrier and other air capable ship based aircraft and systems
C Integrated air anti-submarine warfare and anti-surface warfare mission systems
C Marine expeditionary forces aviation systems
C Maritime air launched and strike weapons
C Training systems for aircrew and maintenance personnel

The TEAM exists because the Navy must have an organic capability to manage the
processes and control the decisions governing the life cycle management of it's naval
aviation systems. By maintaining in-house authoritative centers of expertise and a
cadre of experts, we are able to provide a corporate memory of lessons learned, assess
and evaluate competing technologies, prioritize amongst various approaches, access
multiple contractors, minimize risk, control costs, and translate fleet requirements and
operational issues into viable, supportable, world class sea-based system solutions.

In 1993, the TEAM managed $17.3 billion worth of business that spanned some 200
programs. The TEAM employed over 47 000 military and civilian personnel
headquartered in Washington DC and located at 18 major technology and engineering



centers, test and evaluation facilities, depots and logistics support activities
nation-wide.

Re-engineering the TEAM

In the spring of 1993, COMNAVAIR appointed a group of senior personnel from
throughout the TEAM to gain a thorough and visionary perspective of the overall
organization. The group focused on "defining the perspective of the organization and
its structure - in light of BRAC'93 and the budget outlook" and adopted the term
"CONOPS" (Concept of Operations) to describe their study. This CONOPS study
team (subsequently renamed the Re-engineering Study Team), concentrated on how
we should operate our business and how potential restructuring could accommodate
and build upon consolidation challenges.

The study team reviewed the various approaches to restructuring the NAVAIR
organization and the concept of operations for support of programs. The team
examined NAVAIR's business areas to identify demands of customers and their
requirements. The team used benchmarking with a number of major corporations and
the Air Force as a key part of the study. The study team's approach centered first on
formulating a concept of operations and then on defining an organizational structure to
support the concept.

The Re-engineering study culminated with an operating concept for the TEAM and an
attendant organizational structure to satisfy the concept. Two major thrusts of this
concept were:

1. Focus and concentrate resources on the needs of the customer, and
2. Preserve and regenerate those resources in order to meet the future needs of

Naval Aviation.

Integrated Product Teams and a Competency Aligned Organization

The re-engineering study proposed a reshaping of the TEAM to focus on Integrated
Product Teams (IPTs) fully empowered to manage their assigned programs from
concept to disposal; and a Competency Aligned Organization (CAO) to develop and
sustain TEAM resources in support of IPTs and other needs.

The CAO will link people with like capabilities across all NAVAIR sites into
competencies. This will provide both an organization- wide pools of talent and the
leadership opportunity to unite people doing similar work by common practices.
Instead of thinking of a specific site's personnel and capital resources to solve a



problem, NAVAIR will be able to use the strength of the total TEAM. The central
functions of the CAO will be to develop and nurture processes, prepare and train
people, and provide facilities to support the success of the IPTs.

The study team identified eight competencies.
They are:

1. Engineering
2. Logistics
3. Program Management
4. Contracts
5. Corporate Operations
6. Industrial
7. Test and Evaluation
8. Shore Station Management

A competency will consist of the people, processes, and facilities necessary to provide
products and services to the customer. The overall role of the competency leader will
be to size and train the workforce, and to establish standards and processes for the
competency to meet the needs of the teams and other customers. A formal
organizational structure, to include supervisory responsibilities, will be established in
each competency. Within the CAO, emphasis will shift from checking results to
developing and sustaining the TEAM's personnel and capital resources. The
competency leader will establish non-intrusive methods of evaluating the efficiency of
that discipline to ensure continuos improvement of team operations.

The IPTs will focus the people, processes, and critical competencies into program
manager led multicompetency teams, with the responsibility and authority to manage
all aspects of TEAM programs to meet OPNAV and Fleet requirements .

Implementation Plan

The implementation plan will be accomplished in three phases. The phases were
selected to allow sufficient time to carefully plan and to ensure that NAVAIR is well
coordinated with the required BRAC 91/93 actions affecting consolidation to Patuxent
River and the remaining Depot sites. BRAC 95 impacts will be incorporated when
those decisions are final.

Phase I (October 1993 - October 1994) concentrates on changing the current
organizational structures (most of which are unique to each site) of the various
NAVAIR elements to a common framework based on the eight competencies.



Effective 1 October 1994, each element (defined to be NAVAIR Headquarters, Naval
Air Warfare Center Aircraft and Weapon Divisions, and the Naval Aviation Depots)
will be aligned in accordance with the approved CAO structure. Although the
individual elements will be aligned by that date, the current reporting chains and
accountabilities/responsibilities of those Commands will not change as of that date.
The Competency Planning Leaders will continue the development and implementation
of common processes and policies across the sites.

Key corporate decisions such as the mapping of people and facilities, establishment of
workforce partnership agreements, and selection of key positions and transition
leadership will be addressed during this phase. Significant efforts by the Competency
Planning Leaders to initiate the development of processes and procedures and to
address the eventual transition from site based competencies into unified multi-site
competencies will be accomplished during this phase. Likewise, IPT leadership will
develop operating standards for IPTs such as resource allocation, supervisory
relationships and performance evaluations, collocation of assets and resources,
program review and oversight, team training and communication, etc.

Phase II (October 1994 - October 1995) will emphasize the shift from the
organizational framework to competency and teaming development. Each
organizational element will be aligned by the various approved competency levels in
accordance with the final mapping agreements. Program management will be
executed through IPTs under the leadership of PEOs and Program Managers Air
(PMAs). Key IPT processes will be implemented. As practical, team-building,
improved communications and work flow at various sites will be encouraged through
collocation of local IPT efforts. Likewise, organizational elements and IPTs will begin
using standard business and corporate reporting practices as the procedures and
facilities are developed. Common investment and planning processes will be
developed to assist in the corporate decisions, particularly those decisions which will
impact 1997 and beyond.

By the end of October 1995, each competency will establish initial linkages among
organizational elements.

Phase III (October 1995 - October 1997) will emphasize the completion of the
competency linkages across the geographically dispersed organization. Since most of
this phase will be driven by the respective competency transition plans, no further
details are currently spelled out.



The "People Strategy"

In order to mitigate effects of this transition and downsizing, NAVAIR chartered three
Quality Management Boards (QMBs) to develop a "People Strategy". These three
QMBs are chartered to address Placement, Development/Skills, and Safety. The
Placement QMB will focus on developing and implementing a placement program
that takes care of the needs of the employees and the organization. The placement
process will include flexible accession guidelines to support movement of employees
within the TEAM as well as to help members of the TEAM displaced by base closure
and relocation find other jobs. The Development skills QMB will focus on
implementing a comprehensive development program which supports the competency
aligned organization. The Safety QMB will focus on the processes of improving the
safety and health of all TEAM employees.

The Goals of NAVAIR's "People Strategy" are:

1. Help place all TEAM members affected by downsizing and relocation.
2. Ensure people are well informed, have good quality of work life and a safe

environment.
3. Provide a means to satisfy training needs; provide access to educational

resources at all sites; and develop the mechanism for career development
programs.

4. Ensure the TEAM provides a means to reconstitute the workforce at
remaining sites.

5. Ensure the rewards and recognition processes are well understood and
utilized.

Besides the tremendous organizational changes underway, we are embarked on a
consolidation concept as a part of the 1991 and 1993 phase of the Base Realignment
and Closure Act (BRAC-91/93).

Consolidations and BRAC

Under Navy consolidation plans put forth in BRAC-91 and in BRAC-93, a goal of
significant infrastructure reduction (base closures and realignments) and personnel
reductions of approximately 40% is being pursued while at the same time retaining the
capability required to develop, test, and support maritime systems.

Under BRAC-91 the Navy is consolidating it's Research, Development, Test and
Evaluation (RDT &E), and parts of it's manufacturing, and in-service engineering into
Warfare Centers. The Warfare Centers are the Naval Air Warfare Center, the Naval



Surface Warfare Center, the Naval Underwater Warfare Center, and the Naval
Command and Control and Oceanographic Systems Center.

The Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC)

The Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) consolidation reduced the number of RDT&E
laboratories and field activities from nine to five. The NAWC consolidation is focused
at two hubs - the Aircraft Division, headquartered at Patuxent River, MD and the
Weapons Division, headquartered at China Lake. CA. The ongoing consolidation
efforts consist of the relocation of the former Naval Air Development Center,
Warminster, PA and parts of the Naval Air Propulsion Center, Trenton, NJ to Patuxent
River plus the relocation of the functions of the former Naval Weapons Evaluation
Facility in Albuquerque to China Lake.

The outstanding feature of the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) is the integration of
our research and development (R&D) and our Development Test and Evaluation
(DT&E) capabilities thus providing a full spectrum of capability for life cycle support
of maritime aircraft and their associated weapons. The ongoing consolidation further
enhances the Navy's ability to do more with less. Facilities that were once used
primarily for R&D or DT&E will now be used across the total life cycle of systems
from concept exploration through in-service support. Personnel that once supported
only one phase of a system's life cycle will now support several phases.

NAWC Weapons Division

The NAWC Weapons Division combined the former Naval Weapons Center (NWC)
China Lake, with three other Navy shore facilities: the Naval Weapons Evaluation
Facility (NWEF), Albuquerque, New Mexico; the Naval Ordinance Missile Test
Station (NOMTS), White Sands New Mexico; the Pacific Missile Test Center
(PMTC), Point Mugu, California. These organizations, founded during World War II
and the post-war period, have contributed to the design, development, and
cradle-to-grave support of many of DoD's airborne tactical weapon systems. These
organizations have also contributed to naval surface missile systems and tactical as
well as strategic deterrent Weapons.

Now, the NAWC Weapons Division integrates the full-spectrum activities of these
former organizations. Closing the NWEF Albuquerque facility and consolidating it's
elements into the Weapons Division, provides a much more focused, efficient
approach to support an expanded capability for research, development, test, and
evaluation throughout the weapon system life cycle.



Combining the remaining facilities under the Weapons Division brings together the
air, land, and sea ranges constituting an integrated weapons test range complex. The
complex contains 1,700 square miles of dedicated land test ranges, underlying more
than 17,000 square miles of restricted airspace, and 36,000 square miles of sea test
range with overlying airspace. Besides the vast integrated range areas now available,
establishment of the Weapons Division integrates the most capable and complete
spectrum of weapons systems laboratories and test facilities within the DoD.

NAWC Aircraft Division

The Navy currently has an unsurpassed and unique full spectrum RDT&E capability
and infrastructure invested in our NAWC Aircraft Division, Patuxent River. The
Aircraft Division is responsible for developing, testing, and providing life cycle
support for maritime fixed and rotary wing aircraft and aircraft systems. We have
deliberately decided to build on that capability with consolidation of aircraft
acquisition, development, and in-service engineering support .

Bold Initiatives

BRAC-93 was another bold step for Naval Aviation as we initiated the relocation of
the Naval Air Systems Command to Patuxent River. Upon completion of this move in
1997, Patuxent River will form the nucleus of the Naval Aviation System TEAM.

The Naval Aviation Systems TEAM integration at Pax River is the Model for the 21st
Century for integrated maritime aircraft acquisition and life cycle support. When the
move to Pax River is complete, the Navy will have achieved the degree of
down-sizing and consolidation that is mandated by today's environment, at far less
cost than any of the other consolidation proposals put forth within DoD.

By 1997, Navy aircraft acquisition management, systems engineering, technology
base, R&D, T&E, and in-service support will be collocated at Pax River. This
consolidation will bring together the Naval Air Systems Command, Naval Air
Warfare Center Headquarters and Aircraft Division, (consisting of the former Naval
Air Test Center Pax River, Naval Air Development Center Warminster, Naval Air
Propulsion Center Trenton), the Naval Aviation Depot Operations Center, the Naval
Aviation Maintenance Organization, Operational Test and Evaluation Squadron
(VX-1), Composite Squadron 6 (UAV), and the Navy Training Command.



Besides the advantages of collocating the Naval Aviation System TEAM at Pax River,
this plan offers the TEAM other significant advantages such as:

Close proximity to the Atlantic Fleet.

Close proximity to the Surface and Undersea Warfare Centers -- primary
surface and subsurface systems development and test is done in mid-Atlantic
area.

Close proximity to the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AUTEC)

In addition to the significant Navy investments at Pax River, we are leveraging $480M
worth of NASA airfields, launch facilities, and range instrumentation investments at
Wallops Island. (The Navy AEGIS test site at Wallops is the primary candidate for the
Navy's portion of the Ballistic Missile Defense test program).

It is worth mentioning that other consolidation proposals centering around fixed wing
aircraft testing have been circulating within DoD. These proposals center on breaking
out pieces of the capability at P ax River and transferring them West. However,
significant new investments would be necessary in order to duplicate the capabilities
already existing at Pax River. More importantly, the breakdown of synergy caused by
geographically dispersed facilities and personnel, along with their associated costs,
exacerbates the current and projected fiscal constraints. While some cost savings
might be realized for specific tasks, it is false economy based on sub-optimization of
resources. All of the current alternatives have been proposed and analyzed in the past
and none of them offer DoD the cost effectiveness and cost savings the Navy, and
DoD, has and will continue to accrue as the ongoing consolidation at Pax River.

It is also worth noting that only Pax River has the capability and capacity to support
the full spectrum of maritime aviation testing requirements including: flying qualities
and performance, engine performance, carrier and shipboard suitability, catapults and
arresting gear, avionics/weapons systems, extensive modeling and simulation
capabilities- including the most advanced installed systems test facility in the world
(ACETEF). During deliberations effecting future consolidations, it is important that
decision makers in the Pentagon understand and acknowledge that other Service flight
test requirements are in-fact a subset of Navy and Marine Corps flight test
requirements. While Edwards can support fixed wing flying qualities and performance
and avionics/weapons systems testing, the sea level environment at Pax River is
mandatory for fixed and rotary wing shipboard carrier suitability testing. There are
other ranges that can accommodate some parts of fixed wing aircraft testing, but they



do not have adequate facilities to perform the full spectrum necessary to meet our
unique maritime aviation requirements .

THE Naval Aviation Systems TEAM

The consolidation of R&D and T&E mark a significant step in bringing together
similar functions which require similar, if not identical, skills and facilities. The
consolidation of people and facilities, along with the formation of a "Right-Sized"
Competency Aligned Organization with Integrated Product Teams is the right model
for the next century, and the Naval Aviation Systems TEAM is leading the way.



TELEMETRY ENTERPRISESWITCHED NETWORKING
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ABSTRACT

The success of the client/server paradigm for modern networked telemetry systems
continues to stress the LAN that carries data generated from the acquisition front ends
to the display workstations and the file servers on the LAN. As the number of
LAN-attached devices such as Loral's System 500 Model 550 (Loral 550) telemetry
front end, workstations, and file servers grows beyond two, the Ethernet LAN
collision rates increase and the throughput slows down. At what point the network
performance declines is a function of the specific application bandwidth demands
required. This paper describes a new method for boosting LAN performance by
providing Ethernet switching and protocol filtering. The performance of the LAN is
critical to the performance of the complete telemetry enterprise architecture.
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INTRODUCTION

Ethernet or 802.3 uses a carrier sense multiple access with collision detection
(CSMA/CD) access method. This method has a built-in random back-off polynomial
that is engaged every time two or more devices try to access the Ethernet LAN at the
same time. This built in LAN multiple access capability is very powerful. But as a
network becomes more loaded, the efficiency of the network declines. Studies have
shown that as a network with many users exceeds 30% usage, the network
performance slows down drastically. The amount of time wasted trying to get onto the
LAN increases in a nonlinear fashion. The symptoms can be non-deterministic and
very frustrating in a real-time data acquisition application. This slow down of the
Ethernet LAN has caused many to invest in expensive higher-speed technology like
FDDI and ATM.



In today's telemetry applications, the Loral 550 telemetry front end is used in both the
command and control link as well as in the normal telemetry downlink. Customer
demands for faster, larger networks have influenced the design of an Ethernet
performance booster. The Loral Test & Information Systems (LTIS) ProSwitch-T can,
for most applications, provide the needed Ethernet LAN bandwidth and performance
without investing in higher-speed LAN technology. A new class of connectivity
devices called protocol switches combines the wire-speed traffic handling capacity of
Ethernet switches with many of the protocol handling features usually associated with
routers. Protocol switches can be used to link multi-protocol LANs and control
unwanted traffic and broadcasts, without compromising the wire-speed performance
demands of client/server architectures. Wide area links to the Internet or to remote
sites are provided with IP-based firewall protection.

With the ability to connect many data acquisition front ends such as the Loral 550,
each with the capability to drive many Ethernet outputs, the real-time demands for the
network have increased beyond the capability of shared Ethernet. Switched Ethernet
can extend the capability of Ethernet by providing dedicated 10M segments or
collision domains for each data source such as a Loral 550. For segments that have
less traffic demands, hundreds of workstations can be connected via a hub to each port
on the switch. Switched Ethernet is becoming the dominant topology for the LAN
industry. Loral's ProSwitch-T is thus a telemetry-optimized Ethernet Switch.

Figure 1 shows a typical network without a switch. Since all LAN-attached devices
share the same collision domain, network performance is slowed down.

Figure 2 shows how the ProSwitch-T can be used in a high-performance telemetry
application. Ethernet data from each Loral 550 is sent to the switch in a collision-free
environment. The ProSwitch-T learns the source and destination media access control
(MAC) addresses and forwards the packet to only the port that it has learned has the
correct LAN-attached destination device.

The rest of the ports are not burdened with the unneeded traffic and therefore are free
to operate with less collisions and higher efficiency within the 10M Ethernet standard.
Custom filters can be easily setup that allow individual data sources or destinations to
be passed or blocked from data access. This capability allows the flow of data to be
controlled in a secure telemetry enterprise environment.



Figure 1. Telemetry Enterprise with Shared Ethernet

TELEMETRY WORKGROUPS

As shown in Figure 3, the ProSwitch-T allows users to control data sharing by
creating switch groups or separate LANs. This feature allows different Loral 550s and
workstations to be isolated from other groups for testing or security purposes.
Reconfiguration is as simple as selecting a color from the switch group palette.

PROTOCOL MANAGEMENT

Once the telemetry network system has been boosted by ProSwitch-T segmentation,
other improvements can be made. Protocol switches combine the high performance
associated with Ethernet switches and many of the higher-level protocol handling







functions of routers. In telemetry enterprise network applications, a protocol switch
can be used to provide high-speed segmentation of the Ethernet LANs while providing
a secure protocol-based firewall between workgroups employing different protocols
(see Figure 4).

For multi-protocol environments, the ProSwitch-T can be used to block or pass
different protocols on a port-by-port basis. Some of the protocols supported are
TCP/IP, IPX, DECnet, and AppleTalk. Loral's ProSwitch-T is the first true protocol
switch. It combines high-speed LAN interconnection with protocol-based traffic
handling and broadcast control. In addition, an easy-to-use point-and-click graphical
user interface allows users to quickly configure firewalls and segmentation without
laboriously entering routing tables.

The ProSwitch-T can be installed in "plug and play" learning mode, then "tuned" with
protocol filters and broadcast groups over time to meet increasing network demands.
Point-and-click IP routing on the wide area network (WAN) port offers a
cost-effective link to the Internet or other enterprise networks with the added security
of IP-based firewalls. The ProSwitch-T increases LAN performance up to 800% while
eliminating the need for routers in many applications, Another subtle yet powerful
feature is the ability of the ProSwitch-T to create broadcast domains that limit the
multicast and broadcasts used by different LAN protocols to within operator-selected
domains. This process can also free switch segments from unneeded broadcast
activity.

WAN LINK

The WAN port can be used for both remote connections to other sites or for Internet
connectivity. The explosive growth of the Internet and other enterprise wide area
networks has created a corresponding need for connectivity and security. In the past,
the only choice was a costly and complex router, implemented either as a standalone
machine or in software within a workstation. The ProSwitch-T provides an integral IP
router link for connection to IP wide area nets. Traffic from any of the switch
segments can be routed to the WAN link. Traffic is permitted to and from the wide
area connection on a segment-by-segment basis using Serial Link Interface Protocol
(SLIP) and Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP). These IP routing functions are accessed via
the ProSwitch-T's user-friendly point-and-click graphical network management
interface, allowing even routing newcomers to build effective firewalls. Figure 5
shows how multiple sites can be linked using the WAN port with one central
management console. Since the ProSwitch-T supports Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) Version 1 and Version 2, the MIB variables can be shared with







other network management software programs like HP's OpenView and Sun's SunNet
Manager.

VIRTUAL HUB

The ProSwitch-T has an optional 64-port 10Base-T hub through which ports can be
logically reassigned to different switch segments. This allows network load balancing
and telemetry workgroup creation with an easy point-and-click graphical user
interface. The virtual hub can be thought of as a programmable patch panel that
merges data from the different LAN 10Base-T sources into the switch port that has
been selected. A typical application might distribute the load so that each Loral 550
was logically allocated a separate switch segment and the rest of the hub ports
contained an equal distribution of the workstations. The file servers would also be
given a dedicated switch segment. In typical multimedia and 3-D software
applications requiring wideband connections (tens of megabits) for mere milliseconds,
a dedicated switch segment is essential since traditional technologies have been
pushed to their limits. The process of allocating hub ports to switch segments is as
simple as moving a graphical representation of the hub ports into a graphical
representation of the switch port selected — all accomplished using a mouse.

CONCLUSION

Telemetry systems have become part of the mainstream movement into the
client/server and distributed computing arena. Such applications as CAD/CAM,
engineering development, imaging, visualization/modeling, data communications, and
multimedia are part of today's telemetry requirements and are all high LAN traffic
generators as data is moved and shared peer to peer or client to server. With real-time
data acquisition added to the above applications, telemetry networking demands can
exceed a shared Ethernet LAN.

Loral's protocol switch, ProSwitch-T, was developed to segment and boost Ethernet
bandwidth by 800% and provide the key protocol handling capabilities needed to
optimize operation of a networked telemetry system.
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ABSTRACT

The Two Wire Automatic Remote Sensing and Evaluation System (TWARSES)
automatically transmits and evaluates information (data) from remote sensors on a
common two wire buss. In addition the system presents automatic evaluation and
alarms, which provide both location data and sensor readout data of the monitored
area. This system is a stand-alone modular system in which a common two wire line
installed bow-to-stern and top-to-bottom, connects, integrates, evaluates, and powers a
multiplicity of sensors. The United States Navy uses this system to provide safety and
survivability by monitoring environmental gases, liquid levels, and power,
temperature, and humidity levels on ships and in office buildings.

The automatic monitoring system operates in a manner similar to an automatic,
multiscriber, party-line telephone system. The system is controlled by the
Scanner/Display unit which interrogates each of the 150 possible sensors according to
the program stored in a microprocessor. This patented system provides a separate
address for each sensor transponder, permitting all of the transponders to be simply
connected in parallel across a common, twisted pair transmission line. The
interrogating signal is also used to provide power (6V - 2mA) for the sensor
transponders and their associated sensors. This further simplifies the system by
eliminating the need for a separate source of power at each sensor location.

Each sensor is interrogated with a 15-bit sequence which specifies: (1) the address of
the sensor which is to reply, (2) the parameter to be reported (e.g. voltage,
temperature, humidity, etc.) And (3) the desired precision (which sets the length of the
reply). The interrogation is transmitted as frequency shift-keyed signal. Among the
various types of interrogation signals which could be used (AM, FM, etc.) frequency
shift-keying (FSK) was selected because:



COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF CIRCULARLY-POLARIZED
CONFORMAL MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA

FOR TELEMETRY APPLICATIONS

Doris I. Wu and James Rieger

ABSTRACT

Planar microstrip antennas are desirable in many telemetry applications because they
are small in size, light in weight, and conformal to most surfaces. The design and
optimization of circularly-polarized omnidirectional microstrip arrays using a new
software simulation tool are discussed in this paper. Critical design issues such as the
optimization of each array element for circular polarization and the minimization of
mutual couplings as well as feed network mismatch are examined. The software tool,
which consists of a novel graphical user interface and a full-wave numerical simulator
for a flat mounting surface, provides a testbed environment for the user to explore new
designs as well as optimizing existing designs. Using this tool, the design of several
wraparound arrays with different mounting cylinder radii are presented. Comparisons
between measured and simulated data for two S-band 8-element wraparound arrays are
also presented.

KEY WORDS

Microstrip Patch Antenna, Wraparound Array, Conformal Array, Circular
Polarization, Computer-Aided Design Tool, Simulation, Modeling.

INTRODUCTION

Arbitrarily-oriented satellites and space vehicles such as missiles and rockets require an
omnidirectional antenna to maintain a communication link with a central receiving unit.
To avoid selective reception, a circularly-polarized (CP) omnidirectional antenna is
often desirable. Previously-developed microstrip antennas for telemetry applications
have primarily been linearly-polarized [1]. In designing a CP microstrip patch array, 
the design of each array element is crucial in yielding a good tradeoff between a low
reflection loss and a low axial ratio. To yield a high gain, it is also important to
minimize mismatch in the feed network. The analysis at the subarray level is often
required to assess the effect of mutual coupling between patches. This paper examines
the design of CP arrays at the element as well as the subarray level. We will
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Figure 1:  Circularly-polarized elements. (a)  Corners-truncated. (b)  Nearly-square.

demonstrate how the design process can be enhanced by the use of a powerful
computed-aided design (CAD) software tool for designing microstrip antennas [2,3].

ARRAY ELEMENT

The design of an array starts with the design of the element. The excitation of a CP
element requires the simultaneous excitation of two orthogonal degenerate modes. Two
commonly-used singly-fed CP elements are corners-truncated square patch and nearly-
square patch. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the two types of CP element.

The design of both types of element involves determining the patch dimension a and the
truncated segment ªªa. For a given substrate material, the designer must be able to
adjust the truncated segment as well as the patch dimension to yield a minimum axial
ratio at the desired operating frequency. While the designer can always optimize the
patch by laboratory experimentation, this process can be laborious and time-consuming.
For either type of element, the use of an accurate simulation tool becomes appealing in
the design process. Figure 2 shows an example of the change in the axial ratio
computed by our software tool for a corners-truncated square patch with different ªªa.
For the different cases shown in Figure 2, the substrate material is assumed to have a
relative permittivity of 2.2 and a thickness of 1.58 mm. The dimension of the square
patch is fixed at 43.29 mm. The overall change in ªªa for the different cases shown in
Figure 2 is less than 3.5 mm. However the minimum axial ratio corresponding to the
different cases varies from 10 to 1.5 dB.

To assess the accuracy of the software tool, a nearly-square element with a = 42.57
mm and ªªa = 0.9 mm was fabricated on a Duroid substrate ( g = 2.2 and thickness =r

1.58 mm). The patch is tuned with an appropriate stub designed using the tool to match
the input impedance of the patch to the 50 S feed line. Figure 3 shows a comparison of
the measured return loss with the computed results. As can be seen, the 



Figure 3:  Measured and computed return loss for the nearly-square element.

Figure 2:  Axial ratio for a corners-truncated patch with different  ªªa.

predicted resonant frequency for this element is 2.28 GHz while the measured
frequency is 2.26 GHz. The measured as well as the computed minimum axial ratio for
this patch is approximately 1.3 dB at 2.28 GHz. The shift in the resonant frequency
between the measured and computed data can be partially attributed to tolerances in the
relative permittivity of the substrate. For a tolerance of up to ±2% in the relative
permittivity, numerical experimentation shows that a +2% change can shift the
computed resonant frequency shown in Figure 3 to 2.26 GHz while a  -2% change can
shift the resonant frequency to 2.30 GHz.

ARRAY DESIGN

The analysis of the antenna at the subarray level is also crucial in assessing mutual
coupling effects. Because the simulation program of the CAD tool was developed using
the full-wave, integral-equation approach [4], it takes into account all mutual couplings
in the circuit. The effect of mutual coupling between the elements for different spacings
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Figure 4:  Two closely-spaced patches. (a)  Co-linear orientation. (b)  Rotated orientation.

Figure 5:  A corporate feed network for an 8-element array.

is assessed with the software tool. In particular, changes in the input impedance and
axial ratio are examined for different element orientations and spacings. Figure 4
shows an example of the different orientations for the nearly-square element. Using our
CAD tool, the response of the coupled patches is simulated for different separation
distance between the patches. The results show that: 1). For patches with a separation
distance of more than 8 /2, where 8  is the guided wavelength, the mutual couplingg g

effect is negligible; 2). Mutual couplings have the most pronounced effect on the input
impedance of the patch; 3). Mutual couplings increase the cross-polarization field
component of the far-field pattern; and 4). The co-linear orientation shown in Figure
4(a) introduces more couplings than the rotated orientation shown in Figure 4(b).

With the dimensions of the element fixed, we proceed to the design of the subarray
which entails devising a feed network for the proper feeding of each element. To
achieve an omnidirectional pattern, each element of the array must be fed in equal
magnitude and equal phase. To minimize mismatch, each power divider used in the
feed network is modeled using the software tool. With the menu-driven graphical user
interface, the geometry of the feed network as well as the array element can be created
and adjusted easily. Figure 5 shows an 8-element corporate feed network designed
using our tool. The entire feed network is simulated. The simulated results show that
the return loss at the main feed point is less than -22 dB while the signals delivered to
each element feed point are within 0.3 dB of one another in magnitude and 2  in phase.o
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Figure 6:  Patches on an infinitely long cylinder.

Since the current version of the CAD tool is for a flat mounting surface, we will
consider only wraparound antennas with diameters that are not too small compared to a
wavelength. To assess the rippling effect, a utility program was developed to compute
the far-field patterns of an array consisting of identical patches equally spaced around
an infinitely long cylinder. Figure 6 shows the generic configuration of the structure for
computing the far-field patterns. In computing the far-field patterns, each patch is

assumed to have identical current distribution and the current computed by our CAD
tool for a single element is used as input. By simulating multiple elements together and
using the resultant current on the element as the input, we can also assess the effect of
mutual coupling between elements on the far-field patterns. This far-field computation
program also allowed us to examine the change in the pattern ripples for different
number of patches around the cylinder. Although sample designs were done for both 8"
and 22"-diameter wraparound arrays, only the 8"-diameter examples are shown here. 

Figures 7 and 8 show two 8-element arrays with corners-truncated and nearly-square
elements, respectively. The dimensions of the feed network are adjusted for wrapping
around an 8"-diameter cylinder. Each element has a tuning stub to match the input
impedance to the input feed line. Similar to the feed network, the tuning stub for each
element was designed using the CAD tool. The predicted resonant frequency for both
arrays is 2.28 GHz. The minimum ripple in the roll plane computed for both arrays is
less than 2 dB. However, because the computation of the far-field does not take into
account the feed network, the actual ripple level is expected to be higher.



Figure 7:  An 8-element array with corners-truncated elements.

Figure 8:  An 8-element array with nearly-square elements.

To assess the effectiveness of the CAD tool, the arrays shown in Figures 7 and 8 were
fabricated on non-woven substrates and rolled into 8" wraparounds. Although the
substrates used for both arrays had the same dielectric constant and thickness, they
were supplied by different manufacturers. Figures 9 and 10 show the Smith chart
plotting of the measured return loss for the corners-truncated and the nearly-square
wraparounds, respectively. The measured resonant frequencies for the corners-
truncated and the nearly-square wraparounds are 2.27 GHz and 2.33 GHz,
respectively. The difference in the resonant frequency between the two wraparounds
could be attributed to variation in the substrates from different manufacturers. Figure
11 shows the preliminary measurement on the far-field pattern of the main component
over half of the roll plane at 2 = 90  for both wraparounds. As can be seen, the rippleso

in the measured pattern for the corners-truncated and the nearly-square wraparounds
are 5 dB and 3 dB, respectively. These ripple levels are higher than the computed
values as expected. Additional testings to assess the performance of these wraparound
arrays will be conducted.
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Figure 9:  Measured return loss for the corners-truncated wraparound array.

Figure 10:  Measured return loss for the nearly-square wraparound array.

Figure 11: Measured radiation pattern in the 2 = 90  roll plane. (a)  Corner-truncatedo

wraparound. (b)  Nearly-square wraparound.



CONCLUSIONS

The design of omnidirectional circularly-polarized wraparound arrays using a
computer-aided design tool has been discussed. The availability of the software tool for
designing microstrip antennas at the element as well as the feed network level clearly
enhanced our design process. Although the current version of the tool does not take
curvature into account in the design process, for large mounting cylinders, the effect is
minimal. Work is currently underway to develop a set of CAD tools for designing
wraparound arrays which will take curvature into account for small mounting cylinders.
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ABSTRACT

A real time distributed computer telemetry system based on network is
described. It is a new generation of open telemetry system in China, which can
parallel acquire and process up to 8 data streams of 100bps~3. 5Mbps and optimize
automatically distribution of processing tasks by using load-balance technique. PCM
PSK QPSK PACM may be suitable to the system and the format switched within less
than 1 second. The system has been successfully used in the field of aerospace. There
are models of automobile, shipboard, airborne as well as ground station for the
system. This paper discusses mainly system architecture, performance, principle, and
system features.
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INTRODUCTION

The System being an open architecture is a distributed real time telemetry data
processing system based on network. It can connect multi-telemetry acquisition &
processing subsystems and telemetry application workstations to construct a telemetry
data real time distributed network computing environment. The system is consisted of
high speed real time record equipment, standard network interface, data
communication interface and many analog/digital data output channel, which provides
convenient, high speed, flexible, telemetry data service for user in real time.
Telemetry data acquisition and processing subsystem which has a data driven
architecture, can parallel input, process and output multi-stream telemetry data. The
system is compatible of multiple telemetry transmission systems, and can be widely
used in telemetry applications area. The following table lists the key specifications in
the largest scale of system.



SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system based on distributed parallel processing architecture implements the
telemetry data demodulation, processing, and display in real time. The system (see
Fig. 1 ) is consisted of the telemetry acquisition & processing subsystem (telemetry
front end) which is a specific telemetry real time computer system based on data
driven principle, and the telemetry application workstations. Telemetry front end
completes multi-stream synchronous, demodulation, decoding, processing, storage,
recording, output and distribution. Telemetry application workstation connecting with
telemetry front end by a standard local area network, implements telemetry parameters
display, handling & communication, and data analysis offline. The number of
telemetry front end and telemetry application workstation can be configured flexibly



according to the system scale. The dual-node network system is constructed with one
single-stream telemetry front end and one telemetry workstation, The multi-node
distributed network system is constructed with multiple telemetry front ends and
multiple workstations. The telemetry front end and the workstation are connected by a
standard Ethernet network. TCP/IP network transmission protocol is used to support
the heterogeneous computers network interconnect.

Telemetry front end subsystem, which is a dual-buses data driven architecture
(see Fig. 2), acquires, demodulates, processes multi-stream in real time, and output
data through multi-ports. The high speed telemetry data bus ( HDBus) supports data
driven principle. The data/tag transmits among the input processors, data processors
and output adapters with broadcasting mode. The input processor accomplishes data
serial/parallel conversion and sends data to bus with a tag, and the data processors and
output adapters are activated by data/tag, that is data driven mode. The ability of
system parallel processing and parallel output are highly improved, since system
central management and scheduling are not needed, There are integrated and family
products, system functions and modules can be configured, cut out and expanded.

Fig. 2 Acquisition & Processing Subsystem Basic Architecture

Telemetry application workstation is consisted of several graphic workstations. Multi-
users, multi-windows and many types of data quick-look and part data processing can
be implemented, and system supervision and offline telemetry data processing is
accomplished at the same time. In real time, the telemetry front end selects data from
data stream and forms data packet to send to network at regular time intervals. Each
telemetry application workstation receives data packet to process and display the data
needed. The operating system of graphic workstation is UNIX, the GUI technique is
used in telemetry system software development based on X-Windows. User graphic
interface is convenient, audio-visual. There is a set of offline data processing software
including backup storage, data search, data quality check, data processing, data table
output, curve output and etc. The hardware platform of a telemetry application
workstation can selected microcomputer, workstation or server from different vendors.



TELEMETRY ACQUISITION & PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM

There are two system buses, one is an open industrial standard VME bus, the
other is a special data connection bus (HDBus), see Fig, 3. The system administrative
bus (VME Bus) have three functions: the first is setup modules, real time control and
diagnosis, the second is to support real time data storage, processing and network
transmission, the third is to expand system by using OEM function module. The high
speed telemetry data interconnect bus (HDBus) is consisted of two subbuses: TDS bus
and TPS bus. TDS connects the multi-stream demodulation function modules. TPS
bus is a high-speed parallel data bus supporting the data driven operation mode, which
includes 32bits data and 16bits tag. The data/tag is sent to bus in broadcast transfer
mode. Up to 16 master modules can simultaneously operate on the bus. The bus
throughput rate can reach 10MW/s.

The demodulation functional modules includes PCM bit synchronizer, PACM
demodulator, data decryptor, format demodulator and simulator. The system can
demodulate multi-stream with multiple modules. It is compatible with other
transmission system, such as PACM, FSK and PSK/QPSK by expanding
corresponding modules. The decoder/decrypter is optional module, can complete
Viterbi decoding, RS decoding and data decryption. Frame synchronization and
subframe synchronization can be accomplished by format demodulator and telemetry
format switching function is optional.

The input processing modules implement data interface from telemetry stream
to two system buses. The demodulated data are parallel sent to HDBus with a tag, and
telemetry data is stored, processed and output in real time by system controller and
VME bus output modules, There are different data input processing modules for
different telemetry standard, for example, IRIGl06-86 input processor,CCSDS packet
processor and l553B input processor. The bus server receives IRIG-B time code
translated by time code generator and sends it to HDBus accompanying a special tag.

The system control modules include system controller and bus server. The bus
server is responsible for the TDS integrated parallel arbitrating. The system controller
being the master controller of VME bus is responsible for system operation control
and management and telemetry data processing in real time. The system can supports
external storage medium, such as magnetic disk, optical disk, tape recorder using
standard SCSI interface. Multi-stream data can be stored in real time by multi-disk
parallel real time storage technique.

The data processing modules include data processor and bus bridge. Data
processor is responsible for parallel data processing in real time, being provided with



4 data processors mostly. The data processed is allocated to new tag and sent to TPS.
Bidirectional data exchange is processed by bus bridge, which is responsible for data
selection and format reformation and data buffer.

The system provides for standard network interface, high speed communication
interface, storage interface, many analog and digital output channel. The number of
and kind of output module is opitional by user according to the system scale and
requirement, such as multi-channels curve recorder interface, D/A interface
supporting analog display, recording and processing, network interface controller
supporting network data communication, high speed DMA output channel, and other
types of expandable output interfaces, etc.

The system software real time environment is VMEexec V2. 0, The software
operation reliability is improved by embedded software technique. The system
software includes the system management software and the parallel processing
support software by using multi-processor. The public menu interface is used in the
system management software, so it can be accomplished to maintain the telemetry
system operation parameter, module setup and operating information and system
automatic fault diagnostics. In real time, telemetry data storage, network data
transmission and system operation supervisory are accomplished at the same time.
The parallel processing support software is composed of parameter data base, task
distribution, switch and load tools, and data processing algorithm library. Processing
requirement can be defined by user, subsequent task is completed automatically and
the system goes into real time state. Task distribution, switch and load tools distribute
tasks to every processor with optimum load balance rule.

SYSTEM FEATURES

(1) Distributed processing architecture. The system provides two levels of
distributed data processing platform, one is distributed network operating enviroment
consisting of telemetry front end and multiplx telemetry application workstations
based on standard LAN, the other is multi-operation components based on two system
buses, which parallel process data via multi-processor and output data via multi-ports
in real time.

(2) Supporting multi-stream telemetry. Due to the advanced data driven
architecture, the system supports multiplx streams to share the processing and output
equipments, so that get a higher performance-cost ratio.

(3) Open system architecture. The international standards to be used include,
VMEbus, Ethernet, UNIX operating system, TCP/IP protocol, IRIG telemetry



standard, CCSDS packet telemetry recommendation, SCSI-2 Bus, X-Windows, NFS
and etc.

(4) Good flexibility and expansion. System configuration is flexible and
expandable, because of two levels of system integration environment. The application
system can be expanded in system level based on bus and in module level based on
network, so that can be used in widely telemetry fields.

(5) General purpose and compatibility. It is compatible with different telemetry
systems, and provides with many data demodulation and processing functions, such as
channel decoding, data decryption and automatic telemetry format switching in real
time.

CONCLUSION

This paper describes a new generation of distributed network telemetry
computer system based on an open system architecture, this system that has been
provided for vehicle station, shipboard station and ground station has been widely
used in aircraft, rocket, satellite, industrial measurement and control fields in China.
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Summary: The U.S. Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC) has established a
secure network linking training and Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
(RDT&E) ranges with sponsor sites. These links allow the remote monitoring and
archiving of range data and audio, access to Center modeling, simulation and analysis
facilities, the ability to remotely upgrade development and operating system software,
and the ability to perform remote diagnostics and trouble-shooting of range resources
from the Exercise Communications Center (ECC) located in Newport, RI, which
serves as the hub of the network. The Training, Test and Evaluation Analysis
Laboratory (TEAL) was developed to coordinate access to shipboard and land-based
trainers and modeling and simulation facilities, as well as undersea ranges. By this
process, TEAL integrates undersea ranges, laboratory simulation, and training systems
into a seamless communications network. The Australian Underwater Range Activity
(AURA) being installed in Western Australia has the capacity to become a participant
in TEAL. The test and training flexibilities available with TEAL can enhance and
expand the capabilities of AURA to the benefit of the Royal Australian Navy.

1 INTRODUCTION

Real world test and evaluation of undersea warfare systems has previously been
limited to exercises of prototype systems on underwater ranges. In reaction to the
downward trend of U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) budgets, development of
undersea warfare system simulation and modeling facilities has increased
significantly. The current focus for interoperability is primarily at the training-level,
i.e., multiple units engaged in a common exercise. However, it has become apparent
that interoperability must also be integral at the Test & Evaluation (T&E) level. T&E
interoperability is focusing on the simulation and analysis laboratories engaging in a
common exercise in conjunction with multiple live units. NUWC, as the U.S. Navy’s
principal RDT&E center for submarine warfare and self-defense systems, surface ship
sonar systems, and undersea weapon systems, has initiated development of TEAL.



2 UNDERSEA TRACKING RANGES

Historically, undersea tracking range exercises have been the mainstay for T&E and
training of ships, submarines, and weapons in the undersea environment.
Improvements to existing combat systems had to be installed on Fleet platforms to
fully test the performance of modifications against targets. Undersea tracking ranges
are defined geographic areas with bottom-mounted sensors which cooperatively track
instrumented underwater vehicles such as submarines, torpedoes, and mobile targets.

The advent of high-speed data processing and detailed understanding of the undersea
environments has let to the increased use of simulation to assess the value of
incremented improvements without prototyping hardware, and stimulation of existing
systems to conduct tests using hazardous or restrictive scenarios.

3 SIMULATION/STIMULATION

NUWC has developed several advanced simulation, modeling and analysis
laboratories to provide RDT&E of submarine warfare and self-defense systems,
surface ship sonar systems, and undersea weapon systems. These development
laboratories can create integral sonar and weapon systems using a combination of
simulation software and actual hardware which are used to evaluate new
enhancements, provide full system testing prior to shipboard installation, and evaluate
crew performance during development. Some of the unique simulators located at
NUWC include:

3.1 Acoustic Signal Processing Laboratory (ASPL)

The ASPL is a secure facility with numerous signal processing tools allowing multi-
channel signal processing in time and space. The laboratory is capable of high-fidelity
noise signature simulation/stimulation used primarily for evaluation of platform
detectibility and the testing of advanced signal detection and processing systems. The
laboratory also supports research base analysis and development such as weapons
quieting programs.

3.2 Combat System Evaluation and Analysis Laboratory (CSEAL)

The CSEAL provides a test-bed simulator used for advanced submarine combat
control systems studies in human factors, operability, performance, evaluation, and
attack center configurations. Sophisticated weapon kinematics and sensor systems are
incorporated into the software environment to provide a realistic means of simulation



for the algorithms, information displays, and concepts under investigation. In addition,
the CSEAL provides for direct input of at-sea test data as an alternative to simulation.

3.3 Integrated Warfare Analysis Laboratory (IWAL)

The IWAL is a research and development laboratory for devising innovative
approaches to warfare analysis and for applying resulting techniques to various
system, platform, and mission-effectiveness naval warfare studies. This facility is
used to perform complex, multi-platform naval analysis; to develop more efficient,
higher fidelity, state-of-the-art methodologies for performing studies; and to conduct
research into revolutionary approaches to modeling and analysis. The resident models
and simulations address Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) tasks for submarines and
surface combatants, as well as all current and potential warfare missions for
submarines.

3.4 Land-Based Integrated Test Site (LBITS)

The LBITS is an aggregation of individual sonar systems and subsystems that is
reconfigurable in many variants of Surface Ship ASW Combat Systems. Specialized
training and life-cycle maintenance are accomplished throughout simulations and
stimulations that provide realistic, repeatable, controlled environments and scenarios
for multiple simultaneous users. LBITS provides realistic simulated sensor input
signals generated in accordance with dynamically controllable operational scenarios.
The simulation includes a variety of ocean environments and dynamic motions of own
ship; it also includes Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System (LAMPS) helicopter
contacts, surface contacts, subsurface contacts (including maneuvers), and
comprehensive acoustic parameters for all contact.

3.5 Weapon Analysis Facility (WAF)

The WAF uses a dedicated computer system to simulate all torpedo operations in a
realistic underwater tactical scenario. This facility allows the assessment of weapon
performance in any acoustic environment with a high degree of fidelity and realism
and can be operated with or without actual torpedo hardware integrated into the
simulation. The WAF allows for the preview of in-water runs and post-run
investigations of observed anomalies, or it can serve as a substitute to in-water runs,
expanding the available statistical data base. It can be used for software improvements
and upgrades along with the exploration of new system architectures and new
beamforming techniques.



Additional NUWC simulation capabilities are available with the Generalized
Simulations/Stimulations (GSS) combat systems sonar simulator, the Land-Based
Evaluation Facility (LBEF) Trident simulation and evaluation facility, the Missiles,
Simulation, Development and Test Facility (NSDTF) for simulation and test of sea-
based missile operations and the Propulsion Noise Test System (PNTS) for the
development of quiet weapon propulsion systems.

While these facilities provide an incredible level of fidelity and realism as it pertains
to the individual system under test/development, the real power of these simulation
and modeling systems can be exploited by connecting them with each other, and with
live participants, both on ranges and pier-side. The integration of postulated sensor
and weapon systems into Navy platforms for evaluation purposes will allow future
tactics and training based on these “systems.”

4 TEAL

TEAL is a distributed system designed to integrate the Navy ranges, laboratories, and
training systems into a seamless communications network. TEAL increases threat
density and realism through simulation of threat vehicles and stimulation of on-board
trainer systems. It also facilitates interplay of participants at geographically separated
ranges or with modeling and simulation laboratories.

TEAL has established a secure data communication network between NUWC’s
simulation and analysis laboratories and the Navy’s T&E and training ranges. The
NUWC fiber network may be used to transmit digitized data from one laboratory to
another. Figure 1 depicts the communication network within NUWC. Encrypted serial
lines are being utilized for transmitting data between the Navy ranges, external
trainers, and the ECC. Positional data will be expanded to include event and fire
control data. These abilities to access command and control databases on Navy
platforms for the evaluation and analysis at the laboratories in near-real time, and to
remotely control range operations, are both under investigation.

Figure 1. NUWC Data Communications Configuration



TEAL creates the synthetic environment selected for a chosen exercise. In a typical
scenario, two submarines on geographically separated ranges can interact as if they
were both operating on the same range. TEAL can also place the two participants in a
computer-generated, synthetic environment tailored to meet their tactical
requirements. Each submarine would receive information on its “opponent” through a
high-fidelity acoustic signature simulation running onboard a “target” platform. This
signature would be acoustically transmitted into the undersea environment to trigger
the participant’s sonar system. The actual range track data of the live participant is
processed by TEAL to stimulate an appropriate response in the signature simulator.
One of the participants may fire a simulated weapon at his opponent. TEAL provides
all players with the illusion that all other exercise participants are operating in the
same environment.

A demonstration combining live and simulated assets on a Navy range has been
completed to verify the feasibility of the interoperability concept. The typical scenario
is described as follows:

A unit operating on a Navy range such as the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation
Center or the Southern California Off-Shore Range will interactively prosecute a
platform created within a simulation and analysis laboratory such as LBITS and
operated by a Navy crew. Either participant will be able to fire weapons generated
within WAF. All data from this exercise will be transmitted in real time to the IWAL
for mission analysis and reconstruction. TEAL will coordinate the data links to and
from the range(s), provide the synthetic environment, and provide “ground truth” for
the overall exercise. All participants will be responsible for operating their respective
systems. The coordinants sent by TEAL to the participants will be used as inputs to
the platform’s Onboard Trainer (OBT). These OBTs will then stimulate the front end
of the platform’s sensor equipment and allow for real-time interaction.

NUWC’s T&E department designs, installs, and manages several Navy T&E and
training ranges. Many computer models and simulators have been developed to test
the functionality of an instrumented range. Accurate computer models exist for
transponders, transducers, hydrophones, underwater cabling, ocean environments,
signal processors, tracking algorithms, survey algorithms, display graphics, etc. TEAL
will provide a user-friendly interface and distributed network to allow access to these
computer models, allowing for the simulation of a complete range complex or a
unique aspect of one. The user will be able to piece together a fully functional range
with components varying from platform simulators to ocean environmental models,
and signal processing to computer display graphics from an extensive library of
computer models. New models developed to simulate advanced concepts will also be
integrated into the range model and fully tested.



An additional benefit of these communication links and data handling capacity is the
capability of remotely processing data gathered in the field. Acoustic and track data
gathered at an underwater range or specialized test site could be processed efficiently
in centralized laboratories at NUWC without the need for the analysts to travel to the
test site. This significantly reduces travel costs and on-site analysis capabilities
associated with prototype and field systems.

5 AURA

AURA is being installed off the coast of western Australia in order to measure the
undersea performance of the Collins Class platform, sensor systems and weapon
launch systems over the full operational capability. Although the driving need for an
underwater tracking range is to test submarine “automobile performance,” ready
access to an instrumented tracking area will greatly benefit the entire Royal Australian
Navy (RAN). Actual performance and real-time tracking of RAN combat units and
weapons systems can be measured and analyzed. Naval air, surface, and submerged
components can participate in individual or joint coordinated training exercise under
realistic scenarios and environmental conditions. Post-exercise analysis and
processing provides exercise assessment, platform evaluation, and crew debriefing
capabilities.

AURA was designed and manufactured using systems previously demonstrated on
U.S. Navy underwater ranges. The reliance on U.S. developed technologies resulted in
a low-risk, economically priced approach to provide the RAN with the test capability
required to ensure the performance of the Collins Class Submarine. An additional
benefit of the common U.S./RAN underwater range tracking computers and software
is the facility with which AURA could participate in TEAL. Not only could RAN
assets participate in combined exercises with U.S. Navy forces, but the RAN might
have access to the Harpoon, MK48 torpedo and MK46 torpedo simulators, threat force
simulators, and could even participate as a diesel threat submarine against U.S.
Forces.

6 CONCLUSIONS

TEAL provides a low-cost alternative to asset-intensive on-range exercises. The
ability to increase threat density and realism through simulation and stimulation of
shipboard trainer systems, combined with facilitating interplay of participants at
geographically separated ranges or with modeling and simulation laboratories, will
support sophisticated T&E scenarios within the projected constraints of reduced
operational forces and budgets. With the addition of the appropriate satellite links, the
RAN through AURA could become a participant in the TEAL network of



Simulation/Stimulation enhanced testing. TEAL provides AURA the means for true
underwater range interoperability with the U.S. Navy undersea ranges.
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A PERSONAL TELEMETRY STATION 

Yang hui,  Li shanzhong,  Zhang qishan
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ABSTRACT

In this paper , a PCM telemetry system based on Personal computer is presented and
some important methods that are used to realize the system will be introduced, such as
a new kind of all digital PLL bit synchronizer  and a way to solve the problem of high-
rate data storage.
The main idea of ours is to make the basic parts of PCM telemetry system (except
receiver ) in the form  of PC cards compatible with EISA Bus, which forms a
telemetry station with resource of PC computer.
Finally, a laboratory prototype with rate up to 3.2Mbps is built.

KEY WORD

 personal telemetry station, all digital PLL,high-rate data  storage

INTRODUCTION 

Personal telemetry station has been developed in recent years. It provides some
advantages, for example:

1)Lower cost and flexible operation.
2)Supported by the software(based on DOS, Windows, UNIX)manufacturer and a
large quantity of personal computer users.
3)In some cases, microcomputers can well meet the requirement of various users, and
personal telemetry station is  more economical and practical than those large-scale
stations. 

We have worked on personal telemetry station based on a PC computer since 1991.
Our  idea is that   the main parts of telemetry system be made in the form of  PC  cards
that could be installed in a PC box, to form a PC telemetry   station.
Now, we have implemented a laboratory prototype with rate up to 3.2Mbps based on
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the Compaq 486/33M computer. Some new ideas,   such as the methode for realizing
all-digital PLL bit synchronizer  with wide pull-in range  and the way for high-rate
telemetry data storage, are adopted in the system.

AN ALL-DIGITAL PLL ADAPTIVE BIT SYNCHRONIZER

An all-digital PLL adaptive bit synchronizer was developed by us. The main purpose
of this development was capable of wide pull-in range.
A typical all-digital PLL is shown in the Figure 1. Because the input signals don't
include component of the rate, a non-linear converter is applied to produce the
transition signal corresponding to the edges of input signal wave forms. This transition
signal and the local clock pulse are fed into the phase detector. There are two results:
down and up. The digital VCO (DCO) alter phase of output pulse by adding or
deleting one pulse in local clock pulse according to the result of phase detector, so that
frequency of output pulse clock is turned in the meantime. Usually, a digital filter is
used in the loop to reduce the effect of pulse noise.

On the condition of no-noise, some performance data may be evaluated.
1. the peak of phase error.
When the loop is locked, the phase of clock is altered  by step, which cause the phase
error.  Because the phases change 2/M (rad), when a step alter is taking place. We may
write the peak phase error .

                                                      (1)
Where                  the peak of phase error 
                              the class of DCO

2. The hold-in range and the pull-in range
During a bit cycle, the phase shift  dued to the frequency difference between the
transmitter and receiver is 

                            (2)
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Where         bit cycle
                 the frequency difference between the transmitter and receiver
                  local clock frequency

The step of phase dued to the DOC must be larger than that dF, so that

                                                 (3)

If we add a class  digital loop filter, the loop alter a step of phase at least  circle. For
NRZ signal , the effect of transition density,  must be considered, We can obtain the
hold-in range  .

                                    (4)
The pull-in range is as the same as the hold-in range. 
Let's m=0.5, M=33, N=8 , then   =0.19%
We could find that the pull-in range and the hold-in range are very narrow. In practice,
it is the disadvantage of all digital PLL. 

 A new idea, which can be used to solve this problem, is discovered by us. An additional
loop is used to trace the frequency of input signal. The improved all-digital PLL is shown
in Figure 3. Where the input of frequency detector loop filter is output of PD. The loop
filter is an  integrator, whose transfer function is as follows. 

                                 
It outputs error voltage, which is used to turn the local clock. When Fo<Fs , the error
voltage increases gradually until  Fo is  equal to Fs. When Fo>Fs, the error voltage
decreases gradually until Fo is equal to Fs. 
The hold-in range of improved loop is wider two times to ten times than that original. The
pull-in range is up to octave.If the ECL IC is used in the circuit, this kind of loop can
work at high rate up to 30Mbps.
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THE TELEMETRY DATA STORAGE

1.Dual-port memory buffer
In order to process the data and save the raw telemetry data at the same time, dual-port
memory would be used. Dual-port memory buffer is shown in Figure3. There are two
ports of RAM (called 0/1 page), and correspondent address and data bus. While the
data is being written on one page, the microcomputer is fetching the data on the other
page.
2. The size of data buffer
The main real-time tasks of system are as follows.

1) Writing the raw telemetry data on hard disk.
2) Real time data processing .

The data buffer size should be meet the requirements of this system task. In most case,
it would take much time to write data on disk.

When it accesses the hard disk, the header should be positioned on the track at first. This
procedure would spend 2.5-65ms. This period of time is called track access time. The
track accessing time is not benefit for writing data on the disk , because the computer
can't do other work in the period of track access. 
To get the shortest track access time, we should select the shorter path of the heard
movement. According to it, the principles of writing data on disk are as follows:

1) A full track should be written every time.
2) If a track is full,  switch the header , then switch the track.
3) Moving to the nearest header and track.

Refer to the principle 1. The capacity of the buffer should be equal to the size of a track.
The track capacity can be calculated by  the parameter provided by the producer.

                      
where                   buffer size
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                       =  =  38   512 Byte = 19 K Byte

If we use this kind of hard disk as the data disk,  the buffer size will be 19K byte.
A reasonable buffer size can lower the influence caused by the track access time, these
make the system have enough time to save the data and process the data.
3.The peak of data rate
The peak of data stream rate is limited by the speed of hard disk. At present, the average
speed range of accessing disk is from 5Mbps to 20Mbps. But in the worst condition, the
speed would only get from 2.5Mbps to 10Mbps. To program the software carefully, the
peak of data rate would be 8Mbps.
In order to improve the ability of data processing of the system, high speed hard disk and
computer should be used.

A PC TELEMETRY STATION WITH RATE UP TO 3.2MBPS

A PC telemetry station based on 486 PC is shown in figure(4). The system hardware
includes a Compaq 486/33M computer and four cards that can fulfill different function.
These cards are programmable bit synchronizer, programmable frame synchronizer, data
interface card and simulator.



Programmable bit synchronizer adopts an improved all-digital PLL method. The range
of data rate covers 100bps-3.2Mbps. The  programmable frame synchronizer fits to
programmable word length  , frame length  and subframe length. There are dual-port
data buffer and a time code generator  in the data interfaces card. An additional
simulator is used as a tool of system self-testing and software checking.
We use hard disk with SCSI interface as the data storage disk in the prototype.  The
track-to-track access time of this kind of hard disk is about 2.5ms, so that the system
works at the rate of 3.2Mbps. 
The system Software is programmed  with C and assembles language under the DOS.
The software's graphic user interface is similar to that Window's , that user could
easily define parameter table, do hardware setup, change task. The inner users can get
information and help on Chinese.
The software includes two parts: 
1) preparing task software.
 2) real-time task software.
Two display patterns, diagram and bar chart, are provided for user. You can see up to
8 channels' data at the same time.
The main character of the system is as follows.

1) Bit rate range from 100bps to 3.2Mbps, programmable per bit.
2) Programmable word length, frame length, sub frame length.
3) The number of quick look data channel is from 0 to 8.

CONCLUSION

The personal telemetry station  presented in this paper and the experiment of the
prototype shows that personal station provides   lower cost and higher performances. We
consider  it is a telemetry station with a good prospect.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the application software used to convert AIM-120A, Advanced
Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM), telemetry data to a series of color
images and time-correlated engineering unit results. X Window System-based
graphics facilitate visualization of the doppler radar data. These software programs
were developed for the VAX/VMS and DEC Alpha environments.
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INTRODUCTION

The AIM-120A is an all-weather, beyond-visual-range missile employing an active
pulse doppler radar system that processes both range (time) and doppler (frequency)
information. The pulse doppler radar uses a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in the post
detection processing loop to lower detection thresholds and increase detection
probability. The purpose of this paper is to describe a software application series
developed for the extraction, engineering unit conversion, display and analysis of
AIM-120A, Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM) telemetry
data.

The AMRAAM telemetry is interrupt-driven—data output is determined and
controlled by the phase of the missile's flight. This approach supports sub- and
supercommutation of variables when sampling requirements necessitate data



collection at rates above or below the overall telemetry frequency; however, the
burden imposed by this requirement sacrifices some of the original data event
sequence. For this reason, the data are grouped into blocks and each block is time
stamped with the missile's flight time to allow for reconstruction of flight chronology.

The objective of processing performed on the missile telemetry is to identify,
correlate, and extract information that can be used to evaluate FFT processing using
color representations of the filter processor data. Prior to the availability of methods
for color image presentation of range/doppler radar data, FFT analyses were
accomplished by reviewing computer printouts where the numbers represented the
measured power level in each range/doppler frequency bin. The number of bins was
equal to the number of range gates times the number of doppler filters. This data was
provided to analysts in snapshot intervals at the FFT output rates. While this method
did provide useful insights, it was difficult to recognize subtle changes in the radar
environment such as those changes associated with responsive electronic
countermeasure (ECM) techniques.

TELEMETRY PROCESSING BACKGROUND

Due to the complex structure of the missile telemetry and the in-depth analysis
requirements for each flight test, a stepwise data processing approach was used. The
engineers needed to analyze actual radar signal returns, post-detection processing
results, and other system parameters. For analyzing any single detection event, the
parameters are scattered about in different locations within a telemetry frame,
requiring multiple frames to capture all relevant parameter results. The stepwise data
extraction approach allowed the software to be broken into manageable, easily
recognizable pieces, providing a more flexible and maintainable product that can
interface with other software.

FILTER PROCESSOR DATA EXTRACTION

The first cycle of processing performed on telemetry is to identify and extract the filter
processor signal amplitudes. Each major telemetry frame has an associated IRIG-B
time tag defined as the millisecond time associated with the first word after the major
frame synchronization pattern. The amplitudes are placed into the telemetry in blocks
of data words, and each block has an associated missile clock time stamp and block
ID number. The missile clock time stamp is taken directly from each filter processor
data block, and it uniquely identifies the range/doppler matrix for this data block. The
block number indicates the position for this set of data words in the matrix. Multiple
data blocks having identical time stamps and unique block numbers are required to
reconstruct a single range/doppler matrix; however, because the AIM-120A telemetry



is interrupt-driven, the data blocks for a complete matrix are intermingled with blocks
from the previous and subsequent matrices. The filter processor extraction program
locates the data blocks needed to construct a single range/doppler matrix, determines
when an entire set has been located and outputs the complete range/doppler matrix,
missile clock time stamp, and IRIG-B time tag. This program also deals with
telemetry noise and/or data dropouts that can impact program function. Incomplete or
partial matrices which can occur because telemetry dropouts are included in the
output. This "missing data" is marked by the use of a semaphore value for quick
recognition in subsequent processing steps. Finally, the telemetry major frame number
and data file record number are included with the filter processor data in the output.

PARAMETER CORRELATION AND EXTRACTION

The second processing step is controlled by the missile clock time stamp written
during the filter processor data extraction. The purpose of this step is to obtain
engineering unit results relevant to the range/doppler radar analysis. To facilitate the
correlation of other telemetry data with filter processor results, all other data uses the
same data block time concept described for filter data blocks. Each data block begins
with a missile clock time stamp. This time stamp is used to drive the time correlation,
data extraction, and engineering unit conversion of 50 autoselected and up to 128
user-selected telemetry variables. The autoselected variables are used to control
different display techniques. The remaining 128 variables are selected by the user to
satisfy analysis requirements.

The time correlation of the telemetry variables is satisfied by using the missile clock
time stamp, telemetry frame number and data file record number to establish an upper
and lower limit on the telemetry frames to be searched for "best" time correlation.
"Best" is defined as when a filter processor data block time stamp is greater than or
equal to current range/doppler matrix time stamp but not crossing over into the
interval covered by next sequential matrix time stamp. The total number of telemetry
frames searched to locate "best" results can cover up to 12 major frames (particularly
when trying to locate subcommutated variables).

Once the correct telemetry time frame is located, the autoselected, user-selected, and
associated dependent variables are extracted from the telemetry. The autoselected
variables are part of the missile telemetry and are used to control aspects of the
extraction process determined by the missile flight phase or missile configuration.
User-selected variables are chosen by the engineer based on analysis requirements and
can be any of up to 4000 telemetry variables. A dependent variable is one whose value
at any specific point determines the validity of another variable.



In this application dependent variables are used to ensure correct extraction of an
autoselected or user-selected variable. Each selected variable becomes the head of a
linked list of variables with the tail of the list being the most subordinate dependent
variable. Each variable in the list, with the exception of the most subordinate
dependent variable, is dependent upon some other variable or variables being equal to
a specific value or range of values. On the average, a single variable's link list has two
to five variable dependencies.

At this point in the processing, the extracted value for individual variables is in raw
format. In this format a variable is defined by its telemetry location or start word, field
length, scale factor, displacement, time offset and other relevant extraction details
determined by a telemetry data dictionary. The conversion of the raw data to
engineering units proceeds starting at the tail end of each variable's linked list. The
raw data result for each variable in the list is converted to engineering units and its
value is tested for validity. At the first occurrence of a result that does not satisfy the
variable's condition test, the remainder of this variable's linked list is abandoned and
the selected variable is not updated. For this reason, up to 12 telemetry frames are
searched in an attempt to ensure all user-selected variables update at every possible
opportunity.

Specific variables can be updated, carried forward, or zeroed. A variable is updated
when a new result satisfying all dependent conditions is extracted from the telemetry.
A variable is zeroed when three consecutive filter processor matrices (approximately
10 telemetry frames) have failed to yield a new result. In this case, the affected
variable is considered to have "aged out" and is zeroed to flag it. Ageout can occur for
either a change in missile flight phase where specific variables no longer have
meaning, or due to telemetry dropouts. Subcommutated variables are the exception to
the ageout criteria. These variables are updated at every opportunity, but when a new
result is not available, the most current value is carried forward.

COLOR IMAGE GENERATION

The third and final processing step is the conversion of the filter processor data
matrices to color bit-mapped images. The set of autoselected variables extracted in the
previous step contains several variables that identify the current range gate and
doppler filter configuration being used by the missile. It is the missile configuration
and specific range gate that determines the algorithm used for transforming the raw
signal amplitudes into color table indexes. Color indexes are in the range of 0-248
where index 0 is red, 124 is yellow, and 248 is blue, with indexes between these
defined as intermediate colors (e.g., indexes 2 through 123 start with shades of red
progressing to orange and then to yellow). The same set of 249 colors is applied using



one of two basic algorithms. Some gates are transformed using a linear scale, others
using a logarithmic scale. The specific algorithm is dependent upon the range gate in
which the amplitudes occur and the current missile range gate configuration (Table 1).

One special data condition, "missing data," is handled in this processing step. This
condition occurs when a partial matrix has been written during the filter processor
extraction because of telemetry dropout. In this situation, the "missing data" block is
flagged using the color table index that equates to white for easy recognition.

Table 1. Filter Amplitudes to Color Transformation

RANGE/DOPPLER MATRIX ANALYSIS

The ultimate goal of the telemetry processing described to this point is to analyze
range/doppler radar performance. The Range/Doppler Matrix (RDM) Analysis
program enables the analyst to visualize the radar returns in terms of the radio
frequency environment in which the radar operates. Although this program cannot
provide all the answers needed by the analyst, it does give a one-of-a-kind look into
AIM-120 pulse doppler radar performance. This is an X Window System-based
application using Motif/DECwindows and DECwindows FORTRAN language
bindings. User-selected engineering unit results and color images can be displayed and
manipulated via this application.

At program startup, the user is placed in a menu-driven windowed interface whose
major components are the status window, image display, parameter display, and
command menu (Figure 1). The status window that runs across the top provides the
current range/doppler matrix IRIG-B time stamp, missile clock time stamp, matrix
frame number, and current values for key missile parameters. The image display
window is used to present the range/doppler matrix images. Initially, the matrices are





displayed in time sequence for the entire missile flight or to the limits of the display.
Approximately 25 seconds of sequenced missile flight time can be displayed at one
time; for longer flights, the image window scrolls to view the entire flight. The user is
able to select among different display formats (2D, 3D, or Dual) and different display
modes (Single Frame, Five Frame, or Full Flight). The 2D or two dimensional image
presentation illustrates the layout of a single range/doppler matrix which is doppler
filters across and range gates vertically. This is the most commonly used display
format, but a 3D image display can be generated using the magnitude of the individual
signal amplitudes or counts to construct the third dimension. The user can even
display both the 2D and 3D formats simultaneously as seen in Figure 1. Furthermore,
the 2D images can be displayed solo or in a five matrix sequence and the user can
move through the images either forward or backward. Finally, the user can select
special purpose display formats such as single range gate display or scrolling range
gate time history when the need arises. The parameter display window is used to
present the time correlated, engineering unit telemetry results or raw signal amplitudes
used to create the color images displayed in the image window. Lastly, the command
menu contains the function buttons used to control the various presentations.

The command menu is the principal user interface to the extracted data. Active
functions are indicated by a yellow function button title, and inactive actions are
de-emphasized using gray function button titles. The specific functions active at any
point in time are dependent upon the current display mode and format (Table 2).
Functions have been added to allow reselection of telemetry extraction data files,
generate numeric print files of telemetry results, and black/white or color image
hardcopy. In addition to the different image presentations, the analyst can use specific
mouse buttons within certain windows to invoke accessory display information. This
accessory information includes readouts of individual matrix signal amplitudes,
telemetry variable units, telemetry variable highlighting, target detection results, or
amplitude threshold crossings. The mouse buttons can be used to control
frame-by-frame presentations where one button moves forward or backward through
single frames, and another button provides continuous forward or backward motion
control while the button is depressed.



Table 2. RDM Command Function Summary



CONCLUSIONS

This series of programs was developed for the Air Force Development Test Center
(AFDTC) at Eglin AFB Florida, and is hosted on a DEC VAX/VMS or DEC
Alpha/OpenVMS workstation. This software was initially released in May 1992 with
several updated releases since that date. The success of this software is the result of
daily interaction between the AIM-120 analysts and software engineers. The
improvement of this software to provide greater access to missile telemetry data
continues. Software development efforts are underway for a UNIX-based version of
this AIM-120 software and extension of the RDM program to support visualization of
telemetry from other doppler radar systems.
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POST-FLIGHT 1553 MESSAGE REDUCTION AND PROCESSING
SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the application software used in the Message Processing System
at the Air Force Development Test Center (AFDTC), Eglin AFB. The focus is on the
Alpha AXP application software designed and developed to log, process, and re-
format IRIG Chapter 8 1553 data. The main data reduction and editing capabilities of
the processing phase are explained: message output selection, message output
sampling, message translation, error identification, and IRIG Chapter 8 time editing.
The design of and methods used to produce the output files, the BBNProbe STD file,
and the 1553 message summary report are described. This software’s flexibility and
comprehensiveness in processing, reducing, and re-formatting 1553 message data will
enable AFDTC to satisfy current and future post-mission processing requirements.

KEYWORDS

Message Processing, Mil-Std 1553, IRIG Chapter 8 1553, BBNProbe, DataProbe

INTRODUCTION

In the past, post-flight 1553 message data was commonly reduced and processed at the
telemetry ground station on mainframe and mini-computers running one proprietary
operating system and using high-maintenance software. The potentially voluminous
amount of data from multiple 1553 buses in one aircraft justified a CPU-intensive
solution to process and output it in a timely manner and usable form.. Present day and
future flight tests are requiring more aircraft and weapon parameters to be analyzed;
hence, almost all traffic on the 1553 buses will be processed in some way. The arrival
of the low-cost, high-performance workstation enabled both the processing and
subsequent analysis of this multiple bus data to be off-loaded from the “old”
mainframes and mini-computers. In networked or stand-alone configurations, the 



workstation (along with a state-of-the-art, board-level telemetry rack) can host high-
level language software to efficiently process and output this data.

MESSAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM OVERVIEW

According to IRIG Standard 106-93, data from up to eight Mil-Std 1553 dual
redundant data buses can be 100 percent acquired by a single system on-board the test
vehicle. A multiple track recording technique must be employed to extend recording
time while maintaining 100 percent acquisition. The maximum number of tape tracks,
or PCM streams, per bus is limited to four. This equates to an absolute maximum of
32 tracks of PCM-encoded 1553 data in a mission lasting no more than two hours.
Missions of longer duration would have to use double the number of tracks (64), since
one PCM stream would be recorded on two tape tracks; the first track in the forward
tape record direction, and a different track in the reverse tape record direction. This
presents a monumental challenge for the telemetry ground station in processing this
potentially voluminous amount of data. A proper mix of hardware and software is
required to handle this I/O-bound, CPU-intensive data processing.

The Message Data Processing System at Eglin AFB is shown in Figure 1 and is split
into three sequential passes, or tasks; each containing an independent software process
that performs specific functions and an optional software process that can verify the
quality of the recorded 1553 data. The system was designed with an emphasis on
modularity and flexibility for various reasons. One reason is the ability to quickly
modify the software to accommodate Eglin’s many different weapons testing projects.
Test range customers have varying post-mission processing requirements that may
require slight or major changes to the software in one or more passes. Another reason
for the separate passes is to utilize the Workstation’s multitasking capabilities, while
future migration to a networked or stand-alone PC system, each running a single-
tasking operating system, will not require software re-design.

In Pass 1, two to four analog tape channels (one 1553 bus of data) are acquired and
digitized by an Acroamatics 2210C telemetry system, and recorded to one or two DEC
TZ86 tapes by a DEC 3000 Alpha AXP workstation. The Acroamatics is programmed
via setup files to suppress the output of 1553 fill words and to merge the PCM streams
from one 1553 bus. The Data Logger program on the Alpha will collect the 1553
messages from the Acroamatics and log them to one or two TZ86 tapes using a
striping method. Assuming a worst case, full bus traffic with no fill words, the
maximum sustained throughput from a 1.0 Mbps 1553 bus to the Alpha TZ86 tapes
will be roughly 1.6 Mbps (expanding the 20-bit bus word to a 32-bit computer word),
or 200 KBps. A four hour mission would produce 2.88 GigaBytes of data on one 1553
bus. With a maximum logging rate of 6 Mbps to one 6 GB TZ86 tape,   one full 1553 



bus of data could be logged to one TZ86 tape at normal tape speed, or recorded to two
TZ86 tapes at triple tape speed. With fill words inserted in a typical bus traffic
environment, tape playback speed could be doubled to produce one TZ86 tape and
quadrupled to produce two tapes.

The IRIG Chapter 8 1553 program, which executes on the Alpha AXP, requires
another pass through the now  “digitized” message data on the TZ86 tape(s). It
performs the functions shown in Pass 2 of Figure 1 and produces an edited data file of
one 1553 bus in BBNProbe format as well as a 1553 message summary of all data on



the tape(s). Written in DEC Fortran 6.1 and DEC OpenVMS 1.5, the 1553 program is
described in detail further on in this paper. Quality-check passes can be executed for
both the raw PCM-encoded 1553 data from the TZ86 tape(s) and the message data
from the BBNProbe disk file. These programs produce a time history, highlighting
time backups and time gaps within each and every mission pass.
Pass 3 shows the capability to merge two to eight BBNProbe STD files, each
containing data from one 1553 bus. This option gives the analyst added flexibility in
tracking common parameters between buses and in troubleshooting bus problems.
Eglin’s experience in playing back and processing PCM-encoded 1553 data prompted
this Merge program to be executed independently of the IRIG Chapter 8 program.
Time errors, data errors, and bit errors are less complicated to identify, track, and
correct if they are isolated in one bus rather than processing several buses
concurrently in one program.

Since the Alpha is a multitasking and multiprocessing system, multiple copies of the
Pass 2 1553 program can be executed simultaneously on the same workstation. This
would require several TZ86 tape drives, one or two for each 1553 bus to be processed
concurrently. Future expansion to this system in terms of hardware could be to add
one or two Alpha AXP workstations, and/or one or two more Acroamatics telemetry
systems, the latter being the more expensive alternative. Turnaround time
requirements would determine the tradeoffs between hardware, software, and
facilities.

IRIG CHAPTER 8 1553 SOFTWARE DESIGN

The Pass 2 1553 program is a sequential program modularly designed to be reusable,
convertible, and comprehensive in satisfying current and future requirements in
analyzing 1553 bus parameter  analysis requirements. Subroutines are grouped into
the following main functions: User Interface, Input, Time Processing, Data
Processing, Output, and Reports. The program acquires the IRIG Chapter 8 1553 data,
processes time and data, and outputs both to a BBNProbe STD file, all in real-time
mode. All information and setup files describing both the inputs and outputs are
collected before the actual real-time processing begins. All statistics, information, and
performance data are stored in program memory during real-time mode and then
written to the report file  after all the data has been processed.

The User Interface function executes before real-time data processing begins (i.e., in
zero cycle). Message selections and message sampling rates are defined here in an
interactive mode. The Input function prepares the program to accept 1553 data from
either disks or TZ86 tapes in zero cycle. Disk files are opened, tapes are mounted, and
program input buffers for the appropriate media are initialized here. The Output



function creates the BBNProbe disk file and initializes the output buffers, again in
zero cycle. The Reports function writes the 1553 message summary file to disk in post
real-time mode from the information saved during real-time mode. The Input function
starts real-time mode by sequentially filling all of the input buffers with 1553 data
from the input media. The Data Processing and Time Processing functions
concurrently process the first input buffer and when finished, the Input function then
fills this buffer with the next chronological 1553 data, and points to the second input
buffer to be processed. 1553 messages to be saved are written to the output buffers by
the Output function. This flow continues until an output buffer is full, at which time
the Output function writes this buffer to the BBNProbe STD file. This flexible design
makes it easy to use as many input and output buffers as available computer memory
allows; the number of buffers can be changed for different memory configurations.

IRIG CHAPTER 8 1553 MAIN CAPABILITIES

The 1553 Message Selection and 1553 Message Sampling capabilities enable
BBNProbe output to be compressed and/or reduced. These selections and sampling
rates are input to the program in one of two methods; interactively through the User
Interface or with setup files. The User Interface function can create, use, and save
message selection setup files, to include message sampling, all within the execution of
the main program and before the real-time processing of data. Once saved, this ASCII
setup file can be modified independently of the program with any text editor or word
processor. The second method is to have the program read in any of these setup files
for subsequent real-time processing and logging to a BBNProbe file. The User
Interface cannot read an existing setup file and modify it for current or future use; it
can only create one. Figure 2 shows the User Interface screen used by the program.

Messages can be selected and sampled for logging in two ways. In the first option, the
user selects the exact 16-bit command word. The second option allows the user to
choose each 5-bit part of the command word separately; the remote terminal address,
the subaddress, the word count, and then the Mil-Std 1553 message type. Wildcarding,
or choosing all possible values, is featured in each one of these four command word
parts. Either of these options can be saved and counted as one selection criterion,
which is then prompted for a sampling rate from 1 to 9,999 occurrences of that
message. Up to 100 selection criteria can be created and saved for the duration of the
test item pass. The program loads this data into look-up tables at zero cycle, using the
actual command word values as indexes into the tables. During real-time processing
and logging, the code quickly and efficiently determines whether the message should
be written to the BBNProbe output file or not.



The 1553 Message Translation capability has no current user interface and must have
an ASCII setup file created for it with a text editor or word processor. This capability
“translates” the original 1553 bus command words into “biased” command words with
different values and outputs them to the BBNProbe STD file. Groups of original
command words can be represented with one translated command word, and the
remote terminal address and/or subaddress parts of a command word can also be
translated using this capability. For example, if  conditional data exists within the
1553 messages, data dependencies could be built into the BBNProbe Data
Dictionaries and linked to the Frame ID (Logical Record ID). The Data Dictionary
could be made simpler by translating all of the 1553 messages containing these data
dependencies into one Logical Record ID. The 1553 program builds a translation table
similar to the look-up table above (see Figure 3).

The Data Processing function interrogates all 1553 messages for compliance to Mil-
Std 1553 as well as IRIG Chapter 8 structure. The program reads the input buffers a
bus word at a time and stores them in memory until it comes to the next command
word, at which time the stored “current” message is processed and checked for errors.
If errors in the message are identified, the Output function flags the appropriate
indicators and the Report function saves statistics for this message. The 1553 errors
are categorized and prioritized by the program as follows:



TRANSLATION TABLE

Translation
Command Word

Command Word
Value Index

0 0
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4

•
•
•

•
•
•

30769 31409
30770 31410
30771 31411
30772 31412
30773 31413
•
•
•

•
•
•

65531 65531
65531 65532
65531 65533
65531 65534
65531 65535

7 16 bits 6
   Figure 3. 1553 Message Translation

C Maximum words per 1553 message exceeded
C IRIG Chapter 8 1553 buffer overflow
C IRIG Chapter 8 1553 bus error
C Mil-Std 1553 data word errors
C Bus inconsistency within a message (A & B    

          1553 buses)
C Mil-Std 1553 command word errors
C Mil-Std 1553 time word errors
C Mil-Std 1553 status word errors
C Mil-Std 1553 message type errors
C Mil-Std 1553 remote terminal address errors
C IRIG Chapter 8 1553 fill word errors
C Unrecognizable 1553 message

IRIG Chapter 8 time within the PCM stream is
identified, processed, flagged as erroneous, and
corrected if possible by the Time Processing function
of the 1553 program. BBNProbe software will
produce unpredictable results, or crash, if time
backups are encountered in the data records; hence,
erroneous time must either be flagged or corrected in
all logical records to be written to the STD file. From
Eglin’s extensive experience in processing Mil-Std
1553 data, time errors fall into three categories: IRIG
Chapter 8 inherent time problems, instrumentation
and/or recording errors, and analog tape playback
errors. The IRIG Chapter 8 problems occur because
the high and low order time words are only output at
the beginning of every PCM frame, so the software must update their values if they
roll over in the middle of a PCM frame. Time errors resulting from the test item’s
instrumentation or recording cannot be corrected, but are flagged in the BBNProbe
data record. Bit errors during analog tape playback are the result of a mistranslation of
the state of the bit (high or low) while the telemetry data is being converted from an
analog signal to digital data. Identifying and “fixing” these errors is the most
complicated task for the software.

IRIG Chapter 8 time words from the PCM-encoded 1553 data go through two levels
of processing by the Time Processing function before being converted to BBNProbe
format and placed in the record header of the STD output file. The first processing
level examines each of the three IRIG Chapter 8 time words and either flags the
inherent time rollovers or corrects time backups and time jumps by replacing the



erroneous word with the previous “correct” time word. The second processing level
converts the three time words to a floating point time for every message encountered
and then compares it with the floating point time from the previous message. Time is
adjusted for rollovers if necessary and if time backups or jumps occur, the message
corresponding to this time is flagged in the BBNProbe STD file.

IRIG CHAPTER 8 1553 OUTPUTS

Figure 4 shows the structure of the BBNProbe STD disk file created by the 1553
program. Each fixed-length STD file record contains as many variable-length Logical
Records as will fit into it and is then zero-filled, while each Logical Record contains a
1553 message in chronological order. Time, LRIDs , and the length of the Logical
Record are contained in the Logical Record header while the length of the entire STD
record is located at the beginning of the record. These STD records reside in
OpenVMS relative files on the Alpha AXP and the fixed STD record size, which can
be easily changed, is contained in Fortran Include files. The Logical Records
themselves can contain any format and size desired by the user.

The 1553 Message Summary Report for a particular program execution contains brief
descriptions of the setup files used, the 1553 messages that were selected and/or
translated for output, the raw data files or tapes containing the PCM-encoded IRIG
Chapter 8 data, and the BBNProbe STD file produced by the program. The report then



summarizes each Pass of data from one 1553 bus. The data can be recorded in one or
more passes, each pass containing every message on the analog tape between a
designated start and stop time. Each unique message is identified by its command
word and is summarized with one to four lines in the report. The number of
occurrences of each of these unique messages is quantified by validity and error
category. The messages that were selected for BBNProbe output, their sampling rates,
and their translated command word (if pertinent) are described in each unique
message’s summary. The following is an example of several message’s summaries:

Command Word  :  8157    1/123 Msgs Logged,     Number of Valid messages  :          28465
                                8037                   Translated Command Word
                  1 OVER
Command Word  :  81BB    1/1234 Msgs Logged,     Number of Valid messages  :          28463
                                803B                   Translated Command Word
                  1 OVER                    6 BUS
Command Word  :  81D6    1/12 Msgs Logged,     Number of Valid messages  :          28464
                                8036                   Translated Command Word
                  2 OVER                    1 BUS                 2 DWORD

CONCLUSION

Current and future post-flight processing requirements for IRIG Chapter 8 1553 data
can be achieved using well designed, high level software with an emphasis on
flexibility, comprehensiveness, and modularity. The workstation environment
provides maximum CPU power as well as desirable I/O bandwidth for this CPU and
data intensive application. The 1553 processing program in Eglin’s Message
Processing System was designed to be generic and mission-independent as evidenced
by its main functions and capabilities. The modules are reusable and convertible to
any high level language, making future expansion and migration to PC platforms
relatively easy.

Overnight turnaround can be achieved in processing data from all Mil-Std 1553 buses
from a test vehicle for a mission lasting 2 to 4 hours. Alpha processing performance
measurements have yielded an average BBNProbe STD file logging rate of 330 Kbps,
while a two hour mission of one 1553 bus (with no fill words) yielded 1.44 GB of raw
data. Based on these figures and using two Alpha AXP workstations, eight full 1553
buses can be processed in 10 to 12 hours.
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ABSTRACT

The Space Station Verification and Training Facility is using an object-oriented
design methodology for software design, a rate monotonic scheduling and message
passing system to support the highly distributed environment, and the Ada language to
implement most of the software. One of the subsystems within the Space Station and
Training Facility is the Space Network Simulator. Space Network simulators are used
to provide training of ground controllers and flight crews, providing a model of
real-world formats and protocols. This gives the controller the appearance of a
real-world network, providing valuable training. To develop a simulation of the space
network within this distributed environment, software objects are under development
to dynamically simulate the existence of the space vehicle(s) and their communication
components. Communication components include the on-board antennas,
transponders, communication systems, and corresponding communication ground
control facilities. Telemetry systems are used in the simulation to provide the control
of actual data manipulation, as a function of the state of the simulated Space Network.
The telemetry system automatically formats appropriate telemetry characteristics
through mode and control commands. A software model is under development to
provide a transparent interface between the software objects and the telemetry system,
allowing the objects to execute without knowledge of the particular telemetry system
in use. A transparent interface between the software and hardware, within this
object-oriented methodology, reduces the propagation of change to software models as
the interface requirements change.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe a sample of a current object-oriented
development within the Space Network Simulator (SNS). The SNS is one of the
subsystems within the Space Station Verification and Training Facility (SSVTF). The
SNS requirements are to train Ground Support Personnel (GSP) in the Space Station
Control Center (SSCC). In the SNS, the Instructors who operate the simulator replace
the people in the real world who operate the Network Control Center (NCC) at the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and at the White Sands Complex (WSC). The
SNS simulates the interface between the SSCC and the simulated Space Station, and it
is the hardware used in the simulation that is subject to the most change. If the SNS
software to hardware interface remains transparent to the SNS software, the SNS
software models will not have to be modified to add additional capability when
hardware requirements are modified. The SNS has experienced numerous hardware
design changes throughout the life of the SSVTF, but regardless of the changed
requirements, the software design of the simulated communication systems has
remained. This paper describes this design methodology.

THE SSVTF ARCHITECTURE

The SSVTF Ada software architecture must support a general distributed hardware
environment. Figure 1 shows the general SSVTF hardware architecture with two
session computers and the various non-session assets connected via the Real-Time
LAN (RT LAN) and the nodes on the General Purpose LAN (GP LAN). Also shown
are the multiple cpus per node and multiple nodes per session computer system. Cpus
communicate in local memory, nodes communicate via reflective memory, and other
assets communicate on the RT LAN. The SNS is one of the asset computers that
exists in this SSVTF Ada architecture.

The real-time system interfaces include a generic thread executive that provides a
periodic Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) task to cycle a model at a given rate, a
messaging system that allows models to communicate in a distributed environment,
and the Distributed Identifier Specification (DIS) which provides the association of
logical names to physical data variables for instructor Station (IS) display and
manipulation. The real-time system services provide a virtual machine on which the
SSVTF models execute. These services support a distributed Ada environment. Each
model exists in a self-contained structure denoted as the partition.

Each SSVTF software model within a partition is decomposed in an object-oriented
fashion based on real-world structures and assemblies. Object-oriented means that
data and the data associated operations are grouped into class structures. A class



Figure 1

structure encapsulates the hidden portion of the object's attributes and operations and
exports the data type that abstractly represents the object and the valid operations.
Class structures may be made up of other classes by declaring instances of lower-level
classes in the object-attribute record of the higher-level class. If the higher level class
represents a less abstract form of the lower-level class, then this structure is defined as
inheritance. If the higher-level class represents an assembly where the lower-level
classes are sub-parts of the higher level class, then the structure is called a
composition.

THE SNS ARCHITECTURE

The SNS is one of the subsystems within the SSVTF architecture. In the SNS, the
instructors who operate the simulator replace the people in the real world who operate
the NCC and the WSC. The SNS requirements are to train Ground Support Personnel
(GSP) in the Space Station Control Center (SSCC) . The SSCC console positions



which receive the majority of the training provided by the SNS, are the Ground
System Manager (GSM) and his support personnel. When running in integrated mode,
the SNS is receiving and transmitting data at real world rates and in real world
formats, to both the SSCC and the vehicle simulation. An interfacing telemetry system
provides this interface (see Figure 2 below). The SSCC is not required to support a
training configuration which differs from that needed to support the Space Station
Facility (SSF). All the SSCC console positions receive the same data as they would
during operational support. A primary training goal, of crew/GSP interaction is
satisfied through sessions conducted in the integrated mode. The third type of
interface supported is the network management data interface. The SNS Tracking
Date Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) simulation generates the network management
data, as well as the SSCC interface. This data consists of TDRSS Status and Ground
Control, and Tracking. Since these data interfaces already exist, in support of the
Shuttle Training System and other NASA spacecraft, the format is the 4800 bit
NASCOM block protocol.

Figure 2

IMPLEMENTATION

To develop a simulation of the space network with the described requirements and
within this distributed environment, software objects are under development to
dynamically simulate the existence of the space vehicle(s) and their communication
components. Communication components include the on-board antennas,
transponders, communication systems, and corresponding communication ground
control facilities. The telemetry system is used in the simulation to provide the control
of actual data manipulation, as a function of the state of the simulated Space Network.
The telemetry system automatically formats appropriate telemetry characteristics
through mode and control commands, and provides an interface to receive SNS
network management data.



The SNS software consists of 9 partitions. All of the partitions, with the exception of
the Hardware Interface Partition, represent an SNS abstraction of the simulated
real-world objects. The communication models within the White Sands partition, the
Space Station Partition, and the TDRS partition communicate to each other through
the RfLinks partition. This is essentially a real-time handshake of information, to
determine whether a transmitting and receiving entity have the correct signal
characteristics for an acquisition of signal. Sun and earth position is also included in
this calculation. The RfLinks partition sends this data to the Hardware Interface
partition. Based on this information, the Hardware Interface partition modes the
telemetry system to manipulate the simulated data stream. At the same time, the
White Sands partition also receives performance data from the Hardware Interface
partition. The Hardware Interface partition receives this information through the
telemetry system interface. White Sands uses this information to build performance
data blocks, based on the network configuration commanded by the simulated GSFC.
The simulated GSFC, like White Sands, also has an interface with the Hardware
Interface partition. It receives Ground Control Message requests from the SSCC
through this hardware interface. The output of the Goddard partition, after receiving
the performance data, is to pass the information on to the Hardware Interface partition,
who uses the telemetry system to pass the data forward to the SSCC. As noted, the
Hardware Interface partition provides a transparent interface to the software models
described above. This transparent interface for software development of the SNS
allows models to continue executing without having knowledge of the hardware
interface in place.

Figure 3

At the object level, the Hardware Interface Partition instantiates the Hardware
Interface Control Class and the Hardware Interface Data Class creating a Hardware
Interface object for controlling the telemetry system, and a Hardware Interface object
for transmitting and receiving data, respectively. It instantiates The Thread Exec in the
Simulated Virtual Machine distributed executive that is an instantiation of the periodic
package, defined by the Generic_Model package. The partition supplies the mode
routines during the instantiation. The thread exec executes the mode routines at the



appropriate times. Internal partition mode routines iterate the objects at a rate of 25
hertz. Messages to other partitions are sent to through the message system.

Figure 4

The Hardware Interface Class is the parent class that both the Telemetry Hardware
Interface Control Class and the Telemetry System Hardware Interface Data Class
inherit operations from for basic low-level read and write processing.
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf Software (COTS) device drivers are provided with the
procurement of the interfacing workstation. The procedures from the COTS are
accessed by a child class through the generic instantiation shown below. A key data
structure, the Data Block, is also a generic instantiation. The child classes provide the
attributes that defined this basic structure for read and write operation. Note that all
processing necessary to manipulate the object are performed in the package body of
the Hardware Interface Class and are hidden from the child. Functions return the data
block and state of the data block itself, providing an instance of the child class with all
the necessary information to continue processing



with System; with Low_Level_Types;
generic

type The_Data_Block is private;
with procedure Read (X : The_Data_Block; Y : in System.Address);
with procedure Write (A : The_Data_Block; B : out System.Address);

package Hardware_Interface_Class is
type Object is private;
procedure Io_Read (Instance : Object; Block_Address : in System.Address);
procedure Io_Write (Instance : Object; Block_Address : out System.Address);
function Get_Io_Status (Instance : Object) return Low_Level_Types.Io_Status_Kind;
function Get_Data_Block (Instance : Object) return Low_Level_Types.A_1500k_Byte_Block;

private
type Object is

record
The_Data_Block : Data_Block;
The_Block_Address : System.Address;
The_Status : Low_Level_Types.Io_Status_Kind;

end record;
end Hardware_Interface_Class;

The Telemetry System Hardware interface Data Class class provides the transport
interface between the telemetry system device driver and the SNS application models
necessary to transmit and receive NASCOM blocks. A NASCOM block is a data
structure the real-world space network uses to transmit and receive information. Once
the data is read from the telemetry system, an instance of the Telemetry System
Hardware Interface Data Class uses an instance of the Nascom Structures to format
the block into a Nascom block, and extract display information (details of this display
structure not shown) out of the block for the Instructor Station. Then, the formatted
NASCOM block is propagated to the other SNS partitions through the Hardware
Interface Partition (via the message system). To write to the telemetry system, the
instance of the Telemetry System Hardware Interface Data Class receives a Nascom
block (passed down at the partition level from the Ground Link partition) and is
returned to the form necessary to pass through the device driver software.

with Hardware_Interface_Class; with Low_Level_Types; with Generic_Device_Driver; with Nascom_Structures;
package Telemetry_System_Hardware Interface_Data_Class is

type Object is private;
procedure Receive_Telemetry_System_Data (Instance : Object; Data_Block : in

Low_Level_Types.A_1500k_Block;
procedure Collect_Ground_Link_Data (Instance : Object; Nascom_Block : in

Nascom_Structures.Nascom_Block);
function Nascom_Block (Instance : Object) return Nascom_Structures.Nascom_Block;

private
procedure Read_From_Telemetry_System is new Generic_Device_Driver.Read

(Low_Level_Types.A_1500k_Block);
procedure Write_To_Telemetry_System is new Generic_Device_Driver.Write

(Low_Level_Types.A_1500k_Block);
package Hardware_Interface is new Hardware_Interface_Class

(Low_Level_Types.A_1500k_Block, Read_From_Telemetry_System, Write_To_Telemetry_System);



type Object is
record

The_Nascom_Block : Nascom_Structures.Nascom_Block;
The_Interface : Hardware_Interface.Object;
The_Display_Parameters : Parameters_For_Display;

end record;
end Telemetry_System_Hardware_Interface_Data_Class;

The Telemetry Hardware Interface Control Class provides the interface between the
hardware device driver and the application software models necessary to mode and
control the SNS telemetry system. Based on the state of the SNS RfLink models (via
the partition to partition message system), the bit synchronizers within the telemetry
system are moded to receive the simulated real-world data stream. The data stream
can consist of command data from the SSCC or telemetry data from the simulated
station (refer to figure 2). Additional mode and control occurs if the state of the SNS
models require noise to be added to the serial data, or if the SNS has been commanded
to a trainer specific standalone mode. In the standalone mode, the telemetry system is
commanded to generate its own data streams internal to the system. This commanded
mode is required for maintenance and telemetry system check-out. However, the SNS
models continue to execute their operations without any knowledge of a new trainer
mode.

with Hardware_Interface_Class; with Low_Level_Types; with Generic_Device_Driver;
package Telemetry_Hardware_ Interface_Control_Class is

type Object is private;
procedure Interrogate_Models

(Instance : in out Object; Rf_State : in Rf_Link_State; Ground_State : in Ground_Link_State);
procedure Mode_Bit_Synchronizer (Instance : in out Object; Link : in Link_Characteristics; Synchronizer : in

Integer);
procedure Mode_Standalone_Drivers (Instance : in out Object; Link : in Link_Characteristics);
function Get_Bit_Sync_State (Instance : Object; Bit_Sync : in Integer) return Bit_Sync_State;
function Get_Data_Block (Instance : Object) return Low_Level_Types.A_l500k_Block;

private
procedure Read_From_Telemetry_System is new Generic_Device_Driver.Read

(Low_Level_Types.A_l500k_Block);
procedure Write_To_Telemetry_System is new Generic_Device_Driver.Write

(Low_Level_Types.A_1500k_Byte_Block);
package Hardware_Interface is new Hardware_Interface_Class

(Low_Level_Types.A_1500k_Block, Read_From_Telemetry_System, Write_To_Telemetry_System);
type Object is

record
Bit_Syncs_State : Bit_Syncs_State;
The_Status_Parameters : Parameters_For_Status;
The_Interface : Hardware_Interface.Object;

end record;
end Telemetry_Hardware_Interface_Control_Class;



CONCLUSIONS

High fidelity simulations of telemetry and data communications networks have been
utilized by the US space program for training of flight crews and mission control
center personnel for many years. For the space program, changing requirements are
common, and it is imperative in this budget constrained environment that simulation
systems be designed in a way that is resilient to change. This is a fundamental design
concept for the SNS. The SNS simulates the interface between the Space Station
Control Center and the Space Station, and it is the hardware used in the simulation
that is subject to the most change. For the SNS, software models maintain the
simulated state of the real-world communication models, and based on their state a
hardware interface agent modes a telemetry system. At the same time, this hardware
interface agent must also receive data from the telemetry system, and populate the
software models with simulated performance data. If this software to hardware
interface remains transparent to the software, the software models will not have to be
modified to add additional capability when hardware requirements are modified. A
transparent interface between the this software and hardware, within this
object-oriented methodology, reduces the propagation of change to software models as
the interface requirements change. For SSVTF, this approach has withstood several
design changes. The hardware requirements have been modified or considered for
modification, and the analysis has always concluded that there was minimal impact to
the simulated communications systems.
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF CONTROL
CENTER OPERATIONS USING A TELEMETRY
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ABSTRACT

In space applications, telemetry systems are traditionally used to provide a front end
for processing Control Center data. Control Center operations dictate the content and
processing requirements of the telemetry data to enable the control center personnel to
make proper decisions concerning the operation of their space vehicle. Unfortunately
many anomalous operational scenarios do not arise during control center checkout
procedures which are designed to test the functionality of the Control Center
equipment. However, an interactive telemetry simulation, which involves producing
telemetry data using real-world formats and data rates, can create many of the
situations control center personnel may encounter. A host computer is used to drive a
telemetry system which in turn produces simulated vehicle data. As a result, a
telemetry simulation can not only verify the functionality of the Control Center
hardware and software, but also validate Control Center procedures and train Control
Center personnel in the process.

KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION

At the Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston, Texas, telemetry simulation has been
used for over 15 years to train ground controllers and support personnel in the proper
use of NASA's Space Network (SN). The SN is used by various NASA control
centers to communicate with a vehicle or payload. The SN is composed of the
following (see Figure 1):



1. Tracking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) in geosynchronous orbit around the
earth's equator

2. Ground terminal equipment at the White Sands Complex (WSC), New Mexico

3. The Network Control Center (NCC) at the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC), Maryland

4. A Domestic Communications Satellite (DOMSAT) system which connects the
facilities.

Figure 1: Overview of Space Network

To use the SN for the International Space Station Alpha Program at JSC, the Mission
Control Center (MCC) provides a facility which can generate messages used for
requesting SN resources and, once a link is established, transmit uplink vehicle
commands to the Space Station through the SN. Also the MCC can receive vehicle



telemetry from the Space Station and messages from the SN which indicate; data
quality monitoring of the link, responses to resource requests, and the configuration of
the SN. To use this large and complicated system, strict protocols and message
formats are required. Improper use of the SN and MCC will cause a loss of
communications with the Space Station. If the reason for a communications loss is not
known, a substantial amount of time may pass before the link is reestablished,
resulting in a loss of user vehicle telemetry and an inability to command the vehicle.
On the Space Station program, the Space Network Simulator (SNS) is used to validate
the MCC consoles and train the MCC ground controllers. The SNS, which is part of
the Space Station Verification and Training Facility (SSVTF), is a real-time telemetry
simulator capable of providing Space Station telemetry and SN status data in
real-world rates and formats.

The simulator trains the students at the control center consoles by executing a
real-time software model of the SN components and using the outputs of these models
to mode a telemetry system which in turn drives the control center displays. Also the
students can interact with the simulation by entering control messages as they would
in a real-world situation. The simulation processes these message requests just as the
real-world SN components do and provides the same feedback as the real-world
components do which involves data outages, error messages, acknowledgements
and/or simulated vehicle telemetry. Due to the thorough nature of the simulation's
modelling, all aspects of the control center's operations and functionality are tested,
thus providing a verification and validation function in addition to a training function.

REQUIREMENTS

The requirements for an effective real-time telemetry simulation are based on the
functional requirements of the control center being driven by the simulation. To make
the control center believe it is connected to the real-world SN, all interfaces to the
control center are duplicated by connecting at the real-world communications
interfaces. The main requirements of the SNS are as follows:

1. Accept network requests in the form of 4800-bit NASA Communications
Network (NASCOM) blocks at a rate of 1.544 Mbps to configure the simulated
SN components

2. Produce network status in the form of 4800-bit NASCOM blocks at a rate of
1.544 Mbps based on the simulated configuration of the S N

3. Accept S-Band vehicle command streams from the control center at a rate of
72kbps and 6 kbps and forward them to the spacecraft simulation based on the



SN configuration and the response of the Radio Frequency (RF) and
environment models in the host computer

4. Produce S-Band vehicle telemetry streams using the real-world packet protocol
(CCSDS packets) at a rate of 192 kbps and 12 kbps and forward them to the
control center based on control and moding from the host computer to reflect the
state of the SN

5. Simulate the SN components by reacting to control center and external events,
and producing real-world reactions to these events

6. Provide a capability to malfunction simulated components to produce real-world
anomalies which may occur during operations and have all data reflect these
conditions (e.g. RF outages and noise, simulated equipment failures, erroneous
telemetry and command processing).

THE SPACE NETWORK SIMULATOR

The SNS provides an accurate simulation of the SN by simulating the components of
the SN which receive and process the real-world telemetry and command data. To
accomplish this, the SNS is composed of the following (see Figure 2):

1. A telemetry processing system which performs the physical data manipulation.

2. A control center interface which provides the necessary connections to route the
data between the various locations of the simulator and control center at JSC

3. A host computer system which contains the SN Software Models and external
interfaces to the SSVTF

4. The SN Software Models which drive the SN modeled components based on
external events.

These elements alone provide a standalone environment for control center interfacing.
An integrated environment which includes the remainder of the SSVTF and
combinations of International Partners and other control centers, is also provided to
train ground controllers with flight crews. This scenario allows the various groups to
be trained as a team.



Figure 2: Overview of Space Network Simulator

The Telemetry Processing System:

The main functions of the Telemetry Processing System are to perform front end
processing for the SNS and to provide hardware specific data processing functions to
ensure the outgoing data is in real-world rates and formats. The telemetry processing
system is controlled and moded by the applications models on the Host Computer
Platform. Network management commands and requests are received by the
Telemetry Processing System from the Control Center Interface and passed on to the
Host Computer Platform after signal processing functions perform error detection and
correction (EDAC) and non-essential header information is stripped. Network Status
data is generated by the applications models on the Host Computer Platform and
converted into the 4800-bit NASCOM format by the Telemetry Processing System.
The NASCOM blocks are constructed by filtering the data into the real-world format,
appending a Cycle Redundancy Check (CRC), and by placing the appropriate routing
data into the block header.

The components of the Telemetry Processing System are as follows (see Figure 3):

1. Recorders: A bank of recorders is used to log and delog the data streams for
playback and analysis. During real-time simulation, it can become difficult to
pinpoint problems as the data is processed at the rapid real-world speeds. The
recorders allow validation of control center telemetry processing by providing
repeatability testing.



2. Programmable Switch Matrix: A programmable switch matrix is used to
dynamically switch the data sources and destinations. This allows data destined
for the Control Center Interface to be selected from the recorders or the
telemetry system.

3. Telemetry System: A telemetry system is used to perform the main signal
processing functions. These include bit synchronization, frame synchronization,
time tagging with both a Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and Simulated GMT
(SGMT), and NASCOM block encoding and decoding The real-time moding of
the telemetry system by the software models allows data modification to occur
instantly as it would during real-world operations.

Figure 3: Overview of Telemetry Processing System

The Control Center Interface:

The main functions of the Control Center interface are to route the data between the
different buildings at JSC and provide a compatible electrical interface with the
control center. This is accomplished with sets of fiber-optic multiplexors connected by
fiber-optic cable which runs between the buildings.



The Host Computer Platform:

The main functions of the host computer platform are to provide an execution
environment for software applications models which represent the resources of the
SN. The models run as tasks and are controlled by a real-time executive which
coordinates message passing between the tasks. An object-oriented composition
hierarchy is used to model all aspects of the SN from the TDRS constellation to the
RF environment which simulates the propagation of the RF signals through space.
Also, the host applications models use telemetry system processing status (e. g.
percent frames in lock, data transition density percentages) to formulate the data fields
for the 4800-bit NASCOM blocks which are then sent back to the system for encoding
and transfer to the control center. These simulated data fields are observed by the
ground controllers at the control center and are used to make decisions on how to
make the proper requests of the SN.

The SN Software Models:

The SN Software Models provide the simulations of all the physical systems and
natural phenomena that affect communications with the Space Station. These models
include a capability to accept control inputs from the SSCC and provide status outputs
to the SSCC in such a way that the appearance to the hardware, software, and
operations personnel within the SSCC is that they are interfacing with the actual
Space Station through the SN. These simulation models have fidelity to the extent that
orbital positions and attitudes in space of the Space Station, Relay Satellites, and
significant celestial bodies are identical to those during the timeline of the actual
mission scenario. This provides an opportunity to check out operations procedures to
perform on-orbit operations against real-world constraints, including those that affect
telemetry and command communications during the mission scenario. Simulations
with these models provide the most faithful end-to-end verification of the control
center flight software. Implementation of these models in software provides a flexible
way to rapidly run through contingency scenarios and verify them as well. All such
verification is performed against simulated real-world "physical" or "system"
constraints.

This type of simulation provides operations signature exposure to SSCC electronic
systems, software and software procedures, and human operations personnel in a team
environment under actual mission conditions, including; team interaction to resolve
problems, and select and observe contingency scenarios based on simulated
conditions.



CONCLUSIONS

Simulation of spacecraft telemetry and command interfaces provides both training and
spacecraft mission control center software and hardware validation benefits. This is
possible when the simulation has high fidelity, real-world models and interfaces to the
spacecraft control center at the real-world interface points, thus exercising the same
systems, software, and personnel used in an actual space mission. Therefore
simulation of spacecraft and interfacing systems, as well as physical phenomena
including orbital positioning and timelines, is possible and beneficial in the real-time
training of control center personnel and validation of control center operations.
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JSC Johnson Space Center

MCC Mission Control Center

NASCOM NASA Communications Network

NCC Network Control Center



RF Radio Frequency
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SN Space Network

SNS Station Network Simulator

SSVTF Space Station Verification and Training Facility

TDRS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite

WSC White Sands Complex
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Divide and Conquer: Improving Post-Flight Data Processing
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes Dryden Flight Research Center's (DFRC's) transition from a
mainframe-oriented post-flight data processing system, heavily dependent upon
manual operation and scheduling, to a modern, distributed, highly automated system.
After developing requirements and a concept development plan, DFRC replaced one
multiple-CPU mainframe with five specialized servers, distributing the processing
workload and separating functions. Access to flight data was improved by buying and
building client server automated retrieval software that takes advantage of the local
area network, and by providing over 500 gigabytes of on-line archival storage space.
Engineering customers see improved access times and continuous availability (7-days
per week, 24-hours per day) of flight research data. A significant reduction in
computer operator workload was achieved, and minimal computer operator
intervention is now required for flight data retrieval operations. This new post-flight
system architecture was designed and built to provide flexibility, extensibility and
cost-effective upgradeability. Almost two years of successful operation have proven
the viability of the system. Future improvements will focus on decreasing the elapsed
time between raw data capture and engineering unit data archival, increasing the
on-line archival storage capacity, and decreasing the automated data retrieval response
time.
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ABSTRACT

The Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) concept, since its inception, has been
defined into three separate but distinct areas of service.

C Viewing of data in the real-time environment.
C Multiple range viewing and usage of"real-time data."
C Problems with the sharing of information through DIS.

This paper will discuss the DIS concept and some of the various methods available to
display this data to users of the system.

KEY WORDS

Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS), Simulations, Large Scale Integrated
Networking

INTRODUCTION

One of the emerging capabilities of real-time simulation is the ability to create large
virtual worlds in which many subjects can interact. These simulations are being done
by electronically linking individual simulations and simulators into a virtual problem



solving world. As described by the DIS Steering Committee [l], the creation of such
virtual worlds makes possible:

C Training of large scale forces in a realistic environment
C Planning and rehearsal of operational missions
C Development of new tactics and concepts of operation
C Testing of the efficacy of new systems very early in their development cycles

The movement to create these large virtual worlds is called Advance Distributed
Simulation (ADS). Almost every major simulation being procured today will become
part of ADS. The leaders of this effort are the Advance Project Research Agency
(ARPA), Joint Warfighting Center (JWFC), Defense Modeling and Simulation Office
(DMSO), the Simulation Training and Instrumentation Command (STRICOM) of the
Army, and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

To make such ADS capabilities a reality, a standards infrastructure was established to
make the individual simulations operable. Standards are needed in the areas of
interfacing, communications, representation of the virtual environment, management,
security, and performance measurement. In 1989 a small group of individuals within
the defense community organized a series of workshops. At the March 1994 workshop
over 1100 people attended. The goal of which was to create and enhance the standards
that are used to support the ADS movement. This support movement is called
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS).

VIEWING OF DATA IN THE REAL-TIME ENVIRONMENT

There are several methods of viewing this DIS data in real-time. They are:

Plan View Display (PVD) (sometimes called-God's Eye View (GEV)) - This is
normally a top-down two-dimensional view of an area of interest. It may include a
map underlay showing physical or political boundaries. This map can be statically
displayed, when the view-plan does not change, or it can be recalled from a database.
Each entity, a single device like an aircraft or radar site, is represented by an icon. As
data is received, about the state of the entity, the viewer and icon is updated. The
display represents the relative position on the earth and will typically display all
entities in that area or space regardless of the altitude above or below sea level.

If the update rate is slow, the icon may jump about roughly from place to place. The
appearance of the display can be improved by updating the icon position more
frequently. Network bandwidth limitations may prevent the simulation from
transmitting position data frequently enough to make the icon appear to move



smoothly. "Dead reckoning" is used to increase the update rate without using more
bandwidth. The display and the simulation both use the same algorithm to predict the
position of the icon. The simulation only transmits a new icon position across the
network when the simulation determines that the dead reckoning position differs
noticeably from the correct position.

A PVD is usually a low cost device. A single unit typically costs less then $50,000
depending on the range of capability and computer power. Adding to this cost is a
database that contains or generates the map underlay. The cost of this underlay if
externally obtained, is typically $500 to $1,500 per copy. Some systems support the
use of a scanner which can reduce the cost of digitizing the maps. If a high volume of
map underlays are to be produced, serious consideration should be given to obtaining
and using the scanner to reduce the life-cycle costs of the PVD.

Viewport - This is a three-dimensional display much like what an image generator
would produce for a flight simulator. Several implementations exist with variations of
capability. All share the capability of allowing the user to view the virtual space from
some vantage point with a cartoon-like image generated in real-time.

There are typically three features that can be found in a Viewport:

Attached (or tethered) operation -- This mode allows the user to attach to an
entity as it moves through the virtual space. As the entity moves through space,
the view of the user also changes. The user may or may not choose to keep the
entity within his field-of-view and can normally adjust the eye-point, or
aspect-of-view, on any axis. This permits the user to look at a wingman, see
what might be chasing the entity, or simply browse the country side. This can be
done with any entity in the virtual space.

Cockpit view -- This permits the user to share the eye-point of the entity pilot or
driver. The user will see what the entity operator or pilot sees. This differs from
the attached mode in that the point-of-view is always inside the entity' s cockpit
or point of operation.

Stealth mode -- This mode permits the user to fly through the virtual space
undetected. This would allow him to fly to a point at "warp" speed, pick a point
of interest, and then hover to view the action without becoming a part of the
scenario. This dynamic mode permits a level of flexibility beyond what an
entity can do. He can fly through tree lines, mountains, and other obstructions or
go underwater or into outer space. In this mode the user can also eliminate
visibility restrictions that may occur in the virtual world.



Like the PVD, the Viewport device typically costs less then $50,000, and increases to
millions of dollars depending on level of detail, number of entities it is capable of
supporting, and the range of capabilities that the user can select from. Additional costs
include the support of moving objects or other animated activities. This cost increases
with the need to insure that your data base includes all models that must be displayed.
Otherwise, a generic model will be used to represent the entity. Also, the terrain
database is a key part of the database. Much like a Scene Image Generator, the
Viewport device must represent entities as they would appear in the real world (on the
side of a mountain, near a beachhead, above a city, etc.)

The Scene Image Generator (IG) uses the traditional method of viewing the dynamic
real-time world, or virtual world in a simulator. It is restricted to the actual entity and
the field of view supported by the IG constructed. There is a tremendous need for
standardized images. It is a waste of resources to have to redesign the image of an
F-16 fighter jet every time it is ported to a new platform. Existing data bases do not
use a common format, without regard to the platform, that the image is to be displayed
on. Some work has been done in the area of a "standard interchange format" but there
is nothing currently available that has made a major breakthrough. The industry tends
to oppose this standard interchange format since this would reduce the need for
regeneration of terrain models and object images for each platform.

A Network Interface Unit (NIU) is required to connect a simulator to an entity in the
virtual world. This is the device that tracks, filters, dead reckons, and generates
entities. Locations with the proper display equipment have the ability to show an
entity as it is in relation to the rest of the virtual world. If the entity is moving, then
that entity must state this fact to the rest of the network so all other display equipment
can show the entity's movement. This is done through a data structure called a
Protocol Data Unit (PDU). Each entity, that is part of the virtual world, must emit a
PDU at a predetermined minimum rate. This rate varies and is defined by the exercise
participants.

There are ten PDUs currently defined by the DIS standard [2] :

C Entity State PDU
C Fire PDU
C Detonation PDU
C Service Request PDU
C Resupply Offer PDU
C Resupply Received PDU
C Resupply Cancel PDU
C Repair Complete PDU



C Repair Response PDU
C Collision PDU

Each PDU contains enough information to allow all the participants of the simulation
to identify the issuing entity, the valid time and the purpose of this PDU. The Entity
State PDU is unique in that it also contains information about the entity's location and
its XYZ velocity in relation to the rest of the simulated world. The other PDUs
describe specific events that will affect the overall simulation.

MULTIPLE RANGE VIEWING AND USAGE OF "REAL-TIME DATA"

The integration of a range into a virtual DIS simulation can be beneficial if the
solution being provided is appropriate to a training mission or engineering study that
encompass other entities. By "connecting" a simulated weapon system to the network,
which is likewise connected to an actual airplane, the pilot can control the weapon
system as if it were an actual unit. Because of the fact that the size of the network or
distance between two points is unimportant, it is conceivable that the manufacturer of
an untried weapon system could "fly" his product on an airplane that is sitting on a
taxi way. This combined airplane/weapon system could then conduct tests against an
actual training range located on the other side of the country. The results of this
simulated flight test could then be monitored at yet a fourth location by the "flight test
engineers." The restrictions of time and space are no longer as important as when
everything had to be done in the real and physical world. In the current, physically
restricted world, large sums of money are spent to ensure that resources (engineers,
observers, weapon systems, airplanes, etc.) are moved to remote test sites to conduct
evaluation tests. Then if an unforeseen problem occurs (an observer's wife goes into
labor and he must fly home, or a 50¢ framit fails and the test airplane is grounded)
valuable range time is wasted and must be rescheduled. But in a DIS networked test,
as previously described, the requirement to ensure that the airplane is flight-worthy is
unimportant. (Fortunately DIS will never be able to substitute or simulate the support
of a husband during the child-bearing process.)

Compliance with DIS is sometimes specified in new system acquisitions where it may
not be appropriate. It is sometimes also applied without an understanding of what else
is required to make the whole system work. One example could be a major range
instrumentation program, where policy makers have required the new system to be
DIS compliant, but does not produce a DIS data product. Extreme care will have to be
taken to ensure that DIS does not become a, "They've got it and we want it too."
desire. Only time will tell as to how effective the virtual situation can be in solving
both the training and engineering problems.



PROBLEMS WITH THE SHARING OF INFORMATION THROUGH DIS

The ability to do joint training is supported in the DIS concept. You could have
multiple virtual entities from geographically dispersed locations appear in a common
space. Other entities such as those generated in a fully or semi-automated simulation
can also appear in that space. If that space was a real location, such as a training or
test range, then the virtual and computer generated entities could coexist.

One major problem exists here. Than is how to send information about a virtual entity
to an onboard system? Also, how does the real object on the range share itself with the
rest of the world, and how does this real object become aware of the virtual world's
interactions. The simulated entity information would have to be uplinked to an
airplane's 1553 bus to be displayed on its display consoles. Hence a new, enhanced, or
extended capability is required on the range. Some ranges have discussed embedded
capabilities for training. This will require new definitions, and most likely, new
equipment for the range to be DIS compliant.

The principal domain for DIS is human-in-the-loop interaction with simulation and a
synthetic environment. Admittedly, DIS is not appropriate for certain
hardware-in-the-loop, high-fidelity, engineering applications. Some examples that
would not be suited are simulations that study techniques, problems or exchanges that
need no human interactions.

However, when the time comes to consider the human-in-the-loop ramifications, and
to view the system as an organic whole, then the situation is right for the use of DIS,
both as an experimental and problem solving tool. Using DIS coupled with
high-fidelity simulations is particularly useful in the "Test & Evaluation" and system
acquisition arenas. The high fidelity simulation community also needs to understand
the benefits that DIS can bring because of it's effort. They can gain a more complete
and accurate understanding of how the candidate high performance weapon system
and sensor subsystem fit into the total human-in-the-loop system and into the force
structure as a whole. The implementation of DIS may well require different models to
test system performance than those models currently used for high-fidelity component
investigations with models that conform to the architecture, protocols, databases, and
timing of DIS, yet still retain the key functions of the subsystem under investigation.

SUMMARY

Computer models of human performance and behavior will, for the foreseeable future,
be poor substitutes for actual human behavior. No computer simulation can act like a
human being better then a real person. The key selling point for DIS is this ability to



bring accurate human activity into the picture to interact with all considered systems.
This allows everyone involved to gain a better understanding of a simulation and to
apply this newfound knowledge to engineering and real-world solutions. Engineering
development, personnel training, equipment upgrades and flight test are but a few of
the many things that will be made better because of the use of DIS.
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ABSTRACT

This paper will examine real-time ethernet capabilities in general  and will describe in
detail a practical implementation of an Ethernet interface that allows commands and
data to be sent to a thermal array recorder using a standard TCP/IP, Novell, or similar
interface. This interface allows two types of data transmission. First, real-time data
may be sent at low rates for slow speed monitoring or, second, high speed packets
may be sent for storage in local FIFO memory. A header containing sample rate
information allows the recorder to reconstruct the data on paper smoothly so that it has
the appearance of real-time recording but is slightly delayed. In addition, normal host
control commands may be interleaved with data for a complete high speed digital data
system.
 

INTRODUCTION

Ethernet interfaces form the backbone of most workstation groups both in Telemetry
and in general purpose computing and many users have expressed interest in adding
recorders to their networks. High data rates and flexible addressability seem to make
the idea of an Ethernet based recorder irresistable. There is, however, one problem;
Ethernet is not very adaptable to real-time transfer except at very low rates because
the timing relationship between host and target is indeterminate and varies with bus
traffic. Although Ethernet protocol limits the data packet size to about 1500 bytes to
minimize delays, a busy network with many simultaneous users can present a
substantial wait for an individual network member since there is no central arbitration
and access is determined partly by chance.

DISCUSSION

There are several ways to transfer data which approximate traditional real-time
recording. Before describing specific examples, let's look at the data structure
common to all. First, a normal thermal array recorder requires a 12 bit data word and a



channel assignment tag. In the simplest form, this could be fit into two bytes with bits
0-11 as data and bits 12-15 as channel address. In practice, however, this would be
very limiting for network use since only sixteen channels could be addressed. A three
byte word is much better since a full byte can be devoted to a channel tag allowing
256 channels per recorder group. Each recorder can then be set up  locally to
recognize up to 16 channels from the complete channel list.

 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0   7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
 ___________ _________________________   ________________

  not used            data                     tag

In addition, a byte to indicate the end of an update line is recommended so that fewer
than the maximum number of channels can be sent. This allows the user to update
different channels at different rates as well as providing display flexibility. 

The first method of transfer is to send packets (IEEE 802.3 frames) of data to the
recorder to be printed point for point. The data is printed when received and the paper
is advanced for each print cycle. The problem with this method is that the print density
of the recorder determines the time base of the chart recording. The only way the user
can expand the time base is by sending duplicate data points. 

The second method also involves sending individual update packets to be printed as
received but on constantly moving chart paper. This has the great advantage of
allowing full control of time base expansion. The user selects a chart speed that is
appropriate to the signal bandwidth and starts sending data. If the data rate is not too
fast nor the bus too busy, true real-time recording is possible. In a pracitcal
application, say eight channels updated at 40Hz per channel, the bus induced delays
will usually be less than the print   period, assuming a slow trending paper speed. The
problem with this method appears when the paper speed and update speeds are
increased. There are really two separate problems but they are related. First, if the
paper speed is increased without a corresponding data rate increase, the recorder will
print new points without new data since the printing rate of the recorder is fixed to the
paper speed. This produces flat spots in the record since the old data will continue to
be printed until updated. If the data rate is increased, eventually bus delays will cause
uneven periods between points producing time base distortion on the chart. In practice
both flat spots and distortions are likely to appear together at speeds above 10mm/sec
or so. In order to eliminate the problems described in the above methods, we propose a
method that allows updates of up to 1 kHz per channel without any time base
distortion.



DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED INTERFACE

This interface can operate in two different modes. For true real-time recording, data
can be sent as described above. Each Ethernet frame would contain one update line
only and would be printed as received or at a predetermined rate selected by the user.
If printed as received, there will still be the possibility of some distortion but at
normal trending speeds of around 5 mm/sec, the appearance of the recording should be
acceptable. An improvement that allows faster paper speeds is also supported. In this
variation, the user specifies the desired paper speed and the expected data rate. As
long as the actual average data rate is at least as fast as the expected data rate, the
recorder can maintain the appearance of real-time although with a slight time delay.
The delay is caused by the fact that a small buffer must be filled before printing is
initiated. The buffer allows the recorder to take data out at a fixed rate (the expected
data rate) even though the data rate coming in may vary. The size of the buffer
determines how big the delay is and how tolerant the system will be to network
delays. If the buffer is large, substantial gaps in the data stream can be averaged over
many samples but the real-time delay will be large as well. If the buffer is small, the
printing will be almost immediate but there may not be enough samples to ride out a
gap in the incoming data stream.

The second mode allows full use of the 1 kHz per channel bandwidth and very high
chart speeds. The difference from the previous method is that the data is sent over in
bursts instead of in individual update lines. For example, with three data bytes per
channel and eight channels, a 1500 byte ethernet frame can hold about sixty updates.
This means that a frame has to be sent once every sixty milliseconds for a 1 kHz
nominal update rate; not a problem for most networks. For even more buffering, up to
13 frames can be stored locally for a total of 780 update lines. Making the most of this
method requires that the host have data in a buffer as well so that this is well suited to
post mission analysis. In any case, all the above methods are supported in the same
protocol and by varying the number of update lines in a frame, the user can select the
best compromise between buffer size and delay on the one hand, and speed and
robustness on trhe other.

Another benefit of this interface is the ability to interleave commands with data to
control recorder operations such as speed, event marks, grids, etc. This is done by
assigning some of the potential channel addresses to be command addresses instead.
Whenever the recorder recognizes one of these addresses, it accepts the next two bytes
as commands.



DESCRIPTION OF COMMANDS

The structure of the three byte data format was described in the beginning of the
discussion. The third byte can be used as either a channel address or a command
address by local front panel selection at the recorder. Four addresses can be allocated
for commands. The data bits have the following command definitions:

       DATA BITS                COMMAND

11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0    

 0  0 0 0 1 x x x x x 0 x      flush data buffer

 0  0 0 0 1 x x x x x 1 x      group end

 0  0 0 0 0 x x x x x 0 x      system event low

 0  0 0 0 0 x x x x x 1 x      system event high  

 0  0 0 0 1 x x x x x 1 x      trigger

 0  0 0 0 c c c c c c c c      recorder command

 0  0 0 0 c c c c c c c c      sample rate

      x= don't care
      c= data 

If bit 11 is high (1) then bits 1-8 command event marker actuation. Event markers are
selected by a matrix consisting of four channel groups and four data bit pairs. This
allows four events, each with four possible states, to be sent with a single data word.
Bits 1-8 are grouped into data bit pairs and the command addresses denote channel
groups. For example, if addresses 32-35 are allocated for commands, then 32 would be
event group 0, 33 would be event group 1, and so on. Refer to the following table for
clarification.



DATA
BIT
PAIRS

MEANS
EVENT
MARKER:

00 DISABLED
01 LO
10 HI
11 GLITCH

               EVENT MARKER TABLE

EVENT EVENT channels are
CHANNEL controlled by these DATA 
GROUP BIT PAIRS

COMMAND DEFINITIONS

Flush data buffer-  Clears buffer; recommended on start-up or after error.

Group end-   Must be sent at the end of each logical group of data. This  defines the
channels that are to be updated at each print cycle. This command also allows a
different number of channels to be sent for each update so that some channels can be
sampled faster than others. The built-in line drawing routine ensures that all channels
are drawn continuously. 

System event low-   Sets system event low.

System event high-   Sets system event high.

Trigger-   Activates system trigger.

Begin Host Control Mode-   Immediately following this command, all bytes are
passed through to the recorder as Host Control bytes. This allows any standard
recorder command  normally available through Host Control. This continues until a
hexadecimal 4 followed by a linefeed is received. Then the DWP-2 switches back to
the data sequence. The DWP-2 will not respond to queries at this time. 

Group Sample Period-  The logical data groups will be updated at a rate specified by
the user through this command. The minimum period is 1ms (1kHz). The Group
Sample Rate data consists of 8 bits which are defined as  RXXX XXX  where:

If R=0 , XXX XXXX (0-127) = (X+1) ms  (1ms to 128ms)
If R=1 , XXX XXXX (0-127) = 4(2X+1)ms  (4ms to 1020ms)

 



Bytes are sent to the port in the sequence of: Address, high byte, low byte. When the
recorder is first used or after an error, the user can synchronize the port by sending six
bytes of FF (256 decimal). This will put the port into the Host Control Mode which
would normally used to set the command and data tags through the DTAG command.
The user can then exit with hexidecimal 4 followed by a linefeed.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The physical interface (DWP2 option) consists of an IEEE-1284 bidirectional parallel
port and an Ethernet print server. The parallel port board plugs into the MT95K2
backplane and the print server attaches to the parallel port connector. Network
connection can be either thinwire or 10-Base-T.

CONCLUSION

The growing availability of ethernet in telemetry stations makes it important that chart
recorders should be able to support, or be upgraded to support, operation on the local
network. The DWP2 interface described here allows a wide variety of data
transmission methods and can be installed in existing as well as new MT95K2
recorders.
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ABSTRACT

In order to meet the high-speed and high-density recording requirements for today's
development and testing environments, we are seeking to merge the cutting edge
technologies of tiny, high-performance disk drives and field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) to build a high-speed  compact disk recorder (CHSDR). Specifically, we
designed, built, and tested a multi-drive controller that handles the interleaving of data
to eight inexpensive IDE drives. These drives and controller comprise a "cell" capable
of transferring data at 2.45 MB/sec (4 to 5 times the rate of a single drive).
Furthermore, these "cells" can be run in parallel (with a single controller interleaving
data between the cells). This "tree" effect multiplies the data rate by the number of
cells employed. For example, 8 cells (of 8 drives each) can reach nearly 20
MB/second (sustained) and can be built for less than $30,000. The drives we used are
the size of match boxes (the Hewlett Packard KittyHawk). These tiny drives hold 42
megabytes each and can withstand 150 Gs while operating. The cell controller is a
Xilinx 4005 FPGA. Furthermore, we've designed a 120 MB/sec RAM FIFO to buffer
data entering the system (to account for unavoidable drive seek latencies).

In short, the compact high-speed disk array is a small, relatively low cost recording
solution for anyone requiring high data speed but modest data volume. Missile shots,
nuclear tests, and other short-term experiments are good examples of such
requirements. 

KEY WORDS

High-Speed Recording, Disk Arrays, Compact High-Speed Disk Recorder.



INTRODUCTION

Those of us involved in the development and use of avionics and telemetry equipment
know that data recording is a key aspect  of our profession. As technology has
advanced, the recording requirements (in terms of data speed and volume) have
increased almost exponentially. Today, multi-track analog and digital recorders are
common components in our development and operational centers.

These high speed, high volume recorders (primarily tape drives) are bulky and quite
expensive. Competing technologies either can't sustain the data rates (such as disk
drives) or have insufficient storage capacity (like semiconductor RAM banks). Disk
drive arrays, while promising, are currently quite large and very expensive.

THEORY OF OPERATION

We desired to design a low-cost alternative to high-speed, high-capacity tape drives to
integrate with off-the-shelf and custom data acquisition equipment. Our immediate
goal was to exceed 12 MB/sec (sustained), provide a data capacity of at least 2 GB,
and keep the overall cost of the system in the $20-30,000 range. We furthermore
desired to build a small system (preferably one that would occupy 6-12 6U VME slots
in a standard VME chassis).

In order to meet these requirements, we made a number of design decisions early on.
First, we decided not to "build in" data redundancy beyond each drive's Reed-
Solomon error correction capability. This effectively designates our system as "RAID
0". (The reader should be aware, however, that our design allows for future
incorporation of various redundancy schemes). We also opted to use very inexpensive
"IDE" (Integrated Drive Electronics) drives rather than the faster and more expensive
SCSI alternatives. We also found IDE drives available in very tiny footprints. In
particular, the Hewlett Packard Kittyhawk Personal Storage Module is a 42 MB IDE
drive with a tiny 1.3 inch form factor.

The IDE interface was originally designed for IBM PC-type computers. The intention
was to "off-load" as much of the controller overhead as possible from the CPU.
Hence, the interface is quite simple. Drives of this type are readily available,
inexpensive,  and reliable. Their major drawback is speed of operation... most such
drives can sustain data rates of only 250 KB/sec to 1 MB/sec.

To keep the controller design simple, and to minimize fan-out and transmission line
problems, we decided to limit the size of the array to eight drives. The controller could
then be a single gate array (in this case a Xilinx 4005). Each array of eight drives



would comprise a "cell". The cells could, in turn, be connected together in parallel to
create an array of drive arrays. Eight cells would comprise the complete system (for a
total of sixty-four drives). The system controller could also be a single gate array,
connecting the cells in much the same fashion as the cell controller connects the
drives in each cell.

Finally, to handle unavoidable latencies due to drive head movement, we designed a
120 MB/sec RAM FIFO (to be positioned at just before the system controller). The
FIFO is 64 MB deep and can sustain 60 MB/sec in and 60 MB/sec out simultaneously.
The FIFO will fill while the controllers "wait" for the drives to be ready, and then
empty as data "bursts" into the sector buffers. See figure 1 for a diagram of the
system.

To test the feasibility of the system, we needed only to build and evaluate a single cell
of eight drives. By prototyping and developing a baseline for a single cell, we could
extrapolate the performance of the complete system. This approach limited our risk
and made the overall task much simpler.

Because we used a field programmable gate array as the controller, the physical
design of the cell was relatively easy (see figure 2). Most of the work was in the
definition of the gate array, which was entered as a generic schematic and compiled
with Xilinx's XACT software.

Basically, the controller gate array has to interface a 32-bit data bus with 6 control
lines to 8 IDE drives (with a 16 bit data bus). The controller is responsible for
initializing the drives, keeping track of the current track, cylinder, and head of the
current sector, and managing the handshaking to and from the sector buffers. It also
has to respond to "commands" from whatever external device is reading from or
writing to the interface. In the absence of a processor, the controller incorporates a fair
number of state machines and "solid state subroutines" to execute sequential
operations. It also reads and writes to two drives simultaneously (to facilitate the 32
bit data path) and handles all drive "wait" conditions. By the time we were finished,
the controller design occupied 80% of a 5000 gate FPGA (a Xilinx 4005).

Once the cell was complete, we had to develop a method to test and evaluate its
performance. We did this (rather quickly and efficiently) with the help of another
FPGA and an off-the-shelf PC compatible protoboard (with built in I/O decoding).
Essentially, we interfaced a Xilinx 4005 with a PC. The FPGA was programmed to
write an incrementing pattern as quickly as possible to the cell. It also maintains a
free-running counter. The PC can "sample" both counters at any time. The ratio
between the two gives us the instantaneous data rate for the cell.



Figure 1

By observing the operation of the cell over its entire data depth, we determined the
cell could record at a 2.45 MB/sec sustained rate. According to documents provided
by Hewlett Packard, each drive should be able to record about 0.5 MB/sec. So, in
effect, we witnessed a factor of five increase (rather than the theoretical maximum of
eight). Further discussion with Hewlett Packard shed some light on the discrepancy...
that is, the controller overhead between sector writes, the necessity to "empty" all



Figure 2

 sector buffers before issuing new write commands, and drive delays due to "sparing"
would all have negative effects on total performance. ("Sparing" refers to the drive's
internal controller moving the head to the extreme edge of the drive to use a "spare"
sector in place of a defective one. While it simplifies the drive interface, it requires
movement out to and back from the edges of the platter).



From our testing experience, we've concluded that it is possible to build a low cost,
compact, high-speed disk recorder based on plentiful and inexpensive IDE drives. If
you are willing to use a larger form factor drive (as opposed to the tiny footprint drives
we used), you can build a formidable system for surprisingly little money. For
example, IDE drives with similar performance to the HP Kittyhawk (but with 425 MB
capacity) run about $300 each. The Xilinx 4005 FPGA costs $250. If you through in
about $300 for a circuit board and miscellaneous parts, a single cell will cost about
$2950. Eight cells, then, would cost $23,600. The RAM FIFO we designed costs
about $1,100 (mostly for the SIMMs) and the system controller (another Xilinx 4005)
costs $250. All totalled, you would have a 19.6 MB/sec recorder with a 27.2 GB
capacity for around $25,000.
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ABSTRACT

With today's telemetry systems, an hour-long analog test tape can be digitized in one
hour or less. However, the digitized data produced by today's telemetry systems is
usually not in a format that can be directly analyzed by the test engineer's analysis
tools. The digitized data must be formatted before analysis can begin. The data
formatting process can take from one to eight hours depending on the amount of data,
the power of the system's host computer, and the complexity of the analysis software's
data format. If more than one analysis package is used by the test engineer, the data
has to be formatted separately for each package.

Using today's high-speed RISC processors and large memory technology, a real-time
Flexible Data Formatter can be added to the Telemetry Front End to perform this
formatting function. The Flexible Data Formatter (FDF) allows the telemetry user to
program the front-end hardware to output the telemetry test data in a format
compatible with the user's analysis software. The FDF can also output multiple data
files, each in a different format for supporting multiple analysis packages. This
eliminates the file formatting step, thus reducing the time to process the data from
each test by a factor of two to nine.

INTRODUCTION

In a typical Telemetry Data Processing System, test data is processed in three steps as
shown in Figure 1.



o Step 1. The vehicle test data samples are digitized to computer disk or digital
tape using a Telemetry Front End (TFE) system and a host computer or
workstation server.

o Step 2. The digitized data files are formatted to a file format compatible with the
system analysis and report generation software by the system's host computer.

o Step 3. The formatted data is analyzed and test reports are generated using either
workstations or a general-purpose computer.

Figure 1. Typical Test Data Processing Procedure

With today's telemetry systems, an hour-long analog test tape can be digitized in one
hour or less. However, the digitized data produced by today's telemetry systems is
usually not in a format that can be directly analyzed by the test engineer's analysis
tools. The digitized data must be formatted before analysis can begin.

The data from most flight tests is used by more than one group of analysts. One group
may be analyzing the airframe, another group may be testing avionics systems, while
a third group may be examining the weapons systems. Each of these groups probably
uses different software analysis tools tailored to its own needs. Each software package
requires the data to be in a different format. To support each analysis group, the data
has to be formatted separately for each package. Considering that it takes one to eight



hours to format an hour's worth of test data, this could add up to a tremendous amount
of processing time.

Using today's high-speed RISC processors and large memory technology, a real-time
Flexible Data Formatter can be added to the Telemetry Front End to perform this
formatting function. The Flexible Data Formatter (FDF) allows the telemetry user to
program the front-end hardware to output the telemetry test data in formats compatible
with the user's analysis software. To support multiple analysis groups, the FDF can
output multiple data files, each in a different format for supporting each group's
analysis package. This eliminates the file formatting step, thus reducing the time to
process the data from each test by a factor of two to nine.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The Flexible Data Formatter software includes the components shown in Figure 2.
The FDF:

o Receives tagged data from the Telemetry Front End.

o Maps and separates the data into output streams (up to 127).

o Assembles the data in each output stream into frames, messages, arrays, etc.

o Formats each data stream into user-defined record formats.

o Accumulates the records for each stream into fixed size blocks for efficient data
transfer.

o Stores the data blocks from each stream into separate files that can be
distributed over a network.

DATA TO STREAM MAPPING

Each tagged data word sent to the FDF is assigned an FDF output stream number from
0 to 127. The FDF Data Router uses the stream number to route each data word to a
user-specified Data Assembler. The stream number is assigned to each data word by
the user when the user outputs the data word to the FDF in the Data Processing Unit
(DPU) algorithm chain. The stream number 0 is reserved for system time.



Figure 2. Flexible Data Formatter Functional Process



DATA ASSEMBLER

The FDF Data Assemblers collect and group data prior to formatting. While there are
many types of record formats, there are only a few methods of grouping data such as
frames, 1553 messages, or arrays. The Data Assemblers recognize the internal 8715
data formats and synchronization flags. The Data Assemblers output the assembled
data in a standard, well-defined packet format used by the Record Builders. Since the
Data Assemblers output the same packet format, this allows the user to define new
record formats without knowing the internal workings of the Telemetry Front End.

RECORD BUILDER

The Record Builders receive assembled data packets and build data records in the
format desired by the user. The user can define many different record builders and
select which ones the FDF uses to build different file formats.

BLOCK BUILDER

Data is usually stored on disk, tape, or sent over a network. To optimize data transfer
rates, the user may choose to create a block of completed data records before
transferring the data to a file. For example, If the data is to be stored in files that are
on a host computer via an FDDI network, then the Block Builder can build fixed 32
Kbyte blocks of records before transferring the data over the network. This greatly
increases the data transfer rate over the FDDI network as opposed to sending one
record at a time.

FILE BUILDER

The File Builder stores the blocks of data in files in accordance with the user's format.
The File Builder opens and allocates disk space for the data files. The user interface
includes a selection of:

1. Disk

2. Directory

3. File Name

4. File Size Allocation



In addition, the File Builder can include a user-specified Header File each time it
opens a new file. The user can define up to 127 different File Builders in a single FDF
system.

FDF MODULE LIBRARY

The FDF consists of a library of software modules (see Figure 3). There is only one
Data Router per FDF. However, there are libraries of Data Assemblers, Record
Builders, Block Builders, and File Builders. To build a file for each FDF output
stream, the user defines which Data Assembler, Record Builder, Block Builder, and
File Builder to use for each data output stream in the FDF Configuration Setup. The
output of any Data Assembler can go to any Record Builder in the library; any Record
Builder can go to any Block Builder, and so on.

Note that the connection between the Block Builders and the File Builders is a TCP/IP
network connection. This connection allows the File Builders to reside in the same
hardware as the FDF or be distributed over a high-speed network (such as FDDI or
ATM). The user can even mix and match File Builders in a network system. For
example, the FDF can store a file in one format in the Telemetry Front End, a different
file format in a host computer, and another file format in a workstation all at the same
time.

All FDF module and support software is written in standard C. When a user wants to
define a new file format, he/she merely writes a new Record Builder, Block Builder,
or File Builder; adds it to the library; and recompiles the FDF's processing software.

The Loral OS/90 Telemetry Front End can support up to eight independent FDFs in a
system.

MCCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE FLIGHT DATA ACQUISITION AND
PROCESSING FDF ARCHITECTURE

The upgraded McClellan AFB Flight Data Acquisition and Processing System
(FDAPS) uses the Flexible Data Formatter to produce data files that are compatible
with the Ball Systems Engineering Division's Formatting and Analysis Software
Tools (BFAST) package. The FDF formats and stores F-111 flight test data onto four
separate files on the system's VAX host computer. Each data type is formatted into a
different record type and stored in a different file. The F-111 test data consists of
MIL-STD-1553, Mark II, PCM, and PAVETACK data formats.



Figure 3. Flexible Data Formatter Module Library



The McClellan FDAPS Flexible Data Formatter is configured as shown in Figure 4.
All of the FDF modules except the File Builders reside on a Force SPARC2CE
processor mounted in an OS/90 Telemetry Front End. The SPARC2CE is configured
with an 80 MHZ SPARC2 processor (twice as fast as the standard SPARC2) and 32
MBytes of memory. The processor includes an Ethernet port for setup/control and an
FDDI port for data archiving to the VAX 6000.

The FDAPS system is configured for two FDF modules in the OS/90 Telemetry Front
End. Each FDF can send archive data to the VAX File Builders over an FDDI
network. FDF 1 has a local disk for storing the operating system and the FDF
software. FDF 2 boots via the Ethernet from FDF 1's disk on startup.

The FDF produces files in the BFAST format by using special BFAST Record
Builders, Block Builders, and File Builders. There is a different Record Builder for
each BFAST data record type. The BFAST Block Builders accumulate records into
fixed-size 32 Kbyte blocks for transfer over the FDDI network to the VAX. The
BFAST File Builders reside on the FDAPS VAX 6000 and build files in the standard
VMS format.

For each block stored in the data file, an entry is made into an index file which marks
the time and location of that block in the data file. The index files are used by BFAST
for retrieving the archived data quickly and efficiently.

The FDF is set up and controlled from the O/S90 workstation via remote login to the
FDF Operator Interface Software on the 8715 CPU module. The operator is able to set
up the FDF, start/stop/pause data acquisition, and specify disk file information from
the O/S90 workstation. All status and error information is displayed on the status
display window during operation.

CONCLUSION

Today's hardware processing, networking, and memory technology has made it
possible for Telemetry Front Ends that format test data to be directly compatible with
analysis software packages used by the test engineer for system evaluation. This
eliminates the costly and time-consuming effort of separately formatting test data for
each test group analyzing test results. Loral Test & Information System's Flexible
Data Formatter is already being used in the McClellan AFB Flight Data Acquisition
and Processing System to provide data directly to the Ball Systems Engineering
Division's Formatting and Analysis Software Tools package.



Figure 4. McClellan FDAPS FDF System Architecture
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Abstract

A long standing problem in telemetry applications is the recovery of data which has
been damaged during downlink. Data recovery can be significantly improved by
telemetering information in a packet format which employs redundant mechanisms for
data encapsulation. A simple statistical algorithm (known as a "merge" algorithm) can
be run on the captured data to derive a "least damaged" data set.

Introduction

One of the requirements for Brilliant Pebbles Flight Experiment Three (FE-3) was to
develop a telemetry architecture providing robust data recovery if downlink problems
were encountered. A checksumed packet based system with circular buffers was
implemented [REF001]. This architecture easily facilitated the transmission of
redundant data to ground stations. A class of post processing algorithms were
developed which made use of the redundantly transmitted data to correct errors in
packet transmission. These "merge" algorithms could also make use of application
specific data to aid in the error detection and correction process.

After briefly reviewing the FE-3 telemetry architecture, this paper discusses the
vertical merge algorithm developed to recover FE-3 data, and presents actual data
recovery results. Finally, a horizontal merge algorithm that can also make use of
additional ground station captures of a telemetry product is briefly described.



 Assuming packet overwrite does not occur. See Section Implications of Time1

stamped Circles.

The FE3 Telemetry Stream Structure

FE-3 data was telemetered in packets which could either contain raw data or a data
circle. A circle is a ring whose elements comprise a certain data type. Each circle has
an "in pointer" (referred to as inPtr) associated with it. The inPtr represents the point
in the circle at which the next new piece of data can be inserted. When the ring is full,
new data always overwrites the oldest data present.

Telemetry redundancy is achieved by assigning each data type in a circle a
redundancy count c and a period p. A circle is telemetered (c + 1) times every p
milliseconds. Thus, a c of 0 implies "no extra redundancy,", a c of 1 implies"l extra
packet of redundancy,"etc.

As an example of how circles work, assume a hypothetical circle with 7 records.
Observe Figure 1; it shows how a circle changes through time by looking at
consecutive transmissions of the circle in the telemetry stream. The arrows represent
the circle's inPtr, the square at the bottom of each circle contains the shading of the
elements added to the circle for that transmission of the circle.

Figure 1: Circle progression, c = 0.

Figure 2 shows the same hypothetical circle, with a redundancy count of 1. Each circle
is repeated once every time it is output.

As shown by Figures 1 and 2, any given record in a circle is also present in at least
one more transmission of that circle . This has some important ramifications:1

1. If any particular packet of circle data is lost, the new information in that
packet can probably be recovered by looking at the next similar packet.



2. If several packets in a row (of a particular type) have bad checksums, it is
conceivable that individual records can be "patched" by looking at surrounding
similar packets.

Figure 2: Circle progression, c = 1.

The FE3 telemetry decoder, tdfe3, takes advantage of the first point mentioned above.
It can easily recover from one-time hits in circle data because of the redundancy built
into the system.

In order to recover data from streams with multiple packet errors, one needs to exploit
the second point mentioned above; that is, patch up individual records (or words or
bytes) in a packet by examining surrounding similar packets. The vertical merge
algorithm provides this capability.

Vertical Merge Operation

The vertical merge algorithm (known as vmerge) organizes the entire telemetry
Stream into one long doubly-linked list of packets. This is called the packet list, and
includes every packet in the stream. Similar packets (i.e. packets containing data for
the same circle) are also linked together in similar packet chains. In Figure 3, these
concepts are illustrated with 3 packet types: A, B, and C. The arrows represent the
packet list, and the dashed lines represent similar packet chains.

The algorithm examines the entire list of packets, one packet at a time. It performs a
"vote" on certain information in the head packet, outputs that packet, and increments
the "head" pointer. This process goes on until the telemetry stream is exhausted.



Figure 3: Sample packet list in a vertical merge.

Let packet p' represent the packet at the head of the list at some particular instant.
Assume packet p' is of data type t. Vmerge will perform the following sequence to
"vote" on p':

1. Ascertain the new circle elements in p'. For example, if the last inPtr for
circle type t was 2, and the inPtr for p' was 5, then 3 new elements (elements 2-
4) would be added to p'. If there were no new elements in p', then p' is
discarded, the "head" pointer is advanced, and this step is repeated.

2. Look ahead, on the similar packet chain of p', and determine who will "vote"
on the new information in p'. For example, consider packets a-f of a
hypothetical 7 record data circle shown below (Figure 4, 0 = top slot, 6 =
bottom slot). The arrows represent the inPtr for the packets, and the dots
represent "brand new data." Suppose that a vote was desired on the packet (a)
below. The records in question would be 4, 5 and 6, the three new pieces of
data. Packets (a) and (b) would be involved in the vote on record 4 since packet
(c) overwrites record 4 with new data. Packets (a), (b) and (c) would vote on
records 5 and 6, since they all have identical copies of those records.

Figure 4



 An important caveat is that packets with good checksums will never have their data2

changed. This prevents "voting out" of good data.

3. Go through the new records in p', one 32-bit word at a time, and see if all
"voters" concur as to the value of each word.

C If they all agree for a word, then take no action and move on to the next
word.

C If there is a disagreement between voters as to the value of a particular
word, then perform a vote on that word. If there is 60% agreement on
what the word's value should be, then change the word to that value in all
voters .2

4. Output p' and advance the head pointer. It should be noted that before this
output was initiated several further checks could be made on the "sanity" of the
vote. First, after the correction, the packet checksum could be recalculated. If
the checksum now matched, one could feel fairly strongly that the correct action
was taken. As another step, one could cast the corrected data to its appropriate
type and insure that it fell within the expected bounds of the data type.

Implications of Time Stamped Circles

In virtually all circle data, each record will have a field within it denoting the time at
which that record was most recently written in the circle. This is called the time stamp
field. During a vote, there is special handling for time stamp fields.

When records are voted upon, the time stamps for those records are checked in all of
the participant voters. If vmerge comes upon a time stamp that is different than the
initial voter's (p' in the above example) time stamp, then voting participation stops
there. For example, suppose packets 10 - 14 were the nominal "voters" for a record
(record 0 in Figure 5). Packets 10 - 12 showed identical time stamps (t1) for this
record, but packet 13 showed a different one (t2). The vote for record 0 would then be
restricted to packets 10-12.

The reason for checking time stamps is to guard against the following:

C The inPtr for the packet might have completely wrapped around. Without
time stamp checking, the record in question would have been over-written



Figure 5: Sample bad time stamp in vote.

by other data, and vmerge would spuriously detect an error where there
was none. Thus, a completely wrapped inPtr can be detected by its time
stamp.

C There could have been a long gap -- some sort of telemetry hit -- between
two packets. This would also result in spurious error reports.

The down side of time stamp checking is that vmerge "trusts" the time stamps, and
does no checking on the time stamps themselves. Thus, mangled time stamps will
pass through vmerge undetected. To guard against this the time stamp field could be
cast to its appropriate type, then checked against its expected bounds.

Vertical Merge Test Results

In order to test the effectiveness of the vertical merge, a laborious procedure was
followed. To begin with, a normal, uncorrupted telemetry stream, S, was selected as a
baseline. The stream was corrupted in some manner, yielding S . Next, S was thenc c

decoded in the normal manner, producing S (corrupted, decoded). Then, a merge wascd

performed on S to produce S . Finally, S was decoded to yield S (corrupted,c cm cm cmd

merged, decoded). By comparing the output of S to S , we were able to drawcmd cd

conclusions about the effectiveness of the merge.

The general "health" of a telemetry stream was ascertained in two ways. First, a "data
drop" utility was used to detect the number of dropouts in a telemetry stream, and the
length in time of each dropout. Secondly, the lengths of the decoded corrupted output
files and the lengths of decoded "pure" files were recorded to get an idea of the
amount of new data that was recovered in the merge process.

There were two basic ways in which a file was corrupted; first, it could be "peppered"
with regular or random single-byte dropouts, or, second, it could drop out whole



 Observe that the pure file may not yield clean results. This is a consequence of3

scheduling difficulties by the telemetry flight software. That is, a circle can be overwritten
before being written out to the telemetry stream. See [REF001].

blocks of bytes periodically (referred to as "block spiking" or "block-at-a-time"
corruption). Both techniques were employed to gain some insight into the types of
corruption that vmerge was best at correcting.

There were a large number of circle types in the FE-3 telemetry Stream. Four
representative ones were selected for monitoring during testing; namely, trFlyerPos,
which contained data regarding the probe's position; tracker0, which contained target
tracking information; tgTrackerInput, which held tracker coordination information;
and teCpuADiag, which contained telemetry diagnostics.

Tables 1 and 2 reflected the effectiveness of the vertical merge on "peppered" data.
The "p1000" columns represented a file with a byte hit every 1000 bytes; the "p2500"
columns represented the same file with byte hits every 2500 bytes. The "pure"3

column provides a baseline by giving the same figures for the uncorrupted version of
the stream.

The data in Table 1 are of the format "number of data dropouts/aggregate dropout
time." In certain cases, the vertical merge actually created more dropouts, by dividing
long dropouts into several shorter dropouts. In no case, though, is total dropout time
increased by doing a vertical merge. In fact, the dropout time is decreased
significantly.

Table 2 shows the lengths of the ASCII output files for each circle. As in Table 1,
circle output is never damaged by a vertical merge. In some cases, like tracker0, the
benefits reaped by vmerge are very dramatic.



 Again, the reason why tdfe3 handles "block spikes" so well is because most of the4

circles were specifically designed to handle data for at least three sample times; thus, when
the block spike takes out a packet (remember a circle is telemetered upon an update), the data
is recovered when the next packet of a similar type is encountered, i.e. the decoder finds the
circle pointer incremented by 2 from the prior time it encountered the circle.

Tables 3 and 4 show the same results for a stream that has been "block spiked." The
"b50k" stream has had a 256-byte block corrupted every 50,000 bytes. The "b100k"
stream has had a 256-byte block corrupted every 100,000 bytes. Again, the results of
the decode of the uncorrupted file are included in the "pure" column for a baseline
measurement.

The decoder itself (tdfe3) did such a good job with this type of data corruption that4

the vertical merge made very little improvement. In fact, for the circles shown, no
improvement at all was made by vmerge. Tdfe3 completely restored the b100k stream
on its own, and very nearly restored the b50k stream. Thus, the vertical merge buys
one very little when trying to fix "block-at-a-time" type corruption.

Vertical Merge Field Results

Before the FE-3 launch from Wallops Island, a number of "dress rehearsals" were run
to test out the telemetry system. Because the vehicle was telemetering from the
ground, and because there was considerable competition in the RF arena, the telemetry
stream was corrupted very badly during these "dress rehearsals."

Since the corruption was severe and of the "peppering" variety, the vertical merge
dramatically improved the health of the telemetry stream. This improvement can be
observed in Tables 5 and 6. Note that the entire cntrlCycle circle was restored by the
vertical merge, while significant portions of the other two circles shown were restored
(observe that there is no "pure" baseline, since this is not a contrived example).



Similar results were observed at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), where the FE-3 flyer
was placed on a tether for captive intercept tests.

Horizontal Merging

Another merge concept involves the use of duplicate captures of a telemetry stream by
different ground stations Such a merge is known as a horizontal merge -- since the
merging is occurring across the captured streams. In a horizontal merge (hmerge)
algorithm, one needs to "synch up" the various copies of a telemetry stream, so that
one can compare supposedly identical packets and draw conclusions about which
stream contains the best copy of that packet. Depending upon flight telemetry
hardware, the complexity of this synchronization process can vary. For the FE-3
mission, in which the telemetry hardware made it possible to transmit "stale" packets
to ground stations, synchronization turned out to be somewhat complicated.

Conclusion

The vmerge algorithm makes use of telemetered circle data from a damaged telemetry
stream to arrive at a merged telemetry product. It works particularly well on streams
that have been "peppered" with many one-byte hits. The key to the algorithm is the
collection and voting of word data having the same associated time stamp. The result
is a telemetry product that, when decoded, will have a great deal less data gaps than a
non merged decoded stream. Vmerge has less of a dramatic effect on streams which
contain "spike" hits. This is because the FE-3 telemetry decoder can still extract most
lost data due to the fact the FE-3 circles typically span at least three data samples.

In our dry runs at Wallops Island, and in our tether tests at the Nevada Test Site
(NTS), our telemetry experienced a great deal of "peppering" type corruption. The
vertical merge algorithm was effective at restoring these streams, and thus proved to
be a very valuable tool for data recovery operations.
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ABSTRACT

Embedded "Card-Based" receivers are one of the latest innovations in telemetry
reception. These products provide substantial power and flexibility in a small form
factor (one slot, PC or VME). In many applications they are a cost effective
alternative to conventional telemetry receivers. This paper analyzes currently
available products with regard to their features, capabilities, and performance, as well
as highlighting typical applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Systems Engineering & Management Company (SEMCO) introduced the first IBM
PC/AT card-based receiver (see Figure 1) at the International Telemetering Conference
(ITC) in the fall of 1992. The PCTR-500 telemetry receiver was designed to be a
companion product to IBM PC-based telemetry processing systems. The combination of
a PC-based receiver, antenna, and portable PC-based telemetry processing system
produced a portable Telemetry Ground System. The PC-based receiver was greeted by
the telemetry community with both enthusiasm and skepticism. Many people found it
hard to believe that a sensitive receiver could be implemented in such a noisy
environment as a computer. However, SEMCO's successful demonstration of the
receiver's performance, including both its high sensitivity (see Table 1) and low 6 dB
noise figure, resulted in the product's first deliveries in the first quarter of 1993. At the



1993 ITC, SEMCO introduced the industry's second card-based receiver (see Figure 2),
which supports VME-based telemetry processing systems.

Figure 1. PCTR-500 Telemetry Receiver

Figure 2. VMETR-500 Telemetry Receiver



Table 1. Series 500 Telemetry Receiver
Performance Specification

 Electrical Specification Performance Value

Frequency Range: VMETR/PCTR-500L: 1435-1540 MHz, up to 210 Channels

VMETR/PCTR-500S1: 2200-2300 MHz, up to 200 Channels

VMETR/PCTR-500S2: 2300-2400 MHz, up to 200 Channels

VMETR/PCTR-500S3: 2400-2500 MHz, up to 200 Channels

Frequency Resolution: 0.5 MHz

Frequency Selection: Via Supplied Menu-Driven Program or User-developed
application

Frequency Accuracy: ±0.002%

Noise Figure: 6 dB

Sensitivity:  -87 dBm

@ 20 dB (S+N)/N and 180 kHz deviation with 500 kHz BW

Maximum RF Input: +10 dBm (without damage)

Input Impedance: 50 ohms

IF Bandwidth: 500 kHz to 20 MHz Standard

Image & Spurious Rejection: 60 dB Minimum for signal levels below -55 dBm

Modulation: True FM

Frequency Response:

 Start Frequency  100 Hz ±1.5 dB

 Stop Frequency Options from 500 kHz to 20 MHz (Plug-in dependent)

Deviation: 50 kHz/volt peak to 3.6 MHz/volt (plug-in module)

Maximum Output Level: 5.0 volts p-p (into 1K ohm load)

Logic Sense: Positive

Output Distortion: 2% Maximum at 250 kHz deviation up to -50 dBm input level

Currently, SEMCO's two card-based receivers are the only products of this type
available. They have been used for aerial vehicle testing, flight-line pre-flight tests,
factory testing of telemetry data transmitting subsystems, and a variety of other
telemetry applications. The success of these two products has shown that there is a
future for card-based telemetry receivers. The acceptance of these products has
resulted in the development of second generation products from SEMCO, in addition
to incentivising other companies to begin the development of similar products. Second
generation products will have significantly increased performance, flexibility, and a



variety of additional options, including but not limited to card-based Pre-Detect
Diversity Combiners.

DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT PRODUCTS

SEMCO developed the Series 500 family of Receiver-On-A-Card (ROAC) products
to provide the telemetry community with a low cost, easily reconfigured telemetry
receiver that offers the user a small footprint package and significant functional
capabilities. The Series 500 telemetry receivers plug into one full-length IBM PC/AT
or 6U VME bus slot and are controlled by the host personal computer. To receive and
process telemetry data then becomes a simple matter of attaching the Series 500's RF
input port to an antenna and its baseband output to a Bit-Synchronizer. Both IBM
PC/AT and VME computer-based Bit-Synchronizers and Decommutators are
available from several sources. The advent of this technology, used in concert with the
Series 500, now affords the systems designer the capability of assembling powerful,
compact, fully functional telemetry reception and processing systems that are truly
portable.

The Series 500 products are dual conversion, general purpose, frequency selectable
telemetry receivers that have been fully integrated into the computer environment. The
Series 500 receivers provide reception and FM demodulation for telemetry signals
transmitted on the L and S frequency bands. Four models are available for each
computer environment. The model PCTR-500L and VMETR-500L receivers provide
reception in the 1435-1540 MHz band. The model PCTR-500S1 and VMETR-500S1
receivers operate in the 2200-2300 MHz band; the model PCTR-500S2 and VMETR-
500S2 receivers operate in the 2300-2400 MHz band; and the model PCTR-500S3 and
VMETR-500S3 receivers operate in the 2400-2500 MHz band. All S-band receiver
models provide up to 200 user programmable channels with 500 kHz frequency
resolution. The L-band receiver model provides up to 210 channels with the same
frequency resolution. The performance specification for the Series 500 telemetry
receiver is presented in Table 1.

The Series 500 receivers offer user replaceable plug-in modules for the 2nd IF Stage,
FM Discriminator and Post Detection Amplifier/Filter sections. The receiver is
controlled via a simple menu-driven program that is supplied with the receiver, or the
control program can easily be integrated into a custom-developed application
program.

SEMCO's card-based receivers provide two indicators of their operational status:
signal strength and output deviation. These signals are provided in an analog form as
well as a digital format. The analog signals are buffered and provided as test points on



a DB-9 connector. The analog signals are converted to digital format by a single
multiplexed 8-bit Analog to Digital (A/D) converter that is accessed through the bus.
The system's application software can acquire samples of these status signals and
create a variety of operator displays (bar charts, numeric readouts, etc.).

Signal strength refers to the level of the desired RF signal at the receiver's input. The
signal strength signal as provided from the receiver board is not calibrated. However,
using a software routine, signal generator, calibrated directional coupler or power
splitter, and a power meter, the signal strength signal can be calibrated. Once
calibrated, it can be used as a course indicator of the received power level.

In the receiver's FM demodulator, carrier deviation changes are converted to changes
in output voltage levels. The receiver's output deviation signal provides an indication
of the AC voltage level at the receiver's output.

Therefore, SEMCO's receivers provide two important indicators. The signal strength
indicator can both verify that the receiver is detecting the RF signal and provide
relative power level indication, while the output deviation level indicator can both
verify the presence of frequency modulation and provide a relative indicator of the
receiver's output level.

PLUG-IN MODULE DESCRIPTION

SEMCO's Series 500 telemetry receivers can support a wide variety of telemetry
applications in the L or S frequency band. To provide flexible receivers at a low cost,
the Series 500 employs a modular architecture that enables the user to configure the
receiver for a variety of different PCM data rates, IF bandwidths, FM deviation
response and signal output voltage levels.

The Series 500 receiver offers replaceable plug-in modules for the 2nd IF Stage, FM
Discriminator and Post Detection Amplifier/Filter. Eleven different 2nd IF plug-in
modules are available with bandwidths from 500 kHz to 20 MHz. Twelve different
FM Discriminator plug-in modules are available with deviation responses from 50
kHz/volt to 3.6 MHz/volt. Fourteen different Post Detection Amplifier/Filter plug-in
modules are available for post detect filtering from 50 kHz to 20 MHz.

OPTIONS

Several options are available, such as AM, PM, and BPSK Demodulators, By-
Directional IF/Tape Converters, Sub-Carrier Processors boards, and Test Transmitter
Cards (TTCs). The optional By-Directional IF/Tape Converters can be used with the



receiver and external data recorders to form small portable IF data collection systems.
Sub-Carrier Processor boards are used to process FM/FM systems and they can also
be used to detect fuze tones or to separate doppler signals. The TTCs provide RF test
signals that can be used for a variety of applications.

There are several methods of providing verification of the receiver subsystem's health
and status. During factory testing, telemetry system integration, and maintenance
exercises, external test equipment can be used to verify the receiver subsystem.
However, during pre-mission tests it is best to have a fully integrated self-test
capability. S- and L-band VME and PC TTCs are available from both SEMCO and
BERG Systems Inc. The TTCs use fully synthesized, FM-modulated signal sources
that can be tuned over the same band covered by the receivers.

The TTCs are companion products to the card-based telemetry receiving products.
They provide modulated RF test signals that can be used for pre-mission checkout of
SEMCO's ROAC systems as well as other telemetry receiving systems. A Telemetry
Receiving Verification System (TRVS) is formed by combining a TTC with a portable
IBM PC/AT, antenna, and optionally, a PCM Simulator and/or Link-Analyzer. The
TRVS is a small portable receiver verification system that can be used in any location.

SECOND GENERATION PRODUCTS

SEMCO began the development of its next generation VME and IBM PC-based
Telemetry Receivers and companion Pre-Detect Diversity Combiner in the second
quarter of 1994. A full diversity system would consist of three or five 6U VME cards,
depending on the location of the receiver's tuner. SEMCO's new design incorporates a
remote tuner that either mounts on a single 6U VME card or is externally mounted
(normally at the antenna). The antenna-mounted, remote tuner configuration provides
superior performance when the antenna must be mounted a significant distance from
the signal processing equipment (RF is received at the antenna and lower frequency IF
signal is sent through the long cables). The RF Tuner's advanced design has a
significantly higher intermodulation distortion level, wider dynamic range, AGC, and
a high accuracy LO that locks to an external reference. The output of the RF Tuner is
fed into the IF FM Receiver, another 6U VME card.

The IF FM Receiver card contains the second down-converter, AGC circuitry,
programmable IF Filters, a variable slope FM demodulator, programmable post-detect
filters, and an optional IF/Tape Converter. The primary difference between the current
Series 500 receiver and SEMCO's next generation receiver is in the area of
programmable flexibility. There are four programmable IF SAW filters that can be
switched in over the VME bus. The slope of the FM demodulator (kHz/V) is also



programmable. The user will also have the ability to select one of eight different post-
detect linear phase filters. The computer will have feedback of the receiver's status,
including internal health, signal strength, frequency offset indicator, and output
deviation level. A linear IF output at 70 MHz will be provided to the diversity
combiner card. During a mission, the optional IF/Tape Converter can down-convert
the 70 MHz IF signal and during play-back up-convert to IF frequencies. The IF/Tape
Converter provides amplitude and frequency corrections in both directions. The
IF/Tape Converter also provides frequency offset information to the user via the
computer's bus.

The Pre-Detect Diversity Combiner (PDDC) will also be housed on one 6U VME
card. It will take in the linear IF outputs and low and high speed AGC signals of the IF
FM Receivers and combine them into a composite IF signal. The user can select from
three PDDC operating modes: optimal ratio combining with fast fade rates, highest
level selection (passes only the strongest of the two signals), or manual control (user
selects source). Additionally, an optional IF/Tape Converter can be used to record and
play back raw data.

WHERE TO USE CARD-BASED TELEMETRY RECEIVERS

Today's card-based telemetry receivers were designed to be companion products to
both IBM PC-based and VME-based telemetry processing systems. The combination
of a card-based receiver, antenna, and a portable PC/VME-based telemetry processing
system produced a powerful, easy to carry, portable Telemetry Ground System. These
systems can be used for a variety of applications, including;

* Airborne Vehicle Testing
* Ground Vehicle Testing
* Quick-look Data Verification of Complex Telemetry Systems
* Fight-line Pre-Mission Check-Out
* Automatic Test Equipment for Verification of Telemetry Data Transmission
 Systems
* Point-to-Point Fixed Telemetry Data Links

Because of their small size, rugged construction, and light weight, the receivers are
also ideal for Airborne Telemetry Receiving and Processing Systems. These receivers
can also be used independent of the processing system. Several computer chassis are
available with 15 or more user-defined slots. SEMCO has configured systems with up
to 14 receivers in a 19-inch rack-mounted chassis that is just 7 inches in height.



STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

While today's card-based telemetry receivers perform well in a wide variety of
applications, they do not fit every receiving requirement. In this section, the strengths
and weaknesses of SEMCO's products are examined and key changes in the second
generation products are highlighted.

Strengths of currently offered products:

* Low Noise Figures
* High Sensitivity
* Fully Synthesized (Tunable)
* Ability to alter IF Bandwidth, FM Demod Slope, and Post-Detect Filters
* Small size
* Light weight
* Cost (<$10K)

The first generation of card-based telemetry receivers was designed to allow system
designers the ability to produce low-cost telemetry receiving and processing systems.
Normally, these systems will utilize low-cost, low-gain antennas. To offset the low
antenna gain, SEMCO's designers optimized the first generation receivers for both the
lowest noise figure (< 6 dB) and highest sensitivity they could achieve. Factory tests
have shown that a receiver configured with a 500 kHz IF bandwidth, 100 kHz/volt
FM demodulator, and a 500 kHz post detect filter receives 500 kbps data at -96 dBm
with a bit error rate of 1X10^-6.

Weaknesses of currently offered products:

* Limited Linear Dynamic Range
* Multi-band Tuners are not currently available
* User must perform physical plug-in change to alter IF Bandwidth, FM
 Demod Slope, and Post-Detect Filters
* No external reference-lock capability
* QPSK modulation not currently supported
* No Diversity Combiners

The first generation of telemetry receivers from SEMCO has a somewhat limited
linear dynamic range. As mentioned above, the receivers were optimized for low noise
figure and high sensitivity. Their front-ends are very sensitive, but they go non-linear
with an input signal at about -50 dBm. Limited quantity tests have shown that
conventional receivers go non-linear at -20 dBm. The non-linear point is defined



herein as the input level of two adjacent channels that have frequency spacing such
that the first order intermodulation products (which fall at the receiver's center
frequency) are -60 dBc.

These receivers can operate above the linear dynamic range. Both card-based and
conventional receiver families provide distortionless demodulated signal at levels up
to +10 dBm if the received signal is the only signal present. The received signal will
become distorted if two adjacent signals at levels above the linear limit are spaced
such that the resulting intermodulation distortion falls directly on the desired signal's
frequency. This is one of the reasons that test range frequency management groups are
so careful in selecting telemetry transmission frequency assignments.

SEMCO's receivers utilize AFC for their optional PM and BPSK demodulators, but do
not offer AFC for the FM demodulator. This does not normally cause a problem
because the output of the FM demodulator is AC coupled. Small variations (<100 Hz)
in the received signal's frequency will cause the FM demodulator to operate on a
different part of its demodulation slope, but the output will remain balanced.

Second Generation Product Highlights:

* Increased Linear Dynamic Range
* Programmable IF Bandwidths, Output Levels, and Post-Detect Bandwidths
* AFC and AGC
* Optional Remote Tuners
* External reference lock
* Pre-Detect Diversity Combiners

CONCLUSION

Card-based telemetry receivers are exciting new products. They are niche products
that fill a variety of telemetry receiving and processing system requirements which
demand portability, small form factors, low cost, and dedicated performance. Second
generation products are soon to be released that will provide increased performance,
programmable flexibility, and utility.

NOMENCLATURE

A/D Analog to Digital
AFC Automatic Frequency Control
AGC Automatic Gain Control
AM Amplitude Modulation



BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying
FM Frequency Modulation
IF Intermediate Frequency
ITC International Telemetering Conference
LO Local Oscillator
PDDC Pre-Detect Diversity Combiner
QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
RF Radio Frequency
ROAC Receivers-On-A-Card
SAW Surface Acoustic Wave
SEMCO Systems Engineering & Management Company
TRVS Telemetry Receiving Verification System
TTC Test Transmitter Cards
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the design and performance of the FM/PM/BPSK "personal
computer card-based" receiver. In PSK, a carrier recovery technique must be used for
signal demodulation. Costas loop is a well known method and is the basis in the
design of the BPSK demodulation. A new design approach employing digital Box Car
arm filters is used to improve receiver performance and flexibility. Detail design and
performance of the digital Costas loop will be explored in a later section. A classical
technique is employed for Phase demodulation with the use of tracking Phase Lock
Loop. Frequency demodulation is designed around a simple, single FM discriminator
IC.

KEYWORDS

Card-based receiver, Demodulation, FM, PM, BPSK, Costas loop, Box Car filter,
Digital PLL.

INTRODUCTION

In today's telemetry application, the receiver is required to have the capability to
process a variety of signal modulations, handle a wide range of data rates, and be able
to be directly integrated into a computer system.

Systems Engineering & Management Company (SEMCO) designed and built a
unique, compact IBM-PC card-based FM/PM/BPSK IF Receiver, the PCSR-200,
operating within the frequency range from 102.5 MHZ to 172.5 MHZ in 100-kHz
steps. This receiver is capable of supporting the reception of high-resolution/real-time



satellite data ranging from 66.56 kbps to 2.111 Mbps. Data of various PCM formats
are supported: NRZ-L, NRZ-M, NRZ-S, and Bi-phase. The receiver is mounted on a
full-size IBM-AT/XT card that allows the receiver to interface directly with the PC.
Channel selection, IF filter selection, PM and BPSK mode selection, data rate
manipulation, and operational status are fully controlled by the PC.

This paper first presents the over-all description of the FM/PM/BPSK "card-based"
receiver and then describes the operation of each of the receiver's functional blocks.
Since the Costas loop is the central architecture of the system. Costas loop theory and
design will be discussed in detail. Finally, test results will be presented to support the
receiver performance.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The IBM-PC card-based FM/PM/BPSK IF receiver consists of two major parts: the
FM/PM/BPSK receiver and the computer interface circuitry. Figure 1 is a picture of
the PM/BPSK receiver. The receiver is a 4.45 in. X 8.75 in. X 0.5 in. block mounted
on the standard IBM-AT/XT card; control circuitries and computer interface occupy
the remainder of the card. The two SMA connectors are used for IF input signal and
sampled 70 MHZ IF. Signals such as PM/BPSK data output, FM data output, receiver
signal strength indicator (RSSI), lock detect indicator, AFC loop stress, and sampling
clock are buffered out to the DB-25 connector to provide the users with additional
monitoring capability and flexibility. The entire card-based receiver is supported by a
simple menu-driven program. Upon program loading and execution, the operator will
have full control of the receiver operation. From the control panel (PC monitor), the
operator can select the mode of operation (PM or BPSK), receiver frequency of
operation (102.5 MHZ to 172.5 MHZ in 100-kHz steps), data rate carried by the
received IF signal, and IF filter to provide optimum E /N . Also, receiver lockb 0

conditions (Costas loop lock and synthesizer lock), RSSI, and Costas loop stress

Figure 1. Picture of the PM/BPSK Receiver



(Frequency Offset) indication are directly monitored and displayed. FM data output
mode can be independently accessed without computer control.

THEORY OF OPERATION

As illustrated in Figure 2, the FM/PM/BPSK receiver consists of the following
functional blocks: RF front-end, Synthesizer, 70 MHZ IF, FM discriminator, Filter
bank, AGC, Costas loop and tracking PLL.

The RF front-end consists of a specially designed wideband, symmetrical, linear phase
70 MHZ band-pass filter centered at 137.5 MHZ, a mixer for signal down-conversion,
and amplifiers to maintain IF signal at a proper level during signal processing.

The synthesizer functions as a programmable LO that allows different channel
selection in 100-kHz steps. To achieve the desired probability of bit error rate (10E-6)
at a given E /N , the programmable LO (synthesizer) is carefully designed to provideb 0

optimum phase noise performance. In this design, the synthesizer phase noise
performance is -75 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset from the LO frequency, the open-loop
bandwidth is 5 kHz and phase margin is 54 .o

The signal from the RF front-end is then mixed with the synthesizer frequency to
produce a 70 MHZ IF signal.

A 70 MHZ IF block provides further signal filtering by a symmetrical, linear phase 5
MHZ band-pass filter. This filter guarantees the 2.111 Mbps BPSK signal to pass
through undistorted. The filtered IF is then branched off to an IF limiter/FM
discriminator block and BPSK/PM demodulation block.

The IF limiter/FM discriminator block consists of IF limiter, FM discriminator, and
post-detection amplifier/filter sections. A hard limited 70 MHZ sampled IF and signal
strength indicator are provided by this block for operational status and monitoring
purposes. For FM operation, FM data outputs can be taken at the post detection
amplifier output.

Prior to being demodulated, the 70 MHZ PM/BPSK IF signal passes through a
pre-detection filter bank that consists of two SAW filters: 500 kHz and 1 MHZ. An
appropriate filter will be selected to allow the signal of a known data rate to pass
through without too much Signal-to-Noise ratio degradation and intersymbol
interference (ISI). For signals carrying 1.024 Mbps and above, the by-pass path will
be selected.





An AGC circuit is incorporated in the receiver design to maintain the IF level almost
constant to improve the receiver sensitivity. The AGC has a 60-dB range and this
allows the receiver to operate from -75 dBm to -10 dBm without degradation in bit
error probability.

BPSK demodulation is accomplished by the Costas loop that consists of I-Q
demodulator, digital PLL, and digital Box Car filter. The digital PLL operates on the
information derived from the given data rate. For each data rate, a set of binary code is
used to set the number of counts that divide the frequency of the internal crystal
oscillator to provide a sampling clock equal to four times the selected data rate. This
sampling clock functions as a system clock to the digital filter. The digital filter
samples In-Phase and Quadrature signals from the I-Q demodulator and provides
digital filtering. Filtered data then address a PROM that implements the Exclusive-OR
function to provide an AFC signal. A second-order loop filter integrates this AFC
signal and outputs a control signal to drive the VCO. In addition, an automatic
sweep/steer circuit is included to enhance signal search and acquisition. During the
absence of the input signal, the sweep/steer circuit takes control of the VCO, forcing
the VCO to sweep over the range ±150 kHz around the 70 MHZ IF. When the 70
MHZ input signal is present, the Costas loop locks up as the VCO frequency sweeps
into coincidence with the signal. This inhibits any further changes of VCO frequency.
The steady VCO control voltage feeds back to the sweep/steer circuit and stops the
sweep/steer action and maintains the loop in lock condition.

A slight modification of the Costas loop allows phase demodulation operation. Here, a
switch is used to switch the loop filter input from its normal Costas loop operating
position to the Q-arm multiplier output. This eliminates the entire digital filter and the
I-arm multiplier and forms a basic PLL. PM detector output is taken at the Q-arm
multiplier output.

Figure 3 illustrates the computer interface block diagram. Data bus I/Os and bus I/O
controls are performed by special programmable peripheral interface ICs that are the
heart of the receiver/computer interface circuitry. A/D converters transform the
receiver's analog data to digital format for signal monitoring purposes.

COSTAS LOOP CIRCUIT THEORY AND DESIGN

In Digital Communications, a data stream must be modulated onto a carrier frequency
that is generated in the transmitter from a local reference oscillator before it can be
transmitted over the communications channel. The most efficient modulation
technique is coherent. In the receiver, coherent demodulation requires exactly the
same carrier frequency and phase to perform the demodulation. This carrier recovery



Figure 3. Computer Interface Block Diagram

can be done by many techniques, among which the Costas loop is the most common
technique that is used in this design.

Figure 4 illustrates the block diagram of a basic Costas loop. Consider a BPSK input
signal m(t):

 (1)

where

and the VCO signal is

 (2)

where



Figure 4. Conventional Costas Loop Block Diagram

A Costas loop generates a coherent phase reference independent of the binary
modulation by use of both in-phase and quadrature channels. By multiplying the input
signal m(t) with the VCO signal g(t) and filtering out the high frequency term, the
result at the in-phase arm (I-arm) is:

 (3)

Similarly, multiplying the input signal with the 90 phase shift version of the VCO ando

filtering out the high frequency term results in a sine function at the quadrature arm
(Q-arm):

 (4)

The product of equations (3) and (4) above is a function of the difference in the input
phase and the receiver estimate of phase. This phase error can be written in the
following form:

 (5)



When the phase difference is zero or some multiple of B, the loop becomes locked and
the I-arm output produces the data message. The Q-arm output reverses the polarity
each time the modulation changes sign and results in an average output of zero.

Figure 5 describes some details of the improved digital Costas loop. The majority of
the design applies the conventional Costas loop theory and it includes the main Costas
loops the VCO, the sweeper and its associated control circuitries. The I-arm and
Q-arm analog filters are replaced by digital Box Car filters. Signal samplings and
processings are performed by clocks equal to four times the bit rate and are generated
independently by the digital PLL.

Figure 5. Digital Costas Loop Block Diagram

As a minimum design requirement, the BPSK receiver must achieve less than 10E-6
probability of bit error (P )s given a bit energy to noise power spectral density ratioe

(E /N ) of 10.6 dB for any specified data rate ranging from 66.56 kbps to 2.111 Mbps.b 0

In addition, the Costas loop must be able to acquire lock and maintain the lock
condition within ±85 kHz of carrier drift. This carrier drift accounts for Doppler
frequency changes and any clock instability that might occur in the transmit/receive
system. In order for the loop to track the carrier and improve acquisitions a sweep
circuit is added. The rate of frequency sweep is chosen to be approximately 200
kHz/sec. This slow sweep rate ensures that frequency lock will occur when the VCO
sweeps through the input frequency, and once the phase lock is detected, the sweeping



signal will be removed before it drives the loop back out of lock. Just as important as
designing a PLL, the Costas loop design requires careful analysis of the loop filter. A
properly designed loop filter will enable the system to achieve high stability, good
noise performance, and good lock-in time. In this design, the loop achieves its best
performance when the open loop bandwidth is 800 Hz and the phase margin is 70 .o

One very important problem when implementing the Costas loop design is that the
two arm filters must be perfectly matched. With the two filters matched, it is possible
to achieve the theoretical optimum performance. Digital filter approach is an attractive
choice for this design. I-arm and Q-arm analog outputs are sampled by the two 4-bit
A/D converters and transformed to a digital format that is the discrete time domain

version of the analog transfer function of the arm filters. The phase detector is
implemented by an Exclusive-OR gate whose truth table is stored in a PROM. Its
outputs are pulses representing the phase detector error and are integrated and filtered
out to drive the VCO. The digital filter approach is preferred over its analog
counterpart; it does not require any precision or tight tolerance components that
exhibit aging problems which most standard analog designs are subjected to.
Additionally, for future enhancement, this design can be converted to QPSK
demodulation by simply reprogramming the PROM that contains maps of the PSK
state diagram.

Phase demodulation is developed based on the knowledge of the basic operation of the
Costas loop: in the absence of modulation, the Q-arm acts as a conventional PLL, with
the Phase detector error voltage developed at the output of the Q-arm multiplier.
Figure 6 illustrates the block diagram of the modified Costas loop being used as Phase
Demodulator.

RECEIVER PERFORMANCE

The receiver performance is greatly based on its ability to perform over a specified
E /N without much deviation in bit error probability from the theoretical P curve. Asb 0 e

mentioned in the previous section, the desired bit error must be less than 10E-6 for
E /N equal to 10.6 dB.b 0



Figure 6. Modified Costas Loop for BPSK and PM Application

Since carrier power is a known parameter and we have control over its value, it is
always more convenient to express carrier power in terms of its equivalent E . Theb

following equation describes the relationship between carrier power (C) and E :b

 (6)

 (7)

where



For example, for a signal input of -40 dBm and a data rate of 1.024 Mbps (corresponds
to 10Log(1.024E6)=60.1 dB bps), the bit energy will be -100.1 dBm (i.e., -40 - 60.1).
To obtain 10.6 dB E /N , the noise generator will be set to provide a noise powerb 0

spectral density of. -110.7 dBm/Hz.

We tested the receiver with various data rate and PCM formats (NRZ-L, NRZ-M,
NRZ-S, and Bi-phase-L), and the results are very well within ±1 dB of the theoretical
curve. In other words, the probability of bit error rate is zero for E /N =11.6 dB. Theb 0

PM mode is tested for 665.4 kbps Bi-Phase-L signal. The PLL remains locked for
modulation index as high as 75 . Table 1 lists the bit error rate test results for variouso

data rates.

One other important parameter that needs to be tested is the receiver's ability to track
Doppler frequency change. This phenomenon occurs when the source of transmitting
signal (i.e., satellites, airborne vehicle, etc.) is in motion relative to the receiver. This
receiver solidly locks on to the input signal and maintains the lock condition when the
input signal changes its frequency within ±150 kHz of the center frequency.

Table 1

CONCLUSION

Three important goals was set forth during the initial design phase of this receiver:
wide range of data rate, probability of bit error performances and ability to handle
Doppler frequency change.

Besides loop filter and pre-detection filters that determine the receiver's data rate
handling capability, the digital PLL is equally important. Its ability to provide
sampling clocks equal to four times the data rates solely determines the low and high
limits in data rate the receiver can support.

The test results obtained during experiments prove the superiority of the receiver
performance. With careful analysis and design, the receiver can handle a wide range
of Doppler shift that is most likely to occur in every telemetry application, and also



the measured probability of bit error rate can closely approach the theory.
Furthermore, as noticed during experiments, false lock condition never occurs. This
achievement is credited to the very well designed steering portion of the sweep/steer
circuit that drives the VCO away from the unstable lock condition.

Besides the above mentioned capabilities, the FM/PM/BPSK also has added values
from the user's point-of-view. With the use of a frequency down-converter, this
receiver can be operated with any higher frequency band. Its special small form-factor
makes it an ideal choice in applications where limited space is considered as a serious
factor in system design.
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NOMENCLATURE

A/D Analog to Digital
AFC Automatic Frequency Control
AGC Automatic Gain Control
BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying
E /N Bit Error to Noiseb 0

FM Frequency Modulation
IC Integrated Circuit
IF Intermediate Frequency
I/O Input/Output
ISI Intersymbol Interference
LO Local Oscillator
PCM Pulse Coded Modulation
P Probability of Bit Errore

PLL Phase Lock Loop
PM Phase Modulation
PROM Programmable Read Only Memory
PSK Phase Shift Keying
QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
RSSI Receiver Signal Strength Indicator
SEMCO Systems Engineering & Management Company
STT Small Tactical Terminal
VCO Voltage Controlled Oscillator
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ABSTRACT

The design of a telemetry tracking system is generally centered around its desired RF
performance which is typically specified in terms of beamwidth, gain and/or G/T.
These parameters determine the size of the reflector used in a given application and
consequently dictate the required size and performance of the associated pedestal.

Any subsequent improvement in the RF performance of such a system is primarily
achieved by increasing the size of its reflector. The magnitude of the improvement
realized is therefore limited by the load handling capability of the pedestal. In most
instances, the substitution of a larger reflector with its increased inertia and wind
loading causes a significant degradation in the dynamic performance of the tracking
system.

This paper describes how the figure of merit (G/T) of a specific dual axis telemetry
tracking system can be improved by a minimum of 7.3 dB/KE without impacting its
dynamic performance or increasing its weight.

These impressive results are made feasible by the innovative pairing of a unique
design planar reflector with a novel implementation of the conical scanner technology.
The FLAPS™ reflector incorporates a newly developed concept which features
lightweight construction and very low wind load coefficients [1, 2]. The conical
scanner is a lightweight version of the DECS tracking feed system described in the
referenced technical paper [3].

Keywords: telemetry tracking, performance enhancement, FLAPS reflector, conical
scanner.



INTRODUCTION

This technical paper addresses the problems associated with significantly increasing
the RF performance of an existing dual axis telemetry tracking system without causing
any degradation in its tracking performance or in any of its other operational
characteristics. It describes how a minimum 7.3 dB/KE improvement in the figure of
merit (G/T) of the US Navy 56 Portable Medium Range Antenna (PMRA) system can
be achieved in a unique and cost effective manner without replacing its pedestal.

The MARK 56 PMRA system is a dual axis telemetry tracking system featuring a 39"
(1.0 meter) reflector illuminated by a pseudo single channel monopulse tracking feed.
An outline of the system is shown in figure 1. Before modification, its gain and G/T
values, at 2300 MHZ, are 20.5 dBi and -2.8 dB/KE respectively. Its pedestal is
designed to drive the antenna at 20E/sec in winds in excess of 75 knots. Following
modification, its gain and G/T values will be 27.4 dBi and +4.5 dB/KE respectively
and the system will operate at 20E/sec in winds in excess of 90 knots. An outline of
the system after modification is shown in figure 2.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The requirement for an improved figure of merit (G/T) is typically addressed by
increasing the antenna feed efficiency, minimizing its insertion loss, using a
preamplifier with a lower noise figure and providing a larger antenna aperture. In the
case of the MARK 56 PMRA system, use of the best tracking feed technology will
yield a maximum 2.0 dB increase in gain by reducing the feed insertion loss; the
additional 4.0 dB needed will be generated by increasing the diameter of the radiating
aperture from 39" up to a minimum of 60" without increasing its windloading and its
weight. These results are not compatible with the use of a conventional mesh type
reflector.

The selected technical approach for this project consists of replacing the existing
antenna reflector and feed assembly with a new assembly incorporating a FLAPS
planar reflector illuminated by a high efficiency conical scanner. The FLAPS
reflector, based on unique technology, is ideally suited for this application and yields
the required gain increase within the weight and windloading constraints. The high
efficiency conical scanner is a good complement to the FLAPS reflector because of its
light weight and compact construction.

In addition to the use of these two new assemblies, the existing elevation rotator will
be repackaged to interface with the larger size reflector. Table 1 lists the antenna and
pedestal performance specifications before and after modification.









ANTENNA ASSEMBLY

FLAPS Reflector. The FLAPS reflector concept is based on the premise that a
geometrically flat surface can be designed to behave electromagnetically as though it
were a parabolic reflector. This effect is achieved by introducing an appropriate phase
shift at discrete locations on the flat surface as shown in figure 3. A typical
implementation of the concept consists of an array of dipole scatterers positioned
above a ground plane. Incident RF energy causes a standing wave to be set up
between the dipole and the ground plane. The dipole itself possesses an RF reactance
which is a function of its length and thickness. This combination of standing-wave and
dipole reactance causes the incident RF energy to be reradiated with a phase shift
which is controllable through variation of the dipole parameters. The exact value of
this phase shift is a function of the dipole length, thickness, its distance from the
ground plane, the dielectric constant of the intervening layer and the angle of
incidence of the RF energy. Typical dipole lengths vary over the range of 1/4 to ½ of a
wavelength and ground plane spacings are set between 1/16 and 1/8 of a wavelength.

Current implementations of this type of technology are limited to frequency
bandwidths in the order of 8 to 10%. This is more than adequate for the current
application and the specification for a FLAPS reflector operating in the 2200-2300
MHZ frequency band are listed in table 2. Ongoing research indicates that operational
frequency bandwidths in excess of 25% are achievable with the incorporation of minor
modifications in the basic FLAPS design.

The actual FLAPS reflector chosen for this application consists of an aluminum frame
supporting a high strength Kevlar string grid with dipole elements located at chosen
intersections. The frame is fabricated of 1.75" diameter thin wall aluminum tubing
with maximum dimensions of 33.5" x 33.5" x 1.75" and with a total weight of 30 lbs.
It is designed as four separate subframes hinged together to allow folding of the
reflector assembly into a 33.5" x 33.5" x 8.5" package for ease of storage and
transportation. The reflector is shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The Kevlar strings are strung inside the four frames and are interwoven in the style of
a tennis racket to provide rigid support for the dipole elements. This type of structure
is very strong and dimensionally stable over a wide range of temperatures and wind
velocities. It can operate in winds in excess of 110 knots and survive exposure to
winds in excess of 170 knots. Its wind load coefficients are much smaller than those of
a conventional solid or mesh reflector of the same size and it experiences wind load
forces 1/8 to 1/6 the magnitude of those associated with the parabolic units. This
characteristic is a direct result of the use of low profile resonant dipole elements
located approximately ½ wavelength from each other and mounted on thin wires. In





 





contrast, the conventional mesh type reflector requires a wire grid with openings no
larger than 1/16 to 1/20 of a wavelength.

Conical Scanner. The conical scanner is a light weight version of the unit described in
reference [2]. It is a new implementation of the well known conical scanner
technology currently in use in a large number of telemetry tracking antenna systems.

The DECS conical scanner operates as a conventional conical scanner with a rotating
aperture but its design is significantly different. It is centered about a stationary
coaxial-to-cylindrical waveguide adapter and a rotating radiating aperture which is
essentially limited to the offset section of the waveguide. This is in sharp contrast to
the design of a typical conical scanner in which the rotating assembly includes not
only the offset aperture but the nonoffset cylindrical waveguide, the RF choke section
and the drive shaft.

The major subassemblies of the DECS conical scanner used in the current application
are the coaxial-to-waveguide adapter and the radiating aperture. The
coaxial-to-waveguide adapter consists of a stationary waveguide section fed by a pair
of crossed dipoles at one end and fitted with an RF choke section at the other end. The
diameter of the waveguide section is selected to keep the TE11 mode cutoff frequency
below the lowest frequency of operation and its length is approximately 4". The
crossed dipoles are optimized for the 2200 to 2300 MHZ frequency band and their
base is hard wired to the waveguide end plate. The RF choke section uses well
behaved loaded sections of coaxial lines to present a modulation free impedance at the
interface gap between the waveguide adapter and the radiating aperture. It is
interesting to note that, with this design, residual amplitude modulation is non
existent. This type of modulation, traceable to modulation of the dipole input
impedance, is generally caused by any asymmetry in the rotating conical scanner
structure or in the RF coke section.

The radiating aperture consists of an offset horn assembly and a drive mechanism. The
horn assembly is designed to provide a perfect match for the waveguide-to-cylindrical
waveguide adapter and to illuminate the reflector in such a way as to produce an offset
secondary beam with a cross over loss of approximately .20 to .30 dB. The waveguide
section of the horn is a thin wall electroplated cylinder encased in an ultra lightweight
honeycomb support structure. The entire rotating mass is supported on a pair of
precision bearings and is capable of sustained operation in harsh environmental
conditions. The rotating horn is driven by a hollow shaft brushless DC motor powered
by a pulse width modulation amplifier which allows accurate control of the motor
velocity over a wide temperature range.



Accurate determination of the horn position is performed by an optical encoder
mounted behind the DC motor. The encoder generates the two +/- 15 volts square
wave reference signals used by the demodulator to extract the azimuth and elevation
error signals needed for autotrack operation. The frequency of these signals is dictated
by the speed of rotation of the scanner. The reference generator is also designed to
allow fine electrical adjustment of the feed tracking axes to minimize crosstalk.

The total insertion loss in this feed from the antenna aperture to the preamplifier is
0.75 dB. This value is at least 2.0 dB lower than that achievable with the current
quadrascan feed.

PEDESTAL ASSEMBLY

Existing Pedestal Assembly. The existing pedestal assembly is configured as an
elevation-over-azimuth unit with an elevation yoke supporting the antenna assembly.
The pedestal uses identical gear motors and gear trains for each axis and the basic
specifications for these units are listed in Table 5. Of special interest for this
modification are drive train gear ratios, continuous and peak torque values and
azimuth axis capacity to resist overturning forces. The gear reduction ratio for either
drive train is 2,670:1; this value yields a maximum theoretical azimuth or elevation
velocity of 26 to 31E/sec. Actual measured values are in the 23 to 26E/sec range.
Similarly, the maximum continuous theoretical torque is of the order of 75 ft-lbs and
the actual measured value is 80 ft-lbs. The maximum overturning moment which can
be borne by the turn table/torque tube assembly in the azimuth axis is unknown but
calculations show that, in its original configuration, the maximum overturning
moment experienced in 100 knot winds is approximately 200 ft-lbs. This is
approximately 15% of the overturning moment the system would experience with a
60" parabolic mesh reflector.

The torque available exceeds the 50 ft-lbs torque required to rotate the 39" reflector at
20E/sec in 75 knot winds. It is sufficient to perform this task in winds in excess of 90
knots but is only 15% of the value which would be required if a 60" reflector was
used.

Modified Pedestal Assembly. The design for the modified pedestal assembly retains
the azimuth rotator in its existing configuration but uses a repackaged version of the
elevation rotator to be mounted on a new riser base. The riser base is a 48" tall
lightweight aluminum weldment fitted at one end with an adapter plate designed to
mate with the existing turntable on the azimuth rotator. The riser base is shaped to
provide clearance for the -20E elevation motion of the FLAPS reflector.



The elevation rotator assembly is welded to the top end of the riser base and it uses the
same DC gear motor with gear train, data pack assembly and limit switch assembly as
in the current elevation rotator assembly. The design includes short yoke arms
attached to each end of the drive assembly to support the reflector and provide a
mounting surface for the counterweights. The overall dimensions of this assembly are
48" x 16" x 24" and its total weight is 40 lbs.

TABLE 5: DRIVE TRAIN SPECIFICATIONS

PERFORMANCE OF THE MODIFIED MARK 56 PMRA SYSTEM

The data presented in this paper firmly supports the proposition that a minimum gain
increase of 6.0 dB is achievable with the antenna modification described. As a result
of the technical approach selected, a sizable increase in the figure of merit (G/T) of the
MARK 56 PMRA system is also achieved.

With the FLAPS reflector, feed assembly and counterweights mounted on the
modified elevation rotator the maximum torque required for operation in 75 knot
winds is 50 ft-lbs for the azimuth axis and 35 ft-lbs for the elevation axis. These
values are less than the 80 ft-lbs available and the performance of the system will not
be affected when this antenna/positioner assembly is substituted for the 39" (1.0
meter) antenna. Similarly, the maximum overturning moment present at the azimuth
turntable in 100 knot winds will be 125 ft-lbs; this value is approximately 62% of the
moment experienced with the 39" antenna.



CONCLUSION

This technical paper introduces new technology to the field of telemetry tracking
systems as part of a performance enhancement program for a system originally
designed according to conventional wisdom. The results achievable are not only
significant but they are attainable in a cost effective manner. This same technology is
ideally suited to be used as the foundation for a family of new designs which answer
the need for light weight and/or low cost telemetry tracking systems.
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ABSTRACT

With the increased concerns for reducing cost and improving
reliability in today's telemetry systems, many users are
employing simulation and automation to guarantee reliable
telemetry systems operation. This places an increased demand
on the remote capabilities of the equipment used in the
telemetry system. Furthermore, emphasis has been placed on
the ability to decrease the space and power consumption of
the telemetry system to facilitate transportability of the a
single telemetry system to multiple sites. Finally, today's
telemetry systems demand that all equipment provide multiple
functions to provide the maximum performance for the lowest
system cost.
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INTRODUCTION

Many aspects mentioned above have been addressed, however
the telemetry receiver/combiner of the past has remained a
large, high power device with limited automation
capabilities. This paper will address the functions required
of a telemetry receiver/combiner to meet current and future
automation requirements. This will include the ability to
provide remote calibration and functional status. This paper
will further discuss the reduced system costs that can be
associated with a compact, low power, lightweight
receiver/combiner system capable of mobile operation.
Finally, it will discuss how a multi-function



receiver/combiner can reduce system costs by providing
multiple band tuning and multiple mode demodulation in a
single chassis. This will include performance and design
data of a multi-mode digital demodulator capable of AM, FM,
PM, PSK and QPSK demodulation and a multi-band tuner capable
of P-band, S-band and L-band tuning. All of the above
mentioned features can be found in the Microdyne 700-MR
Telemetry Receiver and the 1620-PC Diversity Combiner, which
will be used as design examples for the purpose of this
paper.

REMOTE CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

Most modern telemetry systems are designed to use extensive
computer remote control. The success or failure of the
system design can depend largely on the system computer
control. In researching remote control requirements for a
new receiver/combiner design, Microdyne identified the
following as being critical to the success of the design.

" The remote interface must be able to maintain
communications with today's high speed computers.

" All receiver/combiner control and status functions
available locally must be available remotely.

" The design must reduce the number of remote ports
required to control a receiver/combiner system.

The first two items are critical to having a dependable and
flexible remote interface. The third item is required to
reduce the cost of the remote control hardware.

DESIGN SOLUTIONS: REMOTE CONTROL

Microdyne's solution to remote control revolves around using
state-of-the-art integrated circuitry. Microdyne's latest
receiver/combiner has three remote interfaces; IEEE-488, RS-
232 and RS-422. The IEEE-488 interface uses the latest
interface circuitry available from National Instruments. The
interface chip set is capable of communicating with today's
high speed interface with data rates up to 300
kilobytes/second. The interface is also capable of
supporting the latest IEEE-488.2 standard. The RS-232 and
RS-422 interfaces are capable of transmitting data up to
19,200 baud. The RS-232 and RS-422 functions are generated
by Motorola's 68340 multi-function processor. This



Figure 1 - Remote Control  Configuration

integrated circuit provides control for the
receiver/combiner at 16 MHz.

Microdyne added extensive digital circuitry to ensure that
the remote operator is capable of accessing all functions of
the receiver/combiner. Care has also been taken to provide
complete status information to the remote user. This
includes functions such as signal strength, lock status,
loop stress, to name a few. These functions allow the remote
user not only to control the devices, but also be able to
assess the operating status of them.

A unique interface configuration was developed to solve the
last item on the remote design list. As remote system design
becomes more complex remote ports have greater demand. By
reducing the number of remote ports required to control a
receiver/combiner system a significant cost savings can be
realized. Receiver/Combiner systems of the past would
require three remote ports, one for the combiner and two for
the receivers. In this design, complete receiver/combiner
control can be realized by using one remote port. This
reduces the remote port requirements by the
receiver/combiners by 2/3. Figure 1 shows the remote
connection for a Microdyne receiver/combiner system. A
single interface port (RS-232 or IEEE-488) can be routed to
a master receiver. The master receiver will then route
commands for the other devices through the RS-422 interface.
The user maintains the capability to status and control all
devices.

SIZE AND POWER REQUIREMENTS

The requirement to have fewer telemetry systems support more
missions has increased the need for smaller telemetry
systems capable of mobile operation. Also, as the complexity
of the vehicle being tested has increased, the need to have



more data reduction equipment has also increased. These
applications require a decrease in the receiver/combiner
system rack space. If this requirement is met, cost can be
contained by providing more capabilities in less space.

A reduction in the amount of power required by the
receiver/combiner system can have several positive effects
on the telemetry receive system. First, and foremost, less
power means less heat. Less heat increases reliability and
MTBF of the equipment, not to mention that in a
transportable system less power means less power generation
requirements.

" Microdyne design goals for power and size were to
reduce them by 50%.

DESIGN SOLUTION: SIZE AND POWER

The space design goal was aggressively attacked using the
latest in surface mount technology. Additionally, design
efforts were focused in using digital processing
capabilities to increase the functionality of modules and,
at the same time, reducing size. The result of this effort
was a 3.5" receiver and a 3.5" combiner. Also developed were
a multi-mode demodulator and a multi-band tuner; both will
be discussed later.

The power consumption of the receiver/combiner was also
aggressively attacked. First, the receiver/combiner
circuitry was optimized to work with ±12 Volts. This
realized a significant decrease in power consumption.
Secondly, a switching power supply was employed. Although
the switching supply has some noise problems to solve, the
increased efficiency of the power supply has a significant
impact on the overall power consumption.

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

Although reducing size was important in the design of the
receiver/combiner system, it could not be at the sacrifice
of the user interface. The design goals established were as
follows:

" The front panel had to identify all available
functions.



Figure 2 - 700-MR Front Panel Design

" The indicators and displays had to be easily
readable.

" Users needed to be able to "instinctively" operate
the equipment.

DESIGN SOLUTIONS -- USER INTERFACE

Microdyne investigated several styles of user interfaces.
This included flat panel displays, alphanumeric LED
displays, touch screens, push buttons and rotary knobs. No
design idea was disregarded; all techniques were prototyped
for consideration. The final decision was to use
alphanumeric displays, combined with push button switches,
and a rotary knob. This combination was preferred almost 4
to 1. Figure 2 shows the final user interface. All functions
of the receiver/combiner are identified on the panel, and
the display are easily read.

" In-house training has indicated that a new operator
can be operating this equipment effectively in less
than 30 minutes.

MULTI-FUNCTIONALITY REQUIREMENTS

A considerable amount of space savings could be gained by
making some portions of the receiver/combiner multi-
functional. Specifically, by making the demodulator and the
tuner multi-functional, space could be saved by eliminating
the hardware required for "plug-in" modules. Additionally,
elimination of "plug-in" modules was more desirable from a
remote control viewpoint. The design goals were set as
follows:

" Design a multi-mode Digital Demodulator capable of
AM, FM, PM, PSK and QPSK demodulation.



Figure 3 - Digital Demodulator Block Diagram

" Design a multi-band Tuner capable of P-band, L-band
and S-band tuning.

DESIGN SOLUTIONS: MULTI-FUNCTIONALITY

Microdyne's solution to this problem was based upon using
the latest technology available for digital signal
processing. A design was perfected which was capable of
digitizing a 20 MHz IF signal into an I and Q vector. These
signals were then routed to look up tables which provide
demodulation algorithms. The output of the look up tables is
then routed to a digital signal processor (DSP) which
functions as a variable bandwidth loop integrator for
AFC/APC control of the receiver VCO. The demod is capable of
demodulating AM, FM, PM, PSK and QPSK signals. Figure 3 is a
block diagram for the digital demodulator.

The digital implementation of the demod also improves
performance when used for FM demodulation. The use of a
digital signal processor in the AFC/APC loop allows the
demodulator to optimize the demodulator bandwidth. This
results in a decrease in the noise bandwidth.

" FM Performance is improved by 1.5 dB. See Figure 4
for BER results.

The successful completion of this goal allows the
elimination of plug in demodulators; this results in a
reduction in size. The ability to provide multiple
demodulation capabilities in a single unit decreases the
initial system cost and maintenance cost.

The design goal to produce a multi-band tuner was solved by
using extensive surface mount technology combined with a



Figure 4 - Digital Demodulator BER Performance

unique band switching design. This design allows a single
unit to cover 4 telemetry bands; L-band, P-band, Upper S-
band and Lower S-band. The design goals were meet.

CONCLUSION

The Microdyne 700-MR Telemetry Receiver and 1620-PC
Diversity Combiner series can provide reduced costs and
improved reliability. Cost reductions can be realized by the
reduced size, reduced power requirements and the elimination
of "plug-in" modules. The 50% reduction in power and the
elimination of "plug-in" modules also significantly
increases reliability. Cost reductions can be further
reduced for remote applications. Microdyne's unique remote
control configuration will reduce the required computer



remote ports by 2/3. Complete "hands off" control will add
the capability to fully automate the receive system which
will decrease configuration time and increase operational
reliability.

These factors make the 700-MR and 1620-PC ideal selections
for the following applications:

" Transportable systems
" Airborne or Shipboard Applications
" Automated Systems
" Upgrading Existing Systems
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ABSTRACT

A remotely-operated ground telemetry tracking and receiving station is described. The
station, operating in a space-diversity mode, is capable of reception and tracking both
at VHF and at UHF. The station can be configured and operated from a distance of
240 km using a wide-band land data link. Uplink command at VHF is included as part
of the station.
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INTRODUCTION

A remotely-operated telemetry ground station commissioned by the Japan Air Self
Defense Forces (JASDF) of the Japanese Defense Agency (JDA) is the result of a
joint effort by Nippon Electric Company (NEC), Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
(MELCO) and Hitachi. Called the Flight Test and Control System (FTCS), the location
of this station makes possible the extensive use of a newly-developed flight test range
over the Sea of Japan (Zone G of Figure 1) for the F15 and for the FSX aircraft test
programs.

The new telemetry antenna ground terminal is located at Wajima, 545 meters up the
northwest side of a mountain rising 3,000 meters above sea level. A wide-band (6
Mbps) landline, supplied by Hitachi, links Wajima with the data reduction center of
the Air Development Test Wing (ADTW) located at Gifu, 240 km to the southeast.
Site development and equipment supplied at Wajima is due to MELCO and its
supplier Electro-Magnetic Processes, Inc. (EMP). Site development and equipment
supplied at Gifu is due to NEC and its supplier Loral EMR. The two sites
communicate with each other via a 9600 baud half-duplex RS-232 link.



ANALYSIS

EMP undertook a considerable amount of multipath analysis and provided it to
MELCO before a final antenna design configuration for the Wajima site was
determined. Trade-off analyses were performed in order to optimize the system
configuration at S-band: polarization diversity, space diversity, frequency diversity
and combinations of all were considered. Although the S-band antennas provide both
senses of circular polarizations, economical considerations dictated the elimination of
frequency and polarization diversity as candidates, and only right-hand circular
polarization (RHCP) is used. For space diversity, analysis showed the optimum
vertical spacing (at S-band) to be to be 11 feet (3.35 meters). Figure 2 shows the
carrier-to-noise ratio versus range (100 to 120 nautical-mile segment) for three cases:
polarization diversity only; three antennas space diversity only; and polarization
diversity with space diversity of two antennas. Figure 3 shows the carrier-to-noise
ratio over a 20 to 120 nautical-mile range and Figure 4 shows the coverage of altitude
vs. range for the low-gain antenna (dotted line) and for the high-gain antenna (solid
line); both curves are for polarization and space diversity of two antennas. The curves
of Figure 4 are the locus of points for a 13 dB carrier-to-noise (C/N) ratio when the
aircraft is radiating an effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of 1 watt; anything
inside of the curve represents a C/N greater than 13 dB. The parameters for the data
presented in these curves are:

Frequency 2,350 MHz
IF Bandwidth 6.0 MHZ
Beamwidth 7.4 Degrees
Beam Tilt 2.0 Degrees up
Antenna Heights 1,776, 1,787 and 1,798 feet above mean sea level (MSL)
Vehicle Altitude 5,000 feet above MSL
Surface Roughness 0.5 feet (Sea State 1)

WAJIMA SITE

The systems at Wajima can provide simultaneous tracking of -- and telemetry data
retrieval from -- two aircraft under test either at P-band (280-330 MHZ) or at S-band
(2300-2400 MHZ). Two identical tracking systems provide coverage to a range of 120
nautical miles. Each system is composed of two single-axis (azimuth only) tracking
antennas operating at both bands stacked one above the other as shown in Figure 5. A
second identical radome-protected system (two antennas) is located adjacent to the
first. Table 1 provides system specifications.

Although tracking of two aircraft with a single system is possible, the more
conventional use of the facility utilizes the two tracking antennas simultaneously to



provide space diversity at both bands. Although some improvement may have been
realized through the use of polarization diversity (receiving RHCP & LHCP
simultaneously) the cost of additional receivers and diversity combiners did not seem
justified. For the space diversity operation only one of the two tracking antennas is put
into the autotrack mode (the one receiving the stronger signal), while the second one is
slaved to the tracking unit so that both are pointing at the aircraft under test. The
system also has the capability of simultaneously transmitting as much as 25 watts of
power on the P-band uplink.

Two systems were delivered. A system comprises two "antennas," each consisting of
one UHF High Gain Antenna (4-foot diameter paraboloidal antenna), a 4-element
UHF Low Gain Antenna, and a two-helix VHF array; all three antennas are mounted
on an azimuth-only rotator/pedestal. A receiver per band (UHF and VHF), plus
diversity combiners (UHF and VHF -- shared with the other antenna of the system)
complete the "antenna." A simplified block diagram of the RF subsystem is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 7 is a partial block diagram of a "system." Only Pre-Detection combining, both
for UHF and for VHF receivers, was provided. From the figure it may be inferred
(triangle, note 1) that Post-Detection combining may be added at a future date; this is
true: receivers, as delivered, were not fitted with FM Demodulators for Pre-Detection
combining. Use of the new Microdyne Model 3220-PC combiner permits installation
of the Model 1444-D FM Demodulator in the combiner itself for demodulation of
pre-detection combined signals. If post-detection combining is desired, two additional
demodulators may be installed in the receivers simply be removing a plate covering
the place for normal demodulator installation, and removing a single jumper cable
inside.

The FTCS is intended for totally unattended operation at the Wajima site. The EMP
Model GTS-ACU-6-1H Antenna Control Unit (ACU) permits complete remote
configuration of the antenna system, including modes (Autotrack, Search,
Auto-Acquire, Rate Memory, etc.); configuration of all receivers and combiners,
including frequency selection, IF bandwidths, AGC time constants, etc., is also
possible remotely via the dedicated link from Gifu.

Referring again to Figure 5, the configuration and outline of one of the two systems is
shown. The four-dipole array is the low-gain ("acquisition aid") antenna. The UHF
high gain antenna feed is the EMP Radscan feed, mounted at the focal point of the
four-foot diameter paraboloidal reflector. The feed is supported by the "clamshelled"
radome (the radome and the reflector, joined at the outer edges of their
circumferences, constitute a "clamshell"). The two helical antennas, each with its own



ground screen, form a two-element VHF array with asymmetrical beamwidths: the
elevation beamwidth is broad, while the azimuth beamwidth is narrow.

GIFU SITE

Control of the two space diversity antenna/rotator systems at Wajima is via the
keyboard of a single computer located at GIFU. All commands that can be initiated
via the ACU-6 antenna control unit's front or side panels can be initiated by the
computer operator. The system menus and displays are in the Japanese language.

The Flight Test Telemetry System at GIFU consists of redundant EMR System 90
high-speed acquisition, real-time parallel processing, storage and display systems. As
shown in Figure 8, each system is built around the EMR 8715 Preprocessor.

Data inputs from the aircraft, directly or by tape playback, are IRIG-standard PCM
streams, each conditioned and synchronized by an EMR 8320 PCM Bit Synchronizer
and decommutated by a D20 module within the 8715. This pair of units handles data
at rates to 20 Mbps, preparing each word for preprocessing in the 8715. To guard
against loss of data, redundant preprocessor units are used.

This system is configured with the O/S90 architecture, and accepts both
MIL-STD-1553 data (IRIG Chapter 8) and PCM telemetry data. Data can be displayed
at any workstation in many formats. The O/S90 was delivered with a variety of
graphic display formats including strip chart, bar chart, crossplots, and alphanumeric.
A software editor is available to create new displays (such as annunciator panels,
artificial horizons, heads-up displays, flight director layouts, power-spectral displays,
etc.). Parameter assignments can be changed while viewing data, as can display
characteristics such as axis scaling, time span, update rate, colors, limit checking.
etc.

SYSTEMS CAPABILITY

Each of the antennas is identical, and each is capable of autotracking, independently of
any outside information, at VHF or at UHF. Although in normal operation, one
antenna is designated the Master, and the other is designated the Slave, either of the
antennas is capable of tracking (and acting as the Master) with the other antenna
slaved to it. This includes one antenna in the system tracking at VHF (and slaving the
other), with the other receiving at UHF (S-band). In short, either antenna of an FTCS
system can track any signal that it is capable of receiving, and slaving the other
antenna to it.



REMOTE CONTROL OPERATION

For the following discussion, Local refers to the site at which the antennas are located
(Wajima), and Remote refers to the site at which the "Remote Control" equipment is
located (Gifu). ACU's are referred to as "ACU-6's." Parallel control is referred to
either as "GPIB" or as "IEEE-488"; serial control is referred to as "RS-232C." Master
refers to the ACU at Wajima that is in control; the Master can be in control in any
mode: Autotrack, Manual, Search, etc. The Antenna/Pedestal that is not in control at
Wajima is referred to as the Slave. The Slave Antenna/Pedestal follows the Master
Antenna/Pedestal at all times; its primary function in this mode is only to "Receive"
signals from its diverse Space Position and to provide these signals to the "Diversity
Combiner" for combining with the signals received by the Master Antenna/Pedestal.

Each of the antennas is capable of independent remote control from the Gifu site.
Complete control, including mode of operation, frequency/band of operation, etc. is
possible. Systems at Wajima report back status and operating parameters to the
Remote station at Gifu over the 6 MHZ data link.

The two Local ACU-6's are interconnected to each other through an RS-232C
interface cable for slaving and for status purposes. The present position and mode
status of each antenna is transmitted from one unit to the other. Each of the ACU-6's is
provided with a Master switch. There is a confirmation cycle of three (3) seconds for
changing from Master to Slave mode in each ACU-6. If both of the ACU's are put in
Master mode, each ACU will operate independently, controlling its own
antenna/pedestal; if one Master switch is turned off, that ACU will automatically
"slave" to the other one. If one ACU is tracking, the other will be slaving, and
conversely. The two ACU's cannot be in the Slave mode at the same time.

RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER

Operating in the Space Diversity mode, signals received by each of two identical
antennas, separated in space, are fed to a Diversity Combiner. Operation in this mode
permits an increase in signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 2.5 dB over that attainable with a
single system (for signals that are approximately equal at each of the antennas).

The two VHF antennas per system are co-located with the UHF antennas. Each VHF
antenna is identical to all of the others, and is capable not only of autotracking, but of
transmitting up to 25 watts of c-w RF power. Since transmitting and receiving occur
on different frequencies in the VHF band, provision is made for the transmission of
signals on one antenna (radome) complex, while receiving signals at the other



frequency at the opposite antenna (radome) complex. Transmit and receive
frequencies are in the bands 282-286 MHZ and 326-330 MHZ.

DIVERSITY OPERATION

Diversity combining is a technique for coping with the problem of signal fading. In a
telemetry link, the signal received from the telemetry source at the telemetry receiving
system will undergo amplitude fluctuations (fades) for a number of reasons. These
include changes in the gain and polarization of the source antenna due to vehicle
maneuvering, multipath interference with the direct signal, and atmospheric effects.
Fades from these causes can easily reduce the received signal at one of the two
antennas in the system by 20 dB or more. Fortunately, the fading due to these causes
at (say) antenna #1 is not correlated with the fading at (say) antenna #2, and this is one
of the advantages of space diversity.

In diversity combining, two or more receiver outputs are added in the combiner to
provide one continuous output. Diversity combining depends on a physical difference
in the path to each receiver so that deep fades are uncorrelated, i.e., occur at different
times in different channels. The types of diversity used to achieve this essential
difference in the two (or more) receiver channels are space diversity, frequency
diversity, polarization diversity, time diversity, and angle diversity. The type selected
depends on the source of the fading problem. Space diversity, which is utilized in the
proposed system, is best for suppressing fades due to multipath reflections.
Polarization diversity suppresses fades caused by changes in source antenna
polarization due to vehicle maneuvering; polarization diversity, combined with space
diversity, was originally proposed for the FTCS Program but current requirements
have eliminated the polarization diversity portion of the system -- which seriously
diminishes each system's capability to provide an optimum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
under all conditions

The Microdyne Model 3220-PC combines two receiver channels. Two combiner
modes are available: pre-detection mode and post-detection mode. Pre-detection mode
means that the two signals are combined, prior to detection, at the receiver's second IF
frequency; this requires that the signal carriers in each receiver output be in-phase, and
at the same frequency when combined. This is accomplished through a phase-lock
loop in the combiner. Post-detection combining does not require this since the signals
are combined after final detection where only the modulating signal (baseband) is
present. This might seem simpler, but post-detection combining (which is not
currently being provided in this program) has other disadvantages, beyond the scope
of this discussion, which make pre-detection combining preferable if only one is to be
used.



The 3220-PC combiner is an "optimal-ratio" combiner; this means that the two signals
are not simply added, but are weighted in an optimal manner before addition to
provide the best output carrier-to-noise ratio. The weight is the amplitude ratio of the
two signals to be added. Optimum weighting involves using more of the signal with
the better C/N ratio than the signal with the poorer C/N ratio (1).

CONCLUSION

To meet the flight testing challenges of current and future generation aircraft, the
Japanese Air Self Defense Forces have purchased and commissioned a state-of-the-art
telemetry receiving and data reduction facility with extensive expansion capability. By
utilizing dual-band tuners in their receivers, they can cover L-band as well as S-band
without changing the antenna. Their data rates can be increased to 12 Mbps with no
changes to the ground station. By adding additional receivers and combiners they can
embrace polarization diversity in addition to the existing space diversity. The option
to operate the entire system locally or from miles distant adds to the flexibility of
JASDF planning.
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TABLE 1

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
SPACE DIVERSITY TELEMETRY TRACKING ANTENNA SYSTEM

UHF VHF

Antenna Configuration 4-ft Reflector Two 7-Turn Helices
(Two Antennas, Space Diversity)

Low-gain UHF Antenna 4-Cup Dipole Array None

Tracking Mode (Az Only) Hi-gain: Conscan Single-Channel
Lo-gain: Single- Monopulse
Channel Monopulse

RF Frequencies, MHz 2300-2400 282-286 &
326-330

IF Bandwidths, MHz 3.3, 6 & 12 0.3, 0.5 & 1.0

C/N Required for Data 13 dB 13 dB

Source EIRP +30 dBm +30 dBm

Antenna Gain, Hi-gain 24 dBi Min 12 dBi Min
 Lo-gain 14 dBi Min ---

Beamwidths, Hi-gain 7.4EAz 21EAz
7.4E El 35EEl

Beamwidths, Lo-gain 13EAz ---
52EEl

Acquisition Angle ±13E ±20E

Polarization, Hi-gain RHCP* RHCP
 Lo-gain RHCP*

LNA Noise Figure 1.0 dB (75EK) 5.0 dB (627EK)

LNA Gain 33 dB Min 33 dB Min

Loss, Antenna to LNA 1.0 dB Max 1.0 dB Max

*LHCP available but not used.
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ABSTRACT

An increasing number of satellite users and manufacturers are looking to lightweight,
inexpensive satellites as substitutes to traditional large, expensive satellites with
multiple payloads. Neither the Department of Defense nor the commercial sector can
bear the financial or reputational consequences associated with massive program
failures. With the low cost and weight of these new satellites, users can achieve
mission success without great risk. One example of this new class of inexpensive
spacecraft is the RADCAL (RADar CALibration) satellite. Detachment 2, Space &
Missile Systems Center at Sunnyvale, CA operates the satellite. RADCAL is a
200-pound polar orbiting satellite with an average altitude of 450 miles. It is primarily
used by 77 worldwide radars to calibrate their systems to within five meter accuracy.
Also flying on board RADCAL is a communication payload for remote field users
with small radios. The RADCAL program has satisfied all mission requirements.
However, with the limited size and cost come certain challenges, both in the satellite
and on the ground. Pre-launch testing was not as comprehensive as with more
expensive programs; anomalies have arisen that require extensive workarounds. Data
management is not a straightforward task, and it is sometimes difficult and inexact to
track satellite performance. These challenges are presented with their solutions in the
following discussion; this paper addresses the functional, operational, and testing
aspects associated with the RADCAL satellite.

KEYWORDS

RADCAL, radar calibration, small satellite operations, GPS, UHF-band satellites,
inexpensive satellites.



INTRODUCTION

NASA and DOD use many of their radars to track newly launched missiles and
spacecraft in the first critical minutes of flight. During this vulnerable period, the
Range Safety Officer (RSO) carefully watches the flight path. If the rocket veers
outside its previously established corridor, the RSO must destroy the stray object
before it inadvertently causes property damage or personal injury. The accuracy of the
radars is crucial to this process, and a rigorous calibration program ensures this
accuracy. A most reliable method of calibrating these radars is for them to track a
space object, usually one specifically designed for this purpose. After March 1990,
when GEOSAT's secondary radar calibration mission ceased, the 77 worldwide
C-band radars belonging to NASA and DOD were without a common, definitive,
space-based calibration target. Granted that some of the larger radars were able to use
existing low-earth orbiting satellites (such as the giant Russian Mir space station) for
coarse cross-referencing, smaller radars were completely reliant on second-generation
data from the large radars. Standardizing the calibration data source for all radars had
eventually become a critical need.

Meanwhile, certain US Army units had a critical requirement of their own. Tactical
users were requesting an inexpensive improvement to their communication capability
that would help them during their remote training exercises. Often being preempted by
higher priority missions, it was becoming increasingly difficult for the smaller field
units to schedule time on the busy geosynchronous communication satellites. In any
case, those satellites could not fulfill the requirements for the deployments at higher
latitudes, and they usually required bulky ground equipment. The Army wanted a
satellite over which they could exert more of their own control--a system more
tailored to their specific requirements .

On June 25, 1993, the RADCAL satellite was launched atop a Scout rocket, providing
an effective answer to both the radar and communication challenges. One year from
proposal to launch, RADCAL cost $10 million (including launch services and one
year of operations). RADCAL is a light-weight, inexpensive satellite orbiting the earth
at an average altitude of 450 nautical miles. Each revolution of RADCAL's polar orbit
takes 100 minutes to complete, bringing the satellite around the world just over 14
times a day. Every spot on the earth's surface is covered at least four times a day.

RADCAL's primary mission is to provide a space-based target for C-band radars. The
satellite's secondary mission is to provide both delayed and real-time communication
capability. RADCAL also accommodates two experiments: a set of economical GPS
navigation receivers, and a special solar array enhancement device known as the Peak
Power Tracker (PPT).



THE RADAR CALIBRATION MISSION

The calibration of NASA and DOD radars, is made possible by careful comparison of
two types of position data: data generated by radars as they track the satellite's C-band
transponder, and data generated from on-board 150- and 400-MHZ beacons.

The 30th Space Wing (30 SPW) at Vandenberg AFB, CA, is the administrator of the
C-band radar calibration effort. In this capacity, 30 SPW serves as the scheduling
authority for RADCAL's C-band transponder requests. Radar range supervisors
around the world send their requests to 30 SPW, where administrators consolidate and
deconflict the requests into one weekly list. This request list is passed on to the
RADCAL flight controllers in Sunnyvale, CA, and the flight controllers program
RADCAL to respond at the appropriate times. As RADCAL passes over an applicable
radar, the satellite's C-band transponder switches on. When a radar user transmits
"interrogation" pulses up to RADCAL, the satellite's transponder returns pulses back
down to the radar. The time delay is translated into ranging data.

Also key to the radar calibration process is a set of beacons on-board RADCAL
transmitting at 150 and 400 MHZ. A dozen beacon receivers distributed around the
northern hemisphere detect these beacon transmissions. The doppler system generates
position data of RADCAL within two to three meter accuracy, one order of magnitude
better than the accuracy obtained before RADCAL was launched. Administrators at
30 SPW can compare this doppler-generated position data to the radar transponder
data. They can then direct the radar personnel to calibrate their equipment as
necessary.

THE COMMUNICATION MISSION

When necessary, Army Special Forces units make requests to the RADCAL Support
Center (RSC) for communication payload use. They request specific times for the
satellite to uplink or downlink digital data to or from given mailboxes on board. The
requests will specify various parameters of the communication events (such as data
rate, modulation, and which antenna system to use). The requests also specify the
timing of the operations, which correlates to the location on the globe where these
events are to take place. Users can upload messages from one geographic location,
and download them to another. The data can be either encrypted or clear text. Users
can also request RADCAL's real-time voice or data communication capability (also
known as "bent-pipe" mode): Two users can communicate in real time within the
footprint of the satellite (approximately 1500 nautical mile radius).



THE EXPERIMENTS

The satellite also has the capability to generate its position through use of an
experimental package -- a pair of Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers. The two
Trimble Advanced Navigation Sensor receivers represent one of the first times that a
commercial course acquisition GPS receiver has been used on a satellite. As requested
by the experimenter, a GPS receiver is turned on for a specified period of time
(usually between five and ten hours). Positioning information is collected and
recorded in a three-megabyte memory on board. After the collection period is
complete, the RSC flight controllers can program the satellite to download the
position data to the telemetry and commanding computer. This position data is
currently experimental, but experimenters propose the use of this data in lieu of the
beacon-generated position data for the radar calibration mission. The GPS
methodology has also been used successfully to determine spacecraft attitude to
within one degree. Two technical papers have been published (Stanford University
and the Aerospace Corporation) on the use of GPS for orbit and attitude
determination, particularly on the RADCAL satellite.

RADCAL's second experiment, the Peak Power Tracker, uses a combination of
known technologies in a highly creative way to enhance the satellite's power
management capability. A series of three integrated circuits is used to track the
maximum solar array voltage-current, placing the bias point at the optimum position.
This power is used to more efficiently charge RADCAL's two NiCd batteries,
significantly outperforming the satellite's traditional charge regulators. This
experiment has been declared a success, and has been proposed for a more permanent
role in power management, particularly when the solar arrays begin to degrade at
RADCAL's end of life. Derivatives of this experiment are slated for future satellite
designs .

THE RADCAL SATELLITE

The heart of the satellite is its on-board computer. The computer's Central Processing
Unit (CPU) is an 80C86 chip; a flight-certified version of its 8086 cousin from the
early days of personal computing. The computer has four megabytes of Random
Access Memory (RAM). Three megabytes are reserved for the GPS experiment. The
remaining megabyte contains telemetry samples, "mailboxes" for the communication
payload, and the satellite schedule.

The satellite communicates to the outside world through 15 antenna elements (see
Figure 1 for details). These elements are used for telemetry and commanding (T &C),
mailbox communication, GPS data collection, tracking beacons, and C-band



Figure 1: The RADCAL Satellite

turnaround tones. There are four omni-directional blade antennas for telemetry and
commanding, generating a 400 MHZ beacon and communicating with a mailbox;
there are four whip antennas for a 100 MHZ beacon. Four GPS receiving antennas are
cross-connected to two GPS receivers. Two transponder antennas are used for C-band
turnaround tones, and there is one helix antenna is for telemetry and commanding.

The satellite derives its electrical power from an array of solar panels that cover 75%
of the outer structure, and the solar arrays also keep a pair of nickel-cadmium (NiCd)
batteries fully charged in preparation for uninterrupted eclipse operations. Eclipse
seasons occur twice per year for three months; the longest eclipses in each season lasts
about 37 minutes of every 100-minute revolution.

Position and attitude control on RADCAL is a passive operation. RADCAL has no
thrusters, and therefore cannot change position. For the vast majority of its mission,
the spacecraft uses a passive attitude stabilization solution. Stabilization of the
longitudinal axis is achieved by using a 20-foot long gravity gradient boom with a
five-pound tip mass. This scheme provides a sufficient mass placement differential to
keep the satellite pointed toward the earth. At the same time, a set of hysteresis rods
use the earth's magnetic field to dampen rotation and libration to negligible levels.



Coarse attitude data is derived from a navigation magnetometer package on board that
measures electromagnetic flux in the earth's magnetic field. In the event that the
satellite becomes inverted, a large electromagnet known as the "Z-wire" can be used
to re-invert the satellite to its nominal attitude.

OPERATING RADCAL

The RADCAL satellite is controlled from the RADCAL Support Complex (RSC) in
Sunnyvale, California. The RSC is a small room in an office building, equipped with
two personal computers, a UHF -band transceiver, an antenna control unit, and an
UHF antenna. The complex is run by Detachment 2, Space and Missile Systems
Center, with a crew of four flight controllers from Loral Space and Range Systems.

All operational telemetry and command processing is accomplished on a standard
IBM-based PC (with a 386 chip), known as the T&C computer. Data moves to and
from the T&C computer through a transceiver attached to a helix antenna on the roof.
The system is operated using software provided by the satellite manufacturer, CTA
Space Systems (formerly Defense Systems, Incorporated). Tracking operations are
performed using another PC attached to an Antenna Control Unit (ACU) which
controls the azimuth and elevation of the antenna. See Figure 2.

Figure 2: The RADCAL Support Complex



Operations at the RSC are centered around short contacts with the satellite conducted
during a period of visibility lasting about 15 minutes. These visibilities take place at
least twice every 12 hours, separated by 100 minutes (one orbital revolution).

The RSC receives schedule requests through a computer bulletin board, fax machine,
or telephone. In response to these requests, an uplink file is prepared before a given
satellite contact. This file contains commands that will be placed in the satellite's
schedule. Placing a request into the on-board queue with a date and time of execution
is the only way to command the satellite. This date and time can be the moment of the
satellite contact if an immediate execution is required.

A contact usually lasts less than one minute. The satellite is configured for half-duplex
communication; it transmits then receives in quick succession. The satellite begins
these bi-directional conversations by "sounding" a short beep at a previously
scheduled time. The one-second beep contains synchronizing frames and satellite
identification. The RSC's transceiver "hears" the beep and automatically returns a like
beep, containing synchronizing frames, ground station identification, and a password.
Once this handshake has been established between these two similar pieces of
equipment, the satellite will transmit a previously requested burst of telemetry. This
usually includes state-of-health (SOH) information in two different formats, as well as
a complete copy of the satellite's scheduling queue. This takes about 15 seconds. The
ground station then automatically sends up a burst of commands, as necessary, to
supplement the scheduling queue. This takes another 15 seconds. This action
concludes a single contact. See Figure 3.

Figure 3: A Typical RADCAL Bi-Directional Communication Event

Both the ground station and satellite are capable of operating at either 2400 or 4800
bps data rates, using the Manchester encoding scheme. In addition, either Frequency
Shift Key (FSK) or Bi-Phase Shift Key (BPSK) modulation types can be used. On the



satellite, either of two antenna systems are available for telemetry and commanding
activities: the helix antenna or the set of four omni-directional blade antennas. When
using the helix antenna, the satellite can be configured to transmit at either 10 or 60
watts.

During a bi-directional contact, telemetry is received into a RAM buffer in the ground
transceiver. When the contact is complete, all RAM is then transferred to a
subdirectory in the T &C computer. Then the telemetry is processed by the ground
station software: each frame is identified, then regrouped into telemetry files. Based
on its type, the data is then transferred to an appropriate subdirectory. Because of the
delay after the real-time contact, it is difficult to respond to the telemetry during a
given pass, or to react quickly to satellite anomalies. The best that can be done is
"virtual" real-tim:. A command is sent up to the spacecraft during a first contact,
requesting the satellite to contact the ground again about three or four minutes later.
After the first contact's telemetry is analyzed by the flight controller, commands can
be prepared for uplink during the second contact. This second contact can therefore be
used as an anomaly response tool.

THE CHALLENGES

RADCAL is an example of the space industry's attempts to minimize satellite program
cost, both in terms of money and time. There are consequences of building a satellite
with such downsized scope. The cause of many of RADCAL's difficulties can be
traced to the lack of comprehensive testing that integrated all subsystems.

Some of RADCAL's problems center on RF interference: The beacons interfere with
both the satellite's helix and GPS receive capability, and the transmission on the helix
antenna which interferes with beacon transmissions. Flight controllers have had to
creatively work around these problems by consistently turning on and off interfering
systems at various times during RADCAL communication contacts.

In addition to the RF interference issues, RADCAL's electrical power subsystem has
some unexpected limitations. One of the constraints made itself evident in the first
eclipse season: Battery voltages were dropping dangerously low when the satellite
was in shadow for more than 3 0 minutes. Flight controllers were able to supplement
the insufficient power only by turning the satellite beacons off in lowest reaches of the
southern hemisphere, where there are no beacon receivers.

Another problem in power management was also discovered: When the 60-watt
transmitter was used in conjunction with the GPS receiver, it would detect an



overcurrent status and shut itself off. This problem could have been averted, had bus
assignments been planned more judiciously.

One of RADCAL's more obscure problems is that its helix and omni transmissions
occasionally fade in and out during communication events. It has been proposed that
near field multipath interference with the gravity gradient boom causes an irregular
antenna pattern.

The satellite has also experienced occasional single-event upset (SEU) incidents.
These SEUs have not only resulted in spurious data, but have also caused untimely
satellite CPU resets (i.e., "reboots"). Fortunately, the CPU's primary operating
software is stored on hardened EPROMs, which have thus far demonstrated adequate
resistance to these SEUs.

The RADCAL operation is PC-based, and all telemetry is stored on 3 ½-inch floppy
disks. Telemetry can be restored at any time and viewed through the manufacturer's
software. Unfortunately, telemetry trend analysis had been a painstaking process,
because the manufacturer's software was not compatible with any other software that
facilitates telemetry analysis. However, by purchasing off-the-shelf spooling software,
the telemetry data could be spooled to an ASCII format output file. This file can then
be imported into spreadsheet software and analyzed in many different formats. It can
also be broadcast to the RADCAL community via the TECNET bulletin board.

Operating RADCAL's GPS experiment represents a considerable challenge. Since the
on-board GPS receivers are "course-acquisition" (C/A) type, precise data is not
directly available. The data accuracy is intentionally corrupted with a cryptographic
"selective availability" (S/A) mask. After flight controllers have downloaded position
data, this data must undergo significant processing: The S/A mask must be removed to
reveal the precise data required for adequate orbit determination, and then the data
must be smoothed to remove noise. This processing takes place at the Test Data
Analysis Center, at Onizuka Air Station, which is authorized to handle the
cryptographic S/A mask.

CONCLUSION

As with any endeavor, operating a lightweight, inexpensive low earth orbiting satellite
like RADCAL has its advantages and disadvantages. An advantage of the RADCAL
program is its stark simplicity, but this simplicity has a price. Prudent balancing of
cost and benefit are difficult to achieve in a satellite program, where there is no
opportunity to "recall" the satellites. The RADCAL satellite was designed largely
using off-the-shelf hardware and firmware; the ground station is manned with an



operational staff of four. In spite of these factors, RADCAL has been a highly
effective program significantly improving radar accuracy and providing inexpensive
communication capability. The program has successfully proven GPS capability for
orbit and attitude determination, and has confirmed the Peak Power Tracker solar
power enhancement experiment. Just as important, the lessons learned will permit
further improvements on future low-cost programs. In the absence of robust integrated
pre-launch testing, the program achieved its primary objectives. Therefore, if an
organization can bear the inconveniences RADCAL's challenges pose, it is highly
recommended that future programs be modeled after RADCAL.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method for determining high resolution time, space, and
position information for a test range flight vehicle using four tracking receivers.
Equipped with GPS time systems, each receiver records the exact time at which a time
marker embedded in the transmitted TM data stream is received. With this
information, the time difference of arrival for the time markers at three of the receivers
can be calculated referenced to the fourth. Using this time difference, the position of
the transmitter can be determined.

The accuracy with which the received signal time delay can be calculated depends on
the accuracy of the GPS time system at each receiver. The effect of time accuracy on
positional resolution is evaluated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important part of a safe and successful flight at a test range is the ability to know,
with a high degree of accuracy, where the flight vehicle is at all times. Furthermore,
this must be real-time information so that if the vehicle leaves predetermined
boundaries, corrective action can be taken. In addition to providing a safe test flight,
accurate tracking information is useful for evaluating the test vehicle's performance.

This paper describes a method for determining high resolution position information
for a test range flight vehicle. Signal time difference of arrival information is obtained
from three outlying sites with reference to a fourth base site. The signal TDOA
information is used to calculate the test vehicle's position.



Section 2 gives an overview of the tracking system and discusses the placement of the
four receiver sites. In section 3 the derivation of transformation from range difference
to Cartesian position is presented. Section 4 provides a numerical performance
analysis. Conclusions are made in section 5.

2. TRACKING SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A tracking method commonly used at test ranges is based on the azimuth and
elevation angles of the test vehicle. These angles are determined from each receiving
antenna as they track the vehicle's maximum transmitted signal strength. Knowing
these angles then allows the vehicle position to be calculated. However, this method
suffers from inaccuracy, especially when the vehicle is low on the horizon.

Figure 1 shows a possible test range configuration with three outlying sites and a
reference or base site positioned on a set of coordinate axes. The flight vehicle's
position is also labeled. This layout will be used in the development of the position
tracking algorithm in section 3, as well as the numerical performance analysis in
section 4.

When equipped with GPS time systems, the receivers previously used for
azimuth/elevation angle tracking can now be used to obtain time difference of arrival
information. Using the time difference from one site's reception of a signal to another
site's reception of the same signal, the distance difference can be easily calculated.
The signal time difference multiplied by the speed of light becomes a distance
difference.

Between any two points, hyperbolic surfaces exist which contain all points having the
same distance difference from the two original points. In a test range environment,
the distance difference (obtained from the time difference of arrival) between the
reference site and any of the outlying sites also defines a hyperbolic surface. The
reference site and only one additional site would therefore be inadequate to determine
three-dimensional position information. Adding a third site would define a second
hyperbolic surface which would intersect the first in the form of a hyperbola, thus
restricting the possible positions of the test vehicle to a line. By adding a fourth site, a
third hyperbolic surface is defined which intersects the line described above in two
points. One of these two points corresponds to the vehicle's position.

The ambiguity of the two possible solutions can typically be resolved by checking to
see which is physically realizable. Often, one of the solutions will correspond to a
position with a negative z coordinate, and can therefore be discarded. If both solutions
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Figure 1: Configuration of Tracking Receivers at Outlying Sites and Flight Vehicle

are plausible, the history of the flight path must be used to determine the correct
solution.

When calculating the optimal position for the receiver sites, the following issue must
be taken into account. If the four stations are co-planar and lie on the perimeter of a
circle, any position on the line perpendicular to that plane extending up from the
center of the circle will result in a distance difference of zero. This will cause the
algorithm to fail. Points along this line could not be distinguished from one another.
Therefore, co-planar sites should not lie on the perimeter of a circle.
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It is possible to have a set of three time differences which do not correspond to a
physical position. Such would be the case if the magnitude of one of the time delays
were greater than the propagation time between the reference site and the outlying site
cooresponding to that delay. The actual propogation time between the reference site
and an outlying site is the maximum time delay that could ever be possible between
those two sites. In this case the tracking algorithm presented below would yield an
imaginary solution.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF POSITION TRACKING ALGORITHM

Referring to Figure 1, define the quantities R , R , and R to represent the distance1 2 3

from the reference site to each of the three outlying sites at coordinate positions
(x ,y ,z ), (x ,y ,z ), and (x ,y ,z ) respectively. Using Pythagorean's Theorem, R , R ,1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 2

and R can be written as3

(3-1)

Let R represent the distance from the flight vehicle to the reference site at the
coordinate system origin (0,0,0). R is similarly expressed as

(3-2)

The three range differences can now be written in terms of R as

(3-3)

Each d is interpreted as the difference in distance from the flight vehicle to the
reference site, and the distance from the flight vehicle to each of the three outlying
sites. Moving R to the other side of the equal sign and squaring both sides, equation
(3-3) can be written as

(3-4)

The expansion of both sides of equation (3-4) yields

(3-5)

Recognizing the fact that x +y +z = R and x +y +z = R , equation (3-5) can be2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
i i i i

written as

(3-6)

Rearranging equation (3-6) yields

(3-7)
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After dividing both sides by 2, equation (3-7) can be written as the following three
simultaneous equations

(3-8)

(3-9)

(3-10)

Equations (3-8), (3-9), and (3-10) can be expressed in matrix form as

(3-11)

Pre-multiplying both sides of this equation by the inverse of the left-most matrix gives

(3-12)

Letting

(3-13)

and

(3-14)
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equation (3-12) can be written as

(3-15)

or, after expanding R, as

(3-16)

From equation (3-16) the following three equalities are obtained

(3-17)

(3-18)

(3-19)

Equations (3-17) and (3-18) are substituted into equation (3-19) to obtain

(3-20)

which is a function of z only. Squaring both sides and expanding equation (3-20) gives

(3-21)

Finally, collecting like terms for z , z , and z the following quadratic is obtained0 1 2

(3-22)

Letting

(3-23)
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and

(3-25)
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two values for z can be calculated using the quadratic equation

(3-26)

One of these two values must be selected as described in the previous section. Once a
value for z has been determined, x and y can be calculated using equations (3-17) and
(3-18) above.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

For numerical analysis, the example test range geometry given in Figure 1 will be
used with actual numbers to evaluate the algorithm performance derived in section 3.
The three outlying sites are assumed to have separations on the order of 100-170 km
(60-100 mi). With the reference site at coordinates (0,0,0), the following coordinates
were arbitrarily chosen for the three outlying sites:

Site #1: (x ,y ,z ) = (100km, -50km, 0km)1 1 1

Site #2: (x ,y ,z ) = (50km, 50km, 5km)2 2 2

Site #3: (x ,y ,z ) = (-50km, 35km, 0km)3 3 3

Flight Vehicle Position: (x,y,z) = (-30km, 85km, 25km)

These coordinates provide site separations of 112km (70mi), 172km (107mi), and
101km (63mi) between sites 1&2, 1&3, and 2&3 respectively. Using these coordinate
values, time differences td , td , and td are calculated to an accuracy of ±10 s. These1 2 3

-19

time differences are shown in the first column of Table 1 below. They may be
interpreted as the differences in time from when each outlying site receives a time
marker until the reference site receives the same marker. A positive time difference
indicates that the flight vehicle is closer to the outlying site, than it is to the reference
site. Column two shows the calculated coordinate positions using time differences
from column one. Column three contains the magnitude of the calculated coordinate’s
error. Column four contains a temporal perturbation of the first time difference (td –1

from column one). The effect of this temporal perturbation on the coordinate position
is shown in column five.

As can be seen from Table 1, a time measurement accuracy of ±.001 µs (1 ns) is
required to have a spatial accuracy of four meters. GPS time systems typically have a
short term accuracy of at least 1 ns.



Time Differences (µs) Deviation Temporal Position Error
(Rounded to different from correct Perturbation Due to
numbers of significant coordinates of td1 Temporal

digits) (meters) (µs) Perturbation

Calculated
Coordinates

(meters)

 td =-318.6713567775673 x=-30000.000001

 td =13.2060371362109 y=85000.00000 0.00000 0.000000 0.000002

td =113.9779314733760 z=25000.000003

 td = -318.671357 x=-29999.999611

 td =13.206037 y=84999.99957 0.00110 0.000001 0.003632

td =113.977931 z=24999.999073

 td = -318.671 x=-30000.325561

 td =13.206 y=85000.22313 1.41104 0.001000 3.634302

td =113.978 z=25001.354723

 td = -318.7 x=-29992.792631

 td =13.2 y=84995.00763 76.56854 0.100000 366.820032

td =114.0 z=24923.935083

 td = -319 x=-29834.599821

 td =13 y=84771.93748 905.01879 1.000000 4071.194972

td =114 z=24139.948103

Table 1: Effect of Time Accuracy on Positional Resolution

5. CONCLUSION

Before highly accurate GPS time systems were available, an approach to tracking
flight vehicles such as is presented in this paper would be ineffective. But with GPS
systems now having short term time accuracies on the order of a few pico-seconds,
and with the availability of powerful microcomputers, this becomes a viable solution
for obtaining instantaneous position information of a test range flight vehicle.

An area of further study relating to this topic is implementation of a Kalman filter
using TDOA information for path reconstruction. A desirable characteristic of the
Kalman filter is that it uses the flight vehicle's path history in the calculations. This
leads to a system less susceptible to noise and spurious interference.
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XL-L
A NOVEL TWO AXIS PEDESTAL SYSTEM WHICH
ELIMINATES KEYHOLES AND HAS COMPLETE

CONTINUOUSHEMISPHERICALCOVERAGE WITHOUT THE
USE OF ROTARY JOINTS OR SLIPRINGS

Eugene P. Augustin and Arthur Sullivan

ABSTRACT

The XL-L Two-axis Pedestal is a novel adaptation of an existing design using a cross
elevation over elevation axis configuration. This design affords full hemispherical
coverage without gimbal lock (keyholes). In addition, the system provides continuous
coverage without the necessity of rotary joints and sliprings. The design is ideally
suited for shipboard systems, but is equally advantageous for any tracking mission
where the target can approach a zenith gimbal lock or keyhole.
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HISTORY OF PEDESTALS

Since this paper is about pedestals and in particular, a pedestal that eliminates the
gimbal lock problem, it would be appropriate to examine the definition of pedestals,
rotators, and gimbals. By definition, a pedestal is merely a base or bottom support. In
mechanics a pedestal is the structure that holds the rotator. A rotator is simply a
device that rotates. A gimbal is a device consisting of a pair of orthogonal rotators.
The word gimbal is derived from the French word gemelle, meaning twin. Gimbal
lock sometimes referred to as a keyhole, or zone of occlusion, is a technically correct
term since gimbal lock only applies to a two-axis rotating system. The majority of
people in our business today refer to a pedestal as any device that rotates something,
usually an antenna. Common usage refers to a pedestal as the base and rotator or
rotators. We will continue with that convention in this paper.

The most common and well-known type of pedestal today, is the elevation over
azimuth pedestal. This pedestal has two gimbal locks, or keyholes; one directly above,



and the other directly below. Since tracking is not performed below, the only gimbal
lock of concern is at zenith. If the pedestal were following a target making an
overhead pass, the system would stop tracking at zenith since now the azimuth angle
after zenith is 180E different from the azimuth angle immediately prior to zenith. This
is called gimbal lock. With the advent of microprocessor control systems, a perfect
overhead pass could easily be accomplished by changing azimuth 180E at the zenith
point with software. The problem is that a direct overhead pass is extremely rare, and
usually it is a near overhead pass that occurs. For a near overhead pass when the target
gets within a few degrees of zenith, azimuth must be rotated 180E to continue
tracking. Because of the dynamics of the system, there will be a cone that cannot be
covered. Reducing the size of the cone means greatly increasing the drive power of the
azimuth axis.

With these terms defined, a heuristic view of the history of what we call pedestals in
our business follows. The birth of pedestals as we know them began with World War
II. Single axis pedestals were used for ground-based direction finding systems, or for
airborne, ground mapping systems. Basic radars were elevation over azimuth
pedestals. Radars were primarily developed for tracking a moving enemy target,
usually an airborne target. No one was concerned with the zenith gimbal lock, since if
an enemy aircraft was approaching zenith, the operator should have already started
running. The primary use for radar was long range detection, and long range always
implies low elevation angles.

While elevation over azimuth pedestals were ideally suited for most of the earlier
pedestal applications, there were later requirements for high angle tracking, mostly for
satellites. The XY pedestal, which has also been referred to as traverse over elevation,
cross level over elevation, dual elevation, and two-axis zenith search was developed.
The XY pedestal was considerably more expensive than the elevation over azimuth.
Machining and alignment were very critical on an XY pedestal to maintain axis
orthogonality. Another expense of the XY pedestal was that both axes required
counterbalancing. In addition, the center of gravity of the top axis changed with
respect to the angle of the antenna.

When near hemispherical coverage was required for shipboard systems, three axis
pedestals were developed. Three axis pedestals are extremely expensive, usually more
than double the cost of a two-axis pedestal. In addition, counter weighting becomes a
problem. About 15 years or so ago, Datron developed a two-axis pedestal with the
elevation axis tilted up 45E from the normal elevation axis. They referred to it as a
differential mount. It was less expensive to use two differential mounts on a ship to
obtain hemispherical coverage than a single three-axis pedestal. The use of the
differential mount or pedestal would have not been practical before the advent of



microprocessor control systems, because of the coordinate translation required. This is
relatively easily done with an algorithm in software, but completely impractical with
an analog control unit. The XL-L concept presented in this paper is the optimum
solution for a full hemispheric (and below) coverage mission requirement.

THE XL-L SYSTEM

The XL-L System is an XY configuration. Since the configuration is cross elevation
over elevation, we will refer to it as an XL-L pedestal. Because of the enormous
capabilities of the modern microprocessor antenna control units, the XL-L or XY
configuration can now be put to more practical use. As previously mentioned, one of
the major disadvantages of the XY type systems of the past was the cost of
maintaining axis orthogonality. Today it is not necessary to maintain any high degree
of axis orthogonality since orthogonality errors can be measured after manufacture
and with a lookup table can be easily corrected with software. In addition, there are
many ways of counterbalancing such as a combination of either springs or hydraulics
with proportional counterweights so that this is not as much of a problem as it was in
the past. Figure 1 shows four different axis configurations on a model developed for a
new XL-L antenna system. Figure 2 is a drawing of the XL-L pedestal that further
delineates the axis configuration. Figure 3 shows a transformation of target motion
data from the conventional Az/El to XL-L coordinates.

While it is easy to see that the XL-L system completely eliminates the zenith keyhole
problem, it is more difficult to see how the hemispherical coverage without use of
rotary joints or sliprings is achieved. It is relatively easy to see on a model, but more
difficult to describe. If a low angle target was flying a circle around the XL pedestal
when the target was perpendicular to the L axis, then the L angle would be equivalent
to the elevation angle. As the target moves at constant elevation the XL system would
be changing both XL and L angles. When the target crosses the L axis, the L axis will
be aimed at zenith and the angle of the XL axis will be the target's elevation angle.
Based on this, the XL axis is at the center of its rotation when the target is
perpendicular to the L axis. As the target progresses in a circle the XL angle now
moves in a direction necessary to look at the target. Once the target crosses the L axis,
the XL angle rotates in the opposite direction. Therefore, both the XL and the L axis
only travel to their maximum excursion, which is usually a little greater than 90E from
the center point. For this reason, rotary joints and sliprings are not required.

Since most tracking antennas today are circularly polarized there is no polarization
problem with the XL system. If linear polarization is required, then an inexpensive
rotator would be added to the antenna feed and be controlled by the microprocessor
antenna control unit.



While the model and drawing show a conventional type drive motor, pancake drive
motors can also be used. For smaller systems, torque drives would be the most
practical. For larger systems yoke type configurations are more practical.

CONCLUSION

For shipboard systems, or almost any system where full hemispherical coverage is
required, the XL-L System has the following advantages:

‚ FULL HEMISPHERIC COVERAGE (AND BELOW) WITHOUT GIMBAL
LOCK

‚ NO ROTARY JOINTS OR SLIPRINGS REQUIRED
‚ ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR A THREE AXIS SYSTEM OR TWO

TWO-AXIS SYSTEMS FOR SHIPBOARD SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a ferrite antenna that can produce any polarization on the
Poincaré sphere over the frequency range of 9.0 to 11.4 GHz by utilizing Faraday
rotation and a quarter-wavelength phase shifter. All possible polarizations of the
electromagnetic wave are achievable with this antenna which includes linear, circular
and elliptical polarizations. Any tilt angle of elliptical polarization and any orientation
of the linear polarization can be achieved as well. The polarization of the ferrite
antenna can be electronically switched to a different polarization instantly without the
use of moving parts. An automatic data acquisition system was designed and built to
fully analyze the antenna' s characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

A single antenna that can provide all possible polarizations on the Poincaré sphere and
can switch instantly between the different polarizations has several applications in
both military and commercial markets. The polarization is electronically controlled
and can be changed instantly from its current polarization to the next desired
polarization. This ferrite antenna has potential applications as a feed for a reflector, an
airborne jammer, or simply as a test antenna in the laboratory.

The polarization of the antenna is controlled simply by the amount of DC current
applied to the Faraday rotator coils It has the ability to switch polarizations very
quickly, limited only by the inductance of the coil. The reliability of the unit is
increased significantly because there are no moving parts. The ferrite antenna is a
small compact unit, slightly larger than the waveguide itself.



The original design goal was to achieve performance over the frequency range of 9.0
to 10.5 Ghz. Analysis of the final design revealed an operational bandwidth from 9.0
to 11.4 GHz.

ANTENNA DESIGN

The ferrite antenna consists of two Faraday rotators with a quarter-wavelength phase
shifter between them. A cross sectional view of the antenna is shown in Figure 1. A
guided wave incident upon the antenna's input port undergoes a transition from WR90
rectangular waveguide to a dielectrically loaded circular waveguide. It travels through
the input Faraday rotator, the quarter wavelength phase shifter, the output Faraday
rotator and is then emitted into free space through a dielectric rod aperture. The
antenna is 3.25 inches in diameter with an overall length of 8.12 inches.

Figure 1. Configuration of the Variable Polarization Ferrite Antenna

A linearly polarized wave entering the antenna from the WR90 waveguide can be
rotated a nominal ±60E from its reference position, depending on the frequency of
operation, by the input Faraday rotator. The rotation produces the proper orientation of
the E-field with respect to the phase shifter section. Depending on the input E-field
orientation, the output of the phase shifter will produce linear, RHC, LHC, RHE or
LHE polarization. Finally, the output Faraday rotator introduces the desired tilt angle
for elliptical polarizations or simply a different orientation for linear polarizations by
rotating the wave through a range of ±60E.

The circular waveguide is loaded with a teflon dielectric which also holds the ferrite
pencils in place within each respective coil. Teflon was chosen because of its low loss
tangent, ease of machining, availability and cost. The quarter-wavelength phase shifter
was designed by machining two symmetric cut-outs from the sides of the



cylinder-shaped teflon inside the waveguide. The teflon was reduced until the proper
phase characteristics were achieved over the frequency range of operation.

The E-field rotation of a Faraday rotator is nonreciprocal due to the ferrite's hysteresis.
The ferrite pencils have a hysteresis loop which must be considered when trying to
achieve repeatable antenna measurements. It was discovered that results varied
depending on previous applications of coil currents. In order to achieve the desired
repeatability it was necessary to eliminate the "memory" of the ferrite. This was
accomplished by applying a degaussing voltage was applied to the coils in order to
depolarize the ferrite and establish a baseline reference.

The degaussing voltage is a simple decaying square wave with an average of zero
volts. The peak voltage of the decaying square wave saturates the ferrite and then
exponentially reduces to zero. The degauss time is approximately 5 milliseconds and
is limited by the inductance of the Faraday rotator coil.

Repeatable antenna measurements can be made provided the ferrite is degaussed or
the current is applied in one direction only after degaussing. Degaussing the antenna
establishes a baseline reference for the Faraday rotators causing them to provide the
same E-field rotation for a given current value. Depending on the application,
degaussing the antenna may or may not be necessary. The two most notable effects of
the antenna, if the unit is not degaussed, are the variation of the amount of rotation
with coil current and degradation of the cross-polarization level on the order of 5 to
10 dB

Early in the design of the antenna, several references [1-7] were searched for
information relevant to this type of application. Although Faraday rotation has been
well known for many years, most of its application has been in isolators, circulators,
gyrators, or other similar components. No published literature was found on the use of
electronically controlled Faraday rotation to produce a variable polarization antenna.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

An automated data acquisition system was designed and built to aid in the analysis of
the antenna' s characteristics. The data acquisition system as shown in Figure 2 is
comprised of a Macintosh computer using an IEEE 488 bus, a TSA microprocessor
controller, a motorized rotating standard gain horn receive antenna with a rotary joint
and resolver, a network analyzer, a generator and associated microwave components
and adapters. The computer uses programs written in Basic to receive data from the
network analyzer over the IEEE 488 bus and issue commands through its serial port to
the TSA controller. The controller in turn receives these commands and produces coil



currents via its digital to analog converter The software in the controller produces the
degaussing square wave as well as the DC coil currents. The motorized horn antenna,
the resolver and the controller software form a closed loop system to accurately
position the horn at any angle

The computer coordinates the data acquisition process by applying currents, rotating
the horn antenna and reading the analyzer screen at the appropriate times while storing
data into files for later evaluation. Analyzing the antenna's performance required
varying the parameters of frequency, angular position of the horn, and coil current.
This acquisition system made it possible to collect and store the large amounts of data
necessary for the analysis.

Figure 2. Automated Data Acquisition System

Current versus rotation data was taken on the Faraday rotators at several discrete
frequency points over the frequency range of 9.0 to 11.4 GHz. Figures 3a to 3d show
the amount of E-field rotation versus coil current at 9.0, 9.75, 10.5, and 11.4 GHz. For
a given current, the amount of rotation increases as frequency increases. For example,
at 9.0 GHz a current of 100 mA produces 20E of rotation and at 11.4 GHz the same
current of 100 mA produces 60E of rotation. At the lower frequency of 9.0 GHz, more
current is required to get the same amount of rotation as compared to the higher
frequencies. The current versus rotation plot is linear over a certain region and then
saturation of the ferrite occurs and the plot becomes nonlinear. At 9.0 GHz, there is
constant rotation until approximately 50E, then between 50E and 65E the rotation
versus current becomes nonlinear. After saturation of the ferrite, increasing the coil
current produces no additional rotation.



The data of Figures 4 and 5 were obtained by applying fixed currents to the Faraday
rotator coils and then rotating the receive horn antenna 360E about its axis, while
simultaneously recording the resolver output angle and the network analyzer display.
Figure 4a shows the ferrite antenna linearly polarized in the horizontal plane with both
coil currents set to zero. The co-polarization angles are at 90E and 270E while the
cross-polarization angles are at 0E and 180E. The cross-polarization level is a nominal
-35 dB. Figure 4b shows a case where the ferrite antenna is circularly polarized with
an axial ratio of 1.4 dB. The input coil current is 125 mA and the output coil current is
0 mA. Notice that 125 mA on Figure 3b for 9.75 GHz corresponds to approximately
+45E of rotation which correctly orients the electromagnetic wave with respect to the
quarter-wavelength phase shifter to produce circular polarization.

Figure 3. Measured E-Field Rotation vs. Coil Current

Figure 5a shows the ferrite antenna producing elliptical polarization with a -45E tilt
angle with respect to 0E. The input coil current is 60 mA while the output coil current
is 140 ma. Figure 5b depicts how changing the output coil current changes the tilt
angle of the ellipse. The output coil current is changed from +140 mA to -140 mA and
the orientation of the major axis changes from -45E to +45E.

The return loss is $9.5 dB over the full X-band frequency range of 8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
This correlates to a VSWR #2.0:1. The radiation patterns at 9.75 GHz were measured
and have 3 dB and 10 dB beamwidths of 52E and 80E, respectively for E-plane, and
54E and 87E, respectively for H-plane. The aperture of the antenna could be modified
to accommodate any realistic beamwidth requirement.



Figure 4. Relative Power (dB) vs. Angle (deg)

Figure 5. Elliptical Polarization

CONCLUSION

A variable polarization ferrite antenna has been designed, built and its characteristics
examined. The antenna has the ability to produce linear , circular or elliptical
polarization of any orientation. The input Faraday rotator coil is responsible for
producing the type of polarization and the output Faraday rotator coil is responsible
for the orientation of the linear polarization or tilt angle of the elliptical polarization.



The ferrite antenna can switch polarizations instantly through electronic control, has
no moving parts, and is a small, compact unit.

Special Note: This work was performed at Technical Systems Associates as a
subcontractor to Electronic Systems Development Corporation, 2100 Corporate Drive,
Boynton Beach, FL 33426 under contract number F33615-89-C-1142 issued by
Wright Patterson AFB, Avionics Directorate
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A NEW ERROR CONTROL SCHEME
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ABSTRACT

How to rise the reliability of the data transmission is one of the main problem faced by
modern digital communication designers. This paper studies the error-correcting codes
being suitable for the channel existing both the random and burst error. A new error
control scheme is given. The scheme is a concatenated coding system using an
interleaved Reed-Solomon code with symbols over GF (2 ) as the outer code and a4

Viterbi-decoded convolutional code as the inner code. As a result of the computer
simulation, it is proved that the concatenated coding system has a output at a very low
bit error rate (BER)and can correct a lot of compound error patterns. It is suitable for
the serious disturb channel existing both the random and burst error. This scheme will
be adopted for a remote control system.

KEYWORDS

Error-correcting code, Concatenated code, Random error, Burst error

INTRODUCTION

The concatenated coding system was first proposed by Foney [1 ] for the purpose of
achieving very low error probabilities. Toward this end, Odenwalder proposed [2] a
concatenated coding system which uses the Viterbi-decoded convolutional codes as
the inner code and the Reed-Solomon (RS) codes as the outer code. To achive reliable
communications over a noisy channel with acceptable coding complexity,
concatenated coding systems are used, NASA's Voyager spacecraft, launched in 1977,
encounted Jupist in 1979, Saturn in 1981, and Uranus in 1986, sending back
spectacular pictures of these planets, their rings and satellites, employs a
communication system which uses a (2,1,7) convolutional code as its inner code (with
Viterbi decoding ) and an 8bit (255, 223) RS code as its outer code. This system
achieves a bit error rate (BER) of 10E-7 at a bit SNR of 2.53 dB[3][4].



We used a K = 3, R = ½ convolutional code as inner code (with Viterbi decoding ) and
a (15, 9) RS code over GF (2 ) (with interleaving ) as outer code concatenated. The4

error-control of a remote control system at a rate of 9600 bps had been achieved with
software decoding. As a result of the computer simulation, the concatenated coding
system have a output at a very low bit error rate (BER). The error correcting coding
system offers a BER#10E-8 at a random error channel when BER#10E-4. The
concatenated coding system offers 4.96 dB more asymptotic coding gain. The
concatenated RS/Viterbi channel coding system is a very powerful scheme for
correcting burst error. The simulation showed that the scheme offers an error
correcting capability, which some single burst error length of 208 bits can be corrected
and other lots of compound error patterns.

THE SCHEME

A block convolutional concatenated coding system is shown in Fig 1. We use K = 3, R
= ½ convolutional code as inner code and J= 4,E = 3 (2 -1, 2 -1-2E)RS code withJ J

symbols over GF(2 ) as outer code. The coding system is formed by concatenating an4

outer RS code of interleaving depth I=6 with a Viterbi-decoded inner convolutional
code.

The RS code as a outer code is over GF (2 ). The encoding constraint length (m + 1)4

of the convolutional code had been selected K. For the convolutional with encoding
constraint length of K, it is most possible that the error pattern from the inner decoder
has a length of K. When the output of the inner decoder is fed to the RS decoder, it
only corresponds to a symbol error of RS code. Therefore, it is very easy to play the
correcting capability of the RS code.

The idea is to have a inner decoder to clear up the majority of random error and to
indicate the burst of error with which it could not cope. The output of the inner
decoder is treated in the RS decoder which will correct the burst of errors. Interleaving
of RS code is used for the RS code is the type B interleaving as described [5]. This



interleaving scheme is illustrated by a deepth I = 6 interleaved RS code array as
follows.

Each RS code array consists of I = 6 RS codewords. The oredr of symbol trans
mission is as follows.

The deinterleaving prcoess is the reverse of the interleaving prcoess. The transmitted
symbol seguence is reassembled during the deinterleaving process into an RS
codewords array, and decoding is performed on each RS codeword in the array. An
advantage of this interleaving scheme is that data symbols are be used for real-time
analysis without any preprocessing. Another advantage of this interleaving scheme is
that storage for information symbols is not required in the encoder.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Table 1. shows the error bit and the bit error rate (BER)for the concatenated coding
system at .Pe=1.95E-3.
Table 2. shows the error bit and the bit error rate (BER)for the concatenated coding
system at Pe=3.91E-3.
Table 3. shows the error bit and the bit error rate (BER)for the concatenated coding
system at Pe= 0.78E-2.



Tabel 4. shows the error symbol over GF (2 ) for the concatenated coding4

system at an artificial multi-burst error channel.
Tabel 5. shows the error symbol over GF (2 ) for the concatenated coding4

system at an artificial single burst error channel.

For the K = 3,R = ½ convolutional code, we can see the asymptotic coding gain of
Viterbi-decoder that

(1-1)

For the (15, 9)RS code over GF (2 ), we can see that4

(1-2)



Then the asymptotic coding gain of the whole of concatenated coding syystem is that
(1-3)

CONCLUSION

The performance of the concatenated RS Viterbi channel coding scheme has been
evaluated experimentally under a computer simulation. The simulation results showed
that the concatenated coding scheme have achieved very low bit error rate
(BER#10E-8)at 10E-4. The caculation result showed that the scheme provides
asymptotic coding gain of 4.96 dB.

Since the error in the output of a Viterbi decoder are highly bursty, the information bit
errors along a path are concentrated into only a few symbol errors. After
deinterleaving, the symbol errors will be corrceted with high probability by the RS
outer code. This fact provides a basis for above statement. The concatenated RS
Viterbi channel coding system is a very powerful scheme for correcting random error
and burst error.
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ABSTRACT

GPS is required in today's vehicle tracking and navigation applications. The
Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging (NAVSTAR GPS) is an all-weather. Radio
based, satellite navigation system that enables users to accurately determine 3-
dimensional position, velocity and time. So it is an intelligent sensor intended to be
used as a component in a system for public service.

KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION

Nearly a decade of Global Positioning System (GPS) experience combined with
world-class experts in semiconductor products and communication developments have
led Motorola to produce a new generation of GPS receiver modules, more compact
and lightweight than ever before. Specifically designed for embedded applications, the
GPS receiver affords the engineers large freedom in bringing GPS technology to the
most demanding Original Equipment Manufacture (OEM) applications. A system for
public service has been designed. The overall system consists of three major parts: the
GPS receiver (OEM), the communication system, and the GIS system.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Most applications requiring precise position measurement are needed. Users now have
the level of performance that precisely meets their application requirements. Here a
system for public service is introduced. The block diagram is shown in figure 1.



Figure 1. Block diagram of SCADA

GPS RECEIVER MODULE

The Motorola GPS receiver module provides position, velocity, time, and satellite
tracking status. A simplified block diagram of the GPS receiver module is shown in
Figure 2.

Signals received from the Antenna Module. The resulting intermediate The GPS
Receiver Module is a 6-channel parallel design capable of tracking six satellites
simultaneously. The module receives the L1 GPS signal(1575.42MHz) and operates
off the Clear/Acquisition (C/A) carrier tracking. The code tracking is carrier aided.
The GPS Module can be powered with unregulated 12 Vdc or optionally with
regulated 5 Vdc power. Differential GPS and time recovery capacities are inherent in
the architecture, and available as options.

The L1 band signals transmitted from GPS satellites are collected by a low-profile,
micro-strip patch antenna, passed through a narrow bandpass filter, and then mplified
by a signal preamplifier contained within the Antenna Module . Filtered and amplified
L1 band signals from the Antenna Module are then routed to the RF signal processing



section of the GPS Receiver Module via a signal coaxial interconnecting cable. This
interconnecting cable also provides the requires ±5V for signal pre amplification in
the Antenna Module.

Figure 2. GPS Receiver Module Functional Block Diagram

The RF signal processing section of the GPS Receiver printed circuit board (PCB)
contains the required circuitry for downcoverting the GPS signals received from the
Antenna Module. The resulting intermediate frequency (IF) signal is then passed to
the 6-channel code and carrier correlator section of the GPS Receiver PCB where a
signal, high-speed analog-to-digital (A/D) converter converts the IF signal to a digital
sequence prior to the channel separation. This digitized IF signal is then routed to the
digital signal processor (also contained within the 6-channel code and carrier
correlator section) where the signal is split into six separated channels for code
correlation, filtering, carrier tracking, code tracking, and signal detection.

The processed signals are synchronously routed to the position processor
(microprocessor [MPU]) section. This section controls the GPS Receiver PCB
operating modes and decodes and processes satellite data and pseudo range and delta



range measurements used to compute position and velocity. In addition , the position
processor section contains the required interface to the RS232 port used for
full-duplex, asynchronous data communication with the host equipment.

Keep-alive random access memory (RAM) is provided for retention of satellite
ephemeral data. To prevent loss of this information when the GPS Receiver Module is
power off an external ±12V/+5V BATT signal is required. Nonvolatile electrically
erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM) is used for storage of custom
operating parameters, almanac information, and other information.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

As mentioned above, the GPS Receiver Module provides us great freedom in
integrating GPS technology into the telemetry and remote control fields. Sometimes it
is called Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). Here we are going to
introduce a vechile tracking and navigation system. A block diagram is shown in
Figure 2. This system is consists of three parts: GPS receiver, communication system,
and Georapgical Information System(GIS).

As far as GPS receiver is concerned, there are a lot of choices we prefer Motorola
PVT6 GPS receiver. As regards, communication system is used in the past by radio
system. At frequencies above 30 MHZ the radio wave passes through the ionosphere
instead of being reflected by it. Here, radio communication in VHF and UHF bands
depends on direct wave mechanism. The range of the direct wave is the "line of sight"
distance. A high antenna is needed in the base station in order to increase the distance.
Digital communication via satellite has been developing extremely rapidly, it is also a
choice if needed.

Broadband CDMA digital radio provides great flexibility in choice of center
frequency and high traffic capacity per MHZ. The virtual elimination of outside wire
and cable plant requirements is an advantage. It might be an ideal transmission
system.

Satellite communication provides a powerful way to meet the data transmission.
Although three satellite in geostationary orbits can provide global coverage, the desire
to satisfy an increased communications demand and other reasons make four or more
satellites with closer spacing an consideration for a global system. For example,
INMARSAT system has four satellites.



GIS SYSTEM

Information has usually been collected, managed and separated in governments and
large corporations by many separate departments. The costs in acquiring and
maintaining this information makes it necessary for users to share information
whenever possible. This was usually done by printed maps or reports. System 9 is a
computerized system used to record, mange, analyze, report and share information
which is geographically related to things in our world. Information stored in the
system 9 database becomes more valuable because it can be related, combined and
analyzed to provide a lot of needs. In our system, we need to know: where a car is
located? What action it has? What is the car's relationship with base station? When,
why and how they change? What can we do with this information? and so on.

CONCLUSION

The system performs very well in a wide variety of environments. the communication
network is the infrastructure of the entire system. GPS OEM is the indispensable
component. And the introduction of state-of-the art GIS makes the integrated system
much better. Here we lock GPS as a position sensor.
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Abstract

In the field of aircraft testing the need to efficiently record the cockpit voice
communication without consuming a significant amount of the acquisition frame
bandwidth has been an issue for years. There are methods, based on
commercially available products, that allow for voice placement into PCM
streams that will satisfy the requirement of relatively low bandwidth
consumption. In this paper I will discuss a design that makes minimal demand
on bandwidth, with the freedom to vary the placement of the voice within the
minor acquisition frame.

Introduction

There are various methods to acquire voice for placement into a data
acquisition PCM stream for recording and/or transmission. Methods such as
analog modulations via VCOs place voice on its own track on a storage
medium, and standard sample and hold code a magnitude over 2 levels. Thesen

methods either degrade quality, inefficiently use storage space, or consume
severely needed channel bandwidth. Another technique that encodes the time
change of the signal, instead of the magnitude, allows for each change to
encode into a single bit rather than 2 . The fact that the code is digital ensuresn

higher quality than analog at a relatively low price, and the coding of the
derivative frees bandwidth for other uses. This approach is Continuously
Variable Slope Differential (CVSD) Modulation/Demodulation. I will describe a
design that takes advantage of this technique for the encoding, decoding of
voice and timing synchronization necessary for insertion into, and extraction
from a PCM data steam.



The Encoder

The method of encoding is very simple. I have used the fundemental clock
of the data acquisition system to drive a clocking subsystem on the voice
encoder card. The clock divides to a frequency commensurate with the work
placement in the minor frame of the acquisition format. For example, if one has
a base clock of 256kb/s and desires word placement at every eighth word, the
clock divides by eight. This divided version then drives the CVSD IC that1

modulates the analog voice to NRZ-L. The NRZ-L, or digitized voice signal
loads serially into a buffer subsystem, which is then captured by the data
acquisition system as a parallel word. Each serial sample codes into one bit, the
value indicates an increase or decrease in magnitude from last sample, of
course this requires feedback and the Nyquist criterion must hold. . The number2

of bits loaded is selectable; for my design I've allowed for a range of 8 to 12 bits.
This variable word length is not necessary for the data capture and placement
into the PCM stream, if the BRC is synchronized with the request pulse. This
tight coupling assures that the base clock divides to encode the voice at
selected bit count. The freedom to select word length is an option dependent
upon the type of handshaking between the encoder and data acquisition. The
original design used a Parallel Discrete Unit (PDU) on the Airborne Test
Instrumentation System (ATIS) with a request pulse (TTL) synchronized to go
active low after buffering the bits. The timing is tight and assures that the



digitized voice bits are stable (see timing). I implemented the encoder with the
variable word length for generality in cases of loosely synchronized
handshaking.

The Decoder

This subsystem has two basic units: demodulation and time
synchronization. The demodulator has a front end buffer that accepts either
parallel or serial data then drives the CVSD IC in a demodulator mode. The1

time synchronization subsystem synchronizes with the PCM stream by use of
standard timing pulses (Frame, Word, and Bit) of PCM decommutation
equipment.

Demodulation

Demodulation then is a simple matter of driving the CVSD with the divided
BRC and clocking the NRZ-L data out of the buffers into the CVSD. The timing
units within the demodulator are identical to the encoder timing unit. This
subsystem accepts either parallel data on a strobe, or serial data, in which case



bit count synchronization is necessary. It is possible to collect the data in
parallel that uses no data ready pulse. This mode also uses a timing subsystem.

Timing

Timing synchronization requires a circuit that reads the Bit Rate Clock
(BRC) the Word Rate Clock (WRC), and the Minor Frame Rate Clock (FRC) of
a PCM decommuntation system. This timing method allows for the voice
demodulator to basically perform as a parasitic extension of standard
decommutation equipment. One knows a priori the word placement within a
frame and simply selects the word number from a front panel rotary switch. The
programming of the timing subsystem is simply an encoding of one of 32
possible word placement selections into binary form that loads into two four bit
counters. One counter counts FRC pulses, the other counts WRC pulses. The
counters reload when the voice words are stable within the buffer.



Built In Test

The system uses a BIT in two ways: as a demodulator operations check
and as an encode verification. When in the demodulator test mode a
pseudo-frame is established by driving an encoder board with a mode of the
timing subsystem. Basically it uses pulses from the timing subsystem to drive
the CVSD into the output buffer unit, and then load the NRZ-L data into the
demodulator unit. This allows for a quick and easy status check on the unit
before decommutation and decoding of the voice. In the second mode the
encoder feedback signal used to encode the analog voice to NRZ-L is amplified.
This is an easy way to assure that the encoder on the aircraft side is functional
during preflight.

Summary

The method of encoding the derivative of a signal requires sampling only
the change in magnitude of the analog signal; it needs only one bit for each
sample, thus freeing up bandwidth. This does not eliminate the Nyquist criteria.
The voice energy within a 4KHz bandwidth is sufficient for adequate information
extraction, so we must sample voice at a minimum of approximately 8K/s. By



staying with digital samples we have more efficient noise rejection over the band
then say, VCO modulation. The technique of parasitic extension simplified the
design by using existing decommutation standard signals. The BIT assists in
isolating the source of any errors in the voice encoding without having to trouble
shoot at the board level on every unit in the system. The subsystem is in use on
the F-15 and F-16 aircraft at Air Force Flight Test Center Test Pilot School. I've
heard the voice recordings from the F-16s, there was some noise, but the F-15
recordings were of very good quality; the method works well. I suspect
grounding problems with the F-16. I'm presently investigating the problem.

1. The CVSD IC is a Harris HC-5556 modulator/demodulator integrated circuit;
I've used it in both the encode and decode configurations.

2. For example, if the BRC is 128kb/s with each voice sample supercommutated
in every 4th word, the sampling rate is 32kb/s. This means we have sampled the
voice band (~4k) at approximately four times the Nyquist minimum to avoid
ailiasing.
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ABSTRACT

A PCM/FM+FM/FM system combines the bit sequence with the modulated
subcarriers at baseband and the resultant modulates the carrier. This paper concerns
the design of this composite system. Such a system combines the spectral efficiency
of the analog system with the accuracy of a PCM system when needed for specific
sensors and allows the direct transmission of binary computer words if necessary. The
impact of the subcarriers on the bit error rate of the bit sequence is determined.
Equations are given which allow the degradation of the FM/FM channels by the bit
sequence to be determined. Further, it is shown in this work that as the IF bandwidth
is increased above twice the bit rate, the peak deviation of the carrier by the bit
sequence is no longer .35 times the bit rate. An optimum value for IF bandwidths is
determined. The developed design equations allow the design of the composite system
with a specified bit error rate and a specified signal to noise ratio in the subcarrier
channels.

INTRODUCTION

Computer models and mathematical representations of the telemetry system are
developed and used to simulate the end-to-end system and establish bit error rates in
terms of system parameters. Models are also developed for a single receiver to
demodulate and separate the bit sequence and subcarriers. The impact of the
premodulation filter and predetection filter on the bit error rate is determined. Then
the subcarriers are added and the impact of the subcarriers on the bit error rate in
terms of the bit power to subcarrier power interference ratio is given. It was found that
the impact of the subcarrier can be controlled by proper design of the overall



spectrum. A design procedure is developed in terms of the system parameters that
establishes the best bit error rate for a particular PCM/FM+FM/FM telemetering
system. The design procedure includes various tradeoffs,

PCM/FM+FM/FM SYSTEM

PCM/FM+FM/FM modulation is the result of adding a filtered PCM data stream and
frequency modulated subcarriers at baseband prior to frequency modulation of the
carrier. A Block diagram of the system is shown below.

Figure 1. PCM/FM+FM/FM MULTIPLEX SYSTEM

The system uses one receiver, where the bandwidth of the IF filter is determined using
Carson's Rule of bandwidth and set wide enough to pass both the subcarriers and the
PCM data signals.

A PCM/FM receiver is composed of a IF filter, limiter, discriminator, integrate and
dump filter. The composite system receiver has the predetection LP filter before the
integrate and dump block to reduce the interference of the subcarriers.



Figure 2. PCM/FM+FM/FM RECEIVER

OPTIMUM FILTER BANDWIDTHS

PREMODULATION FILTER SPECIFICATION
A typically premodulation filter for the PCM data of a PCM/FM system is a 1st order
Bessel filter with 3 dB bandwidth=0.5R -0.8R . For a composite system theb b

premodulation filter is usually a 6-pole Bessel filter with 3 dB bandwidth=0.5R -b

0.7R . A higher order filter is used not only to limit the RF spectrum, but also tob

reduce the interference of the bit stream in the subcarrier channel.

Simulations showed that for a wide IF bandwidth, changing the premodulation filter
order from 1 to 6 and varying it's 3 dB bandwidth from 0.5R to R , does not haveb b

appreciable effect on the bit error rate [1].

PREDETECTION FILTER SPECIFICATION
A predetection filter is used to reduce the interference of the subcarrier on the bit
stream. Simulations showed that using 1st or 2nd order Bessel filters as predetection
filters and setting the 3 dB bandwidth=0.5R to R does not change the BERb b

significantly [1].

OPTIMUM VALUE OF PCM DATA DEVIATION FOR A GIVEN IF
BANDWIDTH

An optimum value for the deviation of the carrier by the bit sequence, )f, is found to
be 0.35R to 0.4R for a IF bandwidth equal to R [1]. In going from a PCM/FMb b b

system to a PCM/FM+FM/FM system, the IF bandwidth must be increased
substantially in order to pass the subcarriers. When the IF bandwidth is widened
beyond 2R , 0.35R to 0.4R is not the optimum value for )f. In a PCM/FM system anb b b

estimate of the bandwidth is

B = 2()f + R ). 1if b

However if B is specified, then )f may be solved for from equation 1,if

)f= B /2 -R . 2if b



It has been found that the BER improves as )f is increased until the equality of
equation 2 occurs. Therefore, in a PCM/FM system with a bandwidth in excess of 2R ,b

)f should be made as large as the equality of equation 2 will allow for the best BER.
However, for a PCM/FM+FM/FM system both the deviation of the carrier by the bit
sequence and the deviation of the carrier by the subcarriers will determine the required
bandwidth. Further, the magnitude of )f has a direct relationship with the degradation
in the FM/FM subcarrier channels by the bit sequence and hence may not be increased
indefinitely.

IMPACT OF THE CONSTANT BANDWIDTH SUBCARRIERS ON THE BIT
STREAM

It was found that the ratio of bit power to subcarrier interference power, P /P had abit i

substantial impact on the bit error rate. That is, let P be the power per bit,bit

P =E /T , 3bit b b

where E is the bit energy.b

After carrier demodulation and predetection filtering, integration of the spectrum of
the bit sequence gives the bit power

where )f = deviation of the carrier by the bit sequence,
K = FM discriminator constant, unit volts/hertz,d

Hpm(f) is the transfer function of the premodulation filter,
Hpd(f) is the transfer function of the predetection filter.

Model for One Subcarrier

The interference, P , by the by the lowest frequency subcarrier is given by1

4

where f is the deviation of the carrier by the lowest frequency subcarrier f . WhendL sL

only the lowest frequency subcarrier is present, P = P and the ratio of P /P isi 1 bit i

5



Model for N Subcarriers

For N subcarriers the interference power is given by

P = P +P +P + + + P 6i l 2 3 N

Because the preemphasis taper for constant bandwidth subcarriers is 6dB/octive and
the attenuation of the first order the predetection filter is 6dB/octive the two
approximately cancel. Hence after the predetection filter the amplitude of each
subcarrier is the same and equation 6 written for N subcarriers can be approximated
by

P =NP 7i 1

Equation 4 becomes

8

SIMULATION RESULTS

The Block Oriented System Simulator, BOSS, by ComDisco software is utilized to
simulate the system.

5 Subcarriers

The bit rate, R is 45.5 kbps and the subcarriers are 56, 64, 72, 80, 88 khz which areb

normalized by deviding by 45.5 kHz for baseband simulation. The spectrum at the
input to the modulator is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3 Composite signal spectrum (5 subcarriers)



 (deviation of the carrier by the ith subcarrier) for the subcarriers are17.065,
19.503, 21.941, 24.379, 26.817 khz, when scaled down they are 0.375, 0.429, 0.482,
0.536, 0.589 hz respectively. The IF bandwidth of the composite system is calculated
using the following equation [2],

B is approximately taken equal to 7 hz.IF

A 6th order Bessel filter is used as the premodulation filter for the bit stream with 3
dB bandwidth equal to 0.7 hz and a 1st order Bessel filter is used as predetection filter
with 3 dB bandwidth equal to 0.7 hz. For )f =0.7 hz the simulation results [3] are
plotted in figure 4. The measured value of 10Log(P /P ) is 6.4 dB. For comparison thebit i

BER of the system with no subcarriers but having the same system parameters is also
plotted. From plots we see that only 0.7 dB more CNR in the IF bandwidth is needed
in order to achieve a BER of 10 when P /P > 6dB.-4

bit i

10 Subcarriers

Five more IRIG constant bandwidth subcarriers at 96, 104,112, 120, and 128 kHz are
added to the system with carrier deviations of 29 31, 34, 36, and 39 kHz. The results
are shown in figure 5 and the results show that about 1.7 more power is needed for a
BER of 10 than when there are no subcarriers and if 10log(P /P )> 7dB.-4

bit i

DESIGN EQUATIONS

Although equation 8 is complex, it may be evaluated using numerical integration
techniques. It may be used in designing the system to keep

10LOG(P /P ) $ 7dB 10bit i

In a PCM/FM+FM/FM system the ratio, R, of bit sequence interference to the power
of lowest frequency subcarrier out of the bandpass filter separating the subcarrier is of
concern and is given by [2]



Figure 4 BER of PCM/FM+FM/FM System with 5 subcarrier

R = 10 Log(P /P )I L

11

In order to avoid undue interference of the bit sequence in the lowest frequency
subcarrier channel, a requirement on R is

R < -35 dB 12



Figure 5

The preemphesis schedule should be designed first and modified such that the
required bandwidth,B is 10% below the specified bandwidth [4]. Set )f equal toif

0.5R to R . Use equation 9 to determine the new B . Because the IF bandwidth isb b ifc

primarily determined by the deviations of the higher frequency subcarriers, )f will
usually have a small effect on B . Since there is a conflicting requirement on )f in theifc

two channels, the next step is to use equations 8, 11 and 12 to determine if the value
chosen for )f will satisfy the inequalities of these equations limiting the interference
in the subcarrier channel and the degradation of the BER in the bit sequence channel.
R may be modified substantially by changing parameters other than )f, [2].



SUMMARY

The impact of a wide IF bandwidth on the PCM/FM BER was determined. The design
procedure should insure that the ratio of P to the interference P should be greaterbit i

than 7 dB in order that the subcarrier have a negligible impact on the BER. For IF
bandwidths larger than 2R , )f should be as large as the design equations allow. Bothb

the interference of the bit sequence on the subcarrier channels and the impact of the
subcarriers on the BER must be addressed in the design of PCM/FM+FM/FM systems
using the design equations.
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ABSTRACT

The bit rates of telemetry systems are increasing rapidly. Higher bit rates occupy more
spectra and result in decreased link margin. The major signal parameters that affect
the spectral occupancy and bit error probability (BEP) of binary pulse code
modulation (PCM)/frequency modulation (FM) signals are the bit rate, code,
premodulation filter, and peak deviation. The measured spectral occupancy is also
affected by the spectrum analyzer (or other measurement equipment) settings.
Additional parameters that affect the BEP include the receiver intermediate frequency
(IF) filter, the FM demodulator, and the bit detector. This paper will present the
effects of these parameters on the measured 99% and -60 dBc bandwidths and the
BEP of binary PCM/FM telemetry signals. Normalized BEP and bandwidth curves
will be presented.
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NRZ-L PCM/FM BIT ERROR PROBABILITY

Non-return-to-zero level (NRZ-L) is the code most frequently used in PCM/FM1

transmitting systems. Figure 1 shows the bit errors per million bits versus normalized
peak deviation for a 1 Mb/s NRZ-L PCM/FM signal. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
in a bandwidth equal to the bit rate was 11 dB (E /N = 11 dB). Data were taken withb o

receiver intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidths of nominally 1 MHz (1M in graph)
and 1.5 MHz (1.5M) and 4-pole Bessel premodulation filters with bandwidths of
0.5 MHz (.5) and 0.7 MHz (.7). Bit errors were also measured with no premodulation
filter (N). The FM demodulator consisted of a limiter followed by a delay line
discriminator. A filter and sample bit detector was used for these tests. The fewest
number of bit errors were measured with a peak deviation of 0.35 times the bit rate



(f ), no premodulation filter and an IF filterb

bandwidth equal to the bit rate (1MN). The
lowest number of bit errors with a
premodulation filter bandwidth of 0.7 fb

occurred with a peak deviation of 0.35 fb

and an IF bandwidth equal to the bit rate
(1M.7). The lowest number of bit errors
with a premodulation filter bandwidth
equal to the 0.5 f occurred with a peakb

deviation of 0.4 f and an IF bandwidthb

equal to the bit rate (1M.5). A
premodulation filter bandwidth of 0.7 fb

caused a small increase in bit errors at a
peak deviation equal to 0.35 f when compared to the number of bit errors with nob

premodulation filtering. Lower peak deviations were affected more by premodulation
filtering than were larger peak deviations.

Figure 2 shows the IF SNRs in a bandwidth equal to the bit rate required to achieve a
BEP of 10 . The lowest SNR, and therefore the best performance, occurs at a peak-4

deviation of 0.35 f . Figure 2 can be used to predict the degradation in dB caused byb

various combinations of peak deviation, premodulation filter bandwidth, and IF
bandwidth. For example, the use of a 1.5 MHz IF bandwidth instead of a 1 MHz IF
bandwidth degrades the signal quality by approximately 1 dB. The data presented in
this paper do not include effects caused by errors in the frequency of the transmitter or
receiver. Figure 3 shows the bit errors per million bits for NRZ-L PCM/FM with an
E /N of 13 dB. The effect of the premodulation and IF filters are the same in figure 3b 0

as in figure 1. The operational E /N is determined by the transmitter power,b 0

transmitting and receiving antenna gains, receiving system noise temperature, and the
distance between the transmitter and receiver.



Figure 4 shows the E /N required to achieve a bit error probability (BEP) of 10 forb 0
-4

three different bit rates. The premodulation filter bandwidth was equal to 0.7 f , the IFb

bandwidths were 1 MHz and 1.5 MHz, and the bit rates were 1, 1.25, and 1.5 Mb/s
(the bit rate is shown by the value after the M in the legend). The lowest SNRs were
required for IF bandwidths equal to the bit rate and peak deviations of 0.35 f . Theb

highest SNRs were required for bit rates of 1.5 times the IF bandwidth. For a bit rate
of 1.25 Mb/s, the 1.5 MHz IF bandwidth performed better than the 1.0 MHz IF
bandwidth.

Figure 5 shows the bandpass filter gain characteristics for the two bandpass filters
used in these tests. The open squares represent the 1 MHz bandwidth filter and the +'s
represent the 1.5 MHz bandwidth filter. The equivalent noise power bandwidths were
approximately 1.08 MHz and 1.56 MHz for the 1 MHz and 1.5 MHz bandwidths,
respectively.

NRZ PCM/FM RF SPECTRA

The power spectrum of a random 1 megabit per second (Mb/s) NRZ PCM/FM signal
with a peak deviation of 350 kHz is shown in figure 6. The premodulation filter was a
4-pole linear phase filter with a -3 dB bandwidth of 700 kHz. Actually, figure 6 is the
result of overlaying the power spectra measured with two different sets of spectrum
analyzer settings. These two spectra are virtually identical. For one of the spectral
measurements, the spectrum analyzer was set to a resolution bandwidth of 10 kHz, a
video bandwidth of 1 kHz, and max hold detector as specified in the 1993 edition of
the Telemetry Standards . For the other spectral measurement, the spectrum analyzer1

was set to a resolution bandwidth of 30 kHz, a video bandwidth of 1 kHz, and average
detector. The result of the use of the second set of conditions is the average power
spectrum referenced to a 30 kHz bandwidth. Measured power levels for random
signals are directly proportional to the measurement bandwidth, ie, the continuous
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portion of the spectrum will be 10 dB larger with a 30 kHz bandwidth than with a
3 kHz bandwidth. Therefore, the data in figure 6 shows that the spectrum with the
conditions of reference 1 results in a power spectrum that is approximately 5 dB larger
than the average power spectrum referenced to a 10 kHz bandwidth.

A very different spectrum is generated if the resolution and video bandwidths are left
at their default values for a 6 MHz span, 100 and 300 kHz, respectively, for the
Hewlett-Packard 8566B spectrum analyzer used during these tests. This spectrum is
shown in figure 7 (max hold was on for this data). The use of these conditions results
in a bandwidth that is approximately 30% wider than the bandwidth with the
conditions of reference 1 when measured at a level 60 dB below the unmodulated
carrier power. The spectral shape in figure 7 is also significantly different from the
spectral shape in figure 6. One reason for this difference is that long strings of
consecutive 1's or 0's cause the modulated signal to be at a fixed frequency for enough
time for the spectrum analyzer filters and max hold detector to respond to the fixed
frequency. This detector response results in the "Batman ears" at the edges of the
central portion of the spectrum in figure 7.

The power spectrum (dBc) of an unfiltered, random NRZ PCM/FM signal can be
calculated using the following equation derived by M. G. Pelchat (spectrum analyzer2

bandwidth added to Pelchat's expression). The effects of premodulation filtering can
be approximated using the techniques of references 3 and 4.



where:
S(f) = power spectrum (dBc) at frequency f
B = spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidthSA

f = bit rateb

D = 2)f/fb

X = 2(f-f )/fc b

)f = peak deviation
f = carrier frequency.c

Q = quantity related to narrow band spectral peaking when D . 1, 2, 3, þ
Q . 0.99 for RBW = 0.003 f , Q . 0.9 for RBW = 0.03 fb b

Equation (1) is not valid when D is an integer . Narrow band spectral peaking2

degrades the validity of my spectrum analyzer bandwidth modification to Pelchat's
equation when *cosBD* > Q. Equation (1) shows that S(f) is inversely proportional to
the bit rate and directly proportional to the spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidth
(for any given values of X and D). The frequencies of the spectral nulls (see figures 6
and 8) can be calculated by setting S(f) equal to zero and solving for f. The first nulls
are at frequencies equal to f - )f away from the center frequency (assumes peakb

deviation less than bit rate).

Figure 8 shows the spectrum calculated
using equation (1) with B = 30 kHzSA

overlaid with the measured spectrum for
the following parameters: bit rate =
1 Mb/s, peak deviation = 350 kHz, no
premodulation filter, spectrum analyzer
resolution bandwidth = 10 kHz, video
bandwidth = 1 kHz, and max hold. The
measured values were increased by 1.7 dB
to compensate for the spectrum analyzer
error in measuring the power levels of
random signals. The agreement is
excellent.

Many modern spectrum analyzers can easily find the bandwidth that contains N% of
the total power. Textbooks typically present the 99% power bandwidth for various
signals. The 99% power bandwidth is the frequency band where 0.5% of the power is
below the lower band limit and 0.5% is above the higher band limit. Figure 9 presents
the 99% power bandwidth of NRZ PCM/FM for several peak deviations and for
premodulation filter bandwidths of 0.5 f , 0.7 f , and no filter. NRZ PCM/FM with ab b

peak deviation equal to 0.25 f and no premodulation filter is also known as minimumb



shift keying (MSK). Note that the 99%
bandwidth of NRZ PCM/FM with a peak
deviation of 0.35 f and a premodulationb

filter bandwidth equal to 0.7 f is nearlyb

equal to the 99% bandwidth of MSK.
Four-pole Bessel filters were used for this
study but the results are similar for other
filter types and numbers of poles. With
premodulation filtering, the 99%
bandwidth increases significantly when
the peak deviation is increased above 0.35
f . The 99% bandwidth is not affectedb

significantly by changes in the spectrum
analyzer settings.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 present NRZ PCM/FM spectra with peak deviations of 0.3,
0.35, and 0.4 f , respectively. The figures include measured spectra with four-poleb

Bessel premodulation filter bandwidths of 0.5 and 0.7 f and calculated spectra withb

no premodulation filtering. The darkest lines show the spectra with a filter bandwidth
equal to 0.7 f . The x-axis is normalized in units of the bit rate. The y-axis isb

normalized in dB below the unmodulated carrier. The term Z equals 0 for a bit rate of
1 Mb/s, -7 for a bit rate of 5 Mb/s, etc. Figures 13, 14, and 15 plot the normalized
-60 dBc bandwidth versus bit rate for several different peak deviations and
premodulation filters. The premodulation filters for figures 13 and 14 were four-pole
Bessel low pass filters with -3 dB bandwidths of 0.7 and 0.5 f , respectively. Theb

bandwidths are somewhat narrower with a premodulation filter bandwidth of 0.5 fb

than with a bandwidth of 0.7 f . This data also shows that the bandwidths areb

significantly wider for peak deviations above 0.35 f . A one-pole RC filter with ab

-3 dB bandwidth of 0.7 f was used for figure 15. The -60 dBc bandwidths areb

significantly wider with a one-pole filter than with a 4-pole filter.

BI-PHASE-LEVEL PCM/FM

The bi-phase (BIN) signal (also called Manchester) is frequently used when1

guaranteed transitions or DC-free signals are required. The maximum time between
transitions for BIN signals is one bit. Figure 16 presents the E /N required to achieveb 0

a BEP of 10 for various peak deviations. The IF bandwidths were 1 MHz (1M) and-4

1.5 MHz (1.5M). The bit rates were 0.5 Mb/s (.5) and 0.75 Mb/s (.75). The
premodulation filter bandwidth was 1.4 f . The data in figure 16 show that theb

optimum IF bandwidth is approximately 2 f and the optimum peak deviation isb
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approximately 0.65 f for BIN-levelb

PCM/FM. These results agree well with
the work of Tan, Tjhung, and Singh .5

Comparing figure 16 to figure 2, we see
that BIN-level PCM/FM requires
approximately a 3 dB larger E /N tob 0

achieve the same BEP.

The following equation for calculating the
power spectral density of an unfiltered
random BIN PCM/FM signal is based on a
paper by Tey and Tjhung .6

where:
S(f) = power spectrum (dBc) at frequency f
B = spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidthSA

f = bit rateb

D = 2)f/fb

X = 2(f-f )/fc b

)f = peak deviation
f = carrier frequency.c

* = Dirac delta function = 0 when X … 2nf ;b

 = 1 when X = 2nf .b

The first term of equation (2) generates the continuous portion of the spectrum. The
second term of equation (2) generates the discrete (spectral spikes) portion of the
spectrum. The power in these spikes is determined by the value of D and by the
premodulation filter characteristics.

The measured and calculated power spectral densities for an unfiltered random 500
kb/s BIN PCM/FM signal with a peak deviation of 325 kHz are overlaid in figure 17.
The agreement is excellent. The continuous portion of the calculated spectrum was
increased by 1.7 dB to compensate for the spectrum analyzer error in measuring the
power levels of random signals. Note the discrete spectral components at multiples of
the bit rate. The 99% power bandwidth for the signal in figure 17 was 3.97 f . Theb



frequencies of the spectral nulls can be calculated from equation (2) by setting S(f)
equal to zero and solving for f. The first nulls are twice the bit rate minus the peak
deviation away from the center frequency. Figure 18 presents the spectrum of a
filtered random 500 kb/s BIN-level PCM/FM signal with a peak deviation of 325 kHz.
The premodulation filter was a 4-pole linear phase filter with a -3 dB bandwidth equal
to 700 kHz. The 99% power bandwidth for the signal in figure 18 was 2.26 f . Theb

-60 dBc bandwidth is frequently determined by the spectral spikes.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The optimum peak deviation and bandwidth for NRZ PCM/FM are approximately
0.35 and 1 times the bit rate, respectively.

2. The optimum peak deviation and bandwidth for BIN PCM/FM are approximately
0.65 and 2 times the bit rate, respectively.

3. Optimum NRZ PCM/FM requires a 3 dB lower E /N than does optimum BINb 0

PCM/FM.

4. Optimum NRZ PCM/FM occupies approximately one-half as much RF spectrum
as does optimum BIN PCM/FM.

5. The 99% and -60 dBc bandwidths of filtered NRZ PCM/FM signals increase
rapidly for peak deviations greater than 0.35 times the bit rate.

6. The -60 dBc bandwidth of NRZ PCM/FM with a 1-pole premodulation filter is
significantly wider than the -60 dBc bandwidth with a 4-pole premodulation filter
(assuming -3 dB bandwidths are equal).



7. Premodulation filtering causes more degradation to NRZ PCM/FM BEPs when the
peak deviations are small than when the peak deviations are large.

8. The peak deviation of a PCM/FM signal can be accurately estimated using the
locations of the spectral nulls.
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Abstract

This paper analyzes the probability of bit error for PCM-FM over a standard IRIG
channel subject to multipath interference modeled by the aeronautical fading channel.
The aeronautical channel model assumes a mobile transmitter and a stationary
receiver and specifies the correlation of the fading component. This model describes
fading which is typical of that encountered at military test ranges.

An expression for the bit error rate on the fading channel with a delay line
demodulator is derived and compared with the error rate for the Gaussian channel.
The increase in bit error rate over that of the Gaussian channel is determined along
with the power penalty caused by the fading. In addition, the effects of several channel
parameters on the probability of bit error are determined.

Key Words

Multipath fading, Delay line demodulator, Probability of bit error, Aeronautical
channel.

1 Introduction

The presence of multipath fading on telemetry channels is a problem at test ranges.
Because the multipath interference causes burst errors at the receiver, especially at the
end of test flights when the vehicle is low on the horizon, multipath fading can cause
serious degradation of overall system performance.

The effects of multipath interference have been reported by many authors including
[1], [2], [3] , and [4]. [1] and [2] studied the characteristics of the aeronautical channel
model without considering a delay line demodulator at the receiver, while [3] and [4]
studied the performance of delay line demodulators in the presence of multipath for



MSK communications over the satellite mobile and land mobile channels, but they did
not consider the aeronautical channel model.

This paper will analize the performance of the delay line demodulator when used on a
standard IRIG telemetry channel subject to fading characterized by the aeronautical
fading channel model. Such a demodulator is typical of those used in the telemetry
receivers at the test ranges [7]. The effects on the error probability of channel
parameters such as fading bandwidth and the ratio of power of the direct path to that
of the indirect path (known as the propagation SNR or K-factor) are studied.

The paper proceeds as follows: In section II the channel and system models are
described. In section III the development of the expression for the probability of error
is presented. The development follows that of [4] and [6]. In section IV the results of
the derivation are presented. Plots of the error probability vs. SNR are given and the
effects of several channel parameters are shown. In section V conclusions are drawn.

2 System Overview

On the telemetry channels at the test ranges a mobile transmitter communicates with a
stationary receiver. The received signal is the sum of a direct ray and a delayed,
Doppler shifted indirect ray as illustrated in Figure 1. Such a channel can be modeled
with the aeronautical channel model [2]. The indirect ray is the sum of a large number
of independent random reflections and hence the magnitude of the reflected ray, >(t),
is assumed to be a Gaussian random process. The received signal therefore has an
envelope which has a Rician distribution [4]. A distinguishing characteristic of the
aeronautical channel model is that the autocorrelation of >(t) is assumed to have a
Gaussian form [1], [3] (see Eq. (3-5)). The receiver used in the derivation models the
receivers typically used at military test ranges. The receiver model is shown in Fig. 2.
An IF bandwidth equal to the bit rate is assumed [5]. The FM demodulator is a delay
line demodulator. The optimum delay for the delay line is dependent on the frequency

 Figure 1: Geometry of the Aeronautical Channel Model.



of the modulator and on the bit rate [6]. A peak-to-peak frequency deviation of h =
.7R (where R is the bit rate) is commonly used [5] and will be assumed in this paper.b b

The delay J which optimizes the performance of the demodulator for this value of h is
.7T where T is the bit time. This value of J will be used in the numerical results that
follow.

igure 2: Delay Line Demodulator.

3 Development

In PCM/FM the transmitted signal can be written as

x(t) = cos(2B f t + 2 (t)) (3-1)c

where

(3-2)

and a(t) is the binary data sequence. The received signal after the IF filter is the sum
of the direct component, the indirect component, and the receiver noise and can be
written as [4]

(3-3)

where P and P are the average powers in the direct and indirect componentss d

respectively. f is the relative Doppler frequency, t is the time delay of the indirectD d

component relative to the direct component, and

S(t) = x(t) ( h(t) = A (t) exp(jN (t)). (3-4)s s

h(t) is the low pass equivalent impulse response of the IF filter. The bandwidth of
>(t)exp(j2Bf t) is assumed to be much less than the bandwidth of the IF filter.D



The process >(t) is a zero mean, normalized Gaussian random process with
autocorrelation [3]

(3-5)

where B is the fading bandwidth. The additive noise n(t) is zero mean, GaussianD

noise with autocorrelation

(3-6)

and normalized autocorrelation

(3-7)

where H(f) is the Fourier transform of h(t).

The resulting signal-to-noise ratio is

(3-8)
and the propagation SNR or K-factor is defined as

(3-9)

Equation (3-3) can be written as

r(t) = R(t)cos(2B f t + N(t) + 0(t)) (3-10)c

where

(3-11)

(3-12)

(3-13)

(3-14)

(3-15)

(3-16)



In the above equations, n (t) and n (t) are the in-phase and quadrature components ofc s

the narrow-band noise and have zero mean and unit variance, "(t) is the instantaneous
SNR and E = P T is the energy contained in one bit.b s

The phase difference )R between r(t) and r(t - J) is sampled at time t = kT + t andk 0

the decision variable of the delay line demodulator is [6]

sin )R = sin()N - )0) (3-17)
where

)N = N(t ) - N(t -J) (3 18)k k

and

)0 = 0(t ) - 0(t -J). (3- 19)k k

If sin )R is positive then the demodulator puts out a 1, otherwise it puts out a 0. If it is
assumed that a 1 was sent, then the probability of error is

P(E*1) = Pr(!B < )R < 0). (3-20)

This probability was determined in the absence of fading to be [8]

(3-21)

where M = Ns(t ) ! Ns(t ! J-) is the phase difference between the signal at time t ands k k k

t ! J in the absence of noise andk

(3-22)

where

(3-23)

(3-24)

(3-25)
(3-26)

(3-27)
(3-28)



where A and N are the envelope and phase of the autocorrelation (, [4] showed that( (

the above result can be used for the multipath case if the sum of the receiver noise and
the multipath interference is treated as one Gaussian random process µ(t). The signal
to noise ratio p and the noise autocorrelation ( above must then be changed to the
following:

(3-29)

(3-30)

where

M = N (t ! t ) ! N (t ! t ! J). (3-31)sd s k d s k d

In order to compute the average probability of bit error it is necessary to take into
account the effects of intersymbol interference (ISI) caused by the IF filter. As in [6] it
will be assumed here that only the adjacent bits interfere with the desired bit. The
average probability of bit error is then

(3-32)

4 NumericalResults

In this section the average probability of error is plotted for a third order Butterworth
IF filter. A relative delay t of .025T was assumed for all plots. The optimum delay ford

the delay line demodulator and the optimum sampling time were also assumed.

Figure 3 shows the effect that different values of K have on PE. As seen in the figure,
the propagation SNR is an important parameter in determining the probability of bit
error. As K decreases (ie. as the relative power in the indirect component increases)
PE increases significantly. On the other hand, when K = 4 no fading is present and the
resulting probability of bit error is that of the Gaussian channel.

Figures 4 and 5 show how the fading bandwidth, B , and the relative Doppler shift,D

f T , effect PE. As each of these parameters increases the effect of a floor in PED



becomes evident. Because of this floor the probability of bit error cannot be made
arbitrarily low by increasing the SNR when fading is present.

Figure 6 shows the combined effects that the three parameters K, B T, and f T have onD D

PE. The figure contains plots representing various levels of fading including the
unfaded case (K = 4). Note that even for relatively light fading (K = 9dB, B T = .1,D

f T = .01) there is about a 6dB penalty at PE= 10 compared to the unfaded GaussianD
-6

channel. For severe fading (K = 3dB, B T = .5, f T = .2) PE is between .1 and .2 orD D

all SNR shown.

5 Conclusion

The above plots show that multipath fading can significantly degrade system
performance for telemetry channels at test ranges. The floor in the probability of bit



error when K is small or when B T or f T are large suggests the need for additionalD D

measures to counteract the effects of multipath fading. Techniques such as space,
frequency, or time diversity might be used in telemetry systems to alleviate the
reduction in performance caused by multipath interference.
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ABSTRACT

It is known that a PCM telemetry system features with good accuracy, great dynamic
range, and low noise. And when more than fourteen data channels are required, the
PCM is generally the best choice. The paper describes the general ideas involved in
developing a PCM telemetry system with fibre transmission.
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INTRODUCTION

At the present, 65 percent of Telemetry systems belongs to the category of PCM. With
the integration of the computer technology, the new generation of telemetry computer
systems is high under the way. Now fibre transmission is widely used in
communications. We try to combine the fibre with telemetry system.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

With the quick development of many industrial fields, the introduction of telemetry
and remote control techniques into these fields has become more and more important.
under such circumstances, the accuracy of telemetry systems is getting higher, the
data capacity is getting larger, the processing speed is getting more complex.

To satisfy these requirements in an engineering project, we designed and implemented
a fibre PCM system with the following configuration: ( shown in Figure 1)



Figure 1. The block diagram of system architecture

As shown above, the configuration of our system is composed of the following major
parts:

C 6.5 Mbps PCM sampler and coder
C fibre-optic transmission subsystem
C large capacity RAM
C user-friendly data processing software

PRINCIPLE OF PCM CODER

The diagram of the PCM coder is as follows: ( shown in figure 2 )

The 8-bit sampler & coder is implemented with the chip CA3318 with the highest
sampling rate of 15 MHZ. The time division multiplexer is based on AD7506 with
switch rate of about 819.2 KHz. In designing such a high speed sampler and coder, the
precision problem is a headache. By making use of special implementation, the overall
precision is better than ±2 %.

THE SYNCHRONIZERS

In the system, both bit synchronizer and frame synchronizer are used. Bit synchronizer
is typically a very critical unit. It can accomodate a number of differing PCM codes,
and can be optimized of performance in a variety of noise environments. Here a fixed
bit rate is adopted, that is to say bit rate is 6.5536 Mbps.



Figure 2. The diagram of the PCM coder

The frame synchronizer is based upon separating the synchronizer into these distinct
operating modes: search , check and lock. once minor frame synchronization is
established, synchronization of subcommutated channels can be accomplished. Any
PCM format with varying synchronization putters can now be made up to 8Mbps in
BUAA.

SOFTWARE DESIGN

The processor we used is a COMPAQ 386/25 M personal computer. The frame
synchronizer writes data into the large-capacity semiconductor RAM. The data can
then be read out by dedicated software running on the COMPAQ PC. The software is
menu-driven and has Chinese character display. It can analyze the data it read, display
waveforms of signals, and prints waveforms on a dot-matrix printer.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The technique specifications of our system are as follows:

C Bit rate: 6.5536 Mbps
C Quantitative degree: 8 bit A/D
C Precision of coder: > ± 2%
C Super-sampling: 16 channels, 51.2 KHz
C Primary frame: dual 8 channels, 6.4 KHz



C Secondary frame: single 64 channels, 100 Hz
C Temperature range: 0~50E C
C Power supply: ± 15 V

SUMMARY

This project has also enriched our experiences in designing various telemetry systems.
The fibre-optic 6.5 Mbps PCM telemetry system developed by our research group at
BUAA has seen put into real use recently. The usage & testing results show that it
satisfies the demands proposed by our customer and has great potential in practical
use.
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ABSTRACT

The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
formulates and publishes recommendations for space data
system standards. CCSDS Recommendations define a layered
data communications network along the lines of the OSI
model. In the space link layer (OSI Data Link layer) fixed
length blocks of CCSDS Packets are generated and multiplexed
into the data field of Virtual Channel Data Units (VCDUs) in
the Virtual Channel Access Sublayer. VCDUs with error
correction coding become CVCDUs (coded VCDUs). CVCDUs (or
VCDUs) with an attached sync marker become Channel Access
Data Units (CADUs) which are transmitted on the Physical
Space Channel.

This paper discusses AYDIN's DEC012 Data Unit Decoder, a
VMEbus circuit card which recovers Virtual Channel Data
Units (VCDUs) from corrupted Channel Access Data Units
(CADUs) received on the Space Link Subnet of a
CCSDS-compatible space datacomm link. The module's design
and operation is described along with its use in the X-ray
Timing Explorer (XTE) and Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) science satellite programs run by NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center.
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INTRODUCTION

AYDIN Computer and Monitor Division developed its Model
DEC012 CCSDS Data Unit Decoder for use in integration and
test of the NASA X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE) and Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) science satellites. These
satellites, and indeed most of NASA's scientific spacecraft
to be launched in the 90's, adhere at least to some extent
to CCSDS Recommendations for space data communications.

CCSDS, the Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems, is
an international body that formulates and publishes
recommendations for space data system standards. NASA and
many other of the world's national space research agencies
are members or observers in CCSDS.

In an effort to standardize space data communications CCSDS
has produced Recommendations that specify a layered
communication systems architecture for space data systems.
Such systems can include manned and unmanned space vehicles
operating at a wide range of user data rates, servicing a
large number of users conducting a broad spectrum of
scientific, engineering, and commercial investigations.
These system characteristics require the flexibility that
can only be provided by a packet-based data communication
system architecture.

The CCSDS Recommendations define a data communications
network along the lines of the OSI model. (See figures 1 an
2.) In the space link layer (OSI Data Link layer) fixed
length blocks of CCSDS Packets are generated and multiplexed
into the data field of Virtual Channel Data Units (VCDUs) in
the Virtual Channel Access Sublayer. The VCDUs are generated
by attaching header and trailer and applying error
correction to the fixed length blocks. VCDUs with error
correction coding are called coded VCDUs (CVCDUs). (See
figure 3.)

Error correction includes Reed-Solomon coding (outer code)
and convolutional coding (inner code). The bit stream can
also be pseudo-randomized to ensure adequate transition



density and differentially encoded to provide immunity to
transmission link polarity inversion. In the absence of
error correction coding the VCDU can have a CRC frame check
sequence appended to provide error detection. The last
process in the Virtual Channel Access Sublayer makes a
Channel Access Data Unit (CADU) from the CVCDU by appending
a synchronization pattern (Attached Sync Marker-ASM). A
continuous and contiguous stream of fixed length CADUs is
transmitted through the physical layer over the Space Link
Subnet.

A receiving terminal at a ground station on the space link
subnet must decode CADUs by applying a combination of
Viterbi and differential decoding, derandomization, and
Reed-Solomon decoding. These decoding processes provide
error-corrected VCDUs to the OSI Data Link Layer. So-called
Level Zero Processing in the Data Link Layer processes the
VCDUs, extracting user data packets for delivery.

DECODER DESCRIPTION

The AYDIN DEC012 CCSDS Data Unit Decoder, figures 4 and 5,
is a 6U VMEbus circuit card. It executes decoding functions
in whatever combinations necessary to recover VCDUs from
CADUs received on the Space Link Subnet. The DEC012 receives
coherent NRZ-L PCM serial data and clock from a Bit
Synchronizer at rates up to 20 Megasymbols per second, and
hands off decoded VCDUs with ASM and appended status trailer
to a host processing system for Level Zero Processing.

The DEC012 Data Unit Decoder module was designed by Aydin
Corporation's Computer and Monitor Division in response to a
specification written by the Electrical Engineering section,
code 733, at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). DEC012
modules are in use at GSFC where they support Integration
and Test of the XTE and TRMM science satellite programs.
DEC012 modules are also in use at Johns-Hopkins Applied
Physics Labs and at Telenetics supporting the ACE (Advanced
Cosmic Explorer) and NEAR (Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous)
science satellite programs.

The hallmark of the DEC012 is the sheer amount of error
detection and correction, synchronization, and decoding
power provided in a 6U x 160mm VMEbus module. These
functions involve Viterbi decoding, frame synchronization,
derandomization, Reed-Solomon decoding, and CRC checksum
verification. Each of these functions is individually



programmed into the process so as to accommodate wide
variations in the encoded bit stream format.

DEC012 OPERATION

Viterbi decoding provides error correction for
convolutionally-coded data. The DEC012 processes rate 1/2,
constraint length 7 convolutionally-coded bit streams. It
accommodates alternate symbol inversion and affords
programmable metric normalization rate settings for symbol
node synchronization. The Viterbi decoding process also
calculates bit error rate for the received bit stream.

Frame synchronization is necessary for derandomization,
Reed-Solomon decoding, and CRC checking as these are all
frame synchronous processes. The DEC012 incorporates AYDIN's
full-featured frame synchronizer on a chip. This ASIC
provides frame synchronization pattern correlation for
patterns of up to 64 bits and with error tolerances of up to
25%. Frames can be up to a million bits in length. (CCSDS
CADUs however are limited to a maximum size of about 16,000
bits.) Programmable synchronization strategy allows
balancing synchronization decision time and decision
confidence. Bit stream inversion is detected and corrected
automatically by the ability to recognize complemented
synchronization patterns.

Bit stream derandomization is provided. This feature would
be invoked to remove a cover sequence applied in the
spacecraft data system to insure a minimum transition
density in the transmitted bit stream.

Reed-Solomon coding of the baseband bit stream provides
powerful burst error correction to protect the transmitted
data from the effects of a burst-noise space channel. The
Reed-Solomon code specified by CCSDS for Virtual Channel
Data Units corrects up to 16 symbol errors in a codeword
size of up to 255 eight-bit symbols. The trailing 32 symbols
in the transmitted codeword are check symbols computed by
the Reed-Solomon coding algorithm. Where the space channel
burst error characteristics might overwhelm even this level
of error correction codeword symbol interleaving is employed
to provide greater levels of burst error protection.
Codewords can be interleaved symbol-by-symbol to a depth of
up to eight. The interleave depth used for XTE and TRMM is
five which means that error bursts of up to 80 symbols (640
bits) can be tolerated.



The DEC012 provides Reed-Solomon decoding for codeword sizes
of from 228 to 255 symbols and interleaving depths of from 1
to 8. The DEC012 deinterleaves the symbol stream before
applying Reed-Solomon decoding and reinterleaves the decoded
codeword symbol groups to recover the transmitted symbol
ordering. (The spacecraft interleaving process does not
actually change the order of the baseband data octets but
merely routes each octet from every group of I octets to a
different R-S coder. The output port of each R-S coder is
tapped in turn to generate the transmitted symbol stream.)

Note that the R-S code is a systematic code which means that
the data octets applied to the coder appear at the coder
output port unchanged. The coder merely computes and appends
check symbols to octet groupings of from 196 to 223 symbols.
The DEC012 removes the check symbols after codeword
correction and passes the corrected data stream with R-S
status bytes in place of the check symbols. The status bytes
tell how many symbols were corrected in each codeword, or
whether the codeword was uncorrectible (more than 16 symbol
errors).

When the space data system constraints do not allow the use
of error correction, CRC error detection might be employed
to flag VCDUs that are corrupted in transmission. The DEC012
can compute a CRC on the received frame including
transmitted CRC to detect errored frames. It will flag the
errored frame in the appended status trailer and report a
running count of errored frames.

Decoded, corrected (or flagged) VCDUs are passed in 16-bit
parallel, word serial form through a FIFO-buffered DEC
DR11W-compatible interface to a host computer or workstation
for processing of the packets transported by the Virtual
Channel Data Units.

The DEC012 keeps running counts of such things as Viterbi
decoder node sync losses, errored frame sync patterns, frame
slips, uncorrectible R-S codewords, and CRC errors. These
can be read by the VME host CPU over the VMEbus. The DEC012
will alert the VME CPU to signal input loss, loss of frame



synchronization, and FIFO overflow conditions by asserting a
VME IRQ.

The DEC012's capabilities described above allow the coding
gain that can be achieved by the use of concatenated
Reed-Solomon and convolutional coding to be realized in a
compact, economical manner in the space subnet ground
station. It merges decoding, synchronization, error
detection and correction, quality annotation, FIFO-buffering
and computer interface in a compact 6U VME card. This high
level of integration allows the use of less sophisticated
bit synchronizers, does away with the need for a separate
frame synchronizer, and relieves the processing software of
having to compute quality indicators for the received VCDUs
as this information is provided by the DEC012.

USE OF THE DEC012 IN SATELLITE INTEGRATION AND TEST

The DEC012 is used in the Front End Data System (FEDS) in
the XTE and TRMM Integration and Test (I&T) Ground Support
Equipment (GSE) to receive, decode, error-correct, and
annotate CCSDS VCDUs. (See Figure 6.) In the context of the
FEDS the DEC012 is referred to as baseband equipment (BBE)
since it brings the coded symbol streams back to baseband.

The FEDS is a component of the spacecraft GSE and provides
the telemetry downlink and command uplink interface to the
spacecraft. The FEDS is responsible for receiving and
decoding CCSDS VCDUs received in CADUs, extracting packets
from the VCDUs, and distributing the packets to the various
users. The users in this case are Test Conductor
Workstations (TCWs) and instrumenter GSEs (IGSEs). The
operators of the TCWs and IGSEs monitor specific telemetry
points, and send commands to the spacecraft in support of
spacecraft I&T and during launch activities.

The FEDS includes a VME crate, a UNIX-based workstation, and
support networking equipment as shown in Figure 6. The VME
crate contains five Single Board Computers running the
realtime operating system VxWorks, 192 MB RAM, two DEC012
decoders, and two DR11W parallel interfaces. The VME crate
performs the more critical realtime functions of the FEDS
including telemetry decoding, error correcting, data
annotation, data buffering, sorting and pre-screening of
VCDUs. The UNIX-based workstation (250 SpecMark DEC Alpha)
performs packet extraction by Virtual Channel and
distributes the packets to the TCWs and IGSEs. All packets



or a subset of packets may be distributed to the users in
realtime based on their requirements.

In support of spacecraft I&T it was required that the FEDS
be capable of changing decoder modes and frame lengths on
the fly in order to match all the possible spacecraft
encoder modes. Frame acquisition strategy varied depending
on tests being performed. Because of these requirements, the
decoder cards needed to be closely coupled to the computers
performing data processing and had to be capable of being
reconfigured and reset with little or no operator
intervention. The capabilities of the DEC012 described in
this paper provide all the necessary programmable features
required to support I&T of the XTE and TRMM spacecraft.
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ABSTRACT

Computer industry and government standards have had a profound effect on modern
telemetry ground stations. Installations are no longer one-of-a-kind inflexible systems
built to the specifications of a single user — meeting their needs without regard to the
rest of the community. This paper will examine the effect that the evolution of
significant graphics, network, operating system, and architecture standards has had on
commercial telemetry ground station system products. It will also explore the issue of
"open" versus proprietary architectures. The paper closes with a description of a
system designed from its very inception to meet and grow with standards.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry is the transmission of the measurement of physical phenomena such as
speed, pressure, or temperature to a remote point by wire or radio. Throughout this
paper, each phenomenon will be called a "parameter," and a single measurement of
the parameter in time a "measurement." The parameter' s measurement may emanate
from a transducer or sensor that converts the phenomenon to a voltage related to its
physical value (e.g., as a thermocouple or strain gauge). The signal is conditioned or
modified (e.g., amplification, filtered, or pulses counted) to make it suitable for
encoding. Multiple analog parameters are multiplexed and each is converted to its
digital value. The order and frequency of converting each parameter is governed by a
'state machine' commutator, where each position in the ring or frame (Figure 1) is a
unique parameter. A synchronization "parameter" is inserted in each revolution of the
commutator to ensure alignment when reconstructing the original parameters on the
ground. Commutated data, now in parallel format, is converted to a serial digital
stream by an "encoder," perhaps converted to one of several standard binary bit
representation formats to improve reliability, and is then transmitted to the ground.



Non-analog parameters are also merged into the telemetry stream by the commutator
— for example, time and data plus contents of flight computers and the capture of all
or a portion of airborne bus traffic such as MIL-STD-1553 and ARINC 429/629.
During the test and certification phases of flight vehicle development, hundreds even
thousands of parameters are measured. A parameter's sampling rate is a function of
the frequency content (Niquist Theorem). Thus, high-frequency content parameters
(from accelerometers) are sampled more than once per frame, and low-frequency ones
less than once per frame (temperature). These are the concepts of supercommutation
and subcommutation respectively.

Figure 1. Example PCM Frame

Over the years, a number of multiplexing variants evolved. Fortunately, in the 1950s,
a group of telemetry engineers from the United States government test ranges
established the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) that formulated and
continues to enhance standards for testing and telemetry. The latest version, IRIG
106-93, was released last year [1]. Though it defines several telemetry schemes, the
most popular is Pulse Coded Modulation (PCM).

The reverse of the multiplexing process occurs in the ground station to reconstruct
parameter values. A tracking antenna and receiver presents the serial PCM stream to a
bit synchronizer which cleans up the signal degraded by filtering and transmission. A
decommutator (decom) then correlates values to the parameters by "locking on" to the
synchronization parameter.

The industry's first decommutation systems broke the PCM stream into words of the
frame (frame synchronizer) , then passed them onto a word selector for viewing
selected parameters in digital format on the word selector's instrument panel, or
converted them to analog format for presentation on strip chart recorders. Framed data



was also passed to computers for further decommutation, conversion to engineering
units, or processing.

Until the late 1980s, each ground station was unique. Vendors created proprietary data
and control interfaces, as well as the database definitions to set up a single ground
system. Real-time computer processing, data storage, and data display were limited
both by technology and funding. Like the word selector, only a portion of the data
stream could be manipulated in real time. Data streamed faster than the computer
could process. To enhance system performance, basic processing (EU conversion,
data compression, and bit manipulation) was moved to a front-end compressor along
with the decommutation function. The compressor was typically a bit-sliced
uni-processor with a microcoded algorithm set limited to basic telemetry functions.
Inadequate development tools limited application-specific algorithms to the
manufacturer. Disk storage was moved to or close to the front end to reduce the load
on the host and improve archiving performance. The telemetry front end remained a
tightly coupled minicomputer peripheral.

In the last tens years, proprietary architecture minicomputers and workstations waned
as government and commercial users demanded standards to prevent reliance on a
single vendor and to promote software and data interchange. Is this an idealistic
solution for telemetry systems? Or under what conditions is it advisable to digress?
Vendors can claim adherence to standards, but unfortunately there were and are so
many incomplete standards and variants from a wide variety of vendor groups and
government and industry bodies.

Standards are not always decided by committee. Sometimes a de facto standard
evolves when a unique product is embraced by multiple vendors. File sharing across a
network as in Sun's Network File System (NFS) and DataView's display of real-time
data are prime examples. The standard may be maintained by the vendor (e.g., NFS)
or given to an independent governing body (e.g., Sun's peripheral SBus to IEEE).
Often, the process of creating a standard takes so long that vendors introduce products
without waiting for the final specification. When the standard is finalized, the vendor
may be left with a proprietary product. Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) over
copper, the 100 Mbps version of the 10 Mbps Ethernet, and real-time UNIX are
examples of just such products. Vendors also employ proprietary architectural features
when standards do not fulfill their requirements, as in the aforementioned SBus and
NFS. Another example is the throughput demands placed by multiple telemetry and
processing streams on standard computer bus architectures which resulted in each
vendor developing a unique architecture or taking advantage of unspecified features of



the standard bus. Such arguments become indefensible when standards are able to
meet the application requirements.

Today's telemetry ground station is distributed across three main subsystems: the front
end(s) to acquire, preprocess, store, and distribute real-time data; computing
resource(s) to analyze and display selected data as well as to control the front end; and
a network to move data and control information between the front end and the
computing resources. The network replaced the proprietary data channel of yesterday's
minicomputers.

The front end must have the ability to acquire, transform, and merge data from
multiple sources while maintaining the time coherence of all samples without losing a
single measurement. Current flight test ground stations employ PCM telemetry to
acquire real-time data, while legacy programs and ground operations add a variety of
data streams from FM telemetry to avionic buses (e.g., MIL-STD-1553 and ARINC
429) and general-purpose buses (IEEE-488 and RS-232). Can a telemetry ground
station architecture following only standards meet these requirements.?

Workstations and "compute servers" utilize an array of sometimes competing
standards to entice purchasers. Processor technology is advancing so rapidly that
brand preference often aligns with the current leader. Are interoperability standards
sufficient to permit an evolving ground station to keep pace with technology.? Or
must an installation declare allegiance to a single vendor?

Networks, the glue that integrates front ends to computers, present another challenge
on the standards front. Moving all real-time data from front end to computer is
impractical because of bandwidth limitations. Selectivity mechanisms are thus
required to limit data passed to the workstations while storing all data at the front end
for retrieval during post flight analysis. Each computer on the network needs to select
its own data and data format to meet real-time and visual analysis requirements of the
application software and flight test engineer.

TODAY'S OPEN SYSTEM

Loral's System 500 is reviewed as an example of an evolutionary product family
designed to merge a commitment to standards and an open architecture while
satisfying the requirements of the most demanding flight test requirements. In 1987,
the first member of the System 500 family, the Model 510, brought distributed
processing to the telemetry ground station by decoupling the proprietary bus
connection to a host computer and providing real-time data directly to graphic
workstations and computers over Ethernet. This was the start of an "open



environment" as applications programs could establish a direct socket connection
using TCP/IP services to the front end for real-time data, or attach to the workstation's
archived data via NFS services. The front end employed a proprietary 1980s
architecture including printed circuit card format, bus structures, and an operating
system. The 510 succeeded because of its open connectivity.

But the required performance of emerging telemetry applications increased beyond the
510. Multiple 20 Mbps PCM streams and the desire to process and store all data
directly to disk required a new platform. Aside from performance, the major design
goals of the next-generation product, the Loral 550, were to utilize and track generally
accepted standards, diverging only when desired performance goals were unattainable
using standards.

Standards are not static — technology and evolving requirements necessitate change.
Tracking standards revisions is an expensive proposition often involving extensive
redesign and comprehensive regression testing to ensure that the entire product
functions together. For example: a.) moving from X Window System 10 to 11.1 and
stepping through today's 11.5, or from the X Ray Graphical User Interface Toolkit to
Motif (see Figures 2 and 3); and b.) keeping abreast of the operating systems and
current workstation products from DEC VAX, to MIPS, to Sun, to IBM, to Silicon
Graphics, and to Alpha.

Figure 2. Example of System 500 Workstation Display (tiled)



Figure 3. Example of System 500 Workstation Display (desktop)

Recently an ad hoc workstation industry group formed the Common Open System
Environment (COSE) to extend the general look and feel of the graphical user
interface to defining the desktop and its tools. Will it ever end? On the other hand,
failure to keep up results in an archaic, essentially proprietary system.

The Loral 550 embraced all the standards listed in Table 1. The designers of the Loral
550's front end strayed from standards only to 1.) accommodate the movement of very
high-speed data on the undefined pins of the VMEbus' third connector called the
MUXbus, and 2.) employ a true real-time operating system, VxWorks, which though
proprietary, is probably the most popular.

The MUXbus provides true data rates of almost 100 MB/sec, while achieving even 20
MB/sec on the VMEbus is exceptional. Though standards are forthcoming for what is
called real-time UNIX [2], its ability to switch tasks will still be an order of magnitude
slower than VxWorks. Both these high-performance features of the Loral 550 are due
to the large numbers of small data structures found in the telemetry application. The
system design is extremely "open." Users can add standard off-the-shelf modules,
enhance network performance by adding independent LANs or FDDI, and "attach"
multiple third-party or their own real-time applications running on multiple
workstations; or utilize setup files from relational database management (RDBMS)
and airborne systems (see Figure 4).



Table 1. Standards and Alternatives

Figure 4. Loral 550 Architecture

System Modules

Two standard 160 mm deep VME module formats are employed, 6U and 9U -
referring to the height, in which 6U cards fit into the P1 and P2 connectors and 9U
cards fit into all three connectors, P1, P2 and P3. 6U cards are typically third-party
cards, including SCSI interfaces, Ethernet and FDDI network interfaces, and RS-232
and IEEE-488 (GPIB) controllers. The 9U cards are modules developed by Loral for
high-performance real-time I/O and processing. The expanding Loral 550 I/O
repertoire currently includes 20 modules for a variety of formats and performance
characteristics for PCM time, digital, serial, analog, MIL-STD-1553, commanding,
networks, and DMA to host computers.



 The term Field Programmable Processor reflects a replacement of older telemetry*

ground station bit-slice compressor technology where algorithm development was an arduous
microcode effort.

If the 20-slot Loral 550 chassis fills up, another chassis can be added and the MUXbus
is extended. Data flows automatically between the chassis as though it was on a single
chassis backplane.

The MUXbus w as designed to fit the single measurement hence single word
orientation of telemetry and other high-performance data acquisition systems. Its data
flow architecture automatically merges data from multiple modules to form a 48-bit
tag-data pair (also called a token). Measurements longer than 32 bits are concatenated
into multiple words. Data is broadcast on the bus one word per arbitration request. A
rotating or "round robin" arbitration scheme ensures that each input device is
guaranteed its share of bus bandwidth.

From the MUXbus, data can be picked up simultaneously by any module that needs
the data to perform such tasks as processing, storage, and output. Multiple modules
can acquire the same MUXbus word. If the data is picked up to be processed, its
results are given new tags and placed back on the bus. All data on the bus is treated
the same way so that it can be mixed and merged, processed, and output, regardless of
type.

Algorithm processes like data are very short. They typically consist of only tens of C
instructions with the process itself limited to less than ten. Therefore, the time
required to gather data from the bus and initiate processes becomes significant. The
550's solution was to couple VxWorks' real-time UNIX-compatible operating system
with dataflow MUXbus technology. The dataflow broadcast architecture supports a
linear growth parallel processing architecture. As the power of one processor, called a
Field Programmable Processor or FPP (see foot note) is absorbed, another is added
and the processes distributed across the available modules. Our second-generation
FPP employs field upgradable SPARC technology to achieve 2 million basic
algorithm processes per second. Users can concatenate one or more of the over 150
standard algorithms to create the desired process such as data compression,
Engineering Unit (EU) conversion, bit manipulation, or develop totally unique ones in
the C high-level language .*

The System Controller sets up and controls real-time modules via the VMEbus and
directs moderate-speed VMEbus I/O modules such as GPIB, serial, and SCSI
controllers. An integral Ethernet port provides the front-end chassis link to a local area
network. It receives control information to set up front-end I/O and processing



modules and transmits unique sets of selected real-time data requested by any network
resource. Conversely, it receives data to be placed on the real-time bus for simulation
or command and control applications.

Data Storage

Real-time data storage to workstations is constrained by LAN bandwidth, thus it is
usually kept on the front-end chassis. By moving typical workstation digital tape
drives to the front end, one can store data to ½ MB/sec or expensive digital
instrumentation units to over 20 MB/sec. Data storage to a single SCSI Fast disk drive
can be maintained at 4 MB/sec over the entire drive and to 16.5 MB/sec to a 32 GB
SCSI Fast/Wide redundant array of inexpensive disks (RAID). The SCSI RAID is
another example of the continuing development required to maintain a product. To
achieve high data rates, initial parallel disk arrays employed proprietary buses.
Quadrupling the original standard SCSI bus to 20 MB/sec brought increased market
availability which in turn brought down the price [3].

System Setup and Control

Workstations on the local area network set up and control the system, a graphical user
interface (GUI) makes it easy to operate, and data display capabilities monitor
real-time activity. The workstations' operating system is POSIX- and
UNIX-compliant, and the Loral 550 application is supported on a number of vendor
platforms. While developing code to be POSIX-compliant, many other interfaces are
not defined, making porting and support extremely time-consuming.

The Loral 550 GUI is based on OSF/Motif. The system is operated by completing
user-friendly menu pages and selecting commands in a point-and-click environment
with a mouse and keyboard. Each module in the front end has a Motif-style window
that allows the user to easily program the setup (see Figure 3).

Parameters define and identify the source of all data in the system. They are created in
a graphical spreadsheet environment to specify the name of the parameter, the tag
number, the origin of the data (i.e., raw telemetry data, processed data, time) and the
attributes for display, such as red and yellow limits, and display format. The parameter
name is used from then on to reference the data for display, processing, output and so
on. The spreadsheet environment provides a powerful way of creating and editing
parameter databases using Structured Query Language (SQL)-like operations.
Parameter databases can also be imported from other databases in an ASCII format.



Once the Loral 550 is set up to acquire and process data, users can take advantage of
powerful real-time display capabilities to monitor a test. The Loral 550's real-time
display package, called DataScope (see Figure 3), is based on the commercially
available display package DataViews. An added software layer takes full advantage of
the capabilities of DataViews and tightly integrates it with the Loral 550 to provide a
seamless single database user environment.

Data Display

Real-time displays are created and modified in DV-Draw, which is the display editor
of DataViews. This mouse-driven, point-and-click environment gives users a robust
set of tools for generating displays. Users can select from over 70 different display
objects including strip charts (one or more traces), bar charts, meters, and even an
artificial horizon. Graphical animation is another powerful capability of DataScope.
Objects can be drawn and given dynamics to move about the screen; they can be
rotated and sized based on the data used to drive them. To assist in drawing or laying
out displays, they can be zoomed to see more detail, colors can be added from a color
palette, grid lines can be turned on, and the "snap" feature can be used to help line up
objects on the display. Another useful feature is the ability to "prototype" displays to
see what they will look like with simulated data without having to bring up the
real-time display and provide data.

In the DataScope operational environment, users can assign parameters to the different
objects on a display simply by clicking on the objects and selecting the parameters by
name. Each object is set up with the graph range (values for graph axis) and the
warning and critical (yellow and red) limits that are associated with each parameter.
The user can also select an update rate for the display and then save the rate and the
parameter assignments so that they can be brought up all at once with the display.
Time can also be shown on the display. Once the displays are updating, they can be
frozen and restarted, the parameters and update rate can be changed, and users can
move back and forth between real time and data playback. Playback is controlled with
a scroll bar on the bottom of the screen that allows the user to move freely within
either a data file created previously or an instant replay buffer that holds a
programmable amount of the most recent data.

A local area network using Ethernet or FDDI networks connects the front-end chassis
to workstations, servers, and X Terminals. The industry standard network protocol
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is employed on both FDDI
and Ethernet so that other systems can easily be placed on either type of network.
When a user brings up a display and selects a parameter, the software makes a request
to the front end to start "gathering" the data. The front end then starts picking up the



data and sending it to the requesting workstation or server for display at a user-
selectable update rate. This same gathering function can be used to direct unique
real-time data to multiple analysis or display programs running on multiple computers
without the continuous involvement of the workstation running Loral 550
applications.

CONCLUSION

Standards are not a telemetry ground station solution. They offer the product
developer a foundation on which to create, grow, and migrate systems to meet the
requirements of many installations. But standards do not always meet performance
criteria. Developers are therefore forced to create solutions until standards catch up.
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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive examination of the market demands for cost reduced satellite
telemetry & control stations will be presented. These systems are implemented using
flexible, open architecture-based high performance real-time systems. The trend for
combining telemetry monitoring of satellite data with closed-loop satellite command
and control functions will be presented. This combined functionality opens up the
possibilities for completely integrated, reduced cost satellite control systems. The
market forces driving the demand for this integrated functionality include the
broadening of non-military satellite applications, the widening international
deployment of commercial satellites and the accompanying drive toward decentralized
satellite control.

The major requirements for the telemetry processing and command & control
functionality of the integrated, reduced cost satellite control system will be presented.
These requirements include: full real-time performance for processing telemetry data;
flexible architecture for the incorporation of a wide range of I/O devices; capability of
performing real-time, closed-loop control based on conditions in the telemetry data;
user friendly development environments for application-specific customization of the
system; and low system costs with the capability of indigenous support. The divergent
requirements of performance, flexibility and price of these integrated, reduced cost
satellite control systems is made possible via the use of open architecture building
blocks that include standard VME boards combined with specialized real-time
software drivers and user oriented, flexible Graphical User Interface (GUI) software.



INTRODUCTION

The concept of a, "Low Cost" satellite telemetry & control station has historically been
a contradiction in terms. Such a system, by the very nature of its components (large
autotracking dish antenna, wideband receivers, diversity combiners, microwave power
amplifiers, telemetry processing subsystems) will probably remain very expensive for
the foreseeable future. However, because of the proliferation of non-military satellite
applications in the United States and the widening international deployment of
commercial communications satellites, the requirement for lower cost telemetry and
control equipment for satellite applications continues to grow. Traditional ground
station equipment, with its custom components and proprietary architectures are no
longer cost effective in today's highly competitive, cost and schedule sensitive
international market place. In today's environment, satellite programs are undergoing
ever shortening development and deployment cycles. These facts mandate that the
command, control and telemetry ground equipment used to support these missions
must be highly flexible, easily reconfigureable, supportable on an international level
and above all, be based around a totally open system architecture whose hardware and
software components adhere to published international standards. The use of
equipment and components that are available from only one vendor, or that are
specific and limited in their focused application are becoming unacceptable to the
majority of users.

COMBINING TELEMETRY MONITORING WITH COMMANDING

Ground systems that integrate the functions of telemetry processing with command &
control are becoming more and more popular because the combination reduces
program costs and development time for the end user. An example of a system that
combines telemetry processing and monitoring with satellite command & control
capabilities is the AP Labs VMEstation Telemetry System (VTS). Figure 1 presents a
block diagram of the system. This system utilizes a real-time telemetry acquisition
and analysis front end that is tightly coupled (via memory-mapped SBus-to-VME
interface) with a SPARC 10 Unix workstation. The workstation acts as the display
server for other X-Windows displays on the network. The real-time subsystem
consists of a control CPU, the telemetry bit synchronizers, decommutators, PCM
simulator, Viterbi decoder, an IRIG time code generator/reader and a high
performance SCSI-2 controller and real-time archival disk. The hardware in this
system is housed in a 20 slot 6U VME chassis. The telemetry decommutator boards
are totally open architecture from a hardware standpoint. The decommutator boards
have a 6U VME form factor and use the standard VME and VSB interfaces for the
movement of information. Data is decommutated into a double buffered, dual ported
memory that is accessible across the VSBbus, rather than a private/proprietary bus.



When a buffer (frame or group of frames of data - up to 64KB) of data is available, a
VME interrupt is generated and the decommutator board switches buffers. The
processor board in the system responds to the interrupt, reads the decommutator buffer
into local memory and performs the requested parameter processing and/or initiates
the data archival to disk. Data transfers over the VSB bus occur at data rates
exceeding 10 MBytes per second and are independent of traffic on the VMEbus.

The approach used by this decommutator, where a large buffer of data is acquired
before passing it into the system, has several advantages over the conventional tag and
data bus architecture historical to telemetry processing. First and foremost, a "true"
open architecture is achieved that gives the end user much more flexibility in
configuring CPU and I/O capabilities. This means that any board (there are many) that
has a VME/VSB interface may be used to interface with the telemetry data stream.
The user of this example system is not tied to any one vendor for system components
and support. To upgrade capability, the addition of newer, faster CPUs and other
interface and processing boards is straightforward. Standard VME boards from a



multitude of vendors are available for most required I/O interfaces. A second
advantage of this decommutator is that frames of data from it are processed in a
sequential, deterministic manner which removes the need to provide special time
tagging to determine the order of parameter arrival. The third advantage is that all
processing for a given telemetry stream is handled internal to the CPU board without
the need to generate secondary tags and the accompanying rebroadcast of data. In the
example system, there are no tags output from the decommutator; they all reside
within the memory of the CPU board that handles the stream processing. This method
of decommutation lowers the real-time bus loading by a factor of two. Processing and
I/O overhead are kept to a minimum, allowing a much more efficient use of system
hardware. Finally, this solution provides a modular architecture where additional I/O
or processing capabilities may be added. By utilizing strictly VMEbus-compliant
boards, the flexibility and growth potential for the system is significantly increased
with minimal cost impact.

To generate the command uplink channel, a PCM simulator board is used. The
simulator used in the example system, a BSI 4416-V, can be configured to output
constant or dynamic data. It utilizes a double buffered output scheme, allowing data to
be written to one of the buffers while the other is being output. Memory size up to
2MB per buffer allows for a significant amount of non-varying data to be output at
rates up to 10 MBytes/second. The 4416-V can also be used to input data to the
4400-V/F bit synchronizer, or directly into the 4411-V/S decommutator for system
testing when commanding is not required. When system self-test is invoked, the
4416-V works in conjunction with a dynamic data generation tool which allows the
user to simulate waveforms and send them to database-directed parameter time slots
within the telemetry frame. In the satellite command uplink mode, the 4416-V works
in conjunction with AP Labs satellite command icon software and receives buffers of
commands for transmission.

One major trend in current satellite programs is the adherence to the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) recommendations for telecommanding.
CCSDS uses data transport protocols modeled on computer network protocols and
enables interfacing with computers and commercial telephone service providers. The
CCSDS requirement, with its packets of data embedded within a fixed length frame is
well suited to the packet-based decommutator and PCM simulator hardware used in
the example system.

The satellite command icon in the example system allows the user to issue command
sequences from an on-line, dynamic command database. The command database is
created, viewed and edited using either the setup screen of the command icon, or an
ASCII text editor. Satellite commands are output from the command icon as



sequences of one or more Command Link Transmission Units (CLTUs). The CLTU in
turn is made up of an optional CCSDS header and zero or more commands. The
CCSDS header, if present, defines the fields used to encapsulate the CLTU's
commands into a CCSDS transfer frame. Each command in the CLTU is then simply
a sequence of bytes and is transmitted by the BSI 4416-V. Figure 2 illustrates how
commands are built into sequences. Figure 3 shows how this sequence is formatted for
output by the 4416-V.

If a CCSDS header is not included in the CLTU, then no transfer frame is created and
the commands that are transmitted are processed without transfer frame encapsulation.
This property is used to output arbitrary transfer frames, particularly ones with errors
in the header fields, by embedding the binary equivalent of the transfer frame header



in the command data. After each command sequence is processed by the command
icon, an "idle pattern" is transmitted that will be repeated continuously until the next
command is sent.

A toggle switch function is included in the Command icon's setup screen to enable or
disable the generation of CCSDS codeblocks. Normally, after a transfer frame is built
from a CCSDS Header and one for more commands, it is broken up into CCSDS
codeblocks for transmission. The segmentation of the message into codeblocks may
be disabled if raw transfer frames are to be transmitted, or if erroneous codeblocks are
to be output for system error testing.

The CCSDS commanding functionality described above is part of AP Labs' VTS
system and represents one of its core capabilities. However, due to the open
architecture of the VTS system, the user is not limited in any way to this commanding
functionality. The user can develope his/her own command and control software, or
may purchase one of the Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products to support
satellite operations. An example of one of the more powerful COTS commanding
packages is Storm Integration's Intelligent Mission Toolkit (IMT). This product
provides pass planning and command transmission capabilities that augment the
telemetry processing capabilities provided by COTS vendors such as AP Labs. The
IMT blends other commercially available software products into an open solution
which solves the complex commanding requirements of today's satellite programs.
Recognizing its functionality and flexibility, the USAF and the Ballistic Missile
Defense Organization (formerly, Strategic Defense Initiative Organization) and
NASA Goddard have selected the IMT as the commanding component of their new,
state-of-the-art, workstation-based command and control systems.

The IMT is an open, modular COTS package which provides the ability to support
multiple satellite processing applications with a complete closed-loop commanding
and telemetry processing capability. Processes are distributed across an Ethernet or
FDDI Local Area Network (LAN) with functionality resident on UNIX-based
workstations and VME-based industry standard front-end equipment. The user
interface is provided via multiple graphical Human Computer Interfaces (HCI) COTS
software packages. The system is configured and driven by a relational database,
making it a generic, high fidelity commanding capability.

INTEGRATING RADIO RECEIVERS WITH TELEMETRY &
COMMANDING SYSTEMS

The combination of telemetry processing and monitoring with command & control
capabilities within the same VME chassis opens up the possibilities for completely



integrated, reduced cost satellite control systems. A further step towards this goal is
migrating the radio reception of the satellite downlink channels into the VME chassis
where the digital baseband processing takes place. This step allows truly portable,
small footprint systems capable of receiving and processing telemetry data to be
fielded. These systems are principally used in the ground testing of satellites, both
during assembly and later during pre-launch testing where the radio range between
satellite and test system is limited. This is a factor because the nature and size of high
power microwave transmitters used in the command uplink, do not lend themselves
well to integration with other components in a small footprint VMEbus package .

The reception of the microwave downlink channel from a satellite has been
successfully implemented within the VMEbus environment by several vendors of
telemetry equipment. Further refinements in receiver and diversity combiner design
and packaging are currently underway. These efforts will ultimately result in
VMEbus-based telemetry receiver/diversity combiner products that will be used to
receive and process telemetry data from satellites that have been placed into orbit. The
challenge of adding high-power microwave command uplink capabilities to small
footprint, reduced cost satellite telemetry and control stations still remains.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

The major requirement involving a system that combines telemetry processing with
satellite command & control is that the system hardware and software must support in
real-time, the generation of commands that are derived in whole or in part from
conditions that are revealed in the satellites telemetry data. This implies that the
processing of the satellite's telemetry downlink and the transmission of the command
uplink is tightly coupled in a closed-loop system where real-time performance is
critical (the example system presented in this paper is such a system).

The system in this example is implemented using a totally open hardware and
software architecture. This ensures a flexible system that can incorporate a wide range
of processor and I/O devices that are available from a large number of sources. With
an open architecture, the user can grow and adapt the system to a variety of different
mission requirements. By adhering to industry standards for software and network
technology, the user can change, add or enhance the systems functionality by creating
additional software programs to support new satellite launches.

For the example system presented in this paper, the AP Labs VTS software consists of
low level drivers that control the boards in the system and higher level application
software which allow setup and control of the telemetry, commanding and I/O boards.
AP Labs' Asynchronous I/O (AIO) utilities are utilized in the example system to



provide low overhead access to the telemetry and I/O hardware. The VTS application
software consists of real-time VME-based software running under the VxWorks
operating system. This software controls the acquisition and processing of the PCM
telemetry stream, generation of CCSDS commands and the Unix workstation-based
setup and control graphical displays. The setup and control software running on the
Unix host communicates with the real-time processor over an industry standard
Ethernet link.

AP Labs' VTS software provides the high level control required to operate the system
as a fully integrated product. The graphical setup and display portion of the software
allows the user to configure and control each real-time task graphically and intuitively
from the host workstation, using a series of icons, setup menus and display devices
(referred to as, "widgets"). The software architecture for the VTS system is seen in
figure 4.

The industry standard X-Windows/Motif-based graphical user interface software
provides system setup, telemetry and command parameter definition, display
definition and real-time display capabilities. It performs error checking on user-input
parameters and signals the user when an invalid parameter is entered. Hard copy
output of the systems configuration is supported. System configuration allows the user
to graphically setup each of the telemetry I/O interfaces, the other I/O interfaces and
the network. The parameter definition allows the user to enter/edit parameter
processing definitions. The parameter ID and input information as well as the various
algorithms to be applied to it are defined here. The display definition allows the user
to select from a number of widgets (numeric display, gauge, bar graph, strip chart,
X-Y plot, scrolling tabular display) and define the colors, ranges, positioning, size and



format of each output window. Parameters (with their respective out-of-limit values)
are associated with the widget to define a display. Displays are grouped to windows
and windows are grouped to a configuration. Save, restore and edit capabilities are
available for each user-configuration item.

The goal of the VTS graphical user interface in the example system is to show the
current state of the real-time side of the system using a block diagram format and to
allow the user to easily modify the operation of the real-time system through the
manipulation of this diagram. The top level VTS screen contains the data flow
diagram shown in figure 5. This diagram is a graphical representation of the flow of
data between various processes on the real-time system. This diagram consists of a
group of icons that are interconnected to show the desired routing of data. The top
level VTS screen also contains the main menu, which contains all of the commands
necessary to configure and run the system.

As shown in figure 5, the PCM bit synchronizer in the example system is configured
via the BIT SYNC icon and the PCM decommutator (frame synchronizer) is
configured via the DECOM icon. All PCM stream definition and processing is defined
and configured using the telemetry processing (TM PROC) icon. Double clicking the
mouse on any of these icons will bring up the appropriate setup menu(s) for the
function selected. When selected, the PCM stream definition setup menu provides an
easy-to-use interface for defining major/minor frames, raw PCM measurands, derived
parameters, parameter processing.

CONCLUSION

As the design and deployment time lines for military and non-military satellite
programs continues to shrink, the need for open architecture, lower cost telemetry and
control systems will continue to grow. The development and procurement of
proprietary telemetry equipment and components that are available from only one
vendor can no longer be justified in today's market place.

The trend for the 21st century and beyond is for less expensive, simpler satellites that
can be mass produced and quickly deployed into low earth orbits. This capability will
require low cost, flexible, easily reconfigurable telemetry & commanding equipment
that can be used and reused to accommodate the fast pace and rapidly changing
satellite development environment.
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ABSTRACT

There has been much interest recently in the possibility of using the NASA Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) instead of proprietary ground stations in
supporting small space payload communications. These payloads operate on fairly
low power and do not use the sophisticated tracking equipment standard on more
complex user spacecraft. This paper is part of a feasibility study for such use of
TDRSS, and focuses on the effect of the method of providing the Grade-2 data link
layer services specified in Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS) recommendations upon a hypothetical spacecraft
using a MIL-STD-1553B polled data bus as the backbone of its onboard LAN. In
particular, one case in which the 1553B bus controller, assumed to be some Intel
80X86 microprocessor, provides all CCSDS services will be contrasted with another
where these services are split between the bus controller and a device which interfaces
between the spacecraft LAN and the TDRSS Return Service spacelink. The
comparison will be made for a 15 orbit/day scenario using a small helical antenna with
a comparatively wide beamwidth. The main performance criteria considered here are
end-to-end data throughput and expected delays, along with required buffer sizes for
the LAN. Also, it may be noted that the data rate of the TDRSS return link and the
size of the sliding window used for flow and error control will have a large impact on
the required values for the chosen criteria, and so choices for these parameters
significantly affect the outcome of any system service comparison. The two LAN
types will be modeled and analyzed using NETWORK II.5. This simulator allows
tracking of the number of packets read into LAN memories and sent down from the
payload to ground via TDRSS, as well as accurately modeling the delays involved
with data processing and transmission over the link.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, small satellite communications have generally been supported with
the use of proprietary ground stations. Using TDRSS for this role has been considered
unrealistic for three major reasons: (1) it was thought that TDRSS could not provide
small spacecraft with enough access time to avoid overflow with the small data
buffers onboard these payloads, (2) the space loss was considered too large to use any
antenna but large dishes which (3) used highly complex tracking not normally
included onboard these satellites. However, some good reasons for TDRSS support
have been advanced by Horan [l], where it is shown that access time with TDRSS can
actually be greater than that available with traditional ground-based support. Also, as
long as data rates over the link stay within a range supported by TDRSS for low-
power users the space loss remains low enough for packet transfer to take place with
acceptable error performance [2]. Of course, the high cost of building ground stations
has prompted an examination of alternatives to this approach such as TDRSS-based
satellite relay.

The application of CCSDS recommendations for AOS data links represents another
area of interest to many in the satellite communications field. Here, the study will
focus on three link layer services. Data that has not been already formatted according
to CCSDS specifications may be placed in a CCSDS Version 1 Packet through the
Encapsulation Service. The resulting packets are known as Encapsulation Protocol
Data Units (EPDUs). These EPDUs are in turn concatenated by the CCSDS
Multiplexing Service into Multiplexing Protocol Data Units (MPDUs). Finally, a
number of MPDUs may be placed in a Virtual Channel Access Protocol Data Unit
(VCA_PDU) by the Virtual Channel Access Service [3]. The purpose of this section is
simply to list which CCSDS services are involved in the space data system simulation.
The reader is referred to the relevant CCSDS Blue Books for detailed description of
the protocols.

As mentioned above, the spacecraft LAN is organized as a MIL-STD-1553B data bus.
One terminal on this bus, called the bus controller, initiates all data transfers in the
system. All other terminals on the bus are known as remote terminals and simply
respond to all commands from the bus controller. Information transfers in a
MIL-STD-1553B system occur through three different 16-bit words: command, data,
and status. The bus controller uses command words to obtain data from a remote
terminal or send data to it, as well as checking a terminal for any conditions requiring



the controller to take special action. Remote terminals supply the bus controller with
the necessary information for system control through status words, and any terminal
on the bus may send data words, which alone carry actual payload data. Strings of up
to 32 data words may be sent between the bus controller and a remote terminal
without acknowledgement from the controller. The maximum data rate on a
MIL-STD-1553B bus is 1 Mbps, and the standard also specifies time gaps between
messages and minimum response periods [4]. In addition to this bus, the payload
communications system also has an interface with the TDRSS return and forward
links. The study assumes TDRSS Return Service data rates like those for low-power
spacecraft in [5]. Also, any processors in the model are assumed to run at a frequency
of 25 MHZ, or a clock cycle of 40 ns [6].

Finally, the NETWORK II.5 network simulator should briefly be described. This
software package models both throughput and delay for data systems without the need
for the user to program in any kind of special simulation language. The system
modeling occurs on two levels. First, NETWORK II.5 uses three types of hardware
devices: processing elements, storage devices, and transfer devices. Processing
elements correspond to microprocessors, interrupt controllers, or any other system
control device. Storage devices are memories, and transfer devices include any means
to get data from one point to another, including wireless links such as space paths. In
addition to this hardware model, the simulator also models software instructions
performed by processing elements. These instructions are normally combined into
groups, called modules, which are designed to perform basic system tasks. There are
four types of instruction which NETWORK II.5 recognizes. Read and Write
instructions transfer data to and from storage devices. Processing occurs within a
processing element itself and often consists of operations such as generating code or
receiving and decoding an incoming message. Message instructions allow one
processor to send commands, status information, or actual data to another processor,
and semaphore instructions manipulate system semaphores, which are used for
network control. Driving all this are the system statistics such as those for data
generation and the polling of other terminals in a network for data [7].

DATA SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The space data systems being simulated are similar to the one sketched in Fig. 1
below. In this scenario, a remote terminal writes a constant 100 bytes of sensor data to
its local memory every second. Also, every second the bus controller polls the remote
terminal for data. Upon receiving an acknowledgement status word from the remote
terminal, the bus controller requests data from the terminal's memory. The controller
writes the data it receives into one of two buffers (A or B) within a solid-state
recording device. Depending on the case under consideration, the bus controller either





writes a series of MIL-STD-1553 words, a sequence of EPDUs, or a series of
completed CVCDUs into the buffers. The bus controller, remote terminal, and
spacelink interface are all modeled as processing elements in NETWORK II.5, and
the solid-state recorder and local memory are considered storage devices by the
simulator. Of course, the TDRSS links and the MIL-STD-1553B bus are the transfer
devices in the network, along with the processor backplanes.

In the simulation, once every few orbital passes (on average about once every 14,000
sec for 15 orbit/day case), the ground terminal will initiate a data transfer to it from
the interface unit onboard the satellite. The interface in turn requests a buffer toggling
from the bus controller if there is no longer any data left in the current buffer;
otherwise, the interface must transmit all the packets that could not be sent down to
the ground station during the previous orbital pass before requesting the controller to
switch buffers. Packet transmission proceeds over the TDRSS return link until either
all packets are successfully transmitted or the data transmission window closes again,
leaving some packets still in the current buffer.

Here four quantities should be found: (1) the minimum buffer size to prevent
overflow, (2) the relationship between the sliding window size used for flow/error
control and the minimum data rate feasible for the data system, given that the
buffering queues need to maintain some sort of stable equilibrium over the 24-hour
simulation cycle (i.e., queues must avoid saturation), (3) the minimum data rate
needed to transmit all packets in a buffer during an orbital pass, given a particular
window size, and (4) the minimum data rate required for releasing all data from a
given buffer during a transmission window regardless of window size (i.e., using an
infinite window size). The standard size of 10,200 bits for a Grade-2 Coded Virtual
Channel Data Unit (CVCDU) will be used. If the standard CVCDU header contains
48 bits (64 when MPDU header is combined with it), and the R/S code block is 1280
bits long [8], then we have the number of EPDUs which fit into a CVCDU as

N = (10,200 - 1280 - 64) / 880 = 10.06 units, (1)

which will be truncated to 10; the 880 bits for an EPDU includes header and time-tag.

Since N must be an integer, there will be fill bits included in the EPDU:

X = 10,200 - 880(10) - 1280 - 64 = 56 bits per CVCDU. (2)

An EPDU is generated about once a second, so every 10 seconds the NETWORK II.5
simulation should add another packet to either of buffers A or B in the solid-state
recorder shown in Fig. 1. Noting this, the expected maximum buffer size in packets



can be found as the longest period of the 24-hour cycle being simulated during which
data is being written into a single buffer, divided by 10. Multiplying this result by
10,200 gives the maximum buffer size in bits.

Table 1 below shows, for the case of 15 orbits/day , the approximate open and close
times for return data transmission periods or 'windows' measured in seconds. The
values shown were derived from Horan's findings on small spacecraft access of
TDRSS for mission support [9].

Table 1: Transmission window over 24-hour period for 15 orbits/day

Window Open (sec) Close (sec)

1 3920 4436

2 32780 33236

3 41650 41703

4 47120 47578

5 75980 76436

6 84850 84960

So if Buffer A is having data written into it at the beginning of simulation, we may
expect 392 packets in A at the beginning of the first data transmission window, then
2,886 packets to be written into Buffer B before the next window opens after 32,780
seconds of simulation time. This elapsed time,

T(max) = 32,780 - 3,920 = 28,860 (sec), (3)

represents the longest time between window openings during the whole 24-hour
simulation period. Therefore, the answer to the above question about the minimum
required buffer size for the case where completed CVCDUs are entered into the
solid-state recorder buffers is then

B(min) = T(max)*(10,200) / 10 = 29,437,200 bits, (4)



for 10 EPDUs and 10,200 bits per CVCDU. For the other case, where the
space-to-ground link interface provides Virtual Channel Access service, a constant
880 bits are written into the data buffers every second, giving

B(min) = T(max)*880 = 25,936,800 bits for the same T(max). (5)

Neglecting transient conditions in this network such as the end of transmissions and
buffer changes, we may look at a typical transfer of data down the TDRSS return link.
The total time passing between transfers of packet sequences from the satellite LAN
to Earth depends in part on the slant distance between the user spacecraft and a TDRS.
It also depends on the data rate and, not coincidentally, the length of the sequence
itself (sliding window size).

The delays associated with processing the incoming or outgoing packet streams at the
80X86 processing elements can be found by noting that about 4 CPU clock cycles are
needed to input 16 bits from memory into the accumulator and 10 cycles to place a
byte of data onto the backplane, so in 24 CPU cycles two bytes can be processed and
read prior to transmission [10]. If a sliding window size of W = 7 is used for return
service transmission, we have for processing delay over all seven packets
approximately

D(proc) = (10,232*W/16)*24 = 107,500 CPU clock cycles = 4.3 msec. (6)

This value is not large at all compared to 250 msec for propagation delay on both the
return and forward TDRSS service links, nor is it very significant next to the time
needed to actually transmit these packets, using 80 Kbps as a base spacelink data rate:

T(xmit) = 71,624 / 80,000 = 0.8953 sec. (7)

Because of this fact, a simplified form of the packet delay equation can be used here,
namely

T(pkts) = 0.5 + P/R (sec), (8)

where P = 10,232*W is the number of bits in W packets. The constant in the above
equation is simply the propagation delay over both the return and forward links if a
slant distance for both links of 37,500 km is assumed. Now, the overall data
transmission window for the entire 24-hour simulation period is about 2,050 sec from
Table 1, and from the fact that packets are completed every 10 sec it is clear that 8,640



packets will be generated over the whole day if we assume that completed CVCDUs
are being read from the solid-state recorder. This means that

T(reqd) = 2,050 / 8,640 = 0.237 sec/pkt (required rate = 4.22 pkts/sec) (9)

is the required time to transmit a packet in order to transmit all packets received
during a given 24-hour period. The inverse of this quantity can be used to find out if
the data rate in bits/s for a particular window size matches that required to maintain
buffer queue equilibrium, thus showing an inverse relationship between window size
and the minimum data rate to prevent buffer overflow.

Finally, there is the case where there is no sliding window at all (i.e., all packets in a
buffer are transmitted during each open data transfer window to the ground station). In
this event, one has to look at Table 1 above and see that between windows 1 and 2 a
maximum of 2,886 packets are generated. All these packets must be sent down to
Earth via TDRSS over the time available in the 2nd data transfer window, which is
about 455 seconds long. Therefore, the required data rate here would be

R = 2,886*(10,232) / 455 = 64.9 Kbps. (10)

Again, this is a benchmark which can be compared against a certain data rate used in a
system with a sliding window size W to see if that system's data rate is high enough to
compensate for the loss of link utilization associated with finite windows.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

The actual test simulation for the scenarios described above consist of two
NETWORK II.5 models. Both have four processing elements, two storage devices,
and five transfer devices as shown in Fig. 1. The model for the case where the bus
controller provides all CCSDS services itself used 47 modules and 21 statistical
distribution functions. The model splitting the CCSDS service allocation between the
controller and the space-to-ground link interface used 44 modules and 23 statistical
distribution functions. In both models, the MIL-STD-1553B bus ran data at 1 Mbps,
which was also the data rate of the remote terminal backplane. The bus controller and
interface shared a backplane (since in real life these two processing systems would be
housed on a single 80X86 chip with a data rate of 100 Mbps. The TDRSS Return
Service space link used a data rate of 80 Kbps, while the interface also had a sliding
window of W = 7 in both cases.

Because the buffer queueing is truly deterministic it was easy to verify that the
maximum buffer sizes for these two cases matched the analytical expectations from



above. As for minimum data rates, there is enough uncertainty in module execution, as
opposed to scheduling, in NETWORK II.5 that the listed equations really represent a
lower bound on these rates instead of an exact estimate. This is because those extra
delays contained in WAIT FOR and other delaying preconditions found in the
NETWORK II.5 models often have modules waiting for several seconds to execute;
generally modules actually begin execution a significant time period after the point
when they could theoretically begin. An example of this would be a rnodule that was
scheduled to begin execution at 100 sec into the simulation, but which had to wait
until a semaphore count cycled through a whole range of values. How long the module
must wait in this case to actually begin execution would depend on what point in the
cycle the module got originally scheduled. This kind of system behavior causes the
simulation data rate to go higher than what is perhaps warranted in the analysis to
compensate for the loss of efficiency in the LAN. Also, the equations listed above are
somewhat simplified cases where the processing periods were much shorter than those
for propagation and packet transmission delays, though the processing element
contribution to overall system delay appears slight indeed.

With this in mind, the figures for effective packet transmission rate would be expected
to fall somewhat below that for the theoretical analysis, thus reflecting a slightly lower
utilization of the link for the data transfer window when all delays and delaying
module preconditions are included. For W = 7 and data rate R = 8 Kbps,

T(pkts) = 0.5 + (71,624 / 80,000) = 1.395 sec / 7 pkts xmit, (11)

yielding an effective data rate of approximately 5 packets/sec. In fact, from an actual
NETWORK II.5 simulation for the bus controller providing all CCSDS services, at
the start of window 2 buffer B had 2886 packets; at the end of the transfer window
about 455 sec later, we would have expected buffer B to have transmitted about 2275
packets to ground, but the actual simulation shows that only 2170 packets left buffer B
during this window. Another example of the uncertainty in module execution having
its effect upon system performance would be found in theoretical calculations of the
minimum data rate to prevent buffer overflow if a window size of 3 instead of 7 is
used. Analysis shows that

T(pkts) = 0.5 + (30,696 / R) = 0.237*W (sec), (12)

an equation which, since window size W is known, can be solved for an R(min) of
about 145 Kbps, which is within the range of data rates supported by TDRSS for
space payloads with an effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of at least 15 dBW.
However, actual simulations performed with W = 3 show that due to the added and
overlooked delays noted above, the actual data rate required here to avoid buffer



queue saturation is about 160 Kbps, a little too high for TDRSS support with a slant
distance over 37,000 km, making that small a sliding window an infeasible choice for
our hypothetical system [11].

CONCLUSIONS

The most import conclusion from all these tests with NETWORK II.5 is one that
agrees with theoretical expectations: although having the interface perform all
requisite CCSDS services certainly slows the system down at the very point of packet
transmission, the processing delays typically are one or two orders of magnitude
smaller than those for signal propagation through space and transmission delays due to
a necessarily low data rate, one that will allow low-power craft to be supported by
TDRSS. Hence, the effect of the data processing at the high-speed microprocessors
being modeled in this study can often be neglected. Of far more importance is the
effect of spacelink data rates and the size of any sliding window used as part of an
ARQ scheme. This latter point is especially relevant for discriminating users of
CCSDS services, the ones who would like Grade-1 services implemented. Since there
is little research going on now in the CCSDS Space Link ARQ Procedure (SLAP),
these users may be providing their own additions to the Reed-Solomon checks for
some time to come.
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CONTROL OF A REMOTE RECEIVING STATION AND DATA
PROCESSING AT RA RANGE HEBRIDES
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Abstract The Royal Artillery Range (RA Range) is the British Army's weapons
practice range in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland. The large sea range is also used by
the Royal Air Force and Royal Navy for new weapons system evaluation and in service
practice firing.

This paper describes the telemetry facility comprising of two prime sites
separated by 40 miles of open sea.

Tracking antennas and receivers are at the remote island site of St Kilda with
data processing and control at the Range Control Base (RCB), Benbecula.

To improve operational capabilities and effectiveness, full remote control and
monitoring of the multiple receivers and combiners has been installed.

Radar tracking outputs are processed in the telemetry computer to produce
individual antenna pointing demands.

Keywords: Remote Control, Diversity Combining,
Antenna Control

BACKGROUND

The RA Range Hebrides is situated on the island of
South Uist about 50 miles from the Scottish mainland. Its
prime purpose is to provide a safe area to fire a wide
variety of weapon systems from small arms through to ground
to air, air to air, air to surface and surface to surface
missiles.

The Range provides air and sea radar coverage over the
Range area and provides accurate tracking radar data from
missile targets, co-operating aircraft and ships. It also
provides telemetry reception and decommutation over the D
and E land frequencies.

The Range boundaries take up an area some 250
Kilometres long by 50 Kilometres wide with an unlimited
ceiling within the Range area. This Range area also takes in







the island of St Kilda on the northern end of the Range
boundary about 91 Kilometres West of South Uist.

The Range is run by a mixture of soldiers, civil
servants and Serco who are the prime contractors on the
Range, operating, maintaining and repairing the Range
Instrumentation.

The abilities of the Range are greatly enhanced by
having St Kilda within the Range area as some of the radars
and all telemetry receivers and antennas are situated there.
This gives extended (over the horizon) radar and telemetry
coverage.

The telemetry data is brought back to the Range Control
Building on South Uist where it is decommutated and
processed.

While St Kilda is vital to long range firings it has
several problem areas, one of which is weather. This causes
the operational site on St Kilda to be abandoned from time
to time thus precluding Range use. It is also remote with
transport only once a fortnight.

This isolation and severe weather means that any
equipment installed has to be reliable, controllable from
the main instrumentation site at the Range Control Building
and that there has to be a 100% spares back up in the case
of critical failures.

The Range Control Building on South Uist contains the
main operations centre, where all the radar plotting and
tracking information is processed by the central computer
system.This information is used for Range safety and to
slave the telemetry aerials on St Kilda on to their target.

The telemetry information coming back from St Kilda is
recorded, decommutated and sent out to chart recorders for
real time analysis of missile performance. Part of this
decommutation data is also sent to the central computer
system to form part of the range safety picture.

THE PROBLEM

The demands on Range Telemetry, with respect to
available facilities and personnel, are continually under
pressure to become more efficient. In terms of personnel
this normally means staff reductions and facilities ,
flexibility, maintainability and growth potential to meet
new requirements.

The former RA Range system was built around 1970's
technology and was suffering from maintainability problems
due to obsolescence and, because the system was missile
specific, lack of flexibility. This caused a drain on



resources, resulting in system down time and rapidly became
non cost effective. As new missiles are now more complex the
technology aspect follows suit. Formats are more inventive,
data rates are much higher and require state of the art
technology to receive, process and, due to the ever
increasing needs for "real time", display.

The RA Range is classified as "all weather" and
maintains a constant state of readiness. Range down time is
at a premium and a way to install a major new telemetry
system had to be investigated. It was decided to break down
the required installations into phases beginning with, what
was considered the most troublesome and resource draining
link, the telemetry receivers. Phase two replaced the
telemetry computer system incorporating all PAM and PCM
documentation.

The specification of both phases was form, fit and
function (FFF). This was essential to maintain Range Systems
operation continuity and meant that all existing systems in
the complex Range facility would continue operation
unhindered and the new installations would remain
transparent. As well as satisfying the FFF requirement, the
phased installation not only had to deal with the current
missile trial requirements (both PAM and PCM), but meet the
needs of the future requirements foreseen to the end of the
decade also. Systems design was limited to meet all the
mentioned requirements, budget and time scales. The benefits
of using newer technologies were capitalised on and
naturally enhanced the overall performance beyond the FFF
going a long way to meet the future needs.

THE SOLUTIONS

PHASE 1 - TELEMETRY RECEIVERS AND COMBINERS

The original system combined the antenna outputs in a
polarisation diversity mode. A PDP 11/34 on St Kilda, apart
from antenna control duties, performed best signal selection
of the receivers and combiner outputs. Maintainability of
the PDP was a major cause of concern to the Range and
deviation from the FFF was requested to remove this
function, later with phase 2, all functions and remove the
PDP 11/34 completely. In addition, because of the logistic
problems in reconfiguring the receivers on St Kilda, remote
control both local on St Kilda and Range Control Building
(RCB) was highly desirable, if the budget allowed.

Of the three missile formats catered for (PAM/FM, FM/FM
and PCM/FM), the PAM/FM consistently gave the poorest



overall S/N. It was decided to use PAM/FM as a reference and
to install a dual receiver/combiner set up on St Kilda to
get a better understanding of the island system performance
and operation. More importantly to get some valued
experience in the logistics of installing equipment on a
remote island that is supplied by ship or helicopters every
2 weeks.

A Microdyne 1400 - MRA receiver/3200 - PCA combiner
combination was chosen to perform this test case.

Setting up the equipment using standard manufacturers
recommended calibrations, a 9db improvement, comparing test
signal attenuations with received S/N, was achieved. The
test signal was generated from RCB using a PAM missile
simulator modulating a 2 watt E Band transmitter with output
attenuation to the antenna.

Following the successful pilot tests, a Microdyne unit
based system was chosen. Microdyne offered off the shelf
equipment to meet the requirements and had systems
application software, PC based, to cater for the desired
remote control needs. It was also within the Range budget.
Figure 3 shows the final system solution that was installed.

The 3 Scientific Atlanta antennas are dual band (D and
E) with individual LNA and BPF's. Power to the LNA's are
passed via the RF downlead and individually switched
depending upon the frequency band in operation.

Each antenna LHCP and RHCP output connects to a purpose
designed power switch unit that is controlled from 1 of the
receivers. Each receiver is configured with a dual D and E
band RF tuner and a TTL output whose state is dependant on
the band the RF frequency is selected in, controls the LNA
power switch rooting.

At Mullach Sgar, the 2nd IF (20 MHz) outputs are
distributed to Mullach Mor, for combining via wideband
Optronics fibre optic links. A FM demodulator and spectrum
display module are installed in 1 receiver only, per
antenna, for test and calibration purposes. AGC and combiner
logic outputs are multiplexed through another fibre optic
channel.

At Mullach Mor, each of the 3 antenna polarised outputs
are IF and AGC combined. The Mullach Sgar combined outputs
are further combined and then combined with the Mullach Mor
combined output. The result is the "Best Signal" previously
produced by the PDP 11/34, but still at a 2nd IF frequency.

The 3200 PCA has built in selectable down converters
which are utilised to record the individual receiver outputs
on a Honeywell 101 wideband tape recorder.





The final combiner down converted output is sent to RCB
via microwave as the best signal, previously controlled by
the PDP 11/34. A 1400-MRA receiver with playback tuner is
installed at RCB for real time data demodulation. The
receiving system configuration allows full redundancy. Only
1 receiver needs to be operational to send data to RCB.

Remote control is via PC's using Microdyne IEEE 488
Systems Applications Software configured to the Range
requirements. The PC at RCB controls its local receiver and
also connected to a National Instruments GP1B/RS232
converter and modem for transmission over the microwave
link. A modem at Mullach Mor is connected to a NI controller
giving access to the receivers and combiners at this site. A
second GPIB/RS232 conversion process takes place at Mullach
Mor interfacing to a serial RS232 channel on the fibre optic
link for Mullach Sgar Control. An operator at RCB can set up
the complete receiving link from a previously saved set up
configuration in less than 20 secs.

The Software, DOS based, allows an operator to
configure the system layout, access/set up individual
components in the chain, monitor status and save/load set
ups to and from disk. Each piece of equipment has its own
software module and easily allows new equipment to be added
to the software loop.

It was felt that a rapid status of all the equipment on
the remote bus should be accessible, especially during a
trial countdown. Working with Microdyne, a new "page" was
added that read back, from a poll routine, the most
important information, see fig 5, up to 9 such pages can be
accessed. All the receivers and combiners can be displayed
on a single text page. AGC voltage is red text when above
threshold.

Additional modules have been added to control both RCB
and St Kilda Honeywell 101 tape recorders with one touch
record and copy features. New chart recorders have been
added at RCB and software modules can be appended.

PHASE 2 - TELEMETRY COMPUTER SYSTEM

Range Radars distribute missile and/or target
information to Central Computer System (CCS). The CCS
processes the information and performs corrections to the
data transforming this in to antenna position data. The
data, in Cartesian form, is passed via a high speed serial
link (250 KBPS) to the Telemetry Computer (LTIS EMR O/S 90).







The Aerial Control Software Segment (ACS) is a set of
related processes required to collect and redistribute data
throughout the RA Range antenna system and to provide
antenna commanding functions. These functions include
collection and redistribution of antenna position and
status, issuance of positioning commands to each antenna
from either manual commanding by operators or automatic
commanding sent by the CCS. Other functions include
gathering telemetry and antenna position data and delivering
that data to the CCS for the Range Controllers displays.

User interface to the ACS is via a window generated on
the workstation. Error logging is another process performed
by the ACS and allows logging to disk, screen or printer
detected errors from any of the sub processes.

The ACS resides on a Sun Sparc le processor in the EMR
8715 Pre Processor unit and uses a Data Bridge to transfer
data to the O/S90 telemetry system. The Sparc le uses 3
RS232 parts attached to modems to drive each antenna
individually across the microwave and fibre optic links.

The ACS receives packets of Cartesian antenna pointing
data at 5 times per second from the CCS. Cartesian to Polar
conversions are performed and the resulting data is
packetised before being sent to the 3 antenna controllers.

ACU Status is pulled, processed and displayed on the
workstation in both alphanumeric and graphical forms. Data
returned to the CCS is selective and can include the antenna
status/pointing position, telemetry and Flight Termination
data.

If, as is common with low level radar tracking over the
sea, radar lock is lost, most missile telemetry signals give
access to velocity, acceleration, altitude and attitude
data. This data can be used to estimate tracking data
backing up the normal antenna pointing. Specific data is
processed and distributed by the O/S90 to the CCS for this
purpose. Inclusion of this process with radar track and
autotrack, if used, further enhances the chances of
continuous data reception.







Chinese New Telemetry Onboard System

Shi Chang Jie
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Abstract

This paper at first gives a brief historical review of
chinese development of telemetering onboard system and then
make a brief introduction of new onboard system from several
respects.

Key Words

Concentrating type, Distributing type, Signal conditioning

Introduction

Since 1958 China began to establish space telemetry
technology. Transfer from copy to self design was very fast.
Around 1960, with some improvement points we copied Soviet
telemetry PTC-6,PTC-3 systems. PTC-3,PTC-6 are PAM-FM,PAM-
FM-FM systems. After the copy work we started to design
PACM-FM system and PCM-PSK-PM system. The PACM-FM system
combined PAM,PCM in one system. The PAM part was used for
fast varing parameters and the PCM part was used for slow
varing parameters. The data rate was higher than before. The
PCM-PSK-PM was the first tracking system of continous wave.
In this system there were two channels. One channel was
realitime low data rate channel and the other was storage
delay transmission channel.

Before 1960 we only used meter wave band. In 1970s we
developed system which combined PCM-FM, PACM-FM, PCM-PSK-PM
together. Except meter wave band we used microwave C band.

Since 1985 chinese telemetry technology has got into
fast development period. The specification is drawing close
to international level in big stride.

Onboard System

After international investigation, for reducing the
distance of technology comparing to foreign country, we
develop new onboard system according to the international



technical level. From the systematic respect the fundamental
rule of design is:

We notice that in 1980s the foreign country's onboard
systems have large flexibility and large coverage of
utility. But in China every model of measured objects has
used different type onboard system. It is very difficult for
developing engineers. When develop new system we must
increase the flexibility and coverage of utility. We must
develop standardized system. We must develop modularized
subsystem or subsystem's parts in series. Standardized
system means the dimension and connector of every parts is
designed according to standard. Modularized subsystem means
the video subsystem used bus to connect modules. The
configuration may be large or small and the coverage of
utility is increased. Subsystem parts developing in series
means the radio subsystem may be developed a series of
products according to the different requirement.
Miniaturized system means we must use advanced technology
and smallest elements to reduce the volume and weight. The
configuration technology of electronic parts is using the
advanced technology in China and the smallest elements
acquire from China or international market.

Make Full Use of Computer Technology

The fundamental way of increasing flexibility and the
coverage of utility is making full use of computer
technology. The concrete method is using bus to connect
modules. The system may be developed very free. The
configuration may be large or small.

The chief hardwares of this system are central master
unit and remote slave unit. In central master unit we use
CPU & EPROM operating together to control the whole system.
The first is to control the frame pattern of data
acquisition. On satellite this unit also used for
preprocessing and data compression. The remote slave unit is
used for data acquisition, A/D transformation. signal
conditioning.

Frame synchrozing code length, bit rate, gain & offset
of signal conditioning, parameter sequence etc. can be
cotrolled by central master unit. Length of every word may
be different. From central master unit to remote slave unit,
we use series bus for connection. There are two types may be
selected. One is star series bus connection, i.e. one bus
connects one remote slave unit. The second is one series bus
connects many slave units in parallel. Also we can mix these
two types each other. The series bus has two sets. The data



information and the control information are transmitted on
different set. The pattern of data agree with standard 1553.
In central, remote slave unit we use parallel bus to connect
modules.

Concentrating Type, Distributing Type
Radio Frequency Parts in Series

The largest configuration is distributed type system.
There are one central master unit and several remote slave
units. This type is suitable for large measured objects,
multiple cabinet objects. For small measured object, the
concentrating type is more suitable. Concentrating type only
has central master unit and in this unit has one module for
data acquisition.

We use parallel bus to connect different modules in
master and slave units and use series bus to connect
different remote slave units. So that the configuration has
very large flexibility and large coverage of utility.

We develop a series of transmitters for different
users.

For some special utility, we can use the upper modules
to form telemetering subsystem and can be combined with
orbit measuring subsystem, remote control subsystem
together.

Two Types of Signal Conditioning

Former we only considered one type signal conditioning,
i.e. transducer & signal conditioning parts are merged
together using microminature technology. Now we consider two
types. One is the former what we considered. The other is
signal conditioning facing to video subsystem. Many signal
conditioning parts are merged together in the remote slave
unit. The gain and offset or the signal conditioning parts
are controlled by master unit.

Unit Structure Style

The unit structure style of foreign country products has
several types. Although all these types are modularized but
concrete structures are not the same. Our unit structure
style is shown in Fig.l. The wide and height of modules are
standardized and all the modules are the same Thee thickness
may be different according to the function of the module.
Some may occupy one unit thickness and some may occupy
several unit thickness. At the four corners of each module



have four holes. At two sides of master unit or slave unit
have cover plate. Four bolts through the holes of modules
and covers are used to fix the position. Between modules we
use three direction connector to connect eachother. One
direction pins connect the upward modules. The opposite pins
connect the downward modules. The third direction pins is
used to connect PCB or porcelain substrate. The master unit
or slave unit connect to outside by connectors at one side
of modules. This three directions connector is developed in
special.

Miniaturized Technology

We have two types of modules dimension. The type of
60x60(mmxmm) is miniaturized parts. The dimension is the
dimension of frame. The dimension of PCB or pocelain
substate only is 36x32(mmxmm). The miniaturized technology
is:

The digital circuits of video subsystem (VLSI, EPROM,
CPU and high velocity A/D converter) are import from foreign
country. The other digital circuits are 5000 gates gate
array which is produced by China. Also we use import EPLD.
The configuration of digital electronic circuit, we uses
multilayer PCB and not uses surface mounting technology. The
analogue video circuit is thick film circuit and uses
surface mounting technology. The radio circuit uses thin
film connection technology, thin film nonpower circuits,
concentrating parameter individual elements and import MIC
circuits.

Some Specification

The block diagram of concentrating, distributing types
are shown in Fig, 2 & 3. The specification agrees with
international standard IRIG & CCSDS.

Modulation PCM, PCM-DPSK-PM, PCM-QPSK
Frequency Band S band
Programing Ability

Frame pattern, frame code length, word length,
sequence and acquisition rate of parameters, the gain
and offset of signal conditioning part.

The code length is programable word by word. This
system may be programmed before use or realtime
programmed as you need.
Multi Data Stream Output
Transmitter's Power developed in series.



Storage We have two types of storage:
A. Short time delay electronic storage.
B. Long time remember and retransmission storage.

Central Master Unit:
CPU & EPROM combine control. CPU control is used

for packet telemetry. Packet telemetry is used for
multiple users. In this condition it is s very flexible
system for dynamic management. Information of telemetry
must be packeted. Adding header to define the
information source and the path of data flow. In the
transmission frame, the different source's information
may be interleaved and controlled by CPU for dynamic
managament. Packet telemetry belongs to the
international space standard CCSDS.

Conclusion

Since 1985 our plan of development work is toward the
international technology level. Our work is quite perfact.

Reference
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of concentrated type

Fig. 3 Block diagram of distributed type
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ABSTRACT

Fleet telemetry stations were established in the 1965-1972 time frame to satisfy U.S.
Navy requirements for weapons system training support. These stations are currently
located at the Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Facility (AFWTF), Puerto Rico; Naval
Air Station (NAS) Oceana, Virginia; the NATO Allied Missile Firing Installation
(NAMFI), Crete, Greece; and White Beach, Okinawa, Japan. The mission of these
telemetry stations is to collect, record, and process telemetered missile data during
exercises involving ships and aircraft. The Naval Warfare Assessment Division uses
the data to analyze weapons system performance during missile firing exercises
conducted on fleet training ranges associated with these telemetry stations.

Since these stations were originally installed, missile weaponry has advanced in
sophistication, complexity, and usage. New weapons and tactics have been developed
and introduced into the fleet which have not been matched by corresponding
technology enhancements in the existing fleet telemetry stations. As a result, the
Program Manager for Tactical Training Ranges (PMA-248) tasked the Naval Warfare
Assessment Division to develop a computer-controlled telemetry ground station
design capable of meeting current and future fleet training range requirements. This
program involved the design, procurement, integration, and testing of telemetry
ground station hardware and software required to meet fleet telemetry data collection
requirements. Full Operational Capability of the first system, which was installed at
AFWTF in Puerto Rico, was achieved in March of 1994.

To date, the new telemetry ground station hardware and software has been used to
support complex fleet training exercises, Combat System Ship Qualification Trials,
Development Tests, and Operational Tests of U.S. and foreign navies. This paper will



present the hardware and software design principles used to develop a
computer-controlled telemetry ground station and the demonstrated performance
benefits which have been realized.

INTRODUCTION

1. Mission Description

a. The mission of the fleet training range telemetry stations is to collect, record,
and process telemetered missile data during exercises involving ships and aircraft. The
Naval Warfare Assessment Division (NWAD) uses the data to analyze weapons
system performance during missile firing exercises conducted on the fleet training
ranges associated with these telemetry stations.

2. Telemetry Data Collection Process

a. The existing telemetry data collection process is shown in figure (1). This
figure illustrates data being collected for air-, surface-, and subsurface-launched
telemetered missiles. Telemetered targets are also supported.

3. Navy Training Ranges Supported

Fleet training range locations are shown in table (1).



Training Range Location

Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Naval Station Roosevelt
Facility (AFWTF) Roads, Puerto Rico

Pacific Missile Range Facility Kauai, HI
(PMRF)

Naval Air Station (NAS) Oceana Oceana, VA

NATO Allied Missile Firing Souda Bay, Crete,
Installation (NAMFI) Greece

Table 1 - Fleet Training Range Locations

C Acquire data from every telemetered missile fired at
AFWTF, NAS Oceana, NAMFI, WESTPAC, and PMRF

C Provide real-time and post exercise data requested by
missile analysts for the generation of ‘quick rep’ message
feedback to the fleet

C Satisfy specific fleet requirements for data collection and
reduction for individual firings and scenarios to develop
final firing reports

C Satisfy fleet and analyst requirements for portable
telemetry data acquisition and processing instrumentation

C Provide real-time or re-transmission of acquired telemetry
data from AFWTF or PMRF to NWAD to perform in-
depth missile or combat system analysis.

Table 2 - Fleet Training Range Telemetry Station Goals and
Objectives

4. Goals and Objectives

Specific goals and objectives of the fleet training range telemetry stations are
identified in table (2).

APPROACH

1. Scope

The paper will discuss the
development and application
of computer software to (1)
remotely control telemetry
ground station hardware, (2)
analyze telemetry data during
fleet on-range exercises and
(3) perform reconstruction
and analysis of fleet
exercises.

2. System Description

In addition to the development
of automation software, a new
telemetry ground station
design was developed to
overcome deficiencies in
existing equipment and to
allow remote computer control
of all subsystem hardware.
This new hardware design and
application software allows
automatic station setup and
control of all subsystem
equipment associated with
tracking, receiving, recording,
and displaying missile
telemetry data. Additionally, it
allows rapid station



reconfiguration between air-, surface-, and sub-surface launched exercise scenarios
and reduce training exercise costs accordingly. Telemetry data is interfaced directly to
graphics workstations for real time and post exercise data display and analysis.

3. Design

The telemetry station design is made up of one or more subsystems as identified in
figure (2). The type and number of each subsystem used at a potential operational site
is determined by operational schedules and individual fleet exercise data collection
requirements.

4. Computer Resources

All subsystem hardware is made up of non-developmental item (NDI)/commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) computer equipment. All software was developed and
documented in accordance with MIL-STD-2167A. The system design includes
pre-planned produced improvement (p I) features for (1) future growth (e.g.,3

additional telemetered missile/target sources), (2) additional real-time/playback
displays, and (3) expandable network, computer, and workstation systems.



Telemeters Supported

Missile Telepack

HARPOON DKT-46
PHOENIX DKT-39, 50(STM)
RAM DKT-31
SIDEWINDER DKT-30(V65), 31(V69),

DKT-58
SPARROW/ DKT-61, 73
SEASPARROW
STANDARD MISSILE I DKT-27A/B/C,34A/B/C
STANDARD MISSILE II DKT-53, 71
VANDAL (target) DKT-36

Air to Surface Launched Reconfiguration - 5 min

End-to-end Telemetry Checks - 15 min

Table 3 - Critical System Characteristics

C Antenna System

C Record/Decommutation

C Analyst Workstation.

Table 4 - Telemetry Ground Station
Hardware Sub-Menus

5. Compatibility

Compatibility with other Navy, Air Force, and Army telemetry ground stations is
required and will be maintained by incorporating Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG) standards for all hardware/software development efforts.

6. Critical System Characteristics

Critical system characteristics for the missile/telepac types supported, the quick-look
analysis feedback requirements, the air-launched to surface-launched reconfiguration
time, and the time allowed to complete end-to-end telemetry checks are identified in
table (3).

REMOTE CONTROL
 SOFTWARE

1. Software Operation

Remote computer control of all
telemetry ground station hardware
subsystems is provided from a
main-menu screen on a Vax 3100
workstation. All telemetry ground
station hardware is organized into
the three sub-menus identified in
table (4).

a. Antenna System. The antenna system sub-menu provides for the remote
control of up to 14 telemetry antennas and up to 80 telemetry receivers. An antenna
remote control screen was developed, as shown in figure (3), which duplicates many
of the physical antenna control panel signals and displays the current tracking receiver
frequencies. All operator front panel antenna controls are duplicated on this screen and
can be changed by the workstation operator.



Another screen is provided to allow for display and control of the current antenna
coverage superimposed on the top view of a firing range. An example of this screen
using the North and South ranges at the Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Facility
(AFWTF) is shown in figure (4).

An additional screen is provided to display and control a matrix switch used to
connect twelve independent data receivers to two antenna systems. Individual receiver
parameters (i.e. RF frequency, IF bandwidth, etc.) can be setup or a missile can be
selected by name when configuring the data receivers. Selecting a missile telepack by
name will result in the individual receiver parameters to be setup automatically to
reduce the overall setup time. The data receiver screen is shown in figure (5).

b. Record/Decommutation. The record/decommutation sub-menu provides
for the remote control of up to 16 analog recorders and four decommutation
subsystems. The screen to control the analog recorder inputs is shown in figure (6).
This screen allows the workstation operator to select between four pre-configured
video and pre-detection signals which originate from the tracking and data receiver
outputs.

A screen is also provided to display the status of up to four decommutation
subsystems. Each decommutation subsystem is capable of processing two Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM), one Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), one FM signal, and one
video doppler signal. This screen, which is shown in figure (7), displays how each
decommutation subsystem input signal is configured.

Another screen is provided to setup up to four decommutation subsystems as shown in
figure (8). As with the receiver screen, the workstation operator can change
parameters individually or select from a list of existing missile telemeters.

A screen is also available to display the status of all pen recorder, oscillograph, and
24-inch plotter devices as shown in figure (9). This screen shows the current
decommutation subsystem assignments, missile telemetry format, and pen recorder
bank configuration for all display devices.

c. Analyst Workstation. The analyst workstation menu provides for the use
of the analysis software identified in table (5).

1. Warfare Assessment Model (WAM). In 1991, the Naval Sea
Systems Command (NAVSEA) and the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR)
formed the Display and Debrief Working Group (DDWG) to investigate the large
number of debrief systems in use throughout the Navy. The study group concluded
that most of the current debrief systems were of limited application and were



C Warfare Assessment Model (WAM) for fleet
battle group exercise reconstruction

C Surface Weapons Interactive Flight
Technology (SWIFT) for surface launched
missiles

C Multi-Source Interactive Data Analysis
System (MIDAS) for AEGIS combat system
data

C Advanced Medium Range Air to Air Missile
(AMRAAM) Analysis

Table 5 - Workstation Menu Analysis Software

hardware dependent. NAVSEA and
NAVAIR endorsed the Naval Warfare
Assessment Division's (NWAD) proposal
to develop a common debrief system to
support operator through Battle Group
Commander level feedback for use across
all current and future training programs.
NWAD began WAM software
development in 1992, and introduced it as
a fleet debrief tool to support the Chief of
Naval Operations' (CNO) Operational
readiness Assessment (ORA) program.
WAM was used to provide detailed
feedback of a live firing exercise
conducted at the Naval Air Warfare Center/Weapons Division to the afloat
commander within 7 hours after completion of a training exercise. WAM has also
been used to brief fleet exercise (FLEETEX) 'hot wash-up' results within 48-hours to
second and third fleet commanders on the East and West coasts respectively.

WAM is currently being used as the 'common' display and debrief tool for emerging
Navy and joint programs including the Battle Force Tactical Trainer (BFTT), Large
Area Tracking Range (LATR), and the Joint Tactical Combat Training System
(JTCTS).

The WAM software is UNIX based and can run on any workstation which supports
MOTIF (Version 1.1) and X Windows (Version X11 R4). Current capabilities of the
WAM software are identified in table (6). Future enhancements of the WAM software
are shown in table (7). A typical WAM graphics display is shown in figure (10).

2. Surface Weapons Interactive Flight Technology (SWIFT). NWAD
has developed three dimensional graphical analysis software for reconstructing and
analyzing combat and weapon system data. This software provides an interactive
environment to display three dimensional intercept geometry based on actual
telemetered data originating from standard missile firings. Using this software, a flight
analyst is able to merge/correlate multiple data sources, generate function versus time
plots, perform spectral analysis, reconstruct missile intercept geometries in three
dimensions, and model missile warhead performance in three dimensions. A typical
SWIFT graphics display is shown in figure (11).

3. Multisource Interactive Data Analysis System (MIDAS). NWAD
has developed graphical analysis workstation software to assist with reconstruction,



C Realistic animated tactical displays in 2D
and 3D

C Multiple time-synchronized animated
display windows

C Navy tactical data system (NTDS)
symbology and realistic silhouette symbol
display

C VCR-type control panel for play, reverse,
search, etc.

C World maps and constructive geography
display

C Static track display and editor

C Data input from multiple sources

C Automated performance measures and
track correlation algorithm

C X vs Y charts (e.g., range separation vs
time)

C Hard copy graphics output.

Table 6 - Current WAM Software Capabilities

C DIS compatibility

C Direct fleet connectivity through
NWAD’s Warfare Assessment Laboratory
(WAL) central cite telecommunications
network to the Navy Tactical Control
System, Afloat (NTSCA)

C Use of sensor/threat/platform models to
give artificial intelligence to simulated
platforms for ‘what-if’ analysis and
sensitivity studies.

Table 7 - Future WAM Software Capabilities

analysis, and capability assessment of
surface missile system ships. This software
provides an interactive environment in
which combat system data from AEGIS
ship systems and ground truth sources can
be organized, manipulated, and viewed for
detailed analysis purposes.

MIDAS was developed in conjunction with
AEGIS program office (PMS-400)
requirements to analyze combat system data
during Combat System Sea Qualification
Trials (CSSQT), Development Tests (DT),
Operational Tests (OT), and fleet training exercises. A typical MIDAS graphics
display is shown in figure (12).

4. Advanced Medium Range Air to Air Missile (AMRAAM)
Analysis. NWAD makes use of Dataprobe, Range Doppler Matrix (RDM), and
Analysis Software with Expert Reasoning (ANSWER) software packages to analyze
AMRAAM telemetry data. The AMRAAM missile telepack contains over 4000
individual functions which are collected from the missile during flight. A graphics
workstation and associated software are required to analyze AMRAAM data due to
the large number of functions and dependence conditions within the AMRAAM
telemetry stream.

Dataprobe is a software package that allows the analysis of large, complicated,
multi-source telemetry data sets. Dataprobe has the capability to display data as
function versus time, function versus function, spectral plots, histograms, polar plots,



interactive labeling, and animated real time displays. Built in mathematical, logical,
signal processing, and time series functions are also provided to support in-depth
analysis. An example of a dataprobe graphics display is shown in figure (14).

The RDM software package was developed by the Air Force specifically to analyze
AMRAAM filter processor data. NWAD uses the RDM software to display two and
three dimensional graphics presentations to aid in the analysis of missile filter
processor data.

The ANSWER software package was developed by the Mclaughlin Research
Corporation as an automated tool to analyze AMRAAM telemetry data. NWAD used
the ANSWER software to prepare telemetry data for use on PC-based workstations.
The ANSWER software compiles various timelines of significant events and
interrogates the behavior of critical missile functions. The analysis results can be
imported into commercially available word processing packages such as Microsoft
Word, Wordperfect, etc.

CONCLUSION

The remote computer control applications software successfully completed DT-IID
technical evaluation testing at AFWTF in December of 1993. Initial Operational
Capability (IOC) of this hardware and software was achieved in March of 1994. All
performance objectives were met and the system is used to support fleet exercises
conducted on the AFWTF range.

The observation and validation of tactical weapons systems in a highly complex
analysis process. By continuing to improve the telemetry data collection and analysis
process through the use of the hardware and analysis software presented in this paper,
NWAD will be able to meet the challenge of providing effective feedback to the Navy
and joint forces both now and in the future.
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A REAL-TIME TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSINGSYSTEM
WITH OPEN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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ABSTRACT

 In face of the characteristics of multiple data streams, high bit rate, variable data
formats, complicated frame structure and changeable application environment, the
programmable PCM telemetry system needs a new data processing system with
advanced telemetry system architecture.
This paper fully considers the characteristics of real-time telemetry data processing,
analyzes the design of open system architecture for real-time telemetry data
processing system(TDPS), presents an open system architecture scheme and design of
real-time TDPS, gives the structure model of distributed network system, and
develops the interface between network database and telemetry database, as well as
telemetry processing software with man-machine interface.
Finally, a practical and multi-functional real-time TDPS with open system
architecture has been built, which based on UNIX operating system, supporting
TCP/IP protocol and using Oracle relational database management system. This
scheme and design have already proved to be efficient for real-time processing, high
speed, mass storage and multi-user operation.

KEYWORDS

Real-time data processing, Open system architecture, Man-machine interface

INTRODUCTION

Along with the increase of the flight tests and measurement parameters and the
application of multiple data streams telemetry system, the data type and data capacity
to be processed become more and more enormous. Especially, as to telemetry of
aircraft and manned space vehicle, which need real-time monitor, output and analyze
the telemetry data in a long time, ordinary telemetry system made up of telemetry
devices and general computers are difficult to meet the demand. A new type of real-
time TDPS based on advanced system architecture must be studied to meet the need
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of multiple data streams, real-time data processing, mass storage and multi-screen
display.
This paper fully analyzes the characteristics of telemetry data processing, researches
the design of open system architecture for real-time TDPS, describes an application
TDPS under open system environments. Moreover, an application software package is
developed for this system, the interface between telemetry database and distributed
network database is realized.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As telemetry system evolved, it is necessary and efficient to process the telemetry data
distributedly. When we design and develop a TDPS, it becomes more important to
agree upon industry standards and to be compatible with new technologies. Then the
hardware and software presented by different vendors, as long as meet the industry
standards, can exchange each other. This is a typical open system environment. The
most highlighted feature of the open system is interoperability and portability. The
TDPS based on open system architecture adopts the platform abided to international
standard and industrial standard (including hardware, operation system and database
management system), supports open operating system, open communication protocol,
open database, open user interface. The architecture diagram of the open system
application environment is shown in figure 1.

 Figure 1. The application environments architecture of the open system



To achieve this kind of application environment, we should observe the following
aspects:

1. Use computers with CPU of 386, 486, X86 in future or RISC chips.
2. Use UNIX operating system.
3. Use relational database management system with standard SQL language.

 Telemetry front-ends play the part of acquisition and preprocessing telemetry data, it
synchronizes and decommutates the telemetry data according to time sequence, and
stores the data into a data table existing in the storage media such as tape or hard disk,
the data can also interface with ethernet by a special component.
Through the quick-look function provided by TDPS, we can display the unchanged
date formats and the parameters after E.U. conversion . Via building a data dictionary
corresponding to the data variables, i.e., setting up the parameter database, we can
define E.U. conversion algorithm. Through this method, we have realized the inter-
connection between raw telemetry database and network database of TDPS. So, by
developing the interface between network database and telemetry database, the
telemetry processing system can access the data with data dictionary.
This kind of open TDPS supports multi-user operation and X Windows, likewise, a
user can open multiple windows, run multiple programs, and display multiple
processing results in one time on one screen.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND REALIZATION

1. System architecture
On the basis of ethernet, the TDPS is a LAN using bus architecture, as shown in
figure 2. It is reliable, flexible and easy to expand. The system stores the data in
centralization mode and processes the data in distributed mode. The telemetry data
after format conversion is stored in storage media, it is managed by Oracle RDBMS,
and can be accessed by SQL language.
Figure 2 shows that the system is server/client architecture, the server is Sun SPARC
Station 10 (workstation from Sun Microsystems Inc.), the client is workstation from
Sun, HP or IBM. The design of central database effectively guarantees that the
telemetry data can be updated consistently in multi-user environments, while
processing the data distributedly. So, the system takes advantage of local resource,
and reduces the network data transportation expenditure.
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Figure 2. The hardware architecture of the distributed TDPS

In the procedure of processing distributed telemetry data, the server computer can
fulfill the data processing routing such as data query, data retrieving, data sorting, and
transmit the processed data to corresponding clients by the network. The client
computer can complete special functions related with the telemetry tasks, such as
engine parameter measurement, flight statue parameter measurement, etc. Thus, by
assign the task to the server and client distributively, the burden of network data
transportation can be reduced. In this LAN, the network communication protocol is
TCP/IP, it is easy to transmit the telemetry data and file stored in media. Also, if we
use NFS, the files in the system can be shared by any workstation, and do not
consider the location of the data or file. The combination and share of information
resource is realized.

2. Network database management
It is inevitable to link with database when carrying on data management and data
exchanging services in TDPS. Database management systems around industry
standards have been provided by major vendors including Oracle, Ingress, Sybase,
etc. Conveniently, Let us analyze how to design, process, and display the telemetry
data using Oracle database management system.
In open TDPS, database management system servers any workstation in the network.
The client/server architecture system is based on database server. The server computer
can control columns and rows of the table in the database, and provide better
concurrency control, so as to guarantee multiple users access to the same data
simultaneously. This scheme suits the application environments which operate
telemetry data frequently in TDPS.
To solve the data link problem between telemetry database and network database,
remote-copy, remote-visit or specific routings that have the same function can do it.
We can use API ( application programming interface) provided by database



management system to developing the routings, for examples, we can write program
use C language with SQL inserted into it (for instance, PRO*C in Oracle), or in
Oracle, we can employ OCI (Oracle call interface) to achieve it. We use Oracle call
subroutine to access the database in OCI. The OCI programs are completely written
by C, Oracle calls are C functions provided by Oracle. Users are able to access to the
data in server, where the data is more integrated, secret and can be recovered easily
after trouble, meantime, users can develop application modules in clients with API.
But it is a non-standard SQL call, so in the open system, this kind of program is less
compatible with others.
Because SQL is a non-procedure language, this makes it independent to execute each
sentence. It is difficult to exchange information among sentences. Thus, SQL is
limited in procedure program. When we use PRO*C, we can insert SQL sentences
into C, in this way, the programs have the ability to access database, and also have
powerful function to process data. When using another type of database, we can
replace SQL sentences with corresponding commands, that is, it is easy to transplant.

3. User software
The TDPS based on open system architecture adopts UNIX operating system,
supports multi-user and multi-task operation, and executes lots of software products
including database management, network communication, graphics processing, and
file management, etc.
When developing the user application software, we can use C language to write
special algorithm and routing, use X Window (Motif or OpenLook graphics user
interface) to develop man-machine interface.
The application software includes telemetry front-ends set-up, parameter databases
definition, format conversion and system parameters set-up, telemetry data display,
playback, and quick-look query processing, etc., is easy to use because of graphics
user interface and menu management.

CONCLUSION

From above, the hardware and software environments of a ream-time TDPS based on
open system architecture are built. it includes user software, system software, network
database and hardware architecture, supports industry standards widely. Regardless of
hardware upgrading, function expanding, software transplanting and system
interoperating, we can use the open system products provided by different vendors.
In table 1, we compare the open telemetry information processing system with
ordinary one.



Table 1. The performance comparison between open system and ordinary system

open system ordinary system

adaptability wide normal

real-time ability good good

interoperability good bad

scalability good bad

function expansion easy difficult

software portability easy difficult

user application easy normal

industry standard support not support

ratio of performance high low
 to price

The TDPS described in this paper is a typical open system. By experiment, it shows
that this kind of scheme and design is effective and adaptive. Because of its open
architecture , we can expand its scale and performance to use it in a more wide field.
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INTRODUCTION

INTA is the Institute for Aerospace Technologies in Spain.
Test programs at INTA require extensive flight test
capabilities and for this reason in mid 1990, INTA created
the Flight Test Center, designated CEA. The CEA is
responsible for providing flight test support for all
current and future programs including RPV Test, Rocket
Launches, Balloons and Missile Test.

With the increasing requirement for flight test at several
locations throughout Spain, a program was launched to
acquire a mobile capability which could support these test
ranges in current flight test requirements as well as
anticipated future requirements.

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

Criteria used in the initial design goals were to:

C Produce a capability which would be usable at multiple
test ranges.

C Choose the most economical approach.
C Design a system that would not only have acquisition

capabilities but also incorporate as many support
functions as possible.

The initial analysis of the required system concluded that
the system would be mobile, self supporting in power and



environment control. The selection of a mobile trailer
platform maximized space availability and did not require a
dedicated tractor.

Upon definition of the system platform, the next step was to
detail the capability of the system. The approach taken to
designing system capability was to select either a current
program or program under development that had the most
stringent requirements and use these requirements as the
basis for the system design. Establishing the basis, the
entire system design was reviewed for future requirement
enhancements.

The concluded capabilities of the system are as follows:

C Telemetry Acquisition Short and Long range
C Telemetry Data Reception/Distribution/Display/Recording

and Processing
C Digitized and Analog Video Reception/Distribution/

Display/Recording and Processing
C Air to Ground and Ground to Ground Communications
C 400 MHZ Up-Link Command and Control
C High End Data Processing and Distribution to Workstations
C Test and System Calibration
C Local and Remote Control Software



C Microwave Transmission of TM Data/Remote Control and
Communications

C Trailer Enclosure equipped with generator power and
environment control

TELEMETRY ACQUISITION SHORT AND LONG RANGE

An EMP dual axis autotracking antenna with a 6 foot
parabolic reflector, provided the capability of Long range
Telemetry Acquisition. The special features of this antenna
are:

C A dedicated trailer for the antenna was provided, with
hookups for a 4 wheel drive vehicle.

C A camera mounted on the antenna to provide short range
video images.

C A dehydrator mounted in the trailer in order to maintain
pressurization of the feed assembly.

C The antenna included a wide beam acquisition aid antenna.
C A small generator attached with a timer that would power

the dehydrator.
The antenna acquisition range in S-Band at 500 Kbps is 552
Km and at 5 Mbps data rate is 195 km. A volute omni antenna
provides the capability of Short Range Telemetry Acquisition
for flight line and close-in testing. The volute omni
antenna provides complete horizon to horizon coverage and
maximum gain at an elevation angle of 45 degrees.

TELEMETRY DATA RECEPTION



To include as much equipment as possible within the
allocated rack space each piece of equipment was evaluated
using size and performance criteria.

The choice of telemetry receiver was a Microdyne Model 2800
receiver. The 2800 is a dual receiver/combiner packaged in a
3 rack unit chassis (5.25 inch). The receiver is designed
for medium to high data rate PCM and video.

Distribution into the receiver is accomplished by using an
RF Jack Panel, RF switches and a control panel. This
configuration allows the selection of either the tracking
antenna or omni antenna into the receiving system. The omni
antenna is used as a receiving or transmit antenna.

Data distribution incorporates APCOM Model 5000-VDA
distribution amplifiers rated at 15 MHZ. These amplifiers
distribute PCM, Video, IRIG B, Voice, Telecommand and FM to
tape recorders, displays, and to the processing system.

Tape Recording

The Racal Storehorse 2 MHZ Tape recorder was chosen due to
its size and performance. Two of these tape recorders fit
into a single rack. Two industrial multiformat VCR's, PAL,
NTSC, and SECAM record video from the tracking antenna
camera and down linked video. A single industrial S-VHS PAL
VCR accommodates higher resolution Video. These type of tape
recorders are capable of meeting data recording requirements
for current programs.

PCM data rates that would eventually exceed the recording
capability of the Racal Storehorse were considered. The
conclusion was that most tape recording vendors are making
advances in producing high data rate products based on the
VHS format. To purchase an analog tape recorder to handle
higher data rate PCM is not cost effective and that when the
requirement for higher data rates was anticipated then a
smaller platform and less expensive digital recorder would
be purchased.



Bit Synchronizer

The Loral Model DBS430 dual bit synchronizer was chosen
based to its size and performance. The dual bit synchronizer
occupies only 5.25 inches of vertical rack space. The
maximum bit rate performance of this unit is 10 Mbps NRZ and
5 Mbps in BiPhase codes.

Video Decompressor

One of the most complex PCM streams that would require
processing by this system is a PCM Stream comprised of two
digitized/compressed video signals merged with a 500 Kbps
Telemetry PCM Stream. The function of the video Decompressor
is to accept a 4 Mbps NRZ-L PCM stream, decompress video 1,
decompress video 2, and output a 500 Kbps PCM stream to the
data processor. The Video Decompressor installation provided
the flexability of patching the unit in or out of circuit.

Timing

A Datum GPS receiver provides central timing for the system.
IRIG B timing outputs which are distibuted to the magnetic
tape recorder, processing system, and strip charts.

Voice Communications

Two channels of communications are provided, one inter-net
channel and one channel of air to ground communications. The
inter-net channel is used as an intercom between 4
communications positions within the mobile system and a
communications position at the INTA facility via microwave.
The air to ground channel links all five communication
positions with a PTT VHF/UHF tunable radio. This channel is
also used as a ground to ground communications channel
during set up of the Mobile system and establishment of the
microwave link.

400 MHZ UP-LINK COMMAND AND CONTROL

A 400 MHZ telecommand uplink is provided in the mobile
system mainly to support a new RPV (Remote Piloted Vehicle)
test program. Support of this program requires a command and
control serial data stream to be transmitted to the RPV. The
tele-command data package consists of a 25 Kbps serial data
stream and analog tones. The 25 Kbps originating from the
processing system, is conditioned with a multichannel low



pass filter unit and is then summed with analog tones. This
composite package is routed to two fixed frequency
transmitters. The transmitters are configured in a frequency
diversity mode and have independent antenna systems. The
antennas connected to the transmitters are volute omni
antennas.

HIGH END DATA PROCESSING

The processing system is a Loral System 510 and 511. A dual
configuration was selected to provide the capability of
processing two Real Time Data telemetry streams
simultaneously (Analog, Digital and RS-232 Data). Initially
this configuration is used as a single PCM stream processor
with a backup. The processing system is connected via
ethernet to three DEC workstations. Other inputs to the
processing system are IRIG B timing, real time data,
playback data, parallel ethernet to three DEC workstations.
Other inputs to the processing system are IRIG B timing,
real time data, playback data, parallel azimuth and
elevation data from the antenna controller. The outputs of
the processing system are data via an ethernet to the
workstations, analog output to strip charts and a 25 Kbps
serial data stream for the tele-command link. The processing
system has the following capability:

C Decommutate PCM streams up to 15 Mbps
C Generate or decode IRIG B time
C Control external devices such as tape recorders and bit

synchronizers
C Can receive up to 64 analog single ended signals or 32

differentials
C Can receive 4 sixteen bit digital inputs
C Can receive 2 RS-232 streams
C Generate up to two PCM streams (10 Mbps max) for

Telecommand purposes. One with additional tape output
C Simulate a PCM stream for design purposes
C Provide up to 32 Analog outputs
C Provide up to 6 digital outputs
C The system can receive aircraft position information,

which originates from the tracking system of CEA. This
data is routed to the Preprocessor via an RS-232 input
port and provides details on the aircraft position and
state.



C All the information received from the different input
data sources is tagged and merged into one stream and
processed in the same way whatever its origin is.

C Real time processing is available in the system providing
algorithms for limit checking with alarm monitoring, data
compression, E.U. conversion, digital filtering, derived
parameter calculations and data distribution.

C A very important feature of this subsystem is its modular
architecture joint to parallel processing capability,
allowing for the use of distributed processes.

Three DEC System 5000 Model 25 workstations with 19 inch
monitors, CPU and expansion chassis are mounted into
specialty designed shock absorption enclosures. These
enclosures are mounted into three separate 24 inch rack
assemblies.

A real time task for the mobile station is the graphic
display of data using symbolic images mixed with time
histories, cross plots, and simulated instruments. During
realtime the workstations archive data as disk files that
are available for postflight analysis.

In the preflight period the setup of the front end
preprocessor is done by the workstations, allowing for the
generation of databases with a specific configuration for
each test. The setup includes parameter database, display
configuration and the setup of the input interfaces.

Off the shelf software is used which provides a friendly
environment for the use of the applications and the
development of new applications. Software includes; UNIX
operating system, X window environments and OSF/Motif window
manager.

A cross compiler is installed to develop new algorithms,
using high level C programming language. These algorithms
are used for the front end preprocessor, debugging and the
creation of similar tools. Available is a built in tool for
creating new displays that customizes the special
requirements of the tests.

Functions to read and write data directly to/from the front
end preprocessor are available, providing additional
capabilities to the users developed applications.



A printer is mounted in the mobile system to produce hard
copies of the graphic displays. These hard copies are used
in the preparation of reports particular to the flight test.

A digital tape recorders is installed to interchange data
files produced during the flight test.

TEST AND SYSTEM CALIBRATION

Test equipment included to validate proper equipment
operation consisted of a telemetry signal simulator, power
meter, bit error rate test sets, and boresite transmission
system. The RF and Video Patch panels are designed to
interface with the test equipment. The provided test
equipment coupled with a multimeter is capable of performing
the following tests; open loop system BER test, closed loop
BER test, G/T test, tracking Antenna calibration, receiver
sensitivity test, RF playback, etc.

LOCAL AND REMOTE CONTROL SOFTWARE

ITACS (Interactive Telemetry Acquisition and Control
Software) is integrated into the system to provide local and
remote control of the acquisition system. This software
package is PC based and operates under Microsoft Windows.
The ITACS software package performs two primary functions.
The fist function is to store system setup parameters,



quickly configure a system for mission support, provide real
time auto tracking support, control test instruments, and
provide status information to the remote INTA Facility via
RS-232 and microwave link. The second function is to provide
remote control of the acquisition system in cases where the
mobile system might be located near a hazardous environment
and manning the station would be prohibited.

MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION

The mobile system incorporates a 23 GHz microwave link which
would normally be connected to the INTA facility. This
microwave link provides a medium to transfer acquired data
or video from the Mobile System to the INTA facility. The
link also has two full duplex voice channels, one to connect
into the internet and the other to connect into the VHF/UHF
air-ground radio. A third channel is simplex and is used to
provide PTT to the VHF/UHF radio. A fourth channel is a full
duplex 19.4 Kilobaud RS-232 channel for remote control. The
microwave system has the capability to transmit playback
data from the INTA facility to the Mobile System. This
microwave system can also be interfaced into an established
microwave network to relay data back to the INTA facility.

TRAILER ENCLOSURE

The platform selected to house the telemetry equipment is a
tandem axle trailer which can be transported with a tractor
trailer. The physical dimensions of the trailer are 40 feet
in length, 8 feet in width and 12.5 feet in height.
Maintaining these size parameters would qualify this unit
for road travel in the US and in Europe. The trailer is
equipped with air ride suspension and four hydraulic
operated stabilizing jacks.

Interior

The floor plan design of the trailer was maximized for
maintenance access to the equipment, space utilization, and
load balance. All electronic equipment is housed inside of
11 equipment racks, eight (8) 19 inch racks and three (3) 24
inch racks for the computer workstations. Carpeting and
insulated walls maintained a 65 dB(A) SIL (Speech Impediment
Level).



MOBILE SYSTEM SET-UP FOR OPERATION

The raised floor is a 24x24 inch tiled computer floor with
retaining screws in each tile corner. The 6 inch raised
floor provides clearance for cable routing between racks and
connection to cable entry panels. Three cable entry panels
were installed on the trailer, two roadside at opposite ends
of the trailer and one on the roof.

Air Conditioner

The air condition system was designed to accommodate the
heat load of the equipment with a 25% over rating to allow
for future expansion. The air conditioner ducting is routed
through the false ceiling and an outlet is located at the
top of each rack. Each rack includes a 540 CFM fan which
flows the cool air into the rack and is exhausted through
the false floor.



AC Power System

A 32 kW diesel Onan AC generator is installed in the front
of the trailer above the kingpin position to supply AC power
to the system. The generator is mounted above a 100 gallon
capacity fuel tank. The capability of either generator or
shore power is provided through an automatic transfer
switch. All power except the exterior lights and air
conditioner is condition through a 30 kVA power conditioner.
The three computer workstation racks and Intrument
Controller CPU are powered via an 3.6 kVA UPS (Uninterrupted
Power System) which provides 10 minutes of battery power
during a power failure. This would allow the automatic
transfer switch to engage the alternate power source. If
only the generator is being used without shore power, then
this would allow the operator to save his work and properly
shut down the computer system.

Exterior

The roof of the trailer includes 5 retractable antenna
mounts that are laid down for transport and erected quickly
into locking mechanisms to mount the antennas. A special
brace was provided for the parabolic MW antenna to add
stability to the antenna mount.

Four storage compartments, one 65Wx48D and three 49Wx48D
with locking doors were provided at each side of the trailer
to store cables and the two aluminum stair assemblies.

Safety Features

Safety features of the trailer included fire extinguishers,
battery operated emergency lights, individual power switches
located above each rack, and a panic push-bar on the exit
door. Batteries are mounted under the carriage of the
trailer and the generator exhaust was mounted at the top of
the trailer forty feet away from the air conditioner inlet.
An automatic venting system in the generator room was also
provided. Roof lights were provided which would illuminate



both the roof and the sides of the trailer for night
deployment.

SATELLITE DATA RELAY SYSTEM

The Mobile System was designed as a complete ground station
capable of acquiring, processing, displaying and storing
data. With this major capability the Mobile System can be
transported to many of the Test Ranges in Spain and provide
complete support. To further extend the capabilities of the
Mobile System, the system was designed to accommodate the
installation of a Satellite Relay System. This system is
currently under review and is planned for installation into
the trailer in 1994. This capability would accommodate
inter-range test programs and would also allow European
Users to relay the data back to their country for additional
processing.

CONCLUSION

The Mobile System was designed as a complete ground station
and is expected to support test programs in Spain and within
the European Community a minimum of ten years.
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ABSTRACT

The advance from alphanumeric terminals to displays using new graphics
technologies like the X Window System and Microsoft Windows has in many cases
failed to tap the full potential of these technologies. Many common telemetry tasks
continue to use similar user interfaces based on tabular real-time data displays and
menus. This paper will demonstrate the application of new techniques which, when
used with emerging graphics technologies, will maximize the effectiveness of
telemetry ground station consoles. Advances in visualization and animation have
greatly enhanced the information content of current displays and significantly
improved their ease of use.
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INTRODUCTION

Operator consoles for telemetry ground systems have significantly improved over the
last decade. Alphanumeric terminals have been succeeded by graphic windowing
systems like the X Window System or Microsoft Windows. These consoles provide
powerful screens consisting of multiple displays, fonts, and colors. In addition, the
windowing system provides network accessibility for these displays. Obvious
improvements have been:

" The use of color to designate states, ranges, and alarms.



" The use of multiple windows on a single terminal head which allows several
tasks or applications to be either displayed simultaneously or singularly while
others are hidden.

" The ability to incorporate distributed architectures where a telemetry ground
station is made up of multiple processors and applications are exported,
imported, or shared among display nodes.

However, even with these improvements, many common telemetry tasks have similar
graphical user interface designs as their character terminal predecessors. Database
field entry displays for telemetry frame definition and tabular real-time data displays
are examples.

By studying the nature and sequence of such telemetry functions as wavetrain
definition, derived parameter processing, and real-time data monitoring, new and
innovative techniques are emerging to maximize performance and increase
productivity. These techniques make superior telemetry ground stations than the
generation of solutions seen in the last five years.

DISPLAY CUSTOMIZATION

The ability to customize consoles and displays allows the end-user to specify his or
her preferences and in the process provides an environment that is more intuitive and
easier to use. As in the area of telemetry database creation, customization can make a
big difference. For instance, does the end-user prefer the first word in a frame to be
Word 1 or Word 0? Is the first subframe Subframe 1 or Subframe 0? Is the frame sync
pattern at the beginning of the frame or the end of the frame? Using the flexibility that
today's graphics tools provide, telemetry displays can be constructed that allow user
interface customization without modifying underlying constructs.

With today's telemetry ground stations becoming more complex, the need to provide a
window or display manager to navigate through the system becomes greater. The
ability to customize this display environment will allow end-users to mimic existing
displays and processes and in turn provide a more user-friendly system. A top-level
display that enumerates the necessary tasks in the correct order would be an example.

PARAMETER DATABASE IMPROVEMENTS

The user interface in which end-users create and maintain their telemetry parameter
database is an area where new graphics technologies have been applied, but older
existing techniques have been kept. Tabular, spreadsheet-like interfaces for parameter



creation provide a more efficient interface than traditional text entry field displays.
This format gives the end-user two advantages: 1) procedures to update, delete, copy,
and paste are more readily available, and 2) the layout of the display provides an easy
association to the underlying database scheme.

New graphics techniques can provide powerful editing capabilities. The Structured
Query Language (SQL) has unofficially been the de facto standard for database
creation and editing. Unfortunately, the use of SQL most often requires the end-user to
type in a rather terse and cryptic language at some command prompt. Although the
action taken by a correct SQL command is powerful, the user interface to enter the
command is not. Graphics techniques of point-and-click and dialog boxes can be used
to support SQL-like functions such as list filtering, field selection, and data editing
without the need to know the language.

The visualization of the telemetry wavetrain format is a powerful tool when creating
and debugging the wavetrain definition. This visualization can show the end-user
frame sync location, subframe ID location, subcommutated words, and
supercommutated words. In addition, such visualization can help debug wavetrain
definitions by highlighting word locations which have two or more measurands
defined.

Most telemetry ground stations represent a data flow architecture. At the top of the
data flow are the input measurands, such as PCM prime words, 1553 words, analog
and digital inputs, and time stamps. This data is input to the processing algorithms
which perform data compression, EU conversion, logical functions, and data alarming.
When creating a telemetry database, the end-user might need to know what
measurands are required to form a given measurand, or vice versa. A data flow
diagram display helps the end-user visualize how data flows through the system. This
can help both debug a single measurand or understand the effects of modifying a
single measurand.

SETUP AND CONTROL IMPROVEMENTS

Many telemetry ground stations have configuration files that describe some part of the
ground station architecture. The user interface determines how easy it is to modify
these configuration files. Typically, a text editor does not begin to give the end-user
the appropriate feedback necessary to do the job. For instance, a configuration file
might describe the logical groupings of resources on a common local area network.
The syntax of this file would need to describe all peripherals (front-end hardware and
workstations), and the groupings and properties of these peripherals. A user interface
that uses unique icons for different types of peripherals and presents them so that they



visualize the logical groupings, provides a much more intuitive interface for
maintaining the file. Furthermore, the use of point-and-click and drag-and-drop
graphics techniques makes editing the configuration much easier.

The similarity of a user interface to any real-life control helps in making the interface
more intuitive. For example, it would be hard to conceive a more easy-to-use control
interface for a recording subsystem than one which mimics the control panel of a
video cassette recorder (VCR). The VCR control panel, with its arrows for play, fast
forward, and reverse, is a common interface which many people can readily relate to.
Likewise, software user interfaces should copy those of any telemetry equipment that
employs well-known, consistent interfaces. This would include analog tape recorders,
bit synchronizers, oscilloscopes, and the like.

DATA DISPLAY IMPROVEMENTS

Data displays, whether real-time or playback, have taken the least advantage of what
the new graphics systems can offer. The telemetry ground station of fifteen to twenty
years ago usually consisted of alphanumeric displays on monochrome CRTs and strip
chart recorders. Current ground stations have displays using color to symbolize alarms
or states, virtual strip chart recorders, and other simple graph types such as bar charts
and cross plots. However, many more powerful techniques can be applied to data to
illustrate information to the end-user.

More complex graph types help monitor data at faster rates and larger quantities.
Three-dimensional graphs, like surface plots, and two-dimensional graphs with a time
phase, like "waterfall" plots, help present large quantities of data over time. A virtual
artificial horizon instrument or an electronic warfare friend/foe display are again
examples of how data displays can mimic real-life instruments to provide the greatest
visualization of data.

The ability to bring animation to real-life processes is perhaps the most powerful
graphics technique for the telemetry ground station user. An ideal example is the
monitoring of a satellite's various subsystems. Instead of displaying digital readouts
and alphanumeric states and alarms, actually animating the subsystems illustrates the
given data more readily. Animated displays could show electrical switches opening or
closing, electrical current flow and routing, thrusters firing, and solar panel
positioning. Along the same lines, flight test engineers could be aided by animating a
three-dimensional model of the test vehicle. Animated displays take advantage of the
ability to present data in the form from which it is derived.



State-sensitive data displays provide a mechanism that allows a ground station
operator to monitor all real-time data even though the data may be too copious to view
all at once. For instance, an operator at a satellite mission control center could by
default monitor a high-level diagram of the space vehicle. If a problem is detected in
one of the subsystems, take for example the electrical power subsystem (EPS), the
representation of the EPS on the high-level diagram would be alarmed appropriately,
and then a detailed schematic of the EPS would be shown. If this schematic showed
that the battery charging circuit was the problem, the display could then present a
more detailed schematic of the circuit. This idea of a screen hierarchy would allow the
operator to navigate through all vehicle data without the need to view it all at once.

CONCLUSION

The application of new graphics and visualization techniques is necessary to bring
telemetry ground station consoles forward and into the future. Figures 1 through 3
show some sample displays.

Although the advent of graphics technologies like the X Window System and
Microsoft Windows has helped ground station consoles tremendously, for the most
part these technologies have only removed barriers that previous display designs
suffered from. Examples are monochrome versus color and character resolution versus
pixel resolution. If the same traditional telemetry setup and data displays are used with
the new technology, only a minimal benefit will be realized. Today's telemetry ground
station developer needs to exploit the power of these technologies by understanding
how the ground station is used. Then, and only then, will new techniques be found that
will yield more productive consoles and displays.
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ABSTRACT

The advantages of using visual programming to create, modify, test and display a
telemetry stream are presented. The failure to fully deploy the high-gain antenna of
the Galileo spacecraft has resulted in a software redesign of the computer systems
onboard the spacecraft to support the low-gain antenna mission. Visual programming
software is being used to test new algorithms as part of the ground support for the
spacecraft Test Bed. It is very important that any new software algorithms be
thoroughly tested on the ground before any modifications are made to the spacecraft.

The advantage of using a visual programming language (LabVIEW, National
Instruments) is that it provides easy visibility into the decommutation process that is
being modified by the Galileo programming support team. In addition, utilities were
written using visual programming to allow real-time data display and error detection.
A data acquisition board is used to clock in the actual synchronous telemetry signal
from the Test Bed at rates below 10 kHz. The time to write and modify the code using
visual programming is significantly less (by a factor of 4 to 10) than using text-based
code. The gains in productivity are attributed to the communication among the
customer, developer, and computer that are facilitated by the visual syntax of the
language.
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INTRODUCTION

The Measurement Technology Center (MTC) evaluates commercial data acquisition,
analysis, display and control hardware and software products that are then made
available to experimenters at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. In addition, the MTC
specifically configures and delivers turn-key measurement systems that include
software, user interface, sensors (e.g., thermocouples, pressure transducers) and signal
conditioning, plus data acquisition, analysis, display, simulation and control
capabilities.1,2

Visual programming tools are frequently used to simplify development (compared to
text-based programming) of such systems. Employment of visual programming tools
that control off-the-shelf interface cards has been the most important factor in
reducing time and cost of configuring these systems. The MTC consistently achieves a
reduction in software/system development time by at least a factor of four, and up to
an order of magnitude, compared to text-based software tools. Others in industry3,4,5,6

are reporting similar increases in productivity and reduction in software/system
development time and cost.7.8.9

BACKGROUND

The Galileo spacecraft is scheduled for an encounter with Jupiter in December of
1995. About six months before encounter it will release a probe that will impact
Jupiter. The spacecraft will then change its trajectory to go into a highly elliptical orbit
with a period of three months. A timer in the probe will activate its radio transmitter
just before arriving at Jupiter. The original plan called for a real-time relay of the
probe radio signal by the Galileo spacecraft to earth, but this is no longer possible
because its high-rate dish antenna has failed to open fully. Instead, the Galileo
computer will be re-programmed to strip out the overhead and house-keeping bits in
the data stream coming from the probe. The important data sent by the probe
transmitter will be stored in the limited on-board memory for later down-linking to
earth. This down-linking will occur sometime during the first orbit using the low-gain
omni-directional antenna, at a much lower bit rate than if the high gain antenna was
fully functional.

Currently, the MTC is supporting a software redesign of the computer system aboard
the Galileo spacecraft. This paper documents the programming effort to verify the
correct re-programming of the Galileo computer subsystems by monitoring the
telemetry of the ground Test Bed setup of the computer subsystems and the emulation
hardware for the probe radio receivers to assure that every byte is correctly
downloaded. The MTC is using LabVIEW software among other tools to help test the



flight software redesign. For details on the LabVIEW environment, other sources
exist.10,11,12

The task of the computer redesign is complicated by the fact that there are actually
two redundant probe radio receivers and several multiple computer subsystems with
their own memory partitions on the orbiter. A Configuration Table was set up to
specify which receiver(s) would be the source of the data and which sections of which
subsystems would be the destinations of the stripped data.

Using visual programming, software was developed to perform a stripping algorithm
on the emulated probe data to be used in the test, and, using the Configuration Table,
create a Predict Table of the data to be downloaded (Figure 1). A probe analyzer
program was developed to monitor the telemetry from the Test Bed, decommutate the
memory read-out data, compare it to the Predict Table and display the progress of the
test. After the test was over, utilities developed in LabVIEW were used to disposition
any discrepancies, including incorrect or missing bytes, and relate them to the original
expanded data to determine the nature of the problem. A necessary additional
component was a Test Bed simulator so all of the other programs could be developed
and debugged before connection to the Test Bed.

Figure 1. Schematic of ground support sequence of data flow from probe.

LabVIEW running on a Macintosh Quadra was used as the programming environment
for this task because it had proved to be superior in similar tasks. The advantages13

LabVIEW provides include the ease with which the customer can communicate
requirements to the programmers and understand the operation of the program so that
changes can be suggested. The gains in productivity are attributed to the
communication among the customer, developer, and computer that are facilitated by
the visual syntax of the language. LabVIEW proved exceptionally capable in



providing an integrated environment to manage all aspects of the telemetry test, from
pre-test data set-up to post-test discrepancy resolution, as well as running the test in
several simulator modes or with the Test Bed.

PREDICT TABLE GENERATION

The creation of the Predict Table was performed in two steps. First, files containing
the simulated raw data from the two radio receivers had to be stripped using the same
algorithm to be programmed into the Galileo computers. The fact that the processors
are different is considered to be a check on the programmers' understandings of the
algorithm. Second, the Configuration Table was used to determine where the stripped
data would be stored in the on-board memory of the Test Bed and in the Predict Table
of the Analyzer. The Stripper program, Configuration Table, and Predict Table are
LabVIEW emulations of the identical operations performed in the Test Bed, except
instead of storing the bytes in various subsystem memories, as they are in the Test
Bed, they are saved to the Predict Table disk file.

TELEMETRY SIMULATOR PROGRAM

The telemetry used to download the Galileo probe data makes use of the memory
readout mode that is an available option in every frame. The first one hundred bytes of
each frame type have identical meanings; the remaining bytes differ depending on
frame type, but are of no concern for this test. This is shown as Figure 2. Included in
the first one hundred bytes are four bytes for a psuedo-random sync code (Sync), two
bytes comprising frame ID (FID) which included a bit to signify when the frame is in
the memory read-out mode, six bytes of spacecraft clock (SCLK), five house-keeping
bytes, one byte to signify which computer subsystem is being read out (S/S), two
bytes pointing to the first address being read out (ADD), and eighty bytes of memory
read-out.

Figure 2. Memory map of the first 100 bytes of each frame type.

Once the operator has started the memory read-out mode, the probe simulator program
will randomly select one of the computer subsystems as defined by the Configuration
Table and output the next eighty bytes as defined by the Predict Table. When all the
bytes for a subsystem have been read out, the memory read-out bit is turned off for



that frame unless the operator has put the simulator in recirculate mode in which case
that subsystem will be downloaded another time.

If the test mode requires that the simulator actually generate the telemetry, the two
digital-to-analog channels of the multifunction input-output (MIO) board are
initialized to generate a pair of continuous signals; one of them is a square wave of the
frequency specified by the operator and the other one is the data. Both have zero to
five-volt swings. If the test mode does not require real telemetry, then the data
bit-stream is saved in memory. The simulator is used for debugging or demonstration
purposes only.

Figure 3. Telemetry simulator user interface (LabVIEW VI Front Panel).

Figure 3 is the user interface (or VI for Virtual Instrument Front Panel) for the
simulator program. It displays the names of the subsystems along the top and the rates
at which frames are generated. The user can also generate errors of various types. The
subsystem type for each frame is displayed as a mark on a scrolling strip chart.

Figure 4 shows the program (LabVIEW Diagram) associated with the simulator
(Figure 3). It has an icon for each of the controls on the Panel and gives a general idea
of how data flows between the various icons, structures, and subroutines (subVI's). An



example of a subVI is the Predict Table box near the middle of the figure. It can be
expanded to show its own user interface and program. The large rectangular frames
are LabVIEW structures that help organize the diagram and perform looping
functions. Details of LabVIEW programming can be found elsewhere.

Figure 4. Telemetry simulator program (LabVIEW VI Diagram).

TELEMETRY ANALYZER PROGRAM

If the test mode requires the analyzer program to read the real telemetry signal, the
MIO board is initialized to take continuous readings on a single analog channel
clocked in by the clock signal. If the test mode does not require real telemetry, then
the requested bits come from the memory saved by the simulator. In either case, the
analyzer program will wait until the requested bits are available.

During initial development, the simulator and analyzer communicated directly through
a common memory software routine on the same Mac computer. Later, the simulator
generated a real clock and data stream on one Mac that the analyzer read on another
Mac using National Instruments A/D boards. When it came time to connect the
analyzer to the Test Bed telemetry stream, it was operating within a few hours.



During the course of simulated or actual monitoring of the telemetry signal, the
memory read-out contents are compared with locations in the Predict Table as
specified by the Configuration Table. As long as the contents match, only the
subsystem name and address are saved, but in the event of an error, the entire eighty
bytes for both the Predict Table and the telemetry stream are saved. Also, a count of
the number of times each byte in the Predict Table is read is maintained, along with a
flag indicating if any byte was read in error. A counter displays the remaining number
of bytes from the Predict Table that have not yet been read out. A bit-map displays a
pixel for each byte in the Predict Table and turns black if it has been read correctly.
Thus, it is very easy to monitor the progress of the test.

Figure 5 shows the analyzer in operation and generally reflects the same subsystem
patterns as the simulator except delayed in time. The "Predict Tables" and
"Downloaded" windows will show the actual hex bytes whenever there is a
discrepancy. Other indicators display various errors or status.

Figure 5. Telemetry analyzer user interface (LabVIEW VI Front Panel).



DISPOSITION OF DISCREPANCIES

To better analyze any errors that may occur during a test, additional utilities were
developed to pinpoint the location of the error in the Predict Table and trace it back to
the corresponding error bits in the original raw data files. One of these utilities would
display the raw and the stripped data as defined by the Predict Table and as defined by
the Galileo telemetry so that the system and nature of the error could be identified.
Without these utilities, it would have been virtually impossible to determine the
source of the errors within any reasonable time. Typically, however, tests of this
nature have been run in the past without such utilities, simply because of the difficulty
and cost of developing them and because of the optimistic hope that they would never
be needed.

ADDITIONAL TASKS

Since LabVIEW promotes high programmer productivity, the customer had plenty of
time to suggest new features such as the ability to log the raw telemetry stream to a
disk file and then simulate the telemetry stream from disk so that a test could be
repeated without incurring the cost of re-running the actual test using the Test Bed and
support personnel. This was a simple modification of the original implementation
using the simulator and analyzer on the same Mac and proved to be valuable because,
as it turned out, during the actual first run of the Test Bed a wrong Configuration
Table was used which generated a large number of errors. When re-run from the
logged disk file with the correct Configuration Table, there were no errors, saving a
costly re-run using the Test Bed personnel.

Another suggestion that was implemented was the ability of the analyzer to "read"
telemetry from the TCP/IP port instead of a disk file. This allowed communication
between the analyzer and a Test Bed emulator that was written on a Sun workstation.
The Sun provided the Galileo programmers with an easier and faster platform on
which to develop their code. (The Galileo CPU' s are ancient 1802 8-bit processors.)

EXAMPLE OF VISUAL/ TEXT-BASED PROGRAMMING COMPARISON

During the course of program development, it became necessary to generate the
source files for the probe receivers based on data that had previously been downloaded
from the Galileo spacecraft telemetry in a test mode. A "C" programmer who was
familiar with the file structure was assigned this task for approximately two weeks
and had not delivered a finished product. As a back-up, the task was also given to a
LabVIEW programmer. The application was developed in LabVIEW by one



programmer in less than 2 weeks. For the one data file which the routine was written
to operate on, no errors were found in the input data.

After spending approximately one month on the task, the C programmer delivered a
product that was advertised as being complete. The C programmer noted that when the
program ran, it found errors in the input data. Since the customer already had the
LabVIEW version (with no errors) the raw data was compared with the two sets of
output files and it was discovered that a bug in the C code caused it to find bad data
where none existed. The C programmer spent a week or so making changes to the
code, but was still not able to process the data correctly. The customer then decided to
halt the C programming effort.

CONCLUSIONS

A visual programming language was able to create, modify, test and display a
telemetry stream. It provided easy visibility into the decommutation process modified
by the Galileo programming support team. The time to write and modify the code
using visual programming was significantly less (by a factor of 4 to 10) than using
text-based code. This task showed that it is possible to use visual programming for
realistic programming applications. It also confirmed that visual programming can
significantly reduce software development time compared to text-based programming.

Other advantages demonstrated were in the areas of prototyping and verification.
Different approaches can be demonstrated and evaluated quickly using a visual
programming language. Verification can be demonstrated using the graphical user
interface features available in a visual programming language easier than using
conventional text-based code.

As stated, the gains in productivity are attributed to the communication among the
customer, developer, and computer that are facilitated by the visual syntax of the
language. The advantages LabVIEW provides include the ease with which the
customer can communicate requirements to the programmers and understand the
operation of the program so that changes can be suggested. With this communication,
the boundaries between requirements, design, development, and test appear to
collapse.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a system in which multiple embedded processors are used for
real-time processing of telemetry streams from satellites and radars. Embedded EPC-5
modules are plugged into VME slots in a Loral System 550. Telemetry streams are
acquired and decommutated by the System 550, and selected parameters are
packetized and appended to a mailbox which resides in VME memory. A Windows-
based program continuously fetches packets from the mailbox, processes the data,
writes to log files, displays processing results on screen, and sends messages via a
modem connected to a serial port.
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INTRODUCTION

The multiple embedded processor system described here and shown in Figure 1 was
designed and integrated by Systems Engineering & Management Company (SEMCO)
to support the Mobile Ground Telemetry Station (MGTS) program at the Space
Experiments Directorate of Phillips Laboratories at Edwards AFB. The MGTS
program exists to examine the feasibility of satellite tracking and real time handling of
high speed tactical data in a battlefield environment. The MGTS currently supports
the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) in both the Miniature Sensor
Technology Integration (MSTI) and the Lightweight Exo-Atmospheric Projectile
(LEAP) programs.



Figure 1. System Overview

The MGTS was designed to receive, process, and display Pulse Code Modulation
(PCM) telemetry streams, such as that generated by the MSTI satellite. The MSTI
satellite's payload includes infrared cameras for launch detection and environmental
studies. While observing a launch, observation data is embedded in a telemetry stream
that is sent from a satellite to the MGTS. The information is routed into a Loral Test
And Instrumentation (LTIS) System 550 where the PCM frames are decommutated,
and the received data is processed. The primary computer in the system is a Tempest-
qualified Sun workstation connected to the System 550 via ethernet. In response to a
requirement to process data at a higher rate than that possible using ethernet, alternate
approaches were studied. The solution selected uses the EPC-5 processor connected to
the VMEbus. This solution allows data transfer at the desired rate, software
development on a standard desktop PC/AT-compatible computer, and transmission of
the processed data without the expense of additional input/output hardware.



THEORY OF OPERATION

As data is received and decommutated in the Loral 550, a unique tag number is
assigned to each parameter. The relevant payload observation data is extracted and
routed via the MUXBUS as tag/data pairs to Field-Programmable-Processor (FPP)
modules. Custom algorithms running in the FPPs collect and packetize the data using
an FPP's local memory and append notification messages to a memory-based mailbox.

Since FPPs are configured as slave devices on the VME bus, their local memory can
be accessed by other VME devices. In this case, the mailbox is accessed by a program
running in an EPC-5 module. The EPC-5 is a fully operational PC/AT-486 computer
plugged into the VME backplane of the System 550.

The EPC-5 module is configured with a device driver that allows DOS-based
programs to access the VME address space. This capability is also provided for
Windows-based programs via a dynamic-link-library (DLL). The EPC-5 powers up
running MS-DOS and then switches to the MS-Windows environment.

The WINTSVD program, which was developed specifically for this project, is
executed as any standard desktop Windows program. The program's main window is
shown in Figure 2 and serves as a control panel. Since Windows is a non-preemptive
scheduler, WINTSVD uses a 3-Hz timer to periodically fetch packets across the
VMEbus and perform the necessary processing and housekeeping functions. Users'
actions are generally handled without delay.

Figure 2. Control Panel Extended For Viewing Images



The program can read packets from an FPP's mailbox, records from log files, data
from test files, and images from bitmap files. The program recognizes three types of
information: Radar Observations, MSTI 2 Observations, and MSTI 2 Images.

The program's primary purpose is to process observations from satellites and radars
using the Target State Vector Determination (TSVD) algorithms that were developed
separately by Integrated Systems Inc. (ISI). These algorithms are specialized Kalman
filters that predict the position and velocity of a moving target.

There are three types of TSVD algorithms: Radar Observer for radar observation,
Single Observer for satellite observations, and Dual Observer for situations where a
target is viewed stereoscopically. In all cases, whenever a TSVD algorithm generates
a prediction, the program displays the results, updates a log file, and sends a structured
message to a remote location via a modem.

The program's secondary purpose is to acquire, save, and display infrared images. The
program constructs an image from a sequence of 256 packets. Each image packet is a
block of 256 bytes of raw data representing one row of 256 pixels. When an image is
completed, it is usually just rendered in the control panel. However, upon users'
command, images can be frozen on screen and saved as bitmap files. When images are
frozen, a user can request to review saved images.

When the LIVE option is selected, packets are continuously fetched from an FPP's
mailbox. When the TEST option is selected, simulated observations are read from test
files prepared by ISI. When the PLAY option is selected, records are read from a
playback file created by renaming an earlier log file. In all these cases the appropriate
TSVD filters are exercised in the same manner. This feature, and the Single-Stepping
option, facilitate iterative development, debugging and verification.

FPP SOFTWARE

Values extracted from a live PCM stream are dispatched via the MUXBUS and
packetized in an FPP module. When the System 550 loads a database that defines the
structure of the PCM stream, the FPPs are loaded with a program consisting of an
executive (kernel) and procedures (algorithms). Each algorithm has one entry point for
initialization, and up to eight entry points each of which can be assigned to a
designated tag. By assigning tags to items on the MUXBUS, an operator can direct the
flow of data into and out of modules connected to the MUXBUS. Thus, data
embedded in a telemetry stream can be routed to the desired entry points of a
particular algorithm running in a particular FPP module.



The System 550 provides a standard library of FPP algorithms for numerical and
logical functions. In addition, there are also tools for developing customized
algorithms and creating user libraries. The database programming that is required to
configure a system to allow an algorithm to process a set of tags in a specific way is
relatively easy, and can be done by any well-trained operator. In contrast, developing
and debugging new FPP algorithms is a non-trivial endeavor due to the dynamics of
the dataflow environment and the lack of tools for interactive tracing of algorithms.
However, since algorithms can be coded in 'C', they can be debugged with UNIX or
PC tools.

This project required data to be transferred to an EPC-5 module via the VMEbus. A
custom FPP algorithm was developed for this purpose. The algorithm uses a
preallocated memory space as an array of uniform blocks whose size can be
configured by an operator. Each block can hold one packet. One of the algorithm's
entry points receives data items and places them in the next available spot in the
current block. When the current block is filled, a notification message is appended to a
memory-based mailbox, a status item is placed on the MUXBUS, and the next
available block is selected for filling. If there are no more available blocks, an
overflow is asserted, and an appropriate status item is placed on the MUXBUS.

The mailbox is a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue of pointers. The FPP's kernel provides
a routine to append a pointer to this queue. The queue's status and contents are in a
structure whose offset in FPP memory can be determined from the link-map generated
for the FPP's program. Adding this offset with an FPP's address in VME space yields
the VME address of a mailbox's data structure.

The structure of packets produced in FPPs consists of a header and a body. The header
contains information describing a packet's type, and the body holds the packetized
data. This structure allows several packetizers to run in a single FPP, and each
packetizer can be configured to produce its own type of packet. For instance, packets
of MSTI 2 Observations and packets of Radar Observations can be produced in one
FPP and retrieved by WINTSVD from a single mailbox.

RETRIEVING PACKETS

When the WINTSVD program's LIVE option is selected, the program reads packets
pending in an FPP's memory. This is accomplished by calling procedures in a DLL to
fetch data from designated locations in the VME address space.

The DLL that performs the requested services was created by linking the object
modules which accompany the EPC-5 module. These object modules provide an



Application Programming Interface (API) supporting functions for configuring the
EPC-5 for VME access and for reading from and writing to VME locations. In theory,
a program could use the API directly, without a DLL encapsulation. However,
because the object files were in Microsoft format whereas the program was developed
with Borland's Interactive Development Environment (IDE), the DLL was required.
The DLL was created using Microsoft's Visual-C workbench.

Selecting the FPP pushbutton causes the program to expose the FPP-Settings dialog
box shown in Figure 3. The user enters the tag number assigned to a packet's type and
the VME address of the mailbox from which a packet should be fetched.

Figure 3. FPP Settings Panel

After retrieving a packet from the mailbox, the program removes the packet's pointer
from the mailbox and changes the packet's status accordingly. These operations
necessitate writing to an FPP's memory. This means that the mailbox is a resource that
is shared by multiple processors, and its integrity requires mutual exclusion and
synchronizing of producers and consumers of packets.

In principle, several instances of WINTSVD can run concurrently, and it is possible to
have several EPC-5 modules in one System 550. However, at present there is only one
EPC-5 board and only one active instance of WINTSVD. The program reads from a
single mailbox and discards unwanted or unrecognized packets.



One feature of the FPP kernel that was not used in this project is the FPP's ability to
generate a VME interrupt whenever a pointer is appended to the mailbox. The
overhead involved in servicing frequent interrupts for small packets was determined to
be undesirable and unnecessary. The program gets a TIMER event at intervals of
about 333 milliseconds, and fetches a predefined quota of packets.

Performance constraints limit the number of instances that can run concurrently in
LIVE mode in one EPC-5 module. Exact performance measures have not been
established for images, but the I486/66 processor allows the Dual-Observer filter to
produce approximately 14 predictions per second; therefore, the required throughput
of 10 predictions per second imposes a 71% load.

At present, the mailbox's primary data structure does not support multiple concurrent
consumers fetching packets from the same FPP. Moreover, even if mutual exclusion
were supported, it is clear that the mailbox's FIFO policy restricts the order in which
separate consumers can fetch their packets from the queue. Although these limitations
are currently irrelevant to the WINTSVD program, they deserve some consideration
as future enhancement.

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

This project consisted of seven software components: an FPP packetizing algorithm, a
VME interface, a mailbox interface, a set of TSVD filters, a file-system interface, a
serial-communications interface, and a graphical user interface (GUI). The FPP
algorithm and the VME-interface DLL were created as standalone entities. The
remaining components were integrated into the WINTSVD program.

The WINTSVD program was developed using the Borland C++ 3.1 environment for
coding and debugging, and the Borland Custom Control Library for the 3D style of the
user interface. The object-oriented features of C++ were used extensively. For
instance, classes were designed to represent a mailbox interface, a modem, a file, a
TSVD filter, and a control panel. Some of these classes were derived from, or used,
more primitive classes.

CONCLUSION

This project has demonstrated a viable means for extending the capabilities of the
System 550, providing increased computing power and communications ability
without sacrificing performance. As additional requirements become known and/or
hardware is added to the system, the use of C++ and Windows for implementation
makes the software inherently extensible.



NOMENCLATURE

BMDO Ballistic Missile Defense Organization
DLL Dynamic-Link-Library
FIFO First-In-First-Out
FPP Field-Programmable-Processor
GUI Graphical User Interface
IDE Interactive Development Environment
ISI Integrated Systems Inc.
LEAP Lightweight Exo-Atmospheric Projectile
LTIS Loral Test and Instrumentation Systems
MGT Mobile Ground Telemetry Station
PCM Pulse Code Modulation
SEMCO Systems Engineering & Management Company
TSVD Target State Vector Determination



A SOFTWARE ARCHITECTUREFOR
CLIENT-SERVER TELEMETRY DATA ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT

An increasing need among telemetry data analysts for new mechanisms for efficient
access to high-speed data in distributed environments has led BBN to develop a new
architecture for data analysis. The data sets of concern can be from either real-time or
post-test sources. This architecture consists of an expandable suite of tools based upon
a data distribution software "backbone" which allows the interchange of high volume
data streams among server processes and client workstations. One benefit of this
architecture is that it allows one to assemble software systems from a set of
off-the-shelf, interoperable software modules. This modularity and interoperability
allows these systems to be configurable and customizable, while requiring little
applications programming by the system integrator.

KEY WORDS

Client-Server, Distributed Computing, Data Analysis, Data Access

INTRODUCTION

Because of an increasing need among telemetry data analysts for new mechanisms for
efficient access to high-volume, real-time and post-test data, BBN has developed the
Data Exchange software architecture for efficient use of networked computing
resources. The Data Exchange architecture is designed to manage and support the
interchange of high-volume data streams among parallel and distributed data analysis
software tools, especially in client-server applications.

One benefit of the Data Exchange architecture is that it allows the assembly of
software systems from a set of interoperable software modules. This modularity and
interoperability allows Data Exchange-based systems to be configurable and
customizable. End users can write their own modules to perform custom processing



which build upon the capabilities of third party Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
tools.

BBN has used the Data Exchange architecture and custom tool modules extensively
over the last three years, and COTS tools based on this technology are currently in
development. This paper describes the features of a set of modules which include tools
for data access (real-time and post-test), data archiving, and data analysis.

Application of a COTS tool set technology to a data processing system could result in
significant software cost reduction by providing mechanisms to construct a
semi-custom system which maximizes the use of off-the-shelf software. Further,
because the modular nature of a client-server framework encourages code reuse,
development time of custom tools can often be reduced, resulting in a solution which
is flexible and quickly created. Finally, since custom tools can interoperate with
COTS modules, their functionality can be leveraged by the infrastructure provided by
the COTS components.

THE DATA EXCHANGE ARCHITECTURE

When the Data Exchange is used both as the basis for COTS tool sets and for user
developed software modules, these modules become interoperable. The Data
Exchange architecture provides data-source management, data-stream fusion, data
extraction, and data buffering, all in a modular, scalable framework. Because the
architecture is open and modular, it is easy to add new software and/or hardware
components to increase functionality.

The Data Exchange software architecture is implemented as a software library which
handles the creation and use of both real-time and non-real-time data streams.
Programs which use this toolbox can send and receive high-volume data to and from
other processes transparently. Because the Data Exchange Application Programming
Interface (API) is very high level, it relieves the programmer from having to manage
interprocess communication. Also, because the Data Exchange supports both
distributed and parallel computing environments, and operates under multiple
operating systems, one can use low-cost, high-performance, networked workstations
as part of an analysis system. This architecture has been implemented under the
UNIX, Mach, pSOS, and VMS operating systems.

The parallel and/or distributed structure employed by Data Exchange-based system
offers some clear advantages in real-time data processing. First, the ability to dedicate
multiple processors to data stream processing can enable such a system to reduce the
latency of data available to downstream modules. Second, the number of data streams



coming into the system and the complexity of processing of a given stream can be
expanded by adding additional processors to the system. A further benefit of the
modularity and scalability of a Data Exchange based system is its ability to support
multiple simultaneous users. There is no architectural limit to the number of users. To
date, systems have been built which support up to 8 analyst workstations concurrently.

Data Exchange Objects

The Data Exchange distinguishes between senders (or sources) and receivers (or
sinks) of data. Data Exchange sender and receiver objects are at the top of the Data
Exchange object hierarchy. A sender of data might be a real-time data source (such as
a 1553 bus monitoring program), a process reading back archived data, or the output
of a simulation process. A receiver of data might be a data analysis program, a data
archiving process, or the input to a simulation.

Each sender or receiver can support multiple sub-objects called streams. Streams are a
series of time-tagged data frames. No restriction is placed on the type of data
contained in the frames. For instance, frames may be PCM data frames, 1553 bus
messages, or video image buffers. Sender streams can send (or publish) as much data
as they wish. Receiver streams receive only the subset of data frames they require.

Receivers specify the data needed for each receiver stream via objects called selectors.
Selectors specify the source type, frame type, and time period of interest for each
receiver stream. Once the selectors are specified for a receiver stream, that stream
receives only the data which matches the specifications in the selectors. This has the
effect of filtering the data which reaches the receiver, increasing receiver efficiency,
and reducing the communications load on the system. This is particularly important in
networked client-server systems. As data is received into a receiving stream from any
number of senders, the data is merged into a single, time-ordered series of data
frames.

Fan-in and Fan-out Capabilities

Receivers can receive data from as many different senders as they wish. Similarly,
senders can send data to as many receivers as they wish. This allows new
functionality to be added to a system easily, since new data sources or new receivers
are automatically "plug-and-play" with the existing code.

The availability of fan-in and fan-out of data allows arbitrary numbers of data senders
and receivers to be added in a modular fashion. The ability of multiple clients to
access the same real-time data simultaneously permits, for instance, numerous analyst



workstations, each performing different analyses of data from the same sources. The
ability of a single client to merge multiple sources into a single stream allows, for
example, an archiving module to create a real-time archive containing data from many
sources. Figure 1 shows an example of data "fanning-in" from several senders to a
single receiver. Data is being filtered by selectors as it flows in to the receiving
stream. Fan-out from a single source to multiple receivers works in a very similar
way.

In the current implementation of the Data Exchange software library, the fan-in
capability of any one receiving stream is limited to those senders which originate on a
single (although potentially remote) computer. They may also originate on different
CPU's of the same multiprocessor. Any single receiver module, however may have
multiple receiving streams, each coming from a different computer, making this a
rather small limitation.

Real Time Processing Capabilities

Data Exchange senders can either be "request-driven", or "free-running". Request
driven senders wait for a receiver to ask for data, and then respond to that request,
using a handshake protocol to ensure that the receiving module receives every data
block which is sent. In free-running mode, senders publish data blocks as quickly as
they are acquired into a circular data buffer, without waiting for control flow
information from the receivers. In this way, receiving modules are assured of having
access to the most recent data. Free-running senders are most appropriate for use in
real time systems.

In any real-time system, if a data source is consistently sending data faster than a data
sink receives it, data will eventually be lost if the test runs long enough. In the case of
the free-running Data Exchange sources, since the sender module does not wait for the
receiving modules, the receiving modules could fall behind real-time, and possibly
lose some data blocks if their processing load is too heavy. The Data Exchange allows
system designers to minimize the probability of real-time data loss by maintaining a
time history buffer of a specifiable size for each data source. This is particularly
effective for "bursty" data sources.

Data Exchange Network Operation

Support for client workstations is provided through high-level Remote Procedure
Calls (RPCs) via the TCP/IP network protocol. The same API is used for both remote
and local Data Exchange data source access. Clients wishing to receive data
"subscribe" to any subset of the available data streams. Subsequent calls to receive



data will return the currently available data from those sources. Clients can subscribe
to multiple sources simultaneously, and data can also be "fanned-out" from a single
source to multiple clients. Fan out of real-time data to clients does not use the UDP
network broadcast protocol, but rather sets up multiple TCP links, one for each client.
This serves two purposes. First, unlike UDP, TCP guarantees reliable, ordered data
delivery to client computers. Second, having a separate TCP connection permits each
client to maintain a separate position context in the time-series stream, allowing that
client to process data at its own rate.

THE TOOL SET PHILOSOPHY

Members of the Data Exchange tool set are designed to be "plug and play" software
modules. Each module works with the other members of the tool set, sharing data with
one another using the Data Exchange protocol. This protocol, implemented in the Data
Exchange library, enables software modules to send and receive time-series streams of
data blocks. These blocks may be traditional telemetry frames, images, or even
database records. Tool set modules can send and receive data to and from many other
modules simultaneously.

Figure 1. Fan-in and fan-out of data streams are important features of the Data
Exchange architecture. Here, as data "fans-in" from several senders to one receiver,
selectors filter the data frames, which are merged into a single, time-monotonic stream.



The flow of data in some modules is unidirectional. A data acquisition tool, for
instance, might acquire data from a piece of hardware, and send it to other modules.
This tool would be known as a Data Exchange "sender". A data archiver is known as a
Data Exchange "receiver" because it is unidirectional in the opposite sense, i.e., it
receives data from other modules and writes it to a storage medium. Other modules, of
course, might both send and receive data; these tools are called "transceivers."

When a Data Exchange tool needs to receive data of a particular sort, it makes a
request using the Data Exchange protocol for that type of data. If a sender of that type
is present, the data it sends is routed to the requesting Data Exchange tool.

While it is impossible to enumerate or even imagine the set of tools which would
accommodate every application, it seems clear that many applications would benefit
from the ability to mix the following COTS modules with their custom modules. The
modules described below and shown in Figure 2 represent a segmentation of the most
important portions of many end-to-end telemetry processing systems.

Analysis and Display Modules

The ultimate goal of most telemetry processing systems is the presentation and
analysis of data. This may mean real-time graphics, tabulations, function evaluation,
alarm generation, et cetera. In a post-test environment, the analysis tasks often become
even more demanding. The Data Exchange architecture allows developers to create
powerful analysis and display software modules without having to expend enormous
amounts of effort to duplicate the data access capabilities which can be provided by
reusable data acquisition modules.

Sophisticated Event Detection

As the systems under test become more sophisticated and as the available telemetry
bandwidth increases, many analysts find themselves overwhelmed by the amount of
data that needs monitoring. More sophisticated event-detection modules are required
to monitor large numbers of signals in an intelligent way, including using
"waveform-parsing" based techniques. The Data Exchange architecture facilitates the
creation of such tools by allowing high bandwidth access to large numbers of data
streams. Further, multiple event detection modules share the same data sources while
running on different networked computers, each one of which can monitor a set of
signals of interest to its operator.



Figure 2. The Data Exchange tool set is a group of powerful, interoperable data tools.

File and Database Service

In the case of post-test operation, code to read or reformat data files is often duplicated
among multiple data processing modules. By connecting a single file or database
access module to the Data Exchange, the need to duplicate this code can be
eliminated. Additionally, in situations where multiple modules require access to the
same data, file caching and buffering performance benefits may be realized by
referring all of their data access requests to single file server module.

Engineering Unit Conversion

When the data to be accessed is not available in engineering units, code must often be
written to process and generate parameter values from raw data (e.g. telemetry
frames). The conversion information used for this processes is usually accessible in
some form of database. This tool converts raw data frames into native format
engineering unit values, using the information provided by such a database. These
values can then be used by other modules, including, for instance, custom display or
analysis tools.

Data Archiving

Because many telemetry processing systems have specific data output requirements, a
useful data archiving tool must not only produce a wide range of standard formats, but
must support user-defined formats as well. A Data Exchange compliant archiver has
simultaneous, uniform, high-bandwidth access to disparate data sources through a
unified API. This module could produce time synchronized merged and filtered
archive files in user-specified format from multiple data sources in real-time.



Front End Support

To provide access to real-time data, interface modules must be created for common
data acquisition devices. Once such an interface is created, data from such a device is
able to take advantage of the available downstream processing tools. This alleviates
the need to provide custom processing software for each piece of data acquisition
hardware. Since many acquisition devices appear similar from a software collection
viewpoint, creating an interface module for any particular device is often a simple
process.

Figure 3 shows an example of how a set of Data Exchange based tools might interact,
and demonstrates the "fan-in" and "fan-out" capability. Some of the front end adapters
publish data which is consumed by multiple sinks while some of the sinks consume
data from multiple sources. Also, both real-time and post-test data sources are active.

Figure 3. Information from Data Exchange senders can 'fan-out" to many receivers,
and data from many senders can 'fan-in" to a single receiver.

TOOL SET APPLICATIONS

A typical data acquisition/analysis system might consist of some number of front-end
telemetry processors, each with an attached workstation and peripherals. These
subsystems are then connected to a single server with an associated disk pool and
archiving system.

To connect the telemetry processors to the Data Exchange tool set, high performance



software adapters can be created for some of the more popular hardware. One
advantage realized by using the Data Exchange tool set adapters is that other
processing modules do not have to be concerned with the particulars of interfacing
with different pieces of equipment. Users can "mix-and-match" equipment, while
maintaining a single API for any custom modules they wish to develop. It also gives
users a set of software applications which operate across a range of hardware, instead
of having to master a new application for each piece of hardware. In addition, these
tool modules can be used to enhance each other's capabilities, resulting in a very
powerful and robust system.

One Data Exchange tool which could offer the end user greatly enhanced functionality
is an archive generator. Given such a tool, possible analysis and display scenarios
could include running this tool on an analysis workstation in conjunction with the
appropriate adapter to allow the user to write an archive of all (or a subset of) the
acquired data frames to a file in real-time. This file can then be read back while the
test is still going on, to provide a quick-look analysis of the test in progress. After the
test, this file could be used to start a full-blown analysis immediately, instead of
waiting for data to be copied from the telemetry processor's local disk. This tool could
also be used on a back-end server machine to generate a file for access by other
workstations or for storage by an archival system.

Given an analysis and display tool compatible with the Data Exchange software
architecture, it can be used by networked workstations to analyze either real-time or
post-test data made available by other tools. It could be used to perform analysis of
data stored on the server, the workstation, or possibly the telemetry processors' local
disks.

The post-test extraction of time series parameter values from archived raw data files is
an function which could be performed by the composition of two tool set modules. A
file service module could retrieve raw telemetry frames from an archive source and
make them available to other modules. An Engineering Unit Converter module could
then extract the desired parameter values from each these frames and send the
engineering unit converted values to other Data Exchange Applications. The resulting
stream of parameters could be used by other modules for custom displays,
simulations, modeling or function evaluation.

Figure 4 shows a potential layout of Data Exchange tools on a target system's
computing equipment. Each of the computers has an adapter to interface to the
telemetry stream processors. Some machines interface with active data sources. One
of the workstations is using Data Exchange tools to analyze available data, while the





server is generating an archive of data with another Data Exchange tool. User-
developed custom modules are present in another workstation. Although this example
is hypothetical, it demonstrates the flexibility of a tool set based approach to
client-server data analysis.

CONCLUSION

Application of BBN's Data Exchange technology, as implemented by a Data
Exchange based tool set and by user-developed modules, offers a path to reduced
software costs and increased functionality. Because the tools are modular and
interoperable they provide a mechanism for scalable increases in capabilities with
modest buy-in costs. Further, the user-extensible tool set allows customers to develop
their own tools to meet unique needs. This mix of ready-to-use modules with
user-developed enhancements allows the rapid and economical development of
semi-custom systems.
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ABSTRACT

Testing of airborne weapons systems often requires that a scoring system be placed on
the target drone to obtain critical miss distance data. Advanced weapons utilizing
directional warheads often require a scoring system which yields vector, miss distance
and miss direction, information.

Scalar scoring systems currently in use are relatively simple and inexpensive. Vector
scoring systems are typically complex and the cost of systems which are currently
available or are being developed can be prohibitively expensive. Due to the current
military budget decline, development of a low cost vector scoring system is desirable

This paper introduces a low cost vector scoring system developed for airborne target
drones and based on an inexpensive scalar scoring system currently in use. To meet
the low cost criteria, vector operation is achieved via minimal modifications to the
existing scalar system.

KEY WORDS

Vector Scoring, AN/DSQ-37, Airborne Targets

INTRODUCTION

The development of a low cost vector scoring system based on a modified DSQ-37
scalar scoring system was proposed in FY-91 by the Miss Distance Indicator Group of
the Airborne Targets Division at the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) Pt. Mugu,
CA. NAWC China Lake, CA designed and tested the prototype Vector Scoring system
in FY-93.

The low cost vector system is needed for test and evaluation of guided missiles and
consists of a modified DSQ-37 scalar scoring system. The low cost system is



desirable as an alternative to similar non-cooperative systems being developed, the
U.K. (ARMS) and NAVS, which are expected to be extremely costly. The system can
also be used to replace the cooperative MEGS system for warhead firings.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The original DSQ-37 scoring system has one antenna which transmits radar pulses at a
nominal pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 504 kHz. The pulses are reflected off of
the missile or item under test and are received by the DSQ-37 whose pulse width,
receiver "ON" time, and transmitter duty cycle are adjusted such that the received
pulse must be reflected from a target in a range gate of 25 to 75 ft. from the DSQ-37's
antenna.

The receiver in the DSQ-37 generates an output level based on the velocity of the
missile or item under test with respect to the DSQ-37 The output of the receiver is
bandpass filtered such that the doppler output corresponds to velocities of 200 to 5000
ft./sec. The miss distance is then calculated by counting the number of doppler cycles
which occur within the calibrated 75 ft. range gate.

The proposed vector scoring system adds 4 antennas to the current DSQ-37, each
operating at 1/4 of the original DSQ-37's PRF. The antennas are switched such that
each can only receive reflections from its own transmitted pulse. The received signal
for each antenna is sampled, filtered and parallel processed such that a doppler signal
is created for each antenna radar pulse. Thus the vector scoring system acts as four
DSQ-37's with a reduced PRF of 126 kHz. The miss distance for each antenna is
calculated by counting the number of doppler cycles which occur within its calibrated
75 ft range gate. The miss distance data from the four antennas is correlated on the
ground to translate the scalar information from each of the four antennas to vector
miss distance data.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The primary issues in determining the feasibility of modifying a DSQ-37 for vector
scoring were the following.

1) Availability of sufficient transmit power to operate when 1/4 of the radar
pulses were used to illuminate the missile or item under test.

2) Achievement of adequate doppler frequency miss distance determination by
individual antennas operating at one-forth of the original PRF.



3) Achievement of sufficient isolation between antennas and associated
processing circuitry

The DSQ-37 outputs a minimum of 3 watts peak power at a PRF of 504 kHz. A link
analysis determined that the reflected radar pulse would have enough energy, when
the radar was operating at 1/4 of the original PRF thru 4 antennas, for the system to
operate properly. The peak power for the vector system remains a minimum of 3 watts
and the main problems to be analyzed were the loss in power in the RF switch used to
divide pulses between antennas and 6 dB power loss due to a reduction in the average
transmitter power for each antenna to 1 /4 of the power transmitted by the original
DSQ-37's single antenna.

A worst case analysis was done for a typical missile with a Radar Cross Section
(RCS) of F = 0.5. Where

P dB = P dB + 10 log { (G 8 F ) / [(4B) R ] }r t
2 2 2 3 4

and,
P = Received Power in dBr

P = Transmitted Power in dBt

G = Antenna Gain
8 = Wavelength
F = RCS of missile or item under test.

The worst case analysis indicates that the original DSQ-37's radar return would
exceed the -93 dBm DSQ-37 receiver sensitivity by approximately 17 dB for a typical
missile with a RCS of F = 0.5. Calculations indicate that P is $ - 75.93 dBm whenr

switch and circulator mismatches in the modified DSQ-37 are included.

This value is reduced to -81.93 dBm when the 6 dB loss in average power due to
operation at 1/4 PRF is factored in, and therefore the current DSQ-37 radar should be
sufficient for vector scoring system operation.

The second area of concern was missile doppler frequency determination by each
antenna of the vector system while operating at 1/4 of the original PRF. Determination
of miss distance during operation at 1/4 of the original PRF is basically equivalent to
four synchronized radars operating at 1/4 of the original PRF.

The system must work for closing velocities of 200 to 5000 ft/sec. Therefore,

f = 2v / 8 = 2v f /cd m m o



where,
f = doppler frequencyd

v = missile closing velocitym

f = radar frequencyo

c = speed of light.

Thus,
f = [ 2 (5000 ft/sec) (1775 MHZ) ] / (9.84x10 ft/sec)d max

8

= 18.04 kHz.

Since the original PRF was 504 kHz the vector system will have a PRF of 1/4 or 126
kHz for each antenna. A PRF of 126 kHz results in $ 6.98 samples per doppler cycle
at the max doppler frequency of 18 kHz, therefore, the doppler can be reconstructed
by each antenna individually and the four reconstructed signals will enable miss
distance calculations for each antenna and vector operation.

The final concern was isolation between the returns from the four antennas and
maintaining system signal to noise specifications at the DSQ-37 level in order to
enable detection of small test items.

The main concern of Pt. Mugu was channel isolation in the RF switch. Tests were run
on an RF switch previously procured by Pt. Mugu and they indicated that isolation
between channels in the switch was on the order of 50 dB. Bench tests indicated that
this value is sufficient to provide the required channel isolation at the switch.

Another concern in the system design was maintaining the system noise level of the
original DSQ-37. The DSQ-37 has a receiver video noise level requirement of # -32
dBm (@+25EC). The prototype system was constructed to maintain as much isolation
between antenna channel circuitry as possible. However, being a breadboard prototype
the video noise level realized was 8-10 dB above the original DSQ-37 specification
requirement. If production of the vector scoring system modification is pursued the
units can be designed to attain the -32 dBm requirement.

Thus the preliminary analysis indicates that the vector scoring modification to the
DSQ-37 is feasible.

DESIGN APPROACH

The system design of the vector scoring system is outlined in Figure 1. The major
components are the DSQ-37, 4:1 RF switch, controller, quad switch; sample/hold;
filter banks and telemetry system.



FIGURE 1: Vector Scoring System Block Diagram

The controller receives the 504 kHz PRF signal from the DSQ-37 and generates
synchronizing signals for the RF switch turning on antennas 1 thru 4 in order that each
operates at a PRF of 126 kHz. The controller routes the receiver video sample pulse
from the DSQ-37 through the appropriate switch/sample/hold/filter bank.

The switch, sample/hold, filter banks are similar to the switch, sample/hold and active
filter circuits used to recover the doppler frequency in the original DSQ-37. By
feeding each antenna's received signal into the filter banks, the returns for each
antenna are parallel processed to derive miss distance doppler information at the
output of each of the four filters.

The controller also uses the 504 kHz PRF signal from the DSQ-37 to derive the
telemetry system bit clock and word clock.

The telemetry system digitizes and multiplexes the four doppler signals, inserts frame
sync and transmits the data to a ground station receiver as a PCM data stream. On the



ground, the data is received and decommutated to recover miss distance information
from each antenna which is correlated to yield miss distance and direction data.

PRELIMINARY TESTING

The prototype vector scoring system was tested at the NAWC, China Lake, SNORT
track during a series of sled and monorail tests. The first tests were conducted with a
large sled and were setup as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Large Sled Test Setup

 The large sled was greater than 20ft in length and it was expected to obtain only
qualitative data, mainly due to the fact that since both the vector scoring system array
and sled are near ground level multipath was expected to be significant.

The vector scoring system test results with the large sled indicated that the sled was
traveling in the proper direction and approximately the correct distance from the array.
However, a large target offers multiple returns for which it is difficult to resolve an
accurate miss distance.

The prototype vector scoring system was next tested during small target monorail tests
at SNORT. The test setup, shown in figure 3, placed the antenna array across the track
from the small target, this was necessitated due to limited locations of available
power.



Figure 3: Small Target Test Setup

The preliminary test data indicated that the antennas received a return from the target
and that the antennas picked up the target in the expected order - Antl, Ant 4, Ant 3,
Ant 2- which properly indicated where the target was with respect to the array.

Detailed analysis of the monorail test data was performed at Pt. Mugu to determine
miss distance as the signal to noise ratio was lower than the previous large sled shots
and couldn't be directly interpreted at the test site.

CONCLUSIONS

Strip chart data taken during SNORT tests indicated that the system worked properly.
Analysis of the large sled test data performed at Pt. Mugu provided accurate miss
distance calculations for all four antennas and therefore confirmed proper operation as
a vector system. The large sled size yielded a diffused return and therefore miss
distance accuracy was somewhat greater than ±1 ft., however, this is also typical of
the original DSQ-37's operation with large targets.

The small target was 52.5 ft. away from the nearest vector system antenna and was on
the furthest rail from the system as shown. The system and track were both within 6 ft.
of the ground thus problems were anticipated due to multipath. Because of these two
factors, it was not anticipated that accurate miss distance data for the small target
shots would be obtained. The strip chart data taken at SNORT indicated that the
vector system "saw" the target, however, no real-time miss distance information could
be obtained due to limited data reduction equipment availability.



Nonetheless, later sonagraph analysis of the small target data tapes processed at Pt.
Mugu did yield accurate miss distance information, within ± 2 ft, for each antenna
thus confirming the systems ability to operate as a vector scoring system. DSQ-37
data analysis personnel at Pt. Mugu indicated that the small target was typically
difficult for the original DSQ-37 to determine accurate miss distance data and that the
new system yielded data as good or better than that typically obtained during DSQ-37
scalar system missile tests. They also indicated that a miss of 50 ft. was considered a
far miss and that the DSQ-37 system accuracy of ±1 ft. was typically not realized for
these types of misses.

DSQ-37 data analysis personnel at Pt. Mugu are satisfied with the test results,
especially considering the difficulty of the test scenarios at SNORT. Five inch gun
tests scheduled in FY-94 at closer miss distances will confirm system accuracy to the
±1 ft specification.

In conclusion, the Low Cost Vector Scoring project has been successful at providing a
low cost alternative for future vector scoring system requirements.
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RADARMAP:A MULTI-PLATFORMED
RANGE DISPLAY UTILITY

Juan J. Rivero and Michael J. Rarick

ABSTRACT

RadarMap is designed to take PCM-encoded radar data and process it to display the
trace of radar targets on a map of the Eglin Test Range. Written in C, X Window, and
OSF/Motif, RadarMap runs on a DECStation 5000/240 and utilizes the Loral Data
Gathers C functions library to directly access PCM parameters from a Loral System
500 telemetry rack. X Window (a hardware-independent bitmapped graphics display
system), OSF/Motif, and the Data Gathers libraries allow portability to other
operating systems that support a C compiler and these libraries.

KEYWORDS

X Window, Motif, Radar, Aircraft Control

INTRODUCTION

Until recently, real-time graphics applications were only run on mainframes using
specialized graphics terminals. The evolution of computer hardware and software now
allows these applications to be run on much smaller, more economical workstations.
In particular, RadarMap enables a user to operate in a virtually standalone
environment with only a small telemetry rack and a general purpose workstation. This
configuration provides both increased security and decreased hardware costs. Its
platform portability reduces system life cycle costs by eliminating software rewrites
for processor and display upgrades. X Window and Motif are examples of reusable
software that will carry telemetry systems into the 21 century. This paper discussesst

the platform independence of RadarMap, its software development and reusable
design, and future plans for additional capabilities.

APPLICATION INTRODUCTION

Users of the 96 CCSG/SCW special access required (SAR) room are isolated from
Central Control Facility display rooms and other visual real-time representations of
objects in the Eglin Test Range. The telemetry system in use is a Loral 500 telemetry



rack and DECStation 5000/240 UNIX workstation shown in Figure 1. The system
provides an X Window interface for the operation of telemetry software, but the
display functions of this software are not sophisticated enough to provide a graphical
display of the Eglin Test Range.

Figure 1- Telemetry System and Workstation Connectivity

In an effort to provide additional functionality to these customers, a two-person, two
week task was assigned to develop a demonstration program that would use
PCM-encoded radar information to display, in real-time, an object moving around the
Eglin Test Range. The application was to be written using pre-existing resources on
the DECStation 5000/240: a C compiler, the X Window (Xlib) object libraries, and the
Loral Data Gathers C functions library. The prototype was also required to operate
independent of the existing telemetry software.

A prototype was created that fulfilled all of these requirements in the allocated time.
This program created a resizable standalone window, drew a color-differentiated map
of the Eglin Test Range, and moved an aircraft icon (rotated appropriately to indicate
bearing) over the map using real-time radar data or previously recorded PCM data
played back through the telemetry rack. After the prototype was demonstrated, a
follow-on task was assigned to develop additional features that would improve the
display control capabilities of the RadarMap program. Later, that task was expanded



with the intent that the new program could eventually be used as an aircraft control
application. Work currently continues on implementing all of the necessary aircraft
control functions in RadarMap.

APPLICATION DESIGN

The RadarMap software is built around a two-process design shown in Figure 2. One
process makes the Data Gathers calls and processes parameter data before sending
engineering unit (EU) information (latitude, longitude, altitude, etc.) to the second
process via interprocess communications (pipes and message queues). The second
process contains all of the X Window and Motif code responsible for opening a
window, drawing the Eglin Test Range map, and drawing the aircraft icon in the
appropriate location based on the data passed to it from the first process. The second
process is also responsible for the user interface that provides display and data
processing controls.

Figure 2 - RadarMap Process Structure

The Data Processing process sets up the Data Gathers calls and waits for parameter
data to arrive from the telemetry rack. When data arrives, the Data Processing process
applies smoothing algorithms, calculates variables, and passes a structure of processed
data to the Display process. It is also responsible for monitoring the message queue
coming from the Display process for control messages that effect processing
procedures or Data Gathers settings (e.g., sample rate). Errors or state changes are
reported back to the Display process to be acknowledged by the user. Algorithmic



processing is based on a large collection of time tested routines, ported from
FORTRAN to C, that have been in use at Eglin AFB for fifteen to twenty years.

The Display process contains X Window and Motif code that primarily displays
shooter and target icons on top of a scrollable, zoomable map of the Eglin Test Range
(Figure 3). The user controls the display functions with a combination of a menu bar,
drop-down menus, and dialogs. Additional text and plot windows may be opened to
supplement the information displayed in the map window. Dialogs also allow the user
to control the processing of telemetry data and message reporting from the Data
Processing process. Although the telemetry hardware currently restricts support to a
maximum of eight streams, RadarMap is capable of supporting many more streams, if
needed.

Figure 3 - RadarMap Main Window



APPLICATION FEATURES

Development on RadarMap continues with current efforts involving the addition of
functionality derived from the Eglin Aircraft Control Program. RadarMap, as with any
other Motif application, can be run from within the Loral telemetry software or
separately on any X Window terminal. The RadarMap display can also be reduced to a
single icon so that the rest of the screen is visible, reducing the need for additional
computer terminals.

RadarMap is controlled through the combined use of a three-button mouse and a
keyboard. Either the mouse or keyboard can be used to access the menu bar for
commands present in pulldown menus and dialog windows. The mouse alone can
perform operations when used in the RadarMap Main Window. The first mouse button
is used to activate and manipulate all of the Motif user interface elements such as push
buttons, toggle buttons, scroll bars and menus. The second and third buttons can be
used to zoom and display the latitude/longitude value at the pointer's current location.
The Eglin Test Range map image is displayed in the RadarMap Main Window,
surrounded by scroll bars to pan across the entire map image and a menu bar with
pulldown menus. Auxiliary windows containing text and graphics displays can be
manually opened and closed from the pulldown menus or from dialogs used to
customize the appearance of each type of auxiliary window. Text windows display
current shooter/target and vector pairing information. Graphic windows display tail
warning and ground attack plots.

Extensive viewing commands are provided to the user to display targets and the Eglin
Test Range. Keyboard short-cuts allow for quick, gradual zooming in and out of the
map image, along with a dialog to rapidly move from one magnification to another.
The user can center on a target or, if several targets are turned on, the center of a group
of targets. Also, a pulldown menu provides a quick method for switching between up
to six different map views that can contain different locations and magnification
levels. Numerous controls allow the user to control the presentation of the map image
itself. Each Individual map object (e.g., range boundaries, towns, roads) can be
activated and have its own color assigned. Additional icons and figures can be drawn
on top of the map image to denote locations or boundaries of interest such as fixed
targets and shot boxes.

Each radar object has a collection of display settings associated with it, the most
noticeable being the icon and color used to represent it on the map image. Two dozen
icons are available for each of the eight objects that RadarMap can display, along with
two trail types and a character label displayed next to the object icon. The icon can be



manually sized or automatically scaled to match the map magnification level. Each
object has a trail of previous locations that can denoted by dots or lines in the same
color as the icon. A separate dialog controls the processing of radar information by the
Data Processing process. Data sample rates are specified, along with data smoothing
algorithm settings and data processing message controls.

The primary data processing of each stream of radar data involves the conversion of
variables extracted from a radar stream to latitude, longitude, and altitude. RadarMap
uses a table of radar site locations to translate azimuth, elevation and range from a site
to calculate latitude, longitude, and altitude of the tracked item. If available, weather
and boreshot data is used to adjust the radar variables for atmospheric and
environmental variations. The calculated data is passed through an end-point
polynomial smoothing algorithm to minimize wide variances in heading and position
changes caused by inherent radar inaccuracies. Up to four target-shooter pairs can be
assigned by the Display process. The Data Processing process calculates 14 different
parameters between these pairs such as slant range, relative bearing, and delta altitude
for aircraft control vectoring. This process also handles messages generated from the
Display process to communicate with the Loral telemetry hardware via the Data
Gathers library functions.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Portability and reusability issues continue to influence the design of RadarMap. Future
plans include adding the capability to read and process telemetry PCM words out of
TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) packets provided by the
Eglin Standard Data System (SDS). Rather than using Data Gathers calls, RadarMap
will send a TCP/IP message to the SDS to request any of the different types of radar
data (in raw PCM form) that the SDS can provide. The SDS will return packets
containing radar data that is then processed by RadarMap into the variables that are
currently received from the Loral telemetry system. This means the RadarMap
program could receive and process data from a variety of sources besides the current
telemetry rack configuration.

CONCLUSION

Continued support and development of RadarMap and the subsequent Aircraft Control
Program will benefit by the platform portability built into the software' s design and
required resources. The use of a hardware-independent graphic display system, of a
standard programming language and function/system libraries, and separation of the
application from directly-connected telemetry hardware will reduce system life cycle



costs by eliminating or minimizing costly software rewrites. X Window, OSF/Motif,
C, and TCP/IP support is currently available on platforms ranging from desktop PCS
to workstations and mainframes, making current RadarMap development work
applicable now and well into the future.
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AN ADVANCED DIGITAL RANGING AND TELECONTROL
APPARATUS
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ABSTRACT

An earth station apparatus and its technical specificities and components are
described in this article. Which is used for locating and telecontrol of flying objects.
The pseudo-random spread spectrum system compatible with GPS is used in
measuring the distance and velocity of moving-targets. The ranging and range-rate
measuring signals and telecontrol signal are included in up link. The CDMA-
DS,GLOD code are used for ranging and range-rate measuring. The GLOD code rate
varies from 1 Kbps to 2.048 Mbps in step 1 bit. The subcarrier modulation systems of
telecontrol are PSK, FSK, MFSK and High alphabet modulation. The frequency of
subcarrier varies from 1 KHz to 1 MHZ in step 1 Hz. The rate of instruction code
varies from 50 bps to 38.4Kbps in step 1 bit. The modulation indexes varies from 0.7
to 2 in 16 steps. The polarization diversity technique of digital symmetical common
mode and differential mode loops are applied in down link receiver. It is used for
demodulation of back signal, ranging and range-rate measuring signal and A, E error
signal used by track system. The digital technique and modularization bus technique
are used throughout the apparetus. All modules in apparatus and their principle are
discussed in thes article.

INTRODUCTION

The ranging and telecontrol apparatus is a system composed of radio locating
apparatus, telemetry apparatus and telecontrol apparatus. It can be used to locate,
telemetry and telecontrol a flying object. The whole system contains antenna and
feeder subsystem, uplink and downlink channel subsystem, digital receiver,
modulation and demodulation subsystem and computer process subsystem. The
diameter of the antenna is 5 meters. RF of uplink is L band. RF of downlink is S band.



It is possible for the system to measure distance and velocity of moving target
by one station. Addition to A and E, pointing angles of the antenna, the orbit of the
target can be measured.

The scheme employing a GPS rebroadcaster on board is used to measure the
distance and velocity. Measuring system is Code Division Multiple Access Direct
Sequence (CDMA-DS). The Pseudo-Random Codes (PRN) are transmitted through
uplink channel. The PRN send back are received by downlink channel. The lag is
measured to attain the distance, the doppler freqence is measured to attain the
velocity. Pilot frequency signal is added to the downlink. By measuring the pilot
freqency doppler signal, the floating errors of local oscillator on board can be
corrected.

UPLINK APPARATUS

Uplink apparatus generates ranging signal and telecontrol signal.
Digital technique is employed to generate ranging signal. The digital signal

processor (DSP) manage a numerical control oscillator (NCO) to generate a clock
signal. The clock signal drive the PRN generator to generate PRN to modulate the
carrier to produce ranging signal. As using a NCO, the code rate of PRN can be
flexibly changed.

The telecontrol signal generator is composed of telecontrol Data signal
processor, two subcarrier NCO and FM/PM modulator. Because two NCOes are used,
it is easy to accomplish mutiple subcarrier modultion system. Step attenuators are
added to the output of two NCO, so 16 modulation indexes are accomplished.

Telecontrol signal and ranging signal are added, mixed up to L band, amplified
and then are transmitted through uplink channel. The carrier frequence in L band is
changed by a variable frequency synthesizer.

The generators of telecontrol signal and ranging signal are all modularized card,
they can be inserted into a normal bus box. Therefore the apparatus can be easily
extented to form more generators.

The spectrum of uplink signal is showed in fig. 3.

DOWNLINK APPARATUS

Downlink apparatus includes digital polarization diversity receiver, distance and
velcocity measurement processor. The spectrum of down link signal is showed in
fig. 4.

There are two channels in downlink: left circular polarization and right circular
polorization. The frequency is S band, 2200-2300 MHZ. The first local oscillator is a
variable frequency synthesizer include 100 frequencies. Left and right circular
polorization signals are mixed down 3 times, then the signals are down converted



differently in phase (I) and quadrature (Q) phase to baseband . The 4 signals are
sampled and convert to digital signal, the digital signals are fed into the digital
polarization diversity receiver.

The diversity receiver employs the technique of totally digital symmetical
common mode loop and differential mode loop. Left and right circular NCO output
the estimation of pilot frequency doppler phase. After complex-correlating it with left
and right I, Q signals we can get left and right circular pilot frequency doppler errors
and polorized phase errors. The errors are weighted according to left and right circular
AGC.

As showed in fig. 1, the output of phase detector of common mode (PDC) is
doppler phase error of pilot frequency that already weighted. The output of phase
detector of differential mode (PDD) is polorized phase error that already weghted. The
two errors differently pass the common mode loop filter F (z) and differential modec

loop filter f (z). The output of F (Z) controls two NCOes in push-and-pull mode, theD D

output of F (z) controls two NCOes at the same time. Therefore the common loopc

accomplishes the tracking of pilot doppler phase, the differential loop accomplishes
the tracking of polorized phase.

The in phase part of diversity synthesized signal GI are sent to coherent
demodulator, the output is the errors )A, )E. At the same time BPSK demodulator
output PCM telemetry data. GI and GQ, in phase part and quadrature phase part of
diversity synthesized, include I and Q part of destance-measurement signal. The signal
passed the ranging and range-rate processor to accomplish the measurement.

Loop filter employs the software of high velocity signal processor TMS320C25,
so the loop parameter can be flexibly changed. The software accomplish auto
checking, caculation of signal to noise ratio, reporting of loop locked. The processor is
linked with central computer by serial bus and can be managed by the central
computer.

Employment of technique of digital symetrical common mode differential mode
polorization diversity make the apparatus reliable. It is convenient to adjust because of
the indepandce of errors of common mode and differential mode. The pilot frequency
and doppler frequency can be read out, so velocity can be corrected.

COMPONENTS AND MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

All the system, included ranging , telecontrol and telemetry terminal apparatus
are digitalized. All function modules are connected in bus mode.

Fig. 2 showes all function modules and their relations. In normal box, every
function module can be inserted into any bus socket. The central computer can set,
program the function modules through control bus. The measurement results are sent
to computer through data bus and are processed and displayed.



Specifications:

Distance and Velocity Measurement Aparatus

system: CDMA-DS

precision: distance, 3 m
velocity, 0.06 m/s

sensitive: 165dbw

Telecontrol Apparatus

subcarrier system: BPSK,FSK,MFSK,High-alphabet
frequency of subcarrier: 10 KHz-l MHz

instruction code rate: 50 bps-38.4 Kbps
carrier system: FM or PM

Telemetry Apparatus

subcarrier system: BPSK
receiving mode: polorized diversity receiving

code rate: 50 bps-64 Kbps

CONCLUDE

Because digital technique and modularization technique are used, the apparatus
have a good sameness, are easy to batch process. The test had qualified it for
measurement and telecontrol moving targets.











AIRCRAFT DISTANCE MEASUREMENTSYSTEM

Nelson Whitaker Filho

ABSTRACT

The Aircraft Distance Measurement System (ADMS) could be used in Flight
Test application to determine the aircraft position and speed during takeoff, landing
and acceleration-stop performance test within runway limits using a microwave link.

KEY WORDS

Aircraft Distance Measurement System, Pulse Code Modulation (PCM),
Receiver/Transmitter Unit (R/T) and Reference Station (R/S).

INTRODUCTION

The ADMS, developed by Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S/A (EMBRAER), is a
specific system Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) to determine the distance of aircraft
under test to one or more surveyed ground positions with great accuracy. The acquired
data from ADMS, FTI transducers and Avionics System are gathered into a PCM
stream and used with an associated Ground Station/Software to determine aircraft
position and speed during aircraft takeoff, landings and accelerate-stop performance
tests within runway limits.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The ADMS System is composed by the following units, interconnected as indicated in
Fig. 1:

C 01 Airborne Controller Unit
C 01 Airborne Interrogator Unit
C Up to 03 Ground Reference Stations
C FTI Transducers and Avionics System Signals



ADMS CONTROLLER

The ADMS controller is the key unit of the system. It controls the Reference Stations
interrogation sequence (which was previously stored in a non-volatile memory),
generating the individual station identification code and validating the response signal.
It is on board unit, interfacing to the Interrogator and operating stand-alone
continuously data updating to the airborne data recorder and telemetry transmitter.
The Controller time base is performed by a precision reference 150 MHz clock.

INTERROGATOR (R/T)

The Interrogator is a R/T unit which generates the microwave codes under the ADMS
Controller action, returning to this one the response signal from the R/S unit and then
properly processed by the ADMS controller.

REFERENCE STATIONS (R/S)

The Reference Stations are receiver/transmitter units located in surveyed ground
positions that selectively detect the interrogation microwave pulses from the
Interrogator (R/T).
On the Detection of such pulses, each R/S checks for its on address code. The
addressed R/S will send back adequate response.
Each R/S is programmed to be uniquely selectable for interrogation.

FTI TRANSDUCERS AND AVIONICS SIGNALS

These signals associated with radio altimeter height, landing gear compressed shock
absorber condition, and aircraft attitude are used as input parameters to the ground
station positioning software to determine the aircraft distance travelled during
takeoffs, landings and accelerate-stop tests and related speeds.



SCENARIO OF OPERATION

The system operates using the Controller/Interrogator installed in the aircraft under
test and up to 3 ground-based Reference Stations (R/S).
The geometrical solution using the combination of three measured slant ranges can
provide the flight profile in the space. An error analysis applied to this method,
however, shows that the further the Reference Stations are from each other, the
greatest the accuracy achieved and the best angle with which tow R/S shall be viewed
from the aircraft is 90 degrees (acceptable values, depending on the required accuracy,
are between 30 and 150 degrees). This condition can be better understood through
sketched bellow.



T1: identification Code
T2: 50 or 54 us
Ta: wave propagation delay in the space between the R/T and the R/S
Tc: propagation delay in the cable between the Controller and the R/T
Tp: pulse width (0.5 us max.)
Tr: R/T’s response delay



SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

The main characteristics of the system are:

* Distance measurement through the propagation delay of microwave signals;
* Utilization of one up to three ground surveyed points, allowing three-dimensional
position determination;
* Surveyed points sequence and scanning rate firmware programmable;
* One meter resolution, overall accuracy better than .03% of the measurement,
readings updating up to 150 per second;
* Distance range max 20 Km, depending mainly on the gains and their positions
(aircraft and ground);
* Each response signal checked for positive recognition before validation of the
measurement, minimizing misreading due to reflected or spurious radio signals (see
fig.3);
* Measurement outputs in digital form, through three parallel data busses, 18 bits
each, compatible with any standard PCM system:
* Hardware minimization (e.g. no any mathematical processing requirements on
board);
* Design development regarding to the aeronautical use (low weight and small overall
dimensions, low power consumption at single 28V supply).

POST ANALYSIS DATA

As an example the PCM data is processed by the ADMS ground station positioning
software simplified positioning solution, using one R/S distance signal and radio
altimeter height to provide position and speed for a typical general aircraft takeoff
within runway limits.





CONCLUSION

The ADMS was evaluated and validated through takeoff, landing and accelerate-stop
flight test data. The same positioning results obtained using ADMS data were
compared against the determined position by using tracking phototheodolite system.
We could emphasize the following general remarks:
* Accuracy ±1,5 m.
* Telemetry of selected data parameters to a ground station.
* Sufficient accuracy to meet the position tolerance for noise testing.
* Post flight analysis using digital data recorded on magnetic tape.
* Portable to any of distance runway test location.
* Quick installation and operation.
* Post analysis easier and faster than tracking phototheodolite system.



DUAL FUNCTION TRANSPONDER
A DATA LINK FOR THE NEXT GENERATION

Hans DeViso & Bill Troth

ABSTRACT

Future U.S. Navy at-sea and littoral battle group training range instrumentation
requires a new, secure, high data rate link This link must be capable of providing the
ranges with the capacity to increase the number of players, increase the amount of
threat simulation, and allow an improved Global Positioning System (GPS) based
position tracking system to be implemented

This paper describes a Dual Function Transponder (DFT) capable of operating on any
R-CUBED (Relay, Reporter, Responder) based range as well as any TACTS/ACMI
range without modification of either range type. In addition, the DFT provides a new
increased data rate capability for use by planned future ranges, enabling a dramatic
increase in the number of participants as well as significantly increasing the quantity
of data that can be communicated by each player. Miniaturization and
programmability are the keys to this development and many of the methods used are
described.

KEY WORDS

Training, Range, Instrumentation, Secure Communications, GPS Positioning

INTRODUCTION

Microcom Corporation was tasked by Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR -
PMA 248) to develop a single datalink transponder that would enhance the Navy's
range training capabilities to support training missions. The Navy will conduct their
new training strategies on realistic fleet training exercises with emphasis on Littoral
(near land) Warfare. This type of warfare will extend the fleet's battle space across
shorelines and expand the operational control between land and sea. In this scenario
the Navy will fight alongside the Army and Air Force in a joint forces effort.

Two range instrumentation systems exist in the U.S. Navy for tracking participants
and collecting data during training exercises. These systems use multiple range



measurements between participants to calculate accurate position location. The key
element in each range instrumentation system is the data link transponder. Because of
the unique range requirements, the Navy has two different instrumentation pods.
These technical differences include the following:

TACTS Transponder (Land-based):

(1) Operates at 1.8 GHz and 10 Watts minimum.

(2) Carrier Phase Modulated (PM) by the received ranging tones and
Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) data modulation.

(3) Synchronous Architecture - Full duplex mode

R-CUBED Transponder (Sea-based):

(1) Operates at 141 MHZ and 178 Watts minimum.

(2) 4 MHZ Spread Spectrum System - Pulse Position Modulation
(PPM)

(3) Asynchronous Interrogate/Respond Architecture

Open ocean weapons and training range instrumentation systems are not well suited to
coastal/inland areas.

The new training requirement will have aircraft travel with range instrumentation that
allows seamless training exercises between land (Tactical Aircrew Combat Training
System - TACTS) and sea (Large Area Tracking Ranges - LATR) combat ranges
without pod changes or debriefing. To accomplish this goal, the Navy requires a Dual
Function Transponder (DFT) compatible with the existing AN/URY-3 R-CUBED and
TACTS/ACMI transponder designs. In addition, the transponders data rates will be
increased to support future growth of the training system (increased participants) and
increased amounts of sensor and weapons data that must be processed. All debriefings
for aircrews would be at both sea-based and land-based sites.

The existing multilateration ranging method of tracking is expected to be replaced by
the GPS tracking solution. Eliminating multilateration ranging measurements between
players will save air transmission time, decrease transponder processing time, and
increase the number of participants that can be tracked by the Master Station



The general operational requirement for datalink encryption is traceable to a
Department of Defense (DOD) directive mandating encryption of all "sensitive" range
telemetry. All future datalinks developed are required to be encrypted.

This paper will present the electrical and physical capabilities of the DFT. Significant
technical differences in the output RF frequency, modulation formats, and output
power preclude a shared RF module for the DFT. Power supply and digital functions
can be shared between the R-CUBED and TACTS RF modules. This paper describes
how the DFT will maintain backward compatibility (i.e. multilateration and data rates)
with existing ranges, provide an increased data rate capability for both the AN/URY-3
and TACTS/ACMI transponders, and meet the mechanical requirements for the 5 inch
airborne pod and internal package for the F/A-18

THEORY OF OPERATION

R-CUBED OPERATION

Existing ranges compatibility

At present the primary at-sea ranges such as LATR, MSR (Mobile Sea Range), and
EATS (Extended Area Tracking System) rely on the R-CUBED transponder to
provide the data exchange and position location function. The R-CUBED transponder
provides excellent range and has demonstrated high reliability communications for
many years. The major disadvantage of the R-CUBED is the data rate, which is
insufficient for future requirements. The R-CUBED transponder operates at 141 MHz,
which accounts for its extreme range, and uses pulse position modulation. It provides
a ranging function that enables any unit to measure its distance from any other unit.
The distance information along with altimeter data is then used in a multilateration
system to provide the position tracking function. The system utilizes an asynchronous,
poll and response, time ordered structure.

Increased data rate

The newest system using R-CUBED transponders is the Large Area Tracking Range
system or LATR. LATR no longer relies on multilateration for position, but instead
uses Time Space Position Information (TSPI) based on GPS, augmented by an Inertial
Guidance system. In addition, the number of participants supported by the LATR
system has been increased. This trend is expected to continue and future range
systems will be hard pressed to support the increase in data capacity required by these
changes. Other requirements envisioned for new training ranges include what is
known as Distributed Interactive Simulation or DIS that will allow computer



generated threat simulations to be combined with actual participant data to create an
interactive virtual environment for training and evaluation purposes. All of these new
developments require more data capacity than the current transponders can support.

Increased data rate is one solution provided by the Dual Function Transponder.
Increasing the data rate by a factor of four allows many more participants to be
updated in the same amount of time.

Extended message lengths

In addition to increasing the date rate, the DFT allows message lengths of over 2000
bits. This is a fourfold increase over the original R-CUBED limitation of 512 bits.
Increasing the message length greatly enhances the ability of the DFT to handle
computer generated threat data.

Link margin

The DFT operating in the R-CUBED mode has an overabundance of signal to noise
advantage because of its high power output and low carrier frequency. The calculated
range of this Transponder is over 1000 nautical miles. This calculation assumes a
frequency of 141 MHZ, a power output of 53 dBm (200W) and a receiver sensitivity
of -98 dBm. The calculation also assumes a 10 dB link margin. The R-CUBED
message error rate is specified at 1% with an input of -50 dBm and 10% with an input
of -98 dBm. Because of the nature of the spread spectrum modulation used in this
Transponder the actual degradation of the error rate occurs very rapidly and appears
more like a threshold than a gradual degradation curve. The actual measured 10%
error threshold is most often less than -100 dBm. The 1% error rate is maintained
down to a level of approximately -95 dBm. The R-CUBED receiver contains circuitry
that is designed to maintain a constant false alarm rate in the presence of varying noise
levels. A false alarm is defined as a video pulse produced by the CHIRP correlation
and caused by noise. The Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) function is adjusted at
the factory to produce between 100 and 500 false alarms per second. This adjustment
is a trade-off between maximum receiver sensitivity and message errors introduced by
false alarms. If less receiver sensitivity is required, the CFAR can be reduced so that
virtually error free message transmission is guaranteed as long as a link margin of at
least 10 dB is maintained

Spread spectrum advantages

One of the great advantages of the R-CUBED mode is the use of a spread spectrum
transmission technique. This technique greatly increases the jamming resistance of the



signal as well as reducing the possibility of interfering with any other transmission in
the same band.

Relay capabilities

The R-CUBED mode supports up to three levels of relay capability. This allows the
system to communicate over the horizon or around any line of sight obstruction

TACTS OPERATION

Existing ranges capability

The DFT is completely interoperable with all existing TACTS/ACMI ranges when
operated in the 198 Kbps data mode. The TACTS/ACMI mode of operation of the
DFT is a TDMA link that assigns each participant a slot (or slots) in which that
participant can receive an Uplink message and transmit a Downlink message. An Auto
Respond mode allows the participant to transmit a Downlink even though no Uplink
was received. Separate Uplink and Downlink RF frequencies are used so that
full-duplex transmissions can occur. Two simultaneously active nets are supported,
Net A and Net B, with each net having a separate pair of frequencies assigned

The Uplink message contains the Pod ID of the addressed participant followed by
Control and Information data. The unit responds to the Uplink transmission with a
Downlink message containing aircraft and weapons status information. In addition,
the system allows for full-duplex 'loopback' of ranging tones from the Uplink to the
Downlink. The phase difference between the Uplink transmitted ranging signals and
the Downlink received ranging signals is used in a multilateration positioning process

Increased data rate

The future requirements of the TACTS/ACMI ranges are identical to those of the R-
CUBED based ranges. These requirements are addressed in the DFT by increasing the
data rate from 198 Kbps to 1.2 Mbps. The increased data capacity will allow many
more participants in addition to providing the bandwidth to support GPS positioning
and increased threat simulation.

Interoperability between high and low rate equipped aircraft

The TDMA structure provided by the DFT will allow both high rate (1.2 Mbps) and
low rate (198 Kbps) equipped aircraft to participate in the same exercise. This is
accomplished by dividing the 10 ms slots utilized by the low rate aircraft into three 3.3



ms slots which are used by the high rate aircraft. Because of the increased data rate,
each high rate slot can contain 1000 more bits of information than provided in the low
data rate slots.

AMODSM compatible

Another requirement to be imposed on all existing, as well as future ranges, is a secure
data link. In order to comply with this requirement, an AMODSM compatible TAXI
interface is provided for all data I/O transfers.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The mechanical design of the DFT is comprised of two packages. The first package is
the AN/URY-3 R-CUBED footprint (9" L x 3.5" W x 3.1" H) with the electrical
enhancements incorporated to support the high data rate R-CUBED requirements
incorporated. This first package will house the common logic board and power supply
for all of the TACTS requirements. The second package will be the TACTS section
which only includes the receiver and transmitter functions. All digital interfacing will
be provided by I/O connectors on each package. The size of the second box is
equivalent to the AN/URY-3. This mechanical configuration will meet the mechanical
requirements of the Pod and IPIP configurations.

ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION

Logic

A transponder capable of adapting to a large base of existing ranges must, by nature,
be very flexible. Add to that, the ability to be used by ranges not yet fully defined, and
you can understand why "programmable" is a key parameter of the DFT. This feature
was accomplished by designing a microprocessor-based logic board with an easily
accessible I/O port that can be used to update the firmware and implementing almost
all of the remaining logic in Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). Another
overriding concern in the development of the logic board was size. The allowable
board dimensions are approximately 8" x 3" including I/O connectors.

Processor

The processor chosen for the DFT is the INTEL 80386SX. This device was chosen
because of its wide support and its availability as a MIL qualified part. The INTEL
82370 peripheral controller was chosen to support the 386SX. This device offers a
high degree of integration which was required because of the size constraints placed



on the logic board. The firmware is interrupt driven and all I/O operations take place
via DMA transfers to reduce the load on the processor. The internal timers of the
82370 are used for all time-out functions eliminating any dependence on firmware
wait loops. System memory is divided into three major areas, a resident boot-up
PROM (1) which is addressed at power up to initialize the processor and is used to
write new firmware to EEPROM (2), which holds the operational program, and RAM
(3) used for temporary data storage.

FPGA's

With just a few exceptions, all of the remaining logic functions are implemented in
two Xilinx programmable logic arrays. The use of these programmable devices allows
the system to remain very flexible. These devices are configured each time the unit is
powered up or whenever required while in operation. The configuration data is stored
in a separate serial PROM. The PROM is an 8-pin DIP that can be easily replaced if
minor changes are required in the evolution of an existing range or even if major
upgrades are required for a new range system. An external Fail/Safe circuit constantly
monitors the configuration of the arrays and the condition of the power supply. If an
anomaly is detected the arrays are reconfigured automatically.

I/O capabilities

In addition to the interfaces needed to control the operation of the two transceivers,
there are several I/O interfaces used to communicate with external devices. The first is
the high speed serial interface compatible with the AMODSM or any other similarly
equipped device. The second is the Parallel I/O port used to download new firmware
into the unit and to configure certain constants such as the unit ID. The Parallel port is
compliant with the standard parallel port of an IBM compatible PC. The third I/O port
is a status port used to provide a window into the unit. This window allows a number
of internal signals to be monitored while the system is in operation.

POWER SUPPLY

The power supply module interfaces with the +28 VDC aircraft prime power and
provides the necessary input prime power conditioning. The power supply generates
+24 VDC, +/-8 VDC, and +5 VDC regulated voltages that are shared between the
R-CUBED and TACTS sections. The power supply module will meet the
requirements of MIL-STD-704. The power supply module has a feature that provides
a constant +24 VDC output while switching from no load to full load. This feature has
significantly reduced the amount of output storage capacitance required to maintain
the output load.



RF ASSEMBLIES

R-CUBED Receiver

The R-CUBED receiver receives the chirped RF, pulse position modulated signal
from the host platform/vehicle antenna through the Transmit/Receive (T/R) switch,
performs detection and pulse compression, and supplies the compressed pulses to the
logic section. A heterodyned architecture was designed in the receiver to
accommodate different frequency requirements without changing or redesigning the
dispersive delay line requirements. The input sensitivity is -98 dBm and the dynamic
range of the receiver is from 0 dBm to -98 dBm. A linear tracking AGC was designed
to improve rejection of in-band interference. Spread spectrum modulation is achieved
using Surface Acoustical Wave (SAW) devices.

R-CUBED Transmitter

The R-CUBED transmitter generates the chirped RF, pulse position modulated signal
for input to a host platform/vehicle antenna through a Transmit/Receive (T/R) Switch.
The transmitters center frequency is 141 MHz and the peak RF output power during
the chirped RF output pulse is 178 Watts minimum during any duty cycle. The unit's
message length is variable and is capable of up to 8 milliseconds. Thermal stability is
achieved in the selection of FET RF power amplifiers.

TACTS Receiver/Transmitter

The TACTS range system uses Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) for data transmission
and measures the phase shift on three range tones to get range measurements. The
TACTS range system operates on one of two uplink/downlink frequency pairs. 1830
MHZ uplink / 1778 downlink and 1840 uplink / 1788 downlink. The two frequency
pairs offer flexibility to the ranges in the event of interference. The TACTS
transponder operates in a full duplex mode for simultaneous reception and
transmission of both range tones and data. The three range tones are phase modulated
on the RF carrier. Two FSK data rates are available from the DFT. 198.4 kbps and 1.2
Mbps. In the low data rate mode, the delay variation from reception to retransmission
of the ranging tones is critical and should be accurate to within four feet. The range
tones are not used and are replaced by GPS in the high data rate mode of operation.
The output transmitter power is 40 Watts minimum and the receiver sensitivity is -95
dBm.



CONCLUSION

The Microcom Dual Function Transponder (DFT) is capable of four modes of
operation. Two of these modes are R-CUBED based, the other two are TACTS based.
This allows the DFT to be completely interoperable with EATS, MSR, LATR, and
TACTS/ACMI ranges.

Its purpose is to provide both forward and backward compatibility with current and
future range requirements for R-CUBED based ranges as well as TACTS/ACMI
based ranges. It will allow an aircraft to be fitted with a single POD and take part in
exercises conducted over TACTS-based land ranges and open-ocean LATR or MSR
ranges.

The DFT is designed to meet the identical service requirements of the AN/URY-3
R-CUBED unit which is its predecessor and whose functions are essentially contained
within the DFT itself. Slight modifications of the present AN/URY-3 circuits are part
of the DFT effort, but they are primarily concentrated in the area of the IF circuits and
Logic enhancements The rugged Power Supply design presently included in the
AN/URY-3 is carried over into the DFT with very few changes.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method for analyzing the performance of a digital receiver when

using standard analog filters in place of the ideal matched filter. Expressions are

developed for the probability of error and performance loss of the sub-optimum

receiver as functions of the minimum eye value and noise bandwidth of the sub-

optimum receiver filter. A method is developed for choosing the best sub-optimum

filter in the sense of minimizing the probability of error. The best sub-optimum Bessel

filter of order less than or equal to 6 is specified in terms of 3-dB bandwidth and filter

order for a system with a rectangular transmit pulse. This method is applicable to

other transmit pulse shapes and can be applied to channels with limited bandwidth.

The optimum 3-dB bandwidth obtained here can be scaled relative to the symbol rate

to correspond to any practical system. 

I. INTRODUCTION

The optimum receiver filter for a given channel is one matched to the signaling

waveform. However, for various reasons an exact matched filter may not be available



for a given application. This paper analyzes the performance, in terms of probability

of error, of a system with a sub-optimum receiver filter and presents a method for

gauging the performance loss for any sub-optimum filter. The method includes

sampling the frequency response of the sub-optimum filter, filtering a modulated

pseudo random bit sequence, finding the minimum eye opening at the optimum

sampling point, and calculating the loss associated with the filter.

Closed form expressions for analysis of standard analog filters (Bessel, Gaussian,

Butterworth, and Chebyshev) in terms of the Nyquist I criterion, sampling clock

extraction, and sensitivity to sampling clock jitter, are developed in [1]. The Nyquist I

criterion is a measure of the ISI at the sampling instant. The paper, [1], finds that for

the minimization of ISI, linear phase filters perform best with the Bessel filter giving

the least amount of ISI. However, [1] does not consider choosing the best filter order

and 3-dB bandwidth which minimizes the probability of error. There is the Saltzberg

bound however, which relates MSE (mean square error) and probability of error [5]. In

the work presented here consideration is given to choosing the best sub-optimum filter

in the sense of minimizing the probability of error.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II develops expressions for the probability

of error of the sub-optimum filter and its loss relative to an ideal system. The

expressions are functions of the minimum eye opening at the sampling point and the

noise bandwidth of the receiver filter. Section III illustrates how to sample the

frequency response of the receiver filter and find the minimum eye opening at the

output of the filter corresponding to the optimum sampling point. Section IV presents

a technique for choosing the best sub-optimum filter from among various choices and

section V presents the conclusions.



II. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The communication system model assumed is illustrated in Figure 1. The input signal x(t)

is given by

where a(k) 0 {-1,1}, and the transmit pulse is given by

Figure 1. Communication System Model

The channel consists of a linear filter, c(t), and the addition of white Gaussian noise,

w(t), with two sided power spectral density N /2 W/Hz. The offset, T , is the signalo o

delay associated with the channel and receiver filter, without loss of generality it is

assumed to be zero. If h(t) is matched to c(t)*u(t), the convolution of the channel

impulse response with the transmit pulse, and the combined signaling waveform,

h(t)*c(t)*u(t), is ISI free then the well known probability of error is given by

(2-1)

where  

the received signal energy in a symbol is  If h(t)*c(t)*u(t) does not

satisfy the Nyquist I criterion, then the combined signaling waveform will not be ISI

free. In this case, the ideal receiver is given by Maximum Likelihood Sequence

Estimation [6]. If the impulse response h(t)*u(t)*c(t) is zero outside of the interval



[0, MT], then since the output of the receiver filter is sampled at 1/T symbols/sec., the

output of the receiver filter can be represented by a discrete time model with finite

memory M. Denote the noiseless receiver output for each of the 2 possibleM

combinations of M-bits as y , where y represents the receiver output correspondingm m

to the m-th input combination. The probability that a receiver output, y , is in error ism

given by the probability that the Gaussian noise at the output of the receiver causes the

receiver output to cross a decision boundary. It follows that the probability of error,

given that the M-bit sequence corresponding to m is transmitted, is [2]

(2-2)

where *y * represents the distance to the decision boundary and F is the variance ofm
2

the noise at the output of the receiver. This is filtered white Gaussian noise, so that F2

can be expressed as [3]

(2-3)

where S (f) is the spectrum of the noise w(t), H(f) is the frequency response of theww

filter, and NBW is the one-sided noise bandwidth, The probability of1

error for each m can be averaged over all possible 2 M-bit combinations to obtain theM

probability of error for the sub-optimum receiver

(2-4)

where P(m) = 1/2 represents the probability of the M-bit combination which resultsM

in the receiver output y . Denote y as the receiver output corresponding to them mwc

minimum eye opening (worst case ISI). Then P(e |y ) # P(e | y ) for all m, so thatm mwc

(2-5)



Because errors due to the worst case ISI dominate, this bound becomes a reasonable

approximation to the probability of error for high signal-to-noise-ratios, so that

 (high signal-to-noise-ratios) (2-6)

We can define the signal to noise ratio for the sub-optimum receiver as

(2-7)

and the signal to noise ratio for the ideal receiver filter with probability of error given

by (2-1) is

(2-8)

The loss, L, of the filter relative to the ideal filter can be defined in terms of the ratio

of (2-7) and (2-8), using (2-3) and E = T we obtainb

(2-9)

This expression gives a loss of 0 dB when the ideal matched filter is used as the

receiver filter.

III. ESTIMATING SUB-OPTIMUM FILTER PERFORMANCE

Estimating the sub-optimum filter performance requires determining the worst case

ISI sustained with the receiver filter of interest and from this calculating the loss. In

calculating the loss, one must obtain the noise bandwidth of the receiver filter which

may be found in tables or by evaluating the associated integral either analytically or

numerically. Estimating the ISI may be done by numerically evaluating the

expressions given in [1], however this would require having an analytical expression

for y(t), the output of the receiver filter. Although this may be a useful approach for

the case of transmitting a square pulse and an all pass channel, in general it may not be



tractable to obtain the channel output analytically. Consequently, the method used

here is to filter a waveform containing the worst case ISI bit sequence, finding the

minimum eye opening, and calculating the loss. Methods for performing this analysis

are described in [4] and will be presently outlined.

We begin the analysis with a receiver filter with a known frequency response H(f).

We may have an analytical expression for this filter or we may measure the frequency

characteristics on a spectrum analyzer. The memory of our communication system is

known to be less than M symbols. M may be determined by injecting an impulse into

the system and measuring the length of the resulting response. First, we modulate a

sequence of bits containing all M-bit combinations. One method of obtaining this bit

sequence is with an M-bit pseudo-random bit generator. Next, we sample this

sequence with a sample rate, f , at least twice the Nyquist limit. In order to align thes

frequency representation of the input sequence and the sampled frequency response of

the receiver filter, let f = K/T so that the sample rate is K times the symbol rate. Thiss

gives us an input sequence, x[n], with N = 2 points.M

Next, we sample the frequency response, H(f), of the filter starting at f=0, at frequency

steps of f /N up to f /2. Now, mirror the sampled frequency response about f /2 suchs s s

that for i=1,...N/2-1. This gives the sampled frequency response,

H(n), with N points and *H(n)* has even symmetry about f /2 and arg(H(n)) has odds

symmetry. As an example, Figure 2 illustrates the sampled frequency response of a

4th order Bessel filter, for which ,where s=j2Bf. The

frequency response from zero to 4 Hz is plotted, the 3-dB cutoff frequency has been

scaled to 0.5 Hz, f =32, and N=8192 ( M=8, K=32, N = 2 @K).s
M



 Figure 2. Sampled Frequency Response of 4-th Order Bessel Filter (f 3-dB = 0.5 Hz)

The filtered output of the receiver filter, in the frequency domain, is given by Y(k) =

X(k) @ H(k), and y(n) is the inverse discrete time Fourier transform of Y(k). We obtain

the frequency representation, X(k), of x[n] by taking the discrete time Fourier

transform of x[n]. We may now obtain the minimum eye opening at the optimum

sampling time for y(n). This may be read off an eye diagram, as illustrated in Figure 3

for a signal with a rectangular transmit pulse, T=1s, f =32, and filtered with the filters

of Figure 2. The worst case eye opening at the optimum sampling point is determined

to be y = 0.89331. The single sided noise bandwidth, NBW , for the filter of Figuremwc 1

2 is evaluated to be 0.520, so that the loss may be computed, using (2-9), to be 1.14

dB.

IV. FINDING THE BEST SUB-OPTIMUM FILTER

We may use the technique developed above to find the best sub-optimum filter. For

example, suppose we want to know the best classical analog filter to use as a receiver

filter. This includes Bessel, Gaussian, Butterworth, and Chebyshev. We know from



Figure 3. Eye Diagram

[1] that from these choices linear phase filters give the least amount of ISI, and in fact

the Bessel filter is the best choice. Figure 4 illustrates the method for finding the

optimum parameters. The loss for Bessel filters of order 3 and 4 versus 3-dB cutoff

frequency is plotted. The symbol rate, Rs = 1/T, is 1 symbol/sec. and the 3-dB cutoff

frequency is swept from 0.267 Rs to 1.33 Rs. The 4-th order Bessel filter gives the

least amount of loss at 0.546 Rs and L=1.07 dB. For 3-dB cutoff frequencies above

0.546 Rs the loss is noise dominated since the noise bandwidth of the receiver is large

in this case, however the ISI is small. For 3-dB cutoff frequencies below 0.546 Rs the

Figure 4. Bessel Filter Loss vs. 3-db cutoff frequency for filter orders 3 and 4.



loss is ISI dominated. The same analysis was performed for filter orders of 1 to 6 with

The 4-th order Bessel having the minimum loss. These results can be scaled to any

symbol rate, and the same method can be applied to other transmit pulse shapes,

channel responses, filter types, and combinations thereof.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Although for the ideal situation, the optimum receiver for a communication system is

known to be a matched filter, it may not be available. Under such circumstances, it

may be necessary to utilize a sub-optimum receiver filter. Expressions were developed

for calculating the probability of error and performance loss of the sub-optimum

receiver as a function of the minimum eye value and noise bandwidth of the receiver

filter. A method was presented for finding the best sub-optimum filter in the sense of

minimizing the probability of error. The best Bessel filter of order less than or equal to

6 was found for a rectangular pulse shape and an all pass channel in terms of 3-dB

bandwidth. This method is applicable to other transmit pulse shapes channel

responses, filter types, and combinations thereof.
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The Use of Digital Signal Processors in Front-End Weather Satellite
Telemetry Processing

David A. Lide and Stephen Talabac

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the use of DSP technology in the embedded real time ingest and
pre-processing of weather satellite data. Specifically, case studies are presented in the
use of Texas Instrument TMS 320 processors as front-end handlers of GOES MODE
AAA and GOES GVAR data formats.
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INTRODUCTION

With the evolution of Digital Signal Processor (DSP) technology, DSPs are now
finding their way into embedded real time applications. This paper discusses the
suitability of DSP technology to satellite telemetry processing, in particular the real
time, front end processing of high resolution, digital, weather satellite imagery.

Traditionally, front-end weather satellite image processing has been limited to the
ingest and spooling of the data to mass storage. Any real-time processing of the data
that is performed on these systems is done in a limited fashion, through a combination
of dedicated hardware and back-end computer. With the current trend towards the use
of low cost/high performance workstations, a need for more flexible pro-processing of
weather satellite data has developed. This paper presents case studies in the
application of DSP-based embedded computers, in the front-end processing of GOES
Mode AAA and GOES GVAR data.

In our applications, “front-end” processing includes the following: imagery calibration
and enhancement, pixel packing for storage efficiency, pixel averaging and/or
replication, gridding, engineering unit conversion and filtering of unwanted portions
of the data stream (e.g., image sectorization). DSP implementations of these
applications on the Texas Instrument TMS 320 DSP family is discussed, especially in
the context of the data stream unique factors, such as block format and error checking.



TMS320 C’25 Based Front-end Processor Overview

A VME bus based embedded processor based on the TMS320 C’25 DSP is illustrated
in Figure 1. The core of this processing board, the C’25, is a 40 MHZ digital signal
processor that utilizes a Harvard style architecture. The salient characteristics of this
processor are:

(1) 100 nanosecond instruction cycle;

(2) 16 bit word size;

(3) 64 K word address and 64 K word data space;

(4) 544 Word on-chip memory;

(5) 32 bit Accumulator;

(6) seven 16 bit address registers;

(7) separate hardware multiplier;

(8) 16 full word i/o ports

The DSP core is augmented by 1K words of static RAM that is dual ported onto the
VME bus and 2 banks of 64K words memory. Only one bank is visible to the TI
processor (due to the 64K word address space of the processor), the other is visible to
the VME bus. The visibility of these memories can be toggled by DSP software. A
DMA chip is present to move data off the bank of memory currently visible to the
VME bus; this chip must be set up be the Host computer on the VME bus. The
concept of operations is that after one buffer is filled with data by the DSP, the buffers
are toggled and the DMA of data off the board can be done while the DSP is filling
the other buffer with subsequent data.

Firmware on the board is able to recognize control signals from the frame synch and
provides the DSP chip with the following:

(1) an interrupt at the start of each ingest data unit (i.e., block - see below);



(2) a serial to parallel conversion on the incoming satellite data; the converted
data is presented to a DSP i/o port.

(3) the data unit CRC is computed.

Figure 1: DSP Based Embedded Processing Board



Case Study: GOES Satellite Front-end Processing

Our case study involves the use of the C’25 based processing board in a weather
picture format and dissemination system for the GOES Mode AAA and GOES GVAR
satellites. Due to the requirements for more timely data dissemination of weather
images, it was decided to off load as much of the processing requirements on to the
embedded processor.

A brief overview of the format of data streams is presented below; for further
information, the reader is referred to references [1-2].

The Goes Mode AAA and Goes GVAR data is serially transmitted in blocks , as
illustrated in Figure 2. The transmission rate for both satellites is 2.11 Mbps. Blocks
may contain 6, 8 or 10 bit words. In the case of Goes Mode AAA, the block length is
fixed (in bits), while for Goes GVAR, the block length can vary. Each block is
preceded by a 10000 bit pseudo noise (PN) frame sync pattern. Typically this is
stripped off by the frame synchronizer. The start of each block contains three copies of
a 720 bit header. This header gives the block id, the block word size and other
information. Each copy of the header has a CRC check, and the entire block contains a
CRC check as well. Each block contains documentation and imagery from the
spacecraft sensors. For example, GVAR block 1 contains 10 bit Infrared imagery from
four infrared detectors. The documentation sections of the blocks are also parity
checked in some cases. Data from 11 consecutive blocks comprise a scan line or one
swath of the satellite sensor array across the earth. Both spacecraft produce visible
imagery at a resolution of 1 Km (at satellite subpoint) and infrared imagery from 2 to
4 sensors at 4 Km or 8 Km resolution.

The processing requirements of the system are as follows:

(1) Imagery covering a user-selectable region of interest (sector) must be
extracted from the data stream;

(2) This pixel counts for the imagery must be corrected using gamma
correction look up tables. These table, for example, are used to calibrate the
imagery;

(3) If specified, this imagery must be reduced in resolution using pixel
averaging, or increased in resolution (i.e., to implement a “zoom” feature)
by pixel and line replication.;



(4) Imagery from one sensor (e.g., infrared) may need to be overlaid on top of
imagery from another sensor (e.g. visible); this is termed compositing.

A key driver in the implementation of these requirements is that the processing for a
given block must be performed in real time, i.e., before the arrival of the next block.
This requirement is simply a result of the data stream transmission rate; every second,
over 203 Kbytes of imagery alone must be ingested. There is simply insufficient
buffer area to store backlogged data, especially given the 16 bit addressing capability
of the TI C’25 DSP. Additionally, the processing on an individual work of imagery
must be done before the next work arrives; there is no buffering of data words on the
processing board.

All of these requirements were met through real-time software running on a 40 Mhz
C’25 DSP. With its 100 nanosecond instruction time, the C’40 is capable of executing
on the order of 50 instructions during the time it takes to read one word of GOES data.
With this instruction budget, the DSP was able to read in a word of imagery, perform
a moving average with previously ingested data, or replicate it up to 8 times. It was
also able to gamma correct the imagery word via a look up table. However, real time
line replication (i.e., making multiple copies of a detector line for the “zoom”
function”) proved impossible to do during one pixel inter-arrival time. Fortunately,
GOES blocks are preceded by a relatively long PN sequence (on the order of 10000
bits = 5 msc). During this time (while the frame synchronizer is locking on the start of
the next block) no imagery is ingested. It proved feasible to break the line replication
task into several stages, where each stage could be accomplished during the PN
sequence dead time. For example, the task to replicate a line of imagery 3000 pixels
wide eight times (e.g. to implement a factor of 8 magnification) required two PN
sequences to complete.

The sensor overlaying requirement involved first ingesting, processing and storing
imagery from one detector (the base band). A special gamma correction table was
applied to the imagery to turn a particular spectral range of pixels to 0, thus marking
them for replacement. Next, imagery from a another detector, (the composite band)
covering the same geographic area, was ingested, processed, and was used to replace
the 0 value pixels already in memory. This algorithm proved feasible on the DSP,
requiring only 5 instructions per imagery word. Part of the feasibility of this algorithm
was due to the fortuitous placement of detectors in the data stream. In our application,
one of the two sensor bands was always the visible channel. This presents an initial
problem, because the other four bands in the data stream are at lower resolution (i.e.
they need to be replicated as discussed above). But because the visible detector blocks
are placed after the infrared blocks in the data stream, we were able to perform the





line replication just in time. Had the order of the detectors been reversed in the data
stream, a much more complex algorithm would have been required.

Error handling proved to be major challenge in the development of these systems. As
mentioned above, GOES blocks are CRC checked; at the end of each block, the results
of the CRC are read in from the frame synchronizer. However, for the real time nature
of our application, the CRC did not prove really helpful in handling error conditions
because it arrived too late. As described above, most of our processing had to be
accomplished as the data was being ingested. Simply skipping blocks with bad CRCs
resulted in unacceptable line drop out in the resulting pictures. As the bit errors in the
data were not viewed to be a problem, a decision was made to always accept the data,
regardless of the state of the CRC. This led to the requirement that the embedded
processor be able to detect bit errors in key documentation words such as the scan and
frame counters.

This proved feasible in most cases, and the effort was simplified by several features of
the GOES data stream:

Certain fields of the documentation block in the data stream are parity checked.
The use of this parity provided for a more timely notification of bit errors
and finer granularity in the location of detection of bit errors.
Computation of the parity was accomplished at the cost of only one
additional instruction per ingested word.

The data stream provided for several near-copies of certain key words. For
example GOES GVAR has an absolute and relative scan counter. By
constantly checking these counters against each other, the validity of both
counters could be validated to a certain degree and data dropouts could be
identified.

In some cases, however, the validity of key documentation fields was not easily
verified. Heuristics were developed to handle these cases. Where a misinterpretation
of a field might result in the catastrophic loss of data (e.g., terminating a pass early
because of interpreting the end-of-frame flag incorrectly), it was deemed better to
simply drop the block entirely.

The documentation areas of the GVAR and Mode AAA data streams typically contain
several spare fields. These could be used to hold redundant copies of key
documentation fields. Having three copies of fields such as the scan counter would
greatly facilitate error handling discussed above.



The GOES Mode AAA and GVAR data stream contain information to use to apply
geo-political grids to the imagery. It proved infeasible to perform production quality
gridding of the imagery on the embedded processor because grid points typically need
to be replicated across scan boundaries, and the embedded processor did not have
sufficient memory. However, in a related system, a coarser, real-time gridding of
Mode AAA imagery was required for diagnostic purposed. In this application, a
simplified grid replication scheme was suitable so that the embedded processor
memory limitations could be overcome. The implementation of this function is
described below, and illustrates how processing tasks must be allocated in order to
keep up with the data.

A grid data base for each scan of Mode AAA data is contained in the documentation
areas of Block 2 and is replicated in Block 3. This data base consists of a list of pixel
locations that correspond to grid points (i.e. points where the imagery should be
replaced with a contrasting value to show the grid). This data base is 512 12 bit words
long. For real time gridding, it is not feasible to search this list each time to see if an
ingested pixel needs to be gridded. Instead, a bit map is required. The translation of
the grid data base into a bit map required on the order of 18 instructions per grid point;
these instructions were executed before the next grid point was read in.

The layout of AAA blocks 2 and 3 is such that the imagery contained in these blocks
is located prior to the grid data base. Thus, the Block 2/3 imagery could not be
gridded as it was being ingested. Instead, the block 2/3 imagery was gridded in the
same loop that was constructing the bit map. This required on the order of 7 additional
instructions and again was accomplished within the arrival time of the next word of
grid data.

Since Blocks 2/3 arrive prior to the 8 blocks containing visible imagery, the bit map
described above could be used to grid the visible imagery as it was being ingested.
This require an additional 3 instructions per visible pixel in order to test the bit map.
These instructions were executed within the inter-arrival time of the next imagery
word.

The bit map needed to be cleared at the start of each new scan. Since the imagery
sections of Block 2/3 were located first in the data steam, the clearing of the bit map
was accomplished during the ingest of this imagery. This required an additional 3
instruction per word of Block 2/3 imagery.



Conclusions

A case study involving the use of DSP-based embedded processors in the real time,
front end processing of GOES Mode AAA and GOES GVAR weather satellite data
has been presented. This study shows examples of the types of front end processing
that is feasible with such systems. Some of the processing limitations are due to
hardware constraints imposed by the use of DSP technology (e.g. the limited memory
available with the C’25 t is a result of its 16 bit address bus). We are currently
working with the next generation TI DSP technology, which features true 32 bit
addressing, floating point capability, and high speed communication ports. Our initial
efforts are very positive regarding the use of this technology to implement more
comprehensive pre-processing of satellite data.

The nature of the satellite data stream also provides limitations to the types of
processing that can be performed in real time. In particular, the problems of error
detection and handling could be facilitated with satellite data streams more geared for
real time processing. The real time gridding example shows how processing must be
re-allocated to fit the layout of the data stream.
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ABSTRACT

In many signal processing and telemetry applications only a portion of the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) of a data sequence is of interest. This paper develops an
algorithm which enables computation of the FFT only over the frequency values of
interest, reducing the computational complexity. As will be shown, the algorithm is
also very modular which lends to efficient parallel processing implementation. This
paper will begin by developing the frequency selective FFT algorithm, and conclude
with a comparative analysis of the computational complexity of the algorithm with
respect to the traditional FFT
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INTRODUCTION

Since the original FFT algorithm was developed in the late sixties, many alternate
algorithms have been proposed. In practice; however, the most efficient FFT
algorithm depends on the data type and application. This paper develops an algorithm
which optimizes the FFT such that the transform only at the frequencies of interest is
calculated. This algorithm may result in a reduction of computational complexity.
Additionally, this approach has many applications in spectrum analysis and signal
processing in general.



DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHM

Efficient frequency selective computation of the FFT can be accomplished through the
use of the time shifting and superposition properties of the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT). As a review, the equation for computing the DFT is,

(1)

Additionally , the time shifting property states that,

x(n-m)=e x(k) (2)(-j2Bm/N)

where k is the frequency index , x(k) is the FFT of x(n), and N is the length of the data
sequence x(n).

The superposition property states that ,

DFT(x(n) + y(n) + z(n)) =
DFT(x(n)) +DFT(y(n)) + DFT(z(n)) (3)

The basic concept of the algorithm is to divide the original data sequence x(n) of
length N into c sub sequences each of length N/c as demonstrated below (the optimal
value of c will be computed later in the paper):

Original_sequence: x(0), x(1), x( 2)....x(N - 1)

Divided_into_c_subsequences:

for_m = 0,

x (n) = x(n×c) = x(0), x(c), x(2c),....x(N-c)0

for_m = 1,

x (n) = x(n×c+1) = x( l),x(c+1),x(2c+l),....x(N-c+1)1

for_m = 2,



x (n) = x(n×c+2 ) = x(2), x(c+2), x (2c+2),....., x(N-c+2)2

@

@

@

for_m = c-1,

x (n) = x(n×c+m) = x(c-1),x(2c-1),x(3c-1),....,x(N-1)c-1

The N/c point FFT for each of the above sequences is calculated using the most
efficient FFT algorithm for the given data type, sequence length and hardware
architecture. The resulting FFT for each of the c sequences X (k) to X (k) is periodic0 c-1

with a period N/c.

To calculate the FFT of the original data sequence x(n) at a particular value of k, the
time shifting which was utilized in creating x (n) to x (n) must be compensated for by0 c-1

multiplying each sequence X (k) to X (k) by a "twiddle factor" e( ) over the k0 c-1
-j2Bkm/N

values of interest. Finally, the value of the FFT at a particular index k is obtained by
summing the c sequences (superposition property) at each value of k:

(4)

In summary, the steps described in the previous paragraph are captured in the
following equation:

(5)

The optimal number of sub sequences c which the original sequence x(n) is divided
into can be derived by differentiating the equation describing the computational
complexity of the algorithm with respect to c. For simplicity in developing the
relationship, only the number of complex mulitiplications will be considered. Thus, as
can be seen from the above development, the complex multiplicative complexity of
the algorithm is:

c(N / c)log (N /c)+c)k (6)2

The first term in the above equation represents the complex multiplication required to
compute c N/c point FFTs, and the second term represents the multiplication required



to sum the c FFT results for the total number of frequency indexes )k. Finally, to
compute the optimal value of c which minimizes the computational complexity, the
above equation can be differentiated with respect to c:

(7)

The value of c obtained from the above equation should either be rounded up or down
to the nearest power of 2. Now to verify the above equation is correct, range checking
can be performed for the minimum and maximum cases: if all k values of the DFT are
of interest, the value of c would be l/ln(2) which simply implies c equals 1, and the
standard FFT would be the optimal approach. However, if the value of the DFT at
only one point is of interest, then the optimal value of c would be N/ln(2)=N which
implies it is most efficient to use the basic DFT equation (1) to compute the value.
Obviously, in most applications )k will result in a situation which is nontrivial and the
algorithm presented in this paper may be used to determine the optimal approach for
minimizing the computational complexity.

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

To demonstrate the computational complexity relationship between the FFT and the
frequency selective DFT algorithms, it is most convenient to graph the required
number of multiplications and additions as a function of data sequence length and the
number of frequencies indexes for which the spectrum is desired. Assuming that
complex multiplications require 4 real multiplications and complex additions require 2
real additions, it can easily be shown that the FFT will require 4Nlog(N) real
multiplications, and Nlog(N) additions. On most RISC and DSP devices
multiplications and additions can require only one clock stroke to complete, thus a
total of 5Nlog(N) real computations are required to compute the N point FFT over all
frequency indexes.

The computational complexity of the frequency selective transform is calculated in a
similar manner. For the c N/c point FFTs a total of 5Nlog(N/c) real computations are
required to compute the c N/c point FFTs, and a total of 2c)k real additions are
required to compensate for time shifting and superposition of the individual
sequences, over the frequencies of interest. The computational complexity of the FFT



vs. the frequency selective FFT algorithm are shown in figure 1-1 where the
horizontal represents the normalized frequency interval of interest and the vertical
represents the computational complexity.

Figure 1-1, Comparison of computational complexity

As can be seen from the figure, the frequency selective FFT algorithm yields a
complexity which is less than that of the traditional FFT when only a portion of the
spectrum is of interest. Additionally, it can be seen that the complexity of the
algorithm converges to that of the FFT as the number of frequency indexes increase.
In summary, the frequency selective FFT could be viewed as a generalization of the
FFT which optimizes the implementation for a given frequency interval of interest.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, an algorithm for computing the FFT of data sequences at arbitrary
frequencies has been developed. The algorithm has a lower computational complexity
that the FFT if only portions of the spectrum are of interest. Additionally, the
algorithm is very modular which lends to efficient implementation in parallel
processing architecture.
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Abstract

Although most closed-loop synchronizers employ maximum likelihood estimators for
symbol value decisions, in general, their symbol timing estimates are not optimum. It
would seem only natural that an optimum timing estimator would choose interval
partitions based on maximizing the observed sample signal-to-noise ratio. The symbol
synchronizer described below achieves optimum performance when decisions on
present symbol values are based on current and previously-received symbol samples.
This procedure attempts to reestablish the interval independence criterion, thereby
reducing timing estimator variance. The realization presented is motivated by an
open-loop maximum a posteriori (MAP) structure analysis.

Introduction

When symbol transition time is known precisely, the maximum signal-to-noise power
is obtained utilizing a match filter. It is well known that a filter matched to the
transmitted waveform minimizes the probability of error through maximizing the
observed sampled signal-to-noise power. By evaluating estimation strategies utilized
for symbol synchronization, the concept of interval independence eliminates the
necessity to consider the value of the previously received symbols. This important
criterion states that the symbol value transmitted in each interval be statistically
independent. However, during the symbol recovery process, it is only by making the
assumption that interval timing be known a priori that the symbol error performance
be divorced from interval time or timing error. This suggests that the optimum symbol
recovery process include not only a match filter for symbol value detection, but an
optimum interval timing estimation process. How to invoke such an estimation
process provides the motivation for this paper.

In the case of a Phase Shift Keyed (PSK) modulated signal, two different symbol
types are used to generate the signaling waveform. This waveform in the presence of



additive white gaussian noise has a bit-error performance degradation due to timing
misalignment given by

The probability of a bit error in the expression above is interpreted as the probability
of error given a transition with timing misalignment 2, plus the probability of error
given no transition. Note, when no transition occurs, the probability of error remains
unaffected by the timing misalignment parameter 2. The effect of timing
misalignment on bit-error probability is illustrated in the figure below with the
probability of a transition equal to one-half i.e., p=1/2.

Figure 1. Bit-Error Probability versus E/N (Bit Energy to Noise Density.0



The Bayesian Estimation Approach

Given n measurements z=(z ,z ,......,z ), with a conditional a posteriori probability1 2 n

density function p(2 *z), and a cost function C(2(z),2) , the conditional risk incurred
by using the estimator 2(z), when the true parameter value being estimated is 2, is
denoted by

By averaging with respect to the a priori probability density function p(z) the
conditional risk R(2 *z), the average risk C(2(z)) per experiment is obtained.

An estimator 2(z) which minimizes the average risk is known as a Bayes estimate.
Since the a priori probability density function is positive over the range of value of z,
the average risk C(2(z)) can be minimized by minimizing the conditional risk,
R(2 * z). It can be shown that when the cost function assigns a uniformed value for an
error magnitude which exceeds some fixed threshold (otherwise it assigns a zero cost)
the problem of minimizing the average risk reduces to maximizing the a posteriori
probability density function, p(2*z). The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of 2
is that 2 which maximizes p(2*z). The derivation of the conditional a priori
probability density function p(z * 2) is fairly straight forward. Utilizing Bayes rule
permits representing the conditional a posteriori probability as a function of the
conditional a priori probability; i.e.,

Note, here the a priori density p(2) is a uniformly distributed for 20(0,T). From [1] we
find that a PSK modulated waveform immersed in additive white gaussian noise has
an a posteriori probability density given by



Here s(t,2) represents the modulated waveform and z(t) represents the observed
process. Since 2 is integrated out in the denominator of this equation it only remains
that the numerator be maximized; that is,

Since the logarithm of l(2) is more suitable for implementation and its monotonic
behavior guarantees equivalence results, we can now write

The basic idea of the MAP implementation shown below is to choose
2=2 0{2 ,2 ,.......2 } such that 7(2 ) is maximized. The 2 which maximizes 7(2) isj 1 2 m j

the Bayes estimate. It should also be noted that this implementation employs no
feedback. Some authors [2] refer to this realization as an open-loop synchronizer.
Here, a summation over L bit times takes place before a decision as to which 2
yielded the largest 7(2).

Figure 2. A MAP Estimator Realization (Closed-Loop Synchronization).

Close-Loop Implementation

For burst transmissions, the open-loop implementation will provide the optimum
recovered sequence when L is at least as great as the symbol sequence length. Here it
is assumed that a means of detecting data presence is incorporated into this
realization. However, when dealing with a continuous symbol sequence, there needs
to be some means of concatenating L-symbol segments in such a way as to guarantee



that the segments will not overlap. Additionally, all symbols contained in the
continuous sequence would be mapped into disjointed L-symbol segments.

Even if the initial misalignment parameter 2 is known, the timing relationship
between the symbol sequence generator and the symbol recovery process would in
time drift apart due to the clock stability among the two processes. Thus, the
misalignment parameter 2 changes with time. This implies some continuous
adjustment in timing be employed to prevent skipping or repeating symbols by the
recovery process.

The newly-proposed closed-loop realization uses the largest computed power metric,
7(2) to provide timing feedback control. When processing baseband
non-return-to-zero (NRZ) symbols, a finite impulse response (FIR) filter using
constants coefficients performs the realization of a digital integrator. Note, output
symbol estimates for each symbol phase 20{2 ,2 ,.....2 } are obtained at the sample1 2 m

rate. For each of the m phases, an associated partitioning of L symbols is obtained.
Additionally, with each of the m partitionings of length L, we can associate a metric
which represents the power contained in the L symbol sequence. The expression 7(2)
is termed the power metric, although it provides an indication. The optimum symbol
recovery process with closed-loop timing controls are summarized in the paragraph
that follows.

After L-symbols (i.e., mL samples) have been processed, an initial timing phase is
chosen corresponding to the largest computed 7(2). Once m additional samples are
obtained, the largest computed metric 7(2) is used to determine in which direction the
timing phase moves. The timing phase is only allowed to advance or retard one phase
increment or remain at the same phase. This means the oldest symbol value from a L-
symbol partitioning, corresponding to the largest computed power metric 7(2) is
generated during phase j=m-1,0, or 1. Additionally, the power metric 7(2)
computation is based on the current symbol sample and the previous L-l symbols. For
each cycle of m samples (i.e., one symbol time), the oldest symbol is deleted from the
symbol memory and that symbol's contribution to the power metric 7(2) computation
is removed .

Summary

We started off by demonstrating that unless the received symbol sequence timing is
known precisely, a degradation in bit-error performance would result. By following
closely the work of [1], a MAP estimate of the timing misalignment parameter 2 could
be obtained. Additionally, if we assume this misalignment parameter 2 to have a
priori probability density p(2) which is uniformly distributed for 20(0,T), a



Figure 3. Closed-Loop Implementation of a MAP Estimator.

conditional a posteriori probability could be obtained which when maximized
provides an open-loop realization of the optimum symbol synchronizer. The open-loop
realization chooses the optimum partitioning of L-symbol samples. Using the
computed power metric associated with the L-symbol segment, we can derive a
closed-loop realization which continuously computes a new L-symbol segment for
each of the m samples; I. e., a new L-symbol segment is computed each symbol time.
The oldest symbol value from each L-symbol segment is used as the output.
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ABSTRACT

A significant problem in the processing chain of a low resolution quantization system
is the Analog to Digital converter quantization error. The classical model of
quantization treats the error generated as a random additive process that is
independent of the input and uniformly distributed. This model is valid for complex or
random input signals that are large relative to a least significant bit. But the model
fails catastrophically for small, simple signals applied to high resolution quantization
systems, and in addition, the model fails for simple signals applied to low resolution
quantization systems, i.e. one to 6 bits resolution. This paper will discuss a means of
correcting this problem by the application of dither. Two methods of dither will be
discussed as well as a real-life implementation of the techniques.

KEYWORDS: A/D conversion, dither, random number generators.

PROBLEMS WITH LOW RESOLUTION QUANTIZATION SYSTEMS

In a low resolution quantization system a major source of spectral related problems in
the processing chain is the Analog to Digital (A/D) converter quantization error. The
classical model for a quantization system, or A/D converter, is shown in figure 1. The
classical model of quantization treats the error generated as a random additive process
that is independent of the input and uniformly distributed. This model of quantization
error is valid for complex (quasi-random) input signals that are large relative to a least
significant bit (LSB). But the model fails catastrophically for small, simple signals
applied to high-resolution quantization systems.[1] In addition, the model fails for
simple signals applied to low resolution quantization systems.[2] The result of this
failure can be seen in figure 2.



Figure 1. Classical quantizing system. Shown are input x, quantizer input w,
error signal ,, and system output y.

Figure 2. Simulation of a 3-bit quantization system showing, (a) an input signal,
(b) the output signal, (c) the resulting quantization error,

and (d) the power spectrum of the output.



CORRECTING THE PROBLEM

NONSUBTRACTIVE DITHER

A random, rectangular probability density function (pdf), dither signal with 1-LSB
peak-to-peak amplitude is generated. The dither signal is statistically independent of
the input and, in an analog approach at its application, is summed with the input signal
prior to quantization (A/D conversion). The result is a quantizing system whose total
error is uniformly distributed. Figure 3 shows the model for a nonsubtractively
dithered quantization system.

Figure 3. Nonsubtractive dither quantization system. Shown are input x,
quantizer input w, dither signal v, error signal ,, and system output y.

Dither randomizes the quantization error signal. This results in a spreading of the
spectral energy of the quantization dependent error peaks over a large range of
frequencies. The effect of spreading the peak energy signals is a white noise floor,
typically 6 to 9 dB lower than the previous highest quantization error component.

An explanation of the effect of dithering is as follows. Assume you have a 2-bit A/D
converter, with a zero to 4 volt input range. The voltage range of zero to 1 volt (0.5
volt nominal) equals a binary 00, 1 to 2 volts (1.5 volts nominal) equals 01, 2 to 3
volts (2.5 volts nominal) equals 10, and 3 to 4 volts (3.5 volts nominal) equals 11.
Now apply a 1.7-V DC signal without dither. The digital output would be 01, which
corresponds to a 11.8 percent error. Now apply the same 1.7 -V DC with a summed
random dither signal that varies between ±0.5 volts (±½-LSB or 1 -LSB
peak-to-peak). Over a large number of samples, 20 percent of the time the output of
the A/D converter would be 10 or 2.5-V, and 80 percent of the time the output would
be 01 or 1.5-V. Calculating 20 percent of the difference between 1.5 and 2.5 results in
0.2. Sum 0.2 with the nominal of 1.5 volts and the result is 1.7-V, which is a much
more accurate representation of the input signal.



Important notes from the above example are that the random dither signal is assumed
to be statistically independent of the input, the dither signal varies at each sample
point, and the above example case may be extended to an AC input signal, because
DC is a special case of AC. And one final important point, the dither may be added
after the A/D conversion, in the digital domain, with comparable results, as long as the
dither signal matches the requirements listed above. This allows for a relatively
uncomplicated implementation of dither to a low resolution quantization system.

A description of a digitally dithered quantization system follows. Assume the
quantization system is required to process information to 3 bits of resolution. A
method of implementing this system would be to use a commercial 6-bit A/D
converter and use only the three MSB's. This implementation then allows the
remaining 3, unused, LSB's to be used for other processing, such as dither. In other
words, the 3-bit quantizing system now has a range of 0 to 63 quantization steps,
instead of only 0 to 7, and the ±½-LSB count (l-LSB peak-to-peak) dither signal may
now be represented by a binary number sequence which ranges from 3 to -4. The two's
complement number, representing the random dither signal, can be summed digitally,
with the 6-bit quantization result, prior to requantization to 3-bits, thus randomizing
the quantization error. The effect of dithering with this method may be seen in
figure 4.

Figure 4. Simulation of a nonsubtractive dithered 3-bit quantization system
showing, (a) an input signal, (b) the output signal, (c) the quantization error,

and (d) the power spectrum of the output. Note that the peak quantization
error is larger, but the peak noise floor in the power spectrum is lower.



Digital dither can be applied to quantization systems with other word sizes. For
example, the above describe system can be extended to a one bit quantization system.
For the one bit system the dither signal is represented by binary numbers ranging from
15 to -16. The dither number is summed with the 6-bit quantization result and then
requantized (truncated) to 1-bit resolution.

It is important to note that digital dither cannot be added to any arbitrary quantized
signal. The quantized signal must fulfill the following requirements: (1) The original
quantized signal must have a greater resolution than the desired resolution (i.e. greater
word size). If dither were added to a quantized signal with zero information in the
lower-bit locations, the dither would only increase the apparent noise floor and would
not have the desired effect of randomizing the quantization error. (2) The original
quantized signal must have a relatively clean noise floor. If the noise floor of the
quantized signal is random in nature and is greater than or equal to 1-LSB
peak-to-peak, the inherent noise of the system will tend to pre-dither the signal and the
application of the dither signal will only increase the resultant noise floor.

RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS

One problem associated with any dithering scheme is how to generate a statistically
independent random number sequence. Maximum length sequences (MLS) using shift
registers are inappropriate because the output of the generator has a binary pdf (0 or
1). Although it is possible to use multiple taps from the shift register string, to arrive
at a more distributed pdf, it can be shown that each successive sample is strongly
correlated.[3] Therefore, the sequence of states is not spectrally white, as is required
for proper dithering. A possible, as yet untested, method of eliminating the correlation
between successive samples, is to clock the MLS generator at a higher clock rate of N
times the required sample rate (where N is greater than or equal to the required dither
word size) and then sample the output of the shift register taps every N clocks. This
may eliminate the sample to sample correlation, if a suitable clock is available in the
system.

A second method of solving this problem is the use of a linear congruential
pseudorandom number generator. Linear congruential pseudorandom number
generators utilize residue arithmetic to calculate an M length sequence of random
numbers, which are then scaled to the required value for optimum dither level (i.e.
±½-LSB). Traditionally, the sequences have been computed with a digital signal
processor as part of the signal processing chain. But most applications requiring dither
do not have the volume or power allocation for such a processor, therefore a different
technique has been devised.



The new technique involves the use of a computer program that calculates the
properly scaled, linear congruential pseudorandom number dither sequence and then
writes the data sequentially to an erasable programmable read only memory (EPROM)
programmer compatible file. The file is then used to program an EPROM of sufficient
word length and sequence depth. The data is place sequentially in the EPROM and
only a simple counter is required to sequence through the random dither data.

A block diagram of a system using this implementation of digital dither is shown in
figure 5.

Figure 5. Block diagram of a digital dither system.

SUBTRACTIVE DITHER

A further improvement to a low resolution quantization system, especially as it applies
to telemetry is the implementation of subtractive dither. Subtractive dither subtracts
the same dither signal that was added to the nonsubtractive quantization system,
detailed above, after the data is unpacked at a receiving location. The result is a
further reduction of the noise floor, typically another 3 to 4 dB. Figure 6 shows the
model for a subtractively dithered quantization system.

The problem in applying subtractive dither to a telemetry system, is that a method
must be found to synchronize the additive dither system (at the transmitting location)
with the subtractive dither system (at the receiving location). The technique used to
implement the nonsubtractive digital dither can also be used to implement subtractive
dither. To review the digital dithering method, the value being applied to the dither
summation circuit is selected by advancing a counter whose output is connected to the



Figure 6. Subtractive dither quantization system. Shown are input x quantizer
input w, dither signal v, error signal ,, and system output y.

address lines of an EPROM. An analogous system is used in the subtraction system,
with a corresponding EPROM containing the subtraction values for the dither signal.
Its counter is reset at a coordinated, preselected time, thus synchronizing the two
systems.

The preselected synchronization time may be arrived at by several different methods.
For example; with most PCM telemetry systems the data is broken up into frames
whose beginning or end is indicated by a frame synchronization word. The dither
counter may be reset with the frame synchronization word indication in the telemeter.
At the receiving station, a decommutation system can derive the exact time of the
reset pulse by using the timing of the frame synchronization word. The dither
subtraction circuit is then reset and the correct dither value may then be subtracted
from the quantized data.

IMPLEMENTATION

A nonsubtractive dithering system has been designed and integrated into the
AN/DKT-71 Telemeter, which is used for the Standard Missile Blocks II, III, IIIA,
and IV.[4] The AN/DKT-71 Telemeter processes video Doppler information in a
selectable resolution of either 3-bits or 1-bits. The video Doppler information is
decommutated with a special purpose video Doppler decoder and the result is
viewable on a spectrum analyzer.

CONCLUSION

The goals of this paper were to introduce the concept of dithering to the telemetry
community and to present a cost-effective, uncomplicated approach to improve the
spectral quality of quantization systems without altering the accuracy of the data. The



nonsubtractive dither modifications are transparent to, and compatible with existing
support equipment. Additional improvement is possible with the implementation of
subtractive dither. Very little redesign of most telemetry applications is required to
implement any of the techniques outlined in this paper.
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ABSTRACT

The Central Multiplexer is a versatile data multiplexer designed to address emerging
test requirements for recording data from many sources on digital rotary head
recorders at high data rates. A modular design allows easy reconfiguration for airborne
or laboratory use; simultaneous data input from 63 sources of data in any combination
of PCM commutators, ARINC 429 buses, ARINC 629 buses, MIL- STD-1553 buses,
and general-purpose high-speed serial data packets; simultaneous, independent
programmable outputs to high-speed digital data recorders, quick-look displays, and
engineering monitor and analysis systems; and setup and control from a remote panel,
a dumb terminal, a laptop personal computer, a standalone test system, or a large
control computer.

INTRODUCTION

Test and certification of the next generation of commercial aircraft require expanded
capabilities in airborne data systems used by flight test organizations. More data
sources with higher data sampling rates demand data acquisition systems with
increased real-time processing capabilities, recording rates, and recording capacities.
Additionally, ARINC 629 buses introduce message-oriented protocols that cannot be
easily handled by existing PCM systems. Loral, in cooperation with a major airframe
manufacturer, has developed the system shown in Figure 1 to satisfy these growing
requirements



Figure 1. System Overview

Up to 63 data inputs from any combination of IRIG 106 PCM streams [1], ARINC
429 buses [2], ARINC 629 buses [3], and remote data multiplexers are accepted by a
Central Data Multiplexer at combined rates up to 10 Mwords/second, then merged
into any of several data streams which can be recorded on commercially available
rotary head digital recorders and analyzed in real time by the Loral O/S90 telemetry
system.

The Central Data Multiplexer can be set up and checked out using a laptop computer.
Checkout displays include hardware configuration information, system operational
status, data activity on each board, a log of protocol errors detected in the data,
snapshots of user-selected data in real time, user-selected data played back from tape,
and health test results. The user can enable/disable input from any source, and set data
compression controls for each output independently. Data recording formats are
compact, and data from different sources is kept in time sequence within a 1
microsecond resolution either synchronized to an internal clock or to a user-supplied
IRIG B serial clock [4]. Comprehensive built-in testing and data simulation is
provided to diagnose and repair problems. The Central Multiplexer can also be used to
efficiently collect information about intermittent problems on airplanes that are in
service. The unit may be configured to control output to tape by monitoring data
conditions. When the airplane is operating under conditions producing the problem,
the recorder is turned on; when the conditions end, the recorder is turned off. In this
mode, data of interest can be recorded for several weeks without an operator on hand.

The Central Multiplexer operates in an airborne environment. It meets DO-160
environmental requirements [5], and has been designed for FAA approval as
nonessential equipment on scheduled commercial flights. Normal operation continues
through power interruptions up to 200 msec, and operation is automatically resumed



after longer interruptions. All active setup information is available in nonvolatile
memory. The multiplexer architecture is modular, allowing input and output modules
to be reconfigured as required. Modules processing new input or output protocols can
be added in a straightforward manner.

Figure 2. Overview of Central Multiplexer

A rich assortment of features addresses many user concerns, helping the operator
perform his work quickly with a minimum of problems. Features include built-in
diagnostics using internal data simulators, interactive setup menus, interactive status
displays, error logging and display, validation of data written to tape, uninterrupted
operation through short power dropouts, automatic resumption of operation after long
power interruptions, an embedded general-purpose setup and control processor, and
independent setup and data buses.

The Central Multiplexer has been designed and tested for operation in flight
environments, including high and low temperature, altitude, vibration, humidity,
lightening transients, power transients, and EMC standards. It is being used by a major
aircraft manufacturer for flight qualification of new and redesigned planes.

DATA INPUTS

All inputs have a common functional design to give the operator a predictable "look
and feel." Each input is set up independently by interactive menus or by program
control. The control processor saves setup parameters in nonvolatile memory, and
restores the setup automatically during the power-up sequence. Each input circuit



checks for data protocol errors, embedding an error marker in the data, and queuing an
error message for display to the operator upon error detection. The embedded error
marker immediately precedes the bad data word, punctuating the separation between
good data and bad data for downstream processing functions. The input circuit
organizes incoming data into word string packets that consist of source ID, word
string label, microsecond time stamp, and associated data words. Examples of word
string packets are shown in Figure 3 and include PCM minor frames, MIL-STD-1553
messages, and ARINC 629 word strings.

Figure 3. Example of Multiplexed Data

Data from each source is put into a standard 24-bit format similar to the PCM format
for MIL-STD-1553 data [1]. Six bits designate that the data came from one of 63 data
sources, two bits specify word type (string label, microsecond time stamp, data value,
or error status word), and 16 bits contain data. This word string format definition
allows data from many sources to be multiplexed into a single data stream, and later
demultiplexed with no loss of information. The input circuits arbitrate access to the
data bus and ensure time ordering of data words from different sources within one
microsecond.

Each input circuit performs a functional self-test using built-in diagnostics that include
on-board data simulators as controlled sources of data. The simulator data patterns
check both error-free and error detection processing. The self-test runs under operator
or remote computer control with test results returned for display.



TIME

Time input is amplitude-modulated serial IRIG B time. If the time input signal is not
present, internally generated time is used. The time translator/generator places a time
of year word string in the data stream every ten milliseconds, providing absolute time
correlation to other data collection systems with an accuracy of one microsecond.

The time information embedded in the data stream specifies the time of each data
word with a accuracy of one microsecond. The demultiplexer in Loral's 8715
processor uses the embedded time to reconstruct data time profiles reproduced from
the Ampex DCRSi incremental recorder.

DATA OUTPUT

The output circuit receives the multiplexed data stream from the data bus, accepts
selected word strings for output as programmed by the operator, and transmits the data
to a tape recorder. During bursts of activity when data rates can exceed tape
throughput rates, the output function can buffer 128K words of data without loss.
During setup and checkout of the system, the operator can play data from tape and
monitor the results on the Central Multiplexer data display.

CONCLUSION

The limitations of PCM on new aircraft have become substantial. New technologies
use packet-oriented protocols that do not lend themselves to PCM formats and
protocols. Flight test engineers need to collect data from several different buses at the
same time. The Central Multiplexer solves many of the problems faced by today's
flight test engineers, and offers innovative solutions that push into the next generation
of flight test systems.
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ABSTRACT

Veda Incorporated has developed an airborne instrumentation recorder for a major
commercial aircraft manufacturer. The recorder was developed for use in the aircraft
company's Portable Airborne Digital Data System (PADDS), a small scale data
acquisition and monitor system used for flight testing. The recorder is designed around
an off-the-shelf 8mm tape drive, the Exabyte 8505. It records asynchronous,
variable-rate data in a proprietary 24-bit recording format, and allows the data to be
played back in real time. Its RS-422 control interface is designed to imitate the
recorder used in the company's large scale data acquisition system, the Ampex
DCRSi-II. Special provisions allow it to withstand the environment of an airplane's
EE bay.

KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION

The Portable Airborne Digital Data System (PADDS) requires a small, ruggedized,
and reliable tape drive for recording flight test data collected over test periods ranging
from minutes, to days, weeks, or even months. The PADDS (see Figure 1) is a smaller
version of the company's large scale data acquisition system developed for testing new
aircraft. The PADDS will be FAA certified and used for both new aircraft test
programs and in service testing on older aircraft. Veda Incorporated, developed the
recorder for the PADDS.



TAPE DRIVE SELECTION

The Exabyte model 8505 was chosen because it is a SCSI, incremental, digital
recorder. The Exabyte 8505 has a maximum average bandwidth of 500,000 bytes per
second and a capacity of 5 gigabytes on a standard 112 meter tape. The digital
technology allows for very good bit error rates. Exabyte specifies less than 1
non-recoverable error in 10E17 bits. Using an incremental recorder which only
records when data is present and packs the data on the tape at a uniform density which
allows recording over long periods of time without requiring tape changes. The total
record time for this recorder is equal to the tape capacity (5 gigabytes) divided by the
data input rate. The 8mm tape cartridge is a convenient type of media because it is
small, approximately the size of a standard audio cassette tape. A Small Computer
System Interface (SCSI) tape drive was chosen because it is an industry standard
interface allowing the possibility of changing drives in the future when new
technologies produce better tape drives. The two biggest problems that had to be
overcome with the Exabyte 8505 were its environmental characteristics and its tape
retensioning delays. The Exabyte tape drive is designed as a commercial tape
transport to be installed in a personal computer. The Exabyte in its off the shelf
configuration is not suitable for use in an aircraft electronics bay.

DATA REQUIREMENTS

The primary data interface to the PADDS recorder is a uni-directional high speed
AMD TAXI interface from the PADDS central multiplexer during record operations
and a uni-directional high speed AMD TAXI interface to the PADDS monitor during
playback operations (Figure 2). The AMD Transparent Asynchronous
Transmitter/Receiver Interface (TAXI) chipset consists of the Am7968 transmitter and
Am7969 receiver. The TAXI circuits consist of an ECL serial data link running at



either 10.42MHz or 5.21MHz. In addition to the serial data link a throttle signal is
included in the interfaces. On the CMUX side the throttle allows the relatively slow
PADDS recorder to momentarily halt the record data stream when its input buffers
fill. During playback operations the monitor uses a throttle to the PADDS recorder
when it operates in time reconstruction mode and needs to control the rate of the
playback data for 1:1 real time analysis. Un-throttled, the PADDS recorder plays data
back at its maximum data rate (500,000 bytes per second).

Figure 2 - Recorder I/O

COMMAND/CONTROL INTERFACE

The PADDS recorder is controlled via a bi-directional RS-422 serial interface
(figure 2). Command information is sent to the recorder from either the CMUX in
autonomous PADDS configurations or from a remote operator's panel in
non-autonomous mode. The recorder uses the RS-422 link to send status information
to the controlling unit during operations.

The data sent across the RS-422 control/status interface is standard ASCII data.
Instead of developing a custom command set and protocol, Veda designed the
recorder to accept AMPEX DCRSi commands. All status information sent from the
recorder imitates the DCRSi status messages. This allows a flight test program to use
both the PADDS recorder and the large scale data acquisition system recorder
(AMPEX DCRSi) interchangeably. The PADDS is an inexpensive and smaller
alternative when the data bandwidth requirements are relatively low (500,000 bytes
per second or less) and the DCRSi is available for high data rate requirements.



RECORDER ARCHITECTURE

The PADDS recorder unit consists of the Exabyte 8505 tape drive housed in an
enclosure with four circuit card assemblies (CCAs). The power distribution board,
controller board, data interface board, and buffer board (Figure 3).

Figure 3 - Recorder Block Diagram

The power distribution board conditions the +28VDC primary input power using
VICOR DC to DC converters and an input attenuation module (IAM). Besides
supplying +12 VDC and +5VDC to the CCAs and tape drive the power board provides
a battery backup capability during power failures. Power transients less than 200
milliseconds cause a momentary switch to battery power. Power failures longer than
200 milliseconds cause the batteries to be brought on line for 30 seconds. During this
30 seconds an interrupt is generated to the controller board so that a graceful
shutdown can be performed. At the end of 30 seconds if power has returned the
recorder resumes normal operations under primary power, otherwise the batteries are
taken off line to conserve power and the unit will remain off until primary power
returns. The power board incorporates relays that enable alternate power from the
PADDS monitor to power the buffer board even when power to the recorder is off.
The reason for this capability is discussed later.

The controller board (Figure 4) is based upon the Motorola 68340 embedded
processor. The recorder's main operational software runs on this board under the
multi-tasking RTXC real time executive kernel. All firmware is stored in flash
EPROM and can be updated via the remote operator interface. The chief functions of
this board include managing the SCSI interface to the Exabyte 8505 tape drive, setting
up and controlling the data interface board, and providing the command/status
interface for the recorder. An MB87034 controller chip was used as the SCSI interface
because it provided a command/status bus for the 68340 and a separate high speed



DMA interface which could be connected directly to the data interface board. This
separate DMA bus is the key to keeping the processor free during data movement
cycles in record and playback modes. The 68340's serial ports provide the command
and status interface for the recorder. An elaborate command interpreter was written
that converted AMPEX DCRSi commands to Exabyte/SCSI commands. The
command interpreter also sends Exabyte status information to the control interface as
AMPEX DCRSi status. In addition to the DCRSi commands, a comprehensive set of
tape transport specific commands were developed to support built in test functions.

Figure 4 - Controller Board

The data interface board (Figure 5) uses high s digital logic to pass data between the
buffer board and the controller board during record and playback operations. While
passing the data from one board to another the data is decoded and sifted in real time
for various operational uses. During sifting operations 100% data integrity is
maintained on the recorded data. During record the data interface board sifts for time
in the data stream. Time is maintained and constantly updated for use by the controller
board. Besides keeping current time the board keeps track of each data block recorded
and time tags these blocks in the form of a directory which is passed to the controller
board. The directory is saved on tape at the end of every recording session and can be
used for searching in data reduction and analysis operations. Certain status codes are
also sifted during the record process and used in the directory for later analysis.
During playback the data interface board performs similar time sifting functions
maintaining a current time for the controller board to use in status report messages
over the control interface.

The buffer board (Figure 6) performs two functions. During record mode the data
from the CMUX TAXI interface is passed through without any delay times to the
monitor port for operator use. Data to be recorded is bufferred in a 6 Megabyte SRAM
FIFO and sent to the data interface board. Hardware on the board dynamically
reallocates time slicing in the FIFO between data in from the CMUX and data out to
the data interface board. Allocation is done based on incoming data rate fluctuations.



Figure 5 - Data Interface Board

The SRAM FIFO buffer is sized to eliminate minor delays in the Exabyte startup
process as well as to provide buffering during Exabyte re-tensioning calibrations.
6 Megabytes is sufficient to prevent any data loss caused by Exabyte delay times.
During playback the buffer board receives data from the data interface board and
sends it out the monitor interface. As mentioned in the power board discussion, the
buffer board has the capability to be powered from the monitor when the recorder
power is off. This allows the pass-through function to work even if data is not being
recorded.

Figure 6 - Buffer Board

ENVIRONMENTAL PACKAGING

The PADDS recorder was designed as a 3/4 ATR short enclosure meant to fly in the
EE (electronics) bay of a commercial aircraft. This meant that a commercial tape
transport such as the Exabyte 8505 needed to be isolated from that type of
environment. The first problem was temperature. The Exabyte's temperature range is



0 degrees C to +40 degrees C. Veda needed the recorder to operate in an environment
ranging from -15 degrees C to +55 degrees C. This problem was solved by having
TECA design a special thermal electric cooler/heater that fit on the back of the
recorder. Extending only 4" past the back of the enclosure the cooler/heater is
designed to maintain an internal temperature for the recorder between 0 and +40
degrees C. The cooling and heating provides a 15 degree delta T with the outside
ambient and allows operation from -15 to +55 degrees C. Internal thermostats control
the heating and cooling functions on the TECA.

The second major problem with the Exabyte tape drive was shock and vibration. Veda
isolated the tape drive on shock and vibration mounts. The isolation scheme is
designed and tested to a random vibration level of 10 GRMS and shock to 15 Gs for
11 milliseconds.

Veda was also required to design and test to modified RTCA DO-160 specifications
for EMI (radiated and conducted), humidity, water drip, and altitude.

CONCLUSIONS

Veda has developed a small, inexpensive, ruggedized, recorder that fulfills specific
design requirements set forth by a major airplane manufacturer for their PADDS. The
recorder is a drop in replacement for their AMPEX DCRSi large scale data acquisition
system recorder. It should provide reliable operation throughout their new aircraft
testing program and continued duty in their commercial airline in-service testing
programs.
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ABSTRACT

A Wideband FM Telemetry System was developed by Veda Incorporated and Boeing
Commercial Airplane. This system supports Boeing 777 flight testing and will support
future Boeing test efforts. This is an upgrade to the system previously used by Boeing
for testing other planes. The design interfaces to the new Boeing Data Acquisition and
Analysis systems and provides 15 Megabits per second Telemetry at ranges up to 180
miles. This paper provides details regarding the following design and integration
issues:

o) RF Transmitter Design

o) RF Receivers

o) Airborne Antenna

o) Ground Based Antenna

o) Data Interfaces

o) System Performance

o) Problems / Solutions
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ABSTRACT

As modern weapons grow more sophisticated and capable of operating autonomously,
the challenge of testing these weapons has also grown more complex. Seekers may be
multispectral and must be able to overcome threat countermeasures. To effectively
analyze the performance of these weapons, time-correlated test data must be
efficiently, simultaneously acquired from both the weapons' internal busses and from
the threat countermeasures' internal communication busses, often in a "live fire"
environment. The test data must be transmitted to a central processing station where
test personnel may immediately analyze the performance of the weapon with the
assistance of scientific visualization techniques. In addition, the data must be captured
on permanent media for future playback and more detailed analysis.

One solution is to link the test article, threat countermeasures and other test support
resources through an Integrated Telemetry System (ITS). Instrumentation to acquire
high-speed test data is installed in data collection vans that are remotely located in the
vicinity of the article under test or in the vicinity of the threat countermeasures
systems or test support resources. The remote vans will be interconnected and linked
to a control van which provides a centralized test control and monitoring point.
Remote Data Formatter (RDF) instrumentation units, located in the remote vans, can
acquire data from and control seekers, sensors, emission sources or other equipment
located in or near the remote vans. The RDF units can also format the data for
transmission to the control van via either fiber optic or microwave radio links. The
data transmitted from multiple remote vans is received by Real-time Data Processing
System (RTPS) units located in the control van for merging, processing and recording.
Some of the processed data can be transferred to a Host Processing System (HPS)
where it can be displayed on color graphic workstations. The control van's HPS
workstations provide user-friendly displays and menus for test setup and control.



Both the remote and control vans are equipped with secure digital communication
systems capable of supporting compressed digital video, audio, high-speed
instrumentation data and an Ethernet computer network.

KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the Integrated Telemetry System (ITS) project which provides a
near-term, specific solution to the problem of effectively analyzing the performance of
modern precision-guided weapons. This project is sponsored by the Precision Guided
Weapons Countermeasures Test and Evaluation Directorate, Office of the Test
Director (OTD), White Sands Missile Range, NM. The ITS project implements a cost-
effective solution to the problem by modifying two existing government
instrumentation vans (over-the-road trailers) that provide the capability to remotely
control test resources and remotely acquire, format for transmission, and transmit the
test data to a central point for further processing, reduction, and analysis.

INTEGRATED TELEMETRY SYSTEM (ITS)

The ITS instrumentation used to acquire high-speed test data was installed in data
collection vans that may be remotely located in the vicinity of the test article and near
the threat countermeasures systems and test support resources. The instrumentation in
these Remote Vans will collect the test data from these resources. The Remote Vans
may be interconnected to each other and also linked to a Control Van which provides
a centralized test control and monitoring point. Since the instrumentation system
designed for the ITS project is housed in these mobile vans, the instrumentation
capability is transportable by land, sea, or air to any location in the world.

Remote Van

The ITS project refurbished and modified a government supplied van. A Remote Van
can be located near the test article and could be collocated with other critical test
resources, such as threat countermeasures systems. The purpose of the Remote Van is
to acquire high-speed test data, format the data for transmission to a centralized
control point (a Control Van), and provide the proper interface to the test article or
other test resources for controlling these devices. Since the instrumentation systems in
the Remote Van may be operated remotely from the Control Van, the Remote Van
may be most advantageously located in the vicinity of the test article or targets during



hazardous tests without endangering human operators. A diagram of an ITS Remote
Van may be found in Figure 1..

- Remote Data Formatter Subsystem

The central piece of instrumentation installed in the Remote Van is the Remote Data
Formatter (RDF). These RDF units interfaces with, acquires data from, and controls
test articles, seekers, sensors, emission sources, or other equipment located in or near
the Remote Vans. The RDF units also properly format the acquired data for
transmission to the Control Van via either fiber-optic or microwave radio links.

The RDF instrumentation components are housed in a 20-slot, forced air-cooled VME
chassis. A set of commercially available, off-the-shelf components were chosen for
installation in the RDF's VME chassis. A Motorola MVME167 68040-based, 33 MHz
CPU running a VxWorks realtime operating system is the heart of the RDF. Other
components selected for installation in the RDF's VME chassis were based on the
anticipated initial operational utilization requirements of the ITS. These components
include:

- Two Simpact 8-channel serial communication coprocessor boards
- Nine Data Translation 16-channel 250 KHz, 12-Bit A/D boards
- One Bancom IRIG time code processor board
- One Pentland 8-channel 660 KHz, 12-Bit D/A board
- One VMIC 128-channel digital input/output board
- One National Instruments dual channel IEEE-488 (GPIB) controller board
- One Interphase Cougar SCSI-2 controller board
- One Bit-3 VME-VME I/F board
- One High-Speed Serial Instrumentation Data Comm board

In addition to the circuit boards listed above, the RDF also contains a 4mm DAT SCSI
tape drive and one or more 1 GByte, 3.5-inch half-height SCSI disk.

The RDF is capable of capturing and recording many analog and other type signals at
rates up to an equivalent 500 Kbytes/sec.

- Secure Digital Communications Subsystem

Both the Remote and Control Vans are equipped with a Secure Digital
Communications Subsystem capable of transmitting and receiving encrypted color
video, audio, high-speed instrumentation data, and an Ethernet computer network.





The Remote Van's communication subsystem provides the capability to securely
transmit and receive test data and control commands between itself and a Control Van.
The Remote Van is also capable of communicating with other Remote Vans if
required. This subsystem is an important feature that facilitates the immediate
availability of classified test data to analysts in near real-time.

Test instrumentation data from the RDF is multiplexed with compressed digitized
video, ethernet data, and T-1 audio/RS-232 channels by the Secure Digital
Communications Subsystem's multiplexer unit into a 44 Megabit/sec T-3 data stream.
The multiplexed data is processed through a government-supplied encryption device
prior to routing to either a fiber-optic transmitter or the modulator for the microwave
radio transmitter.

In the reverse path, communications from a Control Van is received either by a fiber-
optic receiver or a microwave radio receiver and then processed through a decryption
device. After decryption, the data is separated into the various components by the
Secure Digital Communications Subsystem's T-3 demultiplexer unit. Outputs from the
demultiplexer are distributed to a T1 channel bank (audio and RS-232) and the RDF
(via ethernet and a high-speed instrumentation data link), and an optional video
decompressor.

- Other Remote Van Features

Since the remote van is capable of capturing a large number of analog signals, the
Remote Van includes analog signal conditioning equipment. National Instrument's
modular SCXI signal conditioning chassis and modules are used to condition, scale,
and isolate the seeker and sensor analog signals. The signal conditioning units can be
located in the Remote Van or externally to it.

The Remote Van also includes a large number of input/output patch panels for
conveniently interfacing with the input/output boards contained in the RDF's VME
chassis. This feature has been found through experience to be very desirable when the
Remote Van is required to support many different types of tests with relatively short
turn-around time between tests.

Control Van

The data transmitted from multiple Remote Vans is received by Real-time Data
Processing System (RTPS) units located in the Control Van. The purpose of the RTPS
is for merging, processing, and recording. Some of the processed data may be
transferred to a Host Processing System (HPS) where it can be displayed on a color



graphic workstation. The Control Van's HPS workstations provide user-friendly
displays and menus for test setup and control. Figure 2 shows a diagram of an ITS
Control Van.

- Real-time Data Processing System

As the RDF is the centerpiece of the instrumentation in the Remote Van, the central
instrumentation component in the Control Van is the Real-time Data Processing
System (RTPS). The RTPS provides the capability for the Control Van to process test
data from one or several Remote Vans and to send control commands to test articles
or other test resources that may be located in the vicinity of the Remote Vans. In
addition, the RTPS provides the capability for a Control Van to operate autonomously
by interfacing directly with a test article or test support resources whenever a Remote
Van is not available. This feature enhances the flexibility of the ITS system.

Since the RTPS and RDF provide similar capabilities to the Control Van and Remote
Van, respectively, the design of the RTPS is similar to the RDF. Please refer to the
previous discussion of the RDF for a complete description of the physical design of
the RTPS. The list of components and growth considerations for the RTPS are also the
same as those detailed in the RDF section.

Although the Control Vans has an inherent autonomous operational capability, the
most likely scenario is for a Control Van to operate with a Remote Van as a pair. In
this arrangement, a Control Van operator team may be simultaneously performing
setup and configuration planning for a future test, may be performing data reduction
and analysis for a preceding test, and may also be monitoring a third test in progress.
The following feature of the Control Van provides this robust capability.

- Host Processing System

The Control Van's Host Processing System (HPS) is designed around the capabilities
of two Silicon Graphics workstations. A Silicon Graphics Crimson workstation serves
as the main interface with the RTPS.

In addition to the above components, an Advanced Processing Laboratories' software
product called VMEwindow provides a graphical user interface tool for setup and
real-time control of the realtime VME-based RTPS. Also through the Secure Digital
Communications Subsystem, VMEwindow provides control and data displays from
the realtime VME-based RDF located in a Remote Van.





A Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation provides the pre-test setup and configuration
planning and post-test data reduction and analysis capability.

In addition to the above, there are two additional software products loaded on the
Indigo workstation. Talarian's RTworks provides a graphical user interface tool for a
reconfigurable, real-time test control and monitoring capability, including
sophisticated real-time data display. RTworks is a very capable graphics package to
graphically present complex test events. The tool is capable of real-time inferencing
and data archiving. The second software product is Visual Numerics' PV Wave. PV
Wave is also a graphical user interface tool that provides an excellent post-test data
analysis capability including two-, three-, and four-dimensional graphics. This tool
can prepare data for presentation in easily understood formats.

- Secure Digital Communications Subsystem

The Control Van's Secure Communication Subsystem is very similar to the system
discussed under the Remote Van.

- Other Control Van Features

Since the Control Van is also capable of capturing a large number of analog signals,
the Control Van includes analog signal conditioning equipment. National Instrument's
modular SCXI signal conditioning chassis and modules are used to condition, scale,
and isolate the seeker and sensor analog signals. The signal conditioning units can be
located in the Control Van or externally to it.

The Control Van also includes a large number of input/output patch panels for
conveniently interfacing with the input/output boards contained in the RDF's VME
chassis. As indicated above, another feature is the Control Van's video switch for
routing the received video to convenient locations throughout the Control Van,
including the Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation for graphical video overlay. The
Control Van also features a Laser printer to support report generation or other data
products.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The need exists for a set of flexible, robust, highly mobile instrumentation vans to
support the test and evaluation of modern, precision-guided weapons. The Integrated
Telemetry System (ITS) meets this need by providing a Remote Van which may be
safely employed in the vicinity of test articles or targets during test programs
involving "live fire" events. The ITS also includes a Control Van which provides the



multiple capabilities of remotely controlling the instrumentation systems installed in
the Remote Van, pre-test setup and configuration planning, and post-test data
reduction and analysis.
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SPACE TRACKING SYSTEMS / OPTIONS STUDY
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the findings of the Space Tracking Systems/Options Study
(STS/OS) and indicates its impact on the telemetering community. The STS/OS was
commissioned by Air Force Test & Evaluation (AF/TE) to develop a long range plan
(vision and roadmap) for the AF Test & Evaluation (T&E) community to ensure
affordable capabilities (telemetry, tracking and commanding) for the future
(2003-2008). The study was conducted by the Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC),
Space & Missile Systems Center (SMC), Detachment 9, at Vandenberg AFB (VAFB),
with support from the primary AFMC T&E centers, the Air Force Operational Test &
Evaluation Command (AFOTEC), and the Air Force Space Command (AFSPC). Both
"open air" aeronautical and astronautical test needs were considered.

The study solicited requirements for existing and future programs, extrapolated
existing and planned test capabilities out into the future, then compared the two to
identify future shortfalls in capabilities and specific actions that are necessary to
insure that the future program needs can be met. Three critical types of testing were
identified that cannot be satisfied with existing or planned instrumentation. These are:
large area testing (LAT), over the horizon testing (OTH), and space weapons testing
(SWT). A major deficiency was also uncovered in end game scoring for air and space
intercepts, where inadequate capability exists to perform the required vector
miss-distance measurement.

This paper is important to the telemetering community because it identifies the Global
Positioning System (GPS) as the primary time space position information (TSPI)
system for all future open air testing. GPS provides a passive capability that permits
each vehicle to determine its own precise TSPI. Means must be provided, however,
for the vehicle to relay its position to the appropriate range control center. The paper
shows that the problems with down linking telemetry, aircraft buss data, digital audio,
digital video, and TSPI collectively represent the need for a very capable datalink.
Likewise, the need to uplink commands, synthetic targets, synthetic backgrounds, and
target control information also represents the need for a very capable datalink. With its



extensive expertise in RF linkages, the telemetering community is ideally suited to
address this need for a robust datalink for the future of T&E.
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Test & Evaluation, Large Area Testing, Over the Horizon Testing, Space Weapons
Testing, Time Space Position Information, End Game Scoring, Internetting, Data
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of the Space Tracking Systems / Options Study (STS/OS) was to use
the collective vision and expertise of the AF T&E community to develop a roadmap
for securing the needed Air Force T&E tracking, telemetry and commanding which
will be required in the 2003-2008 time frame. The study was conducted for
Headquarters Air Force Test & Evaluation (AF/TE) by Detachment 9 of the Air Force
Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC). It was supported by the Air Force Materiel
Command (AFMC), the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC), the Air Force
Development Test Center (AFDTC), Air Force Space Command (AFSPC), and the
Air Force Operational Test & Evaluation Center (AFOTEC). Three important factors
that supported the need for this study were:

(1) The need to use a strategic approach to identify and address long term T&E
tracking, telemetry, and control needs 10-15 years in the future.

(2) The need to produce an implementable solution to ensure adequate Air Force
T&E capabilities that support future T&E requirements.

(3) The need to provide sufficient opportunities for the supporting organizations
to make positive contributions that result in ownership of the overall product.

APPROACH

As shown in figure 1, the basic approach was to conduct the study in three phases.
Phase I inventoried existing and planned capabilities, collected T&E needs (real and
projected), and reviewed previous studies. Phase II developed conceptual solutions
and notional concepts that could satisfy the needs identified in Phase I. Selection
criteria were developed to screen the various options, and the shortfalls were
identified for each support concept. The criteria was applied to the support concepts,
and a recommended concept was selected and developed further. In Phase III, a
Mission Needs Statement (MNS) and an Implementation Plan were developed, and
plans were formulated to expand this AF study into a tri-service study. Lastly, the



recommended concept was evaluated for treaty compliance, and the final report was
prepared.

While this approach is very straightforward, and the process of collecting and
extrapolating capabilities and plans into the future to generate shortfalls is very
attractive, the process was very difficult to implement. The set of requirements was so
extensive that it was nearly impossible to reduce the massive volume of data to a
meaningful set of requirements. The existing and planned capabilities were presented
in numerous ways that made it very difficult to extract a generic set of capabilities for
the various ranges. Range terminology is not consistent, it is hard to compare
aeronautical testing, weapons testing, and space and ballistic missile testing. Program
managers tend to be completely focused on their current programs and have almost no
interest in events that are ten to fifteen years in the future. In the end, the study
examined the data, but required the educated judgment of the experts from the ranges
to make "sense out of nonsense."

CURRENT TEST ENVIRONMENT

The current AF T&E infrastructure is characterized by:

(1) Multiple fixed site locations which include both dedicated AF test facilities
and operational assets, with considerable redundancy and competition, but
little standardization or commonality. AF test facilities are required to earn
reimbursable funds per DoDD 3200.11.

(2) The astronautical (space and ballistic missile) T&E ranges are not RDT&E
funded. An extensive modernization of these astronautical ranges is currently
underway in a Range Standardization and Automation (RSA) program.

(3) Many of the T&E resources are aging facilities with old and obsolete
equipment which are expensive to operate, maintain and repair. They are
manpower intensive with degrading reliability.

(4) Limited mobile instrumentation exists to support large area or over the
horizon tests.

(5) A Reliance Process is underway which is attempting to consolidate facilities
and capabilities to reduce duplication and overall costs.

(6) A Base Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) process is attempting
to reduce the size of the DoD infrastructure to save money.

(7) Available T&E funding is decreasing, yet weapons are becoming more
complex and more operationally realistic testing is being demanded.



PROJECTED TEST ENVIRONMENT

In the AF T&E infrastructure expected 10-15 years from now, we can expect that:

(1) Shared T&E resources will be required due to shrinking budgets and
consolidation of resources. This will lead to higher utilization, more
modularity and standardization, and increased interoperability, but will make
scheduling more complex.

(2) T&E resources will be shared with the laboratory and training communities.
(3) Test scenarios will be more complex, more operationally realistic, and

supported by a combined test force (CTF) concept. Large area testing (LAT),
over the horizon testing (OTH) and space weapons testing (SWT) will require
support. Testing and training on a global basis will be required.

STUDY SCOPE

This study addressed tracking, telemetry, and control needs for open air testing in the
2003-2008 time frame. Tracking was defined as "the means by which the time and
space position information are obtained." Telemetry was defined as "the means by
which the transmission of remotely collected measurements from a test article are
passed to a control center in support of test article evaluation." Control was
synonymous with Command and was defined to include "the means to exercise real
time man in the loop control of a test event or test article." The study was to develop a
plan by which these three functions will be supported in the future.

CRITICAL DECISION

The STS/OS reached a consensus on the means by which TSPI will be provided in the
future. The study team was unanimous in the opinion that GPS will provide TSPI for
practically all future T&E. GPS offers the following features:

(1) Unlimited number of participants.
(2) All weather day or night operation.
(3) Accuracy is better and independent of range or location.
(4) Terrain masking seldom a problem.
(5) GPS is an operational DoD system.

With GPS on each test article, the test article will know its own position very
accurately. This translates to the need for the test article to report its position to the
range control center (RCC). Telemetry is currently used to relay the TSPI from a test
article to the RCC. There are, however, other relay requirements that must be



addressed by the future test support scenarios. These requirements mandate the need
for a robust, bi-directional datalink. These datalink requirements are:

(1) Downlink
(a) Telemetry
(b) Avionics Buss Data
(c) Digital Audio
(d) Digital Video
(e) Miss Distance Information

(2) Uplink
(a) Commands
(b) Target Control
(c) Digital Audio
(d) Synthetic Targets
(e) Synthetic Backgrounds

Development of this robust new datalink is the most challenging aspect of the
STS/OS. It not only mandates the design of the datalink, but also the means to relay
this data to the RCC. Relay may include direct relay, relay via a ground relay
platform, relay via an airborne relay platform, relay via a satellite platform, or relay
via other participants (piggyback). Figure 2 presents a scenario that depicts the way
T&E will be supported in the future. Note that the continental ranges are
interconnected by a wide area, fiber optic network like T&E Range Internetting
System (TERIS). Test articles are all equipped with GPS receivers or translators. A
datalink connects all test articles to the appropriate RCC via a direct path or via some
relay path. Relay paths include relay via other test articles (piggyback), via a mobile
ground platform, via an airborne platform, or via a satellite platform. Data latency is
an issue that must be addressed in selecting relay platforms.

Once connectivity via this datalink can be assured, even flight termination commands
will be handled via this datalink. The terms telemetry and command as we have
historically known them will disappear. The datalink is just the open air part of the
digital communication system. A "digital highway" on the ground may be addressed
by a fiber optic network like the TERIS. The "digital airway" will be addressed by the
Telemetering Community, which already has the expertise to solve the formidable
problems. In fact, the telemetering, communications and computer communities must
combine forces to develop an acceptable solution to the datalink problem.



SUMMARY

The STS/OS was tasked to propose a preferred architecture for the AF open-air test &
evaluation infrastructure 10-15 years in the future. The STS/OS determined that GPS
is the TSPI method of choice for the future for all AF T&E ranges. Once it is
recognized that every test article will carry a GPS receiver or translator, means must
be provided to relay the TSPI information back to the Range Control Center (RCC).
Since there is additional information that must also be relayed to the RCC, such as
avionics buss data, digital video, etc., and some information that must be relayed to
the test article from the RCC, such as commands, target control, etc., a robust,
bi-directional, datalink is preferred to conventional telemetry and command systems.
STS/OS recommends the datalink is the most important problem to be addressed by
the telemetering, communications and computer communities in the near future.

The following critical AF needs were identified by the STS/OS (specific AF actions
were recommended for each):

(1) Exploit the Global Positioning System (GPS) to provide time, space position
information (TSPI) as the primary means for tracking all vehicles in open air
ranges.

(2) Provide improved test article GPS instrumentation, including qualified
commercial products .

(3) Provide a range internetting capability, such as TERIS.
(4) Provide transportable air and surface relay platforms, such as a new Advance

Range Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA) and a Transportable Range
Augmentation Control System (TRACS).

(5) Provide direct and indirect linkages (relays) between test articles and control
centers.

(6) Provide a dedicated T&E space weapon system safety capability.
(7) Provide an improved end-game scoring capability or vector miss distance

indicator (VMDI).

The authors are hopeful that the T&E community will collectively decide that GPS is
the preferred TSPI methodology for the future. This will provide a common TSPI
system and eventually phase out the much less capable Air Combat Maneuvering
Range (ACMR) systems, the Extended Area T est System (EATS) and the Drone
Formation Control System (DFCS) and all their derivative systems. The Range
Applications Joint Program Office (RAJPO) must continue to address the GPS needs
of all of the T&E community. Advocacy for the RAJPO is encouraged. A common
TSPI system like GPS will go a long way towards interoperability and commonality
on the test and training ranges. The T&E community must also recognize that a



robust, interoperable datalink system is required. Hopefully the newly chartered
Standard Interoperable Datalink System (SIDS) can produce a modular system
capable of meeting the needs of the T&E community.
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ABSTRACT

The area of range telemetry and communications has been under budget constraints
and interoperability enhancement requirements for some time. The near-term
onslaught of multimedia communications offerings by telephony and communications
companies is certain to cause range engineering personnel to conduct extensive
research and possibly make numerous decisions on procurements and technologies
before standards are finalized. This paper will address a low-risk migration path for
range telemetry to the new multimedia communications for ranges based on current
capabilities. This migration path has an end goal of positioning the ranges to take
advantage of future multimedia communications as they become available, while
leveraging off of current products and procurements, without a major investment.
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INTRODUCTION

The communications industry is about to experience the biggest change and fastest
growth of any technology area in the history of high-technology electronics.
Commercial communications companies, public telephone companies, and the U.S.
government are backing multimedia communications as the future communications
medium, and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) as the multimedia standard. ATM
lines of varying bandwidths will be available for every home and business in the near
future. Computer companies, network companies, television manufacturers, phone
manufacturers, and the like, will all be actively involved in providing multimedia
communications trunks in their products and service offerings. Phone carriers and
communications manufacturers will provide products and services for this new



technology. Initially, the price will be high due to the low volume of customers for
ATM. As the volume increases and the price drops, services and products will
flourish.

The U.S. government will find the use of ATM irresistible due to the specific
interconnectivity and interoperability features it will provide. All DoD and range
facilities will eventually be connected through a public network similar to that shown
in Figure 1. The problem facing many government facilities, and ranges in particular,
is that while many interconnect and interoperability requirements need to be addressed
now, ATM standards and products are still evolving. Due to the up-front cost of
providing interoperability, the range communications groups could end up with
equipment that is obsolete in 1-2 years. This paper will outline a roadmap and strategy
for range communications personnel to follow when acquiring products to fulfill
current interoperability requirements, that can be retained and utilized after the
communications evolution begins.

TELEMETRY TRANSPORTS

The main goal of many of the current range interoperability requirements is to provide
real-time data links between ranges. Voice, video, and non-real time data are needed
today, but their transmission and reception is not currently feasible. A large move to
multimedia now could be very risky due to changing standards, and expensive due to
high service cost. The suggested method is to implement a current standard that has
been designated as a supported trunk interface for future multimedia ATM services to
meet current interoperability requirements. The DS-3, Frame Relay, and SMDS
standards are three fairly safe choices. SMDS may not be offered by all carriers; some
may go directly to ATM.

Currently, a data multiplexer/demultiplexer unit is available off the shelf equipped
with a DS-3 interface link and telemetry I/O ports. The Loral 8245 has been available
since 1992, and is field tested. DS-3 has been designated by the Forum and Standards
Committee as a standard trunk interface to the newer ATM networks and products.
Implementation of DS-3 mux/demux technology into an interface link now will allow
the ranges to take advantage of this high-speed DS-3 technology, and will provide a
ready-made trunk interface to future ATM switch technology.

Loral's DS-3 Data Mux/Demux units work on digital PCM technology. Although
transfer of FM telemetry data throughout a range has always been necessary, no
digital mux/demux unit is available that offers direct FM inputs and includes an
interface to digital networks. In order to insert FM data into digital DS-3 links, the
data must be digitized and put into a standard format accepted by the DS-3 units. The



Figure 1. Future Range Network



Loral 8470 Digital Discriminator will serve as an FM front end to the 8245 DS-3
Mux/Demux. The 8470 will accept an FM multiplex as an input, digitize the
multiplex, and provide a serial PCM output. This PCM output is IRIG standard and is
used as a direct input to the 8245 DS-3 Multiplexer where multiple PCM streams are
multiplexed together on a DS-3 format (see Figure 2). Voice can be input to the 8245
through the standard 8245 Analog Input/Output module. The module will accept up to
8 voice channels and digitize them for transmission over the DS-3 link.

Figure 2. Current TLM Transport

There are two available options for future multimedia ATM networks that utilize the
above configurations. First, several communications companies are in the process of
designing switches/servers/routers with an ATM trunk interface to the planned open
network through a DS-3 trunk line interface. After an initial installation of the
configuration in Figure 2, the purchase of one of these new devices in the future can
be done without obsoleting the previous equipment and without modifying the
existing units. This is shown in Figure 3. Such an installation will allow an 8245
Mux/Demux that had previously been part of a dedicated link to be placed on an open
multimedia network. The second option is to purchase an upgrade to the 8245 DS-3
unit to replace the DS-3 link interface with an ATM interface. The upgrade would
require replacing one circuit card each in the multiplexer and demultiplexer as shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Near-Future TLM Transport



Figure 4. Future TLM Transport

PROCESSING SYSTEMS

Most current telemetry systems utilize Ethernet as the prime network interface and
TCP/IP as the network protocol. This is shown in Figure 5. As ATM becomes more
abundant, systems will transition to the new networks. On standard "open
architecture" systems, most of the Ethernet interfacing is accomplished by a
piggy-back or off-the-shelf interface card to a standard processor located in the
telemetry front end, or as a workstation option. These cards are currently provided by
computer manufacturers and communications companies. ATM network cards to
replace or co-exist with Ethernet are currently available for most of the standard
platforms.

The cost of modifying applications software is expected to be minimal for a future
change to ATM. ATM products are currently expected to be delivered with a layered
software network interface that will accept IP packets and encapsulate them within the
ATM cells. At the receiving end, there is again no applications software impact. A
layered ATM software interface is required.

Current telemetry systems utilize a proprietary parallel bus to transfer data between
the system decommutators and the system front-end processors. As data rates increase
in non-proprietary serial networks, these parallel buses could be replaced by ATM
network nodes located within the system front end (see Figure 6). This would allow a
distributed networked approach to processing data and give the telemetry equipment
closer network access. In fact, as processing speeds increase, hardware decoms will
probably be replaced by software decoms in many applications. The bit synchronizer
will simply block the data into packets and transmit the packets over a network where
all interested parties will decom and process the data. Where many users are involved,
the obvious advantage to this is cost. One piece of hardware can deliver data to an
open network where hundreds of users are monitoring a real-time test on different
platforms using different decom, processing, and analysis software products.



The new ATM networks will initially be introduced as system upgrades on the
back-end by replacing the existing Ethernet as shown in Figure 5 (future). However, in
new products, these network nodes could eventually end up at the front end of a
system, as at the decom or bit synchronizer shown in Figure 6. In the case of ranges,
flight test facilities, and launch sites, real-time data that can be delivered in raw format
over a secure public network is a desirable function. Tremendous costs are incurred
during missions where government personnel, contractor personnel, and consultants
must travel to the mission site to access real-time data.

Figure 5. Network Processing System

To deliver real-time data to the network from front-end hardware, and keep the front
end versatile enough to allow some latitude as standards solidify, industry-standard
buses will initially be used for the front-end-to-network interface ports. The
implementation of an industry standard bus to a bit sync or decom front-end card will
allow the future purchase of an off-the-shelf ATM card for future network access.

A possible range configuration is shown in Figure 6. During a mission, the bit sync
and processor provide real-time data locally for mission support, as well as nationally
over a public network. The bit synchronizer takes the raw data, encapsulates it into
ATM cells, and delivers this information to the network. The data is received at
distribution sites where installed software decoms and analysis packages process the
data. The platform and software used will be vendor-independent as long as there are
standards defining encapsulation of raw telemetry data. The bit sync-to-ATM
interface will provide a good payload/overhead ratio since the overhead information
need not contain framing information, and the raw data number has not been expanded
into a floating point number. However, the data is uncompressed and will include all
data words.

Utilizing the more conventional processor to output data to the network will allow
data compression and word deletion to be used to conserve bandwidth, although some
of this savings is lost due to tagging of individual words. This approach will also
require that all receiving nodes on the network install the same software package as
the source, since the data, tag, and encapsulation techniques will more than likely be



vendor-unique and database-dependent. In a system configuration, the user will be
allowed a selection of any combination of the sources to distribute data.

Figure 6. Future Network Processing System

A configuration for implementing a typical local area (remote area) network at a range
is shown in Figure 7. This architecture is drawn with available products and integrates
voice, video, data, and telemetry into a local area network. Expansion into the public
network and trunk interface to other remote sites in a regional network is inherent in
this system design.

Integration into the public network can be done locally if the ATM switch is capable
of ATM circuit emulation. Public network access may be desirable in a central
location (Central Office Switch) where an ATM switch provides public network
service to all remote sites, and will prove less expensive.

CONCLUSION

Multimedia is about to invade every aspect of the electronics industry. Cars,
computers, televisions, telephones, stereos, and telemetry will all be impacted by this
technology. As such, we will have to deal with all of the changes it will bring—good
and bad. Advanced planning for this technology is the only way to lessen its impact.
All current procurements should be accomplished only after considering the cost
impact involved in the architecture design for a transition to multimedia. Due to the
tremendous advantages in standardizing telemetry data packaging on a multimedia
network, and the severe costs if no standards are used, IRIG should be considering
ways to standardize this open network telemetry.



Figure 7. Remote Site (local area network)

This paper is not intended to sanction or promote any aspect of multimedia.
Multimedia itself has such momentum that no one company or approach will have a
great impact upon the final outcome. The multimedia infrastructure will be established
with eventual guidelines for use. Users will enjoy tremendous benefits, but will be
required to operate within established guidelines. The ideas presented in this paper are
meant to establish a framework of standards, practices, and off-the-shelf products to
provide a less painful and better planned migration to the open network for range
telemetry.
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ABSTRACT

Discover how it is now possible to memory-link all man-in-the-loop and
machine-in-the-loop elements, as global resources that share information at
memory-access speeds, to provide a unified system paradigm that avows: "the data is
there, on time, every time." Regardless of configuration, if your past, present, or future
system consists of more than one computer, and it interactively mixes information
sources and destinations (e.g. Telemetry data streams, I/O interfaces, information
processors, etc.) to achieve a highly integrated system, then the critical path to
real-time success mandates a high performance, reliable, and deterministic
communications methodology. This softwareless, future technology is already
successfully sharing information in other real-time markets and applications, and is
ready for more challenging applications.
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ABSTRACT

A demonstration of near real-time performance assessment for the Program Executive
Officer for Cruise Missiles Project and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, Cruise Test
Directorate, PEO(CU)-CT, was conducted between 22 March 1994 through 4 May
1994. The demonstration involved the temporary installation of a portable
TOMAHAWK telemetry recording and telecommunications capability at the Air
Force Development Test Center range at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida and a receiving
telecommunications capability at the Naval Warfare Assessment Division (NWAD),
Corona, California. The system was successfully used on 4 May 1994 to record
TOMAHAWK missile telemetry data in real-time in support of Operational Test
Launch (OTL)-163 and to transfer that data to the weapons system performance
analysts at NWAD in near real-time.

The one hour and three minutes of flight data was compressed in real-time as it was
recorded, then, after completion of the flight, the data was transferred to NWAD in
about 12 minutes using the switched 56 kbps network. Additional transfers using the
Defense Commercial Telecommunications Network (DCTN) were also conducted. All
transfers were secured using ethernet encryptors. The data was processed by both the
NWAD telemetry ground station and the TOMAHAWK workstation complex.

This paper quantifies the results and documents the lessons learned from this
demonstration and proposes a standardized system design for possible implementation
at TOMAHAWK test range sites in the future. A position is taken that for situations
where the remote site (e.g. other range or data analysis site) does not exercise direct
operational control over the test/host range, near real-time data relay solutions are not
only as adequate, but in many cases are preferable to real-time solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

In October 1993, the PEO(CU)-CT Data Quality Management Board (DQMB)
chairman requested that the Naval Warfare Assessment Division (NWAD) investigate
the feasibility of providing a mechanism to reduce the time and effort required to
accomplish performance assessment for future TOMAHAWK missile tests. This
request was directed to the Cruise Missile Analysis branch within NWAD (PA-52). A
preliminary briefing was prepared by the Telemetry/Telecommunications Engineering
Branch (PA-11) and then presented during a DQMB meeting at NWAD on 2
November 93. Based on previous experience with the AEGIS Performance
Assessment Network (APAN), the preliminary briefing affirmed the feasibility of
using an all electronic media to relay the telemetry data necessary to accomplish the
performance assessment in as close to real-time as possible (i.e. near real-time). As a
result of that meeting, DQMB representatives asked NWAD to prepare a
demonstration proposal.

PROPOSAL

During the mid-year program review for the PEO(CU)-CT at NWAD on 8 March 94,
PA-11 proposed that a demonstration be conducted. Operational Test Launch
(OTL)-163 which was scheduled to take place in the first week of May 1994 on the
Air Force Development Test Center (AFDTC) range at Eglin Air Force Base (EAFB),
Florida was then selected as a candidate test case. The location of OTL-163 would
provide the remoteness necessary for a proper demonstration of the technology. On 22
March 94, go-ahead for the demonstration was authorized by the PEO(CU)-CT.

OBJECTIVES

Two sets of objectives were established for this demonstration. The primary technical
objectives were: (a) acquire OTL-163 telemetry data in real-time at EAFB, (b)
securely transfer the data to NWAD in near real-time, and (c) perform the initial
quick-look performance assessment and report the results to the TOMAHAWK
community in less than 24 hours after the completion of the test flight. The
programmatic objectives were: (a) evaluate the technical results with respect to



timeliness and effectiveness, (b) develop a standardized design for use during future
tests, and (c) develop an estimate of the costs and time frame that would be required
for possible implementation of the demonstrated technology at other sites.

PURPOSE

This report is intended to document the approach used to conduct the demonstration,
as well as the technical and programmatic results achieved. Finally, recommendations
will be made, based on the results, for the benefit of the PEO(CU)-CT, and the
TOMAHAWK technical community.

APPROACH

SCOPE

As will be seen in the design and implementation sections of this report, this
demonstration involved many areas of project engineering and execution in a very
short time period (i.e. six weeks). During this time, final design, remote test site
planning/ coordination, security, equipment and telecommunications acquisition,
integration/ testing, modifications/repairs, shipment, travel, installation and check-out
all had to be accomplished.

OTHER INITIATIVES

APAN. An important step in approaching this demonstration was to take full
advantage of the experience gained from other similar initiatives. One such initiative,
APAN, had shown that use of modern telecommunication techniques was not only
feasible, but practical and effective in rapidly transferring large quantities of data over
great distances in support of Combat System Sea Qualification Trials (CSSQTs). The
NWAD team chosen to perform the demonstration was previously responsible for the
successful implementation of APAN (from concept to initial Operational Capability
(IOC) at six sites) in the 12 month period of January-December 1992. This experience
would prove crucial to the successful completion of this demonstration.

TERIS. Another initiative of similar nature (since canceled by OSD) was the Test &
Evaluation Range Internet System (TERIS). NWAD was the development agent for
training and weapons assessment for the Navy on the TERIS Integration Working
Group (TIWG). TERIS had planned to network many key T&E ranges and training
complexes, including the AFDTC at EAFB and the Southern California Range at
Point Mugu, CA (both principal TOMAHAWK flight test ranges) and NWAD at
Corona, CA. A key provision in the system was the ability to relay telemetry data in



real-time to one or all nodes in support of a test event or training exercise. During a
TIWG meeting at Edwards AFB, CA in February 1994, the preliminary design for this
demonstration (based on the APAN concept) was discussed and revised by the EAFB
telemetry station head and the NWAD PA-11 lead engineer. After several additional
phone calls were made, the required planning and coordination between NWAD and
EAFB was nearly completed prior to the demonstration even being approved by the
PEO(CU)-CT.

DESIGN

Concept. As mentioned above, the initial design was similar to that used by the
APAN. Namely, instead of attempting to relay test data (e.g. telemetry) in real-time, a
store-and-forward method is used. In this method, data is collected at the source in
real-time and archived as a data file on a high capacity disk drive. Then, immediately
after the flight is completed, the file is telecommunicated to the remote site using
standard Wide Area Network (WAN) communication techniques.

Rationale. Several advantages are realized with this approach. First, the need to
maintain disciplined synchronous telemetry clock sources from end-to-end is
eliminated. Second, standard network communications techniques such as Transport
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) over ethernet Local Area Network (LAN)
interfaces can be used. This can be achieved using low-cost commercial-off-the-shelf
technology that is both user-friendly (reducing operator training requirements) and
proven. Third, TCP/IP communication protocols assure that all the telemetry data will
be received errorlessly at the remote site (something very difficult to achieve in
real-time). Fourth, store-and-forward allows for off-line compression prior to
transmission and a reduction in peak long-haul bandwidth requirements. For example,
data from existing 2.4Mbps (and future 5Mbps, 10Mbps, and 20Mbps) telemeter
packages (telepacs) can be transferred to remote sites over affordable T1 circuits (as
opposed to T3 circuits) if end users can wait a few minutes for the data rather than
having it in real-time (i.e. while in flight). It also allows for the incorporation of
ancillary capabilities such as multi-media audio and video. Fifth, ethernet encryptors
can be used to greatly simplify the Communications Security (COMSEC) effort. The
encryptor used in this demo, the Network Encryption System from Motorola is a
Controlled COMSEC Item (CCI) and remains unclassified when unkeyed. It can also
be shipped by any commercial overnight carrier that can provide constant surveillance
service. Because the Keying Material (KEYMAT) is like that used in the STU-III
(unclassified when not loaded into the CCI encryptor), key management is simplified
by eliminating the need for Two-Person Integrity (TPI) during operations. Finally,
switched 56 kbps and Defense Commercial Telecommunications Network (DCTN)
circuits were used to achieve long-haul connectivity. The only drawback to this



approach is that data is not received in real-time. However, since it is unlikely that any
remote site (NWAD or otherwise) would be granted operational range control,
real-time data is unnecessary. In light of this fact, near real-time data is completely
satisfactory and was utilized.

Design Details. A set of block diagrams which depict the design that was
demonstrated is provided in Figures 1-4. In order to improve the probability of success
for this mission, a back-up system was used for each of the three subsystems in the
design: (a) telemetry data acquisition, (b) data transmission, and (c) data processing.

Telemetry Data Acquisition. The primary means of acquiring telemetry data was a
Portable Telemetry Data Processor (TDP) manufactured by Acroamatics. This
subsystem is based on a VME bus architecture and provides a compact (7 inch high
rack mount enclosure), reliable method of acquiring, time-tagging, decommutating,
and archiving telemetry data as a file on its large capacity disk drive. The portable
TDP file record format is compatible with the NWAD telemetry ground station. The
back-up system was a traditional one based on analog tape archiving followed by data
storage on digital ½ inch magnetic tape media. The digitized tape could then be placed
on a VAX workstation for subsequent network transmission to NWAD. Both systems
tapped into the existing telemetry data sources at the EAFB telemetry receiving
station and provided first-order data compression. This type of compression involved
a cull of unused words within the telemetry frame, and a cull of all words whose value
had changed less than 0.5% from a previously recorded sample. The 0.5%
"compression window" is within the error tolerance of the missile telepac. This type
of compression has successfully been used for many years by the NWAD telemetry
field stations and the ground station at Corona. Use of this compression technique
resulted in significant reductions of the telemetry file sizes involved in this
demonstration.











Data Processing. The primary data processing subsystem at NWAD was the
telemetry ground station in building 517. Since this system did not have direct
network capability, telemetry data files from the primary and back-up systems at
EAFB were sent to the VAX at the NWAD Telemetry Station Development (TSD)
laboratory in building 503. Once there, the TSD VAX converted the files onto digital
½ inch magnetic tapes using record formats that were compatible with the NWAD
telemetry ground station. The ground station then used standard processing procedures
to provide analysts with hard copy telemetry data records. For data processing, the
TSD lab served as a back-up system, as did analyst SGI Unix based workstations
which had been programmed to accept the ground station tape file formats.

IMPLEMENTATION

This section will review the preparatory efforts required during the six week period
from demonstration authorization to the OTL-163 launch date.

Final Design. The system design was finalized within a matter of days after receiving
demonstration authorization. In view of the extremely short lead-time, only equipment
which was available on-hand, or via loan was included in the design. Besides the
physical equipment design which has been diagrammed in Figure 1, the design effort
required that addresses be assigned to the various network equipment used in the
demonstration. This information is provided in Figure 5 and was used to generate the
KEYMAT required for the NES encryptors to function properly.

Acquisition. Once the design was finalized, identified equipment was shipped or
hand carried from the various projects and locations where they function as additional
units to meet peak capacities, or as spares. Besides equipment, a digitized telemetry
data tape of a previous TOMAHAWK missile test was obtained from the NWAD
ground station to use during check-out of the portable TDP. The portable TDP was
obtained for evaluation purposes from Acroamatics. This unit was actually their
development test bed model since the three units in their production line were already
committed to other customers and could not be diverted. Because of this, NWAD had
to arrange for compatible TCP/IP communication software to be acquired and
configured for use with the portable TDP VME single board computer ethernet port.
Finally, a dedicated T1 access line from EAFB to a local SW 56 point-of-presence
was leased for a one month period to provide the primary long-haul circuit
connectivity.





Remote Site Coordination. Although informal coordination began during a TIWG
meeting (Feb 94) at Edwards AFB, formal coordination efforts began immediately
after the demonstration was authorized. Since a single point of failure could not be
tolerated in view of the short time-frame, all coordination efforts were accomplished
via telephone/fax, and culminated in a written Memorandum of Agreement (MOA).
The MOA provided the necessary blueprint for the NWAD and EAFB teams to
successfully conduct the demonstration including; equipment block diagrams, building
layouts for equipment placement, use of DCTN data access, on-base routing of T1
circuit for SW56 access, and a responsibility matrix in order to achieve IOC.

Security. Security issues revolved around the use and protection of COMSEC
equipment and KEYMAT and NWAD personnel access to restricted areas at EAFB.
Although APAN uses another type of ethernet encryptor that provides slightly higher
throughput rates than the NES, it requires TPI KEYMAT for operation. Due to the
short time-frame involved in this demonstration, and the fact that the encryptor was
needed for bench testing of both systems up until they were shipped in late April,
standard Defense Courier Service shipment of TPI KEYMAT was impossible.
Therefore, the NES encryptor was selected for use. The hardware was shipped by
commercial overnight service under constant surveillance. KEYMAT was then
generated at NWAD and hand carried by operations team personnel. Security
clearances for all operations team members were arranged as were "out-of-hours"
access authorizations so that testing of the systems could continue during the last
weekend in April just prior to the OTL-163 launch date. All these arrangements
proved valuable and successful.

Integration & Testing. One of the most demanding efforts required in preparing for
the demonstration involved integrating the primary and back-up systems at NWAD for
bench testing prior to shipment to EAFB. This process continued at EAFB during and
after initial on-site installation. Several all-day (and late-night) sessions were required
by the design and operations team to completely check-out the systems.

Modification & Repairs. As a result of bench testing at NWAD and field testing
upon installation at EAFB, it was apparent that modifications (or repairs) were
required on many of the equipment items. The next paragraphs detail these efforts.

Portable TDP. The first item to require attention was to use the example
TOMAHAWK data tape to check file format compatibility between the portable TDP
and the NWAD VAX 4100 which would receive the file transfers. Although the
portable TDP and NWAD ground station both use 32 bit (4 byte) words, the portable
TDP records the bytes in a 1-2-3-4 sequence, while the VAX 4100 used a 4-3-2-1
sequence. The second item involved the file record length. The portable TDP uses a



fixed 8192 byte record block length while the VAX 4100 used a variable record block
length approach. Both of these items were overcome by modifying the output record
routines used by the VAX 4100. The third item involved the creation of two different
CONFIG.SYS files for the portable TDP single board computer due to a conflict in
"high memory" allocation for the newly added TCP/IP software driver. Thus, one
configuration was used for data acquisition, another was used for TCP/IP file
transfers. A fourth item involved the repair of a failed bit-slice processor (and
swap-out of a disk drive that worked intermittently) due to excessive heat. Apparently,
this development test bed unit from Acroamatics had not received a dual-fan upgrade
to reduce heat build-up and prevent such failures. After the repairs were made and a
second fan was installed, no further failures were experienced. A fifth item required
the portable TDP timing card to be reprogrammed to "Translate Time Code" mode
instead of "Generate Time Code" mode. The last item was a bug in the microcode of
the portable TDP that produces the time tick for hard copy printouts. Instead of
counting 1-1000 in milliseconds on the printout every second, the time tick for
millisecond 10 was skipped (the data for millisecond 10 was still there). Since this last
item wasn't discovered until the unit was at EAFB where the operations team had no
access to compilers or Acroamatics software experts, a microcode patch routine was
developed by Acroamatics and sent via fax to the operations team in the field. The
patch directed the output print file to produce a "double tick" at millisecond 9 (note:
the presence or absence of this patch did not have any effect on the integrity of the
actual recorded data file, just the output time tick step routine for the print file).

Back-Up TDP. The back-up system was comprised of traditional components that
were borrowed from other telemetry resources. However, although all equipment
necessary for a back-up system was available, some equipment components would not
operate individually or as a system and needed repair or adjustment. The first item to
be addressed was the Timing Subsystem. Bench testing revealed that it would not
properly lock onto modulated IRIG-B range timing signals of the type expected at
EAFB. This was overcome by using a spare Time Code Generator to, in effect,
"regenerate" the modulated IRIG-B timing signal to a sufficient level for the TDP
Timing Subsystem to accept. This was successful. The second and third items
involved the System Control Unit (SCU): (a) a failed Data Storage Control card had to
be swapped-out, and (b) a failed floppy disk drive had to be replaced. The fourth item
involved file compatibility between the VAX 3100 at EAFB (used to network data
back to a VAX 4100 at NWAD) and the digitized ½ inch magnetic tape files produced
by the back-up TDP. A RECORD STRUCTURE command had to be used to allow
the VAX to maintain proper record file lengths during TCP/IP file transfers using
native DFC/UCX communication software, and, the standard CR/LF that is added to
each record block under the WRITE command had to be disabled by using a QIO
command instead. The integration cable set was not complete and included some



cables that were previously damaged. This was overcome by repairing all damaged
cables and fabricating all missing cables at NWAD. Finally, the TELEX ½ inch
magnetic tape drive proved very troublesome: (a) a hinge door was damaged during
shipment which prevented tapes from loading properly , (b) a pre-amp board for the
record head had failed, (c) a ribbon-cable was found to be frayed due to an intermittent
power supply problem that required the power supply to be frequently removed and
replaced. The known problems were repaired at NWAD by a TELEX service rep.
However, the power supply still operated intermittently (which, in turn, caused the
tape drive to pass internal diagnostic tests yet not operate with the SCU) until it was
removed and replaced once more just before the OTL-163 launch date. Thereafter,
including the entire OTL-163 test period, the tape drive operated flawlessly.

On-Base T1. After initial installation was made and the dedicated T1 access line to
the SW56 point-of-presence was activated, attention was directed to the on-base
system at EAFB which routes the T1 from the TELCO demarcation point to telemetry
building 380. End-to-end bit error rate testing revealed an inability of older style
Alternate Mark Inversion (AMI) cards in the EAFB T3 mux to properly pass 2047 test
pattern data. This test pattern is used because it contains long strings of zeros that are
prevalent in encrypted links. The older cards would not tolerate a low one's density
pattern. That being the case, the problem was readily solved by using newer
generation cards.

Miscellaneous. Travel, shipment, and installation were also accomplished for the
most part without major incident. The NWAD omnibus support contractor arranged
for shipment by commercial air carrier and completed the delivery of equipment from
the air terminal in Atlanta to EAFB by truck since the size of the palletized equipment
racks exceeded that allowed for direct commercial air delivery to EAFB. The support
provided by the telemetry branch at EAFB was outstanding. They provided excellent
support and stopped at nothing to overcome any last minute difficulties or unforeseen
obstacles.

Summary. Although at times during the preparation phase the problem list seemed
insurmountable, by the time a full-up telemetry check was performed on Sunday 1
May 94, all systems were operational.

RESULTS

The results for this demonstration are divided in the following sections into technical
and programmatic categories. All technical objectives were successfully achieved. All
programmatic objectives are included at the end of this document.



TECHNICAL

Overview. On the morning of Wednesday 4 May 1994, OTL-163 was conducted.
The flight was 1 hour and three minutes in duration and used a block III telepac at a
data rate of 384 kbps. Both systems acquired the entire flight telemetry without
incident. Immediately after the flight was completed, the resulting data tape from the
back-up system was placed on the VAX 3100 and the 28.6 Mbyte file was transferred
to NWAD in approximately 12 minutes. The file from the portable TDP (PTDP) was
then transferred to NWAD in approximately 45 minutes. At NWAD, the files were
received on the TSD VAX 4100. Within 45 minutes of receipt, all files were
converted to NWAD ground station compatible ½ inch magnetic tape media for
production processing. Within 2 hours, standard telemetry records and data products,
along with the digitized telemetry tapes, were provided to PA-52 TOMAHAWK
analysts. Within 6 hours of receipt of the data from the ground station, a preliminary
anomaly report memo was issued by PA-52.

Details. Once the telemetry data was transferred to the NWAD ground station for
processing, further data file transfers were conducted to gain a better understanding of
the capabilities of the demonstrated systems and to improve subsequent designs.

Data Acquisition. One result was of the data acquisition effort was a clear finding
that the first order compression by both TDP systems resulted in dramatic reductions
in the size of files that were involved. For example, the TOMAHAWK 384 kbps data
rate is equivalent to 48 kbytes per second. However, the data is actually constructed in
PCM frames with sub-channels of sampled data. On average, a channel is one byte
(some are 1 bit events, others are 10-24 bit words). This results in a 48 kchannels per
second data rate. The TDP records each channel as a 2 byte word and appends a 2 byte
channel ID/precise time header for a total of four bytes of file data for each channel.
Thus, the uncompressed rate of a Tomahawk telemetry file as recorded by the TDP is
approximately 192 kbytes per second. Therefore, the 63 minute flight should have
resulted in a 725 Mbyte file. The actual file size of 28.6 Mbytes represents a
compression ratio of 25:1.

Data Transmission. Once the files were ready for transmission, both SW56 and
DCTN pathways were used. Because the SW56 circuit was under direct user control
via the IMUX front panel (instead of via advanced reservation as with DCTN), this
was the preferred pathway for the operations team. Table 1 summarizes the data
transmission results. As can be seen from the results, increasing the WAN data rate
above 448 kbps had no noticeable effect on transfer times for the back-up TDP/VAX
system. This is due to the "throttling" effect that the NES has as it reaches the
maximum number of packets per second it can process. Also note that the portable



TDP transfer times were much slower than those of the backup TDP/VAX
combination. The primary difference can be attributed to lack of optimization of the
native TCP/IP software used with the portable TDP single board computer ethernet
port. Such factors as window size (for the IP component) and segment size (for the
ethernet component) could not be optimized and hurt performance considerably. It is
recommended that a different TCP/IP software package be used in future
implementations. Even with these setbacks, the file was transferred in less time than it
took to record it.

Data Processing. Data processing took place first in the NWAD ground station.
Processing time was approximately 2 hours. Then, records and digitized tapes were
provided to the TOMAHAWK flight analysts. A preliminary anomaly report memo
was then issued and released within six hours of receipt of the data products from the
ground station.

PROGRAMMATIC

The programmatic objectives were: (a) evaluate the technical results with respect to
timeliness and effectiveness, (b) develop a standardized design for use during future
tests, and (c) develop an estimate of the costs and time frame that would be required
for possible implementation of the demonstrated technology at other sites.



Timeliness & Effectiveness. Timeliness objectives for this demonstration were
definitely met since the data products were provided to the analysts in less than four
hours after the flight was completed. Effectiveness assessment objectives were also
met since an in-depth comparison between the telemetry data sent via the
telecommunications network and the telemetry data recorded on the primary and
backup systems at the host range showed no substantive variation.

Standardized Design. A standardized design which reflects the lessons learned from
this demonstration is shown in Figure 6. The use of centralized spares is preferred to a
complete back-up system. This system can be implemented at any TOMAHAWK
telemetry source site. The initial cost to implement the system at each site is estimated
to be $ 150K as listed in table 2. The life cycle costs are estimated to be $35K per
year.

Implementation Time Frame. Based on experience from this demonstration, the time
frame for implementing this technology at other sites is estimated to be nine months
after go-ahead authorization.



CONCLUSION



The temporary installation of a portable TOMAHAWK telemetry recording and
telecommunications capability at the Air Force Development Test Center range at
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida and a receiving telecommunications capability at the
Naval Warfare Assessment Division (NWAD), Corona, California was successfully
used on 4 May 1994 to record TOMAHAWK missile telemetry data in real-time in
support of Operational Test Launch (OTL)-163 and to transfer that data to the
weapons system performance analysts at NWAD in near real-time.

The one hour and three minutes of flight data was compressed in real-time as it was
recorded, then, after completion of the flight, the data was transferred to NWAD in
about 12 minutes using the switched 56 kbps network. Additional transfers using the
Defense Commercial Telecommunications Network (DCTN) were also conducted. All
transfers were secured using ethernet encryptors. The data was processed by both the
NWAD telemetry ground station and the TOMAHAWK workstation complex.

The near real-time data relay solution employed during this demonstration was found
to be totally adequate and a standardized system design for possible implementation at
TOMAHAWK test range sites in the future was proposed. Possible use of the
standardized design for the near real-time telemetry relay requirements of other
projects is warranted.
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ABSTRACT

The Department of Defense, through a Tri-Service Program Office, is developing the
Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS) to promote standardization,
commonality, and interoperability among aircraft test instrumentation systems. The
advent of CAIS will change how the DoD test community conducts business. The
CAIS program will allow aircraft test and evaluation facilities to utilize common
airborne systems, ground support equipment, and technical knowledge for airborne
instrumentation systems.

The CAIS Program Office will conduct requirements analyses, manage system
upgrades, and provide full life cycle support for this system. It is initiating several
requirements contracts to provide direct ordering opportunities for DoD users to easily
procure defined test instrumentation hardware. The program office will provide
configuration management, inventory control, maintenance support, system
integration, engineering support, and software management. In addition, it will
continue to enhance the current system and develop new items to meet future
requirements. Where existing equipment provides added benefit, this equipment may
be added to the official CAIS family.
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INTRODUCTION

The three services have historically developed new airborne instrumentation systems
for each new major weapon system they have procured. This has led to a proliferation
of instrumentation systems, both across and within the services. Each of the Major
Range and Test Facility Base/Aircraft Test and Evaluation (T&E) activities maintains



and supports a wide variety of instrumentation systems for weapon system T&E with
limited to non-existent spares and minimal to no commonality. Reutilization of these
systems in other programs is minimal, making the cost of ownership high.

Historically, the test ranges each had their own complement of airborne
instrumentation systems. A new test requirement always arose due to each new
aircraft program, resulting in airframe contractors developing new, tailored
instrumentation systems to realize the new capability. This led to many
instrumentation systems in the field. The costs associated with keeping personnel
trained on each system, finding resources to maintain the systems, and buying spares
for the new systems was becoming prohibitive.

The Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS) will change the way tri-
services and major aircraft contractors develop and procure instrumentation systems
for major weapon system acquisitions. A common/standard airborne instrumentation
system is being developed which will meet core data acquisition requirements for
weapon systems of the future. This system, the first-generation CAIS, is intended to
satisfy core instrumentation requirements into the next century. As the executive
manager of the project, the Navy has established a joint project office (JPO) at the
Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division and staffed by the three services.

REQUIREMENTS

The major requirements that will be resolved by this project are:

o Interoperability across aircraft test and evaluation facilities.
o Standardization of instrumentation preflight and maintenance procedures.
o Risk reduction to major weapon system acquisition programs.
o Cost reduction for instrumentation to the services.
o Elimination of uncontrolled, duplicate efforts and development costs.
o Maximum reutilization of instrumentation within and across the services.
o Rapid response to program needs for instrumentation systems .
o Instrumentation interface provision to the Global Positioning System.

CHARACTERISTICS

There are several prominent key characteristics of the CAIS. The first is commonality.
The CAIS will be a suite of standard hardware and software which will be used across
service boundaries on all aircraft T&E programs. CAIS will not be airframe- or
weapon system-dependant, nor will it be restricted to use by any T&E activity or
weapon system manufacturer. The next key characteristic is a single point system life



cycle management organization for all users of CAIS. Included will be procurement,
maintenance, upgrades, and system support. The third key characteristic is a modular,
expandable open architecture. This provides the capability to expand the system to
meet T&E program requirements and to upgrade system components to use new
technologies or meet emerging technical requirements. Also, more data acquisition
capacity can be added to an existing instrumentation installation without redesigning,
removing, and reinstalling a completely new system. These key characteristics will
enable the system to satisfy existing and future instrumentation requirements well into
the next century by providing a common system that supports a large customer base
and open architecture that supports infusion of emerging technology cost effectively.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The CAIS is a time division multiplexed digital data acquisition system consisting of
a family of building blocks which will be interconnected via the CAIS bus (Figure 1).
The system will be able to handle output data rates from 2 kilobits per second to 50
megabits per second, in word lengths of 12 or 16 bits. The CAIS will be fully
programmable with a capacity of at least 8000 input channels. Output data will be
IRIG-compatible PCM data stream for telemetry use plus data streams compatible
with different recording systems.

The CAIS will consist of the following major components:

o Airborne System Controller. Orchestrates collection and output of data. By
storing up to eight different sampling formats, the controller can allow
dynamic system reconfiguration during flight to adapt to predefined
changing data collection requirements.

o Airborne Processor. Performs engineering unit conversion and other data
manipulations to be put into the data stream or sent to the display
subsystem .

o Data Acquisition Units (DAUs). Allow collection of data from many possible
data sources, such as aircraft data buses, global positioning system, and
analog and digital instrumentation sensors.

-- Analog-Discrete DAU (ADAU)
-- Avionics DAU (AVDAU)

-- MIL-STD-1553
-- H009 (F-15 avionics bus)
-- Weapons (F-16 weapons bus)



-- Global Positioning System DAU (GDAU)
-- Discrete DAU (DDAU)
-- Miniature DAU (MDAU)

o PCM Combiner. Merges up to 16 asynchronous serial digital data streams.

o Cockpit Data Display. Provides up to 16 alpha-numeric displays plus analog
outputs.

o Instrumentation Support Equipment. The CAIS will also include a
complement of laboratory and flight line support equipment to enable
system programming, checkout, and maintenance.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

The CAIS JPO is located at the Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Patuxent
River Naval Air Station, MD. It is staffed with a Navy program manager and Army
and Air Force deputy program managers. The program office will be the single point
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Figure 2. CAIS Requirements

system life cycle management organization, supporting all DoD users of CAIS.
Included will be requirements analysis, upgrades, procurement, maintenance, and
system support.

REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

During the concept formulation of CAIS, a thorough requirements analysis was
conducted. Army, Navy and Air Force T&E organizations, as well as several aircraft
manufacturers, contributed to defining minimum system performance specifications.
This resulted in development of a system that is capable of meeting approximately
80% of all three services' needs well into the next century. The system is capable of
future expansion to keep up with technology advances and changing environments.

To stay cognizant of changing requirements, the JPO is participating in several forums
(Figure 2). It sponsors the CAIS Technical Consultant Group, works closely with the
DoD Reliance process, and participates on the Range Commanders Council (RCC). In
addition, it provides close coordination through its Navy program manager and Air
Force and Army deputy program managers, while maintaining presence at several
conferences during the year such as the International Telemetry Conference, the
Transducer Workshop, and the Society of Flight Test Engineers.

The CAIS Technical Consultant Group is a tri-service group of instrumentation
engineers that meets semiannually to discuss airborne instrumentation commonality
considerations. This forum identifies system enhancements and criteria for new



developments. Recommendations for new or improved capabilities are forwarded to
the CAIS program office.

By participating in and monitoring DoD Reliance efforts, the CAIS JPO stays abreast
of instrumentation requirements throughout the entire DoD flight test community. The
reliance process identifies broad categories of system requirements, matches them
against existing resources, and recommends instrumentation upgrades. The JPO will
incorporate these recommendations into their overall development program which will
ensure continued standardization and commonality within the DoD community.

The CAIS JPO maintains membership in the Telemetry Group of the RCC. By
regularly attending RCC meetings, the CAIS JPO maintains a two way dialog with the
individuals writing and updating the telemetry standards used throughout the flight
test industry.

In addition, the Navy program manager and Army and Air Force deputy program
managers maintain close liaison with their respective services' instrumentation
functional organizations. This provides an information flow on any short notice
customer requirements.

SYSTEM UPGRADES

The end result of these efforts will be identification of customer requirements
necessitating development of new items, modification to existing CAIS components,
modifying commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) items, or in some cases relying on an
existing COTS item. These developments, modifications, or COTS certification will
be managed by the JPO.

When a requirement is identified that can be satisfied through a modification to an
existing CAIS component, the JPO engineering staff will initiate action. They will
provide program management to develop the engineering design to accomplish the
modification. The JPO will coordinate the modification and then maintain
configuration control.

If the customer requirement cannot be satisfied through modifications, the JPO will
initiate a system development. Examples of new developments in planning are a
wideband DAU and a high-speed data recorder. Normally, the JPO will prepare a
system specification, compete a development contract, and provide overall program
management. In some cases, the development will be managed at other sites.



Funding for system development and major system modifications may be provided
through the Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP). Smaller
modifications and those requiring fast reaction times will normally be funded by the
primary customer--a system program office or T&E facility.

CAIS FAMILY

The CAIS program is designed to handle most
customer requirements. As depicted in Figure 3,
CAIS is the core of the instrumentation family,
augmented by compliant units to satisfy most
customer requirements. Some programs will
need to augment their system designs with
compatible and non-CAIS units. The program
office has established guidelines to incorporate
existing systems into the CAIS family. These are
listed in Table 1, Classifications for CAIS
hardware. For a system to be called "CAIS," it
must, at a minimum, be CAIS-compliant. If a CAIS or compliant systems are
available, DoD users will be required to use those units.

Table 1. CLASSIFICATIONS FOR CAIS HARDWARE

CAIS One of the CAIS family of units designed to CAIS
specification and developed by the CAIS JPO.

Compliant A new or modified device that is developed under sanction of
the CAIS JPO and for which the CAIS JPO will provide life
cycle support.

Compatibl Any unit designed to interface or function with CAIS
e components but not sanctioned by the CAIS JPO.

Non-CAIS Any unit designed to operate within the instrumentation area
but not directly interface to a "CAIS" or "CAIS
Compliant/Compatible" component.

CAIS units are units specifically designed and developed to the CAIS system
specification and managed through the JPO, such as the ASC and AVDAU. These
units are the core of the CAIS effort and have JPO certification. These units will bear
the CAIS trademark.



Compliant units are those COTS items or new items that are inappropriate for full
development by the JPO but satisfy a significant customer need and are sanctioned by
the JPO. These units will operate over the CAIS bus and are programmable by the
CAIS software, but they do not necessarily include all CAIS standard design features
or follow all normal CAIS specifications. The units will be developed competitively
by the program office, such as in the case of the MDAU.

Compatible components are part of that 20% bracket that are not currently addressed
from a DoD commonality viewpoint. They do not require JPO certification. Although
they would not be programmable by the CAIS software, they can be relatively easily
interfaced with the CAIS software by the user. These units presumably would be
designed by commercial vendors, to match the standard airborne instrumentation
interfaces of CAIS. They could also be commercial grade units for use in commercial
flight tests.

Non-CAIS units are also in that 20% bracket, but they do not interface with CAIS.

The fundamental objective of CAIS was to develop an 80% solution to the DoD
airborne instrumentation requirements. This combination of CAIS, compliant, and
compatible units will provide a cost-effective method to reduce operations,
maintenance and overall life cycle costs.

COMPLIANT CERTIFICATION

To be considered CAIS-compliant, a COTS item must go through the CAIS JPO
certification process. First, the item must be identified in the previously discussed
requirements process. For example, the CAIS Technical Consultant Group might
recommend adding a particular DAU function. The CAIS JPO would conduct a field
study to find what COTS units/functionality exists. After deciding on a unit that best
meets requirements, the CAIS JPO would conduct laboratory tests to verify operation
over the CAIS bus and identify what CAIS design features the item does or does not
have and potentially initiate further modification of the COTS item. The CAIS JPO
software support group will then integrate this DAU into the ground support system.
At the conclusion of this process, the COTS DAU would be certified as "CAIS
Compliant," and the JPO would include it on the official list of compliant units. T&E
customers could be assured of its performance when operated in conjunction with the
core CAIS.



COMPATIBLE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Items in this category do not require any official CAIS JPO involvement. For
example, if a customer has a requirement to build a one-of-a-kind DAU to function
with CAIS, he may do so without going through the compliant process discussed
above. In addition, the user is responsible for programming this unit.

LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT

When the CAIS is fielded, the JPO will provide full life cycle support (Figure 4). In
addition to identification of requirements and development of new or modified units to
 these require satisfy ments, the program office will provide logistics, program
control, engineering support, software management, intermediate-level (I-level)
maintenance, and coordinate depot-level (D-level) support.

Figure 4. Functional CAIS JPO Organization

Currently, the JPO is in the process of establishing contracts to enable DoD customers
to readily procure CAIS components. Requirements contracts will be in place for all
CAIS units. Customers will be able to purchase products through the program office,
and they will receive full procurement support.



In the area of logistics support, the JPO will maintain full configuration management.
This includes managing all drawings and technical documentation. In addition, the
goal of the office is to maintain a sufficient inventory of line replaceable units (LRU)
and shop replaceable units for customer support and maintenance execution and
monitor the overall quality/reliability effort.

The JPO will maintain a core of expert engineers to support the requirements and
development functions. In addition, this team will provide oversight to maintenance
activities, provide system integration support for DoD customers, and be available for
field support.

Following system development, particularly the preflight unit, the JPO will maintain
all software support. It will maintain configuration control and modify/enhance
software to support hardware modifications or new CAIS LRUs.

The CAIS maintenance concept is based on the three-level concept. For
organizational-level (O-level) maintenance, field units will trace system failures down
to the LRU unit level and remove and replace these units on the aircraft. The CAIS
JPO will maintain I-level maintenance capability to repair these malfunctioning items.
In addition, the JPO plans to maintain sufficient LRU inventory to resupply customers
with critical schedule requirements. For LRUs not repairable at the I-level, the JPO
will coordinate and provide access to D-level support at a contractor or Government
facility. The contractual effort for this maintenance will be supported by the program
office. Both I-level and D-level will be funded by the customer, on a charge-per-order
basis.

PROGRAM SUMMARY

The CAIS JPO was created as a tri-service program to provide a flexible and
expandable instrumentation system for DoD. The program developed a standard
modular complement of hardware and software which will be used on existing and
future aircraft test programs. The system will be modular, allowing for expansion to
meet the requirements of projects having broad data acquisition requirements.
Economies of scale will result from usage by all services and weapon system
manufacturers and by a reduction of the many varieties of instrumentation systems
used and maintained by the services.

By utilizing a common system, major weapon system programs can rely on full life
cycle support from the single CAIS JPO for their airborne flight test instrumentation
systems. Personnel training is limited to one system, and spare equipment is required
for one system type. Interoperability between ranges will be greatly increased due to



the existence of ground support, emergency spares, and technical expertise already in
place at the national and specialty test sites.
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ABSTRACT

A state-of-the-art instrumentation amplifier capable of being used with most types of
transducers has recently been developed at the Kennedy Space Center. This Universal
Signal Conditioning Amplifier (USCA) can eliminate costly measurement setup time
and troubleshooting, improve system reliability, and provide more accurate data than
conventional amplifiers. The USCA can configure itself for maximum resolution and
accuracy based on information read from a RAM chip attached to each transducer.
Excitation voltages or currents are also automatically configured. The amplifier uses
both analog and digital state-of-the-art technology with analog-to-digital conversion
performed in the early stages to minimize errors introduced by offset and gain drifts in
the analog components. A dynamic temperature compensation scheme has been
designed to achieve and maintain 12-bit accuracy of the amplifier from 0 to 70E C.
The digital signal processing section allows the implementation of digital filters up to
511th order. The amplifier can also perform real-time linearizations up to fourth order
while processing data at a rate of 23,438 samples per second (23.438 kS/s). Both
digital and analog outputs are available from the amplifier.



DESCRIPTION

The Universal Signal Conditioning Amplifier is a self- or remotely-programmable
amplifier that internally provides transducer excitation. The USCA was designed to
improve the performance of the Permanent Measurement System (PMS) currently in
use at the Kennedy Space Center. The USCA significantly reduces the time required
to set up a new measurement—a task that currently takes several hours since
amplifiers have to be physically matched to the transducers. Many transducers used in
the PMS have outputs in the order of a few millivolts, and their amplifiers are
sometimes several hundred feet away. Noise coupled into the cables can significantly
deteriorate the performance of the measurement system. The USCA was designed to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio by allowing the amplifier to be closer to the
transducer whenever feasible. Each USCA is characterized by a 0 to 70EC temperature
range. By measuring the performance over the temperature range and by constantly
monitoring the temperature, analog gain and offset drifts can be dynamically
compensated for by the digital signal processor stage.

When a transducer is calibrated using the USCA, a memory chip (Tag RAM) must be
attached to it. This memory chip contains information pertinent to the transducer, such
as excitation levels, output range, linearization coefficients, and others. Before the
transducer is connected to the USCA, all the output voltages or currents are set to zero
and the input gain is set to unity. When the USCA is connected to a transducer, it sets
itself up to adapt to the transducer by using the information stored in the Tag RAM.
The default gains, excitation levels (voltage or current), filters, and output type
(analog or digital) are set immediately upon connecting a transducer to the USCA.
The default settings of the USCA can be changed remotely through the Self Aware
Measurement System (SAMS) controller. The flexibility provided by the internal
controller and the Digital Signal Processing module permits the use of non-standard
transducers, such as pulse-type flow meters, sensors with frequency outputs, and A/C
phase measurement transducers.

SELF AWARE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

A block diagram of a typical USCA configuration is shown in Figure 1 . A
Self-Aware Measurement System (SAMS) controller is shown in the block diagram.
As shown, the main purpose of the SAMS controller is to provide an interface
between a host computer and the USCA. Even though the USCA sets itself up upon
connection to a transducer, the SAMS controller can allow the selection of input and
output gains. It also permits the selection of standard filters in each USCA, and allows
the downloading of custom-designed digital filters. The SAMS provides configuration
control of the system by monitoring the number and types of transducers in use and by



Figure 1. System Configuration: Universal Signal Conditioning Amplifier (USCA),
Tag RAM, and Self Aware Measurement System (SAMS)

tracking calibration due dates of the transducers. It maintains a date/time log of USCA
and transducer connects and disconnects.

For transducers that do not require a signal conditioning amplifier, the S AMS
controller can perform configuration control even without a USCA present. However,
these transducers must be equipped with a Tag RAM.

TAG RAM

The Tag RAM consists of a memory chip, backed by a battery with a 10-year lifetime.
This Tag RAM is loaded with data and sealed to the transducer after the transducer is
calibrated. The Tag RAM includes information regarding the transducer type, required
excitation level, output voltage range, calibration due date, linearization coefficients,
ID number, and others. The Tag RAM is password-protected to prevent the calibration
data of the transducer from being changed inadvertently. Communication between the
USCA and the Tag RAM is done over a single pair of wires. Multiple Tag RAMs can
be connected to that single pair of wires. When long cables are used to connect the
USCA to a data acquisition system, each section of cable can be equipped with a Tag



RAM. The SAMS controller can then perform configuration control of the complete
measurement, including the cabling.

USCA

The USCA combines state-of-the art analog and digital hardware to accomplish
reliable and accurate signal conditioning. Figure 2 presents a block diagram that
shows the USCA's main modules.

The Input module consists mainly of a highly stable programmable-gain amplifier.
This module also includes transient and overvoltage protection circuits. The circuits
have been designed to provided a DC to 10 kHz 0.02 dB passband with 12-bit (1 part
in 4096) accuracy. The programmable stage can select gains from 0.25 through 2,000
V/V. The output of the amplifier stage is applied to a 16-bit analog-to-digital
converter circuit that samples at 375 kS/s. A voltage reference with stability better
than 1 ppm/EC is used for the A/D converter. This is the most critical section of the
USCA, since the accuracy of the amplifier is mainly limited by the behavior of the
analog section.

The Excitation module provides a highly regulated voltage or current for the
transducer. The excitation level is determined by the information read from the Tag
RAM, and is controlled by a 16-bit digital-to-analog converter. This module allows
the selection of an excitation voltage with a resolution of better than 500 µV. The
excitation stage has a current-limiting circuit that restricts the maximum current to
about 100 mA. The excitation can also be programmed to provide pulses with variable
duty cycles and amplitudes.

The Digital Signal Processing module performs digital filtering and real-time
linearization functions. This module consists of a Decimating Digital Filter (DDF) and
a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) microprocessor. The DDF receives a data stream at
a rate of 375 kS/s from the A/D converter. The decimator lowpass filter filters the
input data and reduces the sampling rate to 23.438 kS/s or lower. The DDF also
performs digital filtering up to 511th order using 20-bit coefficients. The available
digital filters include lowpass, highpass, bandpass, and notch filters. The coefficients
for the filters can reside inside the USCA, or they can be downloaded through the
SAMS controller. The filters designed for the USCA allow for passbands with ripple
lower than 0.02 dB. While running at 23.438 kS/s, the DSP processor can perform
linearizations up to fourth order using the coefficients read from the Tag RAM. When
running measurements that do not require such a fast sampling rate, higher order
real-time linearizations can be performed.



Figure 2. Block Diagram of the Universal Signal Conditioning Amplifier (USCA)

The Output module provides both analog and digital outputs. The analog capabilities
were implemented to ensure the compatibility of the USCA with the measurement
system currently in use at the Kennedy Space Center. The USCA uses a 16-bit
digital-to-analog converter for the analog output. The output range can be selected to
be 0 to 5 V, -5 to 5 V, -10 to 10 V, 0 to 10 V, or 4 to 20 mA. The digital output
consists of a serial stream containing 16-bit data. The resolution is thus one part in
65,536. The Output module is connected to the Digital Signal Processing module by
optoisolators. This ensures a complete galvanical isolation between the output stage
and the other sections of the USCA.

The USCA is powered by a 24-32 V source. The power supply module, consisting of
several DC-DC voltage converters, provides the different voltages required for
operating the USCA. It also isolates the main circuitry from the Output module, the
Data I/O module, and the power source.

A Data Input/Output module is used to communicate with the SAMS controller and to
read the information stored in the Tag RAM. Custom filters and new gain settings are
downloaded through this module from the SAMS controller. This module is also
galvanically isolated from the rest of the circuitry.



USCA operation is controlled by a microcontroller. The information read from the
Tag RAM is interpreted by the microcontroller, which uses it to define the settings for
operating the USCA. This stage communicates with all the other modules. It sets the
excitation voltages and output range, selects the filters and gains, and continuously
monitors the temperature inside the USCA. The temperature information is passed
along to the digital signal processor, which uses it for the dynamic temperature
compensation scheme. When the microcontroller detects that a transducer has been
disconnected from the USCA, it will set both the excitation voltage or current, and the
output voltage to zero. This prevents potential damage to another transducer when it is
connected to the USCA and before the USCA reads its Tag RAM.

The microcontroller also stores the program for the digital signal processor chip. This
program is transferred to the DSP upon powering the unit up. The DSP program can
be upgraded remotely through the SAMS controller when required.

DIGITAL FILTERS

A variety of digital filters was designed using Monarch DSP software. The USCA
microcontroller has a total of 32 kB of non-volatile memory, a section of which is
used to stored the 20-bit-wide coefficients for the digital filters. This memory space
limits the number of resident filters to eight. Figure 3 shows an example of two digital
filters designed for the USCA. Figure 3(a) depicts a 300 Hz lowpass filter and Figure
3(b) presents the same filter with a 60 Hz notch filter added to it. The passband ripple
of these filters is 0.02 dB and the out-of-band attenuation is greater than 50 dB.
Additional filters can be downloaded at any time using the SAMS controller. Filters
can be customized to any given application. All the digital filters were designed using
a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) implementation. FIR-type filters provide linear phase
delays and therefore better preserve the time domain waveforms.

OPERATION

To utilize the USCA, a transducer must be outfitted with a Tag RAM containing the
information pertinent to the transducer. The transducer is calibrated by varying its
stimulus and recording its output on a calibration data sheet. The linearization
coefficients are then calculated and stored in the Tag RAM, along with information
regarding the excitation required by the transducer. Information regarding the output
range and the required gain/filter settings is also stored in the Tag RAM.



Figure 3. Examples of Digital Filters Generated for the USCA
(a) 300 Hz Lowpass Filter
(b) 300 Hz Lowpass Filter with 60 Hz Notch



When a new measurement is installed, the transducer equipped with the Tag RAM is
connected to the USCA, without the need for any further calculations. The gain, filter,
excitation and offset are automatically configured in a few seconds. The complete
system configuration can then be reported by the SAMS controller to the PC.

USCA DEVELOPMENT

A working prototype of the USCA has been implemented at the Kennedy Space
Center. The Tag RAM concept was developed and tested in 1991. A working USCA
prototype and a 32-channel SAMS controller were implemented in 1992 and
demonstrated in 1993.

Current efforts are concentrated on the miniaturization of the USCA. New designs
will be implemented using surface mount technology. Where available, surface mount
components with a 50 or 25 mil pitch will be used. The miniature version of the
USCA will be placed in an explosion-proof enclosure capable of withstanding the
temperatures, pressure, and vibration present at Space Shuttle launch pads. To achieve
better temperature stabilization, the USCA will be filled with a sound thermal
conductive fluid. The transient protection circuitry will be replaceable without having
to open the liquid-filled portion of the environmental container. The calibration
parameters for the USCA itself are stored internally on non-volatile RAM. A USCA
can therefore be recalibrated by loading new calibration parameters, without opening
the liquid-filled case. Final characterization of USCA performance will be conducted
following completion of the miniature unit.

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

The technology used in the development of the USCA can also be utilized in
commercial and industrial applications. The USCA is an ideal solution for test cells,
where sensors are frequently reconfigured for individual tests. The instantaneous
matching of the USCA to a transducer can save several hours of measurement setup
time. The ruggedized version of the USCA can be used in situations where the
environment is hostile, such as oil exploration and mining, where the USCAs would
be subject to severe environmental conditions. A hermetically-sealed USCA could be
used when measurements need to be conducted under water. A simpler and less
expensive USCA could be implemented for applications where large temperature
variations are not expected and where the USCA would not be exposed to extreme
shock or vibration. An interest has already been expressed in using the USCA for
wind tunnel measurements. We anticipate the use of the USCA in the automobile and
aircraft industries, where multiple sensors are used during development and testing of
components.



We expect that within two years NASA will be able to procure USCAs from a
commercial vendor. We anticipate that the private sector will be interested in the
commercialization of both ruggedized and laboratory-grade USCAs in the near future.
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SUMMARY

This paper describes the progress made by the Wright Laboratory Armament
Directorate Instrumentation Technology Branch in developing Subminiature
Instrumentation Technologies. These advancements will be explained relative to the
overall scope of the Subminiature Instrumentation efforts. The goal of these efforts is
a DOD depot capability to provide low cost, non-intrusive telemetry instrumentation
for any weapon system. The concept of developing a "chip-set" of monolithic modules
to allow quick design and fabrication of a specific telemetry package, has been
implemented with the development of subminiature telemetry. Today, the telemetry
package with 128 digital and 64 analog channels, 200kbs up to 10Mbs data rates, with
programmable functions, is approximately 2 inches X 2 inches X .25 inches and
weighs about 50 grams. Encryption is available and provisions are being made to
transmit video in the same module. This technology is being pursued as the standard
for all air-to-air and air-to-ground telemetry systems.

INTRODUCTION

Current telemetry instrumentation systems are subject to space and weight limitations
for use in bombs, missiles, submunitions, projectiles and other conventional weapons.
Off-the-shelf solutions are not available for installation into these weapon systems in a
rapid, cost effective manner. As a result, custom instrumentation systems have to be
built from the ground up for each application. The costs associated with such a
development are often so prohibitive that no telemetry capability is developed at all.
In the past decade, we have seen a trend toward more complex weapon systems,
containing a greater number of electronic functions in a much smaller volume. Many
of these weapons have the dubious distinction of being untestable since no provision
for test instrumentation was developed while the weapon was being designed. These



acquisitions are renowned for missed schedules and inflated costs, often due to
inconclusive test results and subsequent designs. We have learned from these
acquisitions just how vital a built-in-test capability is. The Subminiature
Instrumentation program at the Wright Laboratory Armament Directorate was formed
to develop the technologies necessary to permit an instrumentation capability for
current and future weapon systems stressingd extreme development and installation,
low cost, anly small size.

REQUIREMENTS

When Subminiature Telemetry was initially conceived in 1986, its applications
covered primarily cluster and submunition tests where a large number of munitions
are dispersed in the air over a target area. As the program progressed, the scope of
requirements grew substantially. Bombs, missiles, dispensers, artillery shells, bullets
and even aircraft skin test applications were amassed from all branches of the DOD.
Additional requirements, many not even weapon related, continued to come in over
the next several years. It became clear that a very generic approach to producing a
wide range of products would be required. Instead of inhibiting our progress, the wide
range of applications became our driving requirement; after all, we would ideally like
to set in place an institution for creating instrumentation solutions for some time to
come. From here, our program requirements became more evident. Small size meant
massive monolithic integration. A transmission technique would be required to enable
simultaneous reception from up to 100 transmitters thereby permitting operational
testing of multimunition scenarios. Environmentally hardened components and
packages would be required to survive and operate during gun-launch accelerations,
body vibrations, aerodynamic loading, and widely varying temperatures. Finally, the
end item must be compatible with Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)
standards and DOD ground station equipment to the maximum extent.

MODEL PROGRAMS

After a thorough survey of munition telemetry instrumentation requirements, from
both existing and planned systems, five model programs were identified to represent
the electrical, physical, and environmental extremes of the broad base of potential
users. This was done to make the task of defining an architecture easier to handle,
with the knowledge that a large percentage of the remaining customer requirements
would fall between these extremes and, therefore, be satisfied. With the cooperation of
the respective program offices, each model program was analyzed in great detail. A
thorough understanding of the munition's physical structure, electrical design,
expected level of performance, and performance scenario were determined. Added to
this was a list of measurands necessary for each platform. Obviously, for the models



with existing telemetry systems, most of the measurand data was easily provided. The
others proved more challenging munitions. There are three such multiple access
techniques that were considered; Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA), and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). Of
these three, TDMA must be discarded entirely since it requires a burst mode for
transmission.

THE LINK SPECIFICATION

Two levels of multiplexing are required in our system concept. The first level is
multiplexing data channels, or measurands, within a single munition. Some
waveforms utilize a Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) serial data format for collecting
multiple digitized measurand signals. For low to moderate level analog signal
bandwidths (typically less than 200kHz as is the case for most telemetry systems)
PCM is the technique of choice due to its extreme accuracy, robustness, and
convenience. The second level of multiplexing deals with transmitting and receiving
data from multiple mode packets of data, any of which could be lost if a particular
munition detonated before it transmitted its packet. TDMA timing complexity is also a
large cost driver. FDMA is the most compatible with IRIG standards, yet has a major
drawback in that it requires one RF receiver per transmitter. Clearly use of 100
receivers on the ground is not feasible. CDMA is attractive for the precise reason that
FDMA is not; it transmits multiple data streams on a single frequency, differentiating
them by spread spectrum codes unique to each munition.
A direct sequence (DS) waveform was selected, which directly modulates that data
stream with a PN Gold code sequence, simplifying hardware and enabling a large
number of users per channel. For munitions requiring large data bandwidths, the
multiple access feature of the CDMA waveform is not applicable since you need
additional processing gain for many users. In these instances, it is more practical to
utilize common FDMA/FSK telemetry waveforms, reducing system bandwidth
requirements. Therefore, the multi-access technique of choice was FDMA for a low
number of simultaneous operators and CDMA-DS/FDMA for a large number of
simultaneous operators. The CDMA/FDMA "hybrid" technique utilizes 4 center
frequencies on which up to 24 munitions may transmit per frequency. This strategy
offers a "mix and match" capability to the system designer where he may trade
bandwidth, CDMA link margin, and ground station complexity.

The general rule here is that shift keying modulation (either frequency or phase) is
most efficient when used with a digital waveform such as PCM. Various forms of
shift keying exist, each with respective good and bad points. The general result is that
for an FDMA application, Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) performs best whereas for a
CDMA/FDMA system, Offset-Quadrature direct spreading of a Differential Phase



Shift Keyed signal works best. Henceforth, the FDMA approach using FSK
modulation will be referred to as FSK mode, and the CDMA/FDMA approach will be
called Spread mode. Also of consideration are error correction coding techniques.
Extensive analysis provided trade-off data for various coding strategies. Coding is
necessary, especially with a PSK waveform, to protect against signal dropouts to
vehicle dynamics, interference from other multiple access users and fading. The data
showed that with our waveforms of choice, the best performance with least
complexity is convolution encoding with Viterbi decoding, yielding a required
Signal-to-Noise (S/N) ratio, or Eb/No, of 6.7dB for DPSK and 9.7dB for FSK.

THE LINK BUDGET

The link specification identified the technologies of choice for establishing
transmission links that satisfy all of our system design goals. With this information
and data, we may compose a link budget to determine the required transmitter power
for each model.

WAVEFORM DESIGN

The results of the link budget and specification dictated a specific waveform design .
The signal path will be described in two sections; the transmitter and the receiver.

THE TRANSMITTER

There are two modes in which the system may operate: FSK or Spread. The FSK
mode is chosen for a single or very low number of simultaneous operators. Spread
mode is chosen when a large number of transmitters must be accessed simultaneously,
an extreme example being 100 transmitters. In either case, analog, discrete, and digital
data are commutated into a single, Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) serial data stream of
variable, selectable bit rates and frame structures. The commutation procedure uses
two multiplexed buses: data and address/control. Digitized data is gathered via these
buses from acquisition cells of 2 types. In the first type, up to 4 analog signals are
amplified, filtered, multiplexed, digitized (eight bits) and sent to the commutator. In
the second type, eight discrete channels or eight bit parallel data can be supplied to the
commutator. Serial digital data can also be commutated using a handshake/buffer
interface. The commutator collects data from the data acquisition cells according to a
programmed frame and creates the single serial data stream. A Convolution Encoder
performs a rate = ½, constraint length = 7 convolution, effectively doubling the serial
data rate. This data is interleaved over 128 blocks of 32 symbols with a 64 symbol
sync over each 4096 symbol block.



Once interleaved, the data is either differentially encoded and Offset-Quadrature
spread (for Spread mode) or Manchester encoded (for FSK mode). The spreading
stage performs an offset quadrature direct spread on the serial data with a Gold code
sequence of 2048 length and 16 Mchips/sec rate. Two different output taps, one for
In-phase the other for Quadrature (I and Q) are selected from a Ggenerator. The I and
Q codes are modulo-2 added to the diold code fferentially encoded bit stream and
clocked out at 16 MHZ. The resulting two 16 Msymbol/sec streams are routed to the
Phase Shift Keying (PSK) modulator for up-conversion to RF. In FSK mode, the
Manchester encoder converts the NRZ-L PCM to bi-phase, thus insuring transitions
during long durations of no data; typical of our scenarios. A phase-locked-loop (PLL)
synthesizer generates selectable RF center frequencies for both Spread and FSK
modes :

FSK Mode: 2310.5 MHZ to 2389.5 MHZ step 1 MHz
Spread Mode: 2320.0 MHZ to 2380.0 MHZ step 20 MHZ

When enabled, the FSK modulator adds a voltage offset (in binary) to the center
frequency which the VCO changes to a frequency deviation around the center
frequency. The output is fedback through a divide by two stage to the synthesizer,
completing the PLL. The up-converted output is routed through two RF switches to
the power amplifier, then harmonically filtered and radiated. When in Spread mode,
the FSK modulator does not alter the carrier waveform. The PLL functions only to
furnish a center frequency to the PSK modulator. The carrier is split into two signals,
each 90 degrees apart in phase. One of the carrier signals is then balanced modulated
by the "I" waveform from the spreading stage while the other is modulated by the "Q".
These two waveforms are then mixed by a power combiner and routed to the power
amplifier, harmonic filter and antenna. Two configurations of power amplifiers are
available, 25 mW and 250 mW, and can be selected during system configuration. Any
amount of additional power gain can be obtained by "stacking" power amplifier stages
in-line with the existing amps. A family of compatible modules will be developed in
the near future to meet the high transmission power requirements.

RECEIVER SYSTEM

The importance of keeping our waveform compatible with IRIG standards is well
demonstrated in the receiver system design. Typical 5 meter dish antennas or low
gain, wide beamwidth antennas are used to capture the radiated signal(s). In Spread
mode a standard wideband telemetry receiver is used. The 70 MHZ Intermediate
Frequency (IF) and Local Oscillator (LO) are routed from the receiver to a
downconverter which separates the signal into its complex, quadrature components. I
and Q are then digitized at 32 Msps, 6 bit per sample and independently processed to



correlate specific Gold code addresses from the combined signal. Notice that multiple
codes may be correlated simultaneously by simply bussing the digitized I and Q
signals to additional processing cards in parallel. Such a capability could provide
multiple streams of real-time PCM data for recording or decommutation and analysis.
The correlated I and Q signals are DPS K demodulated into a serial digital stream
which is deinterleaved and decoded using a Viterbi process matched to the
convolution encoder in the transmitter. The restored NRZ-L PCM stream is
decommutated using IRIG STD 106 compatible equipment, at which point the original
measurands are available for analysis.

POWER AND SYSTEM CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS

Thus far we have only considered the path of the telemetry data waveform. Control
and power circuits must also be considered to flesh-out the system design. For lack of
space, these circuits will not be discussed. However, the required functions were
designed and built and form a part of the system in the Data Controller Cell (DCC)
and Power Controller Cell (PCC).

COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY SELECTION

The microelectronic component technologies specified to implement each subsystem
were determined through foundry product trade studies. Once again, our emphasis was
to keep costs low, minimize interface complexity, and maintain our targeted
reliability. Due to limited space, the specifics of each component were not included.
To summarize, CMOS, BICMOS, and GaAs are the monolithic circuit technologies
used to implement most of the system. An AT-cut crystal is being used as the
oscillator and microstrip patch technologies will be used for antennas.

PACKAGING DESIGN

The primary element of the system is the Multichip module (MCM), containing all of
the waveform and control circuits in a single package. Each of the die is mounted
unpackaged to the substrate and either flip-chip or wire bonded to achieve the greatest
density. The substrate of the MCM may easily be divided into 2 or more MCMs or
constructed in most any shape that the weapon requires so that it may fill any
available space. The Integrated Sensor Cells mount on or in the body to be measured
and electrically interface to the MCM via 34 AWG wire harnesses which in-turn
terminate on an extremely dense microminiature connector. If higher densities are
required and mechanical coupling of the substrate is not a problem, unpackaged
sensors may be mounted directly to the MCM substrate. The microminiature
connector also provides an off-munitions interface for mission programming, and



activation/deactivation lines. The antenna of choice is interfaced through a 50 ohm
miniature coax connector. The power, whether supplied by battery or munition, is
routed to the MCM by way of a 4 conductor harness. Low Temperature Co-Fired
Ceramic was determined to be the best Multi-Chip Module technology available for
our application. The Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic process uses conventional
thick film production tools to deposit metal lines and solder dots on a soft tape
ceramic to make multi-layered circuit interconnects. All the layers are then fired
simultaneously at low heat (often with components in place to be reflow soldered) to
form a single ceramic package. LTCC offers good high frequency operation and
conducted/radiated isolation and is naturally sealed for hermeticity. Once fired,
however, ceramic is brittle and requires a metal backing plate to isolate high-level
shocks. For this effort, we are pursuing a LTCC multilayered substrate in kovar. This
combination has been shown in lab and gun-launch tests, to withstand severe shocks
while maintaining a good match of coefficients of thermal expansion. Low production
cost (since well established thick-film processes are used) and design flexibility make
this combination the most attractive approach.

ENCRYPTION CAPABILITY

From the start, we realized the importance of trying to include encryption functions
into the library of Subminiature Telemetry Macrocells. We also realized the challenge
of building an embedded COMSEC system and key generator device in such small
packages. Luckily, the National Security Agency solved one of our problems; they
developed a CMOS key generator, the KGV-69, fully compatible with SECRET
COMSEC standards and which will easily meet our size and function goals. W e have
scheduled additional development of this device to further reduce power requirements
so that it is fully compatible with our system. The challenge of a TEMPEST design
also presented itself. Throughout the electrical and package design, TEMPEST
concerns were raised, so that if we wished to add an embedded COMSEC capability,
we could do so without redesigning the system. This was successfully done.
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